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The  Year  in    Brief 

This  was  a  year  of  recession 
and  recovery  for  the  forest  industries, 
as    it   was  for    the    economy    in   general. 

The  vigorous  revival  in  business 
activity  coming  in  the  latter  part  of  the 
year  gave  added  opportunities  to  benefit 
from  previous  research  on  better  prod- 

ucts and  methods  of  production.  It  also 
stimulated  the  demand  for  more  inno- 

vation and  know-how.  Special  emphasis 
was  placed  on  the  need  for  basic  re- 

search—source of  unknown  wonders 

from  which  tomorrow's  successes  may 
spring. 

Forest  industries  shared  im- 
portantly in  the  fruits  of  research  during 

19  58,  but  not  to  the  extent  that  competing 
industries  did.  In  fact,  recent  studies 
show  that  forestry  research  has  been 

operating  at  less  than  one-quarter  of 
the  level  at  which  research  has  served 

timber    industry's    competitors. 

The  Timber  Resource  Review, 
completed  a  few  years  ago,  recognized 
progress  made  in  timber  growing.  It 
also  emphasized  the  urgent  need  to 
double  timber  growth  within  the  next 
four  decades.  This  is  the  increased 

demand  for  wood  in  prospect  from  our 
rapidly    expanding    population. 

We  may  be  momentarily  en- 
couraged by  the  fact  that,  as  a  nation, 

we  have  been  adding  to  our  total  timber 
capital  at  a  net.  rate  of  about  0.6  percent 
annually.  At  the  same  time,  however, 
our  population  has  been  increasing  at  a 
net  rate  of  some  1.7  percent  annually  -- 
about  three  times  as  rapidly  as  has  our 
timber    supply. 

Recognizing  the  greatly  ex- 
panded demands  for  wood  expected  in 

the  future,  Congress  last  year  provided 
for  an  increase  in  timber  production 
research.  In  the  Midsouth  it  was  thus 

possible  to  strengthen  research  in  forest 

genetics  and  to  bolster  timber -manage - 
ment  studies  in  the  lowland  hardwoods, 
in  the  Louisiana -Arkansas  Coastal 

Plain,  and  in  the  Ozark-Ouachita  high- 
lands. Funds  were  also  made  available 

for  a  new,  modern  research  laboratory 
building  at  Gulfport,  Mississippi,  to 
house  the  Southern  Institute  of  Forest 

Genetics,  the  Forest  Insect  Laboratory, 
and  the  Forest  Disease  Laboratory. 

Facilities  for  both  basic  and  applied  re- 
search in  these  fields  will  be  greatly 

improved    thereby. 

Several  examples  of  progress  in 
research  at  the  Southern  Station  during 
1958   deserve    mention. 

Pilot  tests  show  that  loblolly 

pine  may  grow  vigorously  north  of  its 
natural  range  in  Mississippi.  Experi- 

mental plantations  of  loblolly  in  the 
northern  part  of  the  State  grew  2.5 
cords  per  acre  per  year  to  age  23  years. 
They  have  produced  13  more  cords  per 
acre  than  the  adjacent  shortleaf  pine 
plantations    during  the  same  period. 

Fusiform-rust  infection  in 

southern  pine  may  now  be  detected  at 
an  earlier  stage  than  ever  before,  thanks 
to  a  new  technique  developed  at  the 
Southern  Institute  of  Forest  Genetics. 
Also  at  the  Institute,  more  than  130,000 

pedigreed  hybrids  were  sowed,  4,  000 
were  put  into  experimental  outplantings , 
and  33,000  were  readied  for  test  in  1959. 

The  predator  repellents  Arasan 
and  Endrin  in  a  latex  sticker  were  found 

to  be  effective  in  the  direct  seeding  of 
pines  in  the  hills  of  north  Arkansas,  as 
they  are  in   the    Coastal  Plains. 

A  new  and  improved  formula  for 
calculating  the  allowable  cut  of  managed 
forests  was  developed,  and  is  already 
being  used  on  southern  forests.  New 
electronic  correlation  analysis  tech- 

niques devised  at  the  Station  are  great- 



ly  increasing  the  efficiency  of  research 

in  forestry,  and  promise  to  do  the  same 

for  many  other  fields  of  inquiry  as  well. 

The  new  method  produces  more  in- 
formation much  quicker  and  at  less 

cost  than  was  previously  possible.  New 

improvements  in  techniques  of  point  - 
and  line -sampling  promise  to  step  up 
efficiency  and  utility  of  forest  inventory 
and    growth    estimation. 

Forestry  progress  in  Missis- 

sippi during  the  past  10  years  was  docu- 
mented by  completion  of  the  third  Forest 

Survey  of  the  State.  Softwood  growing 
stock  increased  by  8  percent  and  the 
immediate  outlook  is  for  further  im- 

provement. The  decline  of  21  percent 
in  hardwoods  emphasizes  the  urgency 

to  develop  and  extend  better  manage- 
ment methods  for  these  important 

species . 

Wood  density  studies  started  by 
the  Survey  in  Mississippi  and  extended 
to  the  new  work  in  Arkansas  represent 

a  key  step  in  the  improvement  of  south- 
ern timber  quality.  From  companion 

studies,  specific  gravity  of  pine  trees 
is  estimated  to  vary  by  as  much  as  100 
percent  from  the  lowest  to  the  highest. 
Since  pulp  yields  and  timber  strength 
are  closely  related  to  specific  gravity, 
follow-up  studies  are  now  exploring  the 
related  factors  to  find  out  how  to  grow 
timber  of  greatest  utility  and  value  as 
well    as    volume. 

Recurring  insect  epidemics, 
disease  infections ,  and  forest  fire  losses 
continued  to  plague  forest  managers  in 
the  Midsouth.  Researchers  faced 

mounting  demands  for  more  efficient 
controls  for  all  of  these  damaging 
agents . 

Some  gains  in  forest  protection 
were  made.  New  information  on  the 

timing  of  spray  treatments  promises  to 
improve  cone  rust  control.  New  find- 

ings on  the  life  history  of  the  tip  moth 
improve  the  odds  for  eventually  curbing 
this  increasingly  troublesome  insect.  It 
was  possible  to  improve  recommenda- 

tions for  termite  controls.  Advantages 
and  limitations  of  chemical  retardants 

applied  to  fire  lines  were  clarified  by 
field   tests. 

On  the  other  hand,  the  need  for 

better  ways  to  protect  the  forest  con- 
tinued to  increase.  Oak  wilt,  for  ex- 
ample, was  found  killing  trees  in  areas 

where  previously  it  had  been  undetected. 
Control  methods  for  tree  nursery  and 
plantation  diseases, effective  elsewhere, 
proved  grossly  inadequate  in  Louisiana 
and    Mississippi. 

In  general,  the  year's  experi- 
ences underscored  the  fact  that  present- 

ly available  methods  of  for  est  protection 

are,  at  best,  temporary  and  costly  ex- 
pedients. At  worst,  they  are  in  ad- 

dition ineffective.  Major  program 
strengthening  is  essential  to  accelerate 
progress    in   thi%   field. 

The  demand  for  such  products 
and  services  of  the  forest  as  wildlife, 
forage  for  domestic  livestock,  water, 
and  recreation  continues  sharply  up- 

ward. Conflicts  between  wildlife  and 

timber  production,  between  timber  and 
recreation,  and  between  timber  and 

livestock  grazing  are  all  signs  of  in- 
creasing pressures  for  more  and  varied 

uses  of  the  forest.  Receding  ground- 
water tables,  particularly  in  the  Coastal 

Plain,  as  well  as  increasing  stream 
pollution  problems,  are  of  growing  con- 

cern to  both  industry  and  recreationists. 
Foresters  are  being  asked  to  increase 
the  yield  of  good  water  and  to  better 
control  the  flood  flows  from  the  water- 

sheds   they    manage. 

Complex  at  best,  the  problems 
of  sound  multiple -use  management  are 
compounded  as  they  apply  to  the  small 
owners  who  possess,  in  the  aggregate, 
more  than  two -thirds  of  the  southern 

forest.  Though  attention  is  being  di- 
rected to  small  holdings  as  a  source  of 

timber,  little  effort  has  been  made  to 

maximize  the  equally  valuable  non- 
timber    services    of   this    huge    acreage. 

Last  year's  research  in  wildlife 
habitat  and  in  range  and  watershed 
management  is  summarized  in  the  first 
two  sections  of  this  report.  Although 
work  in  these  fields  has  occupied  a 

minor  portion  of  the  Station's  effort  in 
the  past,  it  seems  likely  to  demand 
much  greater  attention  in  the  years ahead. 
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Range  and  Wildlife  Habitat  Research 

FOREST  GAME  HABITAT  MANAGEMENT 

Demands  on  the  forest  land  re- 
sources of  the  South  are  increasing  and 

will  continue  to  increase  with  the  ex- 
panding population  and  economy  of  the 

region.  Important  among  the  natural 
forest  resources  are  game  animals  and 
birds,  yet  perhaps  no  single  segment  in 
the  forest  community  has  received  less 
research  emphasis  than  wildlife  habitat. 

Until  recently  most  wildlife  re- 
search in  the  South  dealt  primarily -with 

the  life  history  and  population  of  game 
animals.  Now,  emphasis  is  placed  also 
on  habitat  phases, and  habitat  studies  are 
being  conducted  in  most  southern  States. 
The  status  of  these  studies  and  the  need 
for  further  research  was  appraised  in 
the  December  issue  of  the  Forest 

Farmer,    pp.    5,    14-16. 

Habitat  research  deals  prima- 
rily with  relationships  that  exist  be- 

tween timber  stand  conditions,  silvi- 
cultural  practices,  and  wildlife  food  and 
cover.  Assessment  of  wildlife  potential 
and  practical  game  management  require 
objective  inventory,  analysis,  and  in- 

terpretation of  vegetation  factors  in  the 
habitat.  Because  habitat  phases  of  such 
studies  are  realistically  related  to  the 
biology  of  game  animals,  there  is  close 
cooperation  among  several  Federal, 
State,    and    private    agencies. 

The  Southern  Station's  habitat 
investigations,  mainly  in  the  planning 
and  developmental  stage,  are  concen- 

trated in  the  shortleaf -loblolly  pine - 
hardwood  types  because  the  existing 
forest-game  conflicts  are  sharpest 
there.  Half  of  the  commercial  forest 
acreage  in  the  South  is  comprised  of 
hardwood   types,    but  problems  are  less 

urgent  in  hardwood  forests  because  ap- 
parently less  compromise  is  required 

to  produce  both  game  and  timber. 

Figure  1  .--Both  research  workers  and  land 

manager  s  are  inc reas  ing ly  i nt er est ed  in  im- 

proving    the     forest     as    a    habitat     for    game. 
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Thinnings   Boost   Deer  Forage 

Current  studies  stress  forage - 
timber  relationships.  One  study  near 
Alexandria,  Louisiana,  is  beginning  to 
yield  useful  information.  Here  forage 
production  and  composition  are  being 
measured  in  a  loblolly  pine  plantation 
that  has  been  thinned  to  various  densi- 

ties. The  plantation  was  established  in 

1928  at  an  8-  by  8-foot  spacing.  Thin- 
nings in  1948  and  1953  left  basal  areas 

of  100,  85,  and  70  square  feet  of  pine 
per    acre. 

Summer  production  of  palatable 
deer  browse  in  1957  varied  directly  with 

thinning  intensity.  Oven-dry  yields 
ranged  from  90  pounds  under  light  thin- 

ning to  136  pounds  per  acre  with  heavy 
thinning.  Vines  averaged  61  percent  of 
palatable  browse  in  the  summer  and  83 
percent  during  the  winter.  The  quantity 

of  non -palatable  browse  was  practically 
the  same  under  all  degrees  of  thinning: 

Class  of 
browse 

Seasonal 
availability 

Degree  of  thinning 

Heavy  |  Moderate  |  Light 
Pounds  of  forage 

Palatable Summer 
Winter 

Non-palatable       Summer 
Winter 

136 

85 

62 16 

112 
72 

68 33 

90 

57 

64 19 

The  need  for  basing  the  carrying 

capacity  of  year-round  game  ranges  on 
winter  conditions  was  illustrated  by  the 
fact  that  the  quantity  of  palatable  browse 
during  the  winter  averaged  only  62  per- 

cent of  that  available  during  the 
summer . 

Aerial   Spraying   Increases   Forage 

In  the  upland  forests  of  Arkansas 
several  thousand  acres  of  low -quality 
hardwoods  are  being  converted  to  pine 
forests  and  livestock  range.  The  impact 
of  this  broad-scale  conversion  on  cattle 
and  deer  forage  is  being  investigated 
near  Paris,  Arkansas,  in  cooperation 
with   the    State    University. 

In  May  19  57 ,  fixed -wing  aircraft 
were  used  to  spray  several  hardwood 
tracts  to  get  rid  of  trees  like  post  oak 
(Quercus     stellata),    blackjack    oak    (Q. 

marilandica),  and  hickories.  The 
amount  applied  to  each  acre  was  two 

pounds  of  low -volatile  iso-octyl  ester  of 
2,  4,  5-T  mixed  with  one  gallon  of  diesel 
fuel   and    3.  5   gallons    of  water. 

Grasses  increased  during  the 
first  growing  season  after  spraying,  but 
forb  and  browse  production  declined. 
The  large  decrease  in  browse  quantity 
was  caused  mainly  by  a  killing  of  the 
oaks --species  of  low  browsing  quality 
for  deer.  The  main  browse  plants  on 
the  sprayed  areas  were  vaccinium  and 

grape  --plants  which  contribute  liberally 
to    deer    feed. 

In  the  second  year  following 

spraying,  grasses  continued  to  increase 
and  forbs  became  very  abundant. 
Browse  not  only  became  comparable  in 
volume  to  that  on  unsprayed  areas,  but 
had  a  higher  proportion  of  the  plants 
preferred  by  deer.  Volumes  of  air- 
dry  forage  were  as  follows: 

Class  of forage Sprayed  plots 
1957  1    1958 

Unsprayed  plots 
1957    I     TWW 

-  Pounds    - 

Grass 
Forbs 
Browse 

Total 

564 
102 
101 

7  67      1 

873 716 

279 

433 275 
37  5 

868      1,083 

3Z1 
119 

277 

717 

FOREST    GRAZING    MANAGEMENT 

Beef  production  is  shifting  to 
the  South.  During  the  past  two  decades 
beef  cattle  numbers  in  the  South  have 

increased  326  percent  as  compared  to 

a  141 -percent  increase  for  the  Nation 
as  a  whole.  Native  forage  grown  in 
southern  forests  is  contributing  to  the 

feed  these  animals  need.  Range  re- 

search by  the  Southern  Station  is  dedi- 
cated to  finding  how  this  potential  graz- 

ing resource  can  best  be  managed  and 

used  to  produce  healthy  cattle  in  a  man- 
ner compatible  with  timber  production 

and    other    forest   land    uses. 

Range   Cows   Produce  Good  Calves 

The  tendency  for  range  cows  to 
produce  calves  every  other  year  has 
long   limited    beef    production.     In    con- 
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igure  2. --Range    calves    add    to    the    South's    beef   supply.    These    calves,    grown    on    longleaf  pine-bluestem 
ange   near  Alexandr ia ,    Louisiana ,    averaged  464    pounds    and   sold    for    $105    each    in    early  August. 

tinuing  investigations  on  longleaf  pine- 
bluestem  range  near  Alexandria,  Loui- 

siana, the  ability  of  range  beef  cattle  to 
produce  healthy  calves  year  after  year 
has  been  shown  to  be  a  result  of  good 
range  and  cattle  management.  This 
finding  promises  to  widen  acceptance  of 
range  forage  as  a  source  of  feed  and  a 
valuable  product  of  southern  forests. 

Calving  data  from  two  experimental 
herds    are    shown   below: 

Calf  crop 
1956 
1957 
1958 

Weaned  calf  weight 
1956 
1957 
1958 

Herd  A Herd B 

-  Percent  - 

96 73 

S8 

96 

88 88 

-  Pounds  - 
ht 

419 438 
438 477 
464 406 

In  the  Alexandria  studies,  de- 
ficiencies in  the  range  forage  are  com- 
pensated through  supplemental  feeds. 

From  mid-July  to  May,  herd  A  receives 
a  mixed  feed  containing  11  to  15  percent 
protein;  herd  B  is  fed  from  November 
to  May  on  cottonseed  cake  containing  41 
percent  protein.  Currently,  cottonseed 
cake  appears  to  be  the  most  practical 

and  economical  supplement.  The  breed- 
ing season  is  controlled  so  that  calves 

are  dropped  in  early  winter.  They  are 
weaned  in  July  or  August  to  permit  cows 
to  regain  lost  flesh  before  winter.  Cows 
are  furnished  adequate  native  range 
(18  acres  per  cow),  part  of  which  is 
burned. 

Additional  up-to-date  informa- 
tion on  range  and  cattle  management  is 

presented  in  the  Second  Quarter  issue 
of  Forests  and  People  for  1958,  on 

pages  26-28,    48-49. 
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More    In  format  ion    on   Range   Supple- 
mentation  Being   Sought 

Expanded  cooperation  between 
the  Iberia  Livestock  Experiment  Station 
of  the  U.  S.  Agricultural  Research 
Service;  the  Feeds  and  Fertilizer  Lab- 

oratory of  t  h  e  Louisiana  Agricultural 
Experiment  Station;  the  Department  of 
Animal  Industry,  Louisiana  State  Uni- 

versity; and  W.  M.  Monroe  and  Alfred 
Tate,  local  cattle  owners,  has  made  it 
possible  for  the  Alexandria  Research 
Center  to  start  new  herd-management 
studies.  These  will  contribute  inform- 

ation on  the  most  economical  and  prac- 
tical means  of  correcting  seasonal 

protein  deficiencies  of  native  forage. 
Three  levels  of  range  supplementation, 
replicated  twice,  will  be  imposed  on 
beef  herds  grazing  native  blue  stem 
range    yearlong: 

Treatment  1.  Each  brood  cow 
will  receive  560  pounds  of  cottonseed 
cake  (41  percent  crude  protein)  annually. 
Feeding  will  be  done  on  259  days --every 
other  day  during  the  spring  and  summer 
and  every  day  during  the  fall  and  winter. 
The  quantity  of  supplement  will  be 
highest  where  the  forage  is  least 
nutritious. 

Treatment  2.  Each  brood  cow 
will  receive  438  pounds  of  cottonseed 
cake  annually,  fed  on  197  days  during  8 
months     in    fall,    winter,    and     spring. 

Treatment  3.  Each  brood  cow 
will  receive  318  pounds  of  cottonseed 
cake  annually,  with  feeding  confined  to 
151    days    in    5   fall    and   winter    months. 

Treatments  will  be  evaluated  in 
terms  of  seasonal  cattle  weights, 
changes  in  blood  composition,  growth 
rate  and  weaned  weight  of  calves,  calv- 

ing percentage,  feed  and  management 
costs,  and  returns  from  animals  sold. 
These  in  turn  will  be  related  to  forage 
production,    utilization,    and    quality. 

Some  Nutrients  Are  Adenuate , 
Others   Are  Not 

Adequacy  of  minor  mineral  ele- 
ments in  main  forage  plants  of  longleaf 

pine-bluestem  ranges  was  stressed  in 
Bulletin  516  of  Louisiana  State  Univer- 

sity and  Agricultural  Experiment 
Station,  in  pages  Z47-248  of  the  Sep- 

tember 1958  issue  of  the  Journal  of 
Range  Management,  and  in  Souther  n 
Forestry  Notes  117,  September  1958. 
Cobalt,  iron,  copper,  zinc,  manganese, 
molybdenum,  magnesium,  and  sulphur 
are  not  necessary  additions  to  mineral 
mixes.  In  addition,  the  studies  reported 
in  these  publications  corroborated  pre- 

vious findings  and  presented  new  in- 
formation on  major  nutrients.  Potassi- 

um, a  nutrient  not  previously  studied  in 
Louisiana  forest  ranges,  was  found  to 
be  plentiful.  Cattle  probably  require 
between  0.  15  to  0,20  percent,  but  spe- 

cies sampled  contained  from  0.  60  to 
5.00  percent.  Swamp  sunflower  had  the 
greatest  amount.  Most  of  the  plants 
sampled  contained  more  than  0.20  per- 

cent calcium.  The  proportion  of  calcium 
increased  as  the  plants  matured  and 
was  exceptionally  high  in  swamp  sun- 

flower at  all  stages  of  development. 
The  data  indicated  that  specific  calcium 
supplements  are  not  justified  for  cattle 
on  longleaf  pine  ranges  in  Louisiana. 
This  is  especially  true  when  the  com- 

monly used  bonemeal  is  furnished  as  a 
phosphorus    supplement. 

Phosphorus  and  crude  protein 
remain  as  the  nutrients  most  deficient 
in  native  forage.  Range  herds  should 
receive  a  high -phosphorus  supplement 
yearlong  and  crude  protein  at  least  from 
early   fall   until    early    spring. 

Information  which  illustrated 

forage  improvement  through  hardwood 
control  was  included  in  Southern 
Forestry    Notes    118,    November   1958. 

Forest    Grazing    in   M ississippi 

Studies  at  the  McNeill  Experi- 
mental Forest  were  reported  in  Occa- 

sional Paper  162,  "Cattle  grazing  in 
longleaf  pine  forests  of  south  Missis- 

sippi." This  publication  discusses 
grazing -capacity  calculations,  the  nu- 

tritional limitations  of  native  forage, 
the  inverse  relationship 
yields  and  pine  stand 
fluence  of  rainfall  on 

limitations  of  native  forage, 
rse  relationship  between  grass 
nd   pine     stand    density,    the    in- yields    and    pine     stand   density,    the    in- 

fluence of  rainfall  on  forage  production, 



tie  benefits  of  seasonal  utilization  of 
or  age,  and  the  effect  of  cattle  on 
imber . 

New  information  on  longtime 
lant  changes  illustrated  the  importance 
f  light  grazing  for  increasing  the 
round  cover  of  grasses,  particularly 
hat  of  little  bluestem--one  of  the  most 
mportant  and  desirable  native  forage 
pecies  in  Mississippi.  From  1923  to 
933,  when  the  McNeill  timber  stands 
rere  developing  from  reproduction  to 
ole  size,  the  study  areas  were  closely 
razed.  Grass  density  decreased  from 
9  to  22  percent  on  unburned  units  and 
rom  62  to  21  percent  on  burned  units. 
Fnder  light  grazing  during  the  next  16 
ears,  grass  density  increased  to  28 
ercent  under  full  stands  of  timber, 
arts  of  which  were  burned  at  irregular 
atervals.  Little  bluestem  increased 

rom  about  one -fourth  of  the  grass  stand 
0  more  than  half.  The  proportion  of 
lender  bluestem  decreased  slightly, 
arpetgrass  was  greatly  reduced,  and 
ther  grasses  declined  from  barely  half 
3  about  one -fourth  of  the  stand.  Thus, 
nder  light  grazing,  little  bluestem  be - 
ame  the  dominant  range  grass. 

A  major  problem  of  forest  land 
razing  is  the  proper  distribution  of 
attle.  Several  factors  may  cause  cattle 
:>  concentrate  on  or  to  avoid  certain 
reas.  At  McNeill,  fire  was  a  most 
Tiportant  consideration.  Within  in- 
ividual  range  units,  cattle  concentrated 
n  upland  areas  that  had  recently  been 
urned.  The  forage  there  was  more  ac- 
essible  and  palatable  than  on  unburned 
racts,  and  grasses  were  utilized  85  to 
0  percent.  Very  little  use  was  made  of 
nburned  upland  areas --grass  utiliza- 
ton  was  less  than  10  percent,  with 
lany  small  areas  being  altogether 
eglected. 

Forage  type  also  exerted  an  in- 
Luence.  Forage  utilization  in  unburned 
ottom-land  areas  dominated  by  hard- 

woods was  30  percent,  considerably 
lore  than  in  unburned  uplands  but  less 
tian   in  burned   uplands. 

Where  cattle  did  not  have  access 
3  burned  areas,  land  or  timber  dis- 
arbances,     obstructions,     and    mineral 

boxes  influenced  distribution  of  grazing. 
In  a  unit  where  average  utilization  was 
10  percent,  cattle  concentrated  around 
various  objects  as   shown  below: 

Object 

Logging  roads 
Fence  lines 
Salt  box 
Pine  stumps 
Deadened  hardwoods 

Utilization 
(Percent) 

15  to  2  5 
15  to  20 

20 

20  to  25 
20  to  25 

Recognition  of  the  part  that  these 
factors  play  in  livestock  distribution 
and  forage  utilization  should  enable 
forest  landowners  to  improve  the  utili- 

zation of  forage  and  reduce  grazing 
damage  to  young  pines,  thus  promoting 
the  harmonization  of  livestock  and 
timber. 

UNDERSTOPY  MEASUREMENT  AND 
EVALUAT ION  SYMP0S I UM 

Methodology  and  techniques  were 
the  theme  for  a  symposium  held  at 
Tifton,  Georgia,  in  October.  The 
measurement  and  evaluation  of  under - 
story  plants  and  their  relationship  to 
the  entire  forest  community  was 
emphasized. 

This  symposium  was  the  result 
of  an  awareness  by  researchers  in  the 
South  that  progress  in  forest  research 
and  management  would  be  greatly  en- 

hanced by  a  more  thorough  knowledge  of 
current  methodology  and  by  develop- 

ment of  new  techniques  for  measuring, 

evaluating,  and  interpreting  the  under  - 
story  vegetation.  Because  this  informa- 

tion is  vital  to  several  functional  fields, 

personnel  involved  in  timber  manage- 
ment, livestock  grazing,  wildlife  habitat, 

watershed,  soils,  and  forest  survey 
work  were  included.  The  symposium 
was  organized  and  sponsored  by  the 
Southern  and  Southeastern  Forest  Ex- 

periment Stations,  assisted  by  the 
Washington  Office;  the  Lake  States, 
Central  States,  and  Northeastern  Forest 
Experiment  Stations;  and  Region  8  of 
the    National    Forest   Administration. 

Formal  papers,  discussions,  and 
field    demonstrations     centered    around 



the  kind,  amount,  and  spatial  distribu- 
tion of  herbs,  vines  and  shrubs,  and 

the  relation  of  this  understory  vegetation 
to  trees.  Major  emphasis  was  given  to 
methods  of  measuring  herbage  produc- 

tion and  utilization,  plant  cover  and 
composition,  crown  and  canopy  features, 
and  litter  and  humus.  Statistical  im- 

plications of  plant  measurement  re- 
ceived   considerable    attention. 

The  symposium  had  particular 
value  for  informing  personnel  of  plant 
measurement  methodology,  introducing 
and  discussing  new  ideas  and  concepts, 
emphasizing  the  need  for  more  refined 
techniques  subject  to  statistical  control, 
providing  background  and  incentive  for 
future  research,  and  attracting  special 
attention  to  the  understory  vegetation 
as  an  integral  part  of  the  forest 
community. 
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Watershed  Management  Research 

LANTF.D    PINES     IN    NORTH    MISSISSIPPI 

Some  45  million  loblolly  pine 

eedlings  were  planted  by  the  Yazoo - 
jittle  Tallahatchie  Flood  Prevention 

>roject  in  north  Mississippi  in  1958. 
oi  even  larger  number  is  scheduled  for 
lanting  in  1959.  Such  a  tremendous 
rogram  has  need  for  all  the  research 
esults  that  can  be  brought  to  bear  in 
ssuring  success.  The  Oxford  Research 
Center  is  providing  information  that 
mproves  the  survival,  growth,  and  soil 
•rotection  obtained  from  pines  planted 
n   these    critical    watershed     lands. 

Control  of  low -value  hardwoods 
fas  found  to  increase  moisture  availa- 
de  to  pine  seedlings  planted  on  shallow 
oess  near  Oxford.  After  pine  seedlings 
/ere  planted  in  March  1956,  three 
reatments  were  applied:  removal  of 
.11  hardwoods ,  removal  of  overstory 

.ardwoods  only,  and  removal  of  under  - 
tory    hardwoods    only. 

Thereafter,  there  was  more  soil 
aoisture,  particularly  in  the  third  and 
ourth  foot  below  the  surface,  on  plots 
/here  all  hardwoods  were  removed  than 

n  plots  where  some  remained.  At  the 
nd  of  three  growing  seasons,  loblolly 
line  seedling  survival  was  94  percent 
.nd  height  growth  was  8.7  5  feet  where 

omplete  hardwood  removal  was  prac- 
iced.  This  was  significantly  better 
lerformance  than  on  the  other  two  treat  - 

nents.  Where  only  the  hardwood  over- 
tory  had  been  removed,  pine  seedling 
urvival  was  88  percent  and  growth  was 
i.29  feet.  Where  understory  hardwoods 
mly  were  removed,  pine  seedling  sur- 
ival  was  83  percent  and  growth  was 
t.07    feet. 

In  an  effort  to  improve  survival 

■f  loblolly  pine  seedlings  on  droughty 
ites,    a  wax   emulsion  was    sprayed   on 

the  foliage  to  reduce  transpiration.  Ef- 
fects on  first-year  survival  of  seed- 

lings were  adverse  -  -mortality  generally 
rose  in  proportion  to  the  number  of 
spray  treatments.  By  the  end  of  the 
growing  season,  seedlings  sprayed  four 
times  during  the  season  averaged  only 
57  percent  survival  as  compared  with 

78  percent  for  those  sprayed  once  at  the 
beginning.  Untreated  seedlings  aver- 

aged 96  percent  survival  (favorable 
weather  caused  survival  of  untreated 

seedlings  to  be  much  higher  than  nor- 
mal). The  adverse  effect  of  foliage 

coatings  may  have  been  caused  by 
changes  in  temperature  and  water  bal- 

ance of  the  seedlings  in  relation  to  their 
environment.  These  effects  will  be 
studied  under  controlled  conditions  in 
the    laboratory. 

Nine  small  experimental  water- 
sheds representing  three  cover  types 

furnished  information  on  surface  runoff 

and  soil  erosion  in  north  Mississippi 
during  1958.  The  cover  types  were  old 
fields,  depleted  hardwoods,  and  20- 
year-old  loblolly  pine  plantations.  The 
outstanding  difference  between  types 
was  the  small  amount  of  runoff  from  the 

pine  plantations.  The  annual  surface 
runoff  from  these  units  was  2.4  percent 
of  precipitation  as  compared  with  9.9 
percent  from  the  depleted  hardwood 
units  and  14.  5  percent  from  the  old- 
field  units.  The  data  are  particularly 
impressive  in  view  of  the  fact  that  the 
pines  had  been  planted  on  sites  that 
were    eroding    heavily. 

Runoff  from  the  individual  units 

was  generally  proportional  to  the  area 
occupied  by  loessial  soil.  One  water- 

shed unit  in  each  of  the  cover  types  has 

a  fine -textured  soil  of  loessial  origin. 
The  other  two  watersheds  in  each  type 
have  loessial  ridges  and  upper  slopes, 
but  grade    into    coarse -textured    Coastal 
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Plain  soil  on  the  lower  slopes.  Total 

annual  runoff  by  soil  type  is  shown  be- low. 

Cover  type Loessial 
soil Co 

Loessial  and 
astal  Plain  soil 

-     -      - Inches _      _     _ 

Pine 3.  17 0.  30 

Depleted  hardwood 7. '50 
4.  68 

Old  field 14.86 4.80 

Rainfall  for  the  same  period  totalled 
55.98  inches  for  the  old  fields,  56.50 
inches  for  the  depleted -hardwood  water  - 
sheds  and  52.94  inches  for  the  pine 
watersheds . 

WATERSHEDS  IN  NORTH  ARKANSAS 

The  role  of  hardwood  forests  in 
maintaining  good  watershed  conditions 
was  brought  out  in  study  of  the  physical 
properties  of  the  soil  under  a  stand  of 
moderately  poor  hardwoods  in  the  Ar- 

kansas Ozarks.  The  soil  was  a  silt 
loam,  but  it  was  kept  in  a  highly  ab- 

sorptive state  by  the  inclusion  of  rela- 
tively large  quantities  of  organic  mat- 

ter. Total  pore  space  averaged  63  per- 
cent and  detention  pore  space  25  per- 

cent. The  organic  matter  content  also 
contributed  to  the  stability  of  soil  aggre- 

gates. Only  15  percent  of  the  aggre- 
gates were  0.  5  mm.  and  smaller  in 

size,  and  41  percent  were  larger  than 
2  mm.  Hardwood  litter  averaged  7,  500 
pounds  per  acre  four  years  after  a  fire. 
At  maximum  saturation  following  drain- 

age of  excess  water,  this  litter  held 
three    times  its    own  weight   in  water. 

On  an  Ozark  area  converted 
from  hardwoods  to  range  by  aerial 
spraying,  experimental  plots  yielded 
runoff  21  of  29  weeks  during  the  latter 
part  of  1958.  This  frequency  of  runoff 
points  to  the  possibilities  of  serious 
damage  to  watershed  values  under  either 
poor  timber  or  poor  range  management 
practices . 

Difficulties  preventing  the  use  of 
standard  soil  sampling  tubes  for  taking moisture     samples   in    the    Arkansas 

mountains    stimulated   the    developmen 
of  an  improved  sampler.  The  new  sam 
pier  has  a  thin  -walled  cylinder  approxi 

mately    2"  inches    in   diameter.     It$j 
straight  walls  and  generous   size  permi 
sampling   in    gravelly  soils  and   preven  : 
sample     compaction   as    well   as  loss    o 
the    core    from     suction.     A   descriptioi 
will  be  published  in  an  early  19  59  issue 
of   Soil  Science. 

SOIL    MOISTURE    FINDINGS 

AT    VICKSBURG,     MISSISSIPPI 

The  Vicksburg  program,  in  co- 
operation with  the  U.  S.  Army  Corps 

of  Engineers,  includes  studies  of  sor 
moisture  and  trafficability  which  are 

applicable  to  many  problems  in  water- 
shed management  and  silviculture.  Pasl 

research  developed  a  method  of  pre- 
dicting soil  moisture  from  soil  physica 

characteristics  and  rainfall.  Work  tcl 

improve  the  prediction  method  and 
apply  it  to  estimate  soil  strength  has 
produced  new  findings  of  considerable 
importance,  especially  to  scientists  and 
forest  managers  dealing  with  soil 
moisture. 

An  analysis  of  soil  moisture 
"constants"  and  their  variation  was 
issued  as  Occasional  Paper  166.  These! 
constants,  such  as  field  capacity  (FC), 
field  minimum  (F  min),  and  wilting) 
point  (WP),  may  be  equilibrium  points 
or  other  values  that  describe  soil  mois- 
ture. 

As  figure  3  suggests,  the  con-i 
stants  vary  considerably  with  change  oi 
soil  texture.  In  general,  values  are 
lower  for  the  coarse  soils  than  for  the 
fine  soils.  Field  maximums  (F  max) 
in  coarse  soils  are  more  closely  ap- 

proached by  the  60-centimeter  (60-cm) 
tension  values  than  by  the  moisture - 
equivalent  (ME)  and  1 /3 -atmosphere 
(1/3-atm)  values.  Wilting  point,  field 
minimum,  and  1 5-atmosphere  tension 
(15-atm)  values  averaged  about  5  per- 

cent for  coarse -textured  soils,  10  per- 
cent for  medium -textured  soils,  and  15 

percent  for  fine -textured  soils. 

The    relations    of  moisture  to 
land   use,    soil   texture,    and   aeration 
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re  also  noted.  Land-use  conditions 
ere  grouped  into  three  categories: 
>rest,  old -field,  and  pasture.  The 
urface  soils  under  forest  had  the  best 
bructure.  Total  pore  volume  was  56 
ercent  in  forest  soils,  50  percent  in 
Ld -field  soils,  and  51  percent  in  pas- 
lre  soils.  Forest  soils  have  substan- 

ally  more  big  pores  and  greater  drain - 
ge  capacity  than  old -field  or  pasture 
Dils;  the  difference  probably  is  due  to 
altivation   and    trampling    by  livestock. 

40 
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Lgure  3  .--Soil  moisture  "constants'  generally 
re  lower  for  coarse  soils  (loamy  sand)  than 
or  medium  (silt  loam)  and  fine  soils  (silty 

lay). 

Available  water  is  the  soil  mois- 
ire  available  to  plants,  and  hence  a 
sry  important  factor  in  forest  research 
rid  management.  Both  in  surface  and 
absoil,  medium -textured  soils  tended 
>  be  highest  in  available  water  capacity 
ad  coarse -textured  soils  lowest.  The 
est  estimate  of  available  water  capacity 
'as  obtained  from  silt  content  and  field - 
loisture  index,  although  other  soil 
roperties  also  were  highly  correlated. 

In  another  study  by  the  Vicksburg 
.esearch    Center    the    average  yearlong 

soil -moisture  loss  for  six  sites  in 
Puerto  Rico  was  0.07  inch  per  day, 
ranging  from  0.  05  to  0.  09  inch.  This 
average  slightly  exceeded  one -half  the 
daily  summer  loss  and  equalled  the 
average  spring-fall  rate  recorded  for  9 
areas  between  central  Mississippi  and 
Fairbanks,  Alaska.  It  is  based  on  the 
first  Z5  days  after  field  maximum 
moisture  content  was  reached.  Pre- 

cipitation during  the  10  months  of  the 
Puerto  Rico  study  averaged  7  5  inches. 
The  comparatively  slow  depletion  rate 
for  the  Puerto  Rico  sites  was  maintained 

throughout  the  drying  period.  For  ex- 
ample, two  sites  near  Vicksburg,  Mis- 

sissippi, dried  to  the  wilting  point  with- 
in the  2  5 -day  period.  Comparable  soils 

in  Puerto  Rico  lost  little  more  than  half 
their  available  water  in  the  same  length 
of   time. 

In  temperate  latitudes,  the  dry- 
ing rate  of  soil  is  highest  in  summer 

and  lowest  in  winter;  spring  and  autumn 
rates  are  about  one -half  the  summer 
rate.  The  duration  of  "summer"  de- 

pletion rates  at  all  latitudes  corresponds 
roughly  to  the  length  of  the  growing 
season.  In  interior  Alaska,  near  Fair- 

banks, summer  rates  of  drying  apply 
from  June  through  August.  In  northern 
Wisconsin,  they  generally  last  from  late 
May  to  late  September.  In  Mississippi, 
the  summer  rate  is  applicable  from 
May  10  to  October  15,  on  the  average. 
The  trend  continues  down  into  the  tropi- 

cal climate  of  Puerto  Rico,  where  the 

growing  season  and  soil-moisture  de- 
pletion are  almost  uniform  the  year 

round. 

Evapo -transpiration  opportunity 
is  usually  thought  to  increase  directly 
with  annual  precipitation.  This  gener- 

alization apparently  is  true  when  total 
annual  precipitation  does  not  greatly 
exceed  potential  evapo -transpiration. 
But  these  data  indicate  that  in  humid 
areas  with  excessive  precipitation, 
evapo -transpiration  opportunity  may 
actually  decrease  with  further  increases 
in  precipitation.  These  results  are 
being  published  in  a  report  of  the  Corps 
of  Engineers,  and  are  scheduled  for  an 
early  19  59  issue  of  the  Journal  of 
Forestry. 
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A  new  method  of  soil -moisture 
measurement  through  use  of  a  liquid  - 
nitrogen  probe  was  developed  at  the 
Vicksburg  Research  Center.  The  probe 
is  inserted  into  the  soil,  then  filled  with 
liquid  nitrogen  which  freezes  a  soil  core 
on  the  outside  of  the  probe.  Soil  mois- 

ture is  then  determined  by  gravimetric 
means.  Laboratory  studies  in  silt  and 
sandy  loam  soils  revealed  that  the  probe 
could  be  used  in  a  moisture  range  from 
2  to  175  percent  by  weight.  Since  no 
single  standard  soil  sampler  will  cover 
this  range  of  moisture, the  liquid -nitro - 
gen  probe  should  be  useful  as  an  all- 
purpose  moisture -sampling  device.  It 
also  could  be  used  to  calibrate  nuclear 

and  electrical  soil-moisture  measuring 
devices,  which  are  employed  over  a 
wide  range  of  moisture  contents. 

Figure  4  . - -Soi 1 -moisture  samples  can  be  taken 
with  a  hollow  probe  into  which  liquid  ni trogen 
is  poured.  As  the  nitrogen  boils  off,  soil 
freezes  to  the  outside  of  the  probe.  Here  are 

probes  of  various  design,  all  with  samples  of 
silt     loam    at    4    percent    moisture    by    weight. 
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Forest  Management 

GENET  IC5 

The  foreseeable  genetics  re - 
earch  program  at  the  Southern  Forest 

Ixperiment  Station  involves  strengthen - 
ig  lines  of  work  already  initiated,  and 
xpanding    them   to    include     hardwoods. 

1.  A  major  portion  of  the  total 

ffort  is  going  into  developing  and  test- 
ng  hypotheses  as  to  the  genetical  pro- 
esses,  mechanisms,  or  controls  which 
nderlie  tree  behavior  or  tree  charac- 
sristics.  The  concepts  of  covariance 
nd  correlation  are  basic  to  studies  of 

enetic  control.  Although  such  research 
iust  be  conducted  mainly  with  native 
outhern  pines  and  hardwoods  or  those 

xotics  adapted  to  southern  environ- 
ment, results  will  have  application 

hroughout  the  world  -where  related 
pecies,    genera,    or    families    occur. 

2.  An  important  corollary  effort 

all  be  in  studying  and  analyzing  vari- 
tion  among  individual  trees  into  com- 
onents  attributable  to  parentage  (bio- 
ype  or  individual  tree)  and  to  com- 
onents  attributable  to  environment. 

"he  tree  variables  observed  may  be 
Lber  character,  chemical  composition, 
'Ole  form,  branch  habits,  growth  rate, 
est  resistance,  tolerance  of  environ- 

mental extremes,  etc.  Work  in  this 
ield  will  have  application  only  where 
nvironmental  conditions  similar  to 
hose  in  the  southern  United  States 
irevail. 

3.  Both  as  a  result  of  the  above 

iasic  studies  and  as  a  result  of  special 
fforts,  unusually  desirable  strains  of 
outhern  pines  and  hardwoods  will  be 
dentified  or  developed,  preserved, 
ested,  and  multiplied.  This  work  will 
nclude    controlled     pollination,    induced 

mutation,  selection,  and  establishment 
of  arboreta  and  seed  orchards.  Such 

tree  improvement  as  is  achieved  by  the 
applied  phases  of  this  program  will  in 
general  produce  strains  or  clones  of 
trees  adapted  to  specific  localities  and 
sites    in    various     parts    of   the    South. 

4.  In  order  to  facilitate  the 

broad  research  in  forest  genetics  out- 
lined above,  it  will  be  necessary  to  de- 
velop newor  improved  techniques  deal- 

ing with  both  sexual  and  vegetative 

propagation,  natural  and  induced  mu- 
tation, biometry,  physiology,  biochem- 

istry, control  of  pathogens,  etc.  This 
applied  research  in  techniques  will  have 
world-wide    utility. 

5.  Along  with  basic  and  applied 

research  in  forest  genetics,  some  re- 
sear  ch  (mostly  of  an  applied  nature) 

must  be  conducted  in  measuring  or  ma- 
nipulating environmental  factors  such 

as    stand    or    site. 

The  first  3  objectives  especially 

involve  long-term  effort.  Some  studies 
already  installed  aim  at  assessment 
of  effects  of  geographic  origin  upon 

survival,  growth,  and  disease  resist- 
ance. Others  involve  the  introduction 

of  exotics  possibly  useful  in  breeding, 

estimation  of  genetic  effects  of  size- 
grading  seed,  and  the  exploration  of 
possibilities  of  nursery  selection  of  pine 
seedlings.  Still  others  aim  at  progeny 

tests  of  plus  -trees  selected  in  the 
woods,  the  assessment  of  general  and 
specific  combining  ability  of  longleaf 
and  slash  pines,  and  the  mutagenic 
effects  of  X-irradiation,  radioactive 
elements,  and  colchicine  .  Measurement 

of  the  effects  of  stand  density  and  of  geo  - 
graphic  origin  upon  wood  specific  gravi  - 
ty    and    fiber    length,    of   the    heritability 
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of  disease  resistance  of  individual 

trees,  and  of  the  effects  of  interspecific 

hybridization  and  inter -racial  hybridi- 
zation within  species  also  rank  high 

among  current  undertakings .  The  cor- 
relation of  germination  percent  of  stored 

pollen  with  its  ability  to  effect  fertiliza- 
tion is  representative  of  a  number  of 

studies  designed  to  develop  or  improve 
techniques. 

Development    and  Evaluat ion   of 
Techniques    in  Forest   Genetics 

Among  the  new  techniques  de- 
veloped in  forest  genetics  at  the  Southern 

Station  in  1958  were  a  time-saving 
method  for  trapping  airborne  pollen 
(Forest  Science,  March  1958,  pp. 

94-9  5);  a  new  method  for  preparing 
slash  pine  tissues  for  sectioning  with  a 
microtome  (Stain  Technology,  July  1958, 

pp,  191  -19^);  and  a  rapid  new  staining 
technique  for  detecting  fusiform  rust  in 
southern  pine  (Forest  Science,  March 

1958,  pp.  42-44).  Unsuccessful  efforts 
to  freeze -dry  pollen  for  prolonged  stor- 

age may  have  laid  the  groundwork  for  a 
more  successful  attack  (Bulletin  of  the 
Torrey  Botanical  Club,  March  1958, 

pp.    134-1357: 

A  compilation  of  the  safest 
methods  of  climbing  southern  pines  was 
graphically  illustrated  in  Occasional 
Paper  159.  It  represents  the  consensus 
of  informed  opinion  and  experience  of 
more  than  20  forest  tree  breeders  in 
the    South. 

The  demonstrated  advantages  of 
interspecies  hybridization  in  America, 
as  reported  in  recognized  publications, 
have  been  summarized  and  analyzed. 
The  potential  gains  are  much  greater 
than  can  be  inferred  from  the  publi- 

cations during  the  relatively  short 
period  (34  years)  in  which  very  limited 
efforts  have  been  made  to  hybridize 
forest  trees  in  America.  One  reason 
for  this  is  that  North  America  has  been 

blessed  with  a  profusion  of  highly  useful 
trees  varying  greatly  both  among  and 
within  species.  Hence,  great  improve- 

ment has  been  possible  by  merely  se- 
lecting the  most  nearly  suitable  species 

and  then  making  selections  of  the  most 
desirable  races  or  individuals  within  it. 

However,  the  shortcomings  (pest  sus- 
ceptibility and  the  like)  of  such  selec- 

tions are  just  becoming  apparent,  anc 

interspecific  combinations  are  un- 
doubtedly a  promising  means  of  over- 

coming some  of  these  weaknesses.  A 
rather  complete  review  of  literature  is 

given  on  pages  809-815of  theNovember 
1958    Journal   of   Forestry. 

Other  Progress    in  Forest  Genet ics 

At  the  Southern  Institute  oi 

Forest  Genetics,  after  passing  through 

the  3-year  cycle  of  seed  development, 
nursery  culture,  and  outplanting  de  - 
scribed  in  the  19  57  Annual  Report, 
hybrid  pines  from  50  different  inter- 

specific controlled  pollinations  de- 
veloped rapidly  during  their  second 

growing  season  in  the  test  plantation 

(fig.  5).  Detailed  measurement  of  their; 
rates  of  growth  and  analysis  of  their 
hybrid  characteristics  were  begun  late 
in    19  58. 

Meanwhile,  more  than  1,  500 

bags  were  pollinated  in  the  Station's 
inter-  and  intra-specific  pine  breeding 

program  during  19  58.  More  than 
130,  000  pedigreed  seeds  were  sown. 
More  than  4,  000  pedigreed  seedlings 
were  outplanted,  and  an  additional 

33,  000  were  in  the  experimental  nurs- 
eries awaiting  outplanting  early  in  19  59. 

Survivals  and  heights  of  more  than 

58,000  pedigreed  planted  trees  and 
trees  in  provenance  tests,  including  the 

Institute  '  s  hybrids  but  exclusive  of  trees 
in  the  Southwide  Pine  Seed  Source  Study, 
were  recorded,  and  on  3,  500  of  these 
trees  more  intensive  observations  of 

cone  production,  branch  dimensions, 
wood  specific  gravity,  or  chromosome 
numbers  were  also  made.  These  figures 
exclude  also  the  thousands  of  seedlings 
of  known  provenance  and  frequently  of 
known  individual  parentage  that  were 
artifically  inoculated  with  fusiform  rust 
and  subsequently  examined  for  infection, 
as  noted  in  the  Forest  Disease  section 
of  this    report. 

In  the  Southwide  Pine  Seed 

Source  Study,  conducted  under  the 
chairmanship  of  the  Southern  Station, 

cooperators     recorded    first-   or     fifth - 
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gure  5. --Test  area  at  frie  Southern    Inst  i  tute    of  Forest    Genetics    in    1957    (above)    and   1958,    showing 
velopment    of  hybrids    during    the    third  growing    season    from    seed. 

;ar  survivals  and  heights  of  nearly 
)0,  000  trees,  and  the  Station  has  pro- 
:ssed  the  data  sheets  for  final  analysis. 

Other  interesting  work  under 
ay  includes  intensified  paper  chroma - 
graph  analysis  of  possible  growth  in- 
bitors  and  growth -promoting  sub- 
ances  in  longleaf,  slash,  and  loblolly 
nes  (aimed  at  obtaining  a  better  under- 

standing of  height  growth  in  pine)  and 
systematic  re  screening  of  the  high- 
specific -gravity  pines  identified  from 
Forest  Survey  increment  cores  obtained 
from  sample  trees  scattered  throughout 
the  entire  State  of  Mississippi.  The 
initial  screening  was  done  cooperatively 
by  the  Forest  Products  Laboratory  at 
Madison,    Wisconsin. 
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REGENERATION 

Site  Preparat ion   on  Florida  Sandhills 

Because  the  coarse  sands  of 
west  Florida  do  not  hold  much  water, 
wiregrass  and  scrub  oaks  tend  to  rapidly 
deplete  soil  moisture  following  any 
rainfall.  Early  studies  involving  three 
methods  of  site  preparation  aimed  at 
reducing  vegetative  drain  on  soil  mois- 

ture compared  them  with  an  undisturbed 
check.  When  pines  were  planted  on 
these  sites,  survival  was  satisfactory 
only  when  the  site  was  completely  de- 

nuded of  vegetation  (which  also  inci- 
dentally removed  the  thin  top  layer  of 

soil  showing  organic  coloration).  The 
influence  of  site  preparation  on  soil 
moisture  and  survival  in  west  Florida 

is  discussed  on  pages  148-155  of  the 
March    1958    issue    of    Soil    Science. 

Although  complete  denudation 
such  as  scalping  (described  above),  or 
bulldozing  (Southern  Forestry  Notes  115) 
has  produced  more  satisfactory  survival 
for  subsequently  planted  pines  than  fur- 

rowing or  merely  eliminating  scrub 
oaks,  chopping  with  a  Marden  double - 
drum  brush  chopper  seems  to  produce 
better  subsequent  pine  height  growth 
and  almost  as  good  survival,  probably 
because  it  leaves  the  thin  but  important 
layer  of  topsoil  in  place  while  at  the 
same  time  eliminating  most  of  the  vege  - 
tative  competition.  Slash  pine  planted 
on  plots  chopped  twice  with  an  1 1 -ton 
double -drum  brush  chopper  averaged 
3.4  feet  high  after  2  growing  seasons 
and  was  1  foot  taller  and  more  uniform 
in  height  and  color  than  seedlings  on 
plots  receiving  the  second-best  site 
treatment--scalping  with  a  modified 
rootrake  and  then  disking.  On  uncleared 
plots,  height  growth  was  only  one -third 
that  on  the  double -chopped  plots. 

Clearing  should  begin  in  late 
April  or  early  May,  with  the  repeat 
treatment  coming  not  less  than  6 
weeks  later.  Slash  pines  should  be 
planted  the  first  planting  season  follow- 

ing the  clearing  operation.  Details  of 
the  treatment  are  discussed  in  Southern 
Forestry  Notes  1 1 4  and  O  c  c  a  s  i  ona  1 
Paper    161. 
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Figure  6  .- -Furrowing  is  not  a  satisfactory 
method  of  prepar ing  pine  planting  sites  on  the 
deep  sands  of  west  Florida.  The  plow  removes 
badly  needed  topsoil,  and  root  compet  it  ion  from 
native  vegetat ion  is  el iminated  for  a  few  weeks only . 

Site  Preparat  ion    in  Central  Louisiana 

Site  preparation  appears  to  be  at 
practical  method  of  increasing  plantation 
survival  in  central  Louisiana,  particu- 

larly on  adverse  sites  where  the  problem 
of  low  survival  is  most  acute.  Tests  of 
scalping  at  the  time  of  planting,  as 
compared  with  triple -disking  in  strips 
or  furrowing  4  to  6  weeks  ahead  of 
planting,  showed  that  longleaf  benefited 
most  from  site  preparation.  Whereas 
an  inadequate  33  percent  survival  was 
secured  with  this  species  on  unprepared 

plots,  progressively  better  first-year 
performance  was  obtained  by  scalping, 
disking,  shallow  furrowing,  and  deep 
furrowing --51,  61,  62,  and  70  percent 
survival,  respectively.  The  site  prepa- 

ration also  improved  survival  of  loblolly 
and  slash  pine,  but,  in  contrast  to  the 
experience  with  longleaf,  all  modes  of 
treatment  were  better  than  the  check, 
with  little  to  choose  between  them. 

Scalping  was  the  most  practical  measure 
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:ested  because  it  can  be  done  in  the 

same  operation  as  planting,  with  attach - 
nents  to  the  planting  machine.  The  tests 

irediscussed  more  fully  on  pages  10-11 
jf   the     Forest    Farmer    for    June    1958, 

Site   Preparat ion    in   East    Texas 

Preplanting  techniques  that  re  - 
luce  competition  ordinarily  benefit  sur- 

vival in  the  usually  dry  east  Texas, 
l^oblolly  pine  planted  in  a  dry  year  on 

'reshly  prepared  sites  made  better 
leight  growth  than  that  planted  on  sites 
srepared  a  year  in  advance.  No  benefits 
iccrued  from  site  preparation  in  a  wet 

fear.  Regardless  of  year ,  loblolly  seed- 
ings  planted  in  December  made  better 
leight  growth  than  those  planted  in 
February.  More  information  can  be 
:ound  on  pages  29-32  of  the  January  19  58 
Journal   of   Forestry. 

A  recently  introduced  "one- 
step"  method  of  simultaneous  site  prepa- 

ration   and    pine  planting    in    east    Texas 

Figure  7. --Moving  through  an  area  previously 

considered  inoperable ,  this  brush- plow  and  wild- 
land  planter  combine  to  plant  8  to  10  thousand 

pine    seedl ings    per    day. 

seems  to  offer  considerable  promise 
for  increasing  survival  during  critically 

dryyecirs.  Equipment  consists  of  a 
Lowther  "Brush-Plow"  and  a  heavy- 
duty  planting  machine  pulled  in  tandem 
by  a  medium-size  crawler  tractor 
(fig.  7).  The  beneficial  results  of  the 
technique  could  not  be  demonstrated 
fully  in  19  57  because  soil  moisture  was 
not  critical,  but  other  studies  have 
shown  that  seedlings  in  a  dry  year  will 

benefit  from  such  reduction  of  compe- 
tition. The  equipment  is  described  on 

pages  9^-93  of  the  Southern  Lumberman 
for    December   15,    1958. 

Species   Compar isons    in 
North  M ississ ippi 

At  age  2  3,  loblolly  pine  planta- 
tion in  north  Mississippi  have  produced 

13  cords  more  wood  per  acre  than  ad- 
jacent shortleaf  pine  plantations.  This 

supports  a  growing  opinion  among 
foresters  that  planting  loblolly  north  of 
its  present  commercial  range  has  merit. 
The  two  species  were  compared  on  a 
site  judged  outstanding  for  loblolly  and 
fair  for  shortleaf.  Shortleaf  terminals 

were  attacked  far  more  severely  by  tip 
moth  than  those  of  loblolly,  but  an  ice 
storm  in  1947  damaged  the  loblolly  much 
more  than  it  did  the  shortleaf.  During 

the  last  10  years,  the  shortleaf  planta- 
tions gained  on  the  loblolly,  mainly  be- 

cause they  have  more  living  trees  per 
acre.  Data  on  comparative  yields  can 
be  found  on  page  761  of  theOctober  1958 
Journal  of  Forestry  and  in  Information 
Sheet  600  of  the  Mississippi  Agricultural 
Experiment   Station. 

Slash  Pine  Spacing    in  Louisiana 

Comparisons  of  slash  pine 
planted  at  4  different  spacings  near 
Alexandria,  Louisiana,  showed  mean 
annual  increment  per  acre  after  14 
growing  seasons  to  be  1.60,  1.47,  1.41, 
and  0.69  standard  rough  cords,  for 
square  spacings  of  about  4,  5,  6,  and 
13  feet.  Basal  area  at  14  years  also 
varied  with  planting  density,  from  124 
square  feet  per  acre  in  the  closest 
spacing  to  51  square  feet  in  the  widest. 
Average    diameter     ranged    from    6.9 -  17 



inches  (for  195  surviving  trees  per 
acre)  with  the  13 -foot  spacing  to  4.3 
inches  for  the  4 -foot  spacing  (1,483 

trees  per  acre  surviving).  Choice  of 

spacing  consequently  will  depend  on 

expected  survival  and  on  the  objectives 
of  the  forest  owner.  Atwider  spacings, 

trees  grow  more  rapidly  in  diameter 

but  yield  somewhat  less  volume  than  in 
closer  spacings.  Closer  spacings,  of 
course,  are  more  costly.  More  on  this 

study  appears  on  pages  115-117  of  the 
Southern  Lumberman  for  December   15, 

Planted  Baldcypress  Not   Helped  by 
Top-Pruning   or  Deep  Planting 

Early  survival  and  growth  of 
baldcypress  seedlings  planted  in  the 
Mississippi  Delta  were  not  improved  by 

treatments  designed  to  reduce  transpi- 
ration during  droughts.  Third -year 

survival  ranged  from  60  to  68  percent, 
and  average  height  ranged  from  3.  9  to 
4.1  feet.  Treatments  included  top 
pruning  and  varying  the  planting  depth. 
More  details  are  given  in  Southern 
Forestry   Notes    116. 

Quick  Release  Best    in  North  M ississippi 

In  north  Mississippi,  fifth-year 
results  of  four  consecutive  years  of 
underplanting  ridge  hardwoods  with  six 
different  conifers  show  that  immediate 

release  from  hardwood  competition 
greatly  stimulates  the  height  growth  of 
seedlings.  Seedlings  of  all  species 
tested  were,  on  the  whole,  nearly  three 
times  as  tall  as  those  on  unreleased 

plots.  In  addition,  release  improved 
the  survival  of  loblolly,  shortleaf,  and 
longleaf  pine.  The  comparisons  are  re- 

ported on  pages  135-137  of  the  February 
1958    Journal   of   Forestry. 

Soil   Moisture    is  Key    to  Yellow-Poplar 
Plant  ing    in  North  Alabama 

In  north  Alabama,  two -year -old 
plantings  indicate  that  topographic  po- 

sition and  aspect, through  their  influence 
on  soil  moisture,  are  important  in  the 
growth   and    survival   of    yellow  -poplar . 

Yellow -poplar    plantings  appear  to  sur 
vive    and    grow   best   in  ravine    bottoms, 
on  the  lower  two-thirds  of  north  aspects,, 
and  on  the  lower  one -third   of  south  as- 

pects.    In   these   topographic   positions, 

average    soil-moisture    percents    of  the 
surface   10    inches    of    soil   during    the 

growing    season    ranged    from   20   to    25 
percent.  Height  growth,    and  to  a  lesser 
extent    survival,    were  unsatisfactory  in 

other    topographic    positions,    where 
growing-season  soil  moisture  generally 
averaged  less  than  20  percent.   Second- 
year  survival  ranged  from  84  to  92  per- 

cent and    second-year  height  was   3.  7  toj 
5.0   feet   in   the    better    topographic   po- 

sitions,   as    compared   with     survival   of! 
61  to  71  percent  and   height  of   only    1.7 
to  2.8  feet  on  the  upper  and  middle  south 

slopes.     Further    information   is  con- 
tained   on   pages    37-38   of    the    January 

19  58    Journal   of   Forestry. 

Bird  Control    in  Forest   Nurseries 

Bird  depredations  in  southern 
forest  nurseries  can  be  stopped  by  coat- 

ing seed  with  repellents  developed  for 
use  in  direct  seeding.  At  the  Stuart 
Nursery,  near  Pollock,  Louisiana,  such 
repellents  have  protected  loblolly, slash, 
and  longleaf  seed  both  before  and  during 
germination.  Sublimed  anthraquinone 
appears  to  be  the  best  repellent.  Arasan 
and  Arasan-7  5  were  also  good,  but  they 
reduced  field  germination  by  about  5  or 

10  percent.  Dow  Latex  512 -R,  developed 
by  the  U.  S.  Fish  and  Wildlife  Service, 
is  recommended  as  a  sticker.  More 

details  are  given  in  Southern  Forestry 
Notes    113. 

Direct   Seeding   of  Southern  Pines 

Large-scale  direct  seeding  of 
several  of  the  pines  now  appears  feasi- 

ble in  the  Coastal  Plains  if  done  ac- 

cording to  recommendations  given  on 
pages  16  ff.  of  Forests  and  People  for 
the  Third  Quarter  of  19  58  and  page  s 
20-25   of    Tree    Planters'    Notes    33. 

Landowners  trying  direct  seed- 
ing for  the  first  time  should  inspect  the 

seeded  area  frequently  during  the  ger- 
mination  period.     Systematic     checks 
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Figure  8. --In  west  Florida 
on  cleared  sandhi } Is ,  re- 

pellent-treated seed  of  the 
common  southern  pines  have 

been  distr ihuted  e  ffect ively 
by  helicopter .  No  flagging 
was  required  where  windrows 

were  evenly  spaced.  (Photo 
by      Florida   Forest    Service) 

$flt?t 

imay  reveal  the  need  for  temporary 
fencing  to  keep  out  livestock,  or  trap- 

ping to  control  rodents.  One  way  to  fol- 
low what  is  happening  is  to  stake  the 

Location  of  seedlings  on  several  tran- 
sects running  across  the  area.  These 

should  be  checked  periodically  through- 
aut   the   winter. 

Years  Old  I  Year  2  Years  Old 
EAF    PINE  LOBLOLLY      PINE 

Figure  9 .- -Direct- seeded  short  lea f  and  lob- 

lolly pine  on  the  Cumberland  Plateau  of  central 

Tennessee ,  showing  di  fference  between  one-year- 

old  and    two-year-old    seedl ings . 

Direct-seeding  techniques  were 
further  tested  in  the  Coastal  Plains  and 
extended  to  rugged  terrain  and  mountain 
soils.  On  central  Tennessee's  Cumber- 

land Plateau,  sowing  repellent -treated 
Virginia  pine  seed  in  plowed  furrows 
produced  an  excellent  stand  after  two 
growing  seasons.  (See  Southern 
Forestry  Notes  114.)  In  north  Arkansas, 
direct  seeding  shows  considerable 
promise  for  sites  where  planting  costs 
are  normally  prohibitive.  The  formu- 

lations of  predator  repellents --Endrin, 
various  Arasans,  and  sublimed  syn- 

thetic anthraquinone  --recommended  for 
the  Coastal  Plains  appear  satisfactory 
in   the    hills    also. 

The  short-tailed  cricket  con- 
tinues as  a  threat  to  pine  seed  and  seed- 

lings in  the  Coastal  Plains,  with  the 
greatest  damage  occurring  to  slash  pine 
seedlings.  In  central  Louisiana,  81 
percent  of  the  young  slash  seedlings 
were  clipped  by  the  insect  on  seeded 
disked  strips;  on  undisked  grass -rough 
areas,  losses  were  Z5percent.  Damage 
to  longleaf  pine  was  less  severe  than  to 
slash  pine,  possibly  because  longleaf 
was  seeded  only  on  grass  roughs.  A 
fuller  report  is  given  on  pages  1Z  ff.  of 
the  August  1958  Forest  Farmer. 
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51  LVICULTURE 

Thinning   of  Water  Oaks 

Thinning  of  water  oaks  to  stimu- 
late growth  without  encouraging  their 

natural  tendency  toward  limbiness 
should  not  be  done  before  they  reach 

pole     size.      They     should    be     grown    in 

Figure  10. --This  red  oak  stand  in  the  lower 
Louisiana  Delta  was  photographed  in  July  1928, 
two  years  after  a  thinning  to  remove  11  cords 
of  wood  per  acre.  Trees  left  to  grow  contained 
511  cubic  feet  of  wood  per  acre.  In  February 
1958.  the  stand  had  3,123  cubic  feet  of  wood 

per  acre,  including  10,721  board  feet  (Int.  %- 
inch  rule)  of  sawtimber .  Intermediate  thinnings 
would    have    further    benefited    stand    growth. 

dense,  even-aged  groups  prior  to  this 
time,  and  only  dominants  or  codominants 
with  healthy  crowns  should  be  released. 
Results  from  one  of  the  earliest  trial 
thinnings  of  this  species  and  additional 

suggestions  for  handling  this  "knotty" 
problem  are  discussed  on  pages  46-50 
of  the  1958  Proceedings  of  the  Seventh 
Annual    LSU     Forestry    Symposium. 

Chemical    TSI   (Timber   Stand  Improvement ) 

Winter  hardwood  control  to  re- 
lease planted  pine  seedlings  was  more 

effectively  obtained  in  east  Texas  when 
a  diluted  low-volatile  ester  of  Z,  4,  5-T 
was  applied  in  December  as  a  basal 
spray  to  standing  trees  than  when 
painted  on  freshly  cut  stumps.  It  was 
also  found  that  Z,  4,  5-T  diluted  with 
diesel  oil  (applied  in  April)  was  more 
effective  than  the  undiluted  formulation 
for  reducing  sprouting  from  small, 
freshly  cut  post  oak  and  sweetgum 
stumps,  provided  the  amount  of  acid 
equivalent  in  diluted  and  undiluted  doses 
was  equal.  More  details  are  given  on 
pages  349  and  516  of  the  1958  Journal 
of    Forestry. 

The  Fordyce  Lumber  Company 
(Arkansas)  modified  the  design  of  a 
tractor  spraying  rig  used  by  T.  L. 
James  and  Co.  (Louisiana)  for  control 
of  small  hardwoods.  Tests  made  in 
cooperation  with  the  U.  S.  Forest 
Service  in  south  Arkansas  found  it  very 
satisfactory.  Costing  approximately 
$3,  500,  one  unit  is  capable  of  spraying 
30  acres  per  day  at  an  average  cost  of 
$6.  00  per  acre.  One  gallon  of  Z,  4,  5-T 
low -volatile  ester  (4pounds  acid  equiva- 

lent) is  mixed  with  60  gallons  of  water, 
and  sprayed  at  the  rate  of  30  gallons  of 
mixture  per  acre.  The  rig  is  described 
on  page  Z8  of  the  Southern  Lumberman 
for  February  15,  1958,  on  page  60  of  the 
November  1958  Timberman,  and  illus- 

trated in  Figure  11. 

Again  in  south  Arkansas, a  dilute 
low -volatile  ester  of  Z,  4,  5-T  applied  to 
frills  in  southern  red  oak  killed  almost 
all  of  it  within  two  years,  regardless  of 
season  of  application.  But  spring  ap- 

plication produced  faster  crown  kill  and 
more  complete  sprout  control   than    ap- 
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Lication   at   any  other  season.     Results 

re    discussed  on   pages   140-141    of  the 
ebruary    1958    Journal  of    Forestry. 
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gure  ll.--77ie  control  of  surplus  small  hard- 

ods  by  treating  individual  stems  is  very  slow 

d  costly  because  of  the  great  numbers  occur- 

ng  on  each  acre.  Foliage  spraying  with  rigs 

ke    this    has    been     found    cheap    and    e f fee t ive . 

re   Aids   Pine  Regenerat  ion 
i   East    Texas 

damage  to  overstory  pines,  several 
successive  burns  at  one-  to  five-year 
intervals  may  be  needed,  A  quick  run- 

down on  the  use  of  fire  for  these  pur- 
poses is  given  on  pages  35-41  of  the 

Proceedings  of  the  19  58  Annual  Meeting, 
Gulf  States  Section,  Society  of  American 
Foresters . 

Figure  12. --In  1958,  for  the  first  time  m  10 

years,  rainfall  was  sufficient  to  enable  Texas 

foresters  to  bring  a  satisfactory  crop  of 

natural  seed  1 ings  through  the  summer.  These 

shor  t lea  f  pines  came  in  on  an  area  prescr  ibe- 

burned    just    before    the    1957    seed fal 1 . 

Prescribed  burning  improves 
^edbeds  and  controls  unwanted  hard- 
oodson  areas  in  east  Texas  that  could 

Dt  be  regenerated  to  pine  without  such 
reparation.  For  seedbeds,  fresh  burns 

sem  generally  best,  but  special  condi- 
ons  may  dictate  burning  a  year  or  more 
;fore  seedfall.  Germination  of  natural 

lortleaf  pine  seed  on  prescribed  burns 

mded  to  drop  substantially  as  the  in- 
■rval  between  burn  and  seedfall  in- 
r  eased  beyond  one  year.  For  the 
ivorable  1955  seedfall,  having  a  three- 
ear  interval  between  burn  and  seedfall 

ppeared  to  reduce  the  proportion  of 
2ed  germinating  by  the  following  May 
>  less  than  1/3  the  proportion  germi- 
iting  when  the  interval  was  only  1  year 
r  less.  More  details  appear  on  pages 
?2-42  3  of  the  June  19  58  Journal  of 
orestry . 

For    reducing    competition    from 
mall   hardwoods    without    appreciable 

Deep  Girdles   Give   Quickest   Crown   Kill 
of  Oaks    in   North  Alabama 

A  study  near  Birmingham,  Ala- 
bama, demonstrated  that,  when  it  is 

important  to  kill  oak  crowns  quickly,  a 
girdle  that  goes  all  the  way  through  the 

sapwood  is  more  effective  than  shal- 
lower girdles.  On  the  average,  trees 

with  all  sapwood  cut  through  died  within 

11  days,  those  with  some  sapwood  sev- 
ered but  also  some  left  lived  90  days, 

and  those  with  only  the  bark  removed 
lingered  for  137  days.  Post  oak  lived 
longer  after  girdling  than  other  species. 
The  treatment  is  discussed  on  page  217 
of   the  March  1958  Journal  of  Forestry. 

In  another  test  in  north  Alabama, 

girdling  with  the  "Little  Beaver"  power 
girdler  killed  the  crowns  of  both  scarlet 
and  southern  red  caks,  but  machine - 
girdled  scarlet  oaks  took  much  longer 
to    die    than    those     that   were    double - 
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hacked  or  frilled,  Southern  red  oaks 

died  slowly  in  all  treatments.  It  seems 

likely  that  the  speed  of  kill  is  associated 
with  the  depth  of  sapwood  left  uncut. 
More  details  are  given  in  Southern 
Forestry    Notes    115. 

TSI   Pays    in  Alabama   and  Tennessee 

In  north  Alabama,  young  pines 
released  from  a  hardwood  overstory 
produced  5  times  as  much  pulpwood  as 
unreleased  stands ,  according  to  a  study 

reported  on  pages  100-10Z  of  the  De- 
cember 15,  1958,  issue  of  the  Southern 

Lumberman. 

On  Tennessee's  Cumberland 
Plateau,  underplanted  shortleaf  pine 
seedlings  released  from  low-grade 
hardwoods  grew  twice  as  fast  in  height 
the  first  season  and  4  times  as  fast  the 
second  season  as  did  unreleased  seed- 

lings. Release,  however,  had  no  sig- 
nificant effect  on  survival  even  though 

rainfall  from  May  through  August  of  the 
first  growing  season  was  only  56  per- 

cent of  normal.  First-year  results  are 
reported  in  Southern  Forestry  Notes 
113. 

ations.  The  procedure  involved  proper- 
ly timed  preparatory  cuttings,  control 

of  town  ant  colonies,  seedbed  prepara- 
tion by  burning,  deadening  of  hardwoods, 

direct  seeding  of  areas  having  no  seed 
source,  harvesting  of  pine  seed  trees, 
and  burning  for  brown  spot  needle  blight. 
The  costs,  returns,  and  timing  of  the 
various  steps  are  given  on  pages  20  ff. 
of  the  Second  Quarter  1958  issue  oJ 
Forests    and    People. 

Natural   Regeneration  After   Selective 

Cutting    in   Bot torn-Land  Hardwoods 

Contrary  to  common  belief,  re  - 
production  in  selectively  cut  bottom- 

land hardwood  forests  develops  in  most 
areas  where  it  is  needed.  Where  re- 

generation is  absent  or  inadequate,  the 
trouble  can  usually  be  traced  to  fire, 
flooding  during  the  growing  season,  or 
grazing.  The  effects  of  these  factors  or; 
stand  reestablishment,  as  well  as  the 
role  of  site,  the  effect  of  ground  cover 
such  as  vines,  and  the  importance  o: 
light  and  species  tolerance  are  dis  - 
cussed  on  pages  21-25  of  the  1958  Pro- 

ceedings of  the  Seventh  Annual  LSL 
Forestry    Symposium. 

Cosr    of  Pruning   Pines    in 
North   M iss issippi 

A  test  in  north  Mississippi  found 
that  17 -year -old  loblolly  pines  could  be 
pruned  to  a  height  of  17  feet  for  about  11 
cents  per  tree;  23-year-old  shortleaf 
pines  cost  only  about  7  cents  apiece  to 
prune,  chiefly  because  there  were  fewer 
and  smaller  limbs.  Time  requirements 
for  pruning  to  10  feet  and  17  feet  were 
correlated  with  tree  diameter  and  num- 

ber of  limbs  pruned.  Regression  equa- 
tions and  other  information  can  be  found 

in  Southern  Forestry  Notes   114. 

Regenerat  ion   of  Understocked  Longleaf 
Stands    in  Central   Louisiana 

A  2  56-acre tract  of  badly  under- 
stocked longleaf  pine  in  central  Louisi- 

ana was  successfully  regenerated  at  no 
out-of-pocket  cost  by  carrying  out  a 
sequence  of   carefully    planned  oper- 

Recognizing   Good  Loblolly  Seed 
Trees    in   South  Arkansas 

Eight    years    of   observations    ii 
south    Arkansas     correlating  cone -pro 
ducing  capacity    of   loblolly    pine  wit] 
various    characteristics  easy   to  asses:: 
in  the  woods  indicate  that  the  best  cone 
producing    trees    are     12    inches    d.b.h 
and     larger    with    dense     crowns     whicl 
show  evidence  of  having  borne  cones  ii 
the    past.     These  guides  will   be    helpfu 
when    it  is  necessary  to  choose  betweei 
several    otherwise    equally  desirabh 
candidates.     Of    course,    distribution 
vigor,    and    stem  quality  should    be  sue] 
that   the    tree    is    likely    to    have    above 
average    progeny.     Traits  influencinj 
seed    production   are    graphically    illus 
trated    on   page    1 3    of   the    January  195) 
Forest    Farmer. 
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ongleaf  Seed  Dispersal    in   Alabama 

Marked  variation  was  observed 

1  seed -dispersal  from  the  4  edges  of 
n  80-acre  rectangular  clearing  in  a 
0-  to  60 -year -old  longleaf  stand  in 
outhAlabama.  The  west  edge  produced 
ae  most  seed,  but  better  dispersal  was 
btained  from  the  south  and  the  north 

alls  (in  that  order).  Average  density 
f    seedfall    decreased   by    one -half    for 

o 

o 

0 

0 

.  1°. 
\ 

1                     1 

DISTANCE    FROM     WALL     (CHAINS) 

igure     13.'--77ie    effective    seeding    range    of 
ongleaf  pines    is    less    than    two   chains. 

ach  33  feet  of  distance  into  the  clear - 

igo  Adequate  density  (15,000  sound 
eeds  per  acre)  ceased  within  two  chains 
ven  from  the  best  wall  sampled.  More 

lformation  can  be  found  on  pages  2  65- 
68  of  the  Journal  of  Forestry  for 
.pril    1958, 

r oughts  Can   be  Costly 

The  1951-56  droughts  cost 
*vners  of  nearly  7  million  acres  of  pine 
Lmberlands  in  north  Louisiana  and 
Duth  Arkansas  about  16  million  dollars 

l  reduced  growth  rates—about  $2.  50 
sr  acre  annually --according  to  growth 
leasurements  made  on  the  Crossett 

xperimental  Forest.  Inventories  of  13 
atting  compartments,  totaling  503 
cres,  showed  that  growth  rate  was  re - 
aced  from  529  board  feet  per  acre  per 

ear  during  the  1947-51  predrought 
eriod  to  302  board  feet  for  the  1951-56 
rought  period.  These  estimates  point 
p  the  importance  of  stand  -improvement 
leasures  that  will  reduce  tree    compe- 

tition for  water.  The  situation  is  dis- 

cussed on  pages  32-33  of  the  March  15, 
1958, issue  of  the  Southern  Lumberman. 

Inadequate  soil  moisture  in 
certain  bottom-land  soils  during  pro- 

tracted droughts  has  also  been  found 
responsible  for  dieback  or  mortality  of 
hardwoods  (especially  cottonwood, 
willow,  and  sweetgum).  Joint  investi- 

gations by  specialists  in  forest  soils 
and  pathology  could  not  find  any  evidence 
that  disease  was  a  factor.  More  details 

are  given  in  the  section  of  this  report 
dealing  with  forest  diseases  and  on 
pages  276-277  of  the  November  1958 
Journal  of  Soil  and  Water  Conservation. 

Five-Year   Intercept    as  Site  Indicator 
in  Southern  Pine  Plantat ions 

The  relative  site  quality  of  young 

southern  pine  plantations  can  be  esti- 
mated easier  and  more  conveniently  by 

averaging  the  height  growth  during  five 
early  years  rather  than  by  reference  to 
curves  of  total  height  over  total  age. 

Known  as  the  "5-year  intercept,"  the 
technique  requires  measurement  of  5 
successive  annual  height  increments 
along  the  main  stem,  beginning  at  breast 
height.  Where  more  than  one  whorl  of 
branches  has  been  produced  during  the 

year,  judgment  must  be  used  in  identi- 
fying the  initial  whorl  for  each  year. 

The  concept  is  useful  in  comparing  the 
potential  of  alternative  sites;  studies  of 

correlation  of  five-year  intercept  with 
soil  characteristics  or  conventional 

site  index  will  add  to  its  utility.  The 
technique  is  fully  described  on  pages 

332-336  of  the  May  1958  issue  of  the 
Journal  of  Forestry. 

Soil   Moisture   and  Pine  Growth 
in  Arkansas 

In  a  20 -year -old  loblolly  pine 
stand  in  south  Arkansas,  growth  for  the 
year  1957  was  resumed  in  September, 
immediately  following  rains,  and  the 

subsequent  growth  accounted  for  30  per- 
cent of  the  total  for  the  year.  Measure- 

ments indicated  that  diameter  growth 

had  ceased  by  August  15  with  an  aggre- 
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gate  growth  of  140  cubic  feet  per  acre. 

The  growth  that  resumed  after  the  Sep- 
tember rain  was  at  a  rate  equal  to  that 

of  April  and  May,  and  added  60  cubic 
feet  of  wood  per  acre  to  that  previously 
grown.  Southern  Forestry  Notes  113 
eives  more  details  on  this. 

Figure  14. --.4s  research  probes  deeper  into  the 
factors  that  control  tree  growth,  the  relations 
between  trees  and  their  moisture  supply  loom 

more  and  more  impor t ant .  Complete  weather 
stations  have  been  found  essent ial  at  many  of 
the    research    centers . 

In  another  south  Arkansas  study, 
it  was  found  that  understory  hardwoods 
are  severe  competitors  of  overstory 
pine  for  soil  moisture  in  upland  forests 
of  the  Midsouth.  Midsummer  moisture 

loss  rates  for  an  average  of  4  years 
were  about  2  5  percent  faster  in  plots 
with  understory  left  in  place  than  in 
those  with  understory  eradicated  by 
chemicals.  Early  in  the  growing  season, 
while  the  soil  was  moist,  evapo- 
transpiration  from  all  treatments  was 

nearly  equal.  In  the  one  year  when  pre- 
scribed burning  was  compared  with  the 

two  primary  treatments,  soil  moisture 
on  burned  plots  was  slightly  higher  than 
on  check  plots  but  considerably  lower 
than  on  chemically  treated  plots. 

Pine  Site-Quality  Relat ionships    in 
South  Arkansas   and  North  Louisiana 

Site  index  has  been  quantitativel- 
correlated  with  soil-site  variables  ii 
south  Arkansas  and  north  Louisiana 
Sites  were  assessed  in  terms  of  con 

ventional  site  index  (height  of  dominan 
trees  at  50  years)  for  loblolly  and  short 
leaf  pines,  and  related  to  soil  and  to 

pographic  variables.  On  mature  uplan< 
soils  with  well  differentiated  horizons 

both  shortleaf  and  loblolly  site  inde: 
were  dependent  upon  depth  of  surfac 

soil  (up  to  18  inches),  slope,  and  cla1 
content  of  subsoil.  On  immature  soil: 

with  poor  horizon  development,  lobloll' 
site  index  was  dependent  on  silt  conten 
of  surface  soil,  silt  plus  clay  content  o 
subsoil,  and  drainage.  Technical  de 

tails  are  given  on  pages  162-176  of  Jun 
1958  Forest  Science.  A  short  accoun 

appears  on  pages  6-7  of  April  19  5. 
Forest    Farmer. 

1 

Figure  15. --Have  a  good  look  at  the  soil 
Studies  at  the  Crosset  t  Research  Center  in- 

dicate that  a  good  est imate  of  site  can  be  hac 

by  sampl ing  the  thickness  of  the  surface  soi< 
and    the    textural    grade   of    the   subsoil. 
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tal  low-Water    Impoundments 
y  Benefit   Hardwoods 

In  recent  years,  farmers  and 
iortsmen  have  built  many  temporary 
allow -water    impoundments  in    south- 

gure  16.  -  -Above :  Shallow  water  impounded  in 
rdwood  forests  in  autumn  and  drained  in 

ring  benefits  tree  growth  by  increasing  the 
ount  of  moisture  stored  in  the  soil  for  use 

ring  spring  and  summer.  The  impoundments  are 
tractive    habitats    for    water  fowl . 

low:  Unless  the  water  is  drained  each  spring, 

ough,  it  will  destroy  the  trees.  Most  hard- 
od  species  are  killed  if  water  is  allowed  to 

and  for  more  than  one  year.  The  desolat  ion 

own  here  resul ted  from  cont inuous  impoundment 

r    4    years. 

ern  forests,  mainly  to  attract  migrating 

waterfowl.  The  impoundments  are  gen- 
erally created  by  constructing  low  dikes 

and  dams  in  flats  and  sloughs.  They 
are  built  in  time  to  catch  the  rains  of 

fall  and  early  winter.  To  learn  how  the 
timber  is  affected,  16  artificial  lakes  in 
Mississippi  and  Arkansas  were  recently 
observed  closely.  It  was  found  that  the 
impoundments  increase  the  amount  of 
water  that  goes  into  soil  storage;  this 
extra  moisture  is  especially  beneficial 
to  trees  during  dry  summers.  But  it 
was  equally  clear  that  unless  the  water 
is  drained  promptly  each  spring,  trees 
will  suffer  growth  loss  and  mortality. 
Details  will  be  found  in  Information 

Sheet  59  5  of  the  Mississippi  Agricultural 
Experiment   Station. 

Year  1 ing   Longleaf  Surv  ives   a   W  i Id  fire 

Seventy  percent  of  a  direct- 
seeded  one -year -old  longleaf  pine  stand 
in  south  Louisiana  survived  an  acci- 

dental, fast-moving  head  fire  that 
burned  a  2 -year -old  rough  in  January. 
Aversion  of  a  catastrophic  loss  is 
credited  to  the  subsequent  wet  summer 
which  helped  many  critically  injured 
seedlings  to  recover.  Although  pre  - 
scribed -burning  a  yearling  stand  would 
rarely  if  ever  be  advisable,  it  is  in- 

teresting to  note  that  under  ideal  con- 
ditions losses  ■were  not  as  bad  as 

might  have  been  expected.  More  de- 
tails are  given  in  Southern  Forestry 

Notes    114. 

Understory  P lants  of Bot torn-Land  Forests 

The  wealth  of  minor  shrubby  or 
herbaceous  vegetation  in  the  alluvial 
bottoms  of  major  southern  rivers  has 
long  baffled  inexperienced  foresters. 
Misidentification  has  sometimes  led  to 

faulty  prescriptions  for  cutting  timber, 
for  removing  undesirable  trees,  or  for 

securing  regeneration.  Existing  bo- 
tanical guides  are  useful  primarily 

during  the  brief  flowering  season.  As 
an  introduction  to  this  understory  vege- 

tation, 36  of  the  most  important  species 
have  been  illustrated  in  Occasional 

Paper  165.  Though  identification  of 
many    species    should    be  possible    from 
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the  pictures  alone,  short  descriptions 
have  been  provided,  and  information  on 

species  range,  occurrence,  and  im- 
portance in  timber  and  game  manage- 

ment  has    been    given. 

Tr 

■ 

■■      -      .  -    '      •: 

Figure  17. --Pictures  facilitate  the  identifi- 

cation of  plants.  These  views  of  leaves, 
flowers,  fruit,  and  growth  habit  of  trumpet- 
creeper  (Camps  i  s  radicans)  are  from  a  new 

Occasional  Paper,  "ilnderstory  plants  of  bottom- 
land   forests ." 

MENSURAT ION 

Use   of  Linear  Growth  Percent   and  Diag- 
nostic Tallies    to  Set  Allowable  Cut 

Real  silvicultural  benefits  can 

be  obtained  from  gearing  allowable  cut 
to  net  growth,  once  salvage  and  im- 

provement cuts  have  covered  an  entire 
forest  property  at  least  once.  Existing 
levels  of  growing  stock  can  then  be 
changed  downwards  or  upwards  by  cut- 

ting at  a  rate  greater  or  less  than  the 
net  growth  rate  for  a  specified  period 
of   time. 

A  new  allowable -cut  formula 
uses  growth  rates,  expressed  as  simple 
interest,  for  various  stand  components, 

and  separates  closely  estimated  short- 
term  rates  from  speculative  long-term 
rates.  The  straight -line  projection  of 
stand  volume  by  simple  interest  is  bio- 

logically more  realistic  than  upward- 
curving  compound  interest  projections, 
while  the  effect  of  all  assumptions  and 
arbitrary  goals  can  be  seen  explicitly. 
The  speculative  long-term  growth  rate 
merely  determines  what  portion  of  the 
short-term  periodic  growth  is  cut; 
where  it  is  desired  to  increase  the 

levels  of  growing  stock,  cut  is  not  per- 
mitted to  exceed  current  growth. 

However,  the  type  of  trees  com- 
prising the  cut  and  the  location  of  oper- 

ating areas  in  greatest  need  of  cutting 
or  other  silvicultural  treatment  can  be 
even  more  important  than  calculation  of 
the  amount  of  allowable  cut.  To  ensure 
that  allowable  cut  comes  from  trees 
least  desired  as  future  growing  stock 
and  from  areas  which  will  benefit  most 
(or  suffer  least)  from  cutting,  a  rapid 
diagnostic  tally  of  from  16  to  2  5  point  - 
samples  per  convenient  operating  sub- 

division should  be  used  to  allocate  al- 
lowable cut  to  specific  operating  areas. 

Diagnostic  tally  volumes  will  be  reason- 
ably approximate,  and  more  accurate 

estimates  of  cut  volume  will  be  obtained 

from  sample-tree  measurements  at 
time    of   marking    or    felling. 

Finally,  to  measure  progress 
toward  growing -stock  goals  and  to  im- 

prove   estimates    of   growth    rates,    a 
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glatively  few  permanent  point-samples 
rom  100  to  500  for  an  entire  property) 
nould  be  established  and  remeasured 

^ery  5  or  10  years.  Allowable  cut  is 

len  periodically  recalculated  (the  feed- 
ick  principle)  with  periodic  growth  and 
Dlume  data  from  the  permanent  point - 
a.mples.  Planting,  seeding,  stand  im- 
rovement,  and  other  good  forestry 
ractices  will  increase  allowable  cut  by 
leir  observed  results  rather  than  by 
Dtimistic    anticipation . 

Use  of  the  allowable -cut  formu- 
l,  diagnostic  tallies,  and  permanent 

Dint-samples  is  discussed  on  pages 
17-730  of  the  October  1958  Journal  of 
orestry . 

aggregate  sum  of  all  values  of  (Y)in  the m  Y- 

population  is  'V- — =5-,    where    (m)  sample 
trees  have  been  selected  by  (n)  samples, 

where  Y^  is  a  sample  tree's  diameter, 
height,  volume,  value,  growth,  etc., 
and  P^  is  its  probability  of  being  sam- 

pled. This  formula  is,  of  course,  a 
general  one,  valid  also  for  the  constant 
probabilities    of  plot -sampling. 

Appropriate  action  must  betaken 
to  prevent  estimates  from  being  biased 
by  slopover  which  projects  sample  trees 
beyond  tract  boundaries,  or  by  am- 
biguous  or  improperly  calibrated 
gauges,  slope,  leaning  trees,  poor 
visibility,  and  non-circular  tree  cross- 
sections. 

jrest    Inventory  Theory  and  Techn iqites: 
lint-Samp] ing   and  Line-Sampling 

Sampling  forest  trees  with  un- 
gual probability  of  selection  (pro- 

Drtional  to  some  element  of  tree  size) 

;  a  new  technique  which  greatly  in- 
reases  the  efficiency  of  most  forest 
iventory  and  growth  studies.  The  same 
lantities  are  measured  as  when  trees 

re  selected  with  equal  probability  in 

Dnventional   plot-sampling. 

Essentially,  point-sampling  with 
horizontal  angle -gauge  selects  sample 

■ees  with  a  probability  proportional  to 
isal  area  (or  to  the  square  of  d.  b,  h.  ), 

nd  point -sampling  with  a  vertical 
igle -gauge  selects  sample  trees  with 
probability  proportional  to  the  square 
f  tree  height.  Line -sampling  with  a 
Drizontal  angle -gauge  selects  them 
ith  a  probability  proportional  to  tree 
iameter,  and  line -sampling  with  a 
srtical  angle -gauge  selects  them  with 
probability  proportional  to  tree  height, 

igures  18  and  19  illustrate  the  geo- 
letrical   basis. 

As  long  as  each  tree  in  a  popu- 
ition  is  given  a  specified  probability 

0\),  not  necessarily  the  same,  of  being 
impled,    the    sample    estimate  of  the 

For  precise  estimates,  it  is 
recommended  that  a  horizontal  angle - 
gauge  of  constant  size  be  used,  and  that 
distance  to  doubtful  trees  be  measured 

with  a  specially  graduated  tape  ,with  each 
graduation  reading  the  minimum  size  of 
tree  which  will  qualify  at  that  distance. 
Maximum  and  minimum  diameters  of 

elliptical  sample  trees  should  be  cali- 
pered,  and  the  secant  of  slope  perpen- 

dicular to  the  contour  through  the  sample 
point  should  be  recorded.  Then  the  per 
acre  blow-up  factor  for  any  sample  tree 
tallied  at  that  sample  point  is: 

(15,973,146)    (haversin    gauge-angle)    (secant    slope) 

(D2  +d2)(portion    of    complete    circle    swept    by    gauge) 

The  product  of  the  first  twoterms 
in.  the  numerator  is  constant  for  a  given 

gauge,  and  the  last  term  in  the  denomi- 
nator is  usually  1  (unless  half  or  quarter 

sweeps  are  used  to  avoid  slopover). 
Electronic  data -processing  machines 
calculate  blow-up  factor  and  apply  it  to 
sample-tree  quantities --such  as  fre- 

quency (always  1),  basal  area,  vol- 
ume, and  growth- -in  a  fraction  of  a 

second. 

Detailed  explanation  of  new 
theory  and  applications  can  be  found  in 
Occasional    Paper    160. 



A     Circular   geometry  of   horizontal   angle -gauge 

Imaginary   ring  generated   by   vertex   of    honzontol   ongle-gquge 

pivoting   around    a  circular    tree    cross  section.    Ring   radius 

is   alwoys    equal   to   tree   radius    times    a    constant.     The 

constant  (  K  =  ■=• )  depends    on    the   size  of    the   gauge-angle 

B     Horizontal    point-sampling 
' "     \ 

.'  'O    1 
V                 / s   s / 
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\ 
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A    sample   point  (-f-)  randomly   locoted  within    a    level, rectangular 

tract   of   land   has   selected   the  i,h    free   as  a  sample   tree 

for  measurement,  with   probability    of    selection  (P;)    equol    to 

K"  (tree  basal  area  )  \ 
  Horizontal    angle-gouge   with    vertex  at tract  area  / 

sample  point  (-(-)  tells  observer  point  lies  inside  imaginary  ring 

of  :'h  tree  (because  tree  dbh  appears  to  more  than  subtend 

angle -gauge ),  and   outside  the   imaginary  ring  of   the  jth   tree. 

C    H orizontol    line- sampling 

, , 

-&-H 1 I 

-B> 

-H 

J \ 

A    sample    line  (t)  randomly    located    within  and   parallel   to   a 

side   of   a  level    rectangular   tract   of   land  has   selected    the 

i,h    tree    as    a   sample   tree   for   measurement,  with  probability 

,        ,  ,_,,  ,   ,     /  K  (tree  diameter)!  line  lengthA 
of  selection  (P.)  equol  to  — !    . '  \  tract  area  / 

Horizontal  ongle-gauge  with  vertex  on  sample  line  and  with 
bisector  perpendiculor  to  line  and  passing  through  center  of 

i'h  tree  tells  observer  that  projection  of  i,h  free  radius  is 

intersected  by  line  (because  free  dbh  appears  to  more 

than  subtend  angle-gauge)  The  line  does  not  sample  the 

projection   of   rodius   of   the   j,b     tree 

Figure  18. - -Horizontal   point- sampl ing   and   line-sampling. 
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A     Circular    geometry    of    vertical    angle-gauge 

^ee
 

Imaginary  ring  (in  perspective)  generated   by    vertex   of 

vertical   angle-gauge    pivoting  around   a  vertical    tree 

height      Ring   radius    is   always    equal    to  free    height 

times    a    constant      The    constant    (0  -~r )  depends   on 

the    size   of     the   gauge-angle 

B      Vertical    point-sampling 

A  sample  pomt(+)  randomly  located  within  a  level, 

rectangular  tract  of  land  has  selected  the  i'h  free 

as    a    sample    free    for    measurement,  with    probability 

of    selection    (p.)  eaual   tof71"  Q",(tre(e  height>)        vertical 
\        tract  orea        / 

angle-gauge    with  vertex    at    sample   point  (+)     tells 

observer    that    point    lies    inside     the    imaginary    ring 

of    the    i  'h    tree   (because    tree    height    more  than   sub- 

fends    angle  -gauge ),  and   outside   the  imaginary    nnq 

of     the    j ,h    free 

C     Vertical    line- sampling 

A 
A    sample   line  (  \  )  randomly    located    within  and  parallel 

to    a    side   of  a  level    rectangular   tract   of   land    has 

selected  the  i'h    free  as  a  sample    tree  for  measurement, 

with    probability    of     selection    (  P;  )  equal     to 

/2Q(tree    height)(lme   length)  \ —   -   - —   I.    Vertical    anqle -qauqe  with 
tract   orea  / 

vertex   on    sample   line  '  t  )  held  m   plane    normal  to   sample 

line  with   base    level    tells  observer   that  i,h    free    height 

projected    at    right   angles    to  sample  line  will   be   inter- 

sected   by    line  (because  tree    height  appears  fo  more  than 

subtend  angle-gouge),  and    that    the   j,h    tree  height   will 
nof    be   intersected 

Figure  19.  -- Ver t ical    point- sampl ing   and    1 ine- sampl ing . 
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New  Multiple  Regression  Program 

A  completely  self-contained  and 
automatic  multiple  regression  program 
has  been  developed  for  the  IBM  704 
Electronic  Data  Processing  Machine. 

The  program  makes  it  feasible  to  pro- 
cess up  to  500  sets  of  observations,  each 

consisting  of  a  dependent  variable  (Y) 
and  9  independent  variables  (Xj  through 

X9).  In  about  15  minutes  of  operating 
time,  the  machine  automatically  calcu- 

lates all  55  sums  of  squares  and  cross- 
products,  and  derives  all  511  possible 
least-squares  regressions  involving 
the  dependent  variable  (1  nine -variable 
regression,  9  eight -variable  regres- 

sions, 36  seven -variable  regressions, 
etc.).  For  each  regression,  it  prints 
all  constants  and  coefficients,  as  well 

as  the  sum  of  squares  attributable  to 
regression,  which  last  permits  selection 

of  "best"  regressions  in  various  cate- 
gories . 

When  so-called  independent 
variables  are  intercorrelated,  the  con- 

ventional stepwise  addition  or  deletion 
of  a  single  variable  at  a  time  fails  to 
analyze  the  improvement  or  deterio- 

ration that  might  have  occurred  if  the 
particular  variable  had  been  present  in 
a  different  group  of  variables.  The  new 
program  overcomes  this  weakness  by 
deriving  regressions  for  all  possible 
combinations  of  the  given   variable  s. 

The  full  program  output  consists 
of  28  printed  pages.  Less  space  and 
time  are  required,  of  course,  when  less 
than  9  independent  variables  are  used, 
but  it  is  usually  desirable  to  test  curvi- 

linear or  joint  functions  when  there  are 

less  than  9  basic  variables.  An  auxiliary 
program  will  handle  more  than  500  sets 
of  observations,  but  input  must  be  sums 
of  squares  and  crossproducts  of  de- 

viations from  means  instead  of  in  the 
form   of   raw   data. 

An  example  and  more  detailed 
explanations  are  given  in  Occasional 
Paper    158. 

Formulae    for  Machine  Calculation 
of  Sectional   Tree   Volumes 

The  increasing  popularity  oi 
punched-card  inventory  techniques,, 
electronic  data  processing,  and  classi 
fication  of  various  parts  of  the  totall 
usable  length  of  a  tree  into  different 
use-classes  or  grades  has  emphasized 
the  need  for  convenient  expressions  oif 
tree  taper  and  volume  as  functions  of 
length.  Probably  the  most  widely  used: 
constant -taper  assumption  is  that  im- 

plicit in  the  International  log  rule:  2 
inches     taper    in    16    feet   of  log    length. Li 

If  a  tree  is  regarded  as  a  sectionL 
of  a  giant  cone  which  tapers  at  this  rate  J0 
above  and  below  d.i.b.  at  17.3  feetiL 

above  ground,  then  the  distance  in  feet:L 
from  the  imaginary  conical  tip  to  the  L 
stump    1    foot    above     ground    will   be::L 

H  =  (d.  b.  h.  in  inches)  (Girard  form 
class  as  a  decimal  fraction)  (8)  +  16. 

The  surface  in  square  feet  of  the^f 
cone  (from  stump  to  imaginary  tip)  willl!ln 

be  .  016363H^,  and  the  volume  in  cubic  ̂  
feet  will  be  .  000028407H3.  Thus,  whemB0 
(H)  has  been  computed  for  the  imaginary  pi 
cone  of  any  tree  whose  d.b.h.  and  form  tu 
class  are  known,  the  volume  of  a  butt .ju 

log  of  length  (L)  is  obtained  by  multi- 

plying [H3  -  (H  -  L)3]  by  .000028407. 
An  electronic  data -processing  machine  fee 
can  handle  this  operation  in  a  fraction  jjf 
of  a  second.  Successive  sections  above  Hi 
the  butt  are  handled  analogously.  m 

Occasional    Paper    134    contains  cf 

giant -tree  tables  employing  these  prin-  fr 
ciples    for    surface,    cubic -foot  volume,  fej 
and  board -foot  volume    (Int.    1/4-inch  |jj 
log  rule).    Southern  Forestry  Notes   117 
gives  convenient   machine    formulae  for 
the    same    items,    as    well   as    those    for 

board    feet   by    several   other    log    rules 
(Doyle  and  formula  Scribner). 
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Forest  Utilization  Research 

With  the  rising  market  of  the 
st  year,  southern  forest  industry 
rengthened  its  expansion  program, 
placing  old  equipment  and  building 
w  plants.  It  joined  a  national  program 
advertise  the  basic  advantage  of  using 
>od.  Some  of  the  larger  companies 
ve  constructed  and  fitted  out  complete 
search   establishments    as    part  of   an 
fort  to  meet  competition  by  manu- 
:turing    a   better    product. 

The  Division  of  Forest  Utili- 

tion  Research  continues  its  program 
exploring  industrial  research  needs 
d  furnishing  liaison  between  industry 
d  research.  Many  problems  are 

lved  when  present  knowledge  is  ap- 
ed. On  the  other  hand,  research  ac- 

ity  must  be  guided  toward  solution  of 
rrent  industrial  problems. 

Today's  research  is  aimed  at 
lving  specific  problems  in  the  fields 
hardwood  pulping,  wood  preserva- 

>n,  seasoning,  and  maintenance  of 
>od  on  the  exterior  of  buildings.  The 
oblem  of  most  efficient  bulk  handling 
wood  is  being  explored  to  convert 
>m  conventional  board  feet,  cords, 

d  other  volume  units  into  weight  units 
greater  efficiency  and  cost  reduction. 

WOOD    BY    THE    TON 

Wood  is  the  raw  material  for 

lal  products  varying  from  tissue  paper 
barns,  from  toothpicks  to  laminated 
:ams,  from  charcoal  to  figured 
i  n  e  e  r  s .  The  choice  of  the  proper 
ecies  or    the  optimum  log  for  any  one 
these  thousand  different  uses  is  com- 

sx.  The  single  physical  property  which 
3St   easily   divides    wood    into    classes 
strength,    toughness,    gluability,    fin- 

ishing characteristics,  or  pulp  yields  is 

density,  the  ratio  of  wood's  weight  to its    volume. 

Wood  is  traditionally  inven- 
toried, bought,  and  sold  in  units  of 

volume --cubic  feet,  board  feet,  cords, 

or  pulpwood  units.  Especially  in  stand- 
ing trees,  this  variety  in  units  of  meas- 
ure complicates  what  could  be  a  simple 

statement  of  amount  of  bulk  raw  ma- 
terial. Inventory  statements  in  volume 

measure  do  not  satisfactorily  meet  the 
needs  of  the  increasingly  mechanized 
and  technological  industry,  nor  are 

quality  strata  based  on  visual  charac- 
teristics adequate  for  making  useful  di- 

visions or  classes.  Amounts  of  wood  in 

various  grades,  stated  as  tons,  would 
be    a   helpful   improvement. 

In  standing  trees,  one  of  the 
first  problems  in  converting  units  of 
volume  to  weight  is  to  develop  a  method 
by  which  the  density  of  an  individual 
tree  can  be  estimated  from  an  incre- 

ment core.  Data  on  100  trees  of  each 

of  the  4  major  species  have  shown  that 
this  can  be  done  for  southern  yellow 
pine  within  acceptable  limits  of  error, 
although  further  refinement  and 

strengthening  of  observations  at  the  ex- 
tremes of  the  range  of  specific  gravity 

are  indicated.  Longleaf  and  slash  pine 
cores  were  more  dense  than  those  of 

shortleaf  and  loblolly  pine.  Trees  of  all 

species  were  found  to  have  higher  spe- 
cific gravity  in  the  butt  than  in  the  top. 

In  general,  the  older  trees  had  higher 
density  than  the  younger  ones. 

These  findings,  when  quantified 
and  substantiated,  will  permit  the 
forester  to  keep  his  inventories  and 
predict  his  yields  in  simple  terms  of 
weight.     They    will  also  help    him  in  the 
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important  decisions  of  cutting  cycle  and 
optimum   harvest   age. 

Work  has  started  on  another 

facet  of  the  wood -weight  problem,,  Pre- 
dicting green-chain  recovery  of  lumber 

by  weighing  logs,  instead  of  by  conven- 
tional log -rule  scaling,  seems  to  hold 

considerable  promise  as  a  time-saving 
and  error -limiting  practice.  A  study 
comparing  scale  rule  and  weight  pre- 

dictions of  green-chain  recovery  from 
200  logs  has  been  made.  Preliminary 
analysis  indicates  that  exceptionally 
close  relationships  exist  between  the 
methods . 

tacking  structural  members ,  that  wood1  s 
self -insulating    property,     by    charring, 
becomes    important.     Fire    requires    If 
minutes  to  char  wood  to  a  depth  of  3/8- 
inch.  Heavy  members  can  retain  nearly 
all  their  strength  for  as  long  as  an  hour, 
Steel  members  expand  with  heat, pushing; 

out  and   breaking  up  walls,    so  that  sup-j 
port  is    lost;  then,    as    temperature  risej 
continues,    the    steel   members    sag    andi 

pull   walls  inward.     Wood  members  re- 
tain their  dimension,  adding  no  stresses- 

to   wall    support    and    permitting    escape 
or    fire    fighting    action.      Modern   lami- 

nated    structural    members    have    great! 
fire  resistance  in  these  cases. 

WOOD    AND    FIRE 

The  structural  advantages  of 
wood  in  the  design  of  fire-resistant 
buildings  were  summarized  in  an  article 
published  in  the  Fourth  Quarter,  1958, 
issue  of  Forests  and  People.  Nearly 
always,  fires  begin  in  the  inflammable 
contents  of  a  house,  only  rarely  in  the 
structural  or  supporting  members. 
Hazardously  placed  draperies,  defective 
electric  wiring,  careless  smoking  and 
heating  habits  have  a  great  deal  more  to 
do  with  the  incidence  of  fire  than  does 
the  material  used  to  build  the  roof  and 
walls.  Thousands  of  lives  and  millions 
of  dollars  have  been  lost  because  of 

mistaken  public  reliance  upon  so-called 
"fire -proof"  construction  using  other 
materials. 

Once  a  firehasbegun.it  spreads 
from  the  point  of  origin  over  combusti- 

ble surfaces  and  involves  the  whole 
room.  Wood,  in  general,  does  not  offer 
a  particularly  good  medium  for  fire 
spread.  Where  danger  from  fire  is 
especially  high,  fire -retardant  paints 
are  available.  Such  paints  swell  when 
heated  and  change  into  a  blanket  of  foam, 
which  insulates  the  wood  itself. 

Within  four  to  ten  minutes,  com- 
bustibles in  the  average  room  can  raise 

the  temperature  of  gases  to  an  explosive 
level.  Before  this  level  is  reached  oc- 

cupants must  escape  and  the  fire  must 
be  restricted  to  the  room  or  it  will  at- 

tack the  structural  members.  It  is  when 
fire    moves     into    its    final    phase    of   at- 

Be  sides  the  f  i  r  e  -retardant: 
paints,  wood  can  be  impregnated  with 
chemicals  to  reduce  the  flammable  vol- 
atiles  it  contains.  So  treated,  it  may 
carbonize  in  a  hot  fire,  but  usually  will! 
not  ignite.  It  is  only  rarely  necessary, 
however,  that  this  process  be  employed, 

Even  in  ordinary  light -frame  construc- 
tion, fire  safety  can  be  built  in  by  using! 

fire-stop  blocking,  avoiding  inaccessi- 
ble spaces,  venting  so  as  to  localizes 

fire,  installing  solid  wood  flush  doors, 
and  using  fire-resistant  insulation  to 
delay  movement  from  one  room  to 
another . 

There  is  no  substitute  for  good 
common  sense  in  promoting  fire  safety, 
False  reliance  upon  any  one  type  oi 
construction  can  lead  to  serious  loss. 
Centuries  of  use  have  shown  wood  to  be 
as    safe    as    any. 

PULPING  HARDWOODS 

The  pulp  and  paper  industry  has 
increased  its  utilization  of  more- 
abundant  hardwood  species  in  augment- 

ing the  more -in -demand  pine.  Many 
products  are  improved  when  the  pulp 
mixture  includes  some  hardwood  fibers, 

Where  the  final  product  requires  plas- 
ticity, opacity,  printability ,  and  ab- 

sorptiveness,  addition  of  a  hardwood 
component  in  the  raw  pulp  is  desirable, 
Corrugating  medium,  food  board,  maga- 

zine paper,  and  tissue  are  among  the 
items  which  benefit  from  hardwood  pulp 

qualities . 
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Hardwood  pulping  has  been  em- 
asized  in  the  Midsouth.  Here  more 
in  20  percent  of  the  raw  material  for 
lp  is  hardwood,  while  over  the  South 
a  whole  only  15  percent  of  the  pulp- 

>od  is  cut  from  these  species.  Of  37 
lpmills  in  the  Midsouth,  29  are  using 
me    hardwood. 

Use  of  hardwoods  brings  with  it 
me  special  problems,  including  more 
fficult  bark  removal,  individual  di  - 
stion  requirements,  and  the  need  for 
ecialized  refining  equipment.  New 
sthods,  such  as  the  cold  soda  process, 
e  being  given  thorough  trials  .  Cheaper 
d  smaller  pulping  equipment  continues 
be  a  hoped-for  solution  in  the  general 
oblem  of  the  successful  utilization  of 
rdwoods. 

EXTERIOR    BROWN    STAINS 

To  reduce  cost,  modern  home- 
ilding  projects  often  are  restricted  to 
:ew  basic  designs.  Architects  and 
ilders,  striving  to  superimpose  in- 
^iduality  on  adjacent  structures, 
lize  different  exterior  effects  and 
n  i  s  h  e  s  .  One  of  the  most  attractive 
sthods  uses  wood  in  different  shapes 
d  patterns,  finished  to  show  the 
.  tural  grain.  Since  all  unprotected 
iod  turns  gray  upon  weathering,  ex- 
rior  stains  that  retain  or  emphasize 
j  tone  and  colors  of  the  wood  are  in 
mand. 

Ten  formulations  of  these  brown 
lins  have  been  exposed  in  southern 
.ssissippi  since  1956.  After  an  initial 
rkening  and  dulling,  several  of  them 
e  retaining  their  dark  brown  color,  al- 
Dugh  the  grain  pattern  is  no  longer 
ident.     Others,    however,    have     faded 

to  a  pinkish  gray,  and  one  or  two  have 
a  distinctly  weathered  appearance,  al- 

most as  if  they  had  had  no  treatment 
whatever.  At  the  end  of  the  2 -year  ex- 

posure period,  samples  treated  with  2 
of  the  commercial  preparations --1 
showing  a  chemical  toxicant  on  the 
label--have  fruiting  bodies  of  common 
decay    fungi    at   both   ends, 

To  date,  the  inclusion  of  non- 
fading  pigments  in  a  water-repellent 
preservative  solution  has  resulted  in 
the  best  over  -all  appearance;  these 
stains  were  prepared  according  to  the 
recommendations  of  the  U .  S.  Forest 
Products    Laboratory. 

EXTER I0R    WH  ITE    PA  INTS 

Both  structurally  and  in  price, 
wood  is  one  of  the  best  materials  for 

meeting  growing  housing  needs.  Where 
wood  is  exposed  to  the  weather,  how- 

ever, as  in  house  siding,  paint  perform- 
ance continues  to  be  a  limiting  factor. 

With  paint  maintenance  costs  in  mind, 
many  homebuilders  are  choosing  sub- 

stitute   materials. 

After  three  years  of  exposure 
to  severe  Gulf  Coast  weather,  variously 

painted  panels  of  standard  southern  yel- 
low pine  siding  are  performing  at  a 

highly  variable  level.  Some  paints  have 
completely  failed,  others  are  maintain- 

ing a  useful  and  attractive  appearance. 
One  striking  difference  shown  by  the 
test  is  the  beneficial  effect  of  a  resin- 
impregnated  paper  layer  applied  to  the 
siding  boards  before  painting.  Paint 
formulations  that  have  completely  failed 
on  bare  wood  are  still  in  useful  con- 

dition on  the  over -laid  boards  (fig.  20  ). 
Failure  in  this  paper  layer  is  so  far  in- 

consequential, existing  only  on  the  sharp 

im 

-  —    _ 

Figure  20.- -Pain t  on  the  left 
gave  the  poorest  per  formance 
on  southern  yellow  pine  siding 

after  30  months  on  exposur e 

panels  in  southern  Mississippi . 

At  right,  the  same  paint  on 

paper -covered  siding  is  still 
in    a    satisfactory    condition. 



edges  of  the  siding  patterns.  This  could 
have  been  prevented  by  easing  the  sharp 
corners  in  the  pattern  when  the  siding 
was    being    machined. 

MAINTENANCE    OE    PRESERVED    WOOD 

The  use  of  preservatively 
treated  wood  is  accepted  practice  today 
among  such  large  wood  -using  industries 
as  railroads  and  public  utility  compa- 

nies. Thousands  of  poles,  each  year, 
are  given  an  added  application  of  pre- 

servative at  the  ground  line,  the  point 
most  susceptible  to  damage  by  decay. 
This  usually  is  done  after  the  poles  have 
been   in    service     from    15   to    25   years. 

Another  opportunity  for  accesi: 
by  decay  organisms  into  treated  wood  id 
any  cut  or  trim  made  after  treatment 
such  as  the  angle  trim  of  piling  driven 
to  support  power  line  poles  across; 
water  or  swamps.  Modern  formulations: 
of  pentachlorophenol  which  can  diffusa; 
into  the  fresh  cuts  from  an  adhesive; 
carrier  are  promising  as  a  means  o 
protecting  these  trimmed  piling  tops 
A  test  to  compare  preservative  valuc^ 
of  conventional  creosote  and  asphalt-J 
paper  protection  systems  with  the  ne\jj 
materials  has  been  installed  on  thee- 
Harrison  Experimental  Forest  by  the; 
U.    S.    Forest  Products     Laboratory, 

Figure  21.--77ie  ground    line    is    the   point    on    the    length   of  a   post    or    pole   most    susceptible    to   damage 
by   decay.    Here    research   applications    of   various    preservative    formulations    are    being    compared    for    ef- fectiveness   on    green   posts. 
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IMPROVING    WOOD'S    STABILITY 
IN    CABINET    WORK 

Wood  continues  to  be  a  favorite 
iterial  for  kitchen  cabinetry  and 
usehold    storage  facilities  in  general. 

In  the  Deep  South,  however,  at- 
>spheric  moisture  contents  change 
irkedly  between  the  high  humidities 
summer  and  the  low  levels  reached 
en  houses  are  heated  in  the  winter, 
ese  changes  produce  stresses  in  the 
od  and  alter  its  dimensions.  Well- 
nstructed  cabinetry  allows  for  such 
nensional  change,  but  occasionally 
ticeable  distortions  occur  and  these 

lures  emphasize  the  need  for  careful 
anufacture  at  every  stage  of  the 
ocess . 

When  some  badly  warped  cabinet 
doors  were  dissected  it  was  found  that 
the  inner  plys  or  crossbands  had  been 
laid  so  that  their  combined  grain  direc- 

tion varied  more  than  15°  from  the 
center  line  of  the  door  (fig,  22  ).  At- 

mospheric moisture  change  caused 
serious  raising  of  the  corners  and  the 
doors    had    to    be    replaced. 

It  is  important  that  the  cross- 
bands,  which  are  inserted  to  improve 
dimensional  stability,  be  laid  with  their 
grain  direction  as  nearly  perpendicular 
to  the  grain  of  the  face  material  as 
possible.  Properly  laminated,  plywood 
makes  possible  cabinetry  of  a  beauty 
and  performance  that  sometimes  ex- 

ceeds what  can  be  expected  with  solid 
wood. 

\ N 

ure  22  .  -  -Warped  cabinet  door  with  face  veneer  removed.  Checks  in  crossband  show  the  grain  angle  on 
ible  face.  Single- I ine  arrow  shows  grain  angle  on  opposite  crossband .  When  combined  angle  totals 
',    warping    is    almost    sure    to   occur    in  multi-ply   const ruct ion . 
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LUMBER    PPE-DRYING 

At  the  Sewanee  Research  Center, 

exploratory  trials  in  mechanical  pre- 
drying  of  hardwood  lumber  were  initi- 

ated during  the  year.  With  forced  air 
in  an  experimental  dry -kiln,  scarlet 
oak  lumber  was  reduced  from  the  green 
condition  to  30  percent  moisture  content 
in  significantly  less  time  than  a  matched 
pile  air -dried  by  normal  yard  methods. 

Seasoning  degrade  was  somewha 
greater,  however,  and  further  studie 
will  be  aimed  at  maintaining  the  reducei 
seasoning  time  but  improving  the  quali 
ty    of  the    lumber. 

These  investigations  are  aime' 
at  providing  industry  with  another  mean 
of  reducing  total  manufacturing  cos 
and  alleviating  some  of  the  marketin 
risk  involved  in  the  long  air-dryin 
periods  now  common  in  hardwoo> 
manufacture. 
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Forest  Economics 

F0PE5T    SURVEY 

ie   Survey  Looks   Ahead 

Forestry  programs  are  ex- 
mding  throughout  the  South!  But  is 
Tiber  growth  being  increased  fast 
tough  to  supply  prospective  require- 
ents?  Periodic  stock-taking  by  the 
3rest  Survey  not  only  gives  an  over- 
1  view  of  forestry  progress  and  op- 
jrtunities,  but  serves  expansion- 
inded    forest  industry . 

The  forests  in  Southern  Station 

r  r  i  t  o  r  y ,  originally  surveyed  in  the 
id-1930's,  were  reinventoried  be - 
een  1946  and  1956.  A  third  survey 
arted  during  1956,  in  Mississippi.  A 
port  on  that  State  was  issued  in  1958; 
heduled  completion  dates  for  the  field 
ventory    in    the    remaining    States  are: 

State Completion  date 

Arkansas 1959 
Tennessee I960 
Alabama 

196Z 
Louisiana 1964 
East  Texas 1965 
East  Oklahoma 1966 

These  completion  dates  hinge 
on  congressional  appropriations  and 
2  extent  of  non-federal  assistance. 

•  mpletion  of  the  second  survey  in  10 
ars  was  made  possible  by  substantial 
lp  from  forest  industries,  State  for- 

try  agencies,  and  many  other  groups, 
mtributions  of  manpower,  equipment 
e,  aerial  photography,  and  cash  all 
lped  to  shorten  the  survey  cycle.  The 
hedule  for  the  third  survey  assumes 
it  cooperative  assistance  will  be  at 
ist  maintained  at  its  present  level, 
t   to    meet   the    demand   of   a   dynamic 

forest  economy  for    timely  data,    even  a 

10-year  cycle  may  be  too  slow. 

Recent  years  have  seen  in- 
creased demand  for  survey  data  on 

areas  as  small  as  counties.  Such  re- 
quests come  not  only  from  industrial 

planners  but  also  from  local  governing 
bodies  interested  in  rural  development. 

Needs  for  county  information  will  con- 
tinue to  grow,  for  the  wood -products 

industry  is  more  conscious  than  ever 
that  its  investments  are  influenced  by 
local  timber  management,  ownership, 

and  prospects.  Research  into  tech- 
niques that  will  increase  the  efficiency 

of  the  survey  will  make  it  possible  to 
provide  some  data  of  this  nature.  For 

example,  low-altitude  aerial  photogra- 
phy holds  promise,  and  further  use  of 

electronic  computers  is  in  prospect. 
But  for  some  time  to  come,  it  will  be 

possible  to  develop  localized  informa- 
tion only  when  the  requesting  agency 

can  bear  the  extra  costs  of  collecting 
and    analyzing    the    data. 

Arkansas    Being    Surveyed 

Forest  Survey  field  teams  have 

completed  one -half  of  the  third  inven- 
tory of  Arkansas  forests.  Data  have 

been  taken  on  all  sample  points  in  the 
southwest  and  south  Delta  units,  com- 

prising 30  counties.  Work  is  under  way 
in  the  Ouachita  and  north  Delta  regions. 
In  the  completed  units,  land-use  trends 
are  following  those  noted  in  earlier 

surveys.  Preliminary  tabulations  in- 
dicate additional  gains  in  forest  land 

acreage  in  the  southwest,  and  further 
losses  in  the  south  Delta  during  the  past 
decade. 
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The  Arkansas  survey  is  being 

speeded  with  the  cooperation  of  the 
Arkansas  State  Forestry  Commission, 

The  Crossett  Company,  International 

Paper  Company,  Dierks  Forests,  Inc., 

Bradley -Southern  Division  of  Potlatch 

Forests,  Inc.  ,  Fordyce  Lumber  Compa- 
ny, Ozan  Lumber  Company,  Deltic 

Farm  and  Timber  Company,  Inc.  ,  and 
Pomeroy    and    McGowin. 

Mississippi,    Pine  Up,    Hardwoods   Down 

The  progress  in  forestry  that 

Mississippi  has  made  in  the  last  10 

years  is  detailed  in  Forest  Survey  Re- 
lease 81.  This  report  from  the  third 

Statewide  forest  inventory  shows  that 
pine  sawtimber  trees,  as  well  as  pines 
of  smaller  size,  are  in  greater  supply 

today  than  10  years  ago.  The  immedi- 
ate outlook  is  for  even  more  pine  as 

management  programs  continue  to  ex- 
pand   and   intensify. 

A  weakness  in  the  current  forest 

situation,  the  report  indicates,  is  the 
lack  of  effective  forestry  on  lands  most 

suitable  for  growing  industrial  hard- 
woods--the  bottom-lands  and  the  Bluff 

Hills.  The  bottom-land  forests,  sus- 

taining a  large  part  of  the  State's  hard- 
wood industries,  declined  sharply  in 

volume  during  the  past  decade.  The  de- 
cline was  heaviest  in  the  larger  tree 

sizes --those  most  suitable  for  factory 
lumber,  veneer,  and  cooperage.  Land 
clearing,  excessive  cutting,  and  heavy 

drought -induced  mortality  all  con- 
tributed   to    the    drop. 

The  two  greatest  opportunities 

for  expanding  Mississippi's  forest 
economy  lie  in  better  pine  stocking,  and 
in  better  management  on  more  lands 
suited  to  growing  industrial  hardwood. 
The  most  necessary  measures  are  to 
establish  thrifty  timber  in  the  growing 
space  occupied  by  cull  trees;  to  restock 
to  pine  several  million  acres  where 
natural  seeding  is  unlikely;  to  reduce 
losses  from  fire  and  other  destructive 

agents  ;  and  to  improve  cutting  practices . 
In  general,  these  needs  are  most  press  - 
ing  on  farm  woodlands  and  other  small 

holdings --lands  that  comprise  7  out  of 
every    10    forest    acres    in    Mississippi. 

Southern   Pulping  Capacity  Expands 

Capacity  of    southern   pulp  mills 
increased    from    38,000   tons    to    41,00(1 

daily  during  19  57,    even  though  the  totaJl 

pulpwood    harvest   fell   off  about    3    per- 
cent from  that  of  the    previous    year  | 

A  total  of  19,783,000  cords  oj; 

roundwood  and  plant  residues  were  pro 

duced  by  the  1Z  southern  States.  Three-j 
States  harvested  more  than  Z  millior, 
cords  apiece.  Output  by  State  ranged^ 
from  3,859,000  cords  in  Georgia  tc 
60,000   in   Oklahoma. 

The  cut  of  hardwood  was  the 

greatest  on  record--Z,  866,  000  cords  o:^ 
roundwood,  a  gain  of  almost  4  percent 
over  1956.  Round  pine  pulpwood  droppecij 
to  15,  714,  000  cords,  about  7  percenlt 
less  than  in  1956.  One-third  of  the 
hardwood  bolts  and  residues  came  frorrn 
Mississippi. 

Figure  23. - -M i ss i ss ippi    leads    the    South    as    at 
producer    of   hardwood   pulpwood. 

The  use    of   plant    residues    for' 
pulp  rose  to   1,  Z03,  000  cords,    a  gain  ofl 

83  percent    over    1956.     The    recent   in- 
stallation of  additional  chipper s  at  saw- 

mills and  veneer  mills  assures  that  this 

production  will  continue  to  rise. 

Detailed  statistics  on  theSouth's 
19  57  pulpwood  harvest  can  be  found  in 

Forest  Survey  Release  53  of  the  South- 
eastern Forest  Experiment  Station.  The 

Southern  Forest  Experiment  Station  and 

the  Southern  Pulpwood  Conservation  As  - 
sociation  cooperated  in  collecting  and 
compiling    the     data. 
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licopter   Hurdles    Water   Barriers 

A  helicopter  was  used  for  10 
ys  in  the  Arkansas  Delta,  to  put 
uisers  near  sample  points  surrounded 
water.  Fifty  hours  of  helicopter 

ring  time  were  used  to  transport  5 
o-man    cruising    teams. 

Some  unforeseen  problems  de  - 
loped.  On  water  landings,  cruisers 
d  to  swim  ashore  because  the  inflat- 
le  rubber  boats  that  they  carried  could 
o  easily  have  been  swirled  up  into  the 
tor  blades.  The  economies  of  tree- 
p  flying  could  not  be  realized  because 
ficient  orientation  required  altitudes 
500   feet    or    more, 

Rain  and  poor  visibility  oc  - 
sionally  upset  timetables,  with  re- 
lting  loss  of  effective  work  time, 

vo-way  radio  communication --not 
ailable  in  this  operation- -is  needed 
r  efficiency  and  safety  with  this  type 
transportation. 

Costs    of   helicopter    flying    time 
115   per     hour    in   this    trial)     must   be 
ach   lower  before   such   transportation 
n   be    considered    as    an   integral   part 
the    Forest   Survey. 

A  detailed  description  of  the  ex- 
riences  appears  in  the  Fourth  Quarter, 
58,    issue  of  Forests  and  People. 

estimate  within  1 0  percent  of  known 
volumes.  Accuracy  within  10  percent 
for  mixed  stands  in  other  southern 

areas  should  be  possible  when  regional 
volume  tables  are  available.  With  such 

table s,  interpreters  can  estimate  timber 
volumes  by  measuring  tree  heights, 
crown  closures,  and  crown  diameters 
on  aerial  photos.  The  October  1958 
issue  of  the  Journal  of  Forestry  (pp. 

741 -745)  carries  a  complete  description 
of  this  experiment. 

Low -altitude  stereo -photos  yield 
more  consistent  and  accurate  measure- 

ments of  tree  heights  and  crown  diame- 
ters than  can  be  obtained  from  the  stand- 
ard U.  S.  Department  of  Agriculture 

panchromatic  aerial  photos,  An  article 

in  the  September  1958  issue  of  Photo- 
grammetric  Engineering  (pp.  617  -624) 
evaluate  s  this  special  type  of  aerial 
photography. 

An  easily  constructed  slotted  clip 

board  for  viewing  9-  by  9 -inch  aerial 
stereo  pairs  is  described  in  Minnesota 

Forestry  Notes  63.  Stereo  interpre- 
tation of  the  central  overlap  area  is 

possible  without  the  necessity  of  bending 
prints  upward.  The  clip  board  also 
frees  both  hands  for  making  measure- 

ments   on   the    photos  (fig.  24). 

Figure  24.  --Slot  ted  clip  board  simplifies 
st er eoscopic  study  of  central  ove r 1 ap  zone 
( indica ted   by    ar rows) . 

oto  Cruising 

Existing  volume  tables  for  aerial 
rest  cruising  give  good  results  when 
ands  are  predominantly  of  one  species 
type.  In  southern  forests,  however, 

i  o  t  o  interpreters  have  difficulty  in 
>nsistently  and  accurately  separating 
mmon  types.   A  possible  solution  lies 
the  use  of  composite  volume  table  s 

iplying  to  any  forest  stand  or  type  in 
.  area.  Such  tables  were  prepared  and 

sted  for  Itawamba  County,  Missis - 
ppi,  for  use  with  available  U.  S.  De- 
rtment  of  Agriculture  aerial  photo - 
aphs . 

With  these  composite  tables, 
illed    photo  interpreters    were  able  to -  39 



ECONOMICS    OF    FOREST    MANAGEMENT 

Chips   noow   in   1957 

Pine  lumbermen  of  the  Midsouth 
doubled  their  output  of  pulpwood  chips 
in  19  57  to  account  for  9  percent  of  all 
pine  delivered  topulpmills.  The  huge 

gain  was  made  while  over -all  pulpwood 
production  declined  3  percent  to  8.  8 
million  cords --the  first  time  in  eight 
years  that  a  new  production  record  was 
not  established.  These  figures  are  for 
the  States  of  Alabama,  Arkansas, 

Louisiana,  Mississippi,  Oklahoma, 
Tennessee,    and    Texas. 

pp.  99-101.  The  article  outlines  z 
method  by  which  pulpwood  producers, 

keeping  simple  records,  can  make  ana- 
lytical cost  charts.  As  they  prepare  anc 

interpret  these  charts,  producers  will 

begin  to  see  how  more  penetrating  ap- 
praisals could  help  them  control  costs 

and  modernize  their  operation  with  con- 
fidence. Research  techniques  ar« 

available  for  evaluating  logging  costs  tc 

almost  any  degree  of  precision.  In- 

dustry sponsorship  is  essential  if  cos' 
studies  are  to  markedly  improve  pro- 

ductivity   in   logging. 

Farm- ancl-Forest   Management   Planning 

Chips  are  rapidly  becoming  a 
widely  accepted  lumber  grade.  They 
add  to  mill  receipts  at  the  rate  of  $7  to 
$12  for  every  MBF  of  lumber  sawed.  In 
19  57,  the  average  price  per  ton  of  green 
chips  was  $6.  19  for  pine  and  $4.  31  for 

hardwood.  The  lower  price  for  hard- 
wood is  partly  due  to  the  much  smaller 

de  mand    {fig.  25). 

Fi gu re • 25.  - -Chip    production    in     the    Midsouth. 

An  article  in  Southern  Pulp  and 
Paper  Manufacturer,  October  10,  1958, 

pp.  2~8  and  30,  summarizes  1957  prices for  pulpwood  bolts  as  well  as  for  chips. 

Cost   Control   at    Low  Cost 

The  possibilities  of  inexpensive 
logging-cost  analyses  are  discussed  in 
an  article  in  Pulp  and  Paper,  July   1958, 

Information  on  labor  require- 
ments and  timber  yields  expected  undei 

various  levels  of  management  are  neede< 
to  show  the  farmer  how  forestry  can  fi 
into  improved  farming  systems.  Thes< 
subjects  are  covered  in  Bulletin  276  o 
the  Tennessee  Agricultural  Experimen 

Station,  "Data  for  planning  woodlan< 
opportunities  on  west  Tennessee  farms,1 
published  in  cooperation  with  the  South 
ern    Forest   Experiment   Station. 

The  bulletin  contains  informatioi 

on  labor  requirements  for  harvestin 
pine  and  hardwood  sawlogs  and  pulpwooi 
with  chain  and  crosscut  saws;  skiddin 
logs  with  tractors  and  mules ;  deadenin 
cull  hardwoods  with  mechanical  girdler 

ax,  and  sprayer;  planting  pines  by  han< 
and  by  machine;     and    fencing. 

Nine    varying    stands    were    pro 
jected    for  20    to  50   years,    to    the  stag 
of  stable  production.     Results  indicate' 
that    under    intensive  management  even, 
tual  sawtimber  stumpage  returns  wouli 
be  $10  to  $16  per  acre  annually;  withou. 
intensive    management   the  same  stand 
would  net  less  than  $1.    Under  intensiv  1 
management  additional  income  for  labo 
could    be    obtained    by    marketing    cu, 

products. 

An  actual  farm  was  budgeted  fo 
a  few  alternative  farm -and -fore  si 
enterprises  and  levels  of  managemen: 
to  determine  the  combination  best  suite  I 

to  raise  investment  profitability  and  th  | 

farm  family's  level  of  living.  Farmer 
and  their  forestry  advisors  will  find  thai 
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rocedures    readily  applicable  else  - 
here. 

Principles    applied    to     these 
'farm    forties"    are: 

nail    Forests  Can   Pay 

America's  demand  for  timber 
i  increasing.  The  Forest  Service  es- 
mate  s  that  the  market  for  wood  will 

juble  before  the  century  is  out.  Much 
:  the  timber  to  supply  the  mills  of  the 
.ture  will  come  from  small  tracts,  for 

iore  than  half  the  Nation's  forested 

~ea  is  in  holdings  of  less  than  5,  000 
:res.  Today's  small-tract  owner  has 
better  opportunity  than  ever  before  to 
Lake  money  by  growing  trees. 

Most  small  woodlands  are  pro- 
icing  only  a  fraction  of  their  potential 
.come --and  those  in  the  Midsouth  are 
>  exception.  For  owners  who  want  to 
;e  the  benefits  of  management,  the 
juthern  Station's  research  centers 
.aintain  a  number  of  demonstration 
acts . 

These  tracts  vary  widely  in 
mber  type,  management  methods,  and 
roducts.  The  variations  are  the  result 

:  a  deliberate  attempt  to  make  each 
;udy  fit  the  conditions  and  needs  of  the 

rritory  it  serves.  The  harvests  in- 
ude  not  only  sawlogs  and  pulpwood 
)lts,  but  also  bourbon  staves,  gum 

aval  stores,  and  redcedar  logs.  On 
ame  tracts,  annual  timber  harvests 

-em  desirable,  on  others  it  appears 
sst  to  cut  at  longer  intervals.  Some 
lits  are  as  small  as  15  acres,  but 
tost    contain   about    40    acres. 

1.  Harvest  part  of  the  growth; 
leave  part  to  buildup  stocking. 

2.  Leave  sound,  vigorous  trees 
as  growing  stock;  cut  to  im- 

prove the  stand  and  the  spac- 
ing   of   the    trees    left. 

3.  Deaden    cullr. 

4.  When  necessary,  supplement 
natural  regeneration  with 
seeding    or    planting. 

5.  Protect  against  fire,  insects, 
and   disease. 

Table  1  summarizes  some  of  the 

results.  It  reports  stumpage  returns 
only ;  additional  opportunities  may  lie  in 
using  farm  labor  and  equipment  to  get 
the  wood  to  the  yard  or  mill.  Dollar 
values  are  assigned  at  current  market 
prices,  but  are  intended  only  as  a  handy 
and     familiar     tool    for     comparison. 

As  the  table  indicates,  the  re- 
turns tend  to  increase  with  the  length  of 

time  the  stands  have  been  under  man- 
agement and  with  the  original  stocking. 

As  all  of  the  tracts  can  profitably  carry 
more  and  better  growing  stock  than  they 
now  have,  the  policy  of  cutting  less  than 
the  growth  will  eventually  lead  to  much 
greater    revenues. 

Occasional  Paper  163  reports  in 
detail  on  the  first  ten  years  of  managing 
the  east  Texas  tract.  Included  is  a 

prescription  for  transforming  a  wild 
woodland  into  a  managed  forest  quickly 
and    profitably. 

::
 

\ 

ipjre  26. --The   abandoned  acres   of    the   Midsouth   could  support    prof i table   stands   of    thrifty  pine. 
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Forest  Insects 

The  effort  being  devoted  to  forest 
;ect  research  in  the  South  is  still  far 
>s  than  that  warranted  by  the  present 
i  prospective  timber  values  at  stake, 
w  and  continuing  insect  problems 
nstantly  face  forest  owners  and  man- 

ors, but  practical  answers  to  them 
a  often  inadequate  or  altogether 
:king. 

Greatly  improved  facilities  for 
■est  insect  research  and  surveys, 
jvever,  will  be  provided  in  a  new 
itral  laboratory  for  insect,  disease, 
i  genetics  research, to  be  constructed 
ring  1959  at  Gulfport,  Mississippi. 
re  studies  of  forest-products  insects 
LI  be  continued,  and  increased  at- 
ition  will  be  given  to  pests  affecting 
!  forest  genetics  research  program 
i  those  limiting  the  establishment  and 
awth  of  forest  plantations.  Certain 
ler  insects  can  be  studied  more  ef- 
:tively  at  research  centers  close  to 
s  forest  types  or  areas  most  drasti- 
Lly  affected.  For  example,  research 
bark  beetles  is  emphasized  in  east 
xas,  on  town  ants  at  Alexandria, 
uisiana,  and  on  hardwood  insects  at 
>neville,    Mississippi. 

INSECT    SURVEY    PROGRAM 

The  main  objective  of  the  forest 
ect  survey  program  is  to  detect  early 
;ns  of  increases  in  insect  populations, 
that  major  outbreaks  can  be  pre - 

ited.     This  objective  is  accomplished 
aerial  detection  flights,  sometimes 
cooperation  with  State  and  industrial 
esters,  over  relatively  inaccessible 
ias  and  by  the  aid  of  cooperators  in  a 
Dund  detection  program.  Ground  ob- 
rvations  are  emphasized  in  areas 
11   traversed    by  roads  and  consisting 

mostly  of  intermingled  forest  and  farm 
land  - -country  in  which  aerial  surveys 
are  not  economical.  They  are  also 
aimed  at  certain  insects,  such  as  plan- 

tation and  nursery  pests,  that  are  not 
easily  seen  from  the  air. 

Training  sessions  are  held  an- 
nually throughout  the  South  to  acquaint 

cooperators  with  common  forest  insects 
and  to  encourage  them  to  report  unusual 
pest  conditions.  Results  of  aerial 
surveys  and  ground  observations  are 
summarized,  with  timely  warnings,  in 
the    Southern    Forest    Pest   Reporter. 

Aerial    Surveys 

Beginning  infestations  and  popu- 
lation trends  of  certain  bark  beetles  and 

defoliating  insects  are  best  observed 
from  the  air.  In  relatively  inaccessible 
stands  the  airplane  is  the  only  practical 
means     of    detecting    insect    outbreaks. 

Aerial  detection  surveys  over 
critical  forest  areas  are  made  at  least 

annually  by  Southern  Station  entomolo- 
gists. Major  objectives  are  to  locate 

and  report  beginning  outbreaks  of  the 
southern  pine  beetle, to  evaluate  changes 
in  bark  beetle  populations,  and  to  obtain 
rough  estimates  of  current  timber 
losses . 

In  the  past,  the  southern  pine 
beetle  has  been  particularly  trouble- 

some in  southeast  Texas,  north-central 
Alabama,  and  southwest  Mississippi. 
Epidemics  have  come  and  gone  in  these 
States,  and  new  outbreaks  threaten  al- 

most constantly.  Detection  surveys 
have  been  aimed  primarily  at  these  in- 

sect hazard  areas,  although  less  in- 
tensive   surveys     and    reconnaissance 
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flights  are  made  periodically   over  less 
critical   areas. 

Following  ground  observations 
of  southern  pine  beetle  activity  in  the 
Big  Thicket,  a  detection  survey  was 
made  over  southeast  Texas  in  April.  It 
confirmed  that  the  southern  pine  beetle 

was  on  the  increase  and  provided  in- 
formation for  cooperating  agencies  to 

engage  in  an  all-out  control  program. 
A  second  detection  survey  was  made  in 

June  to  supplement  local  flights  in  con- 
nection with  control  and  to  cover  7-1/2 

million  acres  outside  the  outbreak  area. 
No  infestations,  outside  of  those  in  the 
control    area,    were    detected. 

Two  aerial  surveys  were  com- 
pleted in  north -central  Alabama,  cover- 

ing 9-1/2  million  acres  in  May  and  5 
million  acres  in  August.  Groups  of  dead 
pines  were  scarce  but  concentrations  of 
scattered  dying  pines  were  found  near 
the  Talladega  National  Forest.  Ground 

checking  showed  that  most  of  the  mor- 
tality was  caused  by  Ips  bark  beetles 

associated  with  drought  and  summer 
cutting. 

Southwest  Mississippi  and  ad- 
joining parishes  in  Louisiana  were  sur- 

veyed in  July.  Approximately  2  million 
acres  were  included.  Only  five  spots 
suspected  of  harboring  the  southern  pine 
beetle  were  found,  and  they  were  small 
and   inactive. 

The  Alabama  National  Forests 
and  the  Homochitto  National  Forest, 

Mississippi,  were  also  checked  in 

monthly  flights  by  ranger  district  per- 
sonnel. Occasional  small  spot  infes- 

tations were  detected  and  quickly  con- 
trolled. 

Results  of  the  surveys  were 
summarized  and  distributed  to  timber 

owners    and    managers     concerned. 

Ground  Detect  ion  and  Report  ing   Program 

are  to  provide  information  on  the  rec 
ognition  and  control  of  forest  insed 
and  to  encourage  cooperators  to  repo. 
unusual  insect  occurrences  that  the 

encounter.  The  participants  be  com 
better  able  to  cope  with  local  pest  prob 
lems  as  they  arise.  Forest  Insect  Fie.. 
Reports  submitted  by  cooperators  ai 
an  invaluable  aid  to  the  Station's  survt 

program. 

During  the  season  of  insect    ac 
tivity,    132    field    reports  were  receivd 
and    acknowledged.     Many    other     infes. 
tations,    however,    were    not     report*, 
because    their     presence    was    taken    fc 
granted.      The  pine    tip  moth,    for  e: 
ample,    has    been     common    everywheij 
and  the  black  turpentine  beetle  has  be<i 
a    continuing    problem   in    many     cuttir 
areas . 

Following  is  a  tabulation 
Forest  Insect  Field  Reports  received 
1958: 

State 

Black 
turpentine 

beetle 
Pine sawflies 

Ips 
bark beetles Pine 

tip 

moth 

Southern 

pine 

beetle 
Miscel- 

laneous 
To 

Arkansas 1 1 5 
Texas 11 8 5 8 3 11 
Alabama 8 2 5 4 10 Mississippi 

9 8 5 1 4 
Louisiana 5 9 1 4 
West  Tennessee 1 1 
Oklahoma 1 
West  Florida 1 

Total 

>4 
27 

16 10 9 36 

In   addition  to    the  reports    tabi 
lated  above,  more  detailed  summary  ai: 
progress  reports  on  insect  control  we  ; 
received  periodically  from  the  Southe 

Station's     research     centers     and    t!| 
national      forests.     Numerous     verb.i i 
reports    were    also    received   throu  J 
personal    contact. 

Arkansas  has  developed  an  e: 
cellent  detection  and  reporting  progra 
of  its  own,  and  few  field  reports  a 
sent  direct  to  the  Southern  Forest  E: 

periment  Station.  Forest  insect  a: 
disease  conditions  are  summarized 

the  Arkansas  Forest  Pest  Report. 

Approximately  500  foresters, 
tree  farmers,  county  agents,  and  woods - 
workers  attend  forest  insect  training 
sessions  held  annually  at  various  points 
throughout  the  South.  The  primary  aims 

Southern  Forest   Pest  Reporter 

The     Southern    Forest   Pest   R 

porter,    which    was     first    published 
19  54,    now  has  a  circulation  of  approx  « 
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ately  2,000.  During  1958  five  issues, 
)s,  20  to  24,  provided  current  in- 
rmation  on  forest  insect  and  disease 

mditions  throughout  the  Midsouth. 

j.    21,  "Miscellaneous  insect    enemies 
southern  pines,"  and  No.  24,  "Life 

.bits  and  control  of  pine  tip  moth," 
;re    published    in    June    and    December 
special  issues.  Forest  insect  con- 

tions  for  19  58  were  summarized  in 
>.    25. 

The  supply  of  Reporter  Nos.  10, 
,  and  21  having  been  exhausted,  these 
sues  were  combined  into  a  pocket- 
ze  booklet  and  published  as  Occasional 

iper  164,  "Insect  enemies  of  southern 
ties.  " 

INSECTS    OF    FOREST    TREES 

rplane   Spraying   Reduces   Injury  by 
r>  Moth 

The  Nantucket  pine  tip  moth  is 
asing  conspicuous  injury  to  loblolly 
i  shortleaf  pine  plantations  through  - 
t  the  South.  With  a  rapidly  increasing 
reage  being  planted  each  year,  it  is 
ely  that  this  problem  will  become 

ire  critical.  Airplane  spraying  ap- 
ars  to  offer  the  best  possibility  in 
•ect    control. 

Experimental  aerial  spraying 
s  done  in  cooperation  with  the  South- 
i  s  t  e  r  n  Settlement  and  Development 

rporation  on  company -owned  land 
ith  of  Jasper,  Texas.  Eight  50-acre 
)ts  in  a  heavily  infested  loblolly  pine 
mtation  were  sprayed  in  March  when 

>ths  from  the  overwintering  gener- 
on  were  in  flight.  A  cold,  rainy 
ring  delayed  and  prolonged  moth 
mergence,  and  interfered  somewhat 
th  the  spraying  operation.  In  spite  of 
:se  difficulties  the  results  were  en- 
gaging. 

Half  of  the  plots  were  sprayed 
:h  DDT  in  diesel  oil  at  a  rate  of  2.  5 

5.  0  pounds  in  2.  5  or  5.  0  gallons  per 
re.  The  others  were  sprayed  with 
.ordane  at  the  same  dosages.  The 
»T  plots  suffered  very  little  attack  by 
!  tip  moth  during  the  early  part  of  the 

season,  when  the  trees  were  making 
their  most  rapid  height  growth.  Some 
injury  occurred  on  the  chlordane  plots, 
but  considerably  less  than  on  the  check 
plots.  New  growth  on  all  plots  became 
heavily  infested  by  the  second  and  third 
generations  of  the  insect  and  by  the  end 
of  the  growing  season  there  was  little 
difference  between  plots  in  the  percent 
of   tips    infested. 

Height  measurements  showed 
that  the  trees  made  very  little,  if  any, 
effective  height  growth  after  early  July. 
New  shoots  that  appeared  later  in  the 
season  were  killed  by  the  insect.  How- 

ever, because  of  protection  during  the 
early  part  of  the  season,  trees  on  the 
DDT  plots  increased  an  average  of  1.5 

feet  in  height  as  compared  with  an  aver- 
age of  0.  9  foot  on  the  chlordane  plots 

and  0.6  foot  on  the  check  plots.  A 
dosage  of  2.  5  pounds  of  DDT  per  acre 
appeared  to  be  about  as  effective  as  5.0 
pounds  per  acre.  Neither  dosage  of 
chlordane  gave  enough  protection  to 
warrant    further    consideration. 

Additional  testing  with  DDT  and 
perhaps  other  insecticides  will  be  done 
in  1959.  A  summer  treatment  to  reduce 

infestation  during  the  latter  part  of  the 

growing  season  may  be  desirable,  es- 
pecially in  years  when  a  favorable  mois  - 

ture  supply  will  enable  the  trees  to 
continue  rapid  growth  until  late  in  the 
summer.  Nevertheless,  aerial  spray- 

ing   is  expensive    and  cannot   be  recom- 

Figure  28. --One  aerial  spraying  with  DDT  gave 
good  results  against  the  tip  moth  in  east  Texas 

during  1958.  Sprayed  pines  grew  about  a  foot 

more  in  height  than  unsprayed  ones.  Spraying 

was  done  in  early  spring,  during  the  first 

flight    of    the    moths. 
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mended  as  a  general  practice  until  more 
information  is  available  as  to  its  bene- 

fits and  its  possible  effects  on  other 
organisms  in  treated  areas. 

Results  of  this  experiment,  and 
of  the  life -history  study  discussed 
below,  were  reported  in  Southern 

Forest  Pest  Reporter  No.  24,  Decem- 
ber    1958^ 

Study  of  Tip  Moth  Aids    in  Timing 
of  Control 

Studies  at  Gulfport,  Mississippi, 
indicate  that  more  time  is  available  in 

spraying  for  tip -moth  control  than  was 
previously  realized.  During  the  spring 
and  summer  of  1958,  newly  emerged 
moths  were  placed  on  new -growth  twigs 
in  laboratory  cages  and  observed  close- 

ly. Females  lived  an  average  of  10 
days  under  laboratory  conditions  and 
deposited  an  average  of  26  eggs.  Male 
moths  lived  an  average  of  6  days.  Other 
significant  findings  are  tabulated  below: 

Mean  length  of  period 

Early  spring      Summer 

Pre  -oviposition 
Oviposition 
Peak  of  egg 

laying  after 
emergence 

Incubation 

6  days 
3  days 

8  days 
8  days 

3  days 
4  days 

4  days 
5  days 

In  the  spring  there  is  a  lapse  of 
about  8  days  from  emergence  of  the 
moth  until  peak  egg -laying  is  reached; 
thus,  spraying  within  the  week  following 
peak  emergence  should  kill  most  of  the 
moths  before  they  have  laid  eggs.  To 
control  the  young  larvae,  spraying  can 
be  delayed  for  another  8  days,  or  a  total 
of  16  days  after  the  peak  of  moth  emer- 

gence. However ,  because  moths  emerge 
over  a  period  of  days  or  even  weeks, 
the  insecticide  deposited  on  the  trees 
must  remain  toxic  for  a  considerable 
length  of  time.  Much  additional  work  is 
needed  to  learn  when  spraying  will  be 
most    effective. 

Figure  27 . - -Above :  Egg  and  recently  hati 
larvae  of  the  Nantucket  pine  tip  moth  on 
growth  of  pine.  Soon  after  hatching,  the  la 
bore  into  and  kill  the  tender  terminal  gro^ 
Below:      Adult    moth. 

Southern  Pine  Beetle  Declines 

At  year's  end,  populations  of 
southern  pine    beetle  were  at  an   unu  I 
ally  low  level.  Near -zero  temperatui 
during     February     19  58    killed    la 
numbers  of   the  beetles  in   Alabama 
direct    control   has  been  effective    eli 
where . 



During  the  spring  and  early 
nmer,  however,  an  outbreak  rapidly 

reloped  and  seriously  threatened 
nds  in  the  Big  Thicket  of  southeast 

tas,  in  the  general  area  of  the  dis- 
rous  1949-51  epidemic.  It  was  con- 
5d  to  a  triangle  that  encompassed 
>roximately  65,  000  acres  in  Hardin 

mty  and  included  several  large  in- 
itrial  ownerships  and  numerous  small 
dings . 

Beginning  in  May,  the  Texas 
rest  Service  and  industrial  foresters 

de  flights  every  two  weeks  over  the 
break  area  and  adjacent  timberland. 

;ive  spots,  which  at  one  time  mim- 
ed over  60,  involved  a  few  to  as 

ny  as  250  trees  in  a  group.  Ground 

spections  showed  that  these  "hot 
>ts"  were  increasing  rapidly  in  size 
.  presented  a  definite  threat  to  ad- 
ent    stands. 

The  Texas  Forest  Service  as- 

ned  leadership  in  an  all-out  control 
gram  that  was  partially  financed  by 
leral  funds  provided  under  the  Forest 
st  Act.  Cutting  and  spraying  crews 
:e  organized  and  trained  as  quickly 
possible.  Spot  infestations  were  lo - 
ed  from  the  air  and  crews  felled 

tie  trees  and  treated  them  with  ben- 
e  hexachloride  in  fuel  oil.  Control 

3  excellent  and  by  late  August  aerial 
ervers  were  unable  to  find  fresh  at- 
ks.  Flights  were  continued  until  fall 
dwood  coloration  made  it  impossible 

iistinguish  red-topped  pines,  but  no 
/  beetle  activity  was  detected. 

Aerial  pest  detection  surveys 

de  in  June  by  Southern  Station  ento- 
logists  over  other  forested  areas  of 
t  Texas  found  no  further  indication 

the  southern  pine  beetle.  As  a  pre- 
tion,  however,  flights  will  be  re- 

nted   in    the    spring. 

A  cartoon  booklet,  aimed  prima - 
r  at  acquainting  woodsworkers  with 
habits  and  control  of  the  southern 

e  beetle,  was  published  by  the  U.  S. 
>artment  of  Agriculture.  The  title  is 
hs    is    Alice    Frontalis." 

Figure    29. - -Alice   Frontal  is  ,    nee  Dendroc  tonus 
fr on  talis . 

Turpent ine   Beetle    is   South' s 
Cost  1 iest   Forest   Pest 

The  black  turpentine  beetle  has 
continued  to  be  a  serious  problem  in  all 
stands  of  pine,  especially  where  current 
or  recent  logging  has  caused  disturb- 

ance. The  insect  has  been  particularly 
active  in  flatwoods  forests,  along  creek 
bottoms,  and  on  poorly  drained  sites. 
Mechanized  logging  on  poorly  drained 
sites  (now  especially  muddy  because 
of  abundant  rainfall)  has  resulted 
in  excessive  injury  to  the  roots  of 
remaining  trees.  This  damage,  plus 
prolonged  early  summer  flooding,  has 
created  ideal  conditions  for  beetle  de- 

velopment. Early  detection  and  prompt 
action  have  kept  timber  mortality  to  a 
minimum,  but  more  money  is  being 
spent  in  combating  this  insect  than  any 
other  forest  pest  in  the  Midsouth. 

On  the  Kisatchie  National  Fore  st, 

Louisiana,  many  thousands  of  dollars 
were  spent  in  the  past  year  to  treat 

stumps  and  high-value  residual  trees 
in  cutting  and  floodwater  areas.  Scat- 

tered infestations  requiring  control  also 
occurred  on  national  forests  in  Texas, 
Arkansas,  Mississippi,  and  Alabama, 
and  on  numerous  private  lands. 

In  most  instances,  beetles  were 

first  attracted  to  fresh-cut  stumps  and 
skinned  trees,  but  developing  broods 

later  spread  to  residual  stands .  Spread- 
ing was  especially  common  when  timber 
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was  removed  at  intervals  of  several 

months --first  poles  and  piling,  next 
sawtimber,  and  finally  pulpwood  and 
hardwoods.  Populations  increased 
steadily  as  each  new  generation  was 
provided  with  an  abundance  of  fresh 
stumps  and  damaged  trees.  The  re- 

peated disturbances  and  frequent  re- 
location of  woods  roads  further  weak- 

ened the  residual  trees  and  made  them 

highly  susceptible  to  beetle  attack. 

When  cutting  was  terminated  and  fresh 

stumps  were  no  longer  available,  emerg- 
ing beetles  killed  the  badly  weakened 

trees    by    force    of  numbers. 

Although  considerable  research 
has  been  done  on  this  insect,  it  is  evi- 

dent that  much  more  is  required  if  ways 
are  to  be  found  of  reducing  the  need  for 
costly  direct  control.  Spraying  with 
BHC  checks  existing  infestations  but 
new  infestations  continue  to  develop  in 

stands  that  have  been  subjected  to  pro- 
longed flooding  or  recent  logging.  The 

cost  of  direct  control  has  thus  become 

an  important  item  in  the  production  of 
pine    timber. 

Intensive  study  of  this  insect  will 
be  resumed  as  soon  as  possible,  to 
learn  more  about  its  habits  and  the  con- 

ditions that  favor  its  rapid  increase  in 
numbers.  Such  studies  may  point  the 

way  to  practical  changes  in  logging  pro- 
cedures that  will  leave  conditions  less 

conducive  to  build-up  of  large  beetle 
populations.  They  may  also  provide 
better  criteria  for  deciding  where  and 
when  spraying  is  warranted,  which  in- 

fested trees  can  be  saved  by  spraying, 
or  should  be  cut  for  salvage,  and  how 
much  care  is  needed  in  spraying  to  in- 

sure killing  of  all  the  brood  in  a  stump 
or    tree. 

Some  of  the  difficulties  that 

hamper  the  forester  in  dealing  with  this 
insect  are  discussed  in  an  article, 

"What  you  should  know  about  the  black 
turpentine  beetle,"  published  in  Forest 
Farmer,     December   1958,  pp.  8,     16-18. 

Systewics   May  Help  Control 
Cottonwood  Borer 

The  cottonwood  twig  bore 
Gypsonoma  haimbachiana,  is  an  in 
portant  pest  in  young  cottonwood  plai 
tations.  It  infests  the  central  leade: 

and  branch  terminals,  causing  stunti: 
and  excessive  branching  of  the  you] 
trees  and  thus  lowering  their  potenti 
value  for  pulpwood  or  sawlogs.  Inju: 
is  particularly  serious  during  the  fir 
season  after  cuttings  are  planted,  as 
setback  may  allow  competing  vegetati< 
to  overtop  and  kill  the  trees. 

A  preliminary  study  indicat 
that  a  systemic  insecticide  may  be 
value.  Before  they  were  planted,  cu 

tings  were  dipped  in  a  carbon  dust  co: 
taining  44  percent  of  Thimet.  At  t 
end  of  the  first  growing  season,  sprou 
on  cuttings  treated  with  the  system 
had  an  average  of  1.1  borers  per  pla 
and  0.8  per  leader.  Untreated  cuttin 
had  an  average  of  39.  9  borers  per  pla 
and  17.9  per  leader.  Further  tests  a 
planned  for  1959.  If  successful,  th 
relatively  simple  and  inexpensive  trea 
ment  will  help  to  assure  establishme 

of  fast -growing  plantations  of  cotto 
wood. 

Work  Begun   on   Town  Ant   Biology 

Employment  of  an  entomolog: 
by  the  Alexandria  Research  Center  h 
made  possible  the  initiation  of  studi 
on  the  biology  and  habits  of  the  Tex 
leaf-cutting  ant,  more  commonly  knc 
as  the  town  ant.  This  pest  is  prevalt 

over  large  areas  in  west-central  Loi 
siana  and  eastern  Texas, and  prevents  t 
successful  establishment  of  pine  pla 
tations  unless  the  colonies  are  destroy 
before  planting  is  done.  The  presen 
recommended  control,  fumigation  of  t 
colonies  with  methyl  bromide,  has  i 
been  fully  effective  under  all  conditioi 

Better  understanding  of  the  ants'  c 
ganization  and  seasonal  habits  is  need 
before  much  can  be  done  to  impro 
control    procedures. 



/ 
ments  of  a  good  joint    filler,    a  material 
must  be  : 

ire  30. --Tout?  ants  stripped  this  8- foot  lob- 
ly  pine  during  the  summer.  The  tree  will 

bably  recover,  but  at  some  loss  of  growth, 

heaviest  damage  by  these  insects,  however, 

done    to    pine    seedlings    during    the    winter. 

iECTS    AFFECTING    FOREST    PRODUCTS 

nt   Fillers  Resist   Termites 

Since  1951,  thirty -one  different 
terials  commonly  used  as  expansion 
it  fillers  in  concrete  slab  construe - 
i  have  been  tested  to  determine  their 

istance  to  penetration  by  subter- 
ean  termites.     To  meet  the  require - 

Stable  at  both  high  and  low  temper- 
atures . 

Able  to  for  in  a  good  bond  to  con- 
crete   at    all   times. 

Unattractive  to  termites  and  im- 
pervious to  penetration  by  them. 

Two  materials,  one  a  rubberoid 
bituminous  substance  and  another  a 

roofing-grade  coal  tar  pitch,  have  shown 
promise  of  meeting  these  requirements 
in  laboratory  tests.  Both  materials  will 
be  tested  further  to  determine  their  full 

potential. 

Insecticides  have  been  incorpo- 
rated into  a  highway -grade  asphalt  to 

determine  whether  addition  of  such 
chemicals  will  increase  the  effective- 

ness of  the  joint  fillers.  This  part  of 
the  test  has  not  been  continued  long 
enough  to  give  conclusive  results,  but 
preliminary  results  are  encouraging. 
Other  materials  will  be  impregnated 
with  various  insecticides  to  further 
evaluate    such    combinations. 

Soil   Treatments  Control   Termites 

Another  year  of  exposure  in 

areas  heavily  infested  -with  termites  has 
added  to  confidence  in  the  soil  treat- 

ments recommended  last  year  for  the 
prevention  of  damage  by  subterranean 
termites.  Aldrin,  chlordane,  and 

dieldrin  continue  to  give  long-term  pro- 
tection from  these  destructive  insects. 

Treatments  with  DDT  and  BHC  are  be- 

ginning to  fail,  indicating  that  these  in- 
secticides shouldnotbe  expected  to  give 

permanent  protection. 

Continued  interest  in  the  prob- 
lem of  finding  a  treatment  that  will  give 

buildings  life -long  protection  has  led  to 
more  research.  Installation  of  the 

largest  single  study  of  this  nature  was 
completed  in  1958,  in  cooperation  with 
several  manufacturers  of  insecticides. 

Among  the  3 50 -odd  treatments  in  test 
are  extremely  low  concentrations,  ex- 

tremely   high    concentrations,    combi- 
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nations  of  insecticides,  and  application 
of  several  insecticides  in  granular  form. 
Further  enlargement  of  this  study  to 
include  installations  in  different  soil 

types  is  contemplated. 

Details  of  studies  and  recomj 
mendations  can  be  found  in  Pest  Control 
magazine,    February   1958. 

Figure  31,  --This    dwelling    is    damaged    severely   by    subterranean    termites.       Inexpensive    chemical    treat, 
ment    of    the    soil    around    the    foundat ion    would  have    prevented    the   need    for    costly    repairs . 

sn 



Forest  Disease  Research 

Diseases  of  southern  pine  re- 
meration,  particularly  in  nurseries 
id  young  plantations, have  long  hindered 

e  South 's  planting  program.  Now, 
th  more  emphasis  than  ever  before 
:ing  placed  on  artificial  regeneration, 
irsery  production  and  planting  continue 
expand,  and  the  associated  disease 

oblems     are    of   first    importance. 

irsery  Diseases 

In  cooperation  with  State  forestry 
g  e  n  c  i  e  s  and  Region  8  of  the  U.  S. 
Drest  Service,  the  Southern  Station 

stituted  a  program  of  technical  as- 
stance  at  nurseries  producing  seed- 
igs  under  the  Soil  Bank  program.  The 
ithologi  st  assigned  to  this  project 
insults  with  the  States  concerning  their 
sease  and  other  biological  problems 
nursery  production,  and  suggests 

•ntrol  measures.  Diseases  found  tak- 
g  the  worst  toll  in  pine  nursery  beds 
2re  fusiform  rust,  root  rot,  and 

imping  -off. 

In  1958,  fusiform  rust  again  was 

•evalent  on  slash  and  loblolly  pine  in 
ississippi  and  Louisiana,  but  not  in 
Labama,  Tennessee,  Arkansas,  or 

exas.  In  the  high-infection  zone, 
irseries  that  were  sprayed  twice  each 
sek  with  ferbam  during  the  rust  season 
iffered  4  to  5  percent  infection.  Those 
l  less  rigorous  spray  schedules  had 
>  to  25  percent  of  their  trees  infected. 
le  destructiveness  of  the  rust  was 

:monstrated  at  one  nursery  where  the 
itiation  of  spraying  was  delayed  until 
weeks  after  sowing.  Infection  was  90 
srcent.  Research  to  develop  improved 
>ntrols  for  areas  of  high  hazard  will  be 
tensified  during  the  coming  nursery 
:ason. 

Examination  of  the  Ashe  Nur  sery 
in  Mississippi,  where  soil  fumigation 
was  first  adopted  as  a  regular  practice 
for  the  control  of  root  rot,  disclosed 
that  the  disease  has  been  essentially 
eliminated.  Because  similar  root- 
deterioration  problems  are  common, 
most  nurseries  used  fumigants  during 
19  58,  at  least  experimentally.  Methyl 

bromide,  ethylene  dibromide,  and  sev- 

eral other  chemicals  gave  adequate  con- 
trol, but  the  effectiveness  of  some  ap- 

peared to  vary  with  the  nursery. 

Fumigation  is  known  to  increase 
the  size  and  vigor  of  seedlings.  This 

practice,  plus  high  rates  of  fertilizer 
application  and  abundant  rainfall  during 
19  58, resulted  in  unusual  seedling  growth 
at  many  nurseries.  Much  of  the  stock 
was  too  large  for  easy  handling  and  best 
survival  in  outplanting.  Whether  or  not 

the  high  vigor  and  growth  rate  also  in- 
creased rust  susceptibility  needs  early study. 

The  wet  spring  of  1958  led  to  ap- 

preciable damping-off  at  several  nurs- 
eries. Heavy  losses,  particularly  from 

top  damping-off  caused  by  Fusarium, 
were  also  experienced  in  some  of  the 

Station's    experimental    stock. 

Diseases    of  Young   P  latitat  ions 

There  is  very  little  exact  in- 
formation on  the  causes  of  early  mor- 

tality in  pine  plantations,  especially  as 
regards  the  degree  to  which  pathogenic 
organisms  are  involved.  It  has  been 
known  for  several  years  that  pines  de- 

veloping fusiform  rust  galls  in  the 
nursery  seldom  survive  the  second 

growing  season  in  the  field.  Exami- 
nations   of   plantations    of    19  57    nursery 
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portant.  But  when  visible  infection  rate 
are  25  percent  or  more,  considerabl 
diseased  stock  can  be  shipped  to  th 
field.  Moreover,  infection  within 
nursery  usually  is  spotty,  and  som 
beds  may  be  heavily  damaged  even  whe 
the  nursery  average  is  reasonably  lou 
These  findings  point  to  the  need  for  in 
tensified    rust    control    in   nurseries: 

Figure  32.  -  -  Th is  seedling  had  no  obv  i  ous 
swelling  at  lifting  time,  but  developed  a 

fusi  form- rust  gall  part  ially  below  ground  during 
the  first  year  of  outplanting,  indicating 
nursery  infection .  During  high  rust  years  these 

latent  in  feet  ions  are  responsible  for  appreci- 
able   early   mor  tal ity    in    plantat  ions . 

stock,  very  carefully  culled  to  remove 
all  seedlings  with  obvious  rust  infec- 

tions, disclosed  rust  galls  developing 
at  the  groundline.  With  deep  plantings 
the  galls  were  below  ground  (fig.  32  ). 
That  these  galls  resulted  from  nursery 
infections  is  obvious.  Limited  counts 
indicated  that  about  1/3  of  the  nursery 
infections  last  year  were  not  sufficiently 
evident  at  lifting  time  to  be  identified 
by  methods  likely  to  be  commercially 
feasible . 

During  normal  years  when 
spraying  keeps  infections  below  1  per- 

cent,   these  latent   infections  are    unim- 

Examination  of  numerous  pin 

plantations  showed  that  fusiform  ru£ 
also  commonly  infects  slash  and  lob 
lolly  pines  after  planting.  Rust  i 
probably  the  most  important  disease  i 
such  plantations.  Highest  infectio 
rates  occur  in  the  area  formerly  occu 
pied  by  longleaf  pine.  The  concept  tha 
the  highest  rust  hazard  occurs  east  c 
the  Mississippi  River  must  be  modifiec 
Severe  infections  now  are  common  i 
southwestern  Louisiana;  they  probabl 
do  not  reflect  a  change  in  actual  hazar. 
so  much  as  a  wider  use  of  the  rust 
susceptible  slash  and  loblolly  pines 
Infection  rates  are  generally  low  i 
Texas,  Arkansas,  and  Tennessee,  bj 
sometimes  the  disease  is  troublesom 

even  in  these  normally  low -hazar 
areas . 

At  the  Southern  Institute  c 
Forest  Genetics  during  1958,  micro 
scopic  examination  of  many  fusiform 
rust  branch  galls  at  various  season 
failed  to  disclose  rust  mycelium  mor: 
than  1/2 -inch  beyond  the  visible  swell 
ing.  (This  is  in  contrast  to  findings  wit 
other  rusts.)  Thus,  even  though  a  fusi 
form  canker  may  be  quite  close  to  th 
stem,  pruning  will  probably  remove  th 
infection.  A  number  of  pruning  test 
are  in  progress,  and  when  they  ar 
completed  more  specific  pruning  rec 
ommendations  can  be  made.  Plantation 
suffer  most  when  heavy  rust  occur 
during  their  first  five  years.  Branc 
infection?  on  such  young  trees  tend  t 
develop  into  stem  cankers  immediate] 
or  in  a  few  years,  so  that  many  tree 
die  or  break  off  before  reaching  usabl 
size.  If  25  percent  or  more  of  the  tree 
have  branch  cankers,  pruning  of  th 
diseased  branches  should  be  considere< 

Pruning  might  also  be  worthwhile  i 
young  natural  stands  having  less  tha 
700  trees  per  acre.    Only  branches  wi1 
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ankers    within    15    inches  of  the  stem 
;ed    be    removed, 

ik   Wilt 

The  full  potentialities  of  o  a  k 
Lit, caused  by  Ceratocystis  fagacearum, 
:e  still  unknown.  Once  in  the  vascular 

rstem  of  many  oak  species,  this  -wilt 
ngiis  is  one  of  the  most  virulent  and 

stest-acting  pathogens  known  to  kill 
rest  trees.  Certain  insects  spread 
e  wilt  fungus  for  appreciable  distances, 
can  also  pass  to  adjoining  oaks  through 

>ot  grafts.  So  far,  wilt  spread  and  in- 
nsification  have  not  been  spectacular 
the  Midsouth,  but  should  a  more  ef- 
cient  means  of  dissemination  of  the 

tusal  fungus  develop,  the  disease  would 

icome  extremely  destructive.  There  - 
re,  it  is  important  that  effective  de- 
ction  surveys  be  made  and  that  con- 
ol  measures  be  instigated  wherever 
Lit    occurs. 

The  disease  has  not  yet  spread 
ctensively  into  the  oak  forests  of  the 
rritory  served  by  the  Southern  Station 
ig.  33  ).  It  is  well  established  in 
ennessee  east  of  the  Cumberland  Pla- 
au,  as  shown  by  surveys  made  by  the 
jutheastern  Forest  Experiment  Station. 
.  recent  years  two  isolated  infected 
ees  ha.ve  been  found  in  White  County, 
est  of  the  Cumberland  Plateau.  Lim- 

ed surveys  in  1958  failed  to  disclose 
ilt  further  west  in  Tennessee,  or  in 

labama  and  Mississippi.  However, 
;cause  wilt  is  present  in  southwestern 
entucky,  northeastern  Arkansas,  and 
iutheastern  Missouri,  it  would  not  be 

irprising  if  it  also  occurs,  but  un- 
stected,    in   western    Tennessee. 

Since  the  wilt  was  first  dis- 
covered in  Arkansas  in  1950  and  1951, 

it  has  been  found  in  only  3  additional 
counties:  Randolph  in  19  57,  and  Stone 
and  Carroll  in  19  58.  Neither  of  these 

extended  the  general  range  of  the  dis- 
ease. The  1958  aerial  and  ground  survey 

disclosed  only  a  few  scattered  wilt  trees 
in  much  of  the  infected  area,  and  in  4 
of  the  previously  infected  counties  none 

were  found.  In  Sharp  County,  the  Ar- 
kansas wilt  control  program  disclosed 

341  wilted  trees,  but  this  intensification 

is  outside  the  area  of  high-quality  oak 
stands. 

The  State  of  Arkansas  treats 

wilted  trees  soon  after  discovery.  All 
the  evidence  indicates  that  the  disease 

can  be  kept  in  bounds  in  Arkansas,  and 
there  is  little  indication  that  it  will 

spread  into  the  bottom-land  hardwood 
stands.  However,  a  continuous  watch 
is  needed  throughout  the  oak  forests  of 
the  South.  Because  available  Federal 

and  State  resources  are  inadequate  for 
a  complete  detection  program,  it  is 

necessary  that  all  interested  in  hard- 
wood forests  be  on  the  lookout.  Vigi- 
lance is  particularly  needed  in  the  areas 

not   known   to    be    infected. 

Some  of  the  wilted  trees  found 
in  Arkansas  in  19  58  were  not  far  from 

the  western  border,  and  it  is  probable 
that  wilt  will  be  found  in  Oklahoma  when 

surveys  are    made    there  next    summer. 

Hardwood  Dieback  Mainly  Due    to  Drought 

Widespread  dieback  and  mor- 
tality of  hardwoods  has  occurred  in  the 

South  during  recent  years  (fig.  34  ). 
The    most    severe     losses    have    been   in 

gure  33. --The  known  distribution  of  wilt  in  the  Southern  Station  territory.  Oak  wilt  has  been  found 

t  the  cross-hatched  count ies.  The  figures  indicate  the  year  the  disease  was  first  observed  in  each 
>unty. 
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Figure  34  . -  -  Sweet  gum  blight  is  characterized  by 
the  gradual  dying  from  the  top  downwards .  This 

and  much  other  hardwood  dieback  and  mor  tal ity 

is    assoc iated    with    soil    moistur e    de fie iency . 

certain  areas  of  cottonwood,  sweetgum, 
and  black  willow,  but  important  damage 
has  also  occurred  with  red  oak  and  other 

hardwoods,  both  in  the  uplands  and  in 
the    bottoms. 

Sweetgum  was  the  first  species 
to  be  seriously  affected,  and  the  so- 
called  sweetgum  blight  became  an  im- 

portant research  problem  in  19  52. 
Studies  have  indicated  that  the  blight  is 
not  caused  primarily  by  a  fungus,  bac- 

terium, virus,  or  nematode,  but  is 
associated  with  certain  chemical  and 

physical  soil  properties  that  limit 
availability  of  soil  moisture.  It  has 
been  worse  on  the  heavy  clays  of  slack- 
water  areas  than  on  the  coarser  soils 
of  natural  levees.  These  adverse  soil 

properties  are  detrimentally  operative 
mostly  in  times  of  rainfall  deficiency. 
Of  course,  such  human  activities  as  ex- 

cessive soil  drainage  increase  the  ef- 
fects   of  drought. 

In  contrast  to  sweetgum  mor-t 
talities,  most  cottonwood  and  willovi 

dying  has  been  on  geologically  recen'. 
deposits  of  deep  sand  on  river  flood-i 
plains.  Such  soils  have  very  low  water., 
holding  capacity,  and  dying  has  been 
sudden  and  spectacular.  The  sandy  soilsi 
upon  which  some  willow  and  cottonwooci 
stands  develop  cannot  hold  more  than  a; 

15 -day  supply  of  water.  During  thai 
past  few  years  many  sites  have  suffered! 
more  than  15  days  of  drought,  particu|| 
larly  in  the  early  growing  season.  In 

contrast,  a  60 -day  supply  can  be  held' 
■where  sands  are  overlaid  with  sufficient: 
silt  loam,  and  on  such  sites  markedly 
less    dying    has    occurred. 

Careful  studies  have  not  beeijl 
made  of  hardwood  mortality  in  upland 
stands,  but  there  is  every  reason  td< 
suspect  that  most  was  directly  or  inf 

directly  a  result  of  drought.  Some,' 
however,  was  associated  with  the  latei 
frost   of    1955. 

Hardwood  dieback  and  mortality] 
not  only  caused  loss  of  timber,  but  foil 
several  years  were  major  stumbling 
blocks  to  effective  aerial  scouting  foil 
oak  wilt.  During  the  summer  of  1958, 
following  a  year  and  a  half  of  normal 
rainfall,  there  was  a  marked  improve] 
ment  in  the  general  appearance  of  hard! 
woods  in  north  Arkansas,  and  consell 

quently  in  the  ease  of  oak -wilt  surveylj 
ing.  Similar  improvement,  was  noted 
in  the  bottom-lands,  particularly  in 
sweetgum. 

Observations  and  research  in- 

dicate several  practices  that  might  al- 
leviate the  loss  of  hardwoods  during 

droughts,  provided  that  action  is  taken 
before  or  immediately  after  signs  of 

damage  appear:  (1)  thinning  the  stand 
and  salvaging  merchantable  logs  and 

pulpwood;  (2)  building  low  dikes  and  im- 
pounding winter  water  in  bottom-land 

forests,  but  releasing  excess  water  in 
the  spring;  (3)  constructing  a  system  of 
gates  to  prevent  too -rapid  runoff  through 
deep  drainage  ditches  and  canals;  and 
(4)  in  uplands,  maintaining  a  good  ground 
cover  to  slow  runoff.  Sweetgum  should 
not  be  encouraged  as  a  timber  tree  on 
most  slack -water  sites  or  upland  areas, 
except   the    loessial    bluffs. 
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me  Rust   Control    Tests M isce I laneous   Diseases 

Cone  rust  (Cronartium  stro- 
linum)  is  a  native  fungus  that  attacks 
d  destroys  the  cones  of  slash  and,  to 

lesser  extent,  longleaf  pine.  Perio- 
cally,  attack  has  been  severe  enough 
cause  material  reduction  in  the  seed 

op  along  the  Gulf  Coast.  Because  of 
e  greatly  increased  demand  for  seed, 
e  disease  is  now  of  major  importance. 

As  was  reported  in  previous 

ars,  cone  rust  is  prevented  in  con- 
:>lled  pollination  tests  by  thebags 
ed  to  exclude  extraneous  pollen.  The 

"erence  is  that  infection  and  pollination cur  about  the  same  time.  Other 
ithods  of  control,  however,  are  needed 

prevent  infection  of  wind -pollinated 
nes,  i.e.,  those  from  which  com- 
;rcial  seed  comes.  The  Southern  and 

utheastern  Stations  are  cooperating  in 
attack  on  this  problem.  As  its  share 
the  project  during  19  58,  the  Southern 

ition  tested  a  one -application  spray 
;atment  with  ferbam  on  slash  pine. 

Le  spray  gave  varying  degrees  of  con- 
)1,  depending  on  the  condition  of  the 
iwers  at  the  time  of  spraying: 

A  new  canker  of  sycamore  has 
been  found  (fig.  35  ).  A  fungus  which  is 
a  possible  cause  has  been  isolated  and 
is    under    study. 

Condition  of  cone  flowers 

when  sprayed 

In  sprayed 
All  f lower  stages 

iprayed 
Flowers  very  young, 

emerging  from  bud 
scales 

Flowers  well  developed, 
but  unopened 

Flowers  open  and  re- 
ceptive to  pollen 

Closed  after  receiving 

po 1 1  en 

Percent  of 
flowers  rusted 

70 

53 39 

12 

7.5 

Thus,  spray  control  seems  pos- 
)le.  Further  testing  and  the  de- 

•mination  of  seed  viability  in  sprayed 
les  are  necessary  before  control  with 
■bam    can    be    recommended. 

Figure  35. --A  new  canker  disease  of  sycamore 
weakens  merchantable  stems  sufficiently  to  make 

them  subject  to  breakage .  Inset  shows  a  closer 
view   of   one    of    the    canker s . 

Premature  defoliation  of  south- 
ern red  oaks  was  extensive  in  the 

Memphis  area  during  1958.  Elsinoe 

quercus -falcatae  and  a  species  of 
Cladosporium  were  associated  with  this 
disturbance.  Other  leaf -spotting  fungi 
also  were  again  prevalent  on  oaks  and 
other  hardwoods  over  extensive  areas 

during  the   spring  and  summer    of    1958. 

A  degrading  lesion  on  sweetgum 
in  the  southern  extremity  of  its  range 
is  being  studied  (fig.  36  ).  A  probable 
causal  fungus  has  been  isolated. 
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Figure  36 . - -Sweet gum  lesion  reduces  the  quality 
of  sweetgum  by  killing  localized  areas  on  the 
stem.  The  disease  starts  in  young  stands,  such 
as  the  one  i 1  lust  rated ,  with  a  few  patches  of 

blackened  gum.  Later  enlargement ,  as  seen  in 
the    inset,     increases     the    amount    of   defect. 

The  brown  spot  needle  disease 
was  unusually  prevalent  on  loblolly  and 
slash  pines  in  1958.  Large  loblolly 
trees  were  attacked.  Heavy  attack  of 
slash  in  some  nurseries  and  almost 

complete  defoliation  of  Z-  to  4-year-old 
slash  and  loblolly  plantations  were  ob- 

served. Isolates  of  the  causal  fungus 
varied  in  general  appearance,  but  none 
of  the  differences  were  correlated  with 

host  species.  As  far  as  known,  the  same 
fungus  causes  brown  spot  on  all  pine 

species.  Extensive  spray-control  trials 
continue  on  longleaf  seedlings  ;  bordeaux 
mixture  appears  superior    to    ferbam. 

Studies  on  resistance  of  southern 

pines  to  fusiform  rust  were  continued. 

Additional  inte r -  and  intraspecific 
crosses  were  made,    and    seed  was  col- 

lected   from    previous    crosses.      Th 

progeny  from  earlier  controlled  crosse' 
are  now  under  test  to  determine  possibT 
resistance.     Among  the  urgent  needs  oj 
an    extensive    program   of   this    kind  ar 
new    techniques  for    handling    experi 
mental    material.      Improved    micro 
scopic    sections  for  observation     of   th 
rust    fungus    in    host   tissue    were     mad. 
possible    by  development  of  a  method  o 

using    a  10 -percent    aqueous    solution  o 
glycerol  to  soften  slash  pine  tissues  fo: 
serial  sections .     Also    devised   was  ; 

stain    technique    for    rapid    diagnosis    o 
rust     mycelium    in    hand     sections     o 
southern   pine. 

Product s  Pathology 

Work  in  products  pathology  wa 

largely  restricted  to  studies  on  the  con' 
trol  of  building  decay,  made  in  cooper* 
ation  with  the  Navy  Department.  Testi 
on  the  effectiveness  of  toxic  water  re 

pellents  in  preventing  decay  in  siding 
and  exterior  trim  were  installed  a 

various  Navy  bases  in  the  Midsouth  am 
at  the  Harrison  Experimental  Forest  91 
southern  Mississippi.  Specific  recoral 
mendations  were  made  on:  (1)  pre 

venting  decay  in  shower  rooms  by  de 
signs  and  materials  that  prevent  wate: 

seepage  and  by  use  of  pressure -treatei 
wood,  (2)  reducing  condensation  anr 
decay  in  cold  storage  rooms  by  thi 
proper  installation  of  effective  vapol 

barriers,  and  (3)using  asbestos -cemen 
shingle  siding  to  cover  wood  exterior; 
where  the  original  design  preclude! 
economic  maintenance  of  the  wood 

These  studies  are  part  of  a  large  pro 
gram  to  assist  the  Navy  not  only  in  pro 

tecting  an  enormous  investment  of  wooi 
buildings  constructed  under  war  duresl 

but  also  in  designing  new  wood  struC' 
tures    for    future    needs. 
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Forest  Fire  Research 

re    Prevent  ion 

Probing  the  causes  of  fires  is 

sential  to  the  planning  of  fire  pre- 
ntion  work.  The  first  phase  of  a  co- 
erative  study  of  fire  prevention  has 
en  completed  by  the  Department  of 
jychology,  University  of  Mississippi, 
terviewers  from  the  Department 
estioned  a  number  of  south  Missis - 
ppi  residents  as  to  why  fires  start, 

lis  phase  was  mainly  a  test  of  inter - 
sw  method,  but  responses  to  questions 
>out    forest    fires  were    summarized. 

Opinions  about  causes  of  fires 
ried  considerably  from  the  causes 

corded  by  fire -fighting  organizations 
the  past  5  years.  Loss  of  control  of 

•es  set  to  burn  trash,  brush  piles, 
:lds,  or  small  areas  of  woods,  was 

med  by  69  percent  of  those  inter - 
ewed  as  either  the  most  important  or 
cond  most  important  cause  of  fire, 

sports  of  State  and  national  forest  fire  - 
;hting  organizations  indicate  this  as  a 
use  of  only  19  percent  of  the  fires, 
cendiary  fires  were  placed  in  either 

•st  or  second  place  by  44  percent  of 
e  forest  residents;  fire  fighters  re- 
rted  incendiarism  as  a  cause  of  50 

rcent  of  the  fires.  Lightning  was 
entioned  as  the  first  or  second  most 

lportant  cause  of  woods  fires  by  36 
i  r  c  e  n  t  of  those  interviewed,  but  the 
cords  show  that  only  0.  4  percent  of 
e    fires    were    caused    by    lightning. 

The  interviewer  also  asked  what 

uld  be  done  to  stop  man -caused  fires. 
>rty  -three  percent  of  the  residents 
ggested  various  educational  meas- 

es, 14percent  said  that  if  more  people 
came  tree  farmers  there  would  be 

wer  fires,  36  percent  indicated  various 

measures  that  'would  improve  relations 
between  the  public  and  forestry  organi- 

zations, and  only  7  percent  suggested 
better  law  enforcement.  Information 

gained  in  this  first  study  was  used  to 
design  a  more  extensive  survey  that  is 
now    being    analyzed. 

Borate  Firel ines 

A  test  of  sodium  calcium  borate 
for  fireline  construction  demonstrated 

that  satisfactory  backfiring  lines  could 
be  prepared  in  grass  and  pine  litter  by 
very  heavy  application  (up  to  1  5  gallons 
per  100  square  feet)  of  slurry  containing 
3.  5  pounds  of  chemical  per  gallon.  The 
borate  was  applied  by  spraying  from  the 

ground.  Headfires  at  some  point  al- 
ways leaped  over  or  crawled  through 

the  borate  lines,  but  they  could  have 
been  expected  to  cross  a  single  plowline 
in  similar  weather.  It  appeared  that 

plowing  would  be  cheaper,  hence  pre- 
ferable except  in  areas  where  plows 

cannot  be  used,  as  on  old  artillery  or 
bombing    ranges. 

Special  attention  was  directed 
toward  the  possibility  that  borate  might 
cause  unacceptable  harm  to  plant 
growth.  When  pine  trees  6  to  10  feet 
tall  were  sprayed  with  borate  in  De- 

cember 19  57,  both  the  current  and  the 
19^8  needles  died  back  from  the  tips, 
and  abnormal  quantities  of  1957  needles 

were  shed  by  the  fall  of  1958.  No  re- 
duction in  height  growth  occurred  in 

1958.  however.  Slash  pine  appeared  to 
be  somewhat  harder  hit  than  either  lob- 

lolly or  longleaf.  In  a  further  test  of 
toxicity  loblolly  pines  were  planted  and 

slash  pine  sown  on  some  of  the  back- 
firing   strips.       Little   slash    pine   seed 
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Figure  37  .  -  -Chemica  1  firel  ines  .  Top:  Using  a 
sodium  calcium  borate  slurry  to  make  a  Hreline 
in  a  heavy  rough  of  grass  and  waxmyrt le.  Middle: 
back f i r ing  against  a  borate  fireline  in  a 
similar  rough.  Bottom:  Effect  of  borate  on 
grass    nine    months    after    t reatment . 

germinated,  and  none  survived;  of  th( 
planted  loblolly  seedlings,  98  percen 
died  by  the  end  of  one  year.  Most  her 
baceous  and  shrub  vegetation  was  se 
verely  damaged.  The  toxic  effect  wai 
spread  somewhat  by  surface  water 
Tests  are  being  continued  to  see  hov 
long  the  toxicity  persists.  Results  t( 
date  can  be  read  in  greater  detail  ii 
Southern  Forestry  Notes  1 18,  Novembe: 

1958. 

Fuel   Measurement 

In  a  Z  5 -year -old  longleaf  pint 
plantation  that  has  been  burned  ever 
third  year  since  its  establishment,  fue 
weights  were  correlated  with  basa 
areas  over  a  range  of  about  ZO  to  nearh 
100  square  feet  per  acre.  The  fue 

averaged  46  percent  pine  litter,  16  per' 
cent  grass,  ZO  percent  partly  decomi 
posed  material,  1  percent  live  brush 
and  17  percent  twigs  and  cones.  Thi, 
best  correlation  was  between  basal  are; 

and  the  weight  of  pine  needle  litter  plu! 
miscellaneous  partly  decomposed  ma 

terial,  most  of  which  originally  'was 
pine  litter.  Although  the  area  wai 
burned  only  three  years  ago  and  ha; 
been  heavily  grazed  since,  fuel  weight: 
per  acre  ranged  from  about  3  tons  unde: 
the  lightest  timber  stands  to  more  thai 
6  tons  under  the  heaviest.  Fuel  sam- 

pling in  an  adjacent  plantation  that  is  al 
most  identical  except  for  not  havin: 
been  burned  will  provide  a  direct  meas 
ure  of  the  effect  of  prescribed  burnin: 
on    fuel    accumulation. 

Figures  38  and  39  show  how  fuei 
arrangement,  or  fuel-bed  density,  af- 

fects quantity  of  fuel  that  is  available 
for  combustion.  The  two  areas  burnec 

almost  simultaneously  in  the  same  fire 
on  a  warm  February  afternoon  three 

dry  days  after  a  1.5-inch  rain.  A 
moisture  content  of  5  percent  was  indi- 

cated for  well-aerated  fine  fuels,  bu" 
compact  fuels  close  to  the  ground  were 
noticeably    moist. 

Dead  ground  fuels  under  the 
dense  loblolly  pine  stand  (fig.  38,  toj 
and  center)  totalled  14. Z  tons  per  acre, 

but  only  18  percent  of  this  was  uncom- 
pacted    pine    needle     litter.      The    oper 
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Figure    39. --Open    stand   of    longleaf  pine    before 
and  after    a    fire. 
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longleaf  pine  stand  (fig.  39,  top  and 
center)  had  only  10.6  tons  of  fuel  per 

acre,  but  18  percent  of  the  total  was 

grass  and  another  26  percent  was  loosely 

jumbled  pine  straw.  After  burning,  10.3 
tons  of  fuel  per  acre  still  remained  on 

the  loblolly  area  (fig.  38,  bottom)  but 

only  2,9  tons  in  the  longleaf  stand 

(fig.  39,  bottom).  Thus  just  twice  as 
much  fuel  burned  on  one  area  as  on  the 
other . 

Quantity  of  fuel  consumed  in- 
fluenced both  the  behavior  and  the  ef- 

fects of  the  fire.  In  the  area  shown  in 

figure  39,  the  fire  spread  slowly  with 
flames  mostly  1-2  feet  high.  Almost  no 
scorching  of  tree  crowns  occurred. 

Fire  spread  was  rapid  in  the  area  of 
figure  38.  Flames  averaged  about  4 
feet  high  and  frequently  were  much 
longer  .  Most  tree  crowns  were  scorched 
and  considerable  mortality  appeared 
likely. 

Fire   Danger    in    the   Delta 

Forest  fires  are  relatively  in- 
frequent in  bottom-land  hardwood  types 

but  are  very  destructive  to  high-value 
timber  when  they  occur.  The  purpose 
of  fire  danger  measurement  is  to  in- 

dicate when  fires  will  occur  and  how 
severe  they  will  be ;  but  the  danger 
rating  system  used  in  the  South  is  hard 
to  interpret  for  Delta  hardwoods,  since 
considerable  dry  weather  must  elapse 
before    any    fire    danger    at  all    exists. 

On  July  1,  1958,  the  Division  of 
Forest  Fire  Research  and  the  Stoneville 
Research  Center,  in  cooperation  with 
the  State  Forestry  Commissions  of 
Louisiana  and  Mississippi,  began  to 
collect  and  analyze  weather  records  and 
fire  reports  from  selected  parishes  and 
counties.  This  study  will  show  how  best 
to  measure  the  need  for  preparedness. 
An  early  indication  is  that  subnormal 
precipitation  for  a  90-day  period  during 
fall  and  winter  sets  the  stage  for  fires. 
Investigation  of  this  relationship  led  to 
the  discovery  that  the  19  58-59  midwinter 
drought  was  the  worst  in  over  30years. 
Fires  occurred  through  January  in 
Louisiana  Delta  parishes.  Continuation 
of  the  drought  could  have  caused  a  verv 

severe  (and  very  unusual)  spring  fire 
season,  but  heavy  rains  began  on 
January    30. 

Fire   Damage 

Fire  resistance  of  several  spe- 
cies of  southern  trees  appears  to  be 

closely  related  to  bark  thickness.  Tests 
of  resistance  were  made  with  small 
thermocouples  in  the  cambium  region, 
with  a  hot-air  blower  or  propane  torch 
as  a  heat  source.  Heat  was  applied  to 
the  outer  bark  until  the  cambium  reached 

a  lethal  temperature  of  140°  F.  The 
time  elapsing  before  the  cambium 
reached  this  point  varied  from  over  7 
minute  s  on  a  22 -inch  slash  pine  with 
bark  1.2  inches  thick  to  14  seconds  on  a 

4-inch  black  cherry  with  bark  0.06  inch 
thick.  Differences  between  species  ap- 

peared small  when  time  to  reach  140°  F 
was  plotted  over  bark  thickness.  In  the 
range  of  the  data  the  relation  between 
bark  thickness  and  time  appeared  linear. 

Maximum  temperatures  on  thJ 
outside  of  the  bark  during  these  tests 

ranged  from  600°  to  1800°  F,  depending 
on  the  duration  of  the  test  and  on  whether 
or  not  the  bark  ignited.  After  the  heat 
source    was    removed    the    cambium 

Figure  40. --Testing  the  fire  resistance  of  a 

tree.  Thermocouples  measure  temperatures  out- 
side bark  and  in  cambium  while  a  small  patch 

of   bark    is    heated   with    a    propane    torch. 
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mperature  continued  to  rise,  often  to 

0°F  and  occasionally  to  180°  F.  The 
oling  process  in  the  cambium  was 
3wer  than  the  heating  process--an 
iication  that  living  cambial  cells  may 
exposed  to  high  temperatures  much 

iger  than  suggested  by  the  rapid  pass- 
y    of  a    flame    front   in   aforest    fire. 

A  search  is  being  made  for  a 
ick  test  to  determine  when  cambium 

s  been  damaged  by  fire.  An  electronic 
:>isture  meter,  connected  to  a  probe 
th  only  the  tips  of  insulated  electrodes 
posed,  often  indicated  the  presence  of 
ad  tissue.  In  living  trees  there  is  a 
arp  peak  in  the  moisture  reading  when 
2  electrodes  are  driven  into  the  cam- 
ma.  In  dead  cambium  the  moisture 

ading  a  week  or  two  after  a  fire  often 
is  Z  to  5  points  (on  a  scale  of  0-60) 
ver  than  in  living  cambium  nearby, 
t  variations  within  living  cambium  of 
2  same  tree  may  exceed  this  amount. 
oreover,  after  a  month  or  so  the 
iisture  content  of  dead  cambium  fre- 
ently  increased  and  exceeded  that  of 
e  cambium.  The  moisture  of  the 

mbium  apparently  does  not  consist- 
tly  indicate  whether  or  not  the  tissue 
living.  However,  the  electronic 
Disture  meter  can  be  used  as  an  ae- 

rate bark  thickness  gauge,  because  a 
dden  rise  in  moisture  is  observed  as 

2  tips  of  the  probe  reach  living  cam- 
lm. 

Vital  stains  can  be  used  to  show 

cambium  is  alive  or  not.  Samples  can 
taken  with  an  increment  borer,  see- 

med with  a  razor  blade,  stained,  and 

:amined  under  the  low  power  of  a  mi- 
oscope.  Only  living  cells  take  up 
utral  red  stains.  Tetrazolium  chlo- 

de    has    given   inconsistent    results. 

re    Behavior    Training 

One  member  of  the  Station's  fire 
search     staff  was     leader    of  the    fire 

physics  section  and  instructor  in  forest 
fuels  at  the  first  National  Fire  Behavior 

Training  Course.  Intensive  study, 

supervision  of  preparations,  and  teach- 
ing required  approximately  four  months  . 

The  school,  held  at  Missoula,  Montana, 

March  31  to  May  2,  trained  26  top-level 
fire  staff  men  from  national  forests, 

regional  office s,and  experiment  stations 
throughout  the  Nation.  Subsequently, 
members  of  the  Division  of  Forest  Fire 

Research  participated  in  short  courses 
on  the  behavior  of  fires  under  southern 
conditions . 

Prescr ibeel  Burning    for 
Pine   Regenerat ion 

Prescribed  burning  can  be  used 
to  improve  seedbeds  and  to  control  un- 

wanted hardwoods  on  areas  that  could 

not  be  regenerated  to  pine  without  such 
site  preparation.  Other  methods  may 

give  better  results  than  fire  but  gen- 
erally are  more  costly.  Fire  as  an 

adjunct  to  other  methods  often  reduces 
over-all    costs. 

For  seedbeds,  fresh  burns  seem 

generally  best,  but  special  conditions 
may  dictate  burning  several  months  to 
a  year  before  seedfall  or  sowing.  For 

reducing  competition  from  small  hard- 
woods without  appreciable  damage  to 

overstory  pines,  several  successive 
burns  at  1  -  to  5-year  intervals  may  be 
needed.  While  growing-season  head- 
fires  have  generally  been  most  effective 

in  hardwood  control,  particular  situ- 
ations may  dictate  backfires  or  fires 

during    the    dormant    season. 

For  further  information  on  the 

use  of  fire  for  these  purposes  in  east 
Texas  and  elsewhere  in  the  South,  see 

pages  35-41  of  the  Proceedings  of  the 
19  58  Annual  Meeting,  Gulf  States 
Section,  Society  of  American  Foresters. 
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Publications,  1958 

Irews,  L.A. ,  and  Broadfoot,  W.M. 
THE  SAN  DIMAS  SOIL  TORE  SAMPLER.  Soil  Science 

85:  297-301,  liius.  June  1958.  [This  sampler 
was  des i gned  to  take  und i s turhed  cores  in 

deep  soils,  for  the  calibration  of  fiber- 
glas  soi 1-moisture  units.  Its  cores  are  also 
sui table  for  determinat ions  of  bulk  density 

and   soi 1-moi sture    tension.] 

ery,  Gene. 
COMPOSITE  AERIAL  VOLUME  TABLE  FOR  SOUTHERN 

PINES  AND  HARDWOODS.  Jour.  Forestry  56: 
741-745,  illus.  October  1958.  [This  study, 
in  northeast  Mississippi,  indicated  that 
composite  tables  can  yield  est imates  of  mean 
cubic  volume  per  acre  within  10  percent  of 
actual  field  volume  when  photo  measurements 

of  total  height,  crown  diameter ,  and  crown 
closure  can  be  reliably  determined .  Crown 
closure  is  the  most  difficult  of  the  three 

var iables  to  evaluate ,  and  excess ive  errors 

will  materially  affect  the  estimate  of 
vo 1 ume . I 

•Beal,    R.H. 

LIFE  HABITS  AND  CONTROL  OF  PINE  TIP  MOTH: 

RESULTS  FROM  PRELIMINARY  STUDIES.  Southern 
Forest  Experiment  Station  Southern  Forest 

Pest  Reporter  24,  5  pp.,  illus.  1058.  [4 
laboratory  study  in  southern  M i ss i ss ippi 
indicated  that  spraying  within  the  week 

fol lowing  peak  emer gence  of  the  moths  m 
spring  should  give  sat i s factor y  control  of 
the  adults,  with  perhaps  a  res idua 1  effect 
on  larvae.  A  field  test  in  Texas  sugges t ed 
that  DDT  may  be  a  sat  is  factory  chemical  for 
this    insect.] 

Bennett,    W.H. 
IPS  CONTROL  IN  PULPWOOD  OPERATIONS.  The 

Unit,  No.  74,  p.  8.  July  1958.  [Ips  avulsus 
is  especial ly  destructive  to  trees  of  pulp- 
wood  size,  but  its  ravages  can  be  reduced  by 

keeping  stands  thrifty,  by  salvaging  trees 
that  might  become  breeding  places  for  the 
insect,  and  by  treating  logging  slash  with 

BHC    when    insect    hazard    is    great.] 

EASY  AS  P. I.!  Southern  Lumberman  197(2465): 

109-111,  i llus.  December  15,  1958.  [Multiple- 
choice  test  on  identification  of  objects  on 
aerial    photos.} 

HELICOPTER  STEREO  -  PHOTOGRAPH Y  OF  FOREST 
PLOTS.  Pho t ogr amme t r i c  Engineering  24: 

617-624,  i 1 lus.  September  1958.  [Good  stereo- 
pairs  were  obtained  on  panchromat  ic  film  at 
alt itudes  of  200  and  300  feet,  and  on  color 

transparencies  at  300  feet.  Helicopter 

stereograms  were  slightly  superior  to 
1 : 20 ,000  prints  for  determining  average 

total  tree  he ights  and  average  tree-crown  di- 
ameters. Use  of  color  t ransparencies  did  not 

improve  accuracy  of  measurement  for  these 

variables.  Crown-closure  est  imalcs  proved  in- 
dependent of  photo  scale,  but  panchromat  ic 

photography   gave    better    results    than    color.] 

SLOTTED  CLIP  BOARD  FOR  VIEWING  AERIAL  PHOTOS. 

Minnesota  Forestry  Notes  63,  2  pp. ,  i 1 lus. 
January  15,  1958.  [The  board  facilitates 

study  of  overlapping  area  of  9-  by  9-  inch 
stereo  pairs,  as  it  allows  interfering 
port  ions  of  the  prints  to  be  bent  downward 

and   out    of    the    way.] 

rraclough,  S.L.,  and  Pleasonton,  Alfred. 
DATA  FOR  PLANNING  WOODLAND  OPPORTUNITIES  ON 

WEST  TENNESSEE  FARMS.  Tennessee  Agricultural 

Experiment  Station  Bulletin  276,  64  pp., 
illus.  November  1957.  [Labor  requirements 

for  various  forestry  operations,  timber 

yields  expected  under  two  levels  of  manage- 
ment, and  procedures  for  fitting  forestry 

into    improved    farming    syst ems .] 

THE  TEXAS  LEAF-CUTTING  ANT.  U.S.  Dept .  Agr. 
Forest  Pest  Leaflet  23,  4  pp.,  illus. 

June  1958.  [The  ants  are  serious  pests  of 
pine  seedlings  in  east  Texas  and  west- 
central  Louis iana ,  hut  can  be  control  led  by 

fumigating  their  colonies  with  methyl bromide .] 

THIS  IS  ALICE  FRONTALIS.  U.S.  Dept.  Agr. 
Program  Aid  294,  20  pp.,  illus.  July  1958. 

[Illustrated  popular  booklet  on  impor tance 
and  methods  of  control  I ing  the  southern  pine beet le .] 

WHAT  YOU  SHOULD  KNOW  ABOUT  THE  BLACK  TURPEN- 

TINE BEETLE.  Forest  Farmer  18(3):  8,  16-18, 
illus.  December  1958.  [In  the  Midsouth ,  more 
money  is  spent  in  controlling  the  black 
turpent ine  beetle  than  any  other  forest 
insect.  Accelerated  research  would  probably 

find   ways    of    reducing    the    out  lay .] 

  Oiellman,    C.W.,    and   Holt,    W.R. 

INSECT  ENEMIES  OF  SOUTHERN  PINES.  Southern 
Forest  Experiment  Station  Occasional  Paper 

164,  35  pp.,  illus.  1958.  [Descriptions  and 
drawings  of  the  insects,  and  recommendat  ions 
for   control .] 
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Boyer,  W.D. 
LONGLEAF  PINE  ESTABLISHMENT  AND  FIRST-YEAR 
SURVIVAL  UNAFFECTED  BY  MODERATE  GRAZING- 
Jour.  Forestry  56:  655.  September  1958.  [The 
study  was  in  south  Alabama.  Cattle  stocking 
was  1  cow  for  60  acres  of  forest  range; 
forage  utilization  averaged  22  percent.  The 
grazing  had  a  negligible  effect  on  seedling 
establishment  and  first-year  survival.  There 
was  some  indication  that  longleaf  regener- 

ation may  be  adversely  affected  by  sustained 
heavy   grazing   before    seed  fall .] 

_and  Burke,    H.D. 

LONGLEAF  PINE  SEED  DISPERSAL  IN  SOUTH 

ALABAMA.  Jour.  Forestry  56:  265-268,  illus. 

April  1958.  ["...77je  zone  of  seedfall  gener- 
ally accepted  as  adequate  for  natural  re- 

generation (15,000  sound  seeds  per  acre) 
ex  t  ended  only  1V2  chains  into  c  1  ear  cut 
openings  even  where  more  than  200,000  seeds 
per  acre  fell  on  the  ground  inside  the  stand 

border ing    the   c learcutt  ing.u] 

LONGLEAF  SEEDLINGS  ENDURE  MODERATE  GRAZING. 
Southern  Forest  Fxperiment  Station  Southern 
Forestry  Notes  113.  January  1958.  [A  test  in 
southern  Alabama  suggests  that  cattle,  if 
carefully  control  led ,  need  not  be  exc luded 
from  regenerat ion  areas  dur ing  the  establish- 

ment and  first  growing  season  of  longleaf 
seedlings .] 

Briegleb,    P. A.,    and   Pechanec,    J.F. 
WHERE  WE  ARE  NOW  IN  FOREST  RESEARCH.  Forest 

Farmer  18(2"):  7-9,  28-29,  illus.  November 
1958.  [A  summary  of  progress  in  sout hern 
forest  research  during  the  past  10  years, 

and  a    size- up   of    the    job   ahead .] 

Broadfoot,    W.M. 
A  METHOD  OF  MEASURING  WATER  USE  BY  FORESTS 
ON  SLOWLY  PERMEABLE  SOILS.  Jour.  Forestry  56: 
351.  May  1958.  [Water  was  impounded  in 
winter  on  an  area  of  Sharkey  clay  support  ing 
a  well-stocked  hardwood  forest.  The  daily 
drop  in  lake  level  was  measured  during 
spring  and  summer  and  des  i  gnat  ed  evapo- 
transpirat ion.  Evaporation  loss,  as  measured 
from  a  pan  anchored  in  the  lake,  was  then 
subt racted .  The  di f ference  was  the  water 
used  by  the  forest,  as  seepage  through  the 
impermeable  Sharkey  clay  was  deemed  negli- 
gible.] 

STUDY  EFFECTS  OF  IMPOUNDED  WATER  ON  TREES. 

Mississippi  Farm  Research  21(6):  1-2,  illus. 
June  1958.  Also  i_n_  Mississippi  Game  and  Fish 
21(12):  6,  10,  illus.  July  1958.  Also  as. 
Information  Sheet  595,  REACTION  OF  HARDWOOD 
TIMBER  TO  SHALLOW- WATER  IMPOUNDMENTS.  Missis- 

sippi Agricultural  Experiment  Station,  2pp., 
illus.  [In  the  fall  and  early  winter,  many 
landowners  build  temporary  lakes  in  hardwood 
forests,  usually  to  attract  mi grat ing  water- 

fowl. Study  of  16  such  shallow  impoundments 
in  Arkansas  and  Mississippi  showed  that  they 
increase  the  amount  of  water  going  into  soil 
storage,  and  thus  may  benefit  trees  during  a 
dry  summer.  However ,  the  water  must  be  re- 

leased each  spring,  before  tree  growth  be- 
gins. Cont  inudus  impoundment  kills  some 

species  in  one  or  two  years,  and  all  trees  in 
four   years.] 

SOIL-MOISTURE  CONSTANTS  AND  THEIR  VARIATION: 
Southern  Forest  Experiment  Station  Occasi ona, 

Paper  166,  27  pp.,  illus.  1958.  [Values  fc< 
the  most  commonly  used  constants,  unde 
specific     soil     and    cover     conditions 

  and  Toole,  E.R. 

WHAT'S  CAUSING  THE  MORTALITY  IN  SOUTHERN 
HARDWOODS?  Jour.  Soil  and  Water  Conservatio: 
13:  276-277,  illus.  November  1958.  [Tn 
widespread  dieback  of  hardwoods  that  wat 
noted  in  the  South  during  recent  years  wa\ 
primarily   caused   by    drought .  J 

*Bruce,    H.D. ,    and   Fassnacht,    Don. 
WOOD  HOUSES  CAN  BE  FIRE-SAFE  HOUSES.  Forestl 
and  People  8(4):  16-17,  44,  illus.  Fourtt 

Quarter,  1958.  [Hood  is  a  fire-safe  buildini material.  Its  per  formance  in  a  fire  compare* 
well  with  that  of  other  materials .  But  firj 
nearly  always  begin  in  the  contents  of 
building  and  only  by  intel 1 igent  prevent  io 
can  the  real  goals  in  safety  from  fire  bl reached .] 

♦Bruce,    R.R. ,    Raney,    W.A.,    Broadfoot,    W.M.,    ar 
Vanderford,    H.B. 

PHYSICAL,  CHEMICAL,  AND  MINERALOGICA 
CHARACTERISTICS  OF  IMPORTANT  MISSISSIPF 
SOILS.  Mississippi  Agricultural  Experimen 
Station  Technical  Bulletin  45,  36pp.,  illus 

May  1958. [Soils  investigated  were  Alligatoi 
Atwood,  Bibb,  Bladen,  Cuthber  t ,  Dundee 
Ecru,  Grenada,  Houston,  Lakeland ,  Lexingtot 
Memphi  s ,  Nor  folk ,  Noxapa  ter ,  Prov idenct 
Ruston,  Savannah,  Sharkey,  Tippah,  an 
Va i den . ] 

♦Chellman,    C.W. 

MISCELLANEOUS  INSECT  ENEMIES  OF  SOUTHED 
PINES.  Southern  Forest  Experiment  Static 
Southern  Forest  Pest  Reporter  21,  14  ppl 

illus.  June  2,  1958.  [Describes  and  suggest 
cont rols  for  insects  which,  though  sometirm 
locally  serious,  do  not  at  present  caui 
widespread    loss.] 

♦Christopher,    J.F. 

SOUTHERN  PULPING  CAPACITY  EXPANDS  DESPIT 

PRODUCTION  DROP.  Southern  Forest  Experimen 
Station  Southern  Forestry  Notes  117 
September    1958.     [See   entry   under  McCormack. 

*Croker,  T.C. 

ELEVEN  YEARS  OF  MANAGEMENT  ON  THE  ESCAMBI 

FARM  FORESTRY  FORTY.  Southern  Forest  Experi 
ment  Station,  4  pp.  1958.  [More  than  $4,2C 
of  longlea  f  pine  timber  products  have  bee 
harvested    from    this     tract     since    1947. 

SOIL  DEPTH  AFFECTS  WINDFIRMNESS  OF  LONGLEA 

PINE.  Jour.  Forestry  56:  432,  illus.  Jun 

1958.  [A  survey  of  trees  felled  by  hurricat 
Flossy  in  1956  indicated  that  longlea  f  pine 
on  the  Escambia  Experimental  Forest  in  sout 
Alabama  were  most  suscept ible  to  windthro 
where  under  lain  by  clay  at  a  shallow  depth 
Restricted  root  development  on  shal low  soils 
along  with  greater  saturat ion  during  rain 
storms,  is  believed  to  be  primarily  re sponsible .] 
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'is,    J.R. 
BASAL  SPRAY  WITH  2,4, 5-T  FOR  WINTER  HARDWOOD 
CONTROL  IN  EAST  TEXAS.  Jour.  Forestry  56: 

349.  May  1958.  [in  appl icat ions  during  early 
winter,  2, 4, 5-T  in  dies  el  oil  (23.5  lbs. 
ahg.)  controlled  small  sweetgum  stems  much 
better  when  used  as  a  basal  spray  than  when 
brushed  on  freshly  cut  stumps.  For  treatment 
during  the  growing  season  better  results 
would  be  expected  from  appl icat  ions  on  cut 
stumps .] 

-and   Whitaker,    L.B. 

DILUTED  2,4, 5-T  MORE  LETHAL  THAN  UNDILUTED 
IN  EAST  TEXAS.  Jour.  Forestry  56:  516. 

July  1958.  ["For  inhibiting  sprouts  from 
freshly  cut  post  oak  and  sweet  gum  in  east 
Texas,  2, 4, 5-T  was  more  effective  when 
diluted  with  diesel  oil  than  when  undiluted, 
provided  that  the  amount  of  acid  equiva lent 
in  diluted  and  undi luted  doses  was  equal.  A 
double  dose  of  undi  hit ed  chemical  was  nearly 
as  good  as  the  dilution,  and  might  be  prac- 

tical where  t ranspor tat  ion  of  diluent  is 
very   expensive .    ] 

rr,  H.J. 
DIRECT  SEEDING:  A  FAST,  RELIABLE  METHOD  OF 
REGENERATING  LONGLEAF  PINE.  U.S.  Forest 

Service  Tree  Planters'  Notes  32,  pp.  15-20. 
April  1958.  Also  in  Tree  Planters'  Notes  33, 
pp.  20-25.  June  1958.  ["...Recent  develop- 

ments in  the  art  of  longleaf  seeding- -wi th 
particular  re  ference  to  those  techniques 
which  a  forester,  launching  his  first  seeding 
trial,     should    be    most    concerned    about. "^ 

ffield,  J.W.,  and  Snyder,  E.B. 
BENEFITS  FROM  HYBRIDIZING  AMERICAN  FOREST 
TREE  SPECIES.  Jour.  Forestry  56:  809-815, 
illus.  November  1958.  [Reviews  Amer ican  work 
in  hybridization  and  concludes  that,  while 
successes  have  not  yet  been  remarkable, 
hybr idizat ion  has  an  important  place  among 
methods  of  improving  the  adaptability  and 

the    pest-resistance     of     forest     trees.] 

ican,    D.A. 
TRACE    MINERALS    AMPLE  ON  WOODS    RANGE.     Southern 
Forest   Experiment    Station    Southern    Forestry 
Notes    117.     September    1958.      [See    entry    im- 

mediately below.] 

  and   Fpps,    E.A.  ,    Jr. 
MINOR  MINERAL  ELEMENTS  AND  OTHER  NUTRIENTS 
ON  FOREST  RANGES  IN  CENTRAL  LOUISIANA. 
Louisiana  Agricultural  Experiment  Station 

Bulletin  516,  19  pp.,  illus.  May  1958.  [Long- 
leaf  pine- blues  tern  native  forest  ranges  in 
central  Lou  i  s  iana  seem  to  cont ain  ample 
trace  minerals  for  cattle  nutrition.  Of 
major  nut r ients ,  potassium  is  abundant  and 
calcium  is  adequate ,  but  phosphorus  is  de- 

ficient at  all  seasons  and  crude  protein  is 
seriously  lacking  except  in  spring  and  early 
summer .1 

  and   Epps,    E.A. ,    Jr. 
MINOR  MINERALS  AND  OTHER  NUTRIENTS  IN 

LOUISIANA  RANGE  FORAGE.  Jour.  Range  Manage- 
ment 11:  247-248.  September  1958.  [See  entry 

immediately  above.] 

A  NEW  LOOK  AT  THE  POSSIBILITIES  OF  FOREST 
RANGES  AND  RANGE  CATTLE  IN  LOUISIANA. 
Forests  and  People  8(2):  26-28,  48-49,  illus. 
Second  Quarter,  1958.  [At  the  Alexandria 
Research  Center  a  program  of  supplemental 
feeding , coupl ed  with  good  herd  and  range 
management,  doubled  the  productivity  of 
cattle   grazing   on    forest    range.] 

  and   Whitaker,    L.B. 
DEADENING  SCRUB  HARDWOODS  LIVENS  UP  FORAGE. 
Southern  Forest  Experiment  Station  Southern 
Forestry  Notes  118.  November  1958.  [in 
central  Louisiana,  deadening  of  hardwoods 
increased  the  protein  and  phosphorus  content 
of  the  native  forage,  as  well  as  the  quantity 
of  herbage   per   acre.] 

♦Fahnestock,    G.R. 

BORATE  FIRELINES  TOXIC  TO  SOUTHERN  VEGE- 
TATION. Southern  Forest  Experiment  Station 

Southern  Forestry  Notes  118.  November  1958. 
[Sod ium  ca 1 c ium  borate,  when  used  at  the 
quant  i  t  ies  needed  to  make  sour he rn  forest 
fuels  res  is tant  to  fire,  is  toxic  to  very 

young  pines  and  to  most  subordinat e  vege- 
tation.] 

Ferguson,    E.R. 
AGE  OF  ROUGH  (GROUND  COVER)  AFFECTS  SHORT - 
LEAF  PINE  ESTABLISHMENT  AND  SURVIVAL.  Jour. 
Forestry  56:  422-423,  illus.  June  1958. 
[Prescr ibed  burns  were  made  at  four  times  of 
the  year  and  at  interva Is  of  3  to  43  months 
prior  to  the  heavy  shortleaf  pine  seed  crop 
of  1955.  After  a  dry  winter,  germination 
averaged  3.7  percent,  hut  was  subs tant ial ly 
less  where  burns  had  been  made  2  or  3  years 

prior  to  seed  fal 1 .  Fi rst -  year  sur  viva  1  was 
better  on  gr ow in g - s e  a  son  burns  than  on 
dormant- season   burns.] 

PLOWS -FOR  WOODS  PLANTING.  Southern  Lumberman 
197(2465):  92-93,  illus.  December  15,  1958. 
[A  V-shaped  brush  plow,  mounted  on  front  of 
the  tractor  pulling  the  planting  machine , 
clears  a  plant ing  strip  by  sever ing  and  up- 

rooting small  hardwoods ,  and  throwing  them 
into  windrows .  The  reduct ion  of  compet it  ion 
from  hardwoods  should  benefit  pine  seedl ings 
during   dry   years.] 

PRESCRIBED  BURNING  AS  AN  AID  IN  REGENERATING 

DIFFICULT  AREAS.  Proceedings,  1958  annual 
meeting,  Gulf  States  Section,  Society  of 

American  Foresters,  pp.  35-41.  [Prescribed 
fires  can  he  used  to  improve  seedbeds  and  to 
control  unwanted  hardwoods  on  areas  that 
could  not  be  regenerated  to  pine  without 

such  preparat ion .  Other  means  of  accompl ish- 
ing  these  tasks  may  give  better  results  than 
fire    but    will    generally    be    more    costly.] 

RESPONSE  OF  PLANTED  LOBLOLLY  PINES  TO  RE- 
DUCTION OF  COMPETITION.  Jour.  Forestry  56: 

29-32,  illus.  January  1958.  [During  dry 
years,  fir  s  t  -  year  survival  was  best  where 
compet  ing  hardwoods  and  grasses  had  been 
controlled,  but  during  a  year  of  well- 
distributed  rainfall  release  had  little 
effect  on  survival.  Height  growth  increased 

roughly  in  propor  t  ion  to  the  degree  of  re- 

lease.] 
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♦Gibbs,    C.B. 
MANAGING  A  SMALL  FOREST  IN  EAST  TEXAS. 

Southern  Forest  Experiment  Station  Occasion- 
al Paper  163,  7  pp.,  illus.  1958.  [Ten  years 

of  management  have  trans  formed  a  wild  wood- 
land into  a  pro fi  table  forest.  Costs  aver- 
aged 95$  per  acre  annua  1 ly  and  net  cash 

returns    $3.20.] 

_and  Stephenson,  G.K. 

and  Clark,    R.H. 

PROFITS  AND  PROBLEMS  IN  EAST  TEXAS  WOODLAND 

CONSERVATION.  Texas  Journal  of  Science  10: 

302-307.  September  1958. [Few  small  forest 
owners  in  east  Texas  as  yet  manage  their 

timber  well.  "»e  feel  that  the  classic 
excuses ,  i gnorance  of  basic  principles  of 
fores t  ry  or  lack  of  market  in  forma t  ion ,  are 

no  longer  of  primary  impor tance . . . .Much  more 

important ,  apparent ly ,  is  the  poor  competi- 
tive position  of  the  seller  of  a  small  amount 

of  s  tumpage ,  and  the  fact  that  most  small 
owners  have  urgent  and  recurr ing  needs  for 

cas/i."  Restoration  of  the  most  depleted 
small  forests  is  un 1  ike ly  without  public 
f inane ial    assistance.] 

Grano,    C.X. 
A  TIMESAVINC  SLIDE  FOR  TRAPPING  ATMOSPHERIC 

POLLEN.  Forest  Science  4:  94-95,  illus. 

March  1958.  [A  pressure- sensi  t  ive  polyester 
tape  proved  super  ior  in  some  respec  t  s  to 
petroleum  jelly  and  similar  media.  The  tape 

was  mounted  on  a  special ly  devised  micro- 
scope   slide   made    of   aluminum.] 

HOW  TO  RECOGNIZE  GOOD  SEED  TREES.  Forest 

Farmer  17(4):  13,  illus.  January  1958.  [Lob- 
lolly pine  seed  trees  should  be  se 1 ec  t ed 

from  des irable  trees  that  are  at  least  12 

inches  in  diameter ,  that  have  borne  cones  in 

the     past,     and     that     have    dense     crowns.] 

TRACTOR -MOUNTED  SPRAY  FOR  CONTROLLING  SMA 

HARDWOODS.  Southern  Lumberman  196(2445):  2 

illus.  February  15,  1958.  Also  as  HAl 
SPRAYS,  WILL  TRAVEL.  The  Timherman  59(12 

60,  illus.  November  1958.  [Pictor  ial  d 
scr  ipt  ion  of  a  spray  rig  that  the  Fordy 
Lumber  Company  built  for  control  I ing  surpll 
small    hardwoods    in    pine    forests .] 

*Grelen,    H.E. 

SITE     PREPARATION     ON      FLORIDA     SANDHILL 

Southern    Forest    Experiment    Station    Southe 

Forestry    Notes    114.      March     1958.      [Hea 
machines    prepare    sat  is  factory   plant  ing    sifl 
for    pine,     but    oaks    and   wi regrass    should 
eradicated   with    a    minimum    of   soil    displac 

ment  .    A    heavy    double-drum    brush    chopper sui  table .] 

♦Grosenbaugh ,    L.R. 

ALLOWABLE  CUT  AS  A  NEW  FUNCTION  OF  GROW' 

AND  DIAGNOSTIC  TALLIES.  Jour.  Forestry  5 

727-730.  October  1958.  [This  article  di 
cusses  (1)  the  need  to  gear  al lowable  cut 
actual  growth  and  ultimate  levels  of  growii 
stock  desired;  (2)  the  advantage  of  straigH 

line  (simple  interest )  project  ion  of  fore: 

stands;  (3)the  advantages  of  a  new  allowabll 
cut  formula  utilizing  simple  annual  grow 

rates  and  set t ing  forth  goals  and  assumptict 
explicit ly;(4)  the  need  for  permanent  poin 

samples  or  plot- samples  to  provide  feedba: 
in  format  ion ;  (5)  and  the  impor  tance  of  pen 

odic  coverage  of  all  record-uni  ts  by  a  chet 
but  valuable  diagnostic  tally  pr  i  ma  r  i< 
s i lv icul tura 1  in  objective  but  useful 
crystal  1 izing  marking  prescript  ions  and 

allocating  a  1 1 owab 1 e  cut  and  ava i 1 afai 
funds .  ] 

RESPONSE  OF  SOUTHERN  RED  OAK  TO  SEASONAL 

APPLICATIONS  OF  2,4, 5-T.  Jour.  Forestry  56: 
140-141,  illus.  February  1958.  [In  south 
Arkansas,  spring  applications  of  a  1-percent 
water  mixture  of  the  low-volati le  esters  of 
2, 4, 5-T  in  frills  gave  faster  crown  kill  and 
better  sprout  control  than  did  application 
at  any  other  season.  Regardless  of  season  of 
application,  however,  all  crowns  were  dead 
two  years  after  treatment .  Sprouts  also  died 
off    to    negligible    propor t ions .] 

TETRAZOLIUM  CHLORIDE  TO  TEST  LOBLOLLY  PINE 
SEED  VIABILITY.  Forest  Science  4:  50-53, 
illus.  March  1958.  [  The  viability  of W 
lots  of  loblolly  pine  seed  of  varying  age 
and  quality  was  determined  by  immersing  cut 
seed  in  a  1-percent  aqueous  solution  of 
2 ,3,5- fr iphenyl- tetrazolium  chloride.  Via- 

bility percent  based  only  on  those  seeds 
which  were  deeply  stained  by  this  treatment 
closely  agreed  with  sandflat  germination 
checks.  The  chemical  test  is  independent  of 
seed  dormancy  but  does  not  reveal  the  need 
for  strat  ification  nor  measure  germinat  ive 
vigor.  It  yields  results  on  short  not  ice- -48 
hours  of  less- -but  is  slower  in  terms  of  the 
number  of  seeds  that  can  be  tested  per  man- 
hour.] 

GIANT-TREE  VOLUMES  FOR  MACHINE  USE.  Southe 
Forest  Experiment  Station  Southern  Forest 

Notes  117.  September  1958.  [Gives  formul 
for  electronic  machine  calculat ion  of  se 

tional  tree  volumes  as  a  fund  ion  of  lengl 

A  constant  taper  of  2  inches  in  16  feet 

assumed .  Volume  may  be  expressed  as  cut' 
feet  or  Scribner,  International,  or  Doy board    feet.] 

OPPORTUNITIES  THROUGH  RESEARCH.  Forest  Fam 

17(6):  11,  22,  24,  illus.  March  1958.  [Di 
cusses  major  forest  research  programs 

Southern  Forest  Experiment  Station's  brand at  Crosse 1 1 ,  Arkansas ;  Stoneville,  Missi 

sippi;    and  Alexandr ia ,    Louisiana .] 

POINT- SAMPLING  AND  L  INE -  SAMPLING :  PROB 

BILITY  THEORY,  GEOMETRIC  IMPLICATIO 
SYNTHESIS.  Southern  Forest  Experiment  Stati 
Occasional  Paper  160,  34  pp.,  illus.  195 

[Explains  new  theory  of  sampling  forest  tn 
with  probabi 1 ity  propor t ional  to  some  elemt 
of  tree  size,  gives  under  lying  statistic 

and  geome t r ic  bases,  discusses  possil 
sources  of  bias  and  how  to  avoid  them,  6 

synt hesi zes  t  heor  i  es  into  t echn iques  1 
efficient    appl ication.] 
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senbaugh,    L.    R. 
THE  ELUSIVE  FORMULA  OF  BEST  FIT:  A  COMPRE- 

HENSIVE NEW  MACHINE  PROGRAM.  Southern  Forest 
Experiment  Station  Occasional  Paper  158, 
9  pp.,  illus.  1958.  [Outlines  use  of  a  new 
and  complete ly  self-contained  multiple  re- 

gression program  developed  for  the  IBM  704. 
The  program  gives  coe  ffic  ien  ts  ,  constants  , 
and  regression  sums  of  squares  for  all  possi- 

ble regressions  involving  1 inear  combinat ions 
of  9  or  fewer  independent  var  iables .  It  will 
accept  as  input  either  a  matrix  from  any 
number  of  sets  of  observat ions  or  raw  data 
from  500  or  fewer  sets  of  observat  ions .  Cost 

of  process ing  is  very  moderate ,  consider ing 
that  as  many  as  511  di  f  ferent  r egress  i  ons 
are   given.] 

tenberg,     Sam. 
CHIPS  BOLSTER  MIDSOUTH  PULPWOOD  CUT  IN  1957. 
Southern  Pulp  and  Paper  Manufacturer  21 
flO-A):  28,  30,  illus.  October  10,  1958. 
[Charts  product i on  of  chipped  sawmill  resi- 

dues from  a  modest  start  in  1953  to  3/4  mil- 
lion cords  in  1957.  The  average  1957  price 

per  ton  of  green  chips  was  $6.19  for  pine 
and  $4.31  for  hardwood .  Prices  for  rough 
bolts   are    listed  also.] 

COST  CONTROL,  AT  LOW  COST-  Pulp  &  Paper 
32(7):  99-101,  illus.  July  1958.  [Offers  a 
simple  graphic  method  by  which  pulpwood  pro- 

ducers can  analyze  their  logging  costs.  As 
producers  learn  how  to  use  such  charts,  they 
will  become  more  recept  ive  to  improved  pulp- 
wooding  methods .  They  will  also  sense  the 
need  for  more  penet rating  appraisa Is- -which 
probably   will    require    indust  ry  spon  sot  sh  i  p.] 

THE  ECONOMICS  OF  TYPE  CONVERSION.  Pro- 
ceedings, 1958  annual  meeting,  Gulf  States 

Section,  Society  of  American  Foresters, 
pp.  9-14.  [Outlines  a  method  by  which  the 
returns  from  regenerating  difficult  areas  may 
be  compared  with  other  investment  oppor- 

tunities in  and  out  of  the  forest  enterprise. 
When  properly  evaluated,  seemingly  high  con- 

version   costs    often     prove    j  us  t  i  flab  le  .] 

Is,    L.K. ,    and  Ripley,    T.H. 
THE  FUTURE  OF  WILDLIFE  IN  THE  SOUTHERN 
FOREST.  Forest  Farmer  18(3):  5,  14-16. 
December  1958.  [Describes  current  forest 
wildlife  habitat  research  and  suggests  sev- 

eral lines  of  investigation  relevant  to 

timber-game    production     in     the    South.] 

rington,     T.A. 
RELEASE  DOUBLES  SHORTLEAF  SEEDLING  GROWTH. 
Southern  Forest  Experiment  Station  Southern 
Forestry  Notes  113.  January  1958.  pn  the 
Cumberland  Plateau  of  Tennessee,  seedl ings 
planted  under  hardwoods  grew  3.4  inches  in 
height  the  first  year.  Where  the  hardwoods 
were  treated  with  2,4,5-T,  seedl ings  grew 
8.3    inches. 

VIRGINIA  PINE  SEEDED  IN  TENNESSEE.  Southern 
Forest  Experiment  Station  Southern  Forestry 
Notes  114.  March  1958.  Also  in  The  Unit, 
Mo.  75,  p.  30.  September  1958.  [A  good  catch 
was  obtained  by  sowing  15,000  seeds  per  acre 
in  fire-plow  furrows  through  a  stand  of  upland 
hardwoods.] 

*Hesseltine,  C.W. ,  and  Snyder,  E.B. 
ATTEMPTS  TO  FREEZE-DRY  PINE  POLLEN  FOR  PRO- 

LONGED STORAGE.  Bulletin  of  the  Torrey 
Botanical  Club  85(2):  134-135.  March  1958. 
[Lyophil izat ion  techniques  by  which  fungus 
spores  have  been  stored  success ful ly  for  15 
years    failed   with   pine   pollen.] 

Jewell,  F.F. 
CRONARTIUM  FUSIFORME  EXTENT  BELOW  SLASH  PINE 
BRANCH  CANKERS.  (Abstract.)  Phytopathology 
48:  394.  August  1958.  [Under  the  microscope , 
mycelia  could  not  be  found  more  than  lA-  inch 
beyond  the  margins  of  cankers.  It  appears 
that  pruning  infected  branches  will  fore- 

stall trunk  canker s ,  prov ided  the  branch 

cankers    are   at    least   lA-  inch    from    the    stem.] 

SOFTENING  SLASH  PINE  TISSUES  FOR  SERIAL 

SECTIONING.  Stain  Technology  33(4):  191-192. 
July  1958.  [A  10  percent  aqueous  solut ion  of 
glycerol  was  found  best  for  softening  serial 
para  f fin  sect  ions  for  anatomical  studies  of 
slash    pine    infected    with    fusiform    rust.] 

STAIN  TECHNIQUE  FOR  RAPID  DIAGNOSIS  OF  RUST 

IN  SOUTHERN  PINES.  Forest  Science  4:  42-44, 
i  1  lus.  March  1958.  [Two  techniques,  involving 
orsei 1 1 in-BB  and  aniline  blue,  and  sa franin-O 
and  aniline  blue,  have  been  used  success- 

ful ly  for  distinguishing  the  myce 1 ium  of 
Cronartium  fusi forme  in  hand  sections  of 
slash  and  loblolly  pines  and  of  C.  cerebrum 
in   short  lea f  pine.] 

♦Johnson,  R.L. 
BLUFF  HILLS- -IDEAL  FOR  HARDWOOD  TIMBER  PRO- 

DUCTION. Southern  Lumberman  197(2465): 
126-128,  illus.  December  15,  1958.  [Sug- 

gestions for  improving  forests  in  the  loessial 
bluffs  that  lie  east  of  the  Mississippi 
River.  The  Southern  Forest  Exper  iment  Station 
has  established  the Bluf f  Exper imenta 1  Forest 
to  conduct  intensive  research  on  the  manage- 

ment of  these  si  tes- -which  are  potent ial ly 

among  the  Nat  ion' s  best  sources  of  prime hardwoods .] 

CLIP  OR  DEEP-PLANT  CYPRESS'  Southern  Forest 
Experiment  Station  Southern  Forestry  Notes 

116.  July  1958.  [Treatments  designed  to  re- 
duce t  ranspi  rat  ion  did  not  improve  survival 

and  early  growth  of  ba ldcypr ess  seed  1 ings 
planted    in    the  Missi ssippi   Delta.] 

•Johnston,  H.R. 
TESTS  WITH  SOIL  POISONS  FOR  CONTROLLING  SUB- 

TERRANEAN TERMITES.  Pest  Control  26(2): 

9,  11-16,  illus.  February  1958.  [The  follow- 
ing formula t  i  ons  are  recommended :  Aldrin, 

0.5  percent  in  No.  2  fuel  oil  or  water 
emulsion.  Benzene  hexachlor ide ,  0.8  percent 
gamma  in  No.  2  fuel  oil  or  water  emulsion . 
Chlordane ,  1.0  percent  in  No.  2  fuel  oil  or 
water  emuls ion .  DDT,  8.0  percent  in  No.  2 
fuel  oil.  Dieldr in ,  0.5  percent  in  No.  2  fuel 

oil  or  water  emulsion.  Heptach'or ,  1.0  per- 
cent in  No.  2  fuel  oil  or  water  emul s ion . 

Sodium  arsenite ,  10.0  percent  in  water.  Tri- 
chlorobenzene ,  25.0  percent  (by  volume)  in 
No.    2    fuel    oil.] 
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Johnston,  H.R.  ,  Smith,  R.H.  ,  and  St.  George,  R.A. 
CONTROL  OF  LYCTUS  POWDER -POST  BEETLES  IN 
LUMBER  YARDS  AND  PROCESSING  PLANTS.  Pest 
Control  26(1):  39-42,  illus.  January  1958. 
[Describes  the  beetles  and  recommends  chemi- 

cal and  dosages  for  protecting  both  green 
hardwood   lumber   and  dry   hardwood  products.] 

*Jorgensen,  Jacques,  and  Derr,  H.J. 
YEARLING  LONGLEAF  SURVIVES  A  WILDFIRE. 
Southern  Forest  Experiment  Station  Southern 
Forestry  Notes  114.  March  1958.  [in  favorable 
growing  seasons,  yearling  longleaf  pines  can 
reach  a  size  that  enables  them  to  survive 

some  accidental   fires.] 

♦McClurkin,  D.C. 
MALEIC  HYDRAZIDE  FAILS  TO  CONTROL  FERTILIZED 
BERMUDAGRASS .  U.S.  Forest  Service  Tree 

Planters*  Notes  33,  p.  29.  June  1958.  [Lob- 
lolly pines  were  planted  on  an  eroded  site 

in  north  M ississippi  and  heavily  fert  Hi  zed 
in  an  attempt  to  improve  their  survival  and 
growth.  Maleic  hydrazide  was  applied  in  May, 
at  concent  rat  ions  a  little  in  excess  of  the 

manufacturer's  recommendations  for  lawns. 
The  chemica 1  did  not  appear  to  retard  the 
Bermudagrass ,  which  by  the  end  of  the  season 
had  killed  many  of   the    seedlings .] 

SOIL  MOISTURE  CONTENT  AND  SHORTLEAF  PINE 
RADIAL  GROWTH  IN  NORTH  MISSISSIPPI.  Forest 
Science  4:  232-238,  illus.  September  1958. 
[in  19  -  yea  r - o Id  plantations  on  loessial 
soils,  strong  interrelat ions  were  found  be- 

tween radial  growth  and  elapsed  days  of  the 
growing  season,  avai lable  soi  1  moisture ,  soil 
temperatures,  and  interactions  of  these 
variables .] 

*McCormack,    J.F. 
1957  PULPWOOD  PRODUCTION  IN  THE  SOUTH.  South- 

eastern Forest  Experiment  Station  Forest 
Survey  Release  53,  17  pp.,  illus.  September 
1958.  [Total  southern  pulpwood  product  ion  in 
1957  was  19 ,783 ,000  cords  of  roundwood  and 
mill  residues .  This  was  a  drop  of  3  percent 
from  1956,  but  the  hardwood  harvest  of 
2,866,000  cords  of  roundwood  was  the  greatest 
on  record.  Moreover,  the  1 ,200,  000  cords  of 
mill  residues  (of  all  species)  pulped  in  1957 
was  almost  double  the  amount  ut i 1 i zed  in 

1956.  Daily  pulping  capacity  of  southern 
mills  increased  from  38,000  to  41,000  tons daily.] 

*McKnight,  J.S. 
THINNING  STANDS  OF  WATER  OAKS.  Proceedings, 
Seventh  Annual  Forestry  Symposium,  School  of 
Forestry,  Louisiana  State  University,  pp. 

46-50.  April  10-11,  1958.  [Wafer  oaks  pro- 
duce best  timber  when  grown  in  dense,  nearly 

even- aged  stands.  Improvement  cutting  and 
thinning  for  release  promote  rapid  growth, 
but  tend  to  st imulate  epicormic  branching  on 
suppressed  and  intermediate  trees.  This 
1 imbiness  is  not  a  serious  problem  on  vigor- 

ous dominant  and  co- dominant  trees,  even 
following   heavy   release.! 

♦Maisenhelder ,  L.C. 
NATURAL  REGENERATION  FOLLOWING  SELECT 
CUTTING  IN  BOTTOMLAND  HARDWOODS.  Proceedin 
Seventh  Annual  Forestry  Symposium,  School 
Forestry,  Louisiana  State  University, 

21-25.  April  10-11,  1958.  [Unless  abus 
most  bottom-land  forests  reproduce  sat 
factor ily  under  a  system  of  selective  c 
ting.  Fire  must  be  e 1 iminated  and  graz 
controlled.  Heavy  masses  of  ground  co 
will  inter  fere  with  regenerat  ion ,  but  bri: 
and  weeds,  if  not  too  dense,  act  as  a  nu 

crop.] 

UNDERSTORY  PLANTS  OF  BOTTOMLAND  FORES 
Southern  Forest  Experiment  Station  Occasi 

al  Paper  165,  40  pp.,  illus.  1958.  [f" torial    descr ipt ions ,    plus    a    brief    text,, 
aid   recogni t ion    of  36    understory   plants 
river-bottom     forests     of    the    M idsout 

Mann,    W.F. ,    Jr. 
GUIDES  FOR  DIRECT  SEEDING  THE  SOUTHERN  PIN 

Forests  and  People  8(3):  16-17,  44,  47- 
51-52,  illus.  Third  Quarter,  1958.  [Latt 
recommendat ions  for  direct-seeding  longle 
loblolly ,    and  slash   pine.] 

OUR    CURRENT    RESEARCH    NEEDS:     SEEDING    D 

PLANTING.    Forest    Farmer    18(2):     12-13,     ill! 
November    1958.      [Especial ly    needed    is 
format  ion    on    the    regenerat  ion    of  hardwoo 
on    seed   dormancy   and   other    aspects    of    s 
storage ,    on   means    of    reducing    losses    f. 
predators    and  parasites ,    and   on   methods 
correlat ing    direct- seeding    techniques    w 
natural    seed  fall .] 

   and  Derr,    H.J. 

REGENERATION  OF  UNDERSTOCKED  LONGL] 
STANDS-  ••  SKILL  NOT  LUCK!  Forests  and  peo|i 

8(2):  20-21,  53,  illus.  Second  Quarter,  19: 
[Relates  how  a  250-acre  area  with  a  part' 
seed  source  was  regenerated  with  natui 
seed  fa  1 1  supp  1  ement  ed  by  direct  seedii 
Gives  a  specific  schedu  1  e  for  regenerat. 
understocked ,  second- growth  longleaf  stan' 
emphasizing     planning    and  protection 

.and  Kingsley,  C.E. 

BIRD  CONTROL  IN  FOREST  NURSERIES.  Southc 

Forest  Experiment  Station  Southern  Fores' 
Notes  113.  January  1958.  [Bird  depredatit 
in  sout hern  pine  nurseries  can  be  stop} 
with  repel  lent s  developed  for  direct    seedin, 

♦Maple,  W.R. ,  and  Mesavage,  Clement. 
REMARKABLE  SHORTLEAF  PINE  STAND.  Joi 
Forestry  56:  290-291,  illus.  April  1958. 
age  90,  this  stand  contains  34  MBM  (It 
rule)  per  acre.  Mean  annual  growth  rate, 
eluding  some  sa lvaged  mor tal ity ,  has  b< 
425  board  feet  per  acre.  The  average  ti 
is  about  13  inches  d.b.h.;  excessive  stock, 
has  reduced  diameter  growth  and  contr ibu\ 
to  heavy  mor tal ity .] 
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gnery,  A. I.. 
RESEARCH  AT  SEWANEE--AN  APPRAISAL.  Forest 
Farmer  17(12):  8,  15-16,  illus.  August  1958. 
[The  Sewanee  Research  Center,  recent ly  es- 

tablished by  the  Southern  Forest  Experiment 
Station  in  cooperat ion  with  the  University 
of  the  South,  will  serve  the  forest  owners 
of  central  Tennessee  and  north  Alabama.  It 
has  begun  several  promising  studies  of  di red 
seeding  of  pine,  release  of  pines  from  low- 
grade    hardwoods ,    and   plantation    spacing.] 

RESEARCH  MOVES  AHEAD  AT  SEWANEE.  KTG  Journal 
1(1):  12-13,  16,  illus.  Fi rst  Quarter ,  1958. 
[Early  research  at  the  Sewanee  center  has 
included  the  success  ful  direct  seeding  of 
short  lea  f  and  loblolly  pine.  Several  other 
studies    have    been    star  ted .] 

rris,  R.C. 

INSECT  PESTS  OF  COTTONWOOD.  Mississippi  Farm 
Research  21(5):  8,  illus.  May  1Q58.  Also  as 

Information  Sheet  591,  Mi  ssi  ssi  ppi  AgrT^" cultural  Experiment  Station.  2  pp.,  illus. 
[Descr ibes  cottonwood  twig  borer,  Cottonwood 
leaf  beetle,  blotch  leaf  miner,  cot tonwood 
root  and  stem  borer,  and  the  cottonwood 
borer.  Sugges t s  when  and  how  these  pests 
should  be   control  led .1 

TEST  INSECTICIDE  FOR  TWIG  BORER.  Southern 
Forest  Experiment  Station  Southern  Forestry 
Notes  118.  November  1958.  [In  prel iminary 
tests,  a  systemic  insecticide  control  led  a 
borer  that  damages  young  cot  tonwood  plan- 

tations .] 

itz,  H.H. 

U.S.  FOREST  SERVICE  RESEARCH  IN  ALABAMA, 
FLORIDA,  AND  GEORGIA.  Southeastern  Section, 
Society  of  American  Foresters,  Forestry 
Newsletter  14(1):  25-29.  July  1958.  [Out- 

lines programs  of  the  fol lowing  Centers: 
Birmingham  (Alabama),  East  Gulfcoast 
(Florida),  Lake  City  (Florida),  Athens-Macon 
(Georgia),    and  Cordele   (Georgia).] 

;lands,  R.W. ,  and  Judson,  G.M. 
ARKANSAS  AIRLIFT.  Forests  and  People  8(4): 
30-31,  38-39,  illus.  Fourth  Quarter,  1958. 
[A  Bell  47G  helicopter  was  used  to  transport 
Forest  Survey  cruising  teams  to  difficult 
plots  in  the  Delta  region  of  Arkansas .  At 
present  costs,  the  helicopter  appears  eco- 

nomical only  in  large  forested  areas  that 
have  natural  openings  for  landing  points  but 
are   otherwise    extremely  difficult    of  access.] 

Ison,    R.M. ,    and  Bruce,    David. 
FOREST  FIRE  RESEARCH  NEEDS  IN  THE  SOUTH. 
Jour.  Forestry  56:  399-403.  June  1958. 
[Fruitful  subjects  for  research  are  ignition 
and  combust  ion  processes ,  fuel  character- 

istics, weather  and  fire  behavior,  fire  danger 
measurement ,  human  relations  affecting  fire 
prevention,  suppression  techniques,  di rect 
and  indirect  fire  effects,  and  techniques  of 
fire   use.] 

*Perry,    J.D. 

MARKETING- -AN  AVENUE  TO  REVENUE  FROM  FARM 
FORESTS.  Southern  Forest  Experiment  Station, 
5  pp.  n58.  [Owmrs  of  farm  forests  can 
benefit  greatly  from  professional  help  in 
solving  the  complex  problems  of  market ing 
wood  products  to  best  advantage .  Products 
research  is  the  source  of  great  benefit, 
also,  through  its  ind  i  r  ect  effect  of  im- 

proving    the    general     market    situation.] 

♦Pleasonton,    Alfred. 
PLANNING  FARM-AND-FOREST MANAGEMENT.  Southern 
Forest  Experiment  Station  Southern  Forestry 
Notes  116.  July  1958.  [A  synopsis  of  the 
bul 1 e  t  in  by  Barraclough  and  Pleasonton , 
listed  above.] 

♦Reynolds,    R.R. 

DROUGHT  CAN  BE  COSTLY  TO  TIMBER-LAND  OWNERS. 
Southern  Lumberman  196(2447):  32-33,  illus. 

March  15,  1958.  [The  drought  of  1952-1955 
cost  pine  timber  owners  in  southern  Arkansas 
and  northern  Loui  s  i  ana  something  like  16 
million  dollars  yearly  m  lost  growth.  As 
dry  years  are  more  numerous  than  years  of 
normal  rainfall,  stand  improvement  measures 
that  will  reduce  compet  it  ion  for  water  should 
pay  di vi dends .  ] 

PROFITS  FROM  GROWING  LARGER  TREES.  AT-FA 
Journal  20(12):  6.  September  1958.  [Forest 
owners  often  miss  high  profits  by  cutting 
trees  as  soon  as  they  reach  min imum  saw- 
timber  size  instead  of  letting  them  grow  to 
larger    diameters .] 

  and  Rawls,  I.W. 
CASH  CROPS  FROM  CROSSETT  FARM  FORESTRY 
FORTIES.  Southern  Forest  Experiment  Station, 

4  pp.  1958.  [Twenty- fir st  annual  harvest  from 
the  Good  Forty,  twent  ieth  from  the  Poor 

Forty.] 

Richards,    D.B. 

HIGH  TEMPERATURE  DRYING  OF  SOUTHERN  HARD- 
WOODS. Alabama  Agricultural  Experiment 

Station  Circular  123,  12  pp.,  illus.  April 

1958.  [At  temperatures  of  110°  C,  green 
ye  1  low- poplar ,  beech,  black  gum ,  hickory ,  and 
sap  sweet  gum  were  dr ied  in  a  short  time  with- 

out excessive  visible  defect.  Hygroscopicity 
was  not  iceably  decreased ,  but  mild  col  lapse 
occurred  during  drying.  Red  oak,  white  oak, 
and  sweet  gum  hear twood  displayed  severe  in- 

ternal check  ing .  Boards  were  6  inches  wide 

and  Vt ,    lA,    Vt,    and  1    inch    thick.] 

♦Russell,    T.E. 

CRICKET  HAZARD.  Forest  Farmer  17(12):  12-13, 
15,  illus.  August  1958.  [In  central  Louisiana 
the  short-  tailed  cricket,  Anurogryllus 
muticus,  was  found  destroying  natural  and 

di  rect- seeded  slash  and  longlea  f  pine  seed- 
lings. Damage  to  pines  was  worst  at  seasons 

when    other    green    vegetat ion    was    scarce .] 
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*Russell,    T.E. 
SPACING- -ITS  ROLE  IN  THE  GROWTH  OF  PLANTED 
SLASH  PINE.  Southern  Lumberman  197(2465): 
115-117,  illus.  December  15,  1958.  [A  slash 
pine  plantat ion  near  Alexandria ,  Louisiana , 
tested  four  spacings- -  roughly  4  by  4,  5  by  5, 
6  by  6,  and  13  by  13  feet.  Results  after  14 

years  indicated  that  "The  commonly  used 
spacing  of  6  by  8  feet- -908  trees  per  acre-- 
will,  when  initial  survival  is  80  percent  or 
better,  meet  the  objectives  of  providing  not 
only  sat  is  factory  early  volume  and  diameter 
growth,  but  also  sufficient  s tock ing  to 
sustain  losses  to  disease  and  storms.  Wider 

spacings ,  such  as  8  by  8  feet,  probably  will 
not."] 

THE  DIRECT  SEEDING  OF  SOUTHERN  PINES. 
American  Pu 1 pwood  Association  Technical 

Paper  58-P26,  8  pp.,  illus.  1958.  [Latest 
recommendat ions  for  seeding  longleaf ,  lob- 

lolly,   and   slash  pines.] 

*Scheer,    R.L. 
INTENSIVE  SITE  PREPARATION  STIMULATES  LONG- 
LEAF  GROWTH  ON  SANDHILLS.  Southern  Forest 
Experiment  Station  Southern  Forestry  Notes 
115.  May  1958.  [On  the  deep  sands  of  west 
Flor ida ,  complete  removal  of  compet ing  wire- 
grass  and  scrub  oaks  considerably  speeded 
the  height   growth   of  planted   longleaf  pine.] 

♦Schomaker,    C.E. 
TWO-YEAR  RESULTS  OF  PLANTING  YELLOW- POPLAR 

IN  NORTH  ALABAMA.  Jour.  Forestry  56:  37-38, 
illus.  January  1958.  ["Pre  1 iminary  in- 

dications .. .are  that  yel low- poplar  planting 
in  north  Alabama  should  be  con  fined  to  the 

bottoms,  lower  two-thirds  of  the  north 
aspects,  and  the  lower  one-third  of  the  south 
aspects  of  upland  draws.  On  moister  but  well 
drained  areas,  plant  ing  may  be  safely  done 
at  higher  levels  on  the  slope.  On  drier 
sites,  plant  ing  should  be  restricted  to  the 
bottoms  and  lower  slopes  of  the  north  as- 

pects, while  south  aspects  should  be  avoided 

ent  irely . "] 

Shoulders,    Eugene. 
SCALPING- -A  PRACTICAL  METHOD  OF  INCREASING 
PLANTATION  SURVIVAL.  Forest  Farmer  17(10): 
10-11,  illus.  June  1958.  [Scalping  can  im- 

prove the  first -year  survival  of  pines  planted 
on  dry  sites  or  in  dry  years  on  normal  sites. 
It  can  be  done  with  standard  attachments  to 
the  plant  ing  machine.  Disking  and  furrowing 
are  equally  ef feet ive ,  but  require  separate 
opera t ions .] 

♦Smalley,    G.W. 
STAND  IMPROVEMENT  PAYS  OFF-  Southern  Lumber- 

man 197(2465):  100-102,  illus.  December  15, 
1958.  [Three  intensi  t  ies  of  stand  improve- 

ment were  tested  in  a  pine- hardwood  stand 
near  Birmingham ,  Alabama .  Ten  years  after 
treatment ,  pine  growth  was  best  on  plots 
given  the  most  intensive  treatment.  This 
treatment  consisted  of  selling  all  merchant- 

able hardwoods,  felling  or  girdling  all  un- 
merchantable hardwoods  2  inches  or  more  in 

d.b.h. ,  and  cutting  hardwoods  less  than  2 
inches  in  diameter  if  they  were  overtopping 
pines.] 

*Smith,  L.F. ,  Campbell,  R.S.,  and  Blount,  C. 
CATTLE  GRAZING  IN  LONGLEAF  PINE  FORESTS 

SOUTH  MISSISSIPPI.  Southern  Forest  Exper 
ment  Station  Occasional  Paper  162,  25  pp 

illus.  1958.  [Studies  provided  in  format i 
about  the  native  forage  under  various  stani 
and  densities  of  second- growth  longle. 
pine.  Both  cattle  and  timber  fared  well  wh 
forest  range  was  moderately  grazed  dur i. 
the  spring  and  summer.  Forest  grazing  is  n 
recommended    in    winter .] 

Snow ,    G . A . 
CULTURAL  DIFFERENCES  IN  ISOLATES  OF  SCIRRH 
ACICOLA  FROM  PINUS  PALUSTRIS  AND  P.  TAED, 

(Abstract.)  Phytopathology  48:  398.  Augu 

1958.  [Cons  ider able  variat  ion  occurs 
cultural  character ist ics  of  isolates  of  t 

brown-spot  fungus .  Di fferences  are  not  corr 
lated   with   host    species .] 

*Snyder,    E.B. ,    andRossoll,    Harry. 
CLIMBING  SOUTHERN  PINES  SAFELY.  Southe 
Forest  Experiment  Station  Occasional  Pap 

159,  17pp.,  illus.  1958.  [Illustrated  gui 
to    safe    cl imbing    with    sect ional    ladders 

Southern   Forest   Experiment   Station.    1958. 
KEMPER  COUNTY  CAN  GROW  TIMBER.  4  pp. ,  illu 
NESHOBA  COUNTY  CAN  GROW  TIMBER.  4pp.,  illu 
NOXUBEE  COUNTY  CAN  GROW  TIMBER.  4pp.,  illu 
WINSTON  COUNTY  CAN  GROW  TIMBER.  4  pp.,  illu 
[Popu lar  book  1 et  s  summar i z ing  the  bas 
measures  that  must  be  undertaken  to  reali 
the  full  pot  ent  ia 1  of  the  forests  of  fo 
counties    in    east-central     Mississippi 

MISSISSIPPI  FORESTS.  Southern  Forest  Exper 
ment  Station  Forest  Survey  Release  8 

52  pp.,  illus.  1958.  [The  report  of  the  n 
Forest   Survey   of  Mississippi .1 

SOUTHERN     FOREST    PEST    REPORTER. 
Issue    20,    January   17,    1958.         10   pp. 
Issue   21,    June    2,    1958.  14   pp.,  ill 
Issue   22,    June    25,     1958.  8   pp. 
Issue    23,    September    18,    1958.       5   pp. 
Issue   24,    December   31,    1958.         5   pp.,illt 

[Current    reports    on     forest    insects    a 
diseases    in    the  M idsouth.] 

Stephenson,    G.K. 

FEDERAL  FOREST  RESEARCH  AT  S.F.A.  Tex 
Tally  (Yearbook,  Forestry  Departme 
Stephen  F.  Austin  State  College)  1:  21-2 
illus.  1958.  [Students  at  Stephen  F.  Aust 
College  can  suppl ement  their  studies 
observing  the  work  on  the  three  exper iment 
forests    of    the  East   Texas  Research  Center 

♦Stcrnitzke,    H.S. 

MISSISSIPPI  SURVEY  COMPLETED.  Southern  Fore 
Experiment  Station  Southern  Forestry  Not 
116.  July  1958.  [A  synopsis  of  the  southe 

Forest  Exper iment  Stat  ion' s  report,  "Missi 
sippi    Forests ."] 
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>eckeler,  J.H..  and  Thames,  J.L. 
THE  LAKE  STATES  PENETROMETER  FOR  MEASURING 
DEPTH  OF  SOIL  FREEZING.  Soil  Science  85: 

47-50,  illus.  January  1958.  [".. .Quickly  de- 
termines depth  of  hard  freezing  of  mineral 

soils  and  of  organic  soils  such  as  peats  and 
mucks.  The  penet rometer  consists  essent ial ly 
of  a  steel  rod,  graduated  in  inches,  sliding 

inside    a    lead-we  i  ght  ed   driving    hammer . "] 

mes,  J.L. 
HYDRAULIC  INSERTER  FOR  SOIL -MOISTURE  UNITS. 
Soil  Science  86:  156-159,  illus.  September 
1958.  [Const rue t ion  plans  for  a  hydraul ic 
device  to  insert  elect r ical  soi 1 -moisture 
units  into  the  sidewal Is  of  auger  holes.  The 
inser ter  minimizes  soil  d i sturbance  and  is 

adapted   to   a   wide   range   of  soil    condition^.] 

tcher,    R.C. 
PREPLANTING  DIPS  REDUCE  WEEVIL  DAMAGE  TO 

PINE  SEEDLINGS.  Journal  of  Economic  Ento- 
mology 51:  915-916,  illus.  December  1958. 

[Dipping  the  tops  of  pine  plant ing  stock  in 
a  BHC  suspension  or  both  the  tops  and  roots 
in  an  emul s ion  of  aldrin  or  heptachlor  or 
in  a  suspension  of  die ldr  in ,  all  at  con- 

centrations of  1  percent,  materially  re- 
duced seedling  mortality  in  a  test  near 

Nacogdoches ,    Texas.! 

ic,    S.J.,    and   Thames,    J.L. 
AN  INEXPENSIVE  RAIN  GAGE.  Jour.  Soil  and 
Water  Conservation  13:  231-232,  illus. 
September  1958.  [Gages  can  be  easily  con- 

structed   from   used  No.    10    cans.] 

rail,    A.F. 
FUSIFORM  RUST  OF  SOUTHERN  PINES.  U.S.  De- 

partment of  Agriculture  Forest  Pest  Leaf- 
let 26,  4  pp.,  illus.  July  1958.  [Hosts, 

symptoms ,    life  history ,    and  control .1 

♦Warren,    L.O. ,    and  Coyne,    J.F. 
THE  PINE  SAWFLY,  NEODIPRION  TAEDAE  LINEARIS 
ROSS,  IN  ARKANSAS.  Arkansas  Agricultural 
Experiment  Station  Bulletin  602,  23  pp., 
illus.  September  1958.  [Nomenclature,  history 
of  infestation,  hosts,  life  history,  and controls .] 

•Wheeler,    P.R. 

THE  BOTTOMLAND  HARDWOOD  FOREST  RESOURCE. 
Proceedings,  Seventh  Annual  Forestry  Sym- 

posium, School  of  Forestry,  Louisiana  State 
University,  pp.  1-4.  April  10-11,  1958. 
[Southern  bottom-land  hardwood  types  cover 
almost  37  million  acres.  This  area  supports 
94  billion  board  feet,  of  which  a  little 
less  than  half  is  m  trees  18  inches  in 

d.b.h.  and  larger.  The  total  acreage  re- 
mains fairly  stable,  but  the  acreage  In  the 

bottoms  of  the  M ississippi  is  shr inking.  The 
average  stand  contains  2,500  board  feet  per 
acre  and  grows  at  the  rate  of  5  or  6  per- 

cent.] 

♦Williston,    H.L. 
COST  OF  PRUNING  LOBLOLLY  AND  SHORTLEAF. 
Southern  Forest  Experiment  Station  Southern 
Forestry  Notes  114.  March  1958.  [In  north 
Mississippi ,  17 -year-old  loblolly  pines  were 
pruned  to  a  height  of  17  feet  for  11  cents 
per  tree;  23-year-old  short  lea f  cost  7  cents 
apiece  to  prune,  chiefly  because  they  had 
fewer   and   smaller    limbs.] 

LOBLOLLY  PREFERRED  OVER  SHORTLEAF.  Missis- 
sippi Farm  Research  21(8):  7,  illus.  August 

1958.  Also  as  BENTON  COUNTY,  MISSISSIPPI, 
PINE, GROWTH.  Information  Sheet  600,  Missis- 

sippi Agricultural  Experiment  Sta tion  ,  2  pp.  , 
illus.  [See  article  listed  immediately 
below.] 

PRUNING  MAY  CUT  LOSS  FROM  RUST  CANKERS. 
Southern  Forest  Experiment  Station  Southern 
Forestry  Notes  115.  May  1958.  [Suggestions 
for  pruning  slash  and  loblol ly  pines,  so  as 
to  keep  fusiform  infections  on  branches 
from  developing    into    stem   cankers .] 

eley,    P.C. 
SUMMARY  OF  FOREST  TREE  IMPROVEMENT  WORK  IN 

THE  SOUTH.  In_  Proceedings,  Third  Lake  States 
Fores t  Tree  Improvement  Conference,  September 
17-18,  1957.  U.S.  Forest  Serv.  Lake  States 
Forest  Experiment  Station  Station  Paper  58, 
pp.  65-71.  February  1958.  [Highlights  of 
work  by  educat ional  ins t i tut  ions ,  Federal 
agencies,  State  forestry  agencies,  and 
industry .  The  coordinat  ing  efforts  of  the 
Commi  t  tee  on  Southern  Forest  Tree  Improve- 

ment   are    out  1 ined .] 

  and   Marrero,    Jose. 
FIVE-YEAR  INTERCEPT  AS  SITE  INDEX  IN  SOUTHERN 
PINE  PLANTATIONS.  Jour.  Forestry  56:  332-336, 
illus.  May  1958.  [The  intercept  was  taken 
as  "the  5-year  period  during  the  first  year 
of  which  the  tree  attained  breast  height,' 
and  was  determined  by  count  ing  the  whorls  of 
primary  branches .  The  method  is  mainly  for 
use  with  stands  up  to  20  years  old.  It  has 
several  advantages  over  the  convent  ional 
total  height- total  age  method  of  site  evalu- 

ation, the  most  important  perhaps  being  that 
age   of   the    trees   need  not   be   Acnown.J 

SHORTLEAF  VERSUS  LOBLOLLY  PINE  IN  NORTH 
MISSISSIPPI.  Jour.  Forestry  56:  761.  October 
1958.  [At  age  23,  loblolly  pine  plantations 
in  Benton  County,  ff i ssissippi  ,  have  produced 
13  cords  more  wood  per  acre  than  adjacent 
shor  t lea  f  pine  plant  at  ions .  On  brown  loam 

soils  with  site  indices  'of  98  for  loblol ly 
and  73  for  shor  1 1 ea  f ,  loblolly  grew  2.5 
cords  per  acre  annually,  shortleaf  1.9 
cords .] 

.and   Huckenpahler ,    B.J. 
RESPONSE  OF  SIX  CONIFERS  IN  NORTH  MISSIS- 

SIPPI UNDERPLANTINGS .  Jour.  Forestry  56: 
135-137,  illus.  February  1958.  [Fifth-year 
results  of  4  consecut  ive  years  of  under- 
planting  ridge  hardwoods  show  that  immediate 
release  from  hardwood  competition  greatly 
st imulates  the  height  growth  of  seed  1 ings . 
On  the  whole,  loblol ly  pine  has  out  grown  the 
other  coni fer s  and  appears  to  be  the  best 
of  the  species  tested  for  restocking  hard- 

wood stands  on  dry  loessial  ridges.  On  Ruston 

sandy  loam,  a  soil  wi  th  rapid  internal  drain- 
age, both  shor  t lea  f  and  Virginia  pine  have 

better  survival  than  loblolly  during  drought 
years.  Eastern  redcedar  survived  well  hut 
has  been  sever e ly  browsed  by  deer.  Slash 
pine   and   longleaf  pine  did  not   perform  well.] 
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*Wilson,  R.C.,  and  Christopher,  J.F. 

THERE'S  AN  ADEQUATE  SUPPLY  OF  WOOD  UTILITY 
POLES.  Telephony  155(4):  28-30,  56-57,  illus. 

July  26,  1958.  Also  in  Wood  Preserving  News 
36(11):     10-12,     illus.       November    1958. 

["...There  are  at  least  1.12  billion  soft- 
wood trees  clearly  suitable  for  poles  grow- 

ing on  commercial  forest  lands  in  the  conti- 
nental United  States ... .Southern  pines  have 

dominated    the   pole  market    for   many  years    and 
furnish  about  75  per  cent  of  the  total 

national   product  ion."] 

Woods,    F.W. 
SOME  EFFECTS  OF  SITE  PREPARATION  ON  SOIL 
MOISTURE  IN  SANDHILLS  OF  WEST  FLORIDA.  Soil 
Science  85:  148-155,  illus.  March  1958.  [Soil 
moisture  in  the  3-  to  9- inch  layer  was 
closely  and  pos i  t ively  related  to  seedl ing 

surviva 1 .  "The  only  acceptable  methods  of 
site  preparat ion  for  plant  ing  pines  in  deep 
sands,  among  those  tested,  are  those  which 

completely  denude  the  site   prior  to  plant  ing."] 

*   Cassady,    J.T.  ,    and   Rossoll,    Harry. 
HOW  TO  PREPARE  GULFCOAST  SANDHILLS  FOR 
PLANTING  PINES.  Southern  Forest  Experiment 
Station  Occasional  Paper  161,  11  pp.,  illus. 

1958.  [Drawings  and  photos  show  how  to  es- 
tablish pine  forests  on  Gul fcoast  sandhi 1  Is 

that  are  now  support  ing  only  scrub  oak  and 
wi  regrass .] 

Yocom ,    H . A . 
DEEP  GIRDLES  GIVE  QUICKEST  CROWN  KILL  OF 
OAKS.  Jour.  Forestry  56:  217,  illus.  March 
1958.  [In  north  Alabama,  completely  severing 
the  sapwood  kills  the  crowns  of  upland  oaks 
much    quicker     than    do    sha 1  lower    girdles.] 

MACHINE  GIRDLING  COMPARED  TO  AX.  Southern 
Forest  Experiment  Station  Southern  Forestry 
Notes  115.  May  1958.  [Near  Birmingham, 
Alabama ,  oaks  girdled  by  machine  took  some- 

what longer  to  die  than  those  that  were 

double-hacked  or    frilled.] 

Zahner,    Robert. 
FOR  GROWING  PINES,  HOW  GOOD  IS  YOUR  LAND 

Forest  Farmer  17(8):  6-7,  illus.  April  1958 
[Suggest ions  for  recognizing  soil  and  top* 
graphic  features  that  influence  pine  growt 
in    south    Arkansas    and    north   Lou i s iana. 

HARDWOOD  UNDERSTORY  DEPLETES  SOIL  WATER  1 

PINE  STANDS.  Forest  Science  4:  178-184 
illus.  September  1958.  [Deplet ion  by  well 
stocked,  even-aged  stands  of  short  lea  f  aii 
loblolly  pine  with  and  without  hardwoo 
unde  r  s  t  or  i  es  was  measured  through  foil 
summers  in  south  Arkansas .  M idsummer  watt 
loss  rates  were  about  25  percent  faster  < 
plots   with   an   understory.] 

OUR  CURRENT  RESEARCH  NEEDS:  SOIL,  WATER  AN 
TREE  RELATIONSHIP.  Forest  Farmer  18(21. 
14-15,  illus.  November  1958.  [Applied  soil 
studies  that  are  most  needed  fall  into  t hr< 
groups:  present  site  evaluat ion ,  prospect iv 
site  evolut ion ,  and  site  amendment .  But  ef 
fective  applied  research  cannot  be  carrii 
on  indefinite ly  without  a  program  of  basi 
research  into  the  re lat ions  between  soil 
and   tree   development .] 

SEPTEMBER  RAINS  BRING  PINE  GROWTH  GAINS 
Southern  Forest  Fxperiment  Station  Souther 
Forestry  Notes  113.  January  1958.  [1 
southern  Arkansas ,  30  percent  of  the  195 
growth  of  a  loblol ly  pine  stand  followe 
soi  1-moisture  recharge  by  unusual  Septembe 
rains  .1 

SITE-QUALITY  RELATIONSHIPS  OF  PINE  FOREST! 
IN  SOUTHERN  ARKANSAS  AND  NORTHERN  LOUISIANA 

Forest  Science  4:  162-176,  illus.  June  1958 
[Studies  of  pine  growth  as  related  to  sit 
factors  show  that  loblolly  does  best  a 
well-drained  small  stream  bottoms.  Bot 
loblol ly  and  short  lea f  thrive  on  the  welt 
drained  loess,  upland  terrace,  and  flatwood 
soils.  In  all  topographic  posi  t ions ,  the  bes 
sites  are  those  with  moderately  deep  sand 
loam   surface    soils    and   clay    loam   subsoi Is, 
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Center  photo  on  cover  ts  view  in  early  1960  of  longleaf  pines  direct-seeded  in 

November  1953  by  the  Crosby  Chemical  Company.  The  trees  average  15  feet 

in  height.  The  seeding  was  exploratory,  and  a  few  bare  or  understocked  areas 

resulted  from  unsatisfactory  bird  repellents  or  lack  of  site  preparation  in  a  dry 

year.    The  tract  is  5  miles  northwest  of  Sugartown,   Louisiana. 

Lower  photo  shows  6-year-old  longleaf  pines  seeded  on  a  severe  site  in  the 
Kisatchie  Notional   Forest. 



Southern  Forestry— What's  Ahead? 

Endings  and  beginnings  are  times  for  taking 
ick  and  looking  ahead.  As  we  now  move  into 

E  1960's,  people  are  analyzing  the  decade 
it  ended,  assessing  prospects,  and  setting 
als. 

Looking  back  at  the  1950's,  analysts  laud 
:h  accomplishments  as  man's  pioneering 
jorts  in  space,  the  harnessing  of  atomic 
ergy  for  constructive  uses,  development  of 

.'ctronic  wonders,  and  of  "miracle"  drugs, 
w  metals,  plastics,  and  other  exciting  ma- 
Hals — all  products  of  research  that  can  do 

>re  of  man's  work  with  amazing  efficiency. 
Southern  forestry  made  progress  during  the 

50's,  too.  Improvements  in  machines  and 
;thods  helped  move  tree-planting  across  the 
lion-tree-per-year  mark  for  the  first  time. 

'W  direct-seeding  techniques  further  acceler- 
Jd  the  reforestation  job.  Field  and  labora- 

•y  research  with  chemicals  and  procedures 
:reased  the  feasibility  of  stand  improvement 
?asures  for  abused  forests.  More  efficient  log 
rkers  stimulated  the  use  of  sawmill  residues 

r  pulp  chips;  the  volume  of  chipped  residues 
3w  from  a  few  thousand  to  more  than  2,000,- 
0  cords  annually,  valued  at  $7,000,000.  Forest 
st  surveys  and  controls  were  developed  to 
mbat  the  loss  from  insects  and  disease.  Area 

rned  annually  by  forest  fires  declined  from 
,500,000  to  2,500,000  acres  as  protection  was 
proved  and  extended  to  an  additional  36 
llion  acres. 

These  and  other  measures  helped  to  halt  the 
cline  in  southern  timber  volume  as  growth 
ertook  and  exceeded  timber  cutting  by  a 
)dest  margin.  The  downward  trend  in  the 
e  of  industrial  wood  was  apparently  checked 
d  reversed,  even  though  substitutes  claimed 
bigger  share  of  some  potential  markets. 

Encouraging  as  are  these  accomplishments 
forestry,  they   are  not  very   impressive   in 

comparison  with  the  spectacular  achievements 

of  research  and  development  in  other  indus- 
tries. This  may  be  in  part  a  reflection  of  the 

fact  that  other  research  is  supported  at  about 

4  times  the  level  of  forest  research — speaking 
in  terms  of  relative  contribution  to  the  econ- omy. 

Pride  in  southern  forestry  accomplishment 

is  further  tempered  by  the  realization  that  the 
tasks  ahead  are  bigger  and  immeasurably  more 

complex  than  those  just  completed.  For  ex- 
ample, the  outlook  is  that  timber  production 

in  the  South  will  need  to  be  doubled  to  meet 

the  need  anticipated  a  few  decades  from  now. 
For  double  output,  our  forests  will  require  2 
to  3  times  their  present  volume  of  growing 

stock.  But  at  the  present  rate  of  inventory  re- 
building, a  century  or  so  will  be  required  to 

accomplish  the  objective  we  must  reach  in  less 
than  half  this  time. 

This  would  be  challenge  enough,  but  the 

task  is  much  further  complicated  by  the  in- 
creasing demands  on  the  forest  for  recreation, 

water,  and  forage  for  wildlife  and  domestic 
livestock.  Use  of  water  is  expected  to  double 

in  20  years,  recreational  use  of  the  forest  in  10. 
The  demand  for  these  products  and  services 
from  the  forest  is  increasing  even  more  rapidly 
than  that  for  wood. 

Public  support  for  research  continues  to 
grow.  Political,  social,  and  economic  pressures 

for  innovation  and  discovery  stem  from  a  con- 
viction that  national  security  as  well  as  our 

standard  of  living  and  commercial  vitality  are 
at  stake.  While  other  scientists  pursue  such 

goals  as  manned  space  travel  and  utilization  of 
solar  energy,  what  should  be  the  major  aims 

of  southern  forest  researchers  for  the  1960's? 
Accelerated  effort  in  forest  genetics  is  high 

on  the  job  list  for  the  next  decade.   To  increase 



timber  yields  in  amount  and  quality,  we  must 

develop  select  growing  stock  and  choice  hy- 
brids especially  adapted  to  our  major  sites. 

We  have  a  good  start  with  the  pines,  barely  a 
beginning  with  the  hardwoods.  Preliminary 
findings  indicate  that  genetically  improved 
stock  can  be  as  valuable  in  forests  as  it  has 

been  in  agricultural  crops.  Genetics  research 
must  capture  this  promise. 

Within  another  decade,  we  should  have  sure- 
fire regeneration  techniques  for  all  our  main 

species,  strains,  and  sites  so  that  we  can  use 

the  best- — be  it  planting,  direct  or  natural  seed- 
ing— and  gain  years  in  productivity  on  every 

area  that  needs  restocking. 

Soil-site-species  studies  must  be  speeded  up 
to  take  the  guesswork  out  of  deciding  which 
tree  species  will  be  best  adapted  to  grow  on 
the  many  variations  of  our  timberland.  We 
must  solve  the  mysteries  of  tree  nutrition  in 
order  to  manage  soils  for  maximum  returns, 

avoid  nutrient  deficiencies,  and  appraise  ac- 
curately  the  possibilities   of   fertilization. 

Owners  of  managed  forests  are  faced  with 
increasingly  critical  decisions  on  how  much 

to  cut  and  how  much  to  accumulate  as  growing 

stock  in  order  to  maximize  long-term  returns. 
So  development  of  dependable  methods  for 

predicting  timber  growth  and  yield  gets  a  high- 
priority  rating. 

The  needs  for  forest  plantation  management 
prescriptions  will  be  much  more  urgent  in 
another  decade.  Meanwhile,  research  should 
be  at  work  on  the  answers. 

Intensified  research  in  forest  protection  can 

help  solve  the  South's  dilemma  of  how  to  build 
up  growing  stock  while  supporting  an  expand- 

ing forest  industry.  New  knowledge  in  this  field 
will  help  convert  to  useful  products  some  of  the 
4  billion  cubic  feet  of  timber  growth  the  South 
annually  loses  to  fire,  insects,  and  disease. 

Before  we  can  adequately  protect  timber 
and  forest  products  against  losses  from  insects 

and  disease,  research  must  provide  basic  knowl- 

edge of  life  histories  and  pest  population  dyna- 
mics. More  effective  biological  and  silvicul- 

tural  as  well  as  better  direct-control  techniques 
must  be  developed,  and  the  possibilities  of 
systemics  fully  explored. 

Within  the  decade,  research  in  fire  preven- 
tion should  help  reduce  the  number  of  forest 

fires  well  below  the  100,000  or  so  a  year,  on  an 
average,  that  still  plague  the  South.    Fighting 

and  using  fire  are  hazardous  tasks  at  best.  Fi 
fighters  need  to  know  far  more  about  h 

fires  react  to  weather  and  the  region's  hig] 
variable  fuels.  Such  knowledge  also  is  ess 
tial  to  the  development  of  more  effective, 

pendable  prescribed-burning  techniques 
minimize  fire  hazard  and  control  unwan 

vegetation. 
Forest  products  utilization  research  has 

ready  added  immeasurably  to  the  value  of  < 
southern  timber  harvest.  Greater  gains  can 

realized  by  intensifying  this  effort.  The  i 
development  of  chemical  utilization  of  w< 
could  lead  to  a  whole  series  of  profitable  n 
industries.  Improved  seasoning,  preservati 

and  fireproofing  processes  must  be  devi 
promptly  if  wood  is  to  maintain  its  competit 
position.  The  relationship  of  wood  quality 
site,  stand  structure,  and  genetic  origin  m 

be  thoroughly  probed  before  we  can  confide 
ly  grow  the  kind  of  wood  that  future  mark 
will  require. 

As  forest  use  increases,  forest  inventoi 
must  be  intensified  and  diversified  to  prov 
the  information  essential  to  efficient  resou 

management.  Research  in  timber  harvest,  p 

cessing,  and  marketing  is  needed  to  help 
1.8  million  small  forest  owners  who,  in 

aggregate,  have  two-thirds  of  the  south 
forest  land.  Problems  of  forest  taxation,  ins 

ance,  credit,  and  leasing  need  special  study. 

With  intensifying  competition  among  m 
tiple  uses  of  the  forest,  research  must  m< 
vigorously  in  the  decade  ahead  to  determ 
the  influences  of  forest  and  timber  mana 

ment  practices  on  water  yields,  soil  erosi 
forage  for  livestock  and  game,  and  wild! 
habitat  We  shall  soon  need  desperately 

know  how  to  get  the  optimum  combination 
timber,  game,  recreation,  and  water  yields  fr 
our  important  soil  types  and  for  varying  owi 

objectives.  The  years  ahead  promise  to  acce] 
ate  demand  for  specialized  techniques  that  v 

perpetuate  and  enhance  the  recreational  as  w 
as  the  material  benefits  from  the  forest. 

This  adds  up  to  an  urgent  requirement 
a  much  bigger  forest  research  effort  in 

South  during  the  1960's. 
Progress  at  the  Southern  Station  dur 

1959,  and  some  of  the  tasks  and  plans  aht 
are  summarized  in  the  following  pages.  Yi 

comments,  questions,  and  suggestions  will 
welcomed. 

li 



Forest  Management 

Forest  management  research  at  the  Southern 

orest  Experiment  Station  made  important  ad- 
ances  in  several  fields  during  1959.  Progeny 

:sts  showed  early  promise  of  the  shortleaf- 
ash  pine  hybrid,  a  glossary  for  forest  tree 

nprovement  workers  was  published,  and  tech- 
iques  for  assessing  the  wood  quality  of  living 

•ees  were  improved  as  an  aid  to  genetics 
^search.  Direct  seeding  of  the  southern  pines 
as  further  developed  and  put  to  use  on  large 
:reages  southwide.  Chemical  formulations  for 
illing  useless  trees  were  tested  in  improved 
ee  injectors,  and  as  foliar  sprays.  Benefits 
om  fertilization  of  certain  sites  were  found 

>  be  less  than  costs,  new  techniques  for  con- 
oiling  soil-moisture  regimes  of  large  trees 
ere  developed,  and  sweetgum  site  assessment 
y  several  methods  was  made  possible.  New 

istruments  for  point-sampling  were  designed 
id  made  commercially  available. 

GENETICS 

Principal  effort  in  genetics  research  during 
)59  was  devoted  to  supplementing  controlled 
allinations;  collecting,  extracting,  and  sowing 
edigreed  seed;  planting  existing  and  new 
jedlings;  and  remeasuring  plantations.  Data 
^suiting  from  these  activities  are  now  being 
lalyzed  at  the  Southern  Institute  of  Forest 

enetics,  at  the  Crossett  Research  Center,  and 
1  New  Orleans. 

The  Southern  Institute  developed  in  more 

etail  than  heretofore  its  plans  for  pine  hybrid- 
ation studies,  and  reviewed  and  revised  its 

rogram  as  a  whole.    In  the  program  review 
was  assisted  by  the  southwide  Committee  on 
outhern  Forest  Tree  Improvement,  which 
?rves  as  its  technical  Advisory  Committee  and 

rhich,  in  that  capacity,  held  its  first  annual 
leeting  devoted  exclusively  to  Institute  af- 
rirs. 

The  Institute,  in  concert  with  the  Forest  Dis- 
ease and  Forest  Insect  Laboratories  of  the  Sta- 
tion, devoted  much  time  to  the  planning  and 

construction  of  a  combined  office  and  labora- 
tory building  in  Gulfport,  due  for  completion 

in  mid-1960. 

Figure  1. — The  new  headquarters  building  of  the 
Southern  Institute  of  Forest  Genetics, 
the  Forest  Insect  Laboratory ,  and  the 
Forest  Disease  Laboratory  is  gradually 

nearing  completion  in  Gulfport,  Mis- 
sissippi. 

The  Institute  brought  to  approximately  2,500 
the  number  of  genetics  and  related  reprints 
digested  and  indexed  according  to  an  expansion 
of  the  genetics  headings  of  the  Oxford  System 
of  Decimal  Classification  for  Forestry.  The 
expansion  was  developed  in  cooperation  with 
the  staff  of  the  Commonwealth  Forestry 
Bureau,  Oxford,  England,  to  harmonize  with 
Forestry  Abstracts  and  the  Oxford  Index  cards. 

Through  a  field  meeting  in  July  and  a  3-day 
workshop  at  the  Harrison  Experimental  Forest 
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in  December,  the  Institute  began  active  coop- 
eration with  Region  8  and  the  Mississippi  and 

Kisatchie  National  Forests  in  the  establishment 

and  management  of  seed  production  areas  and 
the  planning  of  seed  orchards. 

Merits  of  Shortleaf  x  Slash  Pine  Hybrids 

Increasingly  Evident 

Shortleaf-slash  crosses  are  among  the  most 
promising  southern  pine  hybrids  with  respect 
to  pest  resistance,  early  vigor,  and  form. 

Figure  2. — Left:  A  shortleaf  pine  3  growing  seasons 
after  being  planted.  Right:  A  shortleaf 
x  slash  pine  hybrid  of  the  same  age. 

Additional  tests  of  the  tip-moth  resista 
of  shortleaf  x  slash  crosses  (produced  in 

operation  with  A.  J.  Hodges  Industries,  I 
at  Many,  Louisiana,  from  1956  pollinatio 
were  installed  at  Many  and  at  Crossett  to  asj 

the  long-term  effects  of  tip  moth  on  the  yit 
of  loblolly,  shortleaf,  and  hybrid  pines.  F 
of  each  plot  of  each  species  or  cross  will 

protected  from  tip-moth  injury  by  repea 

sprayings  each  year. 

Instrument   for  Speedy   Magnification   of  W 
Fiber 

A  very  convenient  and  relatively  inexp 

sive  instrument  for  25-power  magnificatior 
wood  fibers  was  designed  and  constructed 
the  Institute. 

Wood  samples  (macerated  in  acid,  was! 
and  stained )  are  slide-mounted  and  the  b 
liantly  illuminated  slides  are  projected  in  1 

color  onto  an  opal  glass  screen.  An  auxili 
device  automatically  counts  selected  sam 
fibers  and  accumulates  their  measurements 

as  to  permit  rapid  averaging.  Slight  hand  pi 

sure  causes  a  sequential  train  of  slides  to  mi 
across  the  field  of  view.  Details  of  constr 

tion  are  given  on  pages  43-44  of  the  Janu 
1959  issue  of  the  Journal  of  Forestry. 

Figure  3. — The    ampliscope  projects  magnified 
stained    images    of    wood    fiber    oi 
screen    for    speedy    and     conven; 
measurement. 

No  fusiform  rust  galls  have  been  observed 

on  1-  and  2-year-old  shortleaf  x  slash  progenies 
that  were  exposed  to  inoculum,  while  80  per- 

cent of  similarly  exposed  run-of-the-nursery 
slash  pines  were  infected.  After  3  years  in  the 
field,  other  shortleaf  x  slash  hybrids  produced 

by  the  Institute  have  overtopped  their  short- 
leaf  checks  by  1.5  feet  or  more.  Further  details 

are  given  in  the  1959  Proceedings  of  the  Fifth 

Southern  Conference  on  Forest  Tree  Improve- 
ment, pages  18-20. 

At  Crossett,  Arkansas,  slash  x  shortleaf 

crosses  control-pollinated  in  1951  have  grown 
50  percent  faster  than  the  shortleaf  checks, 

and  have  shown  far  better  recovery  from  tip- 
moth  injury  than  either  the  shortleaf  checks 

or  loblolly  pine.  This  was  reported  on  pages 

32-33  of  the  January  1,  1959,  issue  of  the 
Southern  Lumberman. 
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ichnique  for  Assessing  Wood  Quality 

By  synthesizing  a  number  of  known  relation- 
ips  and  existing  techniques,  the  Institute  has 

veloped  a  procedure  for  using  large  incre- 
ent  cores  (10  mm.  diameter)  to  evaluate 

3od  quality.  With  bolt  d.i.b.  known,  age 
?m  pith  and  specific  gravity  are  obtained 
im  the  cores,  and  the  3  variables  can  then 

used  with  an  alignment  chart  to  estimate 

y  weight  of  screened  kraft  pulp  per  5-foot 
It.    The  chart  also  allows  making  estimates 

mean  weight  produced  per  bolt  per  year — 
;.  index  of  wood  quality  combining  mean  an- 
lal  volume  growth  with  mean  specific  grav- 

is. More  about  this  technique  can  be  found 

I  pages  145-147  of  the  1958  Proceedings, 
\>ciety  of  American  Foresters  ( published  in 

59),  and  on  pages  875-877  of  TAPPI  for 

pvember  1959. 

j 

{ossary  Completed 

sA  Glossary  for  Forest  Tree  Improvement 

orkers,  initiated  and  sponsored  by  the  Com- 
jittee  on  Forest  Tree  Improvement,  Division 
|  Silviculture,  Society  of  American  Foresters, 

(as  given  final  editing  by  the  Institute  staff 

Id  published  by  the  Southern  Forest  Exped- 
ient Station.  It  contains  simplified  definitions 

163  terms  in  increasingly  general  use  by  tree 
feeders  but  in  many  instances  unfamiliar  to 

'rsons  with  less  extensive  botanical  back- 
ound  or  training.  More  than  fifty  scientists 
ied  in  selecting  and  defining  the  terms  in 
e  glossary. 

jnificant  Differences  Among  Sources  of 
Southern  Pine  Seed 

Fifth-year  measurements  have  been  made  of 
antations  established  in  1953  as  part  of  the 
uthwide  Pine  Seed  Source  Study.  Analyses 

mpleted  so  far  reveal  that  differences  in  sur- 
val,  significant  at  the  1-percent  level  and 
tributable  to  geographic  source  of  seed,  have 

veloped  in  longleaf,  slash,  loblolly,  and  short- 
af  pine  plantations.  Average  heights  at  5 

ars  also  vary  with  seed  source  at  the  1-per- 
nt  level  of  significance  in  longleaf,  slash,  and 

blolly,  and  closely  approach  the  5-percent 
yel  of  significance  in  shortleaf.  In  loblolly 
ne,  fusiform  rust  infection  at  5  years  varies 

ith  seed  source  at  the  5-percent  level  of  sig- 
ficance. 

Further  details  of  these  results  and  of  the 

first-year  measurements  on  further  longleaf 
and  shortleaf  plantations  established  in  1957 
are  given  in  the  1959  Proceedings  of  the  Fifth 

Southern  Conference  on  Forest  Tree  Improve- 
ment, pages  5-11  and  12-17.  The  Southwide 

Pine  Seed  Source  Study  is  a  cooperative  under- 
taking initiated  and  sponsored  by  the  Commit- 

tee on  Southern  Forest  Tree  Improvement,  and 

coordinated  through  its  Subcommittee  on  Geo- 
graphic Source  of  Seed,  whose  chairmanship 

is  held  by  a  member  of  the  Southern  Station. 
The  study  embraces  108  surviving  plantations 
in  16  States.  The  plantations  include  2,780 

separate  plots,  on  which  136,000  trees  are  being 
remeasured  periodically  by  Federal,  State,  in- 

dustrial, school,  and  private  individual  cooper- 
ators. 

REGENERATION 

Longleaf  Cone  Maturity  Affects  Germination 

If  they  are  to  yield  high  proportions  of  viable 
seed,  longleaf  pine  cones  should  be  collected 
late  in  the  season,  when  their  specific  gravities 
are  low.  Early  collections  should  be  limited 
to  trees  with  cones  of  low  specific  gravity.  In 
a  study  with  27  trees  in  central  Louisiana, 
germination  averaged  46  percent  for  seed  from 
cones  picked  on  September  9,  66  percent  from 
cones  picked  on  September  24,  88  percent  from 
cones  picked  on  October  7,  and  94  percent 
when  the  cones  remained  on  the  trees  until 

they  were  beginning  to  open.  Specific  gravity 
of  cones  from  all  trees  averaged  0.98,  0.92,  and 
0.83  for  the  first  three  collecting  dates.  It  was 
less  than  0.75  for  the  last  collection,  which 
extended  from  October  14  to  November  1. 

There  were,  however,  wide  differences  in  cone 

specific  gravities  between  trees  on  any  one 
date.  Complete  results  of  this  study  can  be 

found  on  pages  648-650  of  the  September  1959 
issue  of  the  Journal  of  Forestry. 

Fall  Application  of  Nitrogen  to  Pine  Nursery 
Beds  No  Panacea 

December  applications  of  ammonium  nitrate 
to  longleaf,  loblolly,  and  slash  pine  seedling 
beds  at  two  widely  separated  nurseries  of  the 

Louisiana  Forestry  Commission  did  not  con- 
sistently improve  later  survival  of  plantable 

seedlings  on  two  different  sites.  Although  all 
three  species   at  one  nursery  were  benefited 
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by  application  of  nitrogen,  300  pounds  per  acre 

were  not  uniformly  better  than  150  pounds.  At 

the  other  nursery,  increasing  rates  of  applica- 

tion of  nitrogen  depressed  first-year  survival 

of  outplanted  longleaf  and  loblolly  while  slash 

seemed  to  benefit  very  slightly  from  each  in- 
crease. 

This  demonstrates  that  wholesale  application 
of  fertilizer  in  the  absence  of  some  assessment 

of  need  for  nitrogen  is  not  only  wasteful  but 
may  be  harmful.  More  details  may  be  found 

on  pages  25-27  of  Tree  Planters'  Notes  38. 

Penta-T  reared  Wood  May  be  Hazard  in 
Nurseries 

Wood  cold-soaked  in  pentachlorophenol  and 
allowed  to  weather  for  6  to  8  months,  then 

ripped  to  size  and  used  as  bedboards,  proved 
quite  toxic  to  pine  nursery  seedlings. 

Controlled  investigations  in  seed  flats  com- 
pared wood  treated  with  copper  naphthenate 

and  wood  treated  with  penta  (both  weathered 
30  days  after  treatment )  with  an  untreated 

check.  Less  than  10  percent  of  the  slash,  lob- 
lolly, and  shortleaf  seedlings  in  the  seedflats 

made  with  penta-treated  wood  survived  after 
2  months;  longleaf  fared  better,  but  was  dam- 

aged by  the  penta.  Few  of  the  seedlings  in  the 
copper  naphthenate  flats  were  injured. 

Until  local  trials  have  established  how  long 

penta-treated  lumber  must  weather  ( after 
being  cut  to  size )  before  it  can  be  safely  used, 
nurserymen  would  do  well  to  employ  copper 
naphthenate  for  wood  in  close  contact  with 
seedbeds.  More  information  is  given  on  pages 

21-22  of  Tree  Planters'  Notes  38. 

Reforesting  the  West  Florida  Sandhills 

Two  million  acres  of  sandhills  in  west  Flor- 

ida are  dominated  by  scrub  oaks  and  wiregras 
to  the  extent  that  they  are  producing  little  c 
no  cash  income  for  their  owners.  All  attempi 
to  reforest  these  excessively  drained  soils  ha\ 
shown  that  planted  pines,  unless  they  receiv 
some  assistance,  cannot  compete  with  the  oal 

and  grass  for  the  scanty  supplies  of  soil  moi, 
ture. 

During  1952  and  1953  several, degrees  of  sil 
preparation   were   tested   on  the   deep   sand: 
Oak  and  wiregrass  were  removed  by  burnin.i 
bulldozing,   harrowing,   furrowing,   and  bun 

jng  after  chopping  with  a  1.5  ton  single-drui 
chopper.    Chemical  control  of  oaks  was  al; 
tested.    Complete  removal  of  competing  veg 
tation   was   found   necessary   for   consistent 
satisfactory  survivals.    After  14  rainless  day, 
soil  moisture  was  well  above  the  wilting  ranj 

only  on  the  bulldozed  plots.   These  same  plol 
during  consecutive  growing  seasons,  also  hi : 

the  fewest  drought  days  in  the  3-  to  12-inc 
soil  layer.    Height  growth  was  unsatisf actoi 
on  all  plots  though  generally  better  under  bujd 
dozing  than  under  the  other  treatments.  Fullii 

reports  appear  in  Occasional  Paper   168  aiai 

on  pages  117-119  of  the  February  1959  issi< 
of  the  Journal  of  Forestry. 

A  later  study  has  shown  that  site-preparatii  i 
techniques  like  bulldozing  are  less  beneficii 
than  methods  which  destroy  the  wiregrass  ant 
scrub  oaks  while  leaving  the  topsoil  on  the  si  i 
The  best  known  method  is  to  use  a  hea\} 

double-drum  brush  chopper.  This  machii  i 
with  tandem  drums  set  at  counteracting  c: 

lique  angles  to  the  line  of  pull,  practical . 
eliminates  scrub  oak  and  wiregrass.  More 

this  study  is  given  on  pages  184-188  of  t: 
April  1959  issue  of  Weeds. 

i 

Figure   4. — On     sites     prepared 

this  11-ton,  double -dr  ■ 
brush  chopper,  the  v 

etative    debris    and   t ' 
soil  are  left  in  place- 
condition     essential 
satisfactory     growth 

pines    planted    in 
sandhills. 
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Late  April  or  early  May  is  the  best  time  to 
irt  eradication  of  oaks  in  the  sandhills.  Car- 
hydrate  food  reserves  in  the  roots  of  turkey 
k  and  bluejack  oak  reach  their  lowest  annual 

b  at  this  time,  the  period  of  greatest  deple- 
>n  coinciding  with  the  time  the  new  leaves 
jach  full  size.  The  major  period  of  nitrogen 

pletion  for  the  oaks  corresponds   generally 

jth  that  of  carbohydrate  depletion  but  lasts 
til  about  the  first  week  of  June.  Complete 
tails  of  this  study  can  be  found  on  pages 

2-295  of  the  April  1959  issue  of  Ecology. 

Slash  pine  appears  more  desirable  than  lob- 
ily,  longleaf,  Monterey,  and  shortleaf  pine 

r  sandhills  planting  on  sites  where  all  vege- 
ition  has  been  removed.  After  four  growing 
msons,  survivals  averaged  92  percent  for 
tsh,  93  for  loblolly,  and  88  for  shortleaf.  Only 
percent  of  the  longleaf  pine  still  lived,  and 

onterey  pine  had  failed  completely.  Slash 
i!ie  heights  averaged  5.9  feet,  as  compared 

jth  4.4  feet  for  loblolly  pine  and  3.5  feet  for 
ortleaf  pine.  Only  with  longleaf  did  hand- 
iknting  produce  better  first-year  survivals 
an  machine  planting.  A  fuller  account  is 

yen  on  pages  416-419  of  the  June  1959  issue 
the  Journal  of  Forestry. 

Early  initiation  of  root  growth  soon  after 

anting  may  account  for  slash  pine's  good  per- 
anance  on  the  Florida  sites.  In  a  study  re- 

nted on  page  209  of  the  Journal  of  Forestry 
i 

jure  5. — These  direct-seeded  longleaf  pines  are  7 
in  the  third  and  fifth  years,  but  has  b 

for  March  1959,  slash  seedlings  started  root 

growth  eight  days  after  planting  and  consist- 
ently outperformed  longleaf  and  sand  pine  in 

this  respect. 

Studies  still  under  way,  however,  hint  that 

in  the  long  run  sand  pine  may  be  more  desir- 
able than  slash  for  sandhills  planting  where 

nutrient  deficiencies  are  critical  or  where  re- 

moval of  vegetative  competition  is  deemed 
uneconomical. 

Direct  Seeding  the  Southern  Pines 

Reliability  in  the  direct  seeding  of  southern 

pines,  long  a  dream  of  foresters,  has  recently 
been  transformed  by  research  into  a  broadly 
applicable  actuality. 

Essentially,  direct  seeding  is  the  sowing  of 
viable  seeds  on  potential  forest  sites  in  such 
amounts  and  at  such  times  that  germination 
of  the  seed  in  place  will  provide  an  adequately 

stocked  stand.  Achieving  this  aim  economi- 

cally requires  preparation  of  some  sites,  ac- 
curate placement  of  minimum  necessary  num- 

ber of  seeds,  and  protection  of  seeds  and  seed- 
lings from  subsequent  mishaps  or  predation. 

Despite  its  deceptive  appearance  of  simpli- 
city, direct  seeding  requires  more  technical 

know-how  for  consistent  success  than  does 

planting  of  high-quality  nursery  stock.  Experi- 
ence gained  from  failures  has  led  to  later  suc- 

years  old.   The  stand  was  burned  for  brown  spot  control 
een  protected  from  wildfires  and  excessive  grazing. 
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cesses  or  to  recognition  of  situations  where 
failure  is  probable  and  planting  is  preferable 

to  seeding.  Nearly  all  foresters  with  experi- 
mental or  pilot-plant  experience  in  direct  seed- 

ing the  southern  pines  met  at  Duke  University 

in  April  1959  to  pool  their  knowledge.  Partici- 
pants from  the  Southern  Station  discussed  pre- 

liminary cold  stratification,  repellent  seed  coat- 
ings, season  of  year  for  sowing,  and  rate  at 

which  to  sow  the  4  major  southern  pines.  Com- 
plete details  may  be  found  on  pages  52-59, 

114-118,  120-128  of  the  1959  Proceedings,  Di- 
rect Seeding  Symposium,  published  by  Duke 

University. 

Direct  Seeding  in  Louisiana 

Direct  seeding  has  been  especially  appealing 

to  owners  of  Louisiana's  cutover  longleaf  lands, 
where  natural  seed  supply  is  usually  inade- 

quate and  where  planting  of  longleaf  has  met 

poor  success.  For  a  number  of  reasons,  long- 
leaf  has  been  the  easiest  of  the  pines  to  seed, 

though  it  is  the  most  difficult  to  plant  success- 
fully. Thus,  its  adaptability  to  direct  seeding 

has  tended  to  reverse  the  trend  away  from  the 
use  of  longleaf  in  reforestation,.  Eleven  years 
of  research  on  this  species  are  summarized  in 

Occasional  Paper  171,  Guidelines  for  direct- 
seeding  longleaf  pine. 

The  first  big  upsurge  in  direct  seeding  took 
place  in  1955,  when  effective  bird  repellents 
were  introduced.  Although  isolated  successes 
were  on  record  before  this  date,  bird  protection 
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Figure  6. — Acreage  reforested  annually  in  Louisiana 
by  planting  and  direct  seeding  of 

pines. 
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Figure  7. — The  adaptation  of  aircraft  for  the  si 
ing  of  pine  has  greatly  increased 
acreage  sown  in  recent  years.  L 
planes  operating  from  improv 
landing  strips  can  seed  1,500  acri 
day. 

was  achieved  only  by  cumbersome  shotgun 
trols,  which  were  expensive  and  not  alw 
effective.  The  next  significant  gain  was 

1957,  when  loblolly  and  slash  pine  were  f 
successfully  seeded  on  a  broad  scale.  In  1{ 

the  acreage  seeded  amounted  to  about  40  } 
cent  of  the  Louisiana  acreage  planted  and 
1959  it  will  be  70  percent  or  more.  Since  1{ 
landowners  in  this  State  have  sown  more  t! 

180,000  acres,  much  of  it  from  the  air. 

Intensive  studies  over  the  past  five  yt 

have  verified  the  reliability  of  anthraquin 
and  Arasan  compounds  as  bird  repellents 
use  in   direct   seeding  longleaf,   loblolly,   , 
slash  pine.    They   also   have   shown  that 
amount  of  anthraquinone  for  a  given  wei 

of  seed  can  be  reduced  from  25  percent  tc 
percent,   and   that   the   amount   of  Arasar 
can  be  lowered  from  15  to  10  percent.    Tr 

percents  mean  15  pounds  of  anthraquinont 

10  pounds  of  Arasan-75  for  100  pounds  of 
stratified   seed.    Arasan,   which   contains 

active  chemical   (thiram)   per  unit  of  we: 

than  Arasan-75,  should  still  be  applied  at 
rate  of  15  pounds  per  100  pounds  of  seed.  I 
Arasan  and  Arasan-75  also  have  some  ra 

and  rodent  repellency.    If  populations  of  s 
animals  are  high,  an  additional  rodent  repel 
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ay  have  to  be  added  to  the  Arasans;  the  in- 

cticide  endrin  has  proven  satisfactory  in  cen- 
al  Louisiana. 

Recommended  rates  of  application  and  de- 

ils  of  formulation  for  bird-repellent  chemi- 

ls  are  discussed  on  pages  40,  44-45  of  Forests 

id  People  for  the  fourth  quarter  of  1959  and 
Southern  Forestry  Notes  123. 

To  augment  the  information  on  loblolly  seed- 

g,  an  examination  was  made  of  18  separate 

eas  sown  by  10  Louisiana  companies  in  the 
inter  of  1957-58.  Total  acreage  was  5,900. 
ainfall  in  1958  was  well  distributed,  and 

irvival  late  in  the  first  growing  season  was 

gh  on  nearly  all  areas.  Marginal  stocking 

:curred  only  on  heavily  grazed  sites,  on 

ashed  slopes,  and  on  areas  disked  so  late  in 

ie  year  that  considerable  seed  was  lost  from 

Iting  or  flooding.  The  survey  clearly  indi- 
ied  direct  seeding  of  loblolly  to  be  ready 

r  widespread  commercial  application.  It  also 

towed  that  greater  care  should  have  been 

ken  to  avoid  sites  so  adverse  that  even  plant- 

g  would  have  been  difficult.  From  data  col- 
lected on  about  half  the  seeding  projects,  it 

ppears  that  seeding  can  be  done  for  about 

;.50  per  acre  on  disked  or  furrowed  sites  and 

jr  about  $5.00  per  acre  where  mechanical  site 

Separation  can  be  dispensed  with. 

fIn  central  Louisiana  it  is  best  to  sow  with 
ratified  loblolly  seed  early  in  February, 
frien  an  appropriate  sticker  is  used,  a  blend 

*  15  pounds  of  Arasan  plus  2  pounds  of  wet- 
ble  endrin  per  100  pounds  of  seed  makes  a 

pd  repellent  coating. 

As  a   general   rule,   chances   for   successful 

:rect  seeding  of  loblolly  are  poor  on  sites  too 

ifvere  for  planting,   as  are  chances  on  deep, 
?arse  sands.    Furrowing  or  disking  between 

fly   and   October    of   the    preceding   year    is 
:ually  necessary  to  assure  first-year  survival 

here  grasses  are  abundant.    Delaying  the  re- 
]}val  of  hardwoods  beyond  the  first  summer 
hazardous  because  overtopped  seedlings  are 
thrifty  and  die  quickly  in  dry  weather. 

Landowners  interested  in  direct  seeding  lob- 
ily  are  referred  to  pages  22,  30-32  of  Forests 
d  People  for  the  first  quarter  of  1959. 

rect  Seeding  in  North  Mississippi 

Direct  seeding  of  stratified  loblolly  pine  on 

scrub-hardwood  ridges  has  met  with  some  suc- 
cess in  north  Mississippi.  Untreated  seeds  and 

seeds  coated  with  the  recommended  Arasan-75 
and  endrin  in  a  latex  sticker  were  sown  at  the 
recommended  rates  on  burned  and  unburned 

upland  ridges.  Stocking  at  the  end  of  the  year 
was  unsatisfactory  (only  700  seedlings  per 
acre  from  12,700  viable  seed),  and  neither  site 

nor  seed  treatment  materially  improved  the 
catch  in  this  particular  year.  Nevertheless, 

exposing  a  mineral  seedbed  and  sowing  repel- 
lent-treated seeds  are  recommended  as  reason- 

ably inexpensive  measures  likely  to  improve 
the  catch  where  birds  and  rodents  may  be 
numerous.  A  fuller  report  is  given  on  page  6 
of  the  October  1959  issue  of  Mississippi  Farm 
Research. 

Direct  Seeding   in  Central  Tennessee 

On  the  Cumberland  Plateau  of  central  Ten- 

nessee broadcast  sowing  of  repellent-treated 
loblolly,  shortleaf,  and  Virginia  pines  on  pre- 

pared sites  is  facilitating  the  conversion  of  low- 
value  hardwood  stands  to  pine. 

December  or  January  dates  of  sowing  have 
proved  better  than  March;  either  disking  or 
burning  seems  better  than  no  site  preparation; 
and  repellent  treatment  of  seed  has  sometimes 
increased  catch  by  more  than  60  percent. 

When  about  14,000  full  seeds  were  sown  per 
acre  on  disked  land  in  December  or  January, 

more  than  4,000  seedlings  per  acre  were  estab- 
lished at  the  end  of  the  first  year  with  about 

90  percent  of  milacres  stocked.  The  pattern 
was  much  the  same  for  all  three  species.  Seeds 
were  unstratified  but  coated  with  Arasan  and 
endrin  in  a  latex  sticker.  More  information  can 

be  found  on  page  224  of  the  December  15,  1959, 
issue  of  Southern  Lumberman. 

In  the  same  general  area,  loblolly  and  short- 
leaf  pine  nursery  stock  attained  twice  the 
height  one  year  after  outplanting  as  pines  of 
the  same  species  did  two  years  after  direct 
seeding.  Both  the  seeded  and  the  planted  stock 
were  the  same  age  from  seed  at  the  time  of 

comparison.  Survival  for  all  trees  was  in  ex- 
cess of  90  percent,  as  explained  in  Southern 

Forestry  Notes  123. 

Furrow  Seeding  in  Alabama 

A  promising  new  way  of  establishing  a  pine 
stand  at  reduced  costs  has  been  developed  in 
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Figure  8. — The  H-C  Furrow  Seede 
was  developed  jointly  q 

Hudson  of  Contairi&t 
Corporation  and  Croke 
of  the  U.  S.  Forest  Serf 
ice.  It  is  coupled  wim 
a  conventional  fireplou 
and  prepares  the  ground 
sows  seeds  in  rows,  an 

lightly  packs  soil  ove 
them  —  all  in  a  singl 

pass. 

south  Alabama.  The  technique — furrow  seed- 

ing— combines  site  preparation  and  row  seed- 
ing into  a  one-man,  one-trip  operation.  Repel- 

lent-treated seeds  are  sown  at  any  desired 
spacing  on  a  specially  prepared  seedbed. 

The  seeder  is  attached  to  a  3-point-hitch 
fireplow,  which  skims  the  debris  and  grass 
away  but  moves  very  little  soil.  The  machine 
then  prepares  a  seedbed  on  the  cleared  surface, 
drops  the  seeds,  and  gently  presses  them  into 
the  soil.  A  major  benefit  is  the  placement  of 

seeds  (and  hence  of  resulting  trees)  in  well- 

spaced,  uncrowded  rows.  Also,  seed  is  con- 
served, fire  protection  is  facilitated,  and 

growth  and  survival  of  the  trees  are  improved 
by  the  elimination  of  grasses  and  other  ground 
vegetation. 

Results  from  furrow-seeding  studies  are  en- 
couraging, particularly  from  those  involving 

longleaf  pine.  Costs  of  around  $5.00  per  acre 
for  the  entire  operation  are  reported  on  pages 

108-109  of  the  September  1959  issue  of  Ala- 
bama Forest  Products. 

In  the  pinehills  of  south  Alabama  and  west 

Florida,  pines  established  by  direct  seeding 
have  grown  at  about  the  same  rate  as  trans- 

planted nursery  stock.  After  two  growing 
seasons  in  the  field,  seeded  slash,  loblolly,  and 

shortleaf  pines  were  two-thirds  as  tall  as  pinei 
of  the  same  species  planted  at  the  same  time  ok 
adjacent  plots.  Since  the  planted  stock  wa 
3  growing  seasons  from  seed  and  the  seedei 
stock  was  2,  average  periodic  annual  growt 

was  about  the  same.  This  study  is  describe' 
in  Southern  Forestry  Notes  122. 

^■>?  ̂ m 

Figure  9. — Planted  (left)  and  seeded  (right)  slat 

pine,    after    two    growing    seasons  •• 
the  field  in  south  Alabama.   The  tall' 
planted  seedling  also  had  a  year  in  'I nursery. 
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w  Seeding  in  Florida 

3n  the  sandhills  of  western  Florida,  experi- 
ntal  seeding  is  being  done  with  cornplanters 

dified  to  drop  and  pack  repellent-coated 
e  seeds  into  tiny  drills  at  pre-set  intervals. 
e  machines  were  adapted  for  cleared  sandy 

is  by  the  St.  Joe  Paper  Company,  in  cooper- 
Dn  with  the  U.  S.  Forest  Service,  from 

lier  models  developed  by  the  Crosby  Chem- 
l  Company  in  central  Louisiana. 

aflft^ 
i  are 10. — The  St.  Joe  seeder  leaves  the  seed 

slightly  covered  or  firmly  pressed 
into  the  ground.  The  machine  is  de- 

signed for  well-prepared,  sandy  sites. 

Low  seeding  has  the  same  advantages  as 
irow  seeding.  Costs  on  cleared  sandhill  sites 
e  been  $4  to  $6  per  acre,  approximately 
E  those  of  planting.  Experience  in  the  row 
iing  of  longleaf,  slash,  loblolly,  and  sand 

jes  is  described  on  pages  8,  12,  and  16  of  the 
est  Farmer  for  February  1959. 

doing  Stimulates  Longleaf  Seedling  Growth 
In  Alabama 

)n  a  sandy  soil  in  south  Alabama,  scalping 
■  before  seedfall  increased  seven-fold  the 

inber  of  longleaf  seedlings  making  active 

tght  growth  3  years  later.  Eighty-six  per- 
et  of  the  milacres  on  scalped   areas   were 

stocked  with  3-year-old  longleaf  seedlings,  as 
compared  with  36  percent  where  grass  and 
other  herbaceous  vegetation  had  been  left.  On 
scalped  sites,  60  percent  of  the  stocked  milacres 
had  at  least  1  seedling  in  height  growth,  as 
compared  to  20  percent  on  the  unscalped  sites. 
This  is  reported  in  Southern  Forestry  Notes 
121. 

Site  Preparation  in  East  Texas 

Benefits  from  preplanting  site  preparation 
and  later  cultivation  were  not  significant  in  a 
Texas  test  that  encountered  a  better-than 

average  growing  season.  Furrowing,  tandem 
disking,  flatbreaking,  and  no  site  preparation 
were  compared  on  burned  and  unburned 

blocks.  As  indicated  on  pages  20-21  of  Tree 

Planters'  Notes  36,  survival  and  growth  of  the 
planted  loblolly  pine  were  relatively  good, 
even  on  untreated  check  areas. 

Different  results  were  obtained  a  year 
earlier,  during  a  growing  season  with  ample 
but  poorly  distributed  rainfall.  During  three 
dry  periods  of  from  27  to  36  days,  loblolly 
seedlings  planted  in  a  middlebuster  furrow 

suffered  46  percent  first-year  mortality,  while 
those  without  any  site  preparation  suffered 
69  percent.  Details  can  be  found  in  Southern 
Forestry  Notes  124. 

Late  Release  Pays  Off  With  Mississippi  Pines 

Although  release  immediately  after  under- 
planting  is  preferable,  release  postponed  as 
long  as  eight  years  after  planting  is  still  very 
effective  in  stimulating  growth  of  loblolly 

pines.  In  north-central  Mississippi  diameter 
growth  of  released  pine  was  2V6  times  and 
height  growth  Wi  times  that  of  unreleased 

pine  during  the  ten-year  period  following  re- 
lease. 

The  same  study  also  showed  that  chemical 

treatment  is  not  always  necessary  to  kill  un- 
wanted hardwoods,  although  it  reduces  sprout- 

ing from  trees  less  than  12  inches  in  diameter. 
On  dry  ridges  and  upper  slopes,  blackjack  oak, 
post  oak,  southern  red  oak,  black  oak,  and 
hickories  are  more  cheaply  and  effectively 

killed  with  single-hack  frill  girdles  than  by 
the  Ammate-in-notch  system  of  chemical  treat- 

ment. Sprouts  usually  will  not  compete  seri- 

ously with  well-established  advance  pine  re- 
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production,  either  natural  or  planted,  on  these 
sites.  If  release  is  delayed  several  years,  the 
underplanted  pines  may  suffer  more  damage 
from  the  falling  overstory  than  if  they  had 
been  released  when  planted. 

The  treatments,  their  costs,  and  the  results 

are  fully  discussed  on  pages  3-4  of  the  October 
1959  issue  of  Mississippi  Farm  Research. 
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Figui'e  11. — Underplanted  loblolly  pine  responds 
well  to  release  in  Mississippi.  Top 
view  shows  8-year-old  pines  being 
released  from  overtopping  hill  hard- 

woods of  low  value.  Lower  picture 
was  made  on  same  spot  ten  years 
later:  the  pines  are  now  of  pulpwood 
size. 

jfo  'itii  Am) in  ill. 

Root  Pruning   Boosts  Longleaf  Survival 

Pruning  the  roots  of  seedlings  in  the  nurse 
bed  is  an  easy  way  of  increasing  the  survh 
of   planted    longleaf   pine.     A   single   prunir 
either  shallow  ( 3  to  4  inches  below  the  surfa 

of  the  bed )   or  deep   ( 6  to  7  inches ) ,  wheth 
done  in  June,  August,  or  November,  improv 

first-year  survival  over  that  of  unpruned  sto< 
Double  pruning  (shallow  in  June,  followed 

deep    in    November)    gave    best    survival — 
percent,    as   contrasted   to   27    percent   for 
pruning.     The    most    practical    technique    £ 
peared   to   be   a   single   deep   pruning    two 
three  months  before  lifting  time.    Roots  th 

pruned  made  little  regrowth  in  the  nursei 
the   seedlings    were    easy    to    lift,    grade,    a 

plant  by  machine;  and  survival  was  nearly 
good   as  from  double  pruning.    This  study 
reported  in  Southern  Forestry  Notes  120  a 

on  pages  15-19  of  the  June  1959  issue  of  Tr 
Planters'  Notes. 

Low  Competition  and  Longleaf  Seedling  GroM 

Response  of  seeded  longleaf  pines  to  redi 
tion  of  herbaceous  competition  and  brown  sf 
has  been  measured   in  several  tests  in  sou 

Mississippi.    Benefits  from  reduction  of  co: 

petition  appear  to  depend  on  the  severity 
competition,    a   factor   usually   determined 

soil  type  and  history  of  the  area.    Herbicic 
applied  before  seeding  appeared  less  effecti 
for    eliminating    vegetation    than    scalping 

prolonged  burning  of  heavier  fuels  such  as  lc 
or  tops. 

Brown-spot  infections  seldom  reduce  grow 
of  longleaf  during  the  first  year,  but  after  tl 
the  disease  may  be  so  severe  that  control 
essential.  Groundline  diameter  of  the  seedlir 

at  the  end  of  the  first  year  is  a  good  indical 

of  the  site's  potential  for  further  seedli 
growth  as  long  as  the  trees  remain  free 
brown  spot: 

Table  1. — Need  of  longleaf  seedlings  for  release 

Average     groundline Probable    start    of 
diameter    of    seedlings rapid     height    growth Need    for   reduction   of    competi (inches) with   no   brown   spot 

0. 10-0.20 5  to  10  years 
Competition  must  be  redu 

if  longleaf  is  to  be  regei 
ated 

.25-  .35 3  to  4  years 
Reduction  of  competition  ' 

generally  pay .40  + 

2  or  3  years 
Unprofitable    to    reduce   c< 

petition,    as    seedlings 

approaching  maximum 

growth 
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Vhen  both  competition  and  brown  spot  are 
itrolled,  rapid  height  growth  starts  in  the 
rd  growing  season.  Further  details  appear 

pages  151-153  of  the  1958  Proceedings, 
:iety  of  American  Foresters  (published  in 
i9). 

•Led  LoblolSy-Siash  Pine  Planting  In  Central 
Louisiana 

Alternate  3-row  bands  of  slash  and  loblolly 

|e  in  the  Alexander  State  Forest  near  Wood- 
rth,  Louisiana,  have  been  measured  28  years 

tr  being  planted  at  a  6-  by  8-foot  spacing  on 
loist,  well-drained  site. 

'he  plantation  has  yielded  a  total  of  42 
as  per  acre  ( including  wood  removed  in 

binning  at  age  23  years) — a  growth  rate  of 
■  cords  per  acre  per  year.  Loblolly,  which 
Ivived  slightly  better  than  slash,  accounted 
I  57  percent  of  the  yield.  The  mean  d.b.h. 
loblolly  was  11.0  inches  as  compared  with 
1  inches  for  slash,  but  slash  has  13  percent 
re  clear  length. 

•fross  periodic  annual  growth  for  the  5  years 
;owing  thinning  was  2  cords  per  acre  per 
ir,  of  which  10  percent  was  lost  through 
rtality. 

Mfferential  growth  rates  have  not  caused 
(lous  problems  in  this  stand,  but  species 
xtures  should  ordinarily  be  planted  in  bands 
Her  than  3  rows  so  that  the  less  vigorous 
(cies  will  not  have  2/3  of  their  individuals 

tject  to  greater-than-average  competition, 
ails  are  given  in  Southern  Forestry  Notes 

SILVICULTURE 

ijle-Stem  TSI  (Timber  Stand  Improvement)  in 
Arkansas 

f  a  chemical  control  for  unwanted  hard- 
ods  is  to  be  described  so  that  it  can  be  re- 

;>ly  repeated  by  others,  it  must  include  not 
iy  the  name  of  the  chemical,  but  also  its 

>nulation,  concentration  in  terms  of  acid 

•  hundred  gallons  (ahg),  and  volatility.  This 
rue  whether  application  is  by  ax  and  oil 

i,  tree  injector,  or  machine  girdler  and  back- 
;k  pump. 

Villing  and  treating  ( to  the  point  of  runoff ) 

h  12.9  pounds  ahg  of  the  low- volatile  pro- 

pylene glycol  butyl  ether  ester  of  2,  4,  5-T  gave 
rapid  and  complete  kill  of  hardwood  crowns 
on  pine  sites  in  the  Arkansas  Ozarks,  but  it 
did  not  adequately  suppress  sprouting.  Three 
growing  seasons  after  treatment,  98  percent 
of  the  crowns  of  the  white  and  black  oaks, 

hickories,  and  blackgum  were  dead,  but  45  per- 
cent of  the  treated  stems  still  had  root  sprouts 

(Southern  Forestry  Notes  120). 

When  the  chemical  was  applied  with  a  tres 

injector,  relatively  heavy  concentrations  oc 

2,  4,  5-T  in  diesel  oil  were  required  for  ade- 
quate  first-year   kill   of   hardwood   crowns   in 

■ 

j 

i*».3Sk**'.-.;-v',..-j 

Figure  12. — Tree  injectors  insert  liquid  chemicals 
just  above  the  root  crown,  where  they 
are  more  effective  than  if  placed 
higher  in  the  bole.  Injectors  have 
been  greatly  improved  since  the  first 
models  appeared  about  1930. 

the  Ouachita  Mountains  of  Arkansas.  Cull 

white  oaks  3  to  6  inches  in  d.b.h.  were  given 

as  many  evenly  distributed  jabs  at  ground  level 
as  they  had  inches  of  d.b.h.  (each  jab  injected 
V4  fluid  ounce  of  mixture ) .  At  the  end  of  the 

first  year,  crown  kills  of  59,  69,  and  89  percent 
had  been  obtained  from  concentrations  of  24, 

36,  and  44  pounds  ahg  ( the  acid  was  contained 

in  a  low-volatile  2-ethyl-hexyl  ester  of  2,  4, 
5-T).  Sprout  control  was  100  percent  by  all 
treatments. 
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Another  test  of  the  44-pound  ahg  mixture  of 
the  same  2,  4,  5-T  ester  in  the  injector  showed 
diesel  oil  to  be  a  much  better  diluent  than 

water.  Oil  mixtures  produced  98  percent  first- 
year  crown  kill,  as  compared  with  65  percent 
for  water  mixtures;  there  was  no  sprouting 
with  either  treatment.  Tree  species  and  sizes 
were  the  same  as  in  the  study  just  described. 

These  first-year  results  are  summarized  in 
Southern  Forestry  Notes  119  and  123. 

Still  in  the  Ouachitas,  three  formulations 

were  effective  on  3-  to  6-inch  white  oak  when 
applied  at  the  rate  of  one  injection  per  inch 
of  tree  diameter.  All  crowns  were  dead  two 

years  after  treatment  and  no  sprouts  were  ob- 
served. The  formulations  were  a  44-pound 

ahg  concentration  of  low-volatile  butoxy  etha- 
nol  esters  of  2,  4-D  and  2,  4,  5-T  mixed  equally; 
a  44-pound  ahg  concentration  of  low-volatile 
butoxy  ethanol  ester  of  2,  4,  5-T;  and  a  44- 
pound  ahg  concentration  of  low-volatile  2- 
ethyl-hexyl  ester  of  2,  4,  5-T — all  in  diesel  oil. 
Comparative  kills  for  these  and  6  other  treat- 

ments are  given  on  pages  123-125  of  the  1959 
Proceedings  of  the  Southern  Weed  Conference. 

Polychlorobenzoic  acid  was  recently  tested 

in  granular  form  as  a  soil  sterilant  in  the  Oua- 
chitas. It  was  applied  to  the  soil  surface,  both 

broadcast  and  around  individual  white  oak 

rootcollars.  As  reported  in  Southern  Forestry 
Notes  122,  the  chemical  had  little  or  no  effect 

on  the  oaks,  but  the  broadcast  application 
killed  practically  all  shortleaf  pines  up  to  12 
inches  d.b.h. 

Single-Stem  TSI  in  East  Texas 

Control  of  competing  vegetation,  especially 

unwanted  hardwoods,  is  essential  to  pine  re- 
generation in  east  Texas.  Some  large  areas 

with  few  or  no  valuable  trees  can  best  be 

prepared  by  broadcast,  all-stem  methods  such 
as  prescribed  fire,  foliar  sprays  from  air  or 
ground,  or  machine  clearing;  but  many  smaller 
areas  and  some  broad  ones  have  either  rela- 

tively few  undesirable  stems  per  acre,  or  nu- 
merous desirable  stems  intermingled  with  the 

undesirables,  so  that  selective  TSI  will  be 

cheaper  and  at  the  same  time  more  conserva- 
tive. 

Occasional  Paper  175  summarizes  recom- 
mendations for  selective,  single-stem  deaden- 

ing of  undesirable  tree  stems  in  east  Texas.   It 

describes  circumstances  in  which  one  of  se\ 

techniques  may  be  effective — ax  or  mac 
girdling,    and    various   chemical   formulat 
basally  applied  or  variously   introduced 
jabs,  notches,  frills,  or  girdles. 

Two  studies  reported  in  the  Journa 

Forestry  for  June  (pages  432-434)  and  Noa 
ber  ( page  851 )    1959  dealt  with  use  of  2,  4, 

Sweetgum  and  post  oak  were  girdled  b; 
or  machine,  and  some  of  the  girdles  > 

treated  with  undiluted  2,  4,  5-T  concent 

(400  pounds  ahg  concentration  of  low-vol 
propylene  glycol  butyl  ether  ester)  or  dil 
2,  4,  5-T  in  diesel  oil  ( 8  pounds  ahg  of  the  s 
ester)  to  determine  rapidity  of  crown  kill 
sprout  control.  After  two  growing  seasons 

treatments  involving  2,  4,  5-T  had  resulte 
higher  crown  kill  than  girdling  alone.  Con 

trated  and  diluted  2,  4,  5-T  killed  crc 
equally  well.  The  concentrate,  howe 
proved  to  be  a  poor  sprout  inhibitor,  while 
dilute  solution  was  very  effective. 

In  a  second  study,  the  same  low-vol 
ester  of  2,  4,  5-T  was  found  to  be  just  as  j 

for  killing  small  sweetgum  as  the  high-vol 
ester  ( pentyl  or  amyl ) ,  which  sometimes  c 
ages  nearby  agricultural  crops  through  dri: 
volatility.  This  held  true  regardless  of  whe 
the  two  were  compared  at  a  concentratio 
9.75  pounds  or  19  pounds  ahg.  Stem  kill  rai 
from  83  to  97  percent,  improving  as  concei 
tion  increased.  The  formulations  were  in  d 

oil,  and  were  applied  as  basal  sprays  du May. 

The  Winter  1959  issue  of  Down  to  E( 

page  6,  reports  early  results  from  injectio 
undiluted  2,  4-D  amine  into  post  oak  and  sv 

gum. Helicopter  for  TSI  in  Central  Tennessee 

Aerial  spraying  for  the  control  of  unwa 
hardwoods  is  advantageous  in  that  relati 
small  volumes  can  be  applied  uniformly 

large  areas,  large  hardwoods  receive  full  e 
of  spray,  and  costs  are  low.  Disadvantage 
elude  possible  drift  of  herbicides  to  sens 
cultivated  plants,  difficulty  of  reaching  vej 
tion  that  is  beneath  a  dense  high  car 
failure  to  kill  some  species,  and  risk  of  dai 
ing  small  pines.  The  season  for  aerial  app 

tion  of  herbicides — May  or  June — usually  i 
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des  with  the  time  sensitive  crop  plants  are 
;ing  grown.    State  regulations  regarding  use 
the  phytocidal  materials  must  be  observed. 

Low-grade  hardwoods  on  the  Cumberland 
ateau  were  sprayed  with  the  low-volatile 
D-octyl  ester  of  2,  4,  5-T  in  mixture  with 
esel  oil  or  water  at  a  concentration  of  60 

>unds  ahg  and  a  dosage  of  1.8  pounds  of  acid 

r  acre.  The  oil  spray,  applied  from  a  helicop- 
r,  reduced  total  crown  coverage  by  67  percent 
jter  two  growing  seasons.  When  water  was 

[e  diluent,  only  42  percent  of  the  area  was 
(leased  from  canopy  competition.  Neither 
fixture  seriously  harmed  scattered  native 

nes.  The  trials,  reported  in  Southern  For- 
try  Notes  124,  were  on  a  600-acre  tract  be- 
nging  to  the  Hiwassee  Land  Company. 

xed-Wing  Craft  for  TSI  in  Southwest  Louisiana 

Seven  herbicidal  mixtures  applied  by  air- 
ane  were  compared  in  southwest  Louisiana 
r  the  U.  S.  Agricultural  Research  Service  in 
operation  with  Louisiana  State  University 
id  the  U.  S.  Forest  Service.  The  most  effec- 

|/e  was  the  low-volatile  butoxy  ethanol  ester 
!  2,4, 5-T  at  a  concentration  of  40  pounds  ahg 
n  oil- water  emulsion )  and  a  dosage  of  2 
»unds  of  acid  per  acre.  Fourteen  months  after 
|>plication,  it  had  controlled  blackjack  oak, 

f>st  oak,  black  oak,  and  sweetgum;  had  a- 
'lieved  partial  to  good  kill  of  red  oak  and 
jackgum;  and  had  partially  killed  hickory  and 
hite  oaks.  Red  maple  and  water  oak  were  not 
fectively  controlled. 

The  low- volatile  propylene  glycol  butyl  ether 
ter  of  silvex,  at  the  same  concentration  and 

isage  per  acre,  ranked  second.  It  equalled  the 
ter  of  2,4, 5-T  on  blackjack  oak,  post  oak,  red 
k,  and  hickory,  but  was  less  effective  on 
feetgum,  blackgum,  white  oak,  and  black  oak. 

mine  salt  formulations  of  2,4,5-T,  silvex,  and 
(2,  4-DP)  were  inferior  to  the  ester  formu- 
tions. 

The  herbicides  were  more  effective  on  ridges 
Id  slopes  than  in  creek  bottoms,  because  the 

ore  susceptible  species  are  commonly  found 
i  ridges  and  the  more  resistant  species  in 
attorns.  Few  hardwoods  sprouted,  and  herbi- 
dal  damage  to  pines  was  negligible.  A  com- 
ete  report  appears  in  Weeds,  October  1959, 
iges   463-469.     Recommendations    based    on 

this  and  other  studies  are  given  on  pages  20-21 
and  46  of  Forests  and  People,  Second  Quarter, 
1959. 

Tree  Injector  Trials  in  Louisiana 

In  other  Louisiana  tests,  several  species  of 
southern  upland  hardwoods  were  injected  with 

low-volatile  2,4,5-T  ester  in  diesel  oil;  concen- 
trations ranged  from  12  pounds  ahg  to  32 

pounds  ahg.  Trees  of  susceptible  species,  if  no 
more  than  9  inches  in  d.b.h.,  usually  died 
within  a  few  months,  larger  trees  within  two 
years.  The  test  indicated  that  injections  should 
be  spaced  2  inches  apart  (edge  to  edge  around 
the  trunk  near  the  groundline)  for  red,  post, 
blackjack,  and  white  oaks  under  9  inches  in 
diameter.  This  corresponds  roughly  to  1 
groundline  jab  per  inch  of  d.b.h.  For  trees  of 
these  species  larger  than  9  inches,  the  2-inch 
separation  should  be  reduced  to  1  inch,  or  the 
concentration  increased.  For  hard-to-kill 

species  such  as  sweetgum,  blackgum,  elm,  wil- 
low, water  oak,  and  hickory,  the  injections 

should  be  spaced  1  inch  apart  for  stems  under 
9  inches  and  V2  inch  apart  for  larger  trees. 
More  information  as  to  methodology  and  costs 

can  be  found  on  pages  31,  42-43  of  Forests  and 
People  for  the  third  quarter  of  1959. 

Complete  Cambium  Severance  Necessary  in 
Delta  TS! 

When  cull  bottom-land  hardwoods  are  being 
deadened,  frills  or  girdles  must  be  complete. 
Even  though  a  chemical  is  poured  into  the  cut, 
the  tree  may  survive  if  any  of  the  cambium 
has  been  left  unsevered. 

Beech  trees  were  encircled  with  six  equally 

spaced  cuts  made  with  a  lV^-inch  wood  chisel. 
One  cut  on  each  tree  was  given  no  chemical. 

The  other  five  were  dosed  with  2,4,5-T  in  mix- 
ture with  water,  No.  1  diesel  fuel,  or  one  of 

three  trademarked  herbicidal  oils.  Treatments 

were  applied  in  April,  August,  and  December. 
After  a  year,  the  cambium  was  dead  for  only 
0.165  inch  on  each  side  of  cuts  made  in  April 

and  dosed  with  2,4,5-T  in  diesel  oil.  All  other 
treatments  showed  less  lateral  kill  of  the  cam- 

bium. This  study — reported  in  Southern  For- 
estry Notes  119 —  reinforces  what  many  prac- 
ticing foresters  have  observed:  2,4,5-T  is  no 

cure  for  sloppy  ax  work. 
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Girdling  as  Good  as  Felling  in  Alabama  Loblolly 
Pine  Release 

In  terms  of  the  survival  and  growth  of  the 
released  pines,  it  appears  to  make  no  difference 
whether  the  hardwood  overstory  is  felled  or 
girdled.  Near  Birmingham,  Alabama,  survival 
of  loblolly  pine  seedlings  3  years  after  planting 
was  90  percent  under  girdled  oaks,  94  percent 
where  the  oaks  had  been  felled,  and  27  percent 
under  living  oaks.  Total  heights  of  the  pines 
after  3  years  in  the  field  were  7.5  feet,  7.7  feet, 
and  1.7  feet  respectively.    During  the  growing 

season,  soil  moisture  in  the  upper  18  inche 
the  profile  was  more  abundant  on  rele; 
areas  than  on  unreleased  ones,  but  the  mel 
of  release  did  not  affect  soil  moisture.  Tl 

results  are  reported  in  Southern  Forestry  N 
122. 

Silviculture  of  Non-Mountain  Hardwoods  in 

South 

Hardwoods  make  up  half  the  forest  are 
the  South  and  more  than  half  of  the  t 
timber  volume.  Southern  hardwoods  have  i 

Figure  13. — These  pictures  illus 
the   four   main   typt 
southern      non-mouv 
hardwood  sites:  the  ; 

plains    of    major    ri 
swamps;     creek 
stream      bottoms     i 
spersed    through    p 
sites;    and    certain 
upland  soils,  notabh 
loessial  bluffs  east  o 
Mississippi  River. 
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ed  at  least  60  percent  of  the  national  hard- 
K)d  demand  for  nearly  50  years,  or  about  15 
rcent  of  the  total  sawtimber  production  of 

United  States.  They  now  provide  40  per- 
it  of  the  total  timber  cut  of  the  South. 

Many  hardwood  sites  are  capable  of  growing 
)  to  400  board  feet  per  acre  annually  under 

•eful  management,  and  some  even  more, 
sic  to  successful  management  is  protection 

im  fire,  grazing,  and  uncontrolled  cutting, 
moving  or  deadening  the  culls  and  weed 
es  will  usually  release  the  commercially 
luable  trees  or  secure  reproduction  where 
is  needed.  Trees  to  be  harvested  should  be 

•efully  selected  from  among  those  past  their 
ik  value  growth.  Those  capable  of  continu- 
[  rapid  increase  in  volume  or  value  should 
left  for  some  future  harvest.  Hardwood  sil- 
ulture  is  primarily  sawlog  silviculture  aimed 

growing  large,  relatively  defect-free  special 
)ducts  with  very  high  potential  value.  A 

istantly  growing  market  for  hardwood  pulp- 
od  is  making  intensive  management  of  hard- 
od  stands  increasingly  practicable. 

rhe  likelihood  of  a  strong  and   continuing 

demand  for  quality  hardwoods  means  that  it 

will  pay  landowners  to  protect  and  manage 
hardwoods  growing  on  suitable  sites.  A  brief 
discussion  of  the  essential  steps  to  take  in 
placing  such  stands  under  management  can  be 
found  on  pages  6-8,  18-19  of  the  June  1959 
Forest  Farmer,  on  pages  10-12,  18  of  the  July 
1959  Forest  Farmer,  on  pages  10-11  of  the  May 
1959  issue  of  Mississippi  Farmer,  and  in  Occa- 

sional Paper  169. 

Pruning  Cottonwood 

Early  pruning  may  be  desirable  to  assure 

high-quality  lumber  and  veneer  from  cotton- 
wood  trees.  Preliminary  studies  in  the  Mis- 

sissippi Delta  suggest  that  pruning  should  not 
reduce  the  live  crown  to  less  than  one-half  the 

total  height  of  the  tree.  Most  wounds  origina- 
ting from  branches  2V2  inches  in  diameter  or 

less  will  probably  heal  within  two  growing 

seasons — before  rot  and  insects  are  likely  to 
cause  serious  trouble.  Wounds  made  by  the 
pruning  of  dead  branches  heal  just  as  quickly 
as  live-branch  wounds.  More  information  can 

be  found  on  pages  28-29  of  the  April  15,  1959, 
issue  of  the  Southern  Lumberman. 

ure  14. — Open-grown  cottonwoods  should  be  pruned  at  an  early  age  for  the  future  production  of  high- 
grade  lumber  or  veneer.  Left:  Lower  limbs  still  persist  on  these  5-year-old  trees;  natural 
pruning  will  not  occur  for  some  years.  Right:  When  they  were  3  years  old,  these  trees  were 
pruned  to  a  height  of  10  feet. 
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Fertilizer  Stimulates  Loblolly  Diameter  Growth 
In  Southern  Arkansas 

In  the  spring  of  1954,  six  fertilizer  treat- 

ments were  applied  to  4-  to  8-year-old  loblolly- 
pine  plantations  on  average  and  above-average 
sites  in  southern  Arkansas.  Height  growth  was 

not  affected  by  any  treatment  tested,  but 

diameter  growth  was  stimulated  for  two  grow- 
ing seasons  by  a  single  application  that  added 

at  least  100  pounds  of  elemental  nitrogen  per 
acre.  During  the  second  year  after  application 
but  not  during  the  first,  300  pounds  of  nitrogen 

per  acre  gave  better  growth  than  100  pounds. 
The  addition  of  phosphorus,  potassium,  or 

minor  elements  did  not  stimulate  growth  sig- 
nificantly more  than  did  nitrogen  alone. 

Foliar  analysis  showed  that  the  3  elements 

were  picked  up  from  fertilizers — the  nitrogen 
in  proportion  to  the  quantity  applied.  Total 

five-year  diameter  growth  increase  due  to  fer- 
tilizer was  about  10  percent  for  a  single  appli- 
cation of  100  pounds  of  nitrogen  per  acre.  On 

the  site  in  question,  and  in  view  of  present 

prices  for  fertilizer  and  for  wood,  this  treat- 
ment would  not  be  economically  attractive  to 

most  landowners.  See  the  Journal  of  Forestry, 

November  1959,  pages  812-816. 

Controlling  Soil   Moisture   in  Studies  of  Forest- 
Tree-Water  Relationships 

Various  techniques  for  controlling  soil  mois- 
ture have  been  used  or  devised  in  studies  of 

the  behavior  of  forest  trees  too  large  to  be 
handled  in  greenhouses.  These  range  from 
simple  sprinkler  or  ditch  irrigation  systems 
(which  merely  set  a  lower  limit  after  which 
moisture  will  be  added )  to  sheltered  lysimeters 
or  large  containers  whose  fluctuation  in  weight 

allows  evapo-transpiration  to  be  estimated. 

In  many  types  of  large-tree  studies  there  are 
advantages  to  using  small  sheds  built  around 
the  stems  and  beneath  the  crowns  of  naturally 
growing  trees,  with  collars  to  divert  stem  flow, 
with  trenches  to  restrict  lateral  water  move- 

ment or  root  extension,  with  resistance-units 
to  measure  soil  moisture,  and  with  hoses  to 
supply  measured  water.  A  discussion  of  these 
techniques,  along  with  problems  encountered 
in  south  Arkansas  and  ways  of  overcoming 

them,  occurs  on  pages  12-19  of  the  1958  Pro- 
ceedings of  the  First  North  American  Forest 

Soils  Conference,  published  in  1959  by  Mi( 
gan  State  University. 

Soil-Moisture  Trends  in  Texas  Post  Oak  Sta 

Soil-moisture  trends  were  recorded  for  1 

growing  seasons  under  undisturbed,  thinr 
and  cleared  post  oak  stands  on  Susqueh 

na-like  soils  in  Robertson  County,  Tej 
Throughout  most  of  the  test,  the  moisture  c 
tent  of  the  upper  two  feet  was  highest  in 
cleared,  intermediate  in  the  thinned,  and  1< 
est  in  the  undisturbed  areas.  Most  of  the  i 

ference  occurred  in  the  12-  to  24-inch  zont 

Either  grass  or  trees  could  exhaust  availa 
moisture  from  the  entire  upper  24  inches 
the  soil  profile  during  protracted  droug] 
Trees  withdrew  water  from  the  0-  to  12-ii 

depth  and  the  12-  to  24-inch  depth  simulta 
ously;  grasses  tended  to  exhaust  the  up 
depth  before  making  substantial  withdraw 
from  the  12-  to  24-inch  level. 

Daily  depletion  rates  were  greatest  dur 

the  growing  season — about  0.2  inch  per  i 
for  both  grass  and  tree  vegetation.  In 
winter,  the  wooded  plots  lost  moisture  at  n 
of  0.04  to  0.05  inch  daily,  in  contrast  to  ( 
to  0.02  inch  for  the  cleared  plots.  Details 

this  study  appear  in  Occasional  Paper  161 

Sweetgum  Soil-Site  Index 

The  site  index  of  sweetgum  on  alluvial  s 
in  the  Midsouth  can  be  successfully  predic 

from  knowledge  of  two  quantitative  soil  : 

tors —  the  percent  of  clay  in  the  3-  to  4-i 
depth,  and  the  pounds  of  exchangeable  pota 
um  per  acre  in  the  same  zone. 

Site  index  of  "natural  levee"  soils  avera 
100  feet  and  tended  to  be  better  than  the  in] 

for  slack-water  soils,  which  was  90  f 
Ranked  in  decreasing  order  from  best  to  p< 
est,  the  principal  soils  of  the  Delta  which  j 
duce  sweetgum  are :  Commerce,  Robinsonvi 
Collins,  Falaya,  Dundee,  Bowdre,  Forestd 
Tunica,  Alligator,  and  Sharkey.  Sloping 
ridge  sites  have  higher  site  indices  than  It 
or  flat  sites.  This  is  especially  true  of  the  fi 
textured  and  more  slowly  permeable  soils, 

the  medium-  and  coarse-textured  soils,  the 
herently  moist  sites  are  best. 

Occasional  Paper  176  permits  estimatior 
sweetgum  site  index  by  measuring  the  pro] 
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gure  15. — These  curves  indicate  expectable 
heights  of  sweetgum  trees  at  various 
ages  on  sites  of  various  quality. 

>n  or  amount  of  clay  and  exchangeable  potas- 
jim  per  acre.  It  also  gives  mean  site  index  for 
irious  soil  series  and  contains  a  simple  key  for 

itimating  site  index  from  soil  texture,  drain- 
e,  and  impedence  to  root  growth. 

irdwoods   Recovering    From    Drought 

'Observations  throughout  the  Midsouth  hard- 
Sod  region  indicate  that  dieback  and  mortal- 
I  resulting  directly  or  indirectly  from  the 
'52-56  drought  have  ended.  After  the  ample 
Id  well-distributed  rains  of  1957  and  1958, 
nich  recharged  soil  moisture  for  the  first 

'ne  in  5  years,  very  little  additional  mortality 
Id  no  new  dieback  has  been  seen.  Live  limbs 

low  dead  tops  show  renewed  vigor,  an  indi- 

Jtion  that  the  effects  of  the  drought  have 
lally  halted.  The  apparent  cessation  of  dam- 
ie  (as  reported  in  Southern  Forestry  Notes 
9)  should  allay  the  anxiety  of  forest  owners 

'■  to  whether  continued  management  of  hard- 
pods  is  feasible. 

Inundation    Damage  to   Upland    Hardwoods   and 
Loblolly  Pine  Seedlings 

Yellow-poplar  suffered  the  greatest  mortal- 
ity of  six  upland  hardwood  species  whose  root 

crowns  were  flooded  during  the  summer  of 

1958  by  a  detention  reservoir  near  Oxford,  Mis- 

sissippi. All  yellow-poplars  that  were  flooded 
for  as  long  as  19  days  died,  and  those  flooded 
for  as  long  as  10  days  were  damaged.  Sixty 
percent  of  the  red  oak  and  62  percent  of  the 
white  oak  died  when  flooded  for  as  long  as  21 
days.  All  of  the  blackgum,  86  percent  of  the 
sweetgum,  and  73  percent  of  the  red  maple 
survived  after  being  inundated  for  at  least  21 
days.  More  details  can  be  found  in  Southern 
Forestry  Notes  123. 

Potted  1-0  loblolly  pine  seedlings  success- 
fully survived  15  days  of  complete  submer- 
gence during  both  dormant  and  growing  sea- 
sons. Three  months  after  they  were  taken 

from  the  water,  seedlings  inundated  in  Febru- 
ary for  periods  of  2,  5,  10,  and  15  days  had 

survivals  ranging  from  80  to  100  percent.  Sur- 
vival of  seedlings  inundated  in  May  for  like 

periods  of  time  ranged  from  75  to  100  percent. 
Additional  information  is  given  on  page  13  of 

Tree  Planters'  Notes  36. 

MENSURATION 

Growth  of  Four  Southern  Pines  in  West  Tennessee 

Comparisons  of  pine  plantations  on  a  Loring 
silt  loam  soil  near  Jackson,  Tennessee,  showed 

mean  annual  increment  per  acre  after  29  grow- 
ing seasons  to  be  1.5  cords  for  loblolly,  1.3 

for  longleaf,  1.0  for  shortleaf,  and  1.2  for  slash. 
Respective  basal  areas  were  178,  143,  158,  and 

156  square  feet;  average  diameters  of  the  mer- 
chantable trees  were  7.3,  8.6,  6.3,  and  8.4 

inches.  Loblolly  pine,  despite  overstocking,  has 
substantially  outperformed  shortleaf,  the  only 

pine  native  to  the  area.  While  their  perform- 
ance justifies  additional  tests,  neither  slash  nor 

longleaf  can  presently  be  recommended  in  this 
area  because  of  their  poor  survival  in  other 
studies  and  the  hazards  of  snow  and  glaze. 

Further  information  on  these  unthinned  plan- 
tations is  given  in  the  Journal  of  Forestry  for 

September  1959,  pages  661-662. 
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Cypress  Sawtimber  Growth   in   North  Mississippi 

At  85  years  of  age,  a  4-acre  baldcypress  stand 
near  Abbeville,  Mississippi,  has  produced  an 

average  of  52,000  board  feet  ( International  Va- 
inch)  per  acre.  The  average  crop  tree  is  18 
inches  in  d.b.h.  and  112  feet  tall.  It  has  70 

feet  of  bole  free  of  live  limbs,  a  merchantable 

length  of  84  feet,  and  a  form  class  of  81.  Addi- 
tional details  on  this  stand  appear  on  pages 

144-145  of  the  December  15,  1959,  issue  of  the 
Southern  Lumberman. 

Exotic  Incense  Cedar  Shows  Unusual  Growth 

A  93-year-old  incense  cedar  (Libocedrus  de- 
currens)  in  north  Mississippi  is  now  42  inches 
in  d.b.h.  and  was  nearly  100  feet  tall  when 
lightning  killed  the  upper  15  feet  a  few  years 

ago. 

Although  the  tree  was  planted  as  an  orna- 
mental, the  fact  that  it  attained  such  dimen- 

sions in  a  relatively  short  period  and  is  thriving 

in  this  climate  probably  warrants  further  in- 
vestigation. In  its  native  habitat  (western 

U.S.),  smaller  diameters  and  heights  are  com- 
mon even  among  200-year-old  specimens.  Fur- 
ther information  appears  on  page  124  of  the 

December  15,  1959,  Southern  Lumberman. 

Tapes  and  Clinometers  for  Point-Sampling 

Specifications  for  a  special  99-foot  tape 
a  special  secant  scale  for  a  clinometer  1 
been  developed  by  the  Southern  Station  tc 

cilitate  point-  and  line-sampling,  and  the 
vices  are  now  being  commercially  manu 
tured.. 

These  instruments  facilitate  point-samp 
by  eliminating  the  need  for  slope  compensa 
in  the  field.  Prisms  need  not  be  tilted — t 

on  a  slope  are  gaged  just  as  though  they  \ 
on  the  level,  with  doubtful  trees  checkec 

stretching  the  special  tape  parallel  to 

ground  from  point  to  heartcenter  of  the  1 
If  tree  d.b.h.  in  inches  and  tenths  is  larger  1 
the  number  read  from  the  tape  at  the  1 

the  tree  is  "in"  and  should  be  sampled — ot 
wise  not. 

Slopes  to  individual  trees  need  not  be  rr 
ured.  Instead,  the  secant  of  the  maximum  s 
of  the  terrain  at  the  sampling  point  (usl 

measured  perpendicular  to  the  contour)  is  : 
directly  from  the  special  clinometer  scale, 

applied  as  a  single  correction  factor  to  all  t 
tallied  from  that  point. 

Further  information  is  contained  in  Soutl 

Forestry  Notes  121. 
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FOREST    GRAZING    MANAGEMENT 

Coordinated  livestock-timber  production  on 
jastal  Plain  pinelands  becomes  more  of  a 
ality  as  some  existing  or  potential  conflicts 
e  reconciled  through  good  management  and 
plication  of  research  findings. 

Progress  in  this  direction  has  been  advanced 
rough  the  development  of  a  copper  carbonate 
pellent  to  reduce  cattle  browsing  of  newly 
anted  pine  seedlings. 

itf-le  Repellents 

In  a  1957  test,  slash  pine  seedlings  were 

nd-sprayed  in  the  field  immediately  follow- 
g  planting.  The  native  bluestem  forage  was 
avily  grazed  by  cattle  from  late  winter 

rough  the  summer.  Sixty-four  percent  of 
e  untreated  seedlings  were  severely  damaged 

killed  by  mid-June.  Losses  of  seedlings 
?ated  with  copper  carbonate  were  only  half 
great. 

In  1958,  three  methods  of  application  were 

sted — spraying  in  the  nursery  before  lifting, 
ndle  dipping  just  prior  to  planting,  and 
raying  individual  seedlings  in  the  field  after 

anting.  Seedlings  sprayed  with  copper  car- 
nate  and  asphalt  emulsion  in  the  nursery 
d  baled  for  shipping  were  seriously  injured 

the  chemical.  Apparently,  close  confine- 
;nt  of  treated  seedlings  in  the  bale  for  several 

ys  caused  the  damage.  Eleven  other  combi- 
tions  of  application  methods  and  chemicals 
bstantially  reduced  grazing  damage.  By 
ne,  no  more  than  16  percent  of  the  treated 
idlings  were  damaged,  as  compared  to  30 
rcent  on  untreated  plots. 

New   tests    in    1958-59    included    the    more 

promising    repellents    from    the    earlier    tests, 
together  with  new  ones: 

Copper  carbonate  in  asphalt  emulsion 
Arasan-75  in  asphalt  emulsion 
Arasan-75  in  liquid  latex 
Liquid  Arasan  in  liquid  latex 

Captan  50-W  in  liquid  latex 
ZAC  in  liquid  latex 
TAT  GO 

The  first  five  of  these  preparations  are  fa- 
miliar seed  protectants.  ZAC,  which  is  an 

organic  zinc  compound,  and  TAT  GO,  which 
contains  thiram  and  an  acrylic  binder,  are  deer 
and  rabbit  repellents. 

This  time,  slash  pine  seedlings  were  lifted 
from  the  nursery,  divided  into  bundles  of  about 
100,  and  dipped  from  top  to  rootcollar  in 
buckets  containing  the  repellents. 

Part  of  the  seedlings  were  planted  on  open 
range  with  a  very  heavy  concentration  of  beef 
and  dairy  cattle.  To  determine  whether  the 
repellents  were  injurious  to  the  pines,  seedlings 

were  also  planted  on  an  area  completely  pro- 
tected from  grazing.  Some  of  these  were  held 

in  heel-in  beds  for  7  and  15  days  before  being 

planted.  Except  for  the  heeled-in  seedlings, 
planting  was  done  on  December  20,  1958,  about 
24  hours  after  the  repellents  were  applied. 

None  of  the  repellents  prevented  all  brows- 
ing, but  the  pines  with  copper  carbonate  were 

grazed  least.  In  June,  it  was  found  that  about 

half  of  the  copper-treated  trees  had  escaped 
with  little  or  no  browsing,  while  more  than 
90  percent  of  the  untreated  seedlings  were  dead 
or  moderately  to  heavily  browsed.  Captan, 
TAT  GO,  Arasan  with  asphalt,  and  ZAC  also 

reduced  damage,  but  not  so  efficiently  as  cop- 

per carbonate. 
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Figure  16 
A. Cattle  ate  approximately  half  the  stem 

and  all  the  needles  from  this  untreated 
seedling.  A  lateral  bud  produced  new 
needles,  but  usually  heavy  browsing 
is  fatal. 
This  slash  pine  is  recovering  from 
moderate  browsing,  but  destruction 
of  the  terminal  bud  has  made  it  bushy. 
Tips  of  needles  were  nipped  from  this 
repellent-treated  seedling,  but  such 
light  browsing  did  not  impair  growth. 
This  tree  seedling  was  dipped  in  cop- 

per carbonate  and  completely  escaped 
browsing. 

The  ungrazed  seedlings  demonstrated  that 
storage  after  application  of  repellents  harms 

seedlings.  Survival  in  June  was  best  for  non- 
stored  seedlings,  regardless  of  which  repellent 

was  used.  Seedlings  dipped  in  copper  carbon- 
ate and  Captan  were  injured  more  than  others 

after  the  first  week  of  heel-in.  All  copper- 
treated  pines  showed  unmistakable  needle- 
yellowing,  but  those  planted  immediately  after 
treatment  appeared  to  survive  and  grow  almost 
as  well  as  untreated  ones. 

Details  of  these  studies  are  available  in 

Southern  Forestry  Notes  119,  Tree  Planters' 
Notes  36,  and  Forests  and  People,  Fourth  Quar- 

ter, pages  32-33,  46. 

Findings  of  Other  Research 

Other  aspects  of  coordinated  cattle-timber 
production  were  discussed  in  1959  publications. 

Latest  information  on  chemical  control  oi 

berry  and  saw-palmetto,  two  troubk 
shrubs  in  the  South,  was  summarize 

Chemical  Control  of  Range  Weeds,  a 
book  issued  by  the  U.  S.  Agriculture  ar. 

terior  Departments  ( pages  W  5-6,  W  3! 
To  date,  foliage  sprays  of  low-volatile  est 
2,  4,  5-T  are  most  effective. 

A  paper  in  the  Proceedings  of  the  S* 

oj  American  Foresters  (  pages  192-195  )  sti 
the  need  for  securing  proper  seasonal  dis 
tion  of  cattle,  providing  an  adequate 
round  grazing  and  feeding  program,  pe 

cally  burning  the  rough  to  reduce  fire  r 
and  promote  growth  of  higher  quality  f 
and  regulating  timber  stand  density  to  i 

healthy  growth  of  trees  and  reasonable  i 

production. 
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The  importance  of  proper  range  supplements 
economical  production  of  range  cattle  was 

lphasized  in  the  November  issue  of  the  Gulf 

ast  Cattleman,  pages  33-34.  Before  a  cattle- 
m  buys  mineral  supplements,  however,  he 
Duld  be  sure  the  elements  he  is  paying  for 

?  lacking  in  the  forage.  Minor  mineral  ele- 
;nts  and  special  calcium  supplements  are 
t  needed  on  longleaf  pine  bluestem  ranges 
Louisiana.  In  contrast,  phosphorus  and 

jde  protein  supplements  are  essential  to 
ige  livestock  production. 

Nutrient  analyses  of  wiregrass  (Aristida 

icta)  samples  from  the  west  Florida  sand- 
Is  were  summarized  in  the  Journal  of  Range 

inagement,  page  141.  As  in  most  native 

rbaceous  forage  throughout  the  South,  phos- 
orus  and  protein  are  seriously  lacking. 

OREST    GAME    HABITAT    MANAGEMENT 

The  southern  white-tailed  deer  depends 

ely  on  the  forest  for  food  and  cover.  Manip- 
ition  of  vegetation  and  control  of  deer  num- 
rs  is  necessary  to  prevent  an  imbalance  be- 
een  the  animals  and  their  habitat.  Studies 

upland  forests  of  north  Arkansas  illustrate 
w  the  developing  timber  stands  alter  food 

xluction  and  what  happens  when  white- 
led  deer  exceed  forage  production. 

ild-Up  and  Decline  of  a  Deer  Herd 

In  1923,  there  were  approximately  25  deer 

the  173,000-acre  Sylamore  District  of  the 
ark  National  Forest.  In  1926,  two  game 

,'uges,  the  Livingston  and  Barkshed,  were ablished  and  the  entire  forest  closed  to 

nting.  Deer  numbers  increased  to  about  350 
I  1932,  when  the  forest,  exclusive  of  the 

oiges,  was  opened  for  hunting  with  dogs, 
gal  kill  that  year  was  6  deer.  Deer  numbers 
:reased  steadily  through  1938,  but  then  rose 
arply  the  next  few  years.  In  1938  the  entire 
lamore  District  was  closed  to  hunting  with 
gs.  By  1944,  there  were  an  estimated  3,700 
er,  of  which  740  were  removed,  421  by  legal 
1  and  319  by  trapping.  The  following  two 
ars  800  to  900  were  removed  by  trapping  and 

nting.  The  trapped  deer  were  used  to  re- 
>ck  other  forest  areas  in  the  State. 

A  severe  imbalance  between  deer  and  forage 

was  evident  by  1945.  Forage  utilization  was 
extremely  heavy.  Palatable  browse  plants 
were  being  grazed  excessively.  All  available 
growth  of  wild  grape  was  eaten  and,  as  a  result 
of  heavy  winter  browsing,  young  cedars  had 

a  hedged  appearance.  Less  desirable  plants 
such  as  oak  and  hickory  also  showed  signs  of 
overuse.  Even  where  deer  concentration  was 

lightest,  browse  lines  were  forming.  Because 
the  plants  had  been  closely  utilized  for  several 
years,  their  vigor  and  productivity  were  low. 

The  first  indication  that  deer  were  decreas- 

ing came  in  1946,  when  legal  kills  dropped  to 
approximately  300,  about  120  less  than  in  the 

peak  year  of  1944.  Cessation  of  the  trapping 
program  in  1948  failed  to  stop  the  decline,  and 
by  1951  the  deer  were  so  scarce  that  the  legal 
kill  was  only  108.  Further  evidence  of  an 
unhealthy  deer  herd  was  noted  in  the  spring 
of  1950,  when  30  deer  were  found  dead  from 

causes  other  than  hunting.  Since  1951,  the 
legal  kills  have  averaged  nearly  200,  evidence 
that  populations  are  still  low  but  increasing slowly. 

Vegetation    Changes    Following    Heavy    Deer 
Concentration 

In  the  spring  of  1945,  the  three  major  tim- 
ber-browse types  of  the  Barkshed  and  Liv- 

ingston refuges,  oak-hickory-grape-greenbrier, 
shortleaf  pine-oak-blueberry,  and  eastern  red- 
cedar-hardwood-greenbrier  were  selected  for 
a  study  of  vegetational  responses.  Livestock 
and  deer  were  excluded  from  a  series  of  0.1- 

acre  plots  in  each  type.  Similar  plots  remained 

unprotected. 

Vegetation  responded  immediately  to  relief 
from  heavy  use.  In  1947,  the  yields  on  plots 
that  had  been  protected  for  three  growing 
seasons  were  841  pounds  ( green  weight )  per 
acre  as  compared  with  409  pounds  on  grazed 
plots.  Vegetative  growth  also  began  to  increase 
on  the  unprotected  plots.  Shrubs,  vines,  and 
forbs  made  the  most  immediate  increases;  tree 

foliage  and  twig  growth  responded  less  quick- iy- 

Non-preferred  deer  browse  plants  increased 
in  about  the  same  proportion  as  preferred 

plants — an  indication  that  a  slackening  or  eli- 
mination of  browsing  is  not  the  complete 

remedy  for  past  misuse. 
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Figure  17. — Top:  This  Ozark  forest  of  white  oak. 
black  oak,  hickory,  and  winged  elm 
had  a  definite  broivse  line  in  1945. 
Middle:  As  browsing  pressure  light- 

ened, the  line  partially  disappeared 
and  vegetative  growth  increased.  Bot- 

tom: By  1957,  most  tree  foliage  had 
grown  beyond  reach  of  deer,  and  for- 

age again  was  scarce. 

Timber  types,  age  class,  and  crown  closu 
along  with  grazing,  influenced  the  producti 
and  availability  of  various  sources  of  foraj 

Some  plots  within  the  oak-hickory  ty 
showed  the  expected  increase  in  vegetati 

growth  when  deer  numbers  declined.  T 
effect  was  only  temporary,  because  by  19 
most  of  the  tree  foliage  was  above  5  feet  a 
hence  out  of  reach. 

Many  areas  in  the  cedar-greenbrier  type  h 
a  low  tree  canopy  in  1945.  The  plants  pi 
duced  abundant  forage  under  heavy  use,  fc 
did  still  better  with  protection.  In  1956  fora 

yields  were  1,525  pounds  per  acre,  even  thou 
most  trees  had  developed  until  the  bulk 
foliage  was  above  5  feet.  Main  species  we 
eastern  redcedar,  hackberry,  black  oak,  r€ 
bud,  white  ash,  greenbriers,  fragrant  sum; 
and  rattan  vine. 

On  other  plots  in  the  same  forage  type,  b 

on  thinner  soils,  heavy  browsing  killed  ma: 
young  trees  and  shrubs.  Even  though  yiel 
increased  slightly  when  deer  numbers  decline 
the  longtime  effects  of  overuse  and  the  tr 
overstory  restricted  production. 

Plots  in  the  pine-oak  type  illustrate  h< 
vegetation  on  an  area  dominated  by  a  ta 
dense  overstory  was  greatly  increased  by  til 
ber  stand  improvement. 

Shrubs  and  vines  normally  contribute  t 
greatest  portion  of  deer  forage.  Their  abu 
dance  is  largely  influenced  by  grazing  pressu 
and  timber  overstory.  Where  overstory  w 
dense  few  shrubs  were  available  to  deer.  ( 

some  plots  where  the  overstory  was  light 
absent,  palatable  vine  growth  was  severe 
restricted  by  heavy  browsing  in  1945,  t) 
increased  under  protection  to  1,900  pounds  p 
acre  in  1956.  This  appeared  to  be  the  upp 
limit  of  vine  production  because  as  young  tre 

developed  they  allowed  the  vines  to  clir 
above  the  reach  of  deer. 

Areas  with  medium  to  dense  high  canopi 

permitted  a  fair  undergrowth  of  vines  a 
shrubs.  Heavy  browsing  reduced  the  vig 
and  killed  many  of  the  palatable  species.  Unci 
protection,  there  was  a  gradual  increase 
shrub  and  vine  yields  but  a  large  portion  cc 

sisted  of  non-preferred  plants. 
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UNDERSTORY   MEASUREMENT  AND   FOREST 

ECOLOGY 

Symposium  on   Understory  Measurement 

The  Southern  and  Southeastern  Stations 

have  jointly  published  the  proceedings  of  a 
symposium  held  at  Tifton,  Georgia,  in  1958. 

The  general  topic  was  "Techniques  and 
Methods  of  Measuring  Understory  Vegetation." 
Contributions  to  the  symposium  dealt  chiefly 
with  the  measurement  of  herbage  production 
and  utilization,  plant  cover  and  composition, 

statistical  analyses,  and  related  problems.  Com- 
mittees formed  to  evaluate  the  state  of  knowl- 

edge in  these  fields  emphasized  the  need  for 
research  on  how  and  what  plant  attributes 
should  be  measured  to  meet  objectives  of  range, 

forest,  watershed,  and  wildlife  habitat  manage- 
ment. Comprehensive  tests  for  comparing  the 

efficiency  of  sampling  units  and  designs  were 

suggested.  As  a  contribution  to  research  plan- 
ning on  a  national  scale,  Stations  and  indi- 

viduals were  urged  to  submit  data  on  sampling 

variances  and  costs  for  inclusion  in  the  plan- 
ning-factors  manual  now  being  assembled  by 
the  Forest  Service. 

are  18. -Top:  Vegetative  production  beneath  a 
tall  overstory  oj  red  and  white  oak 
and  shortleaf  pine  was  254  pounds  per 
acre  in  1947.  Middle  and  bottom:  An 
improvement  cut  in  1950,  followed  by 
timber  stand  improvement,  permitted 
the  development  of  a  low  cover  of 
black  locust,  black  and  post  oak,  sas- 

safras, blueberry,  lespedeza.  and  tick- 
trefoil.  In  1956,  production  was  1,115 
pounds  per  acre. 

Figure  19.— Forest  ecology  investigations  include 
the  collection  and  identification  of 
native  plants  and  a  recording  of  their 
abundance  and  productivity. 
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A  paper  of  special  interest  to  wildlife  habitat 

researchers  describes  a  double-sampling  pro- 
cedure for  predicting  dry  weights  of  browse 

from  field  estimates  of  green  weight.  In  this 
method,  now  being  tested  at  the  Alexandria 
Research  Center,  the  green  weight  is  estimated 
on  sample  plots.  On  a  small  number  of  these 
plots  the  current  growth  of  browse  is  clipped 

and  the  dry  weight  determined.  A  linear  re- 
gression with  the  origin  through  zero: 

a  Y 
Y  =  RX,  where  R  =  — 

X 

defines  the  relationship  of  dry  weight  (Y)  to 
estimated  green  weight  (X).  The  method  can 

be  refined  by  grouping  plants  with  similar 

moisture  content  or  growth  form,  and  calcu- 

lating a  separate  regression  for  each  gi 

Ecological  Relations  in  Longleaf  Pine  Type 

Basic  forest  ecology  investigations  i 
started  in  the  longleaf  pinelands  of  s> 
Alabama  and  northwest  Florida.  Their 

pose  is  to  improve  knowledge  of  the  rela 
ships  between  timber  types,  understory  x 
tation,  soil  characteristics,  and  site  produ 

ity.  While  some  of  these  relationships 
partly  understood,  few  can  be  expressei 
objective  terms.  A  first  step  in  these  stt 
has  been  the  collection  and  identificatio: 

native  plants.  More  than  1,000  specimens 
longing  to  about  600  species  have  been  ac 
to  the  herbarium  of  the  Escambia  Ex] 
mental  Forest  at  Brewton,  Alabama. 
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Watershed  Management  Research 

forest  watershed  research  in  the  Midsouth 

trending  toward  basic  studies  aimed  at  ex- 
ining  hydrologic  processes  and  plant  re- 
>nse  to  treatments.  The  experimental  results 
•cribed  in  the  following  paragraphs  reflect 
s  trend. 

UNOFF  AND  REVEGETATION   IN   NORTH 

MISSISSIPPI 

I  Moisture  and  Surface  Runoff 

rhe  quantitative  relationship  between  rain- 
l,  runoff,  and  moisture-storage  opportunity 
the  upper  6  inches  of  soil  was  worked  out 

an  old-field  watershed  in  north  Mississippi. 
i  soil  was  Ruston-Providence,  which  has 
h  transmission  rates.  The  formula  is 

tphed  in  figure  20.  Storage  opportunity  was 

ined  as  the  ratio  of  available  storage  to  rain- 
l. 

during  two  years  of  observation,  the  maxi- 
m  runoff  that  occurred  with  minimum  stor- 

o 
1 1                      1 

(Log  Y)  +1  =  2  5I264-.044IOX 

r=946  (Sig    al.OI  level) 
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AVAILABLE    STORAGE    AS    PERCENT    OF     RAINFALL 

». ure  20. — Relation  of  runoff  to  prestorm  storage 
capacity  of  0-  to  6-inch  soil  layer. 

age  opportunity  was  about  30  percent  of  the 
total  storm  amount.  As  storage  opportunity 
increased  to  about  40  percent  of  storm  amount, 

the  water  moved  below  the  6-inch  layer  and 
runoff  was  negligible. 

The  formula  greatly  increased  the  aqcuracy 

of  runoff  predictions  for  an  adjacent  old-field 
watershed.  The  actual  runoff  of  3.39  area 

inches  for  the  2-year  period  of  record  was  not 
significantly  different  from  the  predicted  run- 

off of  2.98  inches.  Greatest  accuracy  was  ob- 
tained with  winter  storms,  average  deviation 

between  predicted  and  actual  runoff  for  the 
individual  storms  from  November  through 

February  being  0.042  inch.  The  largest  errors 

occurred  with  high-intensity  summer  storms. 

Revegetating  Eroding  Coastal  Plain  Sites 

Post-hole  plantings  of  pine  show  promise  for 
reforesting    Coastal    Plain    gullies    that    were 

«   -    4 

«& 
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wo* 
Figure  21. — Runoff  from  an  old-field  watershed  is 

channeled  through  a  measuring  flume. 
Sediment  is  sampled  below  the  lip  of 

the  flume. 
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formerly  written  off  as  impossible.  On  a  large 

acreage  in  north  Mississippi  and  environs,  ero- 
sion has  removed  the  surface  soil  and  cut 

through  to  substrata  of  compacted  sands  and 

clays.  These  areas  are  principal  sources  of 
damaging  sediment.  Heretofore  high  labor  costs 

have  made  post-hole  tree  plantings  impractical, 
but  with  the  recent  development  of  power 

diggers,  hole  plantings  may  be  entirely  feasi- 
ble. 

During  the  spring  of  1956,  the  Oxford  Re- 
search Center  and  the  Yazoo-Little  Talla- 
hatchie Flood  Prevention  Project  cooperated 

in  a  study  on  adverse  gully  sites  in  12  counties 
in  north  Mississippi.  Loblolly  pine  seedlings 
were  planted  in:  ( 1 )  post  holes  with  mulch,  (2) 
post  holes  without  mulch,  ( 3 )  mattock  holes 
without  mulch  ( control  treatment ) . 

Six-inch  holes  were  dug  to  a  depth  of  two 

feet  with  a  back-pack,  gasoline-powered  digger. 
The  holes  were  refilled  with  the  nearest  ap- 

proximation of  topsoil  that  remained  in  the 

vicinity.  On  the  mulched  plots,  a  4-inch  layer 
of  loose  hay  or  straw  was  placed  in  a  12-inch 
radius  around  each  seedling.  The  mattock  holes 
were  refilled  with  the  original  soil. 

After  three  years,  survival  in  post  holes 

a/eraged  81  percent  (table  2),  despite  general 

June-to-September  rainfall  deficiencies  of  up 
to  10  inches  during  the  first  growing  season. 
Seedlings  in  post  holes  also  made  superior 
height  growth,  especially  those  that  had  been 
mulched.  The  survival  and  growth  differences 

between  the  post-hole  and  the  mattock  treat- 
ments, and  between  the  mulched  and  un- 

mulched  treatments,  are  highly  significant.  The 
mulch  held  soil  in  place  around  the  seedlings, 
trapped  additional  sediment,  and  apparently 

improved  soil-moisture  conditions. 

Table  2. — Survival  and  total  height  growth  after 
3  growing  seasons,  both  averaged  for 
a  12-county  area  of  Mississippi 

Treatment Survival Total  height 

Percent Feet 

Post  hole  with  mulch 86 
2.7 

Post  hole  without  mulch 76 1.9 

Mattock   planting 66 1.4 
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Experience  during  the  study  indicated  that 
careful  location  of  holes  with  regard  to  mois- 

Figure  22. — This  severely  eroded  site  was  pit 
to  pines  3  years  ago.  Trees  on  th 
were  planted  with  a  mattock,  tho. 
the  right  were  set  in  post  holes.  H 

growth  of  the  post-hole  plantingi 
well  above  the  average  shown  in 
2. 

ture  and  sediment  characteristics  of  the 

can  improve  seedling  performance.  Dig 

and  refilling  holes  in  advance  allows  the 

to  settle  before  the  planting  season.  To 

relocation,  holes  can  be  marked  with  a  ! 

or  painted  wire  pin. 

Costs  of  planting  in  holes  were  reason; 

On  moist  sites,  a  two-man  crew  could  d 

hole  per  minute. 

LITTER-HUMUS  CHANGES  IN   NORTh 
ARKANSAS 

Drastic  litter-humus  changes  resulted  i 
airplane  spraying  of  hardwoods  on  an  ex] 
mental  tract  in  the  Arkansas  Ozarks.  Tw 

three  similar  woodland  areas  were  spri 

with  2,4.5-T  in  May  1957  and  lightly  gr 

in  1958.  Litter-humus  samples  were  colle 
initially  from  all  three  areas  in  February  1 
and  again  a  year  later. 

On  the  unsprayed,  ungrazed  woodland, 

oven-dry  litter-humus  weight  rose  from  "i 
pounds  per  acre  in  1958  to  9,569  pound 

1959.  Average  litter-humus  weights  on 
two  sprayed  areas  decreased  from  7,648  po 
per  acre  in  1958  to  4,238  pounds  in  1959. 

Retention  storage  of  the  litter-humu: 
the  two  sprayed  areas  averaged  0.10  inc 
water  per  unit  of  surface  area  in  1958  but 
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136  inch  in  1959.  Total  storage  loss  was  218 

.  ft.  of  water  per  acre,  or  1  acre-foot  of  water 
irage  loss  for  each  214  acres  of  soil.  The 
ter  and  humus  on  the  unsprayed  forest 

*htly  increased  in  retention  storage  during 
j  same  period. 

The  insulating  layer  of  litter  and  humus  on 

■  sprayed  area  held  less  moisture  and  dried 
re  quickly  than  the  deeper  layer  on  the 
sprayed  area.  Twelve  days  were  required 

air-dry  the  1958  litter-humus  samples.  In 
59,  samples  from  the  unsprayed  area  re- 
ired  13  days  to  reach  air-dryness,  while 
nples  from  the  sprayed  area  reached  this 
int  in  9  days.  The  study  is  continuing  as  one 

a  series  to  determine  more  fully  the  dif- 
ences  in  soil  properties  and  moisture  regime 
tween  hardwood  and  native  grass  cover. 

SOIL    MOISTURE    RESEARCH    AT 

VICKSBURG,  MISSISSIPPI 

Iculating  Surface-Foot  Moisture 

The  Southern  Forest  Experiment  Station's 
earch  program  at  Vicksburg,  Mississippi,  in 

>peration  with  the  U.  S.  Army  Corps  of  Engi- 
;rs,  includes  studies  of  soil  moisture  and 

fficability  applicable  to  many  problems  in 
est  and  watershed  management. 

Since  soil  strength  and  trafficability  are  re- 
ed directly  to  soil  moisture,  a  method  was 

yeloped  for  calculating  moisture  in  the  sur- 
:e  foot  from  physical  characteristics  and 
nfall.  Individual  accretion  and  depletion 
ationships  from  131  sites  in  the  United 
ates  were  used  to  refine  the  method  and  de- 
mine  average  relationships. 

Calculated  values  based  on  these  generalized 
ationships  were  tested  on  617  sites.  They 
:>wed  an  average  deviation  from  measured 
dsture  content  of  0.33  inch  of  water  for  the 

to  6-inch  layer  and  0.31  inch  for  the  6-  to 
inch  layer.  On  the  whole,  calculated  values 

i  reasonably  accurate  for  well-drained  sites, 
d  it  appears  that  little  improvement  is  possi- 
:  without  excessive  cost. 

Average  relationships  and  results  of  the  tests 

re  published  in  an  Engineer  Waterways  Ex- 
riment  Station  Technical  Memorandum  ( Re- 

ft 5).  Included  also  are  descriptions  of  the 
7  sites  used  for  testing,  discussions  of  runoff 

in  relation  to  soil  moisture,  an  account  of  soil- 

moisture  variations,  and  correlations  of  mois- 
ture loss  with  solar  radiation. 

A  subsequent  study  showed  that  reasonably 
accurate  calculation  of  soil  moisture  may  be 
made  even  with  appreciable  error  in  estimating 
the  dates  that  delimit  depletion  seasons.  The 

choice  of  the  spring-to-summer  date  is  most 
critical;  that  is,  the  shift  in  moisture  depletion 
rate  occurs  most  abruptly  at  the  transition 
from  spring  to  summer,  and  this  date  must  be 
placed  within  plus  or  minus  10  days  of  the 

actual  date.  Winter-spring,  summer-autumn, 
and  autumn-winter  dates  are  less  critical. 

The  program  of  the  Vicksburg  Research  Cen- 
ter has  been  reduced  and  concentrated  on 

special  soils  and  conditions  where  appreciable 

improvement  in  accuracy  of  the  soil-moisture 
calculation  method  appears  necessary.  The  re- 

maining projects  involve:  (1)  soil  moisture 
and  strength  as  related  to  depth  to  water  table; 
(2)  moisture,  strength,  and  density  of  freezing 

and  thawing  soils  (in  cooperation  with  Michi- 
gan State  University  and  the  Lake  States 

Forest  Experiment  Station  ) ;  ( 3  )  improvement 

of  transition  dates  for  delimiting  soil-moisture 
depletion  seasons;  and  (4)  moisture  and 

strength  relations  of  Hawaiian  soils  (in  coop- 
eration with  the  State  of  Hawaii,  the  Pacific 

Southwest  Forest  Experiment  Station,  and  pri- 
vate organizations). 

Field  Maximum  Soil  Moisture 

Another  fruit  of  the  joint  research  at  Vicks- 
burg was  the  development  of  equations  for 

estimating  field  maximum  moisture  content. 

This  value  is  defined  as  the  recurring  maxi- 
mum moisture  content  of  a  soil  layer  in  its 

natural  position,  i.  e.,  the  wettest  soil  condi- 
tions normally  expected. 

Of  the  several  variables  tested,  the  0.06-at- 

mosphere  soil-moisture  tension  value  was  the 

only  single  variable  that  correlated  significant- 
ly with  the  field  maximum;  it  accounted  for 

about  68  percent  of  the  variation  in  the  field 
maximum  values. 

With  a  simultaneous  analysis,  the  sand  con- 
tent and  the  wetness  index  of  the  soil  layer 

also  were  found  to  be  important  variables  in 
estimating  field  maximum.  Wetness  index  is 

an  arbitrary  classification   that   rates   the  po- 
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tential  maximum  wetting  of  the  0-  to  12-inch 
layer.  Organic  content  and  clay  content  were 
found  to  be  variables  of  secondary  importance 

in  the  0-  to  6-  and  6-  to  12-inch  layers,  respec- 

tively. Equations  combining  the  above  vari- 
ables accounted  for  about  80  percent  of  the 

variation  in  the  field-maximum  values.  The 
usefulness  of  the  equations  was  evaluated  by 
application  to  533  sites  throughout  the  United 
States.  A  full  report  was  published  in  Soil 
Science  Society  of  America  Proceedings  23: 
403-405. 

Effects  of  Microrelief  on  Soil  Moisture 

In  a  soil  of  relatively  uniform  texture, 
changes  in  microrelief  were  found  to  cause 
significant  variations  in  the  moisture  content 
of  the  layer  6  to  12  inches  below  the  surface. 

The  variation  was  greater  by  volume  than  by 
weight.  Although  the  net  variations  were 

small  in  an  absolute  sense,  they  appeared  ca- 
pable of  causing  gross  errors  in  estimation  of 

water  content  or  water  yield  for  a  watershed. 
Furthermore,  appreciable  changes  in  soil 
strength  may  be  associated  with  small  changes 
in  moisture  content.  The  findings,  which  were 

published  in  the  Journal  of  Geophysical  Re- 
search 64:  1587-1590,  may  explain  some  of  the 

variation  commonly  ascribed  to  instrumental 

or  experimental  error.  They  suggest  that  mi- 
crorelief must  be  considered  when  planning 

moisture  sampling,  at  least  in  the  surface  foot. 

Strength  of  Wet  Soils 

A  study  was  made  of  soil  strength  as  related 
to  texture  at  76  sites  in  Louisiana  and  Mis- 

sissippi where  water  tables  were  within  a  foot 
of  the  surface. 

Under  these  wet  conditions  most  soil  tex- 

tures, including  silt  loam,  very  fine  sandy  loam, 
loamy  fine  sand,  silty  clay  loam,  loam,  fine 

sand,   and  silty  clay,   proved  to  be  relatively 

weak.  Sandy  clay  loam  and  clay  loam  v 

intermediate  in  strength  and  clay  relati- 
high.  Soils  high  in  clay  lost  proportiona 
less  strength  during  remolding  ( a  process  c 

parable  in  effect  to  repeated  traffic)  than 
soils  low  in  clay.  Residual  soils  of  the  sa 
clay  hills  and  flatwoods  of  Mississippi  v 
more  dense  and  appeared  stronger  than  i 
vial  soils  of  the  Yazoo  Basin.  Soils  were 

always  saturated  even  when  the  water  t 

was  in  the  6-  to  12-inch  layer.  Wetland  v 
tation  appeared  to  be  the  best  guide  for  loca 

high  water  tables. 

Figure  23. — A  continuing  effort  of  the  Vicks 
Research  Center  is  to  refine 
method  of  estimating  strength  of 
soils. 
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Forest  Fire  Research 

TTING  WEATHER  KNOWLEDGE  TO  WORK 

?ire  danger  ratings  integrate  measurements 
current  and  recent  weather.  They  provide 
)asis  for  gaging  past  fire  activity  and  thus 
p  to  predict  when  fires  will  occur.  Two 
uisiana  studies  provided  insight  into  the 

ationships  of  fires  to  weather  and  fire- 
rting  agencies  in  widely  different  situations. 

nfall,  People,  and  Fires  in  the  Delta 

''ire  follows  different  rules  in  bottom-land 
dwood  forests  than  in  the  uplands.    Fuels 

in  the  big  bottoms  frequently  lie  soaked  or 
even  submerged  through  periods  when  current 
weather  produces  a  high  burning  index  and 
the  piney  woods  are  burning  briskly.  Only 

when  cumulative  rainfall  for  a  60-day  period 
drops  below  a  critical  point  does  the  present 
fire  danger  meter  begin  to  indicate  actual  fire 
potential.  Even  then  the  weather  influence 
requires  further  interpretation  in  the  light  of 
human  activities. 
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ure  24. — The  Delta  can  look  like  this  .  . 

....  when  the  piney  wood  are  burning 
like  this. 
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In  4  Delta  parishes  in  Louisiana,  between 
August  1  and  March  31  in  5  successive  years, 
the  percent  of  days  with  fires,  number  of  fires 
per  day,  and  area  burned  all  increased  sharply 
when  total  precipitation  for  the  preceding  60 
days  dropped  below  8  inches.  The  probability 
that  a  day  without  rain  would  have  at  least 
one  fire  increased  3  to  10  times,  depending  on 

how  far  60-day  rainfall  fell  below  8  inches  and 
what  human  activities  were  going  on  in  and 
near  the  woods.    At  the  same  time,  number  of 

fires  per  day  approximately  doubled. 

The  1958-1959  fire  season  demonstrate! 

importance  of  the  pattern  of  rainfall, 
numbers  began  to  rise  about  the  time  6( 
rainfall  went  below  8  inches,  and  continu 

increase  until  late  January,  several  week 
yond  the  usual  fire  season  in  the  Delta.  T 
after,  although  the  deficit  persisted  intc 

spring,  frequent  light  rains  prevented  al 
very  occasional  fires. 

AUG.      SEPT.       OCT. 
1958 

NOV.       DEC. JAN FEB. 
1959 MAR. 

Figure  25. — The  fire  season  lasted  through  January  in  1959  because  60-day  rainfall  stayed  below  8  if 
then  ended  because  rain  fell  on  25  days  during  February  and  March. 
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During  the  years  studied,  human  activities 
;re  a  good  additional  indicator  of  risk.  Thus, 

nting  and  field-burning  were  concentrated 
November,  December,  and  January.  When 

-day  rainfall  was  less  than  8  inches,  these  3 
Dnths  had  3  times  as  many  fires  as  the  other 
>nths  for  a  given  burning  index. 

The  fall  of  1959  in  the  same  area  showed 

w  long-term  rainfall,  current  weather,  and 
e-starting  agencies  work  together.  From 
tober  1  to  mid-December,  60-day  rainfall 
vered  between  5  and  7  inches,  but  light 
owers  every  few  days  kept  fire  danger  and 
e  occurrence  low.  At  Thanksgiving  field 
es  on  3  windy  days  burned  more  than  3,000 

res,  nearly  all  open  land,  but  fire-starts  in 
2  woods  were  few  and  gave  no  real  trouble, 
e  fires  died  with  the  wind,  and  winter  rains 
ded  the  fire  season. 

The  value  of  60-day  rainfall  as  an  indicator 
basic  fire  potential  was  discovered  through 
alysis  of  past  records,  and  so  far  it  has  been 
ed  to  explain  past  happenings.  Its  best  use, 
wever,  will  probably  be  to  define  promptly 

2  onset  of  hazardous  periods,  and  thus  facili- 
te  the  timing  and  intensity  of  prevention  and 
esuppression  measures. 

rhe  third  quarter  issue  (1959)  of  Forests 
d  People  carries  an  article  on  fire  danger 
ting  in  the  Delta. 

^dieting  Fire  Loads 

In  cooperation  with  the  Louisiana  Forestry 

mmission,  relationships  between  daily  burn- 
l  indexes  and  numbers  of  fires  were  analyzed 

f  four  upland  parishes  for  the  period  Septem- 
r  1955  through  August  1958.  For  the  same 
rning  index,  fewer  fires  occurred  in  sum- 
;r  than  in  fall  or  winter.  In  the  two  parishes 
th  a  high  incidence  of  incendiary  fires,  there 
;re  2  to  4  times  as  many  fires  for  a  given 

'rning  index  for  January  through  March  as 
'  May  through  September.  The  rate  of  incen- 
irism  rose  on  weekends;  for  a  given  danger 
:ing  the  two  incendiary  parishes  had  1/3 
>re  fires  on  Saturday  and  Sunday  than  on 
■ekdays. 

Average  number  of  fires  per  day  customarily 
used  to  describe  fire  load  for  a  given  burning 
iex.  This  practice  can  be  misleading.  In 
e  parish,   for   example,   days   with   burning 

indexes  of  2  to  5  averaged  almost  1  fire  per 
day.  But  65  percent  of  the  days  had  no  fires 
at  all,  16  percent  had  1  fire,  8  percent  had  2 
fires,  5  percent  had  3,  and  6  percent  had  4  fires 
or  more.  Clearly,  the  fire  fighters  had  to  be 
ready  to  handle  more  than  one  fire  per  day. 
A  method  was  developed  for  describing  such 
distributions;  its  usefulness  for  predicting  fire 
loads  will  be  tested  during  the  coming  year. 

MORE    FUEL    IN    BOTTOM-LAND    FORESTS 

Bottom-land  hardwood  forests  are  commonly 
thought  to  contain  little  fuel  for  forest  fires 

beyond  the  current  year's  tree  litter  and  dead 
herbage.  This  belief  is  weakened  by  the  first 
measurements  in  a  study  of  ground  fuels  on 
the  Delta  Experimental  Forest.  Samples  taken 
from  23  locations,  before  the  main  1959  autumn 

• 

VI  •!:? Figure  26. — In  measuring  fuels  in  stands  of  bottom- 
land hardwoods,  a  0.96-square  foot 

sample  of  miscellaneous  fuels  was  cut 
out  after  undecomposed  leaves  had 
been  collected  from  an  area  10  times 

as  big  (large  frame).  This  bottom- 
land stand,  with  60  square  feet  of 

basal  area,  had  2  tons  of  leaves  and 
6.7  tons  of  other  dead  fuel  per  acre. 
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leaf    fall,     indicated     the     following     average 
weights  of  fuel  per  acre: 

Pounds 

Grass  70 

Leaves                                                _     4,290 
Sound  wood   1,543 

Duff  ( unrecognizable  decomposed 
material)  12,968 

Miscellaneous  ( bark,  fruits,  rotten 
wood)  2,418 

Total  ground  fuel  .   21,289 

This  total  is  for  hardwood  stands  averaging 

86  square  feet  of  basal  area  per  acre  ( range  of 
sample  locations  was  from  46  to  170  square 

feet).  It  is  within  the  range  reported  for  hazard- 
ous southern  pine  stands  long  protected  from 

fire,  and  far  exceeds  expectations  for  hard- 
woods. Thus  the  bottoms  have  ample  fine 

ground  fuel  for  high-intensity  fires  when  occa- 
sional droughts  make  all  of  it  dry  enough  to 

burn. 

BORATE   FIRELINES  TOXIC  TO  VEGETATION 

Sodium  calcium  borate,  used  experimentally 
for  fireline  construction  in  central  Louisiana, 

has  continued  to  damage  vegetation  through 
the  second  year  after  application.  Test  strips 
sprayed  in  December  1957  with  10,  12.5,  and 
15  gallons  of  borate  slurry  per  100  square  feet 
still  showed  no  invasion  by  plants  in  the  fall 

of  1959.  Only  10  unhealthy  loblolly  pine  seed- 
lings survived  out  of  300  planted,  half  in  Janu- 

ary 1958  and  half  in  January  1959.  On  adja- 
cent strips  not  treated  with  borate,  seedling 

survival  was  84  percent  of  the  1958  planting 
and  91  percent  of  the  1959  planting. 

Where  a  1959  slash  pine  plantation  on  the 
Kisatchie  National  Forest  crossed  a  demonstra- 

tion fireline  (prepared  in  1957  with  about  5 

gallons  of  slurry  per  100  square  feet),  13  per- 
cent of  the  seedlings  died  the  first  year,  and 

59  percent  of  the  survivors  had  poor  vigor. 

Average  height  of  survivors  after  a  year's 
growth  was  12.4  inches.  On  adjacent  untreated 
ground  no  mortality  was  found,  and  only  1 
percent  of  the  trees  had  poor  vigor.  Here, 
average  height  at  the  end  of  the  growing 
season  was  18.1  inches. 

Young  pines  crown-sprayed  with  borate  in 
1957  grew  significantly  slower  than  untreated 

trees  in   1959,   although   browning  of  nee 
was   negligible   on   loblolly   and   longleaf 
no  longer  conspicuous  on  slash.    Growth 
was  reduced  29  percent  in  slash  pine,  16 
cent  in  longleaf,  and  11  percent  in  lobloll 

PRESCRIBED  BURNING  FOR  HARDWOO 

CONTROL 

The  results  of  hardwood-control  burns  a 
from  place  to  place,  and  from  year  to  year 

planning  such  fires,  information  from  t 
repeated  in  several  different  years  is  n 
useful  than  from  a  single  year.  On  an 

Texas  tract  having  a  loblolly-shortleaf  ] 
overstory  and  a  fairly  heavy  hardwood  un 

story,  three  plots  were  burned  in  each  of  : 
seasons  during  each  of  three  years.  The  d 

age  to  sweetgum,  oak,  and  pine  less  than 
inches  in  diameter  can  be  summarized  as 
lows: 

Proportionally  more  hardwoods  than 

pines  were  killed  back  to  the  rootcol- 
lar,  but  about  90  percent  of  the  hard- 

woods sprouted,  while  almost  no  pines 
recovered.  Thus,  size  for  size,  more 

pines  than  hardwoods  died. 

Sweetgum  stems  proved  more  suscep- 
tible to  fire  injury  than  oak  stems — 

almost  twice  as  many  sweetgums  as 
oaks  were  killed  back  and  over  three 

times  as  many  were  completely  killed. 

Growing-season  fires  reduced  the 
hardwood  understory  more  and  killed 

more  pine  than  fires  during  the  dor- 
mant season. 

One-  and  2-inch  stems  of  all  species 
were  more  effectively  controlled  than 

larger  stems. 

On  the  Homochitto  National  Forest  in  so 

western  Mississippi,  fire  reduced  the  hardv* 

understory  and  caused  only  minor  soil  m< 
ment  on  small  plots  in  pine  stands.  The  stu 
were  started  in  the  spring  of  1954  in  coop 

tion  with  the  Mississippi  National  Forests, 
first  burns  were  made  in  1954  and  the  sec 

in  May  1958.  In  the  spring  of  1959  hardwi 
under  3.5  inches  d.b.h.  were  present  or 

percent  of  the  burned  area  and  on  82  per 
of  the  unburned  check  plots.    Before  the 
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es  in  1954,  hardwoods  of  this  size  were 

ind  on  99  percent  of  both  areas.  In  1959 
rdwoods  taller  than  4.5  feet  occurred  on  26 

rcent  of  the  twice-burned  area  and  62  per- 
lt  of  the  check  plots. 

\verage  depth  of  a  dozen  small  gullies  had 

reased  Vi-inch  in  5  years  on  twice-burned 
ts,  and  V^-inch  on  unburned  plots;  gully 
ith  increases  were  4  inches  on  burned  plots 
i  2  inches  on  unburned.  Apparently  the 
2S  in  these  small  test  areas  had  little  effect 
soil  movement. 

HEAT  DAMAGE  TO  STEMS 

:rmal  Properties  of  Bark 

\Nhy  do  surface  fires  damage  the  trunks  of 
rie  trees  and  not  others?  Since  heat  must 

letrate  bark  to  injure  living  cells,  difference 
kind  and  thickness  of  bark  is  the  obvious 
;wer. 

The  insulating  value  of  bark  is  being  studied 
two  ways.  A  cooperative  project  at  the  Yale 

100I  of  Forestry  is  investigating  the  charac- 
istics  of  bark  that  affect  heat  transfer.  In 

od,  thermal  conductivity  is  related  to  densi- 
and  moisture  content.  Bark  should  behave 

lilarly,  but  no  standard  technique  has  been 
lilable  for  measuring  thermal  conductivity 
various  uniform  moisture  contents.  In  a 

ently  developed  method,  a  probe  of  very 
all  diameter  is  embedded  in  the  material 

ier  examination  and  is  heated  a  few  degrees 
a  small  electric  current.  The  rate  at  which 

temperature  changes  is  a  function  of  the 
iductivity  of  the  surrounding  material,  and 
i  be  measured  and  recorded  with  a  thermo- 
iple  and  potentiometer. 

1  'reliminary  results  indicate  that  the  thermal 
iductivity  of  red  pine  bark  is  about  0.56  in 
(ineering  units,  for  a  moisture  content  of  13 

+cent.   This  compares  with  a  computed  value 
).88  for  red  pine  wood  at  the  same  moisture 

i  tent. 
nil 

-Measurement  of  specific  heat,  density,  and 
lilibrium  moisture  content  of  the  bark  of 

,  eral  southern  and  northeastern  pines  is 

J)  under  way.  These  measurements  com- 
rjed  with  those  on  conductivity  will  help 
J  (lain  apparent  differences  between  species 
insulating  value  of  bark. 

In  south  Mississippi  the  time  required  for 

the  cambium  to  reach  140°  F.  was  measured 
with  thermocouples  as  flame  from  a  small 

propane  torch  heated  the  bark.  The  time  ap- 
peared to  increase  exponentially  with  bark 

thickness,  except  perhaps  for  bark  thicker  than 
V^-inch. 

Apparently  the  cambium  of  sweetgum,  holly, 

and  cherry  can  be  heated  to  140°  about  twice 
as  fast  as  that  of  the  southern  pines,  cypress, 
and  magnolia,  if  bark  thickness  is  the  same. 
Since  a  small  flame  was  used,  these  results 

may  vary  from  those  in  actual  forest  fires 
where  heat  would  have  less  chance  to  diffuse 

in  the  bark.  However,  the  relative  ranking  of 

species  should  not  differ  much  from  that  deter- 
mined in  these  tests. 

Flames  generated  with  a  large,  kerosene- 
soaked  wick  gave  quite  variable  results.  These 
flames  differed  from  torch  flames,  for  they 
could  be  blown  away  from  the  points  where 

thermocouples  were  installed  by  almost  imper- 
ceptible movements  of  air,  and  they  started  to 

o .2  .3  .4 
BARK    THICKNESS     (INCHES) 

Figure  27. — Time  required  for  cambium  to  reach 

lethal  temperature  (140°  F.)  when 
outer  bark  is  heated  with  a  propane 
torch. 
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die  down  after  about  two  minutes.  Thermo- 
couples resting  against  the  outer  surface  of 

the  bark  indicated  maximum  temperatures  of 

around  1,000°  F.  at  about  the  time  flames 
started  to  fade.  It  took  about  twice  as  long 

to  reach  the  peak  temperature  in  the  cambium 
as  on  the  bark  surface.  The  difference  between 

these  temperature  peaks  probably  is  related 
to  the  length  of  time   flames   are   applied  to 

1,000 

y\
 ^800 

~  1     \ kj 

1^600 

^400 
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Figure  28. -Bark-temperature  patterns  in  an  11.5- 
inch  slash  pine  (bark  thickness  O.S 
inch)  heated  for  2  minutes  by  large 
kerosene  flames. 

the  bark,  but  there  will  always  be  some  d< 
in  heat  passage  through  the  bark.  The  la: 
kerosene  flames  heated  the  cambium  n 

rapidly  than  the  propane  torch,  even  tho 
the  latter  had  a  higher  flame  temperature 

Lethal  Temperature 

A  microscope  with  a  hot  stage  makes  pc 
ble  the  observation  of  living  cells  as  they 
heated.  Living  cells  are  hard  to  distingi 
from  dead  ones  in  microtome  sections  .  H 

ever,  the  cortical  parenchyma  cells  of  j 

are  living  if  cytoplasmic  streaming  can  be  si 
and  heat  stops  this  streaming.  If  strearr 

resumes  when  the  cells  are  cooled,  the  hea' 
did  not  kill  the  cell.  The  temperature  1 

stops  streaming  permanently  on  the  hot  st 
is  around  110°  F.  This  is  much  lower  t 

the  140°  to  150°  F.  indicated  by  other  meth 
Further  study  is  needed  to  interpret  appai 
heat  damage  at  this  low  temperature. 

FIRE  BEHAVIOR  TRAINING 

The  second  National  Fire  Behavior  Traini 

Course  was  held  at  Alexandria,  Louisiana,  f:i 

January  26  to  February  20,  1959.  Two  m<i 

bers  of  the  Station's  fire  research  staff  wi 
instructors  in  forest  fuels,  heat  transfer, 

the  combustion  process.  The  29  students  wj 
fire  control  officers  and  fire  research  men  f :  i 

all  parts  of  the  United  States. 
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Forest  Disease  Research 

rhe  protection  of  forest  products,  as  well  as 
es,  from  fungus  attack  is  an  important  part 
forest  conservation.  Further,  if  markets  for 

od  are  to  be  maintained  and  expanded,  tim- 

*  products  must  be  used  in  such  ways  that 
;erioration  is  minimized. 

rhe  Southern  Forest  Experiment  Station's 
ig-time  research  has  yielded  encouraging  re- 

ts in  the  protection  of  wood  from  decay, 
in,  and  mold  fungi.  Some  of  the  significant 

dings  were  summarized  for  ready  applica- 
nt during  1959.  The  enormous  losses  from 

eases  in  southern  pine  and  hardwood  forests 

11  be  reduced  in  direct  proportion  to  the  a- 
unt  of  research  done  on  them.  Excellent 
earch  facilities  will  be  available  when  the 

^oratory  now  under  construction  at  Gulfport, 

ssissippi,  is  completed.  A  new  hardwood 

•oratory — in  prospect  for  Stoneville,  Mississ- 
ii — would  bolster  the  disease  research  pro- 
im.  The  staff,  however,  can  currently  attack 
y  the  more  urgent  problems  and  must  be 

engthened  before  survey  and  research  ef- 
ts can  adequately  evaluate  disease  problems 

I  devise  control  measures. 

PRODUCTS  PATHOLOGY 

ilding  Decays 

susceptibility  to  decay  is  one  of  the  factors 
ponsible   for   the   decreasing   proportion    of 

wood  being  used  in  building  construction  today. 

However,  decay  and  other  moisture-induced 
troubles  usually  can  be  reduced  to  insignifi- 

cance by  proper  design  and  reasonable  maint- 
enance Under  some  conditions  certain  parts 

of  buildings  should  be  made  of  preservatively 

treated  wood  or  of  all  heartwood  of  a  decay- 
resistant  species. 

Observations  and  research  during  the  past 
25  years  have  shown  that  there  are  5  general 
sources  of  water  that  may  lead  to  decay:  soil 
moisture,  tap  water,  condensate,  unseasoned 
lumber,  and  rainwater.  All  these  sources  must 
be  considered  in  protecting  southern  buildings, 
but  most  decay  is  associated  with  the  seepage 

of  rainwater  into  fascia,  siding,  screens,  porch- 
es, steps,  and  other  exterior  woodwork.    Minor 

i 
lure  29. -Above:  Many  houses  built  in  the  1930's 

lacked  protecting  roof  overhang.  Fre- 
quently these  are  now  covered  with 

aluminum  or  asbestos  siding  to  reduce 
maintenance  costs. 
Below:  Recent  construction  favors 
hipped  roofs  with  wide  overhang  and 
eaves  gutters.  The  wooden  side  walls 
are  well  protected. 
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changes  in  design  and  construction  details  were 
found  to  reduce  rainwetting  and  to  promote 

drying  of  wood  after  accidental  wetting.  Re- 
search has  shown  that  simple  applications  of 

water-repellent  preservatives,  in  conjunction 
with  good  designs,  are  surprisingly  effective 
in  reducing  decay  associated  with  rain  seepage. 

6 

Figure  30. — Most  decay  in  exterior  woodwork  of 
buildings  is  associated  with  rain  seep- 

age at  joints. 

Current  knowledge  on  factors  leading  to 
decay,  and  on  decay  control  in  buildings,  was 
summarized  in  the  October  1959  issue  of  Pest 
Control. 

Protection  of  Wooden  Ammunition  Boxes 

A  five-year  experimental  program  on  the 
protection  of  wooden  boxes  in  outdoor  storage 
was  completed  with  the  publication  of  results 
in  the  January  1959  issue  of  the  Forest 
Products  Journal.  This  research  was  con- 

ducted in  cooperation  with  Frankford  Arsenal 
and  the  tests  simulated  the  severe  conditions 

encountered  in  field  exposure  of  military  boxes 
during  emergencies.  Untreated  boxes,  and 
those  given  various  preservative  treatments, 
were  exposed  in  Mississippi,  Wisconsin,  and 
Panama.  Both  wire-bound  veneer  and  lumber 
boxes  were  used.    Observations  included   ab- 

sorptions of  preservatives,  species  of  fungi 
insects  attacking,  metal  corrosion  rates,  r£ 

ity  of  deterioration  by  fungi  and  insects,  n 
ture   pickup   and   loss,    and   the   influenc 
weight  of  oil  carriers,   water  repellents, 
many    other    factors    on    the    effectivenes 
preservative  treatment.   The  data  indicate 

under  severe  exposures,  a  3-minute  dip 
water-repellent  preservative    (Fed.  Spec. 
W-572 )  will  give  satisfactory  protection  f 
years  in  southern  United  States  and  for  3  y 
in  the  tropics.    For  longer  exposures,  pres 
treatments  should  be  considered.  A  soil  pc 

against    termite    attack    is    needed    when 
treatments  are  used. 

These  results  and  recommendations  are  r 

ly  conservative  in  terms  of  most  civilian 
of  wooden  shipping  containers.  Undoubt< 

dips  in  water-repellent  preservatives  w 
give  adequate  protection.  The  principles 
veloped  are,  however,  directly  applicabl 

many  outdoor  exposures  of  wood  product; 

Figure  31. — Ammunition  boxes  given  a  3-m 
dip  in  copper  naphthenate  (2  pe 
Cu)  plus  a  water  repellent  wei 
excellent  condition  after  3.5  % 
exposure  in  a  Panama  jungle  ( 
Untreated  boxes  and  those  tr< 
with  an  ineffective  preservative 
destroyed  in  a  shorter  time  (righ\ 

FOREST  TREE  DISEASES 

Sweetgum  Blight  Caused  by 

Soil-Moisture  Shortages 

Experimental    data    strongly    suggest 

sweetgum    blight    is    primarily    a    reactioi 
shortages  of  soil  moisture.    Blight   is   sig 

cantly  more  severe  on  slack-water  soils 
on  natural  levees;  the  slack-water  soils  1 
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jperties  which  tend  to  restrict  available 
Iter  during  periods  of  drought.  Extensive  soil 
ilyses  showed  that  blight  increased  as  ( 1 ) 
;assium  increased  in  the  1-2  foot  level,  (2) 
ium  increased  in  the  2-3  foot  level,  ( 3 ) 
bibitional  water  increased  in  the  0-1  and  1-2 
It  levels,  and  (4)  bulk  density  decreased  in 
I  0-1  foot  level.  Further  information  is  avail- 

I!  in  the  March  1959  issue 
 of  Forest  Science. 

orroboration  that  moisture  shortages  are 

primary  cause  of  blight  was  secured  by 

ficial  irrigation  of  two  Vi-acre  plots  in  a 
rear-old  sweetgum  stand.  During  1957  and 
3  the  plots  were  irrigated  whenever  the 

uilable  soil  moisture  dropped  below  40  per- 

iit  of  the  field  maximum.  In  these  2  years 

severity  of  dieback  decreased  68  percent 
the  irrigated  plots  but  increased  26  percent 

J  adjacent  unwatered  areas  (Southern  For- 
.Jry  Notes  120). 

[A  general  account  of  sweetgum  blight  was 
splished  as  USDA  Forest  Pest  Leaflet  37. 

Trunk  Lesion  of  Sweetgum 

Sweetgum  lesion  is  caused  by  a  fungus  that 

destroys  limited  patches  of  cambium.  The  dis- 
ease does  not  kill  trees,  but  lumber  and  veneer 

are  degraded  by  the  bumps  and  ridges  formed 
on  the  stem  by  the  rapid  growth  of  callus  tissue 

over  the  lesion.  Multiple  infections  are  com- 
mon on  individual  stems.  Damage  may  occur 

on  all  age  classes  but  is  most  common  in  10-  to 
20-year-old  stands,  mostly  in  the  lower  8  feet 
of  the  trunk.  An  unidentified  fungus  isolated 

from  lesions  caused  typical  damage  upon  inoc- 
ulation. 

No  general  survey  has  been  made  to  deter- 
mine the  distribution  of  this  disease,  but  it  is 

Figure  32. — Left:  Inactive  sweetgum  lesions;  note 
ridge  formation  and  overgrown  patch- 

es of  killed  cambium. 
Right:  Young  lesion  from  artificial  in- 

oculation. Inset  shows  healed  check 
inoculation. 



known  to  occur  at  the  southern  extremity  of 

the  sweetgum  range  in  Texas,  Louisiana,  Miss- 
issippi, and  Alabama.  Further  information  is 

available  in  Plant  Disease  Reporter,  August 
15,  1959. 

Cause  of  Pecky  Cypress  Found? 

Peck  in  baldcypress  has  been  known  to  path- 
ologists for  over  a  century  and  is  sufficiently 

prevalent  so  that  the  infected  lumber  is  segre- 
gated as  a  distinct  grade  for  such  specialized 

uses  as  interior  paneling.  For  some  time  path- 
ologists have  agreed,  however,  that  the  causal 

fungus  is  not  Fomes  geotropus,  as  W.  H.  Long 
had  contended  in  1914.  Recently,  a  Stereum 
sp.  was  collected  from  a  branch  wound  of 

baldcypress.  Basidiospore  cultures  were  iden- 
tical to  isolates  made  from  pecky  cypress 

secured  at  widely  separated  localities  (Plant 
Disease  Reporter,  July  15,  1959).  The  fungus 
is  under  taxonomic  study  at  the  Forest  Disease 
Laboratory,  Beltsville,  Maryland. 

Figure  33. — Peck  in  baldcypress  is  probably  cai 
by    the    Stereum   shown    here    at 
base   of   a   branch   stub   (left).     W 
the  stem  was  split  open,  pecky  w 
was  evident  (right). 

'^Wi^mJP 

Increment  Borings  Damage   Bottom-Land 
Hardwoods 

A  study  in  bottom-land  hardwoods  sho 
that  increment  boring  usually  results  i 

defect.  Even  though  most  0.2-inch  incren 
borer  holes  healed  over  in  1  to  2  years,  air 

every  boring  led  to  wood  stain.  Much  of 
stain  was  physiological  in  origin  and  develc 
regardless  of  the  season  of  boring.    Rot  ir 
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39 ons  occurred  in  3  to  80  percent  of  the  holes 

epending  on  season  of  boring  and  tree  species, 
xcept  for  sweetgum,  decay  infections  were 
markedly  less  in  holes  made  in  the  spring, 

ihese  experiments  suggest  that,  where  valu- 
ble  hardwoods  are  involved,  increment  bor- 
lgs  should  be  held  to  a  minimum  and  made 
o  deeper  than  necessary  (Journal  of  Forestry, 
ecember  1959). 

ne  Cone  Rust 

The  rust  Cronartiam  strobilinum  again 
msed  a  loss  of  about  70  percent  of  the  slash 
ne  cone  crop  in  a  narrow  strip  along  the 

[ississippi  Gulf  Coast.  For  the  second  year 
one-application  spray  treatment  with  ferbam 

as  tested  on  slash  pine  to  determine  its  effec- 
veness  in  controlling  cone  rust.  The  results 
ere  the  reverse  of  those  obtained  last  year: 

ondition  of  cone  flowers 
hen  sprayed 

Percent  of 

flowers  rusted 

nsprayed 
All  flower  stages 

prayed 
Flowers  just  emerging 
Flowers  well  developed 

but  unopened 
Flowers  open  and  receptive 

to  pollen 
Closed  after  receiving  pollen 

1958 

70 

53 

39 
12 

1959 

71 

2 

10 

58 78 

This  reversal  can  be  explained  on  the  basis 
f  time  of  infection.  In  1958  infection  occurred 

lbsequent  to  spraying,  on  untreated  tissue  ex- 
osed  by  the  development  of  young  flowers. 
Hiring  1959  most  of  the  slash  pine  flowers 
assed  from  stage  1  (emerging  from  buds)  to 
:age  4  (pollinated  and  closed)  during  3  warm, 
liny  days  when  spraying  was  impractical, 
he  incidence  of  rust  was  proportional  to  the 

mount  of  flower  tissue  exposed  during  the  in- 
action period  even  though  the  fungicide  was 

pplied  as  soon  as  the  weather  cleared.  The 

ists  definitely  show  that  spray  schedules 
med  for  a  certain  flower  stage  cannot  be 
epended  on  to  give  control  of  cone  rust. 
Lather,  sprays  must  be  timed  to  precede 
weather  suitable  for  infection  during  the  period 
f  sporidial  production.    This  phase  is  being 

studied  at  the  Southeastern  Forest  Experiment 
Station. 

Fusiform  Rust  in  Nurseries 

Furthei  information  was  secured  on  the 

prevalence  of  latent  fusiform  infections  on 

southern  pine  nursery  seedlings,  i.e.,  infections 
not  sufficiently  developed  at  lifting  time  to  be 
detected  by  grading  crews.  Loblolly  stock  from 
3  nurseries  was  carefully  examined  for  visible 
infection  by  experienced  research  personnel. 
Though  30  to  55  percent  of  the  seedlings  were 
culled  for  rust,  20  percent  of  the  apparently 

disease-free  seedlings  developed  ground-line 
galls  after  outplanting.  In  another  test  latent 
infections  were  particularly  prevalent  in  slash 

seedlings  showing  basal  branches  but  no  swell- 
ing at  lifting  time.  Basal  branching  per  se  is 

not  evidence  of  rust  infection,  but  in  beds  with 

high  rates  of  visible  infection  the  seedlings 

with  basal  branches  must  be  closely  scrutin- 
ized. The  amount  of  latent  infection  decreases 

as  the  lifting  season  advances  because  more 
infections  develop  sufficiently  to  be  detected 

by  graders.  Therefore,  late  lifting  is  advisable 
for  heavily  rusted  beds. 

These  studies  again  emphasize  the  need  for 

a  most  careful  rust-control  spray  program  in 
southern  pine  nurseries.  They  also  suggest 
that  it  may  be  inadvisable  to  ship  seedlings 
from  beds  with  more  than  50  percent  visible 
infection,  because  field  losses  will  be  so  high 

that  replanting  probably  will  be  necessary. 
Further  information  can  be  found  in  Tree 

Planters'  Notes  37. 

Fusiform-Rust  Resistance 

Preliminary  results  of  the  research  on  re- 
sistance to  fusiform  rust  are  summarized  in 

the  Forest  Management  section.  The  initial 
findings  suggest  that  satisfactory  resistance 

can  be  developed  in  inter-  and  intra-specific 
crosses  of  southern  pines. 

FOREST  DISEASE  SURVEY 

Oak  Wilt 

The  Station's  oak  wilt  survey  was  limited 
largely  to  aerial  and  ground  examinations  at 
the  west  and  southwest  extremities  of  the  in- 

fection zone  in  Arkansas.    Wilt  was  found  in 
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one  additional  county,  Searcy.  This  brings  to 
16  the  number  of  Arkansas  counties  in  which 

wilt  is  known  to  occur,  but  does  not  extend  the 

general  range  of  the  disease  in  the  State.  An 
area  of  wilt  intensification  was  found  in  Logan 

County  at  the  southern  edge  of  the  Arkansas 
infection  area.  The  other  known  heavy  wilt 

area  in  the  State  is  in  Sharp  County,  in  north- 
eastern Arkansas. 

A  limited  survey  of  the  eastern  edge  of 

Oklahoma,  adjacent  to  the  Arkansas  oak-wilt 
zone,  discovered  two  wilted  trees  in  Adair 

County.  This  is  the  first  oak  wilt  found  in 
Oklahoma  and  extends  the  known  range  of 
the  disease  westward  about  25  miles. 

New  Oak  Disease 

A  new  disease  of  white  oak  (Q.  alba) 
observed  in  several  locations  in  northwes 

Arkansas.  Small  trees,  mostly  under  6  ini 
in  diameter,  die  suddenly.  The  fungus  app 

to  spread  through  the  soil  from  tree  to  1 

for  infected  oaks  often  have  dead  neigh' 
within  a  few  feet.  A  basidiomycete  was 
lated  from  the  roots  of  several  dying  or  rec 

ly  dead  trees.  Further  study  is  needed  be 
the  cause  and  importance  of  this  root  re 
known. 

For  the  occurrence  of  other  forest  tree 

eases  see  the  Southern  Forest  Pest  Repot 
Nos.  25,  26,  and  27. 
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Forest  Insects 

Vhile  forest  insect  surveys  and  research  con- 
led  on  about  the  same  level  in  1959  as  in 

8,  some  major  shifts  were  made  in  empha- 

n  east  Texas,  studies  on  reproduction  wee- 
were  concluded  with  preparation  of  final 

jorts.    Effort  there  is  now  concentrated  on 

jiies  of  pine  bark  beetles,  particularly  the 
jthern  pine  beetle.    A  developing  outbreak 
iardin  and  Liberty  Counties  offered  a  good 

■ortunity   to   undertake   intensive   study   of 

;  pest.   Excellent  progress  was  made  in  bio- 
cal  studies  of  the  town  ant  and  of  certain 

dwood  insects.    Biological  studies  of  other 
>ortant  forest  insects  and  their  natural  ene- 
s  will  be  augmented,  in  the  hope  of  reducing 

I  need  for  insecticides. 

n  forest  insect  surveys,  more  attention  is 
v  being  given  to  evaluation  of  the  trend  and 
ential  destructiveness  of  infestations  as  a 

is  for  advising  forest  landowners  and  mana- 
s  as  to  the  need  for  control.  Initial  detection 

I  reporting  is  becoming  increasingly  the 
ponsibility  of  landowners  and  managers, 

•vey  personnel  will,  however,  continue  to 
fist  in  training  programs  to  stimulate  in- 
ist  in  detecting  outbreaks  and  will  aid  State 
1  private  agencies  in  conducting  detection 
veys. 

Research  on  termites  and  other  insects  that 

nage  forest  products  is  located  at  Gulfport, 

hsissippi.  The  studies  are  long-term  in 
:ure  and  are  of  great  interest  to  home  own- 
1  the  building  industry,  and  the  Department 
■Defense.  Their  relation  to  future  use  and 

nand  for  forest  products  was  discussed  in 
September  1959  issue  of  the  Journal  of 

'estry 

INSECTS  AFFECTING  FOREST  TREES 

Town  Ants  Discourage  Pine  Planting 

The  Texas  leaf-cutting  ant  or  town  ant,  Atta 
texana,  is  a  native  insect  that  causes  consider- 

able loss  of  naturally  established  and  planted 
pine  seedlings  in  central  Louisiana  and  east 
Texas.  While  it  is  not  noticeably  extending 

its  range,  it  is  a  serious  problem  for  the  many 
landowners  who  plant  millions  of  seedlings 
each  year  within  infested  areas.  The  ants  cut 

the  leaves  from  many  species  of  plants,  de- 
pending upon  what  is  available,  and  range 

several  hundred  feet  from  their  nests.  Pine 

seedlings  are  damaged  mostly  during  January, 

February,  and  March,  when  there  is  little  or  no 
other  green  foliage.  Small  pieces  of  foliage 
cut  by  the  ants  are  carried  into  underground 
chambers  and  used  as  a  culture  medium  for 

the  fungus  that  serves  as  food  for  the  ant 
colony. 

Fumigation  of  the  underground  nests  with 

methyl  bromide  is  the  existing  recommenda- 

Figure  34. — Crater-like  mounds  mark  the  entrances 
oj  a  town  ant  nest. 
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Figure  35. — A  town  ant  fungus  jj 

den,    exposed    in   its 
uity,    resembles    a    g; 
sponge.    It  is  made  u\ 
bits  of  vegetation  cut 
carried  to  the  nest.  S 
ialized  ants  tend  the 

gus,     which     forms 
only   food   of   the    en colony. 

i 

tion  for  control.  Some  landowners,  however, 

complain  of  uncertain  results.  Many  report 

that  fumigated  colonies  become  active  in  sev- 
eral months  to  a  year  after  treatment,  thus 

requiring  frequent  scouting  and  repeated  treat- 
ment. 

Intensive  biological  work  was  begun  in  July 
1958,  as  a  preliminary  to  later  experiments  in 

developing  cheaper  and  more  permanent  con- 
trols for  this  pest. 

Studies  thus  far  have  shown  that  a  well- 

established  colony  contains  many  hundreds  of 
thousands  of  individuals  living  as  a  highly 

organized  society.  The  so-called  nest  is  an 
intricate  system  of  underground  galleries  and 
chambers,  often  extending  more  than  20  feet 
below  the  surface.  Soil  excavated  in  forming 
these  galleries  and  chambers  is  brought  to  the 

surface   and   deposited   in   crater-like   moi. 
around  the  entrance  holes.    These  mounds 

the  most  conspicuous  evidence  of  a  colon, 

Forest  industries  in  north-central  Louis 

are  cooperating  in  studies  of  the  internal  st 
ture  of  ant  nests  by  providing  bulldozers 
personnel  for  excavating  typical  nests  per 

cally  throughout  the  year.  Hibernation  < 
ties,  previously  unknown,  were  found  to 
tain  a  large  part  of  the  total  population 

colony  during  the  winter.  Besides  tremen 
numbers  of  adult  ants,  the  cavities  cor 
sexual  larvae  mixed  with  sand  and  bit 

fresh  leaves.  Some  cavities  have  a  cap 
of  two  cubic  feet  or  more. 

Many  smaller  cavities  are  used  for  the  \ 

gus  gardens.  Those  near  the  surface  are  if 
with  fungus  during  the  summer,  but  in  w  ;| 

only  the  deeper  cavities  are  used  for  this  ] 
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pre  36. — A  virgin  queen  town  ant.  After  her 
mating  flight,  she  will  break  off  her 
wings  before  establishing  a  new  col- 
ony. 

je.  Non-sexual  larvae  are  found  in  the  fun- 
i  gardens  only  in  summer. 

'he  ants  dispose  of  exhausted  or  waste  ma- 

i'al  from  their  fungus  gardens  by  placing 1  special  cavities,  where  it  is  further  broken 

[no  by  larvae  of  a  small  fly,  Pholeomyia 
xans. 

♦ 

■ 

ure  37. -Repeated  defoliation  by  town  ants 
stunted  this  4-year-old  loblolly.  En- 

trance holes  to  the  ant  nest  can  be 

seen  to  the  left  and  behind  the  seed- 
ling. 

43 

Mating  flights  are  believed  to  occur  in  May. 
Numerous  males  and  virgin  queens  were  found 

in  the  upper  fungus  gardens  in  late  April  and  a 
few  in  late  June. 

More  than  thirty  other  species  of  insects 
have  been  found  in  town  ant  nests.  These  in- 

clude other  ants,  cockroaches,  crickets,  silver- 
fish,  springtails,  flies,  wasps,  and  beetles.  Some 

of  these  may  prey  upon  certain  stages  of  the 
town  ant-  Others  may  simply  find  the  nests 
a  suitable  habitat. 

The  number  of  active  surface  holes  for  a 
nest  of  moderate  size  was  recorded  for  each 

month  throughout  the  year.  The  high  was 
1,184  in  December,  and  the  low  was  133  holes 

• 

:*£>  : 

Figure  38. — Bulldozers  were  used  to  excavate  a 
town  ant  colony  so  that  nest  features 
could   be  studied  and  mapped. 

in  August.  The  number  in  any  month  is  a 

gage  of  the  colony's  underground  activity  and 
development. 

The  ants  forage  when  the  temperature  at 
the  surface  of  their  trails  is  between  58  and 

85°  F.  In  winter  they  are  usually  active  in 
the  middle  of  the  day,  in  fall  and  spring  gener- 

ally during  the  morning  and  evening,  and  in 
the  summer  primarily  at  night. 

The  process  of  excavating  and  mapping  the 

gross  structure  of  a  nest  was  described  in  "Ex- 
posing the  town  ant,"  Forests  and  People, 

Fourth  Quarter,  1959,  pages  18-19,  50. 

Insects  Destroy  Longleaf  Seed  in  Cones 

Studies  during  the  past  two  years  have 
shown  that  a  seedworm,  Laspeyresia  ingens,  is 
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one  of  the  most  important  destroyers  of  long- 
leaf  seed.  In  1959,  about  40  percent  of  the 
seeds  in  cones  from  six  sampling  points  in 
southern  Mississippi  were  lost  to  this  insect. 
Seeds  that  are  fed  upon  and  hollowed  out  by 

the  worm  remain  in  the  cones  during  extrac- 
tion; the  small  number  of  seed  extracted  from 

infested  cones  is  often  mistakenly  attributed 

to  poor  pollination  or  other  physiological 
causes. 

Moths  emerge  in  spring  and  lay  eggs  that 

hatch  between  mid-April  and  the  end  of  June. 
Some  other  cone-infesting  insects  attack  earlier 

in  the  season  and  complicate  attempts  to  pro- 
tect cone  crops  by  spraying  with  insecticides. 

Long-Term  Study  to  Evaluate  Injury  by  Tip  Moth 

The  Nantucket  pine  tip  moth  severely  in- 

jures young  plantations  of  loblolly  and  short- 
leaf  pine  throughout  the  South,  especially 
where  these  species  are  planted  on  poor  sites. 
By  killing  terminals  and  laterals,  it  causes 
excessive  branching,  crooked  or  forked  trunks, 
and  retarded  height  growth.  Many  foresters 

believe  that  such  injury  may  lengthen  a  pulp- 
wood  rotation  by  as  much  as  five  years. 

Others  know  of  severely  infested  young  plan- 
tations  that   have   recovered    and   show   little 

Figure  39. — Characteristic  tip-moth  damage  to  new 
growth  on  a  pine  seedling;  leaders 
have  died  and  curled  over. 

evidence  of  injury.  However,  no  measuren 
of  the  significance  of  tip  moth  injury  in  i 
tion  to  length  of  rotation  and  value  of  the  f 
crop  has  ever  been  attempted.  To  supply  s 

information,  8  of  the  Station's  research  cen 
and  several  State  and  private  agencies 

cooperating  in  establishing  plots  at  12  locat 
throughout  the  Midsouth.  At  each  loca 

one  pair  of  plots  will  be  kept  as  free  of 
moth  as  possible,  for  comparison  with  a 
in  which  no  control  is  applied.  Intensity 
infestation  in  relation  to  height  and  diam 

growth,  tree  form,  and  volume  and  valut 
the  crop  will  serve  as  a  guide  to  the  effort 
expense  that  can  be  justified  in  control 
the  pest  during  the  life  of  a  plantation.  F 
results  will  not  be  available  until  the  plots 
harvested,  about  30  years  from  now,  but 
nificant  trends  should  become  apparent  a 

4  or  5  years. 

Favorable  Growing  Season  Reduces  Benefits  f 

Spraying  for  Tip  Moth 

Considerable  increase  in  growth  of  3-y 
old  loblolly  pine  following  early  spring  at 

spraying  with  DDT  for  control  of  the  tip  n 
was  reported  last  year.  The  same  stanc 
plantation  near  Kirbyville,  Texas,  was 

sprayed  in  1959.  The  DDT  again  killed  ne 
all  of  the  tip  moths  present  at  the  tim< 

spraying,  and  the  trees  remained  almost 
tirely  free  of  attack  during  the  early  par 

the  growing  season.  By  mid-July,  howe 
the  sprayed  plots  were  again  heavily  infes 
as  they  also  were  in  1958.  Unusually  plenl 
moisture  enabled  the  unsprayed  trees  to  rr 

good  growth  in  spite  of  heavy  infestation.  ' 
experience  emphasizes  the  need  for  fur 
study  before  control  of  this  insect  by  ae 

spraying  can  be  generally  recommended. 

Control  of  Borers  Would  Increase  Value  of 

Hardwoods 

In  a  study  of  hardwood  lumber  degrade 
suiting  from  defects  caused  by  insects, 
losses  in  value  of  bottom-land  oaks  (over 
Nuttall,  and  willow)  ranged  from  about  $ 

$40  per  MBF  of  air-dry  lumber,  dependinj 
the  degree  of  insect  attack.  With  black 
northern  red  oaks  from  the  Arkansas  Oz£ 

losses  ran  from  $13  to  $19,  as  reported  in  So 

ern  Forestry  Notes  120.  These  studies,  althc 
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ited  in  scope,  are  indicative  of  the  need  for 
cer  protection  against  insects  in  hardwood 
tsts.  Research  on  some  of  the  insects  that 

Ise  defects  in  living  trees  is  under  way  and 
I  work  will  be  strengthened  as  soon  as  funds 
laboratory  facilities  can  be  provided. 

orswood  Twig   Borer  Controlled  by  Systemic 
Chemical 

he  cottonwood  twig  borer,  Gypsonoma 

\nbachiana,  stunts  and  deforms  young  cot- 
fvoods  by  attacking  terminals  in  much  the 
e  way  that  the  tip  moth  injures  pines.  A 
iminary  study  at  Stoneville,  Mississippi, 
>rted  last  year,  indicated  that  Thimet,  one 

I-  WW 

of  the  recently  developed  systemic  insecticides, 
may  be  used  to  reduce  such  damage. 

These  early  results  were  confirmed  on  larger 
plots  in  1959.  Just  before  they  were  planted, 
several  thousand  cottonwood  cuttings  were 
dipped  at  least  half  their  length  in  carbon  dust 
containing  44  percent  of  Thimet  By  the  end 
of  the  growing  season,  only  a  few  trees  from 
treated  cuttings  showed  injury  by  the  twig 
borer,  and  these  few  usually  had  only  one 

borer  per  terminal.  Trees  from  untreated  cut- 
tings were  heavily  infested;  in  one  plot  they 

averaged  3.4  feet  smaller  than  the  treated 
ones.  Some  treated  trees  were  16  feet  tall  at 

the  end  of  six  months,  having  grown  at  the 
rate  of  about  1  inch  per  day. 

Figure  40. — These  cottonwoods  were  planted  6 
months  ago.  Tree  on  lejt  is  from  a 
cutting  dipped  in  Thimet  dust;  it  is 
14.2  feet  tall  and  has  escaped  insects. 
Tree  on  right,  10.8  feet  tall,  is  from  an 
untreated  cutting  and  has  been  at- 

tacked by  twig  borers  and  leaf  beetles. 

1 

I 
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The  Thimet  also  gave  protection  against  two 

leaf  beetles,  Chrysomela  scripta  and  Meta- 
chroma  sp.;  a  clearwing  root  and  stem  borer, 

Paranthrene  dollii;  and  a  leafhopper,  Homa- 
lodisca  coagulata. 

Thimet-treated  trees  from  the  1958  study 
were  observed  during  their  second  growing 
season.  All  were  attacked  and  damaged  by 
the  twig  borer  and  other  insects  to  the  same 
degree  as  untreated  plants  of  the  same  age. 
This  indicates  that  supplemental  treatments 
must  be  developed  for  the  second  and  third 

years,  if  such  protection  is  considered  neces- 
sary. However,  this  inexpensive  treatment  of 

cuttings  will  protect  the  cottonwoods  during 
their  first  season  and  help  them  to  make 

enough  height  growth  to  compete  with  other 
vegetation. 

INSECTS  AFFECTING  FOREST  PRODUCTS 

Economy   in   Protecting    Buildings   from    Damage 

by  Termites 

Subterranean  termites  are  responsible  for 
well  over  100  million  dollars  in  damage  to 
buildings  each  year.  Most  of  this  loss  could 

be  prevented  by  proper  structural  design  sup- 
plemented by  soil  treatment  with  one  of  sev- 

eral chemicals.  Field  experiments,  in  which 
treated  soil  was  exposed  to  conditions  much 
more  severe  than  would  occur  under  normal 

buildings,  have  shown  that  complete  protection 
can  be  expected  for  at  least  ten  years  and 
perhaps  much  longer. 

The  cost  of  the  chemical  used  in  treating 
the  soil  beneath  a  building  is  relatively  small, 

and  the  objective  should  be  to  provide  protec- 
tion for  the  life  of  the  building.  Recent  studies 

have  shown  that  an  attempt  to  economize  by 
using  less  chemical  than  specified  in  present 
recommendations  is  unwise.  In  experiments  in 

which  the  chemical  was  reduced  to  one-eighth 
or  less  of  the  amount  now  recommended,  ter- 

mites penetrated  treated  soil  before  the  end 

of  the  third  year.  This  finding  is  especially 
important  to  anyone  planning  a  building  on 
a  concrete  slab.  Treatment  of  the  soil  before 

the  slab  is  poured  is  not  expensive,  but  if  the 
treatment  fails  the  owner  is  faced  with  a  diffi- 

cult and  costly  job  of  drilling  through  the  slab 
to  apply  additional  chemical. 

Detailed  information  about  precautions  that 

will  prevent  termite  damage  to  new  buildi 
and  methods  of  controlling  infestations 

existing  structures  is  given  in  a  new  publ 
tion  of  the  U.  S.  Department  of  Agriculti 
Home  and  Garden  Bulletin  64. 

Termites  Damage  Underground  Electrical  Ca 

Public  utility  companies  and  the  Departn 
of  Defense  must  often  make  difficult  and 

pensive  repairs  to  underground  electi 

cables  short-circuited  by  termites,  which 
through  the  insulation  and  allow  moistur 
enter. 

Figure  41 -Above:  Termites  bored  through 
plastic  insulation  of  these  elec 
cables.  Below:  To  test  the  resis 
of  various  coverings,  samples  of 
are  half-buried  in  the  soil,  bet 
'wooden  stakes  that  serve  as  ba 
termites. 
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In  1955,  at  the  request  of  the  Department  of 
;fense,  cooperative  studies  were  begun  to 
id  insulation  that  will  not  be  damaged  by 

-mites.  Many  different  materials  were  sub- 
tted  by  various  manufacturers  and  exposed 
Mississippi  and  the  Panama  Canal  Zone, 
me  have  proved  completely  resistant,  but 

veral  have  been  only  slightly  attacked.  Cer- 
in  polyvinylchloride  and  polyethylene  com- 
:unds  are  the  most  resistant.  Several  were 

metrated  when  exposed  in  sheet  form  but 
:ve  shown  little  or  no  injury  when  used  as 
:>ulation  on  short  sections  of  finished  cable. 

INSECT  SURVEY  PROGRAM 

Forest  insect  surveys  aim  to  detect  develop- 

l  insect  outbreaks  and  to  evaluate  the  signif- 
mce  of  infestations  that  are  discovered.  Tim- 
r  managers  use  information  from  the  surveys 
deciding  where  and  when  controls  are 
eded.  The  territory  served  by  the  Southern 
irest  Experiment  Station  contains  about  100 
llion  acres  of  commercial  forest  land,  and 

esent  survey  personnel  are  unable  to  ex- 
line  more  than  a  small  part  of  this  total, 
rst  attention  is  given  to  pine  lands  with  a 
story  of  previous  insect  outbreaks.  Even  so, 
;s  than  half  of  the  50  million  acres  of  pine 

pe  are  covered  by  aerial  surveys  each  year. 

igure  42. -Forester  and  pilot  prepare  to  fly  pre- 
selected flight  lines  over  forested  areas 

to  detect  and  evaluate  insect  activity. 

Only  very  limited  areas  of  hardwood  forest 
are  included  in  the  present  survey  program, 
even  though  hardwoods  occupy  half  of  the 

South's  forest  land.  The  extent  of  damage 
from  hardwood  insects  is  difficult  to  appraise. 
These  pests  kill  far  fewer  trees  than  do  pine 
insects,  but  tremendous  losses  in  value  are 

caused  by  various  types  of  wood  borers  that 
make  holes  and  scars  in  living  trees.  External 

symptoms  are  indistinct  or  lacking,  and  the 
damage  often  goes  unnoticed  until  trees  are 
cut  or  logs  sawed.  Less  important  but  more 
apparent  forms  of  damage,  such  as  defoliation, 
are  therefore  more  likely  to  receive  attention. 

It  is  hoped  that  the  insect  survey  program 

can  soon  be  expanded,  in  close  cooperation 
with  State  agencies  and  private  landowners, 

until  it  will  provide  current  and  accurate  infor- 
mation as  to  the  status  of  insect  populations 

on  all  forest  lands.  Such  information,  together 

with  the  development  of  cheaper  and  more- 
effective  control  methods,  will  help  to  remove 

one  of  the  principal  obstacles  to  intensive  tim- 
ber culture  in  the  South. 

The  following  paragraphs  describe  some  of 
the  more  important  insect  problems  that 

plagued  forest  owners  in  1959. 

Southern  Pine  Beetle  Threatens  East  Texas 

The  southern  pine  beetle  is  the  most  feared 

and  spectacular  tree  killer  in  the  South.  It 
attacks  pines  of  pulpwood  and  sawtimber  size 

and  can  kill  apparently  vigorous  trees.  Infes- 
tations typically  occur  in  groups  of  trees  that 

vary  in  size  from  a  few  to  several  thousand. 

Population  trends  are  violent  and  hard  to  pre- 
dict. Buildups  are  fast  and  often  without  ap- 

parent reason.  When  an  epidemic  has  run  its 
course,  the  beetles  sometimes  disappear  as 

rapidly  as  they  came;  in  some  years  it  is  almost 
impossible  to  find  any  beetles  at  all. 

During  the  early  summer  of  1959,  an  out- 
break again  developed  rapidly  in  the  Big 

Thicket  of  southeast  Texas,  in  a  larger  and 
less  accessible  area  than  in  1958.  The  Texas 

Forest  Service  continued  leadership  in  control, 
which  was  partially  financed  by  Federal  funds 

provided  under  the  Forest  Pest  Act.  Spot  in- 
festations were  located  from  the  air  and  control 

crews  felled  beetle  trees  and  treated  them  with 
benzene  hexachloride  in  fuel  oil. 
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In  the  outbreak  area,  which  consists  of 
70,000  acres  in  Hardin  and  Liberty  Counties, 
144  spot  infestations  were  discovered  between 
June  and  December  during  weekly  flights. 
Most  spots  were  small,  but  several  contained 
over  1,000  beetle  trees.  Heavy  summer  and 
fall  rains  interfered  with  ground  travel  and 

prevented  control  in  some  of  the  spots.  It 
appears  likely  that  the  situation  will  be  much 
more  serious  in  1960. 

Elsewhere  in  the  Midsouth,  the  southern  pine 
beetle  is  static  or  at  a  comparatively  low  ebb. 
Small  outbreaks  began  to  appear  and  spread 
on  the  Talladega  National  Forest  and  industrial 

lands  in  east-central  Alabama,  but  on  national 
forest  lands,  controls  are  holding  the  beetles 
in  check. 

Ips  Engraver  Beetles  Southwide 

Ips  beetles  kill  sapling  and  larger  pines 
weakened  by  drought,  fire,  hail,  ice  storms,  or 
other  causes.  They  can  almost  always  be  found 

in  lightning- struck  trees,  and  infestations  are 
typically  dispersed  through  the  forest.  Being 

scattered,  the  dying  trees  attract  little  atten- 
tion, yet  the  cumulative  mortality,  month  after 

month  and  year  after  year,  is  high. 

Light  uptrends  of  Ips  beetles  occurred  in 
most  States,  but  no  serious  outbreaks.  Groups 
of  pines  were  killed  around  individual  trees 

that  had  been  struck  by  lightning,  and  moder- 
ate numbers  of  single  infested  trees  were  ob- 

served in  stands  that  were  overdense  or  had 

been  weakened  by  flooding.  In  several  areas, 
Ips  avulsus  developed  in  logging  slash  and 
spread  to  nearby  standing  timber. 

Black  Turpentine  Beetle — The  Most  Costly  Pest 

The  black  turpentine  beetle,  once  considered 
of  little  importance,  has  proved  to  be  a  serious 
pest  capable  of  killing  the  best  trees  in  the 

forest.  It  has  been  especially  prevalent  in 
stands  weakened  by  heavy  logging,  flooding, 
and  other  disturbances.  The  beetle  also  has 

become  a  major  problem  in  naval  stores  areas. 
Turpentined  trees,  especially  intensively 
worked  trees  in  dense  stands,  are  particularly 
susceptible  to  attack.  Increased  mechanization 

of  logging  may  have  something  to  do  with  the 

insect's  new  importance,  since  heavy  vehicles 
not  only  damage  the  residual  trees  but  com- 

pact the  soil  and  injure  the  roots. 

In  1959,  the  beetle  was  a  continuing  probl 

on  most  of  the  national  forests  and  many  Si 
and  private  lands  Southwide.  It  was  rr 
active  in  flatwoods  forests,  along  creek  t 

toms,  and  on  low,  poorly  drained  sites.  Me 
anized  logging  on  poorly  drained  soils  (m 
unusually  muddy  by  abundant  rain )  resul 
in  excessive  injury  to  the  roots  of  remain 
trees.  This  damage,  plus  prolonged  early  si 
mer  flooding,  created  ideal  conditions  for  be< 
development.  Early  detection  and  prompt 
tion  prevented  excessive  timber  mortality, 

more  money  was  spent  in  combating  this  irj 
than  any  other  forest  pest  in  the  Midsouth. 

Beetles  were  first  attracted  to  fresh  stur 

and  skinned  trees,  but  developing  broods  1 

spread  to  the  lower  trunks  of  high-value  tn 
This  was  especially  common  when  timber  I 
removed  at  intervals  of  several  months — f 

poles  and  piling,  next  sawtimber,  and  fin; 
pulpwood.  Populations  increased  steadily 
cause  each  new  generation  was  provided  w 
an  abundance  of  fresh  stumps  and  dama 
trees.  The  repeated  disturbances  and  frequi 
relocation   of  woods   roads   further   weake; 

Figure  43. — Tessie  Terebrans,  the  black  turpen- 

beetle,  has  the  leading  role  in  O' sional  Paper  174. 
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residual  trees  and  made  them  highly  sus- 
jtible.  When  cutting  was  terminated  and 

kh  stumps  were  no  longer  available,  emerg- 
I  beetles  often  killed  the  badly  weakened 
ks  by  force  of  numbers,  unless  initial  attacks 

fe  arrested  by  application  of  benzene  hexa- 
J>ride  in  fuel  oil. 

ccasional  Paper  174,  The  truth  about  Tessie 

lebrans,  is  a  non-technical  publication  on 
j  important  insect. 

l-h's  Largest  Sawfly  Spray  Project 

h  September  and  October  1958,  a  little- 
kvn  sawfly,  Neodiprion  excitans,  stripped 
iles  from  loblolly  and  shortleaf  pines  on 
istrial  lands  in  southeast  Texas.  Severely 
)liated  stands  were  well  defined  from  the 

They  totaled  about  25,000  acres.  In  early 

ember,  the  greenish,  black-headed  larvae 
n  cocoons  on  and  in  the  litter  near  tree 

es,  and  occasionally  in  bark  crevices. 

luring  the  winter,  parasitic  insects,  mostly 
nil  wasps,  killed  many  sawfly  prepupae. 
is,  armadillos,  mice,  and  shrews  destroyed 
tiy  more.  By  early  March  an  estimated  95 
tent  of  the  sawfly  population  in  the  badly 
!>liated  areas  had  been  wiped  out. 

'he  few  prepupae  that  survived  transformed 
idults  and  produced  a  small  early  spring 
od  that  failed  to  cause  noticeable  defolia- 
i.    Abundant  new  needle  growth  on  most 

of  the  trees  defoliated  the  previous  fall  pointed 
to  a  good  recovery,  and  further  damage  was 
considered  unlikely  in  1959.  However,  one  or 
more  additional  broods  developed  in  late  spring 

and  early  summer.  By  mid-July,  large  num- 
bers of  larvae  were  found  in  previously  defoli- 
ated stands;  occasional  dying  trees  harbored 

the  southern  pine  beetle. 

Aerial  spraying  with  DDT  was  recommended 
to  prevent  tree  mortality  and  further  growth 
loss  which  might  be  followed  by  increase  of 
the  southern  pine  beetle.  Approximately 

17,000  acres  of  the  more  heavily  infested  tim- 
ber were  sprayed  in  late  July  and  early  August, 

the  project  being  partially  financed  by  funds 
from  the  Forest  Pest  Act.  A  larval  disease,  as 

yet  undetermined,  appeared  when  spraying 
was  nearly  completed. 

The  dual  action  of  the  chemical  and  disease, 

and  the  continued  activity  of  parasites  within 
surviving  cocoons,  has  apparently  reduced  the 

sawfly  to  an  endemic  level.  In  early  Novem- 
ber, an  aerial  survey  over  225,000  acres  located 

no  areas  of  severe  defoliation. 

Figure  44. — Left:  Female  sawfly,  Neodiprion  exci- 
tans, about  to  oviposit  on  needles  of 

loblolly  pine.  Right:  Mature  larva 
in  feeding  position. 
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Red-Headed  Sawfly  a  Threat  to  Pine  Plantations 

The  red-headed  pine  sawfly  continued  prev- 
alent on  young  pines  of  all  species  in  Louisiana 

and  Texas.  Isolated  occurrences  were  reported 
also  in  Oklahoma,  Arkansas,  Alabama,  and 

Mississippi,  but  damage  was  negligible  in  most 
areas. 

Broods  overlap  considerably,  and  there  are 

several  generations  each  year.  Some  individ- 
uals remain  in  cocoons  in  the  soil  for  months, 

while  others  feed  upon  the  foliage.  Feeding 

in  groups,  the  colorful  larvae  devour  most  of 
the  needles  on  one  branch  before  moving  to 
another.  When  sufficient  numbers  are  present, 

the  entire  tree  may  be  defoliated  and  tender 
bark  removed.  Young  trees  die  when  severely 
or  repeatedly  defoliated. 

A  severe  outbreak  on  several  hundred  acres 

of  loblolly  and  longleaf  pines  on  the  Kisatchie 
National  Forest  in  Louisiana  required  aerial 

and  ground  spraying  with  DDT  in  June.  The 
insecticide,  together  with  heavy  egg  parasitism 
by  a  Chalcid  wasp  (Closterocerus  cinctipennis), 

appeared  to  have  controlled  the  insects.  Never- 
theless, a  second  spraying  was  necessary  on 

part  of  the  area  in  July.  Overlapping  broods 
and  rapid  reproduction  apparently  caused  the 
unexpected  buildup. 

Ten  Million  Acres  of  Mites 

In  early  May,  spider  mites  infested  an  esti- 
mated 10  million  acres  of  loblolly  and  shortleaf 

pines  in  northern  Louisiana  and  southern  Ar- 
kansas. The  conspicuous  browning  of  the  foli- 

age of  pines  of  all  sizes  caused  considerable 
alarm  among  foresters  and  timber  owners,  who 

feared  that  the  trees  would  die.  Young,  open- 
grown,  understocked,  even-aged  pine  stands 
were  hardest  hit.  Some  whole  stands  of  both 

large  and  small  trees  had  a  brown,  sickly  color. 

The  cause  of  the  outbreak  was  not  definitely 

known,  but  a  three-week  drought  had  pre- 
ceded the  attack.  Moreover,  needle  browning 

by  fungi  had  been  unusually  prevalent  since 

early  spring  and  continued  so  during  the  out- 
break. 

Heavy  rains  in  late  May  and  early  June  eased 
the  situation  by  knocking  the  mites  off  the 
needles.  The  infested  trees  have  since  made 

a  good  recovery,  but  growth  loss  probably  has 
been  considerable. 

Similar  short-lived  outbreaks  of  spider  mites 

on  pine  were  observed  in  east  Texas  in  1J 
and  central  Mississippi  in  1955. 

Tent  Caterpillars   Strip   Southern    Hardwoods 

During  the  spring   of   1959   the   forest  t« 

caterpillar  again  defoliated  bottom-land  ha 
woods  in  southern  Louisiana  and  Alabama,  a< 

spread  into  Mississippi. 

In  Louisiana,  feeding  was  generally  ligh 

in  the  40,000-acre  area  infested  in  1958,  \ 
though  severe  defoliation  of  tupelo  and  bl^ 

gum  was  observed  west  of  New  Orleans.  LJ 
vae  spun  their  cocoons  in  early  May  and  mo  I 
were  in  flight  two  weeks  later.  By  June,  trrj 
had  put  out  a  second  crop  of  leaves,  but  thij 
were  smaller  and  less  abundant  than  norrrn 

Many  trees  now  have  dead  branches  in  thhj 
crowns. 

Sweetgum,  river  birch,  willow  oak,  and  owj 
cup  oak  on  150,000  acres  along  the  Alaba.ii 

River  bottom  were  heavily  defoliated.  La.| 
populations  of  larvae  stripped  sweetgum  <a; 
then  moved  to  other  species.  The  outbres 

spread  in  1959  into  the  pine-hardwood  forif 
beyond  the  Alabama  River  bottom.  Mii 

sweetgums  as  far  north  as  Jackson,  Alabaiiij 
were  completely  stripped.  Infestations  wdl 
seen  in  Clarke  and  Washington  Counties,  /^ 

bama,  and  in  Wayne  County,  Mississippi. 

Many  caterpillars  were  infected  with  a  ff 
gus  ( Entomophthorales )  or  parasitized  by  Te: 
inid  and  Sarcophagid  flies,  Achaetoneura 
and  Sarcophaga  houghi.  These  agents  ri 
stop  the  outbreak,  but  probably  not  beii 
many  trees  have  been  killed. 

Oak  Worm  Defoliation  Conspicuous  in  Many 
Areas 

Moderate  to  complete  defoliation  of  varic 
species   of   oak   was   reported    in    many   am 
during  September  and  October.    The  orai 
striped  oak  worm,  Anisota  senatoria,  yell); 
necked  oak  worm,  Datana  ministra,  and  v 

able  oak-leaf  caterpillar,  Heterocampa  man. 
were    the    most    common    insects    feeding 
thousands  of  acres  of  oaks  in  Jasper  and  M 
ton  Counties,  Texas,  and  areas  in  south wesit 
Louisiana    and    northeast    Mississippi.     Um 

they  have  been  otherwise  weakened,  oaks 
endure    considerable    defoliation,    particul 
in  the  autumn.   Oak  worms,  though  someti 

causing  spectacular  damage,  are  not  consid<  | 
to  be  serious  pests  of  forest  trees. 
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FOREST  SURVEY 

ansas  Survey  Nears  Completion 

lore  than  90  percent  of  the  third  inventory 
Arkansas  forests  has  been  completed.  Field 

k  in  10  remaining  counties  of  the  Ozark 
on  will  be  finished  by  March  1960.  The 
l/ious  Forest  Survey  was  completed  in  1951; 
(first,  in  1936. 

ireliminary  estimates  of  forest  acreage  and 
per  volumes  in  20  counties  of  southwest 
Kansas  and  10  in  the  Ouachita  Mountain 
on  show  that  in  both  regions  pine  volume 
increased  but  hardwood  has  declined  during 

fpast  decade.    These  changes  are  a  reversal 

J<re  45. — 
\ne  sawtimber  volume 
i  the  Ouachitus  has  in- 
teased  44  percent  in  the 
list  decade. 

of  earlier  regional  trends.  Forest  acreage  has 
also  increased  since  the  previous  inventory  in 
these  upland  regions. 

Generous  assistance  from  the  Arkansas 

Forestry  Commission  and  a  number  of  private 
companies  has  made  it  possible  to  keep  the 
field  work  for  the  new  inventory  ahead  of  the 
schedule  that  could  have  been  maintained  with 

regularly  allotted  funds.  The  private  coopera- 
tors  include  The  Crossett  Company,  Interna- 

tional Paper  Company,  Dierks  Forests,  Inc., 

Bradley-Southern  Division  of  Potlatch  Forests, 
Inc.,  Fordyce  Lumber  Company,  Ozan  Lumber 
Company,  Deltic  Farm  and  Timber  Company, 
Inc.,  and  Pomeroy  and  McGowin. 

«■■, 

MM&'*W& 
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Forest  Development  in  North  Central  Mississippi 

In  order  to  examine  some  of  the  problems 

and  opportunities  associated  with  full-scale 
development  of  forest  resources,  a  study  was 
undertaken  in  four  counties  of  north  central 

Mississippi — Kemper,  Neshoba,  Noxubee,  and 
Winston. 

Briefly,  the  study  indicates  that  forest  re- 
sources can  be  the  basis  of  a  flourishing  econ- 

omy. Though  translating  the  capability  into 
reality  requires  a  sizeable  capital  outlay,  the 
expenditure  is  well  worth  making.  Some  of 
the  benefits  would  be  immediate  and  tangible. 
Prescribed  woodland  treatments,  for  example, 

could  provide  at  least  500,000  man-days  of  em- 
ployment. An  increase  in  forest  land  values 

is  another  likely  benefit;  lands  now  supporting 
small,  defective  trees  would  increase  sharply 
in  market  value  with  planting  and  timber  stand 
improvement. 

These  immediate  benefits  would  be  inciden- 

tal to,  and  small  in  comparison  with,  the  rami- 
fied effects  of  expansion  of  basic  industries. 

Present  population  trends  would  be  reversed, 
and  the  larger  population  of  the  future  would 

enjoy  a  higher  per-capita  income  and  better 
community  services  than  do  present  residents. 

Details  of  the  study  are  in  Occasional  P; 
173. 

Photographing  Forests  from  Helicopters 

A  test  of  the  potentialities  of  helicopters 

obtaining  low-altitude  stereo-photography 
made  in  cooperation  with  TVA.    Even  the 

camera  equipment  had  to  be  improvised, 
helicopter  stereograms  as  a  group  were  suj 
or  to   1:20,000  photos  for  evaluating  ave 
tree    heights    and    crown    diameters.     Ph 
taken  at  an  altitude  of  200  feet  were  not 

nificantly    better   than    those    from    300     I 
Color   stereograms   at   300   feet   gave   slig.< 

poorer  results  than  black-and-white  prints 

In  brief,  the  superiority  of  helicopter  st(  i 
grams  did  not  appear  sufficient  to  justify 
present  high  cost  of  helicopter  operation. 

Aerial  Volume  Table 

A  volume  table  for  use  with  aerial  prit 
was  constructed  from  data  collected  by 
Forest  Survey  in  southwest  Arkansas  (tabl 

As  it  is  not  feasible  to  separate  species-gr 
for  measurements  on  conventional  U 

photography,  table  values  are  composites. 

Table  3. — Composite  aerial  volume  table  jor  southern  Arkansas 
Average 

total Crown    closure 

height  • (feet) 
5 

percent 
15 

percent 

25 

percent 

35 

percent 

45 

percent 

55 

percent 

65 

percent 

75 

percent 

85 

percent 

I- 

40 175 215 250 

  Gross 

290 
cubic  jcet 

325 per  acre 
365 

400 440 475 

45 240 295 345 400 
450 

505 555 610 660 
50 330 395 

460 525 590 
655 720 790 

855 
55 395 490 580 

675 765 860 
950 

1,045 1,140 

1, 

60 480 600 715 830 950 
1,065 1,180 1,300 1,415 

1, 

65 585 725 860 
1,000 1,135 1,275 1,410 1,545 1,685 

1,1 

70 715 865 
1,020 1,175 1,330 1,480 1,635 

1,790 1,945 

2, 

75 860 1,025 1,195 1,360 1,530 1,695 1,865 2,030 2,200 

2,: 

80 1,020 1,200 1,380 1,555 1,735 1,910 2,090 2,270 2,445 

2,' 

35 1,205 1,390 1,575 1,760 1,945 2,130 2,315 2,500 2,685 

2, 

90 1,410 1,600 1,785 1,975 2,165 2,350 
2,540 2,730 

2,915 

3, 

95 
1,635 1,820 2,010 2,200 2,385 2,575 2,765 2,950 

3,140 

3, 

100 1,875 2,060 2,245 2,430 2,615 2,800 2,985 
3,170 3,355 

3, 

105 2,140 2,315 2,495 2,675 2,850 3,030 3,210 3,385 3,565 

3, 

110 
2,420 2,590 2,755 2,925 3,095 3,260 3,430 3,600 3,765 

3, 

115 2,725 2,880 3,030 3,185 3,340 3,495 3,650 3,805 3,960 
4. 

120 3,045 3,180 3,320 3,455 3,595 3,730 3,870 4,005 4,145 

4, 

1  As  the   table   is   based  on   field  measurements   of  tree   heights,   photo   heights   must   be   adjusted   as   explained    in   Occ Paper   172. 

-  Gross  volumes  are  inside  bark  and  include  the  merchantable  stems   of   all   live   trees   5   inches   d.b.h.   and    larger   from to  a  variable  top  diameter  not  smaller  than  4  inches  i.b. 

, 

' 
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rse  of  the  table  requires  measurement  only 
otal  tree  height  and  crown  closure  density, 

asional  Paper  172  shows  how  photo-meas- 
i  tree  heights  can  be  adjusted  for  differ- 
s  among  interpreters,  photography,  and 

id  characteristics.  The  publication  also  pro- 
;s  a  table,  useful  with  a  wide  range  of 

tography,  for  converting  parallax  measure- 
its  in  millimeters  to  height  factors. 

Estimation  in  Southern  Hardwoods 

'stimating  the  proportion  of  cull  in  a  rotten 
has  long  been  regarded  as  an  art  to  be 

tered  only   by   veterans.     Few   guides   are 

;re46.— 
^kngth  of  fire  scar  can  often 
tt  used  as  an  index  of  cull 

ftoportions.  Dissection  of  this 
veetgum  revealed  43  percent 

,ktt-log  cull  behind  the  4-foot 

'icn  fire  scar.  Arrow  indi- 
tes upper  limit  of  rot. 

lable  to  freshman  cruisers  because  it  is 

orally  considered  that  the  factors  affecting 

$y  are  too  numerous  to  codify.  A  study  by 
i;tForest  Survey  in  Louisiana  and  Mississippi, 
fever,  revealed  that  the  amount  of  cull  in 

Hwood  butt  logs  is  related  to  length  of  fire 

Jlnds,  which  are  the  primary  entrance  points 

heart-rot  fungi.  This  relationship  can  be 
!l|blished  for  various  species  and  localities 
illissecting  a  number  of  trees  and  measuring 

^'amount  of  rot  associated  with  scar  length. 
3  ,n  these  data,  a  table  can  be  made  that  will 
neate  cull  into  severity  classes  practicable 

4  ;the  timber  cruiser's  field  use. 

iie   procedure    for    compiling    a    local    cull 
k  is  described  in  the  December   15,   1959, 

p  of  the  Southern  Lumberman,  pages  225- 

Southern  Pulp  Industry  Leads  Nation 

The  South  now  has  most  of  the  country'3 
pulping  capacity.  The  proportion  of  the  na- 

tional total  is  56  percent;  in  1946  it  was  47 

percent. 
Southern  mills  now  number  75.  Total  mill 

capabilities  have  increased  from  16,000  tons 

of  pulp  per  day  in  1946  to  over  44,000  tons. 
The  average  mill  can  manufacture  590  tons  of 

pulp  daily,  as  compared  to  320  tons  a  dozen 
years  ago.  Daily  capacity  of  individual  mills 
ranges  from  25  to  2.050  tons. 

1948  1950  1952  1954  1956  1958 

Figure  47. — Pulping  capacity  in  the  South,  1946-58. 

Five  new  mills  are  planned  or  under  con- 
struction. These  additions  will  increase 

southern  pulping  capacity  by  some  1,375  tons 
daily.  Options  have  been  taken  on  other  mill 
sites,  and  further  expansions  of  existing  mills 
are  planned.  Many  of  the  existing  mills  were 

built  or  modernized  recently,  and  hence  in- 
corporate the  latest  technological  improve- 

ments. Their  operating  efficiency,  among  other 

advantages,  puts  them  in  top  competitive  posi- 
tion in  the  industry. 

The  regional  cut  of  pulpwood  has  kept  pace 

with  plant  expansion.  In  1958  the  South  pro- 
duced 20  million  cords  of  pulpwood — nearly 

three-fifths  of  all  the  pulpwood  processed  in 
the  Nation.  Of  this  volume,  some  18  million 

cords  were  shipped  as  rough  bolts.  The  rest 
were  derived  from  plant  residues,  chiefly  slabs 
and  edgings  salvaged  at  pine  sawmills. 

Utilization  of  residues  has  been  the  most 

notable  postwar  trend  in  the  southern  pulp 
industry.  Today  more  than  400  southern  plants 
convert  residues  to  pulp  chips,  and  many  more 
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are  ordering  the  requisite  machinery.  A  total 
of  4  million  cords  of  pine  chips  theoretically 
could  be  made  from  southern  wood  residues 

each  year.  Much  of  this  potential  is  at  sawmills 
whose  annual  production  is  too  small  to  justify 
installation  of  barking  and  chipping  equipment. 
Awareness  of  values  involved,  however,  has 

led  to  the  establishment  of  concentration  yards 
where  slabs  from  small  mills  are  debarked  and 

chipped. 

Forest  Survey  Release  82  gives  detailed  in- 

formation on  the  South's  1958  pulpwood  har- 
vest, and  reviews  trends  since  1946.  The  South- 

eastern   Forest    Experiment    Station    and    the 

Southern  Pulpwood   Conservation   Associa  in 
cooperated  in  collecting  and  compiling  the  dn. 

ECONOMICS  OF  FOREST  MANAGEMEN 

Chip  Prices 
Prices  paid  in  the  Midsouth  for  pulpw 

bolts  and  chipped  residues  are  summarizec 

the  August  10,  1959,  issue  of  Southern  I 
and  Paper  Manufacturer,  page  58.  In  1958, 

average  price  per  ton  of  green  chips  was  $i 
for  pine  and  $4.10  for  hardwood.  These  figi 
are  for  the  States  of  Alabama,  Arkansas,  Lot 

ana,  Mississippi,  Oklahoma,  Tennessee, 
Texas. 

10 

8 

! 

TOTAL 

HARDWOOD 

PINE 

wmm m 

0  1.V-.   WL 
1953 1954 1955 

Figure  48. — Production  of  pulp  chips  from  mill  residues  in   the  Midsnuth. 
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pwood  Handling  Mechanized 

Some  600  mechanized  pulpwood  yards  are 

operation   throughout   the   South.     Most   of 
em  are  less  than  5  years  old.  A  spectacular 

I'velopment  by  any  standard  one  chooses!  The 
irds  eliminate  manual   labor  in  transferring 

Its  from  producers'  trucks  to  railcars.   Truck 
nd-by  time  is  also  reduced,  and  railcars  are 
aded  more  fully  by  machine  than  by  men. 
her  reasons  for  the  establishment  of  yards 

le  given  in  The  Timbennan,  May  29,  1959, 

jiges  56-57. 

-Mechanized   concentration   yards   speed 
wood  deliveries  to  pulpmills. 

all  Woodlands:    Key  to  Timber  Supplies 

The  eventual  size  of  the  South's  forest  in- 
lstry,  together  with  its  stability  and  capacity 

provide  rewarding  employment,  will  be  af- 
cted  by  the  kind  of  management  applied  to 

lall  wooded  tracts — which  collectively  make 
most  of  the  forest  acreage.  What  are  the 

/ners  of  these  tracts  like?  What  are  they 

|)ing  about   their   timber-growing   prospects? 
In  southwest  Arkansas  about  3.4  million 

ooded  acres  are  in  tracts  of  less  than  5,000 

;res  in  size,  held  by  55,000  owners.  A  survey, 
sported    in    Occasional    Paper    170,    revealed 

that  the  average  holding  is  62  acres.  Owners 

who  are  actively  managing  their  stands  com- 
prise less  than  10  percent  of  the  total,  but  con- 

trol one-third  of  the  small-tract  acreage.  Indi- 
viduals who  tend  to  invest  in  forestry  have 

above-average  assets.  Instead  of  contributing 
their  own  time,  they  typically  hire  labor  for 

forest  operations.  Planting  open  areas  to  pine 
and  removing  undesirable  trees  are  the  most 

popular  practices.  Sixty  percent  of  those  who 
plant  and  84  percent  of  those  who  control  weed 
trees  receive  incentive  payments  under  the 
Agricultural  Conservation  Program. 

Another  study,  in  St.  Helena  Parish,  Louisi- 
ana, found  that  realization  of  forest  values  has 

led  some  240  out  of  1,000  small-tract  owners 
to  begin  managing  their  stands.  The  trend  to 

management  is  recent.  It  is  largely  attribut- 
able to  intensified  forestry  promotion,  the  in- 

creasing number  of  examples  of  good  manage- 
ment, and  the  free  technical  services  that  have 

developed  in  the  last  decade.  The  St.  Helena 
findings  are  reported  in  Bulletin  520  of  the 
Agricultural  Experiment  Station  of  Louisiana 
State  University,  published  in  cooperation  with 
the  Southern  Forest  Experiment  Station. 

The  studies  in  Arkansas  and  Louisiana  rein- 
force others  in  indicating  that  landowners  who 

undertake  management  programs  do  so  on 

tracts  of  above-average  size  and  stocking.  It 
also  appeared  to  the  interviewers  that  owners 

who  were  making  a  start  in  forestry  had  gener- 

ally more  financial  resources  than  the  non- 
managers. 

Small  Forests  Can  Pay 

To  demonstrate  the  benefits  of  management 

to  small-tract  owners,  the  Southern  Forest  Ex- 

periment Station's  research  centers  maintain 
a  number  of  demonstration  forests. 

These  tracts  vary  widely  in  timber  type, 

management  methods,  and  products.  The  vari- 
ations are  the  result  of  a  deliberate  attempt 

to  make  each  study  fit  the  conditions  and  needs 
of  the  territory  it  serves.  The  products  include 

not  only  sawlogs  and  pulpwood  bolts,  but  also 
bourbon  staves,  gum  naval  stores,  and  redcedar 
logs.  On  some  tracts,  annual  timber  harvests 
seem  desirable,  on  others  it  appears  best  to 
cut  at  longer  intervals.  Some  units  are  as  small 
as  15  acres,  but  most  contain  about  40  acres. 
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Principles   applied    to   these   "farm    forties" are: 

Harvest  part  of  the  growth;  leave  part 
to  build  up  stocking. 
Leave  sound,  vigorous  trees  as  growing 
stock;  cut  to  improve  the  stand  and  the 

spacing  of  the  trees  left. 
Deaden  culls. 

When  necessary,  supplement  natural  re- 
generation by  seeding  or  planting. 

Protect  against  fire,  insects,  and  disease. 

1 

l. 

Table  4  summarizes  some  of  the  results.    It 

reports  stumpage  returns  only;  additional  op- 

portunities may   lie  in   using   farm   labor  a 
equipment  to  get  the  wood  to  the  yard  or  mi 
Dollar  values  are  assigned  at  current  marll 

prices,  but  are  intended  only  as  a  handy  a 
familiar  tool  for  comparison. 

As  the  table  indicates,  the  returns  tend  J 

increase  with  the  length  of  time  the  stands  he  j 
been  under  management  and  with  the  origin 
stocking.  As  all  of  the  tracts  can  profital 
carry  more  and  better  growing  stock  than  trl 
now  have,  the  policy  of  cutting  less  than  I 

growth  will  eventually  lead  to  much  greaj 
revenues. 

Table  4    .  --Harvest  and stumpage  returns  from  ex jerimental  woodlots ! 

Size 

of tract 

Initial 

growing 
stock 

per 

acre 

Length 
of  time 
managed 

1959  cut  per  acre 
Research  center Volume Returns 

— 
and 

forest  type 

Saw  - 
timber 

Pulpwood 

and 
other 

Saw- 

timber 
Pulpwood  1 and            Total 

other 

Additions         — 

to  grow- mg  stock    V!., 
Acres Cu.  ft. Years Bd.  ft. Cu.  ft. -      - -      -      -     Dollars ----- ..: 

BIRMINGHAM 

Loblolly  and  short - 
leaf  pine  and  hard- 

woods 38 
1,  02  5 

12 120 10 2.40        0.53  2.93 3.  50 

Shortleaf  pine 
On  sandy  south 

On  cherty  south 

slope 
slope 19. 1 

745 

492 

6 
6 

Eastern  redce dar 18. 7 254 6 

Shortleaf  pine 
and  hardwood 

On  sandy  north 

on  cherty  north 

slope 

slope 
49. 

36 
9 420 

526 
6 
6 

CROSSETT 

Loblolly  pine 
4  0 

1,  793 
ZZ 

Loblolly  pine M 

976 

21 

MARIANNA 

Longleaf  and 
slash  pine 

40 
880 

12 
Longleaf  and 
slash  pine 

41 
360 

L2 

394  5 

303  26 

51  15.6 

11.77  .27  12.04 

8.62         1.30  9.92 

1.88         2.24  4.12 

3.  50 

4.  50 

1.  58 

NACOGDOCHES 

Loblolly  and  short - 
leaf  pine  and  hard- 
woods 66.9        1,315 12  131 

3.93 
3.93 

1.98 
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'     -a 

ire  50. — This  thrifty  stand  of  pine  was  planted 
on  an  abandoned  field. 

All  cuts  combined,    per acre  annually 
• Returns 

pwood 
ind 
ther 

Saw- 
timber 

Pulpwood 
and 
other 

Total 
Additions 

to  grow- 
ing stock 

Net 
returns 

l.  ft. Dollars 

1.48  0.81  2.29  3.00 
5.29 

1.  15 
1.21 

1.15  1.09  2.24 
1.21  .65  1. 8b 

1.20 
2.  08 

.  .  . 
.83 .83 

1.  04 1.  04 

8.41 .87 9.28 
3.  07 12.  35 

5.  68 .83 b.  51 4.27 10.78 

'.1  2.85  1.20  4.05  1.03  5.08 

.  1 77  .42  1.19  1.12  2.31 

4.23  .40  4.63  1.14  5.77 
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Pine  Management  at  Crossett 

Eighteen  years  oj  selection  timber  manage- 
ment on  the  Crossett  Experimental  Forest  was 

published  as  Technical  Bulletin  1206  of  the 
U.  S.  Department  of  Agriculture.  The  bulletin 
summarizes  costs,  returns,  and  silvicultural 
observations  from  an  understocked  forest  of 

second-growth  southern  pine  and  hardwood 
that  has  been  managed  since  1937. 

The  forest  totals  958  acres.  When  manage- 

ment began,  the  stocking  of  shortleaf  and  lob- 
lolly pine  of  sawlog  size  varied  from  1,922  to 

8,000  board  feet  per  acre,  by  the  International 

1  4-inch  rule.  The  average  was  4,669  board  feet. 

It  soon  became  clear  that  oaks,  gums,  and 
other  hardwoods  could  not  compete  with  pine 

in  growth  rate,  quality,  or  return  per  acre. 
Therefore  all  merchantable  hardwoods  5  inches 

d.b.h.  and  larger  were  sold  and  unmerchantable 
ones  girdled. 

During  the  18  years,  4,160  board  feet  of  pine 
sawlogs,  754  board  feet  of  hardwood  sawlogs, 

6.0  cords  of  pine  and  gum  pulpwood,  and  3.9 
units  of  hardwood  chemical  wood  were  cut 

per  acre.  Though  the  pine  sawlog  volume  re- 
moved equals  89  percent  of  that  present  in 

1937,  volume  in  sawtimber  pines  has  increased 

by  3,651  board  feet  per  acre. 

Growth  of  pine  sawtimber  has  averaged  405 

board  feet  per  acre  per  year,  or  about  10  per- 
cent simple  interest.  Growth  on  all  pines  4 

inches  d.b.h.  and  larger  has  averaged  74  cubic 

feet,  or  7  percent  simple  interest. 

In  1957  dollars,  the  timber  present  in  1937 

would  have  approximated  $200  per  acre,  and 
the  average  investment  in  roads,  timber  stand 

improvement,  and  cruise  and  management 
plans  about  $14  per  acre.  Net  annual  return  in 
1957  dollars  would  have  been  $12.98  per  acre. 

Such  earnings  would  represent  interest  of  ap- 
proximately 6  percent. 

Acquisition  today  of  a  tract  similar  in  site 
to  the  study  area  would  entail  an  outlay  of  $10 

to  $30  per  acre  for  the  land,  in  addition  to  the 
value  of  the  timber.  If  a  land  cost  of  $20  were 

added  to  the  $214  per  acre  assumed  for  timber 
and  improvements,  the  net  return  would  be 
about  5.5  percent  annually 
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Timber  Markets  in  North  Mississippi 

Timber  buyers  of  the  Yazoo-Little  Talla- 
hatchie watershed  of  Mississippi  is  a  directory 

of  firms  active  in  this  19-county  area.  The  list 
contains  273  names — all  that  could  be  located 

in  a  county-by-county  canvass.  Sawmills  now 
number  171,  as  compared  to  415  in  1946.  Much 
of  the  decline  in  mill  numbers  is  due  to  the 

scarcity  of  pine  and  hardwood  sawtimber.  The 
1957  Forest  Survey,  for  example,  found  that 
the  3.2  million  forest  acres  in  the  19  counties 

support  an  average  of  only  1,000  board  fee 
sawtimber  per  acre;  of  this,  about  73  pen 

is  hardwood — chiefly  of  low  grade. 

For  pulpwood  buyers,  the  timber  suppl; 
more  favorable.    Pulpwood  harvesting  is  r 
tively  new  to  this  area.    In   1946  only  35 
cords  were  purchased,  but  by  1958  the  man 

took    125,000   cords.     New   pulpmills   that 

planned    or    already    under    construction 

soon  provide  additional  markets  for  wood 
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Forest  Utilization  Research 

fhile  forest  industry  in  the  South  had  a 
jperous  year  in  general,  competition  from 
mate  products  made  it  specially  rewarding 
those  companies  which  have  modernized 
ipment  and  taken  advantage  of  research 
ings  to   improve  manufacturing   processes 
products.  The  greatest  progress  was  in 

;oning,  preservation,  and  the  up-grading  of 
materials  to  higher-level  uses. 

he  Division  of  Forest  Utilization  Research 

>ed  in  this  progress  by  furnishing  research 

rmation  to  industry  and  by  referring  indus- 
1  problems  to  centers  of  research  where 
tions  might  be  found. 

reas  of  research  of  greatest  interest  at 

;ent  are  the  predrying  of  hardwoods,  stor- 
of  harvested  raw  material,  and  protection 
/ood  in  use. 

IMPROVING  THE  AIR-DRYING  OF 
HARDWOOD  LUMBER 

uring  the  year,  industry  and  research  sue- 
fully  attacked  the  problem  of  shortening 

2  to  6  months  traditionally  used  to  air-dry 
iwood  lumber  before  it  is  finished  off  in  a 

echanical  predryers,  usually  sheds  open 
one  end  or  side  and  with  exhaust  fans 

Dsite  the  opening,  are  being  built  both  com- 
cially  and  by  individual  sawmills.  Bring- 
the  moisture  content  of  green  lumber  to 

level  for  efficient  kiln-drying  has  become 
atter  of  days  or  weeks  instead  of  months, 
eover,  the  controlled  drying  promises  to 
m  the  degrade  and  footage  losses  that  have 

ays  been  an  accepted  part  of  air-drying 
Dably  the  strongest  incentive  for  the  instal- 
>n  of  predryers,  however,  lies  in  reducing 

the  business  risk  occasioned  by  the  necessity 
of  anticipating  markets  in  advance  of  a  long 
seasoning  period. 

P*ifcte 

•     -    Sh» 

Figure  51. — One  of  several  types  of  predryers  for 
hardwood  lumber.  Exhaust  fans  are 
pulling  outside  air  through  loaded 
kiln  cars. 

Methods  and  equipment  for  mechanical  pre- 
drying are  still  in  their  technical  infancy.  Daily 

fluctuations  in  atmospheric  temperature  and 
humidity  can  retard  or  even  reverse  the  drying 
action.  When  even  small  amounts  of  heat  are 

added  to  the  flow  of  air,  a  satisfactory  rate  of 

drying  can  be  maintained  at  all  times.  At  the 
Sewanee  Research  Center,  during  good  drying 

weather,  red  oak  took  60  days  in  a  conventional 

yard  pile  to  reach  air-dry  condition.  In  an 
experimental  predryer,  matching  samples  of 
lumber  required  19  days.  Here,  a  small  amount 
of  heat  was  added  as  required  to  maintain 
ambient  air  at  8.3  percent  equilibrium  moisture 
content.  Air-flow  remained  constant  at  500 

feet  per  minute.  During  a  poorer  drying  sea- 
son, a  similar  test  should  show  even  greater 

advantages  of  controlled  drying. 
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Another  study  at  the  same  Research  Center 
suggested  the  value  of  paving  the  yard  used 
for  conventional  air-drying.  Simply  covering 
the  ground  under  several  piles  of  lumber  with 
ordinary  roofing  paper  reduced  FAS  degrade 
to  16  percent,  as  compared  with  37  percent 
loss  when  the  ground  was  uncovered.  The 
lumber  dried  more  evenly  from  the  top  to  the 

bottom  of  the  pile  with  a  soil  cover  than  with- 
out. 

THE  APPRAISAL  OF  WOOD  DENSITY 

How  many  tons  of  wood  are  we  growing 
every  year?  This  is  a  question  being  heard 
more  and  more  in  the  pulpwood  forests  of  the 

South.  Foresters  have  long  been  able  to  esti- 
mate the  volume  of  wood  being  produced 

annually  on  their  lands.  No  non-destructive 
method  of  converting  these  volume  estimates 

to  weight  of  dry  fiber  has  been  available,  how- 
ever, except  by  the  application  of  crude  species 

averages. 

A  cooperative  effort  of  the  International 

Paper  Company,  the  U.  S.  Forest  Products  Lab- 
oratory, and  the  Southern  Station  has  pro- 

duced such  a  method.  From  the  specific  gravity 
of  normal  increment  cores  taken  at  breast 

height,  it  is  now  possible  to  predict,  with  rea- 
sonable accuracy,  the  average  specific  gravity 

of  the  tree  from  which  the  core  was  removed. 

Figure  52  shows  these  relationships  for  the  four 
major  southern  pine  species. 
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Figure  52. — Relationships   between  specific  grat 
of   increment   cores   at    breast    heilfo] 
and    average    specific    gravity    of 
merchantable   bole. 
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The  curves  are  based  on  data  from  100  trq 

of  each  species,  as  found  in  southern  and  c 
tral  Mississippi.  In  each  tree,  cores  were  ta! 

from  breast  height  and  cross-sectional  di 
were  cut  from  the  upper  end  of  each  pulpwi 
bolt.  Complete  methodology  will  be  found 

the  Forest  Products  Laboratory's  Report  2 
Estimating  tree  specific  gravity  from  a  sinij 
increment  core. 

ph 

The   importance   of   the    relationships   n'ui 
may  be  seen  in  Table  5.  Equal  volumes  of  tM 

Table  5. — Relationship    betioeen  specific  gravity  of  an  increment  core  and  weight  of  merchantable  ion 
of  the  same  tree 

Loneleaf    pine Slash    pine 
Loblolly 

pine 

Shortleaf  pine 
Increment 

core 
specific 
gravity  ' 

Drv 
fiber 

per preen cu.  ft. 

Green 

wood  - 

per 

75 

cu.  ft. 

Dry 

fiber 

per 

green cu.  ft. 

Green 

wood  : 

per 

75 cu.  ft 

Dry 

fiber 

per 

green 

cu.  ft.         J 

Green 

wood  - 

per 

75 
cu.  ft 

Dry 

fiber 

per 

green 

cu.  ft. 

Green  : 

wood  2 

per 

75 

cu.  ft. — Pounds 

0.42 
.44 

.46 

.48 

.50 31.5 4,700 

.52 32.2 4,800 

.54 32.8 4,900 

.56 33.4 
5,000 

.58 34.0 
5,100 

.60 34.5 5,200 

.62 35.0 5,250 

.64 35.5 5,300 

-Pounds  '- 

30.5 4,600 
31.0 4,650 
32.0 4,800 32.6 

4,900 
33.2 

5,000 33.6 
5,050 34.2 5,100 34.6 
5,200 

— Pounds  ' — 
26.2 

3,950 27.0 
4,050 

27.7 4,150 28.4 
4,250 29.0 
4,350 29.6 4,450 

30.1 
4,500 

30.6 4,600 

— Pounds  ' — 26.2 

3,950 
27.1 

4,050 27.8 

4,200 
28.5 

4,300 
29.2 

4,400 29.8 

4,450 30.3 
4,550 30.9 
4,650 

1  Green-volume  basis 
Moisture  content  computed   at   100  percent,  dry  basis. 
Light-face  type  represents  extremes  of  observation. 
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ie  species  of  wood  often  vary  as  much  as  10 

cent  in  amount  of  dry  fiber,  and  the  ex- 
ne  variation  may  be  considerably  more 
n  this.  Where  species  are  mixed,  even 

ater  differences  in  potential  yield  may  oc- 
.  The  ability  to  measure  such  differences 
be  valuable  to  foresters  choosing  stands  for 
vest  or  growth,  for  buying  or  selling.  As 
cific  gravity  is  directly  related  to  strength, 
nements  of  the  new  procedure  will  permit 
itification  in  the  forest  of  material  suitable 

such  uses  as  poles,  piling,  and  dense  struc- 
il  timbers.  Additional  uses  will  come  to 

it  as  industrial  concern  with  timber  quality 
•eases. 

THE   UTILIZATION    OF    HARDWOODS 

hort  clear  sections  of  hardwood  trees  are 

n  relegated  to  low-income  uses  because 
y  will  not  yield  lumber  of  standard  lengths. 

Ire  are  good  industrial  reasons  for  this,  a- 
ig  them  being  that  it  is  more  efficient  to 
Idle  large  pieces  in  logging,  milling,  and 
toning.  Yet  such  sections  contain  wood 

irely  suitable  for  high-grade  industrial  use, 

'  the  potential  of  these  short  lengths  is  con- 
rally  being  explored.  An  article  in  Southern 

nberman  for  October  1,  1959,  pages  30-31, 
bribed  an  attempt  by  a  small  plant  to  con- 
I  clear  hardwood  bolts  into  dimension  stock. 

Jong  the  Escambia  River,  in  western  Flori- 
private  forest  owners  have  set  aside  a  tract 

-These  bolts  were  salvaged  from  cull 
trees.  Can  they  be  profitably  con- 

verted to  high-grade  dimension  stock? 

of  hardwood  timber  for  demonstration  of 

modern  methods  of  marking,  cutting,  and  log- 
ging. The  Stoneville  Research  Center  will  sort 

the  logs  into  commercial  use-classes  and  survey 
markets  for  the  highest  return.  It  is  hoped  that 
a  successful  demonstration  will  stimulate  area- 

wide  recognition  of  potential  profits  from  hard- 
wood forests  when  cut  and  utilized  by  up-to- 

date  standards. 

OUTDOOR  PULP-CHIP  STORAGE 

Southern  pulpmills  have  always  stored  small 

volumes  of  chips  in  overhead  bins  or  in  build- 
ings or  silos  constructed  for  this  purpose.  The 

bulk  of  raw  material  has  been  stored  as  round 

bolts  in  wood  yards.  Outdoor  storage  of  pulp 

chips  in  huge  piles  has  been  common  practice 
at  West  Coast  pulpmills  for  some  years,  but  in 
the  South  the  greater  hazard  from  decay  has 
discouraged  the  procedure. 

At  Cantonment,  Florida,  the  St.  Regis  Paper 

Company  and  the  Marianna  Research  Center 

Figure  54. — Sampling  hardwood  pulp  chips  for  loss 
in  specific  gravity  during  outdoor 
storage. 
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conducted  exploratory  trials  of  outdoor  storage 
of  both  hard  ( mostly  oak )  and  soft  ( mostly 
sapgum  i  hardwood  pulp  chips.  Preliminary 
indications  are  that  storage  of  at  least  60  days 
is  feasible,  even  during  the  hot,  moist  weather 
of  late  summer. 

If  future  research  sustains  the  early  results, 

outside  storage  of  chips  will  offer  many  oppor- 
tunities for  economizing  in  the  harvesting, 

transport,  chipping,  and  storage  procedures  of 
the  southern  pulp  industry. 

PROTECTION  OF  WOOD  IN  USE 

Traditionally,  wood  products  have  been 
cheap  enough  to  replace  after  a  relatively  short 
service  life.  Today,  costs  of  maintenance  and 

repair  are  such  that  the  place  of  wood  in  ex- 
terior exposures  is  critically  threatened  by 

costlier  materials  which  have  been  treated  to 

hold  their  appearance  and  usefulness  over  a 
longer  life  span. 

Architects,  designers,  and  engineers  have 
been  overlooking  elementary  principles  for 

protecting  wood  in  exposed  locations.  Un- 
treated sole  plates  lying  on  concrete  slabs  are 

used  as  the  lower  support  members  in  hoi 

construction.    Painted  siding  is  installed  wi  ij 
out  roof  overhang,  fascia  boards  covering  1 
ends  of  rafters  and  roof  are  given  no  protec 
from  roof  drainage  and  rain  seepage.    La 
ated  arches  extend  beyond  overhang  wit 
benefit    of    preservative    materials.      Out: 

porches  are  built  without  preservative  tn 
ment  for  floor,  steps,  rails,  and  posts.    In 
climate  of  the  southern  Gulf  Coast,  such 

treated  components  have  expected  service  1 
of  three  to  five  years.   When  they  are  repla 

property    owners    often    turn    to    costlier   i 
terials. 

Both  in   publications  and   by  personal  c 
tacts,  industrial  trade  associations  and  resea 

institutions  are  making  a  determined  efforl 
advance  the  proper  usage  and  protection 
wood.    Past  research  has  given  utility  p< 

railroad  ties,  fence  posts,  and  similar  prodiii 
thirty  years  and  more  of  useful  life  under 
treme    conditions.     Future    research    can   f 

the  most  efficient  methods  for  extending 
service  life  of  wood   in   residential   and  en 

mercial  buildings.     Such   protection   is  fun 
mental  to  maintaining  the  future  place  of  wj 
in  the  competitive  market. 

ii  ii  ■'  a   n         1 

£  — "    —  — *        . 

Figure  55. -Adequate  protection  is  necessary  to  extend  the  life  and  appearance  oj  wood  .  .  .  With  pres< 
tment,  this  laminated  beam  would  still  be  sound  .  .  .  Water-repellent  preservative 

have  been  better  than  varnish  for  this  exterior  door  .  .  .  Adequate  roof  overhang  u have  aided  the  paint  film.. 
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Publications,  1959 

Items  marked  with  an  asterisk  are  available 

on  request  to  the  Southern  Forest 

Experiment  Station 

?ry,    Gene. 
EVALUATING  UNDERSTORY  FLANT  COVER  FROM 

AERIAL  PHOTOGRAPHS.  Techniques  and 

Methods  of  Measuring  Understory  Vege- 

tation, pp.  82-83.  1959.  U.S.  Forest 
Service  Southern  and  Southeastern  Forest 

Experiment  Stations.  [Understory  plants 
cannot  be  viewed  directly  on  1 : 20 ,000 

aerial  photographs,  but  assessment  of 

plants  in  the  dominant  canopy  should  be 
useful  not  only  for  dist  ribut  ing  plots 

for  ground  measurement  but  also  for  mak- 

ing direct  pred ict ions  about  the  compo- 
sition and  character  of  minor    vegetat  ion  .] 

PHOTOGRAPHING  FORESTS  FROM  HELICOPTERS. 

Journal  of  Forestry  57:  339-342,  illus. 
May    1959.      [Helicopters    are    well    adapted 

to  taking  large-scale,  low-altitude 
aerial   photos   of   forest   areas.    To   offset 

flying  costs,  however,  such  photos  must 

yield  in  forma t ion  not  obtainable  from 

conventional    1:20,000    prints.] 

  and  Myhre,    David. 

COMPOSITE    AERIAL    VOLUME    TABLE    FOR    SOUTH- 
ERN   ARKANSAS.    Southern   Forest   Experiment 

Station    Occasional    Paper    172,     9    pp., 

illus.     1959.      [Construct ion    and   appli- 
cation  of    table    for   mixed  pines  and  hard- 
woods.   Volumes,    expressed   in    gross    cubic 

feet   per   acre,    are   derived   from   stereo- 
scopic   measurements    of    average     tree 

I  heights    and   crown    closure    percent.    Also 

j included   is    a    table    for    converting   dif- 

I  ferent ial    par al lax   measurements    in   mil- 
llimeters     to     tree    heights     in     feet.] 

« ett,  Wm.  H. 
AERIAL  INSECT  SURVEYS  IN  EAST  TEXAS. 

Texas  Forest  News  38(3):  3,  8,  illus. 

July-August-September  1959.  [How  the 

Texas  Forest  Service,  private  land- 

owners, and  the  Southern  Forest  Experi- 
ment Station  conduct  cooperat ive  pest 

surveys . ] 

FOREST  INSECT  CONDITIONS  IN  LOUISIANA. 

Insect  Conditions  in  Louisiana,  1958, 

pp.  18-20.  1959.  Entomology  Research  De- 
partment, Louisiana  Agricultural  Experi- 

ment Station.  [The  black  turpent  ine 
beetle  was  troublesome  during  1958,  and 

the  Nantucket  pine  tip  moth  was  unusual ly 

prevalent.  The  red-headed  pine  sawfly 
defol iated  young  plantat ions  in  central 
and  southwestern  par ishes .  The  southern 

pine  beetle  was  inact ive ,  and  ample  rain 
curtailed  the  damage   done  by  I ps    beetles.] 

  and  Ostmark,    H.E. 

THE  TRUTH  ABOUT  TESSIE  TEREBRANS.  South- 
ern Forest  Experiment  Station  Occasional 

Paper  174,  16  pp.,  illus.  1959.  [illus- 
trated, popular  booklet  describing 

habits  and  control  of  the  black  turpen- 
tine  bee tie. J 

Blair,  R.M. 

WEIGHT  TECHNIQUES  FOR  SAMPLING  BROWSE 

PRODUCTION  ON  DEER  RANGES.  Techniques 
and  Methods  of  Measuring  Understory 

Vegetation,  pp.  26-31.  1959.  U.S.  Forest 
Service  Southern  and  Southeastern  Forest 

Experiment  Stations.  [Browse  is  difficult 
to  inventory .  Many  weight  techn  iques 

have  been  devised ,  but  all  are  varia- 

tions of  one  of  three  standard  proce- 
dures: actual  measure  by  c lipping  and 

weighing ,  weight  est imates ,  or  a  combi- 
nation   of    clipping    and    estimating.] 

*Boyer,    R.G. 

EVERGREEN  BAGWORM.  Southern  Forest  Ex- 

periment Station  Southern  Forest  Pest 

Reporter  28,  2  pp.,  illus.  December  30, 

1959.  [The  bagworm  is  troublesome  chief- 

ly on  ornamentals ,  where  it  may  be  con- 
trolled by  spraying  or  by  handpicking  of 

indi vidua  1  insec  t  s .  Forest  trees  are 

somet imes  defol iated  but  almost  always 

recover ;  special  controls  are  rarely 
necessary.] 
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Boyer,    W.D. 
HARVESTING  AND  WEIGHING  VEGETATION. 

Techniques  and  Methods  of  Measuring 

Understory  Vegetation,  pp.  11-16.  1959. 
U.S.  Forest  Service  Southern  and  South- 

eastern Forest  Experiment  Stations. 

[Though  the  weight  method  of  sampling 
herbage  is  laborious ,  it  is  likely  to 

continue  to  be  highly  useful  both  in 

research  and  in  range  and  pasture  man- 
agement .J 

♦Broadfoot,    W.M.,    and  Krinard,    R.M. 
GUIDE  FOR  EVALUATING  SWEETGUM  SITES. 

Southern  Forest  Experiment  Station  Occa- 
sional Paper  176,  8  pp.,  illus.  1959. 

[Describes  3  methods  of  est imating  sweet- 
gum  sites  in  the  Midsouth:  from  amounts 

of  clay  and  exchangeable  potassium  in 

the  36-  to  48 -  inch  soil  layer;  from 
texture  and  drainage  character ist ics  of 

the  soil;  and  from  tabulated  averages 

for    standard    soil    series    and  phases .] 

*   and  Toole,    E.R. 
HARDWOODS  RECOVERING  FROM  DROUGHT 

Southern  Forest  Experiment  Station 

Southern  Forestry  Notes  119.  January 
1959.  [Ample  rains  in  1957  and  1958 
halted  losses  of  hardwoods  from  the 

record  drought   of  1952-1956.] 

♦Bruce,    David. 
EFFECT  OF  LOW  COMPETITION  ON  LONGLEAF 

PINE  SEEDLING  GROWTH.  Proceedings,  1958 

annual  meeting,  Society  of  American 

Foresters,  pp.  151-153,  illus.  1959. 

[Offers  guides  for  deciding  when  re- 
duction of  compet  it  ion  is  necessary  to 

get    longlea f    to    start    height    growth .] 

♦Burke,    H.D. ,    andKrumbach,    A.W. ,    Jr. 
NITROGEN  PROBE  FOR  SOIL- MOISTURE  SAM- 

PLING. Journal  of  Geophysical  Research 

64:  1039-1042,  illus.  August  1959. 
[Liquid  nitrogen  was  poured  into  hollow 

probes  thrust  into  the  soil.  As  the 

nitrogen  boiled  off,  soil  froze  to  the 

outside  of  the  probes.  The  probes  were 
wi  thdrawn  after  2  minutes  and  the  ad- 

hering soil  removed  in  lengths  corre- 
sponding to  the  layers  for  which  a  sample 

was   des ired .] 

  and  Turnbull,  W.J. 
PREDICTION  OF  SOIL  MOISTURE  FROM  SOIL 

AND  WEATHER  RECORDS.  Symposium  of 

Hannoversch-Munden ,  vol.  I  (Water  and 

Woodlands),  pp.  69-75,  illus.  Publi- 
cation 48,  International  Association  of 

Scientific  Hydrology,  Gentbrugge, 
Belgium.  1959.  [See  entry  under  Carlson 
and  H or  ton.] 

♦Burns,    R.M. 

AN    INCENSE    CEDAR    THRIVES    IN    THE    SOUT 

Southern    Lumberman    199(2489):     12 

December    15,     1959.      [i4n    incense    ced 

(Libocedrus    decurrens)    that   was   plant- 

93  years   ago   in  northern  Mississippi 
42   inches    in  diameter   and  80    feet    tali 

DIRECT  SEEDING  OF  PINES  SHOWS  PROMISE 

TEST.  Mississippi  Farm  Research  22(1C 
6,  illus.  October  1959.  [The  seed  « 
loblolly ,  treated  with  endrin  and  thin 

In  general ,  unburned  plots  had  a  faeri 

seed  catch  but  greater  first-year  m< 
tality    than    burned  plots.] 

Campbell,    R.S. 
THE  IMPORTANCE  OF  UNDERSTORY  MEASUREMN 

IN  FOREST  AND  RANGE  RESEARCH.  Techniqi 
and  Methods  of  Measuring  Understc 

Vegetation,  pp.  2-3.  1959-  U.S.  Fori 
Service  Southern  and  Southeastern  For 

Experiment  Stations.  [Purpose ,  scoj 
and  organ  i  zat  ion  of  the  U.S.  Fori 

Service  Conference  on  Techniques  ■ 

Methods  of  Measur ing  Understory  Ve- 
tation,  held  at  Tifton,  Georgia,  Octo 
27-31,    1958.] 

♦Carlson,    C.A. 

APPROXIMATION  OF  THE  FIELD  MAXIMUM  S 
MOISTURE  CONTENT.  Soil  Science  Soci 
of  America  Proceedings  23:  403-41 
November -December  1959.  [Equat ions 
approximat ing  field  maximum  from  van 
factors  were  evaluated  by  applicat iot 

533  sites  throughout  the  United  Stat 

The  0 .06 -atmosphere  moisture  tension 
the  only  single  factor  correlated  w 
field  maximum.  With  simultaneous  am 

sis,  sand  content  and  wetness  index  i 
also  primary.] 

♦   and  Ho r ton,    J.S. 

\ 

DEVELOPMENT    AND    TESTING    OF    SOME    AVE) 

RELATIONS    FOR    PREDICTING    SOIL    MOISTI 

Forecasting    t ra f f i cabi 1 i ty    of    soi 

Report    5,     210    pp.,     illus.     1959 
Army    Engineer    Waterways    Experiir 

Station    Technical    Memorandum    3-il 

[Predict ion   relat ions ,    derived   from    I 

on    sires     throughout     the    U.S.,    J \ 
tested    on   651    sites,    mostly    ones 

which  detailed  soi 1-moisture  and  stre* 
data   were   unavailable.    Accuracy   of] 

soi 1 -moisture    predict  ions    was    wi 
reasonable    limits     for    well-dra soils.] 

Carpenter,    B.E. ,    Jr. 

BOLTS    SALVAGED    FROM    CULL   OAKS?    Sout  J 
Lumberman    199(2484):     30-31,     ill 

\r 

: 

."■■ 

as 

! 
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October  1,  1959.  [Describes  an  attempt 

to  determine  if  bolts  from  low-grade 
hardwoods  can  be  profitably  harvested 
and  sawn  into  blanks  for  furniture 

manufacture.] 

ssady,  J.T. 

GENERAL  REVIEW  OF  METHODS  AND  TECHNIQUES 
FOR  MEASURING  PRODUCTION  AND  UTILIZATION . 

Techniques  and  Methods  of  Measuring 

Understory  Vegetation,  pp.  5-10.  1959. 
U.S.  Forest  Service  Southern  and  South- 

eastern Forest  Experiment  Stations. 

[  The  trend. . .has  been  from  the  ex- 
tensive to  the  intensive ,  from  est imates 

to  direct  measurement s  or  to  measur  e- 

ments  supplemented  by  carefully  checked 

est  imates .  In  general ,  techniques  are 

becoming  more   e  fficient  and  more   direct .  "J 

SEED  REQUIREMENTS  PER  ACRE  FOR  DIRECT 

SEEDING.  Direct  Seeding  in  the  South, 

1959,  a  Symposium,  pp.  120-128.  Duke 
University.  1959.  [Synopsi  zes  informa- 

tion from  southern  foresters  exper ienced 

in  d i rect -  seeding  and  cone ludes  that 
If  I  had  to  give  a  single,  unqua 1 ified 

answer  to  the  quest  ion  of  pine  seed  re- 
quirements for  direct  seeding  it  would 

be  to  sow  10,000  to  15,000  viable,  re- 

pellent-treated seed  per  acre  on  almost 
any  reasonable  plant ing  site  for  any  of 

the  major  southern  pines  adapted  to  the 

area.  Barring  a  major  catastrophe..., 
such  a  rate  should  ensure  1,000  to  5,000 

pine  seedlings  initial ly  establ ished  per 
acre . 

"] 
_and  Crowell,    Wm.H. 

ROW  SEEDING.  Forest  Farmer  18(5):  8,  12, 
16,  illus.  February  1959.  [A  machine  for 

seeding  pine  in  rows  has  been  developed 
for  cleared  sites  in  the  Florida  sand- 

hills. Row  seeding  requires  less  seed 

than  broadcast  methods  and  gives  more 
even   distribution.] 

ristopher,    J.F. 

SOUTH' S    PULP    INDUSTRY    STILL    GROWING- 
Southern    Forest    Experiment    Station 

Southern   Forestry  Notes    122.    July    1959. 

[See   entry   immediately    below.] 

  and  Nelson,    M.E. 

SOUTHERN  PULPWOOD  PRODUCTION,  1958. 

Southern  Forest  Experiment  Station 

Forest  Survey  Release  82,  24  pp.,  illus. 

1959.  [Southern  pulpwood  product  ion  by 
State  and  county,  size  and  locat ion  of 

mills,  number  of  companies  drawing  wood 

from  individual  count ies ,  and  synopsis 

of  developments    since   1946.] 

♦Coyne,    J.F. 

NEODIPRION  TAEDAE  LINEARIS,  A  PEST  OF 

LOBLOLLY  AND  SHORTLEAF  PINES.  U.S.  De- 

partment of  Agriculture  Forest  Pest 

Leaflet  34,  4  pp.,  illus.  1959.  [in 
recent  years  this  sawfly  has  been  a 

serious  pest  in  the  south-central  States. 
It  seldom  kills  trees,  but  causes  huge 

losses  by  dest roying  the  needles  and 

thus  retarding  growth.  DDT,  applied  from 

an  airplane ,    cont rols    it.] 

♦Crawford,    H.S. 

2,4, 5-T  ON  OZARK  HARDWOODS.  Southern 
Forest  Experiment  Station  Southern 
Forestry  Notes  120.  March  1959.  [when 

applied  in  frills,  2, 4, 5-T  rapidly 
killed  crowns  of  unwanted  oaks,  hick- 

ories, and  gums,  but  did  not  adequately 

suppress    sprout ing .] 

SAMPLING  THE  PRODUCTION  OF  FRUITS  AND 

SEEDS  OF  WOODY  AND  HERBACEOUS  PLANTS. 

Techniques  and  Methods  of  Measuring 

Understory  Vegetation,  pp.  116-122. 
1959.  U.S.  Forest  Service  Southern  and 

Southeastern  Forest  Experiment  Stations. 

[Factors  that  influence  fruiting  and  seed- 
ing,   and  methods  of sampl ing   production.} 

♦Croker,    T.C.  ,    Jr. 

DIRECT  SEEDING  LONGLEAF  PINE  IN  SOUTH 

ALABAMA  AND  NORTHWEST  FLORIDA.  Alabama 

Conservation  30(5):  18-19,  27,  illus. 
February-March  1959.  [in  trial  sowings, 

good  results  were  achieved  with  long- 
leaf,  slash,  loblol ly ,  and  shor t lea f 

pine,  but  not  with  sand  pine.  All  seed 
was  coated  with  Arasan  to  repel  birds 

and    with    endrin     to    deter     rodents.] 

FURROW  SEEDING- -A  NEW  WAY  TO  REDUCE  PINE 

REGENERATION  COSTS.  Alabama  Forest 

Products  2(9):  108-109,  illus.  September 

1959.  [Furrow  seeding  "is  a  simultaneous 
ground-preparation  and  d i rec t -  seeding 
operation.  Repel  lent  - t reated  pine  seeds 
are  sown  in  rows  at  any  desired  spacing 

on    a    specially    pr  epar  ed    s  eedbed .     J 

SCALPING  STIMULATES  LONGLEAF  GROWTH. 

Southern  Forest  Experiment  Station 
Southern  Forestry  Notes  121.  May  1959. 

[On  a  sandy  ridge  in  southern  Alabama , 

scalping  the  seedbed  just  before  seed- 
fall  markedly  increased  the  number  of 

longl ea  f  pine  seedlings  that  began 

height    growth    in     their     third    year.] 
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*Croker,    T.C. ,    Jr. 

TWELVE  YEARS  OF  MANAGEMENT  ON  THE  ES- 
CAMBIA FARM  FORESTRY  FORTY.  Southern 

Forest  Experiment  Station,  4  pp.  1959. 

[More  than  $4,500  of  longleaf  timber  has 
been  harvested  from  this  tract  since 
1947.] 

*Czabator,    F.J.,    and  Enghardt,    Hans. 
NURSERY- INFECTED  SEEDLINGS  DEVELOP 
FUSIFORM  RUST  CANKERS  AFTER  OUTPLANTING. 

U.S.  Department  of  Agriculture  Tree 

Planters'  Notes  37,  pp.  23-25.  August 
1959.  [Many  infections  on  southern  pine 

nursery  stock  are  still  latent  at  lift- 
ing time,  and  hence  cannot  be  detec  ted 

during  grading.  The  best  assurance  of 

rust- free  planting  stock  is  careful 

spraying  with  fungicides  to  prevent  in- 
fection   in    the   seedbed .] 

Davidson,    R.W.  ,    Toole,  E.R.  ,   and 

Campbell,    W.A. 
A  PRELIMINARY  NOTE  ON  THE  CAUSE  OF 

"PECKY"  CYPRESS.  Plant  Disease  Reporter 
43:  806-808,  illus.  July  15,  1959.  [On 
the  basis  of  a  compar ison  of  isolates 

from  fruiting  bodies  of  a  Stereum  on 

ba Idcypr ess  and  from  pecky  wood,  the 

Stereum  appears    to   be    the   cause  of  peck .] 

Davis,  J.R. 
LOW- VOLATILE  2,4,5-T  EFFECTIVE  AS  BASAL 

SPRAY.  Journal  of  Forestry  57:  851. 

November  1959.  [A  low-volatile  ester  of 

2,4,5-T  was  just  as  good  as  a  more 

dangerous  high-volat He  ester  in  killing 
sweet  gum    in    east    Texas. J 

dosages  are  now  feasible  for  two  of  t, 
three  bird  repellents  used  widely  . 

direct-  seeding  southern  pines.  Sever, 
new    chemica 1 s    are    showing    promise 

  and  Mann,    W.F. ,    Jr. 

GUIDELINES  FOR  DIRECT- SEEDING  LONGLE, 
PINE.  Southern  Forest  Experiment  Stati 
Occasional  Paper  171,  22  pp. ,  i 1 lu: 

1959.  [Summar izes  knowledge  on  ma j 
aspects  of  long  leaf  seeding,  fr 

initial  planning  to  management  of  t stand.  ] 

Duncan,    D.A. 

WEIGHT    METHODS     FOR    MEASURING    HERBA" 

UTILIZATION.    Techniques    and   Methods 
Measuring   Understory   Vegetation,    p 

32-35.   1959.  U.S.    Forest    Service   Southe. 
and    Southeastern    Forest    Experime 

Stations.      [C 1 ipping    and    weighing 
accurate    but    labor  ious .    Me  thods    i 

volving  measurements   of  plant   height  t 

relations    of  height    to   weight    are    le 
accurate   but    faster.} 

  and  Epps,    E.A. ,    Jr. 

WHAT  SUPPLEMENTS  ARE  NEEDED  ON  FORI  : 

RANGE?  Gulf  Coast  Cattleman  25(9  <• 
33-34.  November  1959.  [Longleaf  pin  ,, 
bluestem  native  forest  ranges  in  centt  :: 

Louis iana  seem  to  contain  ample  t n 

mineral  s  for  cattle  nut  r  i  t  ion  .  Of  maq-,- 

nutrients,  potassium  is  abundant  i  v- 
calcium  is  adequate ,  but  phosphorus  :. 
deficient  at  all  seasons  and  crude  p  n. 

t  e  in  is  ser  ious  ly  lack  in  g  except  j, 

spring   and  early   summer. J  y., 

*Derr,    H.J. 
NEW  RATES  FOR  REPELLANTS  IN  DIRECT  SEED- 

ING. Southern  Forest  Experiment  Station 
Southern  Forestry  Notes  123.  September 

1959.  [See  Derr,  "what's  new  in  bird 

repel lants    for   direct    seeding?"} 

-and  Whitaker,    L.B. 

TIME  OF  YEAR  FOR  DIRECT  SEEDING.  Direct 

Seeding  in  the  South,  1959,  a  Sym- 

posium, pp.  114-118.  Duke  University. 
1959.  [February  appears  to  be  the  best 

time  for  sowing  loblol ly ,  short  lea f ,  and 

poss ibly  slash  pine.  Seed  should  be 

stratified,  as  fast  germination  is 

essent  ial ;  a  good  bird  and  rodent  re- 
pellent is  also  necessary .  Longleaf  is 

sown  unst rat i tied  in  fall,  usually  in 

late    N ov emhe r    or    early    December .] 

WHAT'S  NEW  IN  BIRD  REPELLANTS  FOR  DIRECT 
SEEDING?  Forests  &  People  9(4>:  40, 

44-45.     Fourth    Quarter,     1959.      [Lower 

CATTLE    REPELLENTS     FOR    PLANTED    PIN! 

U.S.     Department    of    Agriculture    T 

Planters'    Notes    36,    pp.    9-12,     i 1 lu 

June  1959.    [See   entry   immediately  belc> 

  and  Whitaker,    L.B. 

REPELLENTS    REDUCE    CATTLE    BROWSING 

PINES.     Southern    Forest    Experim- 
Station    Southern    Forestry   Notes    l! 

January    1959.     [Several   preparations  1 
been    found    to   repel    cattle    from  plat 

pines.    One    that    is    easy   and  economi 

to  prepare    is    a  mixture   of  copper   c< 
bonate  and  asphalt    emuls ion .  J 

*Duvall,    V.L.,    and  Whitaker,    L.B. 
NOW!      A     CATTLE     REPELLANT     FOR     PIN 

Forests  &  People   9(4):    32-33,    46,    ill 
Fourth    Quarter,     1959 
entry.] 

[See    prececi 

: 

*Echols,  R.M. 

ESTIMATION  OF  PULP  YIELD  AND  0UALIT1 
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LIVING  TREES  FROM  PAIRED-CORE  SAMPLES. 
TAPPI  42:  875-877,  illus.  November  1959. 
[To  reduce  the  effect  of  variation  in 

sterns  from  causes  such  as  eccentricity 

and  compress  ion  wood,  pairs  of  samp  I es 

for  specific  gravity  and  ring  width  meas- 
urements are  taken  from  opposite  sides 

of  trees,  and  include  all  growth  rings 

from  pith  to  hark.  Measurements  are  con- 
verted to  est imated  pulp  yield  to  derive 

wood   quality    index    values. J 

hols,  R.M. 

EVALUATING  TREES  AND  STANDS  FROM  LARGE 

INCREMENT  CORES.  Proceedings,  1958 

annual  meeting,  Society  of  American 

Foresters,  pp.  145-147,  illus.  1959. 
[The  Southern  Institute  of  Forest 

Gene  t  ics  is  using  10  -  mi  1 1 ime t er  in- 
crement cores  to  study  specific  gravity, 

propor  t  ion  of  summerwood ,  fiber  length, 

fibril  angle,  and  other  factors  that  in- 
fluence   wood  qual i  ty.\ 

THE  AMPLISCOPE- -AN  INSTRUMENT  FOR  WOOD- 
FIBER  MEASUREMENTS.  Journal  of  Forestry 

57:  43-44,  illus.  January  1959.  [Con- 
struction details  of  a  device  for  throw- 

ing a  magni tied  image  of  small  objects 
on  a   glass    screen.] 

hnestock,    G.R. 

WHEN   WILL   THE   BOTTOM   LANDS    BURN?    Forests 

,&   People    9(3):     18-19,     44-45,     illus. 
'Third   Quarter,     1959       [in    the  Louisiana 

'■  Delta,     during    the    period  August    1    and 
March  31,    number   of  days   with  fires,    fires 

per    day,    and   area    burned   all    increase 

sharply   when    rainfall    for    the   preceding 

'  60    days    dips    below   8    inches.     The    fire 
'   situation    continues    to   worsen    as    60-day 
rainfall    decl ines    fur  ther .] 

'rrar,    R.M.  ,    Jr. 
SEEDED   AND    PLANTED   PINES    GROW    AT    SIMILAR 

RATES.     Southern    Forest     Experiment 

,  Station  Southern  Forestry  Notes  122. 

July  1959.  [in  south  Alabama  and  west 

Florida,  average  height  growth  for  the 

first  two  years  in  the  field  was  0.7  foot 

annually  for  seeded  pines,  and  0.79  foot 

for  planted  ones.  Loblolly ,  slash,  and 
shor  t lea  f   were    represented .J 

rrguson,    F.R. 

FURROWING    INCREASES    FIRST-YEAR    SURVIVAL 
OF    PLANTED    PINE     IN    TEXAS.     Southern 

j  Forest  Experiment  Station  Southern 

Forestry  Notes  124.  November  1959.  [in 
a  year  of  occasional  droughts ,  seedl ings 

that  had  been  planted  in  shallow  furrows 
surv ived    better    than     those    compet in g 

i   with   undisturbed  Bermuda    grass.] 

WOOD  TREATED  WITH  PENTA  CAN  DAMAGE  PINE 

NURSERY  SEEDLINGS.  U.S.  Department  of 

Agriculture  Tree  Planters'  Notes  38,  pp. 

21-22.  October  1959.  ["//  preservative 
is  needed  for  wood  that  will  he  close  to 

freshly  germinated  sout hern  pine  seed- 

lings, either  in  a  nursery  or  in  a  green- 
house, a  good  choice  might  be  0.2  percent 

meta 1 1 ic  copper  solut  ion  of  copper  naph- 
thenate  in  either  diesel  oil  or  one  of 

the     other     lighter    hydrocarbons." 

♦Freese,    Frank. 

DESK  CALCULATOR  OR  ELECTRONIC  COMPUTER' 

Techniques  and  Methods  of  Measuring 

Understory  Vegetation,  pp.  127-132.  1959. 
U.S.  Forest  Service  Southern  and  South- 

eastern Forest  Experiment  Stations. 

[t/se  of  electronic  data-processing 
machines  will  tend  to  standardi  ze  vege- 

tation-survey t  echn  iques  and  to  en- 
courage adoption  of  quantitative  meas- 

ures of  vegetat ional  char  act er  i st  ics . 
But  these  mach  ines  are  more  e  f  fie  ient 

than  hand  calculators  only  for  problems 

that  can  be  clearly  defined,  are  mathe- 
matical in  nature,  and  involve  a  heavy 

computat  ional    load.] 

*Gibbs,    C.B. 

AMINES  OF  2,4-D  HOLD  PROMISE  FOR  HARD- 
WOOD CONTROL.  Down  to  Earth  15(3):  6. 

Winter  1959.  [The  concent  rat  ed  amine, 

applied  in  tree  injector  cuts,  killed 

tops  of  78  percent  of  the  post  oaks  to 
which  it  was  applied ,  and  58  percent  of 

the  sweet  gums .  Oaks  did  not  sprout  at 

all,  and  sprouts  from  sweetgums  were 
small  and  few.  The  tests  were  in  east Texas .] 

*Grelen,  H.F. 

MECHANICAL  PREPARATION  OF  PINE  PLANTING 

SITES  IN  FLORIDA  SANDHILLS.  Weeds  7: 

184-188,  illus.  April  1959.  [At  present, 
the  best  known  method  of  prepar ing  sites 

in  this  area  is  by  clearing  with  a 

heavy,  double- drum  brush  chopper .  This 
machine  v irtual ly  el iminates  scrub  oak 

and  wi re grass  while  leaving  the  topsoil 

and  vegetat  ive  debris  on  the  plant  ing site.} 

THE  BASAL  AREA  METHOD  FOR  MEASURING 

GROUND  COVER.  Techniques  and  Methods  of 
Measuring  Understory  Vegetation,  pp. 

45.47.  1959.  U.S.  Forest  Service  South- 
ern and  Southeastern  Forest  Experiment 

Stations,  [in  ecology,  basal  area  refers 

to   ground  cover    at    a    height    of   one    inch; 
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basal-  area  measurements  give  reliable 
indicat ions  of  vegetat  ional  change  or 
range    trend.] 

*Grigsby,  H.C. 
TWO  PROMISING  PINE  HYBRIDS  FOR  THE  MID- 
SOUTH.  Southern  Lumberman  198(2466): 

32-33,  illus.  January  1,  1959.  [At 
Crosset  t ,  Arkansas ,  the  cross  of  slash 

and  shortleaf  pine  is  showing  resistance 

to  tipmoth  and  is  growing  faster  than 
shortleaf  pine.  The  hybrid  of  loblolly 

and  south  Florida  slash  pine  is  also 

doing    well.\ 

Grosenbaugh,    L.R. 

POINT- SAMPLING  TAPES  AND  CLINOMETERS 

NOW  COMMERCIALLY  AVAILABLE.  Southern 

Forest  Experiment  Station  Southern 

Forestry  Notes  121.  May  1959.  [Specially 

graduated  100- foot  tapes  have  been  de- 
signed and  manufactured  to  enable  speedy 

field  check  of  trees  doubt  ful  ly  in  or 

"out"  of  point  -  sample  tally  with  a  BA 
factor  of  either  10  or  75.625.  Also 

developed  and  available  are  special ly 

graduated  clinometers  that  read  directly 
both  maximum  slope  and  the  multiplier 

appropr  iate  to  all  per  -  acre  est imates 
made    at     any    point    on     that     slope.] 

♦Guttenberg,  Sam. 

MECHANIZED  YARD  TREND  IN  PULPWOOD  HAN- 

DLING. The  Timberman  60(6):  56-57, 
illus.  May  29,  1959.  [The  South  has  more 
than  600  woodyards ,  most  of  them  less 

than  5  years  old.  With  their  facilities 

for  unloading  wood  from  producer  s' 
trucks,  the  yards  reduce  the  labor  needed 

to  cut  and  deliver  pul pwood .  They  also 

offer  a  place  where  very  small  lots  may 
he   sc 

>r    a  pi 
iold.] 

_and  Christopher,    J.F. 
MIDSOUTH  PULPWOOD  CUT  RISES  IN  1958. 

Southern  Pulp  and  Paper  Manufacturer 

22(8):  58,  illus.  August  10,  1959. 

[Though  the  Midsouth's  1958  pulpwood 
harvest  set  a  record,  prices  for  pine 
bolts  were  about  the  same  as  in  1957  , 

while  hardwood  bolt  prices  eased  some- 
what. The  1958  prices  for  chipped  mill 

residues  averaged  $6.22  per  ton  for  pine 

and  $4.10    for    hardwood .] 

  and  Perry,    J.D. 

TIMBER  BUYERS  OF  THE  YAZOO-LITTLE 
TALLAHATCHIE  WATERSHED  OF  MISSISSIPPI. 

Southern  Forest  Experiment  Station, 

26  pp.,  illus.  1959.  [>4  directory  of  273 

timber-buying  firms  that  are  active  in 

this  19  -  county  area  of  nor th- cent r a  1 
Mississippi.    It    is    prefaced   by   advice   on 

sound  market ing  pract ices ,  and  inclm* 

a  brief  guide  to  public  forestry  age 
cies    serving    the   area.] 

*Halls,    L.K. 

COORDINATION     OF    CATTLE    GRAZING    ill 
TIMBER    GROWING    ON     SOUTHERN     COAST 

PLAIN    FORESTS.    Proceedings,     1958    anni  i 
meeting,    Society   of  American   Foreste 

pp.    192-195,    illus.    1959. [nLongleaf  ,  j 
slash   pine    forests    can    grow   livesti 
and    timber    at     the    same    time,    and    tin 

contribute  more    to    the    economy    than 

managed    for    a    single   product.    Coon 
nat ion . . . encompas ses    a    multitude 

factors    ranging    from    personal    at\ 

tude    and   managerial    ability    to   ban 
unde r standing    of    the    r eproduc t it 

growth,    and   management    of    livestoi 

forage,    and   timber . "J 

GALLBERRY  (ILEX  GLABRA  [l.]  GRAY).  Ha  " 
book:  Chemical  control  of  range  weec 

pp.  W-5,  W-6.  1959.  Range  Seeding  Equ  ̂  

ment  Committee  of  U.S.  Departments  - 

Agriculture  and  Interior.  [Chemicals  :  •" 
rates  of  application  for  cont rol l.l\'' 

this   weed. J  ■'■ 

SAW- PALMETTO  (SERENOA  REPENS  [bARTI 
SMALL).  Handbook:  Chemical  control! 

range  weeds,  pp.  W-39,  W-40.  1959.  Rai 
Seeding  Equipment  Committee  of  U.S.  I 

partments  of  Agriculture  and  Interii 
[Chemicals  and  rates  of  appl ication 
controlling    this    weed.] 

WILDLIFE    HABITAT    RESEARCH    IN    THE    SOU 

STATUS    AND    NEEDS.     Proceedings,     1' 
annual    meeting,     Society    of    Amerii. 

Foresters,    pp.     130-133.     1959.      [The 
creased  pressure    for    recreational 
of    forest    lands    in    the   South   dicta 

the    expan  s  i  on    of    research     in    g> 
habitat.    Assessment    of    wildlife   , 

tential    requires    an    object ive    inventc 

analysis,     and    interpretation    of 
vegetat ion .] 

♦Harrington,    T.A. 

2,4,  5-T     EFFECTIVE     FROM    HELICOPT! 

Southern    Forest    Experiment    Stat   ' 
Southern    Forestry   Notes    124.    Novem 

1959.      [On    the    Cumber  land  P lateau\ 
Tennessee ,     the   oil    solut ion    of    the   M 

octyl    ester   reduced   total    crown   covet 

of    low-grade    hardwoods    by   67    perce 

two   growing    seasons   after    treatment 

water    solution    caused    a    42  -  per c 
reduct  ion.] 

PIN 

n 
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rrington,  T.A. 

PLANTED  PINES  SHOW  MORE  INITIAL  HEIGHT 

GROWTH  THAN  SEEDED  PINES.  Southern 

Forest  Experiment  Station  Southern 

Forestry  Notes  123.  September  1959.  [On 
the  Cumber  I  and  F la teau ,  loblol ly  and 

shortleaf  pine  nursery  stock  grew  twice 

as  tall  the  first  year  in  out  plan  t  ing 

as   did   direct- seeded  pines.} 

-and  Henry,    B.W. 

SEEDING  SOUTHERN  PINES  ON  THE  CUMBERLAND 

PLATEAU.  Southern  Lumberman  199(2489): 
224.  December  15,  1959.  [Stands  of 

shortleaf,  loblolly,  and  Virginia  pine 

have  been  established  by  sowing  re- 

pellent-treated seed  in  poorly  stocked 

hardwood  stands.  First-year  survival  was 
better  on  sites  prepared  by  disking  or 
burning  than  on  unprepared  sites.  March 

sowing  produced  fewer  seed  1 ings  than 

December     and    January    sowings.] 

dlund,    Arnold. 

LOOK  AT  THE  SCARS!  Southern  Lumberman 

199(2489):  225-226,  illus.  December  15, 
1959.  |_;4  study  in  Loui siana  and  Missis- 

sippi indicates  that  the  amount  of  cull 

in  hardwood  butt  logs  is  related  to  the 

length  of  basal  scar  and  can  be  esti- 
mated directly  in  the  field  if  local 

cor  re  I  at  ions  of  scar  length  and  cull 

volume    have   been    established.] 

iry,  B.W. 
DISEASES  AND  INSECTS  IN  THE  SOUTHWIDE 

PINE  SEED  SOURCE  STUDY  PLANTATIONS 

DURING  THE  FIRST  FIVE  YEARS.  Proceed- 
ings, Fifth  Southern  Conference  on 

Forest  Tree  Improvement,  pp.  12-17.  1959. 
[Two  pests  have  been  of  major  im- 

portance. Tip-mot h  injury  was  and  is 
severe  in  most  of  the  short  lea f  and  lob- 

lolly plantat ions ,  ir respect ive  of  seed 

source,  and  most  certainly  is  impeding 

height  growth.  Fusi  form  rust  is  var  iable 

in  intensi  ty  among  the  slash  and  lob- 

lolly plantations. . . .  Incidence  con- 
sistently showed  signi  fjcant  di  f  ferences 

between  seed  sources  in  the  lob  lo I ly 

pine  plantings,  but  in  only  one  case 

with   slash  pine.u\ 

well,    F.F. 

.DISEASE  RESISTANCE  STUDIES  IN  TREE  IM- 
PROVEMENT RESEARCH.  Proceedings,  Fifth 

Southern  Conference  on  Forest  Tree  Im- 

provement, pp.  18-20.  1959.  ["The  ulti- 
mate aim  of  disease  resistance  research 

is  to  be  able  to  incorporate  the  factors 
for  resistance...into  trees  possessing 

other    superior    traits   as   well.    J 

BREEDING  FOR  RESISTANCE  TO  SOUTHERN 

FUSIFORM  RUST.  Proceedings,  IX  Inter- 
national Botanical  Congress,  pp.  181-182. 

1959.  (Abstract.)  [Data  so  far  appear 

to  justify  initial  hypotheses  on  possi- 
ble sources  of  resistance,  i.e.,  natural 

resistance  in  suscept ible  pine  species 

and  inher ited  resistance  in  hybrid  pro- 

genies having  shortleaf  as  a  parent.  The 
resistance  of  shor  t lea  f  appears  to  be 
transmitted  as  a  dominant  factor  to  the 

Fj  hybrids  from  crosses  of  shor t lea f  x 
slash    and    shortleaf    x    loblolly.] 

♦Johnson,    R.L. 

FRILLS  MUST  BE  COMPLETE.  Southern  Forest 

Experiment  Station  Southern  Forestry 

Notes  119.  January  1959.  [When  cull 
hardwoods  are  being  deadened ,  frills  or 

girdles  must  be  complete .  Even  though  a 
chemical  is  poured  into  the  cut,  the 

tree  may  survive  if  any  of  the  cambium 
has   been    left    unsevered .] 

PRUNING  COTTONWOOD.  Southern  Lumberman 

198(2473):  28-29,  illus.  April  15,  1959. 
[Prel iminary  studies  in  the  Mississippi 

Delta  suggest  that  pruning  should  not 
reduce  the  live  crown  to  less  than  half 

the  total  height  of  the  tree.  Most 

wounds  made  by  the  pruning  of  branches 

2%  inches  in  diameter  (at  a  point  2 

inches  from  the  hole)  healed  in  two 

growing    seasons .] 

*Koshi,    P.T. 

SOIL-MOISTURE  TRENDS  UNDER  VARYING 
DENSITIES  OF  OAK  OVERSTORY.  Southern 

Forest  Experiment  Station  Occasional 

Paper  167,  12  pp.,  illus.  1959.  [The 

trees  were  post  oaks,  on  Susquehanna- 
like  soils  in  Texas.  Either  grass  or 

trees  were  capable  of  withdrawing  all 

available  moisture  from  the  upper  24 
inches  of  soil.  Trees  drew  from  the 

upper  and  lower  horizons  simultaneously, 

while  grasses  tended  to  exhaust  the 

upper  horizons  first.  Thinning  and  clear- 
ing of  the  oaks  reduced  the  number  and 

durat ion    of  periods    of  moisture    stress.] 

♦Krinard,    R.M. 

NO  ADVANTAGE  TO  CLIPPING  BALDCYPRESS 

PLANTING  STOCK.  U.S.  Department  of 

Agriculture  Tree  Planters*  Notes  36, 
p.  14.  June  1959.  [Clipping  or  deep 
plant ing- -bot h  intended  to  reduce  tran- 

spiration -- d id  not  improve  either  the 
surviva 1  or  growth  of  seed  1 i ngs  planted 
in   heavy   clay.] 
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♦Krumbach,    A.W. ,    Jr. 
EFFECTS  OF  MICRORELIEF  ON  DISTRIBUTION 

OF  SOIL  MOISTURE  AND  BULK  DENSITY. 

Journal  of  Geophysical  Research  64: 

1587-1590,  illus.  October  1959.  [To- 

pography was  mapped  at  contour  intervals 

of  0.3  foot.  Very  small  changes  in  ele- 
vation caused  significant  changes  in 

moisture  and  bulk  density  for  the  6-  to 
12-inch  layer.  The  variation  in  moisture 

appeared  greater  when  measurements  were 
by    volume    than    by    weight.] 

*Lawson,    E.R. 

2,4, 5-T  BETTER  IN  DIESEL  OIL.  Southern 

Forest  Experiment  Station  Southern 

Forestry  Notes  119.  January  1959.  [in 
the  Ouachita  Mountains  of  Arkansas, 

2, 4, 5-T  in  diesel  oil,  applied  with  a 
tree  injector,  killed  the  crowns  of  98 

percent  of  treated  white  oaks  in  a  year. 
The  same  concent  rat  ion  in  a  water  carrier 

gave  a  65-percent   kill.] 

Lehrbas,    M.M. 

CURRENT  FOREST  PRODUCTS  RESEARCH  AND 

NEEDS  OF  SOUTHERN  FOREST  INDUSTRIES. 

Alabama  Forest  Products  2(9):  60,  62-66, 
63.  September  1959.  [Product ion  and  use 

of  lumber  has  not  kept  pace  with  popu- 

lation growth  and  expand ing  construc- 
tion.  Research  recommended  for  regaining 

and  maintaining  lumber  markets  or  de- 
veloping new  uses  for  lumber.  Reduced 

labor  and  cost  of  const  rue t  ion  needed. 

Research  in  glues,  gluing,  stabilization 
of  wood  products,  utilization  of  bark 

and  sawdust,  wood  seasoning,  paint- 
ability,  preservat ion ,  pulping,  particle 

board,    and  charcoal   product  ion   needed.] 

*McDermid,    R.W. ,    Kitt,    P.D. ,    and 
Guttenberg,    Sam. 

OWNERSHIP  FACTORS  AFFECTING  MANAGEMENT 

OF  SMALL  WOODLANDS  IN  ST.  HELENA  PARISH. 

LOUISIANA.  Louisiana  Agricultural  Ex- 
periment Station  and  Louisiana  State 

University  and  Agricultural  and  Mechani- 

cal College  Bulletin  520,  19  pp.,  illus. 

March  1959.  [uThis  study  reinforces 
others  in  indicating  that  landowners  who 
undertake  management  programs  do  so  on 
tracts  of  above-average  size  and  stock- 

ing. It  also  appeared  to  the  inter- 

viewers that  owners  who  were  making  a 
start  in  forestry  had  general ly  more 
financial  resources  than  the  non-managers . 
Many  non- manager s  either  were  unac- 

quainted with  the  potent ial it ies  of 
forestry,  or  thought  they  had  a  superior 

use    for    their    forest    land."] 

McKnight,    J.S. 

BRIGHT  FUTURE  FOR  HARDWOODS.  Mississi 

Farmer  7(5):  10-11,  illus.  May  19! 
[Possibi li  t ies  and  elementary  princip 

of  managing    southern    hardwoods .] 

PROTECT    AND    MANAGE    GOOD    SOUTHERN    HA1 

WOODS.     Southern    Forest    Experime 
Station    Occasional    Paper    169,     12    pf 

illus.     1959.    Other    editions    published 

cooperation    with   Alabama   Department 
Conservation,     Division    of    Foresti 

Arkansas    State    Forestry    Commissic 

Louisiana    Forestry   Commission    (Bulle 

12    of    Louisiana    Forestry   Commissior 

and   Mississippi    Forestry   Associatic 

Mississippi    Forestry   Commission,    De • 
Council.      [A    booklet    i 1  lust ra t ing 
bene  f  i  t  s    and   pr inc ip Ies    of    hardw 
management .] 

*McLemore,    B.F. 

CONE    MATURITY    AFFECTS    GERMINATION, 

LONGLEAF   PINE    SEED.    Journal    of   Foress; 
57:     648-650.     September    1959.      [Gen 
nation    was    best    when    cones    were   pic; 

just   as    they  were   opening   on    the    tree? 

*Mann,    W.F. ,    Jr. 

INDUSTRY    TESTS    LOBLOLLY    DIRECT    SEEDII 

Forests    &    People    9(1):     22-23,     30-; 
illus.     First    Quarter,     1959.      [fiesu. 

from    18    separate    seedings ,    made    in 

winter    of  1957-58,    on   a    total    of  neaJj1^ 

5,900   acres.]  *' 
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PREPARING     SEED     FOR     DIRECT     SF.EDIB 

Direct    Seeding    in    the    South,     1959 

Symposium,    pp.     52-59.    Duke   Universii 

1959.      [UCold    strat  ificat  ion  ,     to    sp>> 
germinat ion ,     and    repel  lent    coat  ing - 

seed,     to   ward  off  predators ,    are    two 
the  most    cr  it  ical    jobs    con  front  ing 

direct    seeder."] 

♦Maple,    W.R.,    and   Smith,    W.S. 
MANAGEMENT    OF    SMALL    WOODLAND    TRACTS 

THE    ARKANSAS    OZARKS.     Southern    Fori 

Experiment    Station,    4   pp.    December    19 

[A    description    of   five    small    tracts* 
the  Henry  R.    Koen  Experimental   Fore 

near  Jasper    in  Newton  County.    Soils  ■ 
typical    of    several    in    north   Arkans> 

The   stands    were  placed  under   managem ■ 

in    1953;     though    they    are    understock 
they   have    grown   at    rates    of  3.7    to  i 
percent    annually.] 
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tchell,  H.L.,  and  Wheeler,  P.R. 

THE  SEARCH  FOR  WOOD  QUALITY.  Two  parts. 

Forest  Farmer  18(4):  4-6,  illus.  January 
1959.  18(5):  10-12,  i  llus .  February  1959. 

Also  as  WOOD  QUALITY  OF  MISSISSIPPI'S 
PINE  RESOURCES.  U.S.  Forest  Service 

Forest  Products  Laboratory  Report  2143, 
20  pp.,  illus.  1959.  [Highlights  of 

wood-density  research  in  southern  pines, 
carried  on  in  connect  ion  with  the  third 

Forest    Survey    of  Mississippi .] 

rris,  R.C. 

INSECTS  CAUSE  DEGRADE  IN  OZARK  OAKS. 

Southern  Forest  Experiment  Station 
Southern  Forestry  Notes  120.  March  1959. 
[Potential  values  of  lumber  from  Ozark 

red  oaks  were  reduced  as  much  as  $19  per 

MBF  by  degrade  caused  when  insects  at- 
tacked   the    living    frees.] 

itz,    H.H. 

RESEARCH  AT  WORK.  Forest  Farmer  18(7): 
16,  24,  26,  illus.  April  1959.  [Private, 
Federal ,  and  State  forest  research  in 

Alabama . J 

stands,  R.W. 

EXPOSING  THE  TOWN  ANT.  Forests  &  People 

9(4):  18-19,  50,  illus.  Fourth  Quarter, 
1959.  [A  colony  of  Atta  texana  was  ex- 

posed with  bul ldozers  in  an  effort  to 

determine    its    dimensions .] 

,  L.W. 

PROTECTING    FOREST    PRODUCTS    FROM    INSECTS. 

Journal    of    Forestry    57:     639-640.     Sep- 
tember   1959.      [     .. .Unless    effective    and 

practical    measures     for    preventing    de- 
:  teriorat ion    of   wood   are    deve loped   and 

are    accepted   by    industry    and    the   Ameri- 
can   public,     subs t  i  tut  e    materials    are 

likely    to    be    used    for    more    and   more    of 

.the    purposes     for    which    wood    has    been 

considered    the    best.u\ 

acre,    depending    on   density   and   height    of brush.] 

METHODS  OF  APPLYING  HERBICIDES  FOR  CON- 

TROLLING INDIVIDUAL  WEED  TREES.  Forests 

86  People  9(3):  31,  42-43,  illus.  Third 
Quarter,  1959.  [Unwanted  hardwoods  can 

be  killed  by  injecting  2,4,5-T  into  the 
trunk,  or  by  inject ing  fenuron  into  the 
soil  at  the  base  of  the  tree.  In  central 

Louisiana,  costs  of  chemical  and  labor 

per  inch  of  trunk  diame t e r  were  one- 
fourth  to  one- thi  rd  cent  for  tree  in- 

jections and  one- ha  1 f  cent  for  soil 
injections.] 

  and   Burns,    P.Y. 

EFFECTIVENESS  OF  AERIAL  APPLICATION  OF 

HERBICIDES  FOR  HARDWOOD  CONTROL  IN 

LOUISIANA.  Weeds  7:  463-469,  illus. 

October  1959.  [Of  7  herbicidal  treat- 
ments, the  most  effective  was  the 

butoxyet hanol  ester  of  2,4,5-T  in  oil- 
water  emulsion.  The  propylene  glycol 

butyl  ether  ester  of  silvex  in  oi 1 -water 

emulsion  was  as  effective  as  the  2,4,5-T 
ester  on  hickory  and  black  jack ,  red,  and 

post  oak,  but  less  effective  on  sweet- 
gum,    blackgum ,    and   white    and   black    oak.} 

♦Perry,    J.D. ,    and   Guttenberg,    Sam. 

SOUTHWEST  ARKANSAS'  SMALL  WOODLAND 
OWNERS.  Southern  Forest  Experiment 
Station  Occasional  Paper  170,  14  pp., 

illus.  1959.  [Active  manager s ,  while 
comprising  less  than  10  percent  of  the 
owners,  hold  one- thi  rd  of  the  forested 

acreage .  Those  who  tend  to  invest  in 

fores t ry  have  above- average  assets.  In- 
stead of  cont r ibut ing  their  own  time, 

they  typically  hire  labor  for  forest 

operat ions .  Planting  open  areas  to  pine 

and  removing  undes i rable  trees  are  the 
most    popular   pract ices  .] 

■vy,    F.A. 
FOLIAR  APPLICATION.  Forests  &  People 

9(2):  20-21,  46,  illus.  Second  Quarter, 
1959.  [For  controlling  cull  hardwoods 

from  the  air,  2  pounds  of  acid  equivalent 

of  a  low-volat i le  ester  of  2,4,5-T  in  an 

oil-water  emulsion  (3.5  gallons  of  water 
and  1.5  gallons  of  oil  and  herbicide)  is 
the  most  ef feet ive  and  economical  treat- 

ment. For  application  from  the  ground,  2 

to  4  pounds  acid  equivalent  of  the  low- 

volatile  2,4,5-T  ester  per  100  gallons 
of  carrier  (98  gallons  of  water  and  2 

gallons  of  oil  and  herbicide)  gives  good 

results;  rate  of  appl icat ion  may  vary 
from    30     to    200    gallons    of   mixture    per 

Putnam,  J. A. 

INITIAL  MANAGEMENT  OF  HARDWOODS.  Forest 

Farmer  18(8^1:  67-69,  illus.  March  1Q59. 
[A    brief   summary .] 

INITIAL  MANAGEMENT  OF  HARDWOODS.  Two 

parts.  Forest  Farmer  18(10):  6-8,  18-19, 

illus.  June  1959.  18(11):  10-12,  18, 

illus.  July  1959.  [A  discuss  ion  of  man- 
agement in  the  light  of  hardwood  utili- 

zation   and  market  ing   pract ices .J 

MANAGEMENT  OF  SOUTHERN  HARDWOOD  FORESTS 

RELATIVE  TO  THE  SUPPLY  OF  RAILROAD 
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STOCK.  Cross  Tie  Bulletin  40(2):  18-19, 

22,  24-27.  February  1959.  ["...When  the 
present  surplus  of  low  grade  timber  on 

mar ginal  or  non- product ive  sites  is 
1 iquidated  and  when  we  get  to  managing 
the  product  ive  stands  in  earnest ,  it 

will  be  necessary  to  depend  upon  such 

product  ive  stands  for  the  permanent 
supply  of  railroad  and  construction 
material.    ] 

♦Reynolds,    R.R. 

EIGHTEEN  YEARS  OF  SELECTION  TIMBER  MAN- 
AGEMENT ON  THE  CROSSETT  EXPERIMENTAL 

FOREST.  U.S.  Department  of  Agriculture 
Technical  Bulletin  1206,  68  pp.,  illus. 

1959.  [Cosfs,  returns,  and  si lvicultural 

observations  from  a  958-acre  under- 

stocked forest  of  second- growth  pine  and 
hardwood .  Or i ginal  s tock ing  of  pine 

aver  aged  4,669  board  feet  per  acre. 

Though  se lect ion  cuts  removed  nine- 
tenths  of  this  volume ,  annual  pine 

growth  per  acre  has  averaged  405  board 

feet  for  sawt imber - s i ze  trees  and  74 

cubic  feet  for  all  pines  4  inches  and 
larger    in    d . b . h .] 

*   and   Rawls,    I.W. 

1959  CUTTING  RECORD,  CROSSETT  FARM 

FORESTRY  FORTIES.  Southern  Forest  Ex- 

periment Station,  4  pp.  1959.  [Twenty- 
second  annual  harvest  from  the  Good 

Forty,     twent ieth    from    the  Poor   Forty.] 

Rich,    R.W. 

AERIAL  PHOTOGRAPHY  AS  A  MEANS  OF  MEAS- 
URING PLANT  COVER  AND  COMPOSITION. 

Techniques  and  Methods  of  Measuring 

Understory  Vegetation,  pp.  79-81.  1959. 
U.S.  Forest  Service  Southern  and  South- 

eastern Forest  Experiment  Stations. 

[  , ..Describes  a  method  of  classifying 

forest  stands  from  smal 1- scale  panchro- 
matic  photographs  and  procedures  for 

samp  1 ing  vegetat ion  within  types  de- 

lineated   from  photographs . "J 

♦Scheer,    R.L. 

COMPARISON  OF  PINE  SPECIES  ON  FLORIDA 

SANDHILLS.  Journal  of  Forestry  57: 

416-419,  illus.  June  1959.  [So  far, 
slash  pine  has  per  formed  better  than 

lob lol ly ,  shor  t lea  f ,  and  long  lea f . 
Monterey   pine   has   been   a    total    failure.] 

*   and  Woods,    F.W. 
INTENSITY  OF  PREPLANTING  SITE  PREPARA- 

TION REQUIRED  FOR  FLORIDA'S  SANDHILLS. 
Southern  Forest  Experiment  Station 
Occasional  Paper  168,  12  pp.,  illus. 
1959.  [Complete  removal  of  compet ing 
scrub    oaks    and    wi r egrass    was     found 

necessary  for  consistent  ly  satisfacfi 
survival  of  planted  slash  pine.  Bu[ 
dozing  accomplishes  this  degree  of  n 

preparation,  but  methods  that  leave  I; 

soil    in   place  are  preferable.] 

Mi, 

♦Shoulders,    Eugene 

CAUTION  NEEDED  IN  FALL  APPLICATIONS 

NITROGEN  TO  NURSERY  STOCK.  U.S.  Dep£ 

ment  of  Agriculture  Tree  Planters'  Nc 

38,  pp.  25-27.  October  1959.  ["71 
study  further  demonstrates  the  foil} 

prescr ibing  fertilization  without  i 

quate  knowl edge  of  the  needs  of 

plant  at  the  particular  time  the  fei 
lizer  is  to  be  available ,  and  the  ex;  j> 
to  which  these  needs  will  be  suppliec 

nutrients   already   in    the   soi7."j 

LOBLOLLY  AND  SLASH  PINES  MAKE  GG  |f. 

GROWTH.  Southern  Forest  Experim-  ,a. 
Station  Southern  Forestry  Notes  1.  $er 

November  1959.  [The  two  species  appi  ̂  
to  grow  about  equally  well  on  moii  m 
wel 1-drained  sites  in  Louisiana .  I  j 

plantation  near  Woodworth,  dominants  -  rrf 
codominants  of  both  species  were  69  ;  f 

tall  at  age  28.  Loblolly  averaged  lai 

in  diameter  than  slash,  but  slash  i 
more  clear    length.] 

ROOT  PRUNING  BOOSTS  LONGLEAF  SURVIV 

Southern  Forest  Experiment  Stat 

Southern  Forestry  Notes  120.  March  1? 
[See    following    entry.] 

ROOT    PRUNING    BOOSTS    LONGLEAF    SURVIV. 

U.S.     Department    of    Agriculture    T 

Planters'    Notes    36,    pp.     15-19,     ill) 
June    1959.      [Recommends    that    pruning 

done  at   a  depth   of  approximately  7  inc ' 
and  2    or    3  months    before    the    seedli 

are    lifted    from   the   nursery   bed.    Prei< 
time    and   depth    are   not    critical,    I 
ever .] 

Smal ley,    G.W. 

GIRDLE    OR    FELL    OAKS    TO    RELEASE    PIN    . 

Southern    Forest    Experiment    Stat 

Southern   Forestry  Notes    122.    July   IS' 

[Methods    of   release  made   no   differei 
in   soil   moisture ,    nor    in    the   survival 

growth    of   underplanted    lob lo 1 ly   sei 
lings.] 

♦Smith,    J.L. 

2,4, 5-T    CONCENTRATIONS     FOR    TREE 

JECTION     IN     THE     ARXANSAS     OUACHIT 

Southern    Forest    Experiment    Stat 

Southern    Forestry  Notes    123.    Septem ' 
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1959.  [Relat ively  heavy  concent  rat  ions 

of  2,4,5-T  in  diesel  oil  were  requi red 

to  give  adequate  first  -year  kill  of  cull 
white    oaks    3    to    6     inches    in    d . b . h .] 

th,  J.L. 
BENZOIC  ACID  INEFFECTIVE  ON  HARDWOODS. 

Southern  Forest  Experiment  Station 

Southern  Forestry  Notes  122.  July  1959. 
[The  chemica  1  was  applied  to  the  soil 

surface  both  broadcast  and  around  in- 
dividual white  oak  root  col lars .  It  had 

little  or  no  effect  on  the  oaks,  but 

broadcast  applicat ion  killed  practically 

all  shortleaf  pines  up  to  12  inches 
d.b.h.} 

SAMPLING  FOREST  FLOORS  AND  SOILS  IN  THE 

ARKANSAS  HIGHLANDS.  Techniques  and 

Methods  of  Measuring  Understory  Vege- 

tation, pp.  114-115.  1959.  U.S.  Forest 
Service  Southern  and  Southeastern  Forest 

Experiment  Stations.  [In  soils  with  much 
rock  or  erosion  pavement  the  probabi 1 ity 

of  sampl ing  error  increases ,  and  extra 

precaut ions  or  modi  Beat  ions  of  standard 

techniques   are   necessary .] 

TESTS  OF  INJECTED  CHEMICALS  FOR  HARD- 
WOOD CONTROL  IN  THE  ARKANSAS  MOUNTAINS. 

Proceedings,  Twelfth  Annual  Meeting 

of  the  Southern  Weed  Conference,  pp. 

123-125.  1959.  [Three  formulations 

were  ef  feet  ive .  They  were  the  44- pound 
ahg  concen  t  rat  ions  of  butoxy  ethanol 

esters  of  mixed  2 , 4  - D  and  2,4,5-T; 

of  butoxy  ethanol  ester  of  2,4,5-T;  and 

of    the   2 -ethyl-hexyl    ester    of  2,4,5-T.] 

  and   Lawson,    E.R. 

SAMPLER  FOR  GRAVELLY  PLASTIC  SOILS.  Soil 

Science    88:     56-57,     illus.     July    1959. 
[The  sampler  consists  of  a  straight  cyl- 

inder, 2.0  inches  in  outside  diameter, 

with  walls  1/ 16- inch  thick.  The  lower 
opening   of   the    tube   is   const r icted  0.003 

to   0.005    inch    to    hold    in    the    sample .} 

th,    V.K. ,    Jr. 
TREATING  STORED  WOOD:  DECAY  IN  PULPWOOD 

INVENTORIES  CAN  BE  REDUCED.  Pulpwood 

Production  7(2):  10,  12,  illus.  February 
1959.  [Green  pine  pulpwood  bolts  can  be 

protected  for  6  months  by  dipping  them 
into  a  fungic ide- insect ic ide  combi- 

nation. An  e  f feet  ive  formula t  ion  is  2 

pounds  of  emulsifiable  gamma  BHC  plus 

lO^A  pounds  of  sodium  pentachlorophenat e 
in  50   gallons   of  water.] 

*Snyder,    E.B.    (Editor) 
GLOSSARY  FOR  FOREST  TREE  IMPROVEMENT 

WORKERS.  Southern  Forest  Experiment 
Station  for  Society  of  American 

Foresters,  22  pp.  1959.  [Simpl i fied 
definit ions  of  about  160  terms  that  are 

in  general  use  by  tree  breeders  but  may 
not  be  famil iar  to  persons  with  only  a 

slight    botanical    background .] 

  and  Rossoll,  Harry. 

CLIMBING  TREES  IS  DANGEROUS!  Forests  & 

People  9(1):  13-14,  illus.  First  Quarter, 
1959.  [Safety   advice    for    tree   cl imbers .] 

♦Southern  Forest  Experiment  Station. 
SOUTHERN  FOREST  PEST  REPORTER. 

Issue  25,  February  11,  1959.  6  pp. 

Issue  26,  July  8,  1959.       8pp. 

Issue  27,  September  16,  1959.  6pp. 

Issue  28,  December  30,  1959.  2  pp.,  illus. 

[Cur rent    reports    on    forest    insects    and 
diseases    in    the  M  idsouth.] 

Stearns,  F.W. 

FLORISTIC  COMPOSITION  AS  MEASURED  BY 

PLANT  NUMBER,  FREQUENCY  OF  OCCURRENCE, 

AND  PLANT  COVER.  Techniques  and  Methods 
of  Measuring  Understory  Vegetation, 

pp.  84-94,  illus.  1959.  U.S.  Forest 
Service  Southern  and  Southeastern  Forest 

Experiment  Stations.  _"..  .Recent  ly  de- 
veloped indices  extend  the  possibilities 

for  application  of  floristic  analysis  to 
many  management    and   research   problems .    J 

♦Stephenson,    G.K. ,    and  Gibbs,    C.B. 
SELECTIVE  CONTROL  OF  CULL  HARDWOODS  IN 

EAST  TEXAS.  Southern  Forest  Experiment 
Station  Occasional  Paper  175,  10  pp., 

illus.  1959.  [Techniques  for  deadening 

individual  trees- -as  distinguished  from 
broadcast  methods  of  cul 1-  tree  control. 

Mechanical  girdling  has  been  found 

cheaper  than  ax  work,  but  both  kinds  of 

girdles  need  chemical  supplements  to 

prevent  sprout ing .  Esters  of  2,4,5-T 
are  effect  ive  as  supplements  to  girdling , 

or    as    basal     sprays    or     in  j  ect  ions .] 

♦Sternitzke,    H.S. 

FOREST  DEVELOPMENT  OPPORTUNITIES  IN 

NORTH  CENTRAL  MISSISSIPPI.  Southern 

Forest  Experiment  Station  Occasional 

Paper  173,  40  pp.,  illus.  1959.  [How 
development  of  the  forests  could 
strengthen  the  economy  of  Kemper, 
Neshoba ,  Noxubee ,  and  Winston  Count  ies . 

The  conclusions  and  recommendat  ions  may 

also  be  applicable  in  neighboring 
count  ies  that  share  similar  t imber land 

problems    and   opportunities.] 
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Sternitzke,    H.S. 

FOREST  RESOURCES  IN  SOUTHWEST  ARKANSAS. 

Southern  Forest  Experiment  Station 

Southern  Forestry  Notes  121.  May  1959. 

[Forests  of  southwest  Arkansas  have 

gained  30  percent  in  pine  growing  stock 

and  10  percent  in  acreage  since  the 

survey  of  1949,  hut  have  declined  10 

percent     in    hardwood    growing    stock.] 

FOREST  RESOURCES  IN  THE  OUACHITAS. 

Southern  Forest  Experiment  Station 

Southern  Forestry  Notes  124.  November 

1959.  [Softwood  sawtimber  volume  in  the 

Ouachita  Mountain  region  of  Arkansas  has 

increased  44  percent  since  1951,  hard- 
wood sawt imber  volume  has  decl ined  37 

percent.  Total  softwood  growing  stock 

(all  trees  at  least  5 .0  inches  in  d.b.h.) 
has    risen  39   percent.] 

MISSISSIPPI'S  STUMPWOOD  SUPPLY.  Naval 

Stores  Review  68(12):  12-13,  illus. 

March  1959.  [The  total  supply  of  stump- 
wood  is  about  4,500,000  tons,  and  the 

average  rate  of  removal  is  300,000  tons 

annual ly .  Four  wood  naval  stores  plants 
are   still   active    in    the  State.] 

♦Stransky,    J.J. 

CONCENTRATED  OR  DILUTED  2,4,5-T  AS  A 
SUPPLEMENT  TO  GIRDLING?  Journal  of 

Forestry  57:  432-434,  illus.  June  1959. 
[Concent rated  and  diluted  2,4,5-T  were 
equally  e ffect ive  in  killing  crowns  of 

post  oak  and  sweet  gum  in  east  Texas,  but 

the  concent  rate  was  a  poor  sprout  in- 
hibitor and  the  dilute  solut ion  a  very 

good  one.  Growing- season  treatments  were 

better  than  dormant- season  appl icat ions . 
Ax  gitdles  were  more  effective  than 

mach ine  girdles  when  no  chemi  ca 1  was 

applied,  but  with  chemicals  the  differ- 
ences   were    insignificant .] 

SITE  TREATMENTS  HAVE  LITTLE  EFFECT 

DURING  WET  SEASON  IN  TEXAS.  U.S.  Depart- 

ment of  Agriculture  Tree  Planters'  Notes 

36,  pp.  20-21.  June  1959.  [Though  no 
treatment  s  igni  ficant  ly  improved  either 

survival  or  height  growth  in  the  wet 

spring  of  1957 ,  ftatbreaking  seemed  to 

offer  possibi 1 i  t  ies  for  a  dry  year. 
Burning  greatly  reduced  the  cost  of 

mechanical  site  preparation  in  bushy  old 
fields.] 

kThames,    J.L. 
MEASURING  SOIL  MOISTURE  OVER  LARGE  AREAS 

WITH    SINGLE    INSTALLATIONS    OF    MOISTURE 

UNITS.    Journal    of   Geophysical    Resea   i 

64:    257-262,    illus.    February    1959.     [' 
seems   possible    that,    with   proper    ca 

bration,    single    installations    of  el  < 
trical    soi 1-moisture   units    can    be   u! 

to    est imate   moisture    contents    of  o\{ 

lying   sites    receiving   similar   amounts 

rain    but    differing    in    vegetat ion    [I 
soils.    In    tests    with  data    from  north] 

Wisconsin   and  west-central  M ississip 

predicted   moi  sture    contents    agrt- 
closely   with    those   obtained   by   on-s 
measurements .    Results   were  most   accur 

at    seasons   when    the    soils    remained  n 

the   wilting   point    or   near    field  capac 
and  were    least    accurate   during   peri 
of  recharge .    ] 

  and  Ursic,    S.J. 

PRECISE  TEMPERATURE  CONTROL  WITH  THER 

COUPLES.  Agricultural  Engineering 

401-402,  illus.  July  1959.  [Regulaf 

of  t empe ratures  within  +  0.3°  F. 
obtained  with  an  easily  assemb> 

arrangement  of  a  portable  potentiome' 
and  an  inexpensive  pho t oe 1 ect  l 
circui t .] 

♦Thatcher,    R.C. 

BHC  TOTAL  DIPS  TOXIC  TO  PINE  SEEDLING 

Southern  Forest  Experiment  Stat; 

Southern  Forestry  Notes  123.  Septemit 

1959.  [Loblol ly  pine  nursery  stock  gi<: 
top-  and  root  -dips  in  1  and  2  perc> 
BHC  suspensions  suffered  growth  loss 
mortality  after   outplant ing.] 

Tobiaski,    R.A. 

SOIL-MOISTURE  DEPLETION  RATE  IN  PUE; 
RICO  LESS  THAN  IN  DRIER  CLIMATI 

Journal  of  Forestry  57:  508-509.  Ji 
1959.  [The  average  yearlong  so. 
moisture  loss  in  Puerto  Rico  was  measu  j 

daily  at  five  depths,  on  six  differ 

sites.  The  deplet ion  rates  were  found 

be  about  one- ha  1 f  those  in  the  Uni 
States    for    similar    sites.] 

Toole,    E.R. 

CANKER -ROTS  IN  SOUTHERN  HARDWOODS.  U 

Department  of  Agriculture  Forest  Pi 
Leaflet  33,  4  pp.,  illus.  1959.  I 

chief  rot  fungi  are  those  causi 

hispidus ,  spiculosa ,  and  irpex  canke 

They  do  most  of  their  damage  by  rott 
the  heartwood,  but  they  also  kill 

cambium  and  rot  the  sapwood.  Ability 
form  cankers  on  the  outside  of  the  t 

di st inguishes  them  from  numerous  oth 
that    are    restricted    to    the   hear twooi 
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ole,  E.R. 

DECAY  AFTER  FIRE  INJURY  TO  SOUTHERN 

BOTTOM-LAND  HARDWOODS.  U.S.  Department 
of  Agriculture  Technical  Bulletin  1189, 

25  pp.,  illus.  1959.  [Although  more  than 
30  species  of  fungi  were  found  behind 

fire  scars,  5  caused  half  the  decay  cases 

ident ified .  Within  4  years  after  a  fire, 
the  bark  sloughs  off  most  wounds  and  rot 

is  well  establi shed.  Except  for  the  first 

10  years  after  wounding ,  the  average 

rate  of  spread  of  establ ished  rot  per 

decade  is  2.0  feet  for  overcup  oak  and 

sugarberry ,  1.6  for  water  hickory,  1.3 
for  red  oaks,  1.3  for  green  ash,  and 

0.9    foot    for    sweet  gum   and   elm.] 

.and  Morris,    R.C. 

SWEETGUM  BLIGHT.  U.S.  Department  of 
Agriculture  Forest  Pest  Leaflet  37, 

4  pp.,  illus.  1959.  [History,  symptoms, 
and  cause.] 

  and  Broadfoot,    W.M. 

IRRIGATION  LESSENS  SWEETGUM  BLIGHT. 

Southern  Forest  Experiment  Station 
Southern  Forestry  Notes  120.  March  1959. 

[in  1957  and  1958  two  plots  in  well- 

stocked  40-year-old  sweet  gum  stands  were 
irrigated  whenever  available  soil  mois- 

ture fell  below  40  percent  of  field  maxi- 

mum. The  disease  index  dropped  68  per- 
cent ,  indicat ing  marked  recovery .  On 

adjacent  unwater ed  check  plots,  the 

disease    index   rose   26   percent .] 

  and  Broadfoot,    W.M. 
SWEETGUM  BLIGHT  AS  RELATED  TO  ALLUVIAL 

SOILS  OF  THE  MISSISSIPPI  RIVER  FLOOD- 

PLAIN.  Forest  Science  5:  2-9,  illus. 
March  1959.  [Si  gni  ficant  ly  more  blight 
was  found  on  s lackwater  soils  than  on 

recent  or  old  natural-levee  soils. 

Blight  increased  as  potassium  in  the 

1-  to  2- foot  soil  level  increased ,  as 
sodium  increased  in  the  2-  to  3- foot 
level,  as  imbibitional  water  increased 

in  the  0-  to  2- foot  level,  and  as  bulk 
density   decreased   in    the    surface    foot.] 

  and  Gammage,    J.L. 

DAMAGE  FROM  INCREMENT  BORINGS  IN  BOTTOM- 
LAND HARDWOODS.  Journal  of  Forestry  57: 

909-911,  illus.  December  1959.  [Though 
the  borer  holes  (0.2  inch  in  diameter ) 
callused  over  in  2  years,  the  stain  that 

developed  around  most  of  them  would 

constitute  a  defect  in  logs  intended  for 

factory  lumber  or  veneer.  Some  holes 
also  had  rot    infections .] 

TRUNK  LESION  OF  SWEETGUM.  Plant  Disease 

Reporter  43:  942-945,  illus.  August  IS, 

1959.  [The  lesions  result  from  the  kill- 
ing of  limited  patches  of  cambium.  They 

are  common  in  bottom  lands  within  about 

100  miles  of  the  Gulf  Coast.  Stands  10 

to  20  years  old  tend  to  be  most  heavily 
in  fee  ted ,  hut  occurrence  m  any  area  is 

patchy.  The  causal  fungus  is  un- 
iden  t  ified .  ] 

Ursic,    S.J. 

SITES  AND  SEEDLING  GRADES  INFLUENCE 

LOBLOLLY  GROWTH.  Southern  Forest  Experi- 
ment Station  Southern  Forestry  Notes 

122.  July  1959-  [in  north  Mississippi , 
loblol ly  seedl ings  planted  on  a  ridge, 
under  a  deadened  overstory  of  hardwoods , 

made  better  early  height  growth  than 

seedl  ings  planted  on  eroded  old  fields. 

Planting  stock  with  stems  averaging  7 

inches  long  grew  faster  than  stock  with 
5- inch   srems.J 

  and   McClurkin,    D.C. 

SMALL  PLOTS  FOR  MEASURING  VEGETATION 

COMPOSITION  AND  COVER.  Techniques  and 

Methods  of  Measuring  Understory  Vege- 

tation, pp.  70-78.  1959.  U.S.  Forest 
Service  Southern  and  Southeastern  Forest 

Experiment  Stations.  [Guidel ines  for 
determining  optimum  shape,  size,  number, 
and    d i s t r i but i on    of    sample    plots.] 

♦Verrall,    A.F. 

CONTROL  OF  WOOD  DECAY  IN  BUILDINGS.  Pest 

Control  27(10):  9,  11-13,  16,  18,  71-72, 

74,  illus.  October  1959.  [General  dis- 
cussion of  sources  of  moisture  and 

structural  designs  that  lead  to  decay  of 

wood  in  bui ldings ,  and  of  methods  for 

pr event ing    and    controlling    decay.] 

PRESERVATIVE  MOISTURE- REPELLENT  TREAT- 
MENTS FOR  WOODEN  PACKING  BOXES.  Forest 

Products  Journal  9:  1-22,  illus.  January 

1959.  [After  being  treated  with  a 

variety  of  preservat ives  to  which  water- 
repelling  formulat  ions  had  been  added, 
boxes  were  stored  in  piles  on  the  ground 

in  Wisconsin,  Mississippi,  and  the 
Panama  Canal  Zone.  For  temperate  regions, 

a  3-minute  dip  gave  sat  is  factory  pro- 

tection; for  the  tropics  pressure  treat- 
ment was  des  i  rable .  Soil  poisons  were 

needed    for   protection   against    termites .] 

   Toole,    F.R. ,    and   Lightle,    P.C. 

OAK    WILT    IN    OKLAHOMA    AND    ARKANSAS.    Plant 

Disease  Reporter   43:     1288-    December    15, 
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1959.  [Oak  wilt  was  found  for  the  first 
time  in  Oklahoma  in  1959.  The  infection 

is  in  Adair  County,  a  few  miles  west  of 
the  wilt  area  in  Arkansas .  In  Arkansas , 

the  wilt  has  not  spread  beyond  the 

general  range  it  occupied  in  1951,  but 
there  has  been  a  buildup  in  Sharp  and 

Logan  Counties.] 

♦Wahlgren,    H.E. ,    and   Fassnacht,    D.L. 
ESTIMATING  TREE  SPECIFIC  GRAVITY  FROM  A 

SINGLE  INCREMENT  CORE.  U.S.  Department 

of  Agriculture  Forest  Products  Labora- 
tory Report  2146,  24  pp.,  illus.  April 

1959-  [Describes  method  of  est imat ing 

average  specific  gravity  of  the  merchant- 
able volume  in  a  southern  yellow  pine 

tree    from    a    single    increment    core.] 

*Wakeley,    P.C. 

FIVE-YEAR  RESULTS  OF  THE  SOUTHWIDE  PINE 

SEED  SOURCE  STUDY.  Proceedings,  Fifth 

Southern  Conference  on  Forest  Tree  Im- 

provement, pp.  5-11.  1959.  [Preliminary 
analyses  have  shown  stat ist ical ly  sig- 

nificant variations ,  attributable  to  seed 

source,  in  the  survival  and  average 

height  of  all  four  major  southern  pines, 

and  in  the  rust-susceptibility  of 
loblolly  pine.] 

Wheeler,    P.R. 

SPECIFIC  GRAVITY  VARIATION  IN  MISSIS- 
SIPPI PINES.  Proceedings,  Fifth  Southern 

Conference  on  Forest  Tree  Improvement, 

pp.  87-96,  illus.  1959-  [Of  the  single 
var iables  tested  to  predict  core  spe- 

cific gravi  ty ,  the  most  impor  tant  was 
the  reciprocal  of  age.  It  was  also  found 

that  the  four  southern  pines  show  true 

variat ion  in  core  specific  gravity  ac- 
cording   to   geographic    location.] 

Williston,  H.L. 
COST  OF  PRUNING  LOBLOLLY  AND  SHORTLEAF 

PINE.  Southern  Lumberman  198(2470):  43. 
March  1,  1959.  [in  north  Mississippi , 

17 -year- old  loblol ly  pines  were  pruned 
to  a  height  of  17  feet  for  11  cents  per 

tree;  23-year-old  short  lea f  cost  7  cents 
apiece  to  prune,  chiefly  because  they  had 

fewer    and   smaller    limbs.] 

GROWTH  OF  FOUR  SOUTHERN  PINES  IN  WEST 

TENNESSEE.  Journal  of  Forestry  57: 

661-662.  September  1959.  [Longleaf , 
slash,  and  loblolly  pine  have  outgrown 
the  native  short  lea f  when  planted  near 

Jackson ,  Tennessee ,  well  beyond  their 

natural  range.  After  29  growing  seasons, 
volumes   per    acre   are   43    cords    for    lob- 

lolly, 39  for  longleaf,  36 
and  28  for  short  leaf .  All 

badly   in  need  of   thinning.] 

for    sla: 

stands    it 

INUNDATION    DAMAGE    TO    LOBLOLLY   PINE    SEH 

LINGS.    U.S.    Department    of   Agriculti 

Tree    Planters'    Notes    36,     p.     13.     Ji  1 
1959.      [in   north  Mississippi  ,    loblolffi 
pine    seedl ings    survived  15   days    of  c4 

plete    submergence    during    both    dorm, 

and  growing   seasons .] 

INUNDATION    DAMAGE    TO    UPLAND    HARDWOOI 

Southern    Forest    Experiment    Stat:i 

Southern    Forestry   Notes    123.    Septem  .  _ 

1959.     [in  north-central  Mississippi,  c    |di 
tinuous    Hooding    for   21    days    during 

summer    caused    greater    mortality 

yellow- poplar    than   in   red  and  white  0 
blackgum,    sweet gum,    and  red  maple.    Tr 

were  pole-size  and   larger.] 

NORTH  MISSISSIPPI'S  BLUE-RIBBON  BA 

CYPRESS  STAND.  Southern  Lumberi^ 

199(2489):  144-145,  illus.  December 
1959.  [The  stand  seeded  in  between  1! 
and  1890  on  a  moist  site.  Be  for: 

recent  thinning  it  averaged  52,000  bc< 
feet  per   acre.    Form  class    is   about   tfy 

TEN -YEAR    RESULTS    OF    RELEASING    LOBLf 

PINE.    Mississippi    Farm  Research   22(]l 

3-4,     illus.    October    1959.      [The    pi\ 
were    underplant ed    in    1941    on    a    bli> 

jack-post    oak    ridge    in  Mississippi   • 
released  after   8   growing   seasons.    Wt 

earlier    control    of    the   overstory   w< 

have   been  preferable ,    diameter   growt 

1948-1958   was    2lA    times   as    great    as 
unre leased  pines,    and  height   growth 
times   as    great.] 

♦Woods,    F.W. 

CONVERTING  SCRUB  OAK  SANDHILLS  TO  I 

FORESTS  IN  FLORIDA.  Journal  of  Fore 
57:  117-119,  illus.  February  1959. 
best  survival  and  growth  of  pine  p 
tat  ions  on  the  Florida  sandhi 1  Is ,  s 

should  be  completely  cleared  of  oaks 

wi  regrass .  Two  treatments  with  a  dou 

drum  brush  chopper  are  recommended- 
first  in  late  April  or  early  May, 
second   not    less    than    6    weeks    lat 

NUTRITIONAL    ASPECTS    OF    WIREGRASS 

WEST   FLORIDA    SANDHILLS.    Journal    of  F 
Management    12:    141.    May    1959.     [wirei 
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was  most  nutritious  in  the  spring  and  on 

burned  ranges.  At  best,  crude  protein 

approached  minimum  estimated  r  equi  re- 
ments  for  beef  cattle,  while  calcium, 

magnesium ,  potassium ,  and  sodium  were 
adequa  t  e .  Phosphorus  was  s  e  r  i  ous  ly 
defic ient  .\ 

ds,  F.W. 
SLASH  PINE  RCOTS  START  GROWTH  SOON  AFTER 

PLANTING.  Journal  of  Forestry  57:  209, 
illus.  March  1959.  [in  west  Florida , 

slash  pine  seedlings  planted  in  February 

init iated  root  growth  earlier  than  long- 
leaf   and    sand  pine.] 

  Harris,    H.C. ,    and 

dwell,    R.E. 
MONTHLY  VARIATIONS  OF  CARBOHYDRATES  AND 

NITROGEN  IN  ROOTS  OF  SANDHILL  OAKS  AND 

WIREGRASS.  Ecology  40:  292-295,  illus. 
April  1959.  [In  the  sandhi 1  Is  of  western 
Florida,  oaks  (Quercus  laevis,  Q. 

incana)  reached  their  lowest  natural 
ebb  of  carbohydrates  in  late  April  or 

early  May;  total  nitrogen  in  oak  roots 
was  lowest  in  the  first  week  of  June.  In 

wiregrass  (Aristida  stricta)  carbohy- 
drates were  at  low  point  in  mid-July  and 

nitrogen    in   September .] 

iy,  Clayton,  and  Mignery,  A.L. 

SOIL  COVERS  IMPROVE  AIR-DRYING  OF  RED 
OAK.  Southern  Forest  Experiment  Station 
Southern  Forestry  Notes  124.  November 

1959.  [When  the  ground  under  conven- 
tional    lumber    stacks    was    covered    with 

roofing  paper,  losses  of  FAS  by  shrinkage 
and  degrade    were    halved .  J 

Yocorn,    H.A. 

HARDWOOD  CONTROL  METHODS.  Alabama  Forest 

Products  2:  124-126,  illus.  September 

1959.  [Briefly  reviews  advantages  and  dis- 
advantages of  girdl ing,  chemical  treat- 

ments, prescr ibed  burning ,  and  mechani- 
cal   clearing.] 

*Zahner,  Robert. 

CONTROLLED  SOIL-MOISTURE  EXPERIMENTS  IN 

FOREST  TREE-WATER  RELATIONS.  Proceed- 
ings, First  North  American  Forest  Soils 

Conference,  Michigan  State  University, 

pp.  12-19.  1959.  [Field  t  echniques- - 
irrigation,  crown  and  root  pruning, 

shel ters ,  and  large  containers- -  to  help 
regulate  soil  moisture  available  to  in- 

dividual trees  too  large  to  be  potted 

and  kept    in    a    convent ional    greenhouse .] 

FERTILIZER  TRIALS  WITH  LOBLOLLY  PINE  IN 

SOUTHERN  ARKANSAS.  Journal  of  Forestry 

57:  812-816,  illus.  November  1959. 
[A  single  fertilization  with  nitrogen 

s t imu 1  a t ed  diameter  growth  for  two 

years,  but  did  not  affect  height  growth. 

The  addit ion  of  phosphorus ,  potassium , 
or  minor  e 1  em  en t s  did  not  increase 

growth  more  than  did  nitrogen  alone. 

Total  5-year  diameter  growth  increase 
attributable  to  fertilization  was  about 

10  percent  for  a  single  appl icat  ion  of 

100     pound s     of    nitrogen    per     acre. J 
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1960- And  The  Future 

dfe  0^  J%  will  be  remembered  as  a  year 

|||ft|  in  which  production  of  many 

Mf^&%M  commodities  exceeded  effec 
tive  demand.  This  was  true 

metals,  masonry,  fuels,  plastics,  and  key 
Is  as  well  as  fibers,  including  most  wood 
iucts. 

0  sales  managers  and  to  the  nearly  7  per- 
t  of  our  labor  force  unemployed  in  the 

ted  States  at  year's  end,  the  problem  was 
ical  and  immediate.  To  population  scient- 
,  it  was  a  temporary  situation.  Should  com- 
nd  growth  of  population  and  of  per  capita 
>me  occur  in  the  future  as  projected,  the 
llenge  to  productive  capacity  will  intensify 
beyond  any  levels  experienced  to  date. 

'he  need  for  wood  from  southern  forests,  for 
mple,  is  expected  to  double  within  a  few 
ades.  Our  consumption  of  water  is  expected 
louble  in  an  even  shorter  period,  while  use 
the  forest  for  recreation  is  headed  for  a 

^ral-fold  increase. 

ow  to  operate  a  profitable  enterprise  today 
at  the  same  time  build  up  resources  and 

mical  knowledge  for  the  much  greater  de- 
lds  of  the  future  is  the  puzzle  that  industry 
community  leaders  are  seeking  to  solve. 

timulated  both  by  prospects  and  uncertain- 
the  demand  for  the  results  of  research — 

eased  efficiencies,  new  products,  better 

w-how — was  never  greater.  Industries'  in- 
ments  in  research  and  development  aver- 
1  about  three  percent  of  the  return  from 

during    1960.     Research    investments    of 

st  industry  were  far  less  than  the  all-indus- 
average.    Even  one  of  its  most  progressive 

inents — pulp    and    paper — spent    less    than 

one  percent  of  gross  sales  on  research.  In 
contrast,  the  research  investments  of  some 

forward-looking  chemical  and  electronics  firms 
were  three  times  the  all-industry  average. 
Some  realized  more  than  $25  increase  in  sales 
for  each  dollar  invested   in   research. 

One  of  the  urgent  needs  and  promising  op- 
portunities for  increasing  the  productivity  of 

and  the  profit  from  the  South's  timberlands  is in  the  hardwoods. 

In  the  southern  forest,  hardwoods  exceed 

softwoods  both  in  area  occupied  and  in  volume 
of  timber.  As  shown  in  the  map  facing  page  5 

they  are  important  in  almost  all  parts  of  the 
South.  Southern  hardwoods  are  among  the 

Nation's  best,  but  their  condition  reflects  dec- 
ades of  poor  treatment.  Less  than  half  of  our 

hardwood  acreage  is  left  in  a  reasonably  pro- 
ductive condition  after  cutting — the  lowest 

rating  for  any  forest  type  group  in  the  South. 
One  out  of  every  3  or  4  hardwoods  on  suitable 
site  is  a  cull,  and  has  no  commercial  value. 

The  cluttering  of  stands  with  worthless  trees 
is  wasting  20  million  acres  of  good  hardwood 

growing  space  valued  at  more  than  one-half 
billion  dollars. 

These  conditions  help  to  explain  why  a  29- 
percent  decline  in  hardwood  sawtimber  volume 

has  occurred  in  Mississippi  since  1948.  The  re- 
survey  of  Arkansas  forests,  completed  in  I960, 
shows  a  similar  trend:  since  1951,  hardwood 

sawtimber  has  dropped  12  percent  on  bottom 
lands;  24  percent  in  the  uplands. 

Lack  of  knowledge  about  hardwood  culture 
is  blamed  in  large  part  for  the  serious  decline  in 
this  resource.  Several  years  ago,  the  Southern 
Station,  with  the  help  of  cooperators  in  forest 



industry  and  in  the  States,  and  with  the  back- 
ing of  the  Congress,  moved  to  strengthen  re- 

search in  hardwoods.  During  1960,  this  joint 
effort  began  to  pay  off. 

Existing  information  was  critically  reviewed 
and  summarized  for  the  practicing  forester  in 
a  manual  on  the  management  and  inventory 
of  southern  hardwoods.  Other  results  were 

packaged  for  application  in  the  form  of  bulle- 
tins on  cottonwood  plantation  establishment, 

and  cottonwood  site  assessment.  Still  other 

publications  on  hardwoods  dealt  with  soil  char- 
acteristics, silvicides  for  cull  trees,  protection 

against  insects  and  disease,  and  watershed  and 

game-habitat  aspects  of  hardwood   forests. 

Recognizing  the  urgent  need  for  more  knowl- 
edge on  hardwood  production  and  protection, 

the  Congress  provided  funds  during  1960  for 
a  new  hardwood  research  laboratory  building 

at  Stoneville,  Mississippi.  At  year's  end.  plans 
were  being  readied  for  invitation  of  bids  for 
construction.  The  new  facility  should  be  in 
operation  near  the  end  of  1961. 

Scientists  and  practitioners  have  long  rec 
nized  the  need  to  step  up  the  tempo  of  hi 
research  related  to  forestry.  Opportunity 
do  this  in  the  Midsouth  was  provided  dur 

1960  by  completion  of  the  Station's  Gulfp 
Laboratory,  which  includes  office  and  modi 
scientific  laboratory  facilities  for  the  South< 
Institute  of  Forest  Genetics,  the  Forest  Ins 

Laboratory,  and  the  Forest  Disease  Laborato 

Research  in  these  high-priority  fields  sho 
now  move  forward  more  rapidly. 

Useful  research  was  completed  during  li 

at  each  of  the  Station's  field  locations  and 
headquarters.    Some  of  the  results  are  summ 
ized  in  the  following  report.    Many  more  cc 

plex  problems,  as  yet  unsolved,  challenge 
research  team  of  scientists  and  cooperators. 
forts  will  have  to  be  redoubled  to  provide 

better — or  even  acceptable — tomorrows  in 

years  ahead. 

If  you  want  more  detail  on  any  of  the  wo< 
or  have  questions  or  suggestions  about  it, 
shall  be  glad  to  hear  from  you. 
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ALLUVIAL   BOTTOMS,   HAMMOCKS,    AND   SWAMPS    SUPPORTING    STANDS  OF    PRACTICALLY   PURE    HARDWOODS 

PRIMARILY    PRODUCTIVE    UPLAND    HARDWOOD    SITES 

MAINLY    SOUTHERN    PINE    SITES,    BUT    WITH    MANY    SMALL    PRODUCTIVE     HARDWOOD    AREAS    INTERSPERSED 

PORTIONS    OF    APPALACHIAN    AND    OZARK    HARDWOOD    REGIONS 

Location    of    southern    hardwood    sites 



Forest  Management 

v.  special  accomplishment  of  forest  manage- 
nt  research  during  1960  was  completion  of 

lumber  of  publications  on  southern  hard- 
Dds — their  management  and  inventory,  the 
iblishment  of  cottonwood  plantations,  and 
estimation  of  cottonwood  sites. 

)ther  publications  set  forth  new  data  on 
-site  relations,  the  effect  of  soil  moisture, 
cing,  and  thinning  on  pine  growth,  and  ice 
aage  to  pine  stands.    Use  of  chemicals  for 
control  of  undesirable  trees  was  extended, 

vances  were  made  in  the  production,  hand- 
l,  and  care  of  seed,  in  the  direct  seeding  of 
es,  and  in  nursery  practice.  The  genetics 
gram  was  facilitated  by  the  completion  of 
Gulfport  Laboratory.  The  development  of 

nt  material  has  gone  ahead,  and  minimum 

ndards  were  prepared  for  progeny-testing 
:k  to  evaluate  genetic  superiority.  Publica- 
is  in  mensuration  promoted  improved  quan- 
cation,  new  sampling  and  measuring  tech- 
ues,  and  the  use  of  a  simple,  diagnostic 
entory. 

SILVICULTURE 

rhern  Hardwood  Management 

tremendous  impetus  toward  the  manage- 
it  of  hardwood  forests  has  developed  as 

h  pulping  and  sawtimber  interests  have 
un  to  realize  the  growth  potential  of  the 
ter  hardwood  sites  in  the  South.  Interest  is 

ticularly  strong  in  the  lower  Mississippi 
ley,  lower  Piedmont,  and  southern  Coastal 

in  from  Virginia  to  Texas.  The  moister 

ts   of   this    "southern    hardwood    territory" 
map)  are  better  adapted  to  hardwoods 

ih  to  pines,  and  45  million  acres  now  occu- 
il  by  good  hardwoods  should  be  managed 

for  continued  production  while  25  million  more 

acres  are  well  suited  to  growing  good  hard- 
woods if  given  appropriate  treatment. 

As  an  aid  in  the  management  of  these  forest 

types,  the  Southern  Station  has  published  Agri- 

culture Handbook  181,  "Management  and  in- 

ventory of  southern  hardwoods."  This  well- 
illustrated  book  begins  with  such  topics  as  the 
relationship  of  the  many  species  to  the  sites 
on  which  they  grow,  stand  origins,  damaging 

influences,    and   general   principles    of    utiliza- 

Pure  stands  oj  hardwoods  make  excellent 
growtli  in  tlie  Mississippi  Delta.  Tliese 

sweetgiims  are  on  the  Tensas  River.  Lou- 
isiana. 



tion.  A  comprehensive  table  provides  infor- 
mation about  species — occurrence  by  site, 

growth  rate,  tolerance  to  shade,  reproductive 
ability,  susceptibility  to  damage,  value,  and 
primary  uses. 

Later  chapters  point  out  that,  during  the 
early  stages  of  management,  accumulations  of 
undesirable  growing  stock  and  culls  must  be 
removed,  and  balance  of  harvest  against 
growth  may  be  neither  necessary  nor  desirable. 
Rut  after  initial  improvement  cuttings  have 

made,  and  before  a  cycle  of  cutting  based 
on  increment  is  begun,  the  periodic  allowable 
cut  must  be  computed  and  set  at  somewhat 

less  than  or  equal  to  periodic  growth.  Alterna- 
tive management  systems  for  various  species 

are  discussed  and  stand-development  and  yield 
tables  are  presented. 

Hardwoods  on  the  loess  bluffs  offer  excel- 
lent management   opportunities. 

Five  systems  for  making  inventories  in  h 
wood  stands  are  described.    One  is  for  re 

naissance,   one   is  for  timber  sales,   and  tl 

are   point-sampling   procedures   for  estima 
growth   and    stand    development.     Method:' 
adequately    classifying    tree    quality    or    v.; 
are  included   in  each  system.    Procedures^ 
use    of    modern    data-processing    methods 
discussed. 

A  general  account  of  the  hardwood  mam 
ment  problem  in  the  South,  the  incentives, 
utility,  and  the  action  needed  to  stimti 
further  attention,  will  be  found  in  a  pi. 
presented  at  the  January  13,  1960,  meetin 
the  Southern  Pulpwood  Conservation  Assc 
tion. 

Partial  cutting  and  deadening  of  culls  have 
left  this  stand  of  cherrybark  oak  and 
sweetgum   in  excellent  condition. 
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aluating  Cottonwood  Sites 

For  alluvial  soils  in  the  Midsouth  height  of 
ttonwood  stands  at  30  years  of  age  can  be 
edicted  from  three  easily  recognizable  soil 
aracteristics:  texture,  internal  drainage,  and 
lerent  moisture.  Occasional  Paper  178  is  a 

nple  guide  for  estimating  site  index  from 
ese  factors.  In  general,  inherently  moist  but 
ill-drained  sites  of  medium  soil  texture  are 
st  for  cottonwood.  They  have  a  site  index 
more  than  120  feet.  Other  things  being 

ual,  moist  sites  are  better  than  dry  ones. 

The  principal  soils  of  the  Mississippi  River 
iod  plain,  ranked   in  decreasing  order  from 

best  to  poorest  for  ability  to  grow  cottonwood 
are  Commerce,  Collins,  Pulaski,  Robinsonville, 

Mhoon,  Crevasse,  Bowdre,  Falaya,  Dundee, 

Tunica,  Forestdale,  Perry,  Sharkey,  and  Alli- 

gator. 
Performance  of  seven  cottonwood  planta- 

tions within  the  Delta  area  of  Mississippi  re- 
veals considerable  variation  between  soil  types. 

Growth  has  been  poorest  on  the  sloping  and 

ridge  phases  of  Sharkey  clay,  and  best  on 
Robinsonville  silt  loam  ( the  3  better  soils  men- 

tioned above  were  not  represented  ) .  Average 
diameters  and  heights  of  each  of  the  seven 
plantations  are  given  in  detail  in  the  October 
issue  of  Mississippi  Farm  Research. 

, 
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These  cottonwoods  are  43 
feet  tall  at  5  years  of  age. 
They  are  on  Robinsonville 
silt  loam  soil. 
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Sharkey  Soil  Cracks  Catch  Rainwater 

When  dry,  the  expanding  clays  such  as  are 
in  Sharkey  ( buckshot )  soils  can  absorb  large 
amounts  of  rain  because  big  cracks  form  in  the 
root  zone.  In  wet  weather,  the  soil  swells  and 

closes  the  cracks,  and  it  is  very  slowly  per- 
meable as  long  as  it  remains  in  that  condition. 

In  early  November  1956,  after  a  dry  October, 
the  Delta  Experimental  Forest  received  3.8 
inches  of  rain  in  about  24  hours.  No  runoff 

was  observed  from  Sharkey  clay  sites,  but  on 

the  next  day  a  light  rain,  totalling  a  half-inch, 
produced  surface  flow.    The  absorptive  ability 

tality.  Losses  have  been  most  severe  in  cot 
wood,  sweetgum,  and  black  willow.  The  p 
able  cause  has  been  inadequate  soil  moist 

Possibly  the  best  means  of  alleviating  w 
shortage  on  the  large  areas  of  slowly  pei 

able  soils  is  by  impounding  water  from  wi 
rains.  Studies  in  central  Mississippi  1 
shown  that  6  to  12  inches  of  water  impour 
in  September  or  October  and  drained  in  A 
will  increase  the  amount  of  moisture  store 

the  soil  and,  therefore,  benefit  hardvv 

growth.  However,  impounded  water  will  d 
age  trees  if  not  drained  off  promptly  in 

*M  IK 

H '  l 

Trees  growing  in  an  area  where  ivater  is  impounded  every  Jail  and  held  until  spring.  Impound- 
ments increase  the  amount  of  ivater  going  into  soil  storage  and  thus  benefit  timber  growth  during 

dry  summers. 

of  the  cracks  was  again  demonstrated  in  1959, 

when  the  last  of  June  and  the  first  half  of  July 
were  without  rain.  Ten  days  of  showers  fol- 

lowing this  drought  failed  to  cause  runoff  until 
about  4  inches  had  fallen.  These  observations 

e  reported  in  Southern  Forestry  Notes  126, 
March  1960. 

Impounded  Water  Alleviates  Soil-Water  Shortages 

During  drought  years,   hardwoods  through- 
out the  South  have  suffered  dieback  and  mor- 

spring.  Additional  information  can  be  fo  J 

in  Southern  Forest  Soils,  pages  115-119,  Eia 
Annual  Forestry  Symposium,  Louisiana  S\ 
University. 

Vines  and  Cottonwood  Growth 

Deadening  vines  that  were  growing  into 
crowns  did  not  improve  growth  of  cottonw : 
trees  along  the  Mississippi  River  in  Louisi 

Tests    were    made    with    twenty-five    trios 
comparable  trees.    Within  each  trio  one 
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is  left  untreated,  the  second  had  the  main 

;ms  of  all  entangling  vines  cut  at  ground 

/el  and  a  30-inch  segment  of  the  stem  re- 
wed,  and  the  third  was  treated  similarly 
the  second  except  that  Ammate  was  applied 
the  vine  stubs.  The  cottonwoods  ranged 

>m  14  to  26  inches  in  diameter.  No  signifi- 
nt  difference  in  their  growth  could  be  at- 
buted  to  treatment.  After  4  years,  treated 
?es  had  more  vines,  but  none  were  thicker 

an  !  i-inch;  on  untreated  trees,  vines  meas- 

sd  up  to  3  inches  in  diameter  near  ground- 
e.  Complete  results  of  the  test  appear  in 
ssissippi  Farm   Research,   May    1960,   pages 

2  of  the  Tree  Injector 

Effective  on  bottom-land  hardwoods. — The 
e  injector,  handy  and  efficient  for  elimina- 
g  undesirable  stems  in  the  uplands,  has  also 

>ved  deadly  on  bitter  pecan  and  overcup  oak 

the  bottoms.  Hundred-percent  crown  kill, 
h  no  sprouting,  was  obtained  one  year  after 

atment  of  pole-sized  trees  of  both  species  in 
st-central  Mississippi.  A  standard  44-pound 
I  mixture  of  2,4,5-T  in  diesel  oil  was  applied 
und  the  base  of  each  tree.    Injections  were 
more  than  one  inch  apart,  edge  to  edge, 

ibably  because  it  placed  a  more  concentra- 
4  chemical  closer  to  the  roots,  the  injector 
e  faster  crown  kill  and  better  control  of 

outs  than  the  common  8-pound  ahg  mixture 
lied  in  an  ax  frill  at  chopping  height.  The 

1  mixture  used  in  the  injector  cost  1^3  more 
square  foot  of  basal  area  treated.  (  See 

ithern  Forestry  Notes  130. ) 

ime  requirements. — In  cooperation  with 

Tennessee    Agricultural    Experiment    Sta- 
,  time  requirements  for  deadening  un- 

hted  hardwoods  with  tree  injectors  have 

In  worked  out  for  the  rugged  timber-grow- 
1  country  of  eastern  Tennessee.  Two  cylin- 
l-type  injectors  and  one  with  a  pressurized 
afk-pack  reservoir  were  tested  by  a  3-man 

'v.  A  40-pound  ahg  solution  of  2,4.5-T  was 
si  (  1  gallon  of  2,4,5-T  and  9  gallons  of  diesel 

'.'h  all,  7,134  culls  and  unmerchantable  hard- 
Ads  were  treated.  The  average  acre  had  68 
ms  with  a  mean  d.b.h.  of  7  inches  and  re- 

red  1 .52  man-hours  of  work  and  2  3  gallon 
:feilvicide,    not    including    travel    and    super- 

vision. The  following  formulas  show  man-hour 
and  chemical  requirements  per  acre  when  in- 

jections are  1  to  3  inches  apart,  edge  to  edge, 
around  the  base  of  each  tree;  S  is  the  sum  of 
the  diameters  of  trees   to  be   treated: 

Man-hours  =  =  0.0023  S    ■    0.49 
Gallons  of  solution  0.0014  S 

Thus,  if  100  stems  are  treated  per  acre  and  the 

average  d.b.h.  is  6  inches,  the  time  require- 
ments would   be: 

0.0023  (  100  x  6  I 0.49     =  1.89  man-hours 

per  acre. The  necessary  amount  of  solution  would  be: 
0.0014   (100  x  6)   =  =  0.84  gallon  per  acre. 

Additional  information  may  be  obtained  from 
the  Southern   Lumberman,  January    15,    1960, 

pages  40-42. 
With  iso-octyl  ester  of  2,4,5-T.— On  the  Sam 

Houston  National  Forest  in  Texas,  concentra- 
tions of  40,  20.  13.3.  and  8  pounds  ahg  of  2,4,5-T 

in  diesel  oil  were  each  applied  with  a  tree  in- 
jector to  60  sweetgums  and  60  oaks  in  two 

equal  size  groups  between  0.6  and  6.5  inches 

in  d.b.h.  After  two  growing  seasons  the  40- 
pound  solution  had  killed  all  trees  of  both 

species,  none  of  which  sprouted.  The  20-pound 
solution  gave  92  percent  top  kill  and  82  percent 

complete  kill  (  no  sprouts  i  for  oaks  but  only  54 
percent  top  kill  and  50  percent  complete  kill 
for  sweetgum.  Lower  concentrations  were  less 
effective.  Differences  in  both  top  and  complete 

kill  between  oaks  and  sweetgum  were  signifi- 
cant, an  indication  that  sweetgum  was  harder 

to  kill  than  the  oak  species  tested — post,  black- 
jack, and  southern  red  oak.  Percentage  of  trees 

sprouting  was  significantly  greater  in  the 
smaller  size  group,  but  complete  kill  did  not 
vary  significantly  between  the  two  groups. 
This  information  was  reported  in  Southern 
Forestry  Notes  126  and  in  Weeds,  July  1960, 

pages  462-463. 

Foliage  Sprays  in  Arkansas  Mountains 

Blackjack  oaks,  post  oaks,  and  hickories  in 
the  Ozark  Mountains  of  west-central  Arkansas 

were  aerially  sprayed  with  the  iso-octyl  ester 
of  2,4,5-T.  The  dosage  per  acre  was  0.5  gallon 
mixed  in  one  gallon  of  diesel  oil  and  3.5  gallons 
of  water  (  40  pounds  ahg  ) .  After  two  growing 
seasons  88  percent  of  the  overstory  trees  in 

the  8-  to  12-inch  d.b.h.  class  and  97  percent  of 
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Figure  1. — Effectiveness  of  2,4,5- 
saw -palmetto.  Data 
averages  of  both  the  pi 
lene  glycol  butyl  ethe 
ter  and  the  bntoxy  et\ 
ester. 
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those  in  the  3-  to  7-inch  class  had  been  defolia- 
ted 80  percent  or  more.  Stems  less  than  20 

feet  tall  showed  crown  kill  of  73  percent  for 
open  trees  and  82  percent  for  those  under  other 
crowns.  There  was  little  difference  in  crown 

kill  between  species;  basal  sprouting  was  neg- 
ligible. Additional  information  may  be  found 

in  Arkansas  Farm  Research,  May-June  1960, 

page  6. 

In  the  Ouachita  Mountains,  late-season  foli- 
age sprays  controlled  undesirable  hardwoods 

as  effectively  as  early  sprays,  provided  soil 
moisture  remained  adequate  for  good  tree 
growth.    Spraying  dates  were  as  follows: 

Early  May  1958,  high  relative  humidity. 
Late  July  and  August,  high  relative  humidity. 
Late  July  and  August,  low  relative  humidity. 

Soil  moisture  was  high  in  all  treatments. 

By  the  end  of  the  growing  season,  proportions 
of  sprayed  stems  with  dead  crowns  were  about 
78  percent  in  all  3  tests.  The  mixture  was  a 

10-pound  ahg  concentration  consisting  of  1 
gallon  2,4, 5-T  (Dow  Esteron-OS),  1  gallon 
diesel  oil,  and  38  gallons  of  water.  It  was  de- 

livered from  a  tractor-mounted  spray  boom 
at  the  rate  of  40  gallons  per  acre  (  see  Southern 
Forestry  Notes  125). 

Plots  sprayed  in  June  with  the  same  formu- 
lation showed  90  percent  mortality  of  the  new- 

ly germinated  shortleaf  seedlings  from  the  pre- 

vious year's  secdfall.  Natural  mortality  on  un- 
sprayed  areas  was  32  percent.  Spraying  in 
August  was  not  quite  so  destructive  to  the 

pines — mortality  was  71   percent,  as  compared 

Ik 
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Ik 
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with    33    percent    on    unsprayed    areas 
Southern  Forestry  Notes  125). 

Foliar  Sprays  in  Florida 

In  the  sandhills  of  northwest  Florida 

aerial  phytocide  treatments,  at  concentrat 
of  0.5  to  3.0  pounds  of  acid  equivalent  in  3 

Ions  of  solution  per  acre,  did  not  control  s« 
oaks  to  the  extent  required  for  successful 

establishment.  Mortality  of  individual  sp(< 
ran  as  high  as  60  percent  but  the  best  ki 
all  species  within  any  treatment  was  34 
cent,  obtained  with  propylene  glycol  b 

ether  ester  of  2-  (  2,4,5-trichlorophenoxy ) 
pionic  acid.  Grasses,  which  often  are  < 
more  detrimental  to  survival  here  than  s 

trees,  were  little  affected  by  any  phytc 

application.  Further  details  are  in  the  Jov 

of  Forestry,  May  1960,  pages  397-398. 

Spring  sprays  controlled  saw-palmett< 
the  Eglin  Air  Force  Base  near  Milton,  Flo 
Four  concentrations  of  low-volatile  2/ 

( propylene  glycol  butyl  ether  ester  and  bu 
ethanol  ester  i   were  tested. 

Five    pounds    ahg    in    April    gave    the    j 
average  kill,  78  percent.    Next  best  was  c 
percent  average  for  3.5  pounds  ahg  in  A 
April,   January,   and   March   applications 
the  best  overall  average  kills :   59  percen  J 
percent,    and    51    percent,    respectively, 

applications,   with    an   overall    average   ki  I 
18  percent,  were  least  effective.    The  ca 
alone  killed  no  plants.    An  increase  in  corj 

tration  above  the  3.5-pound   ahg  level  wJ 
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;  increase  the  kill  enough  to  justify  the  addi- 
nal  cost.  On  the  average  the  5-pound  level 
s  slightly  less  effective  than  the  3.5-pound 
;age. 

\dditional  information  can  be  obtained  from 

Proceedings  of   the   Fifth   Southern    Weed 

nference  1960,  pages  109-112. 

k  Sprouts  Controlled   by  2,4,5-T   in   Frill  or 
Girdle 

n  north  Mississippi,  post  oaks  and  blackjack 
:s  were  ringed  with  a  power  girdler  or 

led  with  an  ax;  then  2,4,5-T  was  applied  in 
ambulations  to  the  cuts  on  some  of  the  trees 
is  treated. 

Girdling  or  frilling  alone  gave  good  crown 
I  in  3  years;  blackjack  was  quicker  to  die 
n  post  oak.    Sprouts  were  prevalent  at  the 
1  of  the  first  growing  season,  particularly 
blackjack  oaks,  but  thereafter  few  new  ones 

^eloped  and  many  first-year  sprouts  died, 
dition  of  2,4,5-T  in  formulations  of  20 

inds  or  4  pounds  ahg  in  oil,  reduced  sprout- 
in  all  treatments.    A  4-pound  emulsion  in 

ter  was  effective  on  post  oaks  and  power- 
died  blackjack  but  not  on  frilled  blackjack, 
ditional  information  is  available  in  Missis- 

pi  Farm  Research,  October  1960,  page  2. 

ary  Cutter   Prepares    Pine   Seedbed   While 

Cleaning  Brush 

rests  near  Jasper,  Arkansas,  showed  that  a 

ctor-powered   rotary   brush   cutter   is   effec- 
2  for  preparing  shortleaf  pine  seedbeds 

ere  natural  regeneration  is  difficult  to  ob- 
i.    The  seedling  catch  was  more  satisfactory 

This  rotary  cutter  helps  prepare  pine  seed- 
beds. It  mows  and  mulches  small  stems 

and  litter  and  scarifies  the  soil  surface. 

than  that  secured  by  prescribed  burning  or 
chemical  control  of  hardwoods.  After  two 

years,  sprouts  from  stems  severed  by  the  cut- 
ters are  not  yet  a  problem,  though  greenbrier 

and  poison  ivy  vines  may  become  troublesome. 

Use  of  the  rotary  brush  cutter  is,  of  course, 

restricted  to  rock-free  sites  of  moderate  slope. 
Vegetation  up  to  3  inches  in  diameter  was 
readily  mowed  by  the  swiftly  rotating  blades, 
and  the  soil  surface  was  scarified  without  loss 
of  litter  and  humus.  The  smaller  stems  and 

litter  were  mulched  thoroughly. 

One  growing  season  after  treatment  and 

seedfall  the  brush-cut  sites  had  7,088  seedlings 
per  acre  as  compared  with  1,362  on  burned 
areas,  1,012  on  those  chemically  treated,  and 
1,200  on  check  areas. 

A  description  of  the  equipment  can  be  found 

in  Tree  Planters'  Notes,  February  1960,  pages 17-19. 

Delay  in   Release  Stunts  Advanced   Loblolly 

Reproduction 

In  central  Mississippi,  13-year-old  natural 
loblolly  pine  seedlings  released  at  3  years  of 
age  were  twice  as  tall  as  those  freed  at  8  years 
but  less  than  half  the  height  of  trees  planted 
in  the  open. 

Overstory  pine  stands  6  to  20  inches  in  d.b.h. 

were  clear-cut  in  alternate  strips  when  ad- 
vance reproduction  was  3  years  old.  The  re- 

maining overstory  trees  were  removed  5  years 
later.  Ten  years  after  the  first  cutting,  there 
was  an  abundance  of  well-distributed  trees 
over  the  whole  area.  The  pines  released  at  3 

years  averaged  16  feet  tall,  in  contrast  to  8 

feet  for  those  freed  at  8  years.  Thirteen-year- 
old  plantations  on  similar  sites  but  with  no 
overstory  average  about  40  feet  high.  These 
findings  were  reported  in  Southern  Forestry 
Notes  128. 

Soil  Moisture  and  Slash  Pine  Growth 

The  early  growth  of  planted  slash  pine  was 

compared  on  two  upland  and  two  bottom-land 
sites  in  south  Mississippi.  The  upland  plan- 

tations were  on  an  old  field  and  a  nearby  cut- 
over  area,  the  bottom-land  ones  on  a  cutover 
swamp  and  a  poorly  drained  meadow. 

When  the  study  began  in  1953,  the  swamp 
planting  was  3  years  old,  the  others  6;  average 
tree  heights  were  18,  13,  5,  and  5  feet  on  the 
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old  field,  cutover  upland,  swamp,  and  wet 
meadow,  respectively.  Height  growth  during 
the  next  5  years  averaged  3.4,  3.8,  2.7,  and  1.2 
feet  annually  on  the  four  sites. 

Lack  of  fertility  may  be  responsible  for  poor 
growth  in  the  meadow.  The  soil  contains  less 
NPK  and  organic  matter  and  more  sand  than 
the  swamp,  which  has  a  muck  surface.  The 
Journal  of  Forestry,  September  1960,  pages 
720-725,   contains   additional   information. 

On  another  study  in  south  Mississippi,  slash 
pine  grew  3  times  as  fast  as  North  Carolina 
pond  pine  when  planted  on  wet  sites.  After 
7  growing  seasons  the  slash  pine  averaged 
7.3  feet  in  height  and  80  percent  survival;  the 

pond  pine  averaged  2.2  feet  in  height  and  91 
percent  in  survival.  A  fuller  account  appears 
in  Southern  Forestry  Notes  125. 

Slash  Pine  Soil-Site  Estimates 

Data  from  127  plots  in  old-field  slash  pine 
plantations  in  the  sandhills  of  North  and  South 
Carolina  showed  that  heights  can  be  estimated 
from  the  plantation  age  and  two  soil  variables: 

depth  to  a  fine-textured  horizon,  and  thickness 
of  the  A,  horizon.    Figure  2  is  a  chart  for  pre- 
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Figure  2. — Site  index  for  planted  slash  pine  on  old 
fields  in  the  Carolina  sandhills.  Tree 

heights  at  plantation  age  25  are  large- 
ly correlated  with  thickness  of  A^ 

horizon  anil  depth  to  fine-textured  soil. 

dieting  25-year  site  index  from  these  varial] 
The  equation  for  figure  2  and  other  de 

of  the  study  are  in  the  Journal  of  Forei 

September  1960,  pages  704-707. 

Drought  Slows  Growth  in  Alabama 

Timber  growth  in  north  Alabama  was  <j 
siderably   reduced   by   the   dry   years   of    1 
through  1956. 

In  a  test  of  cutting  methods   in  pine-h. 
wood  stands,  one  set  of  plots  was  cut  in  1 
a   second    set    in    1951,    and    a    third    in    1 

Growth  rates  were  measured  5  years  after  a 
set  was  cut. 

The  5-year  span  for  the  first  set  of  plots  1 
in  2  normal  years  and  3  drought  years;  gro 

on  these  plots  averaged  62  cubic  feet  per  ; 
annually.    The  second  set  encountered  4 
years  and   averaged   52   cubic   feet  of  voh 

growth  yearly.    The  third  set,  which  suffc; 
from  drought  during  all  5  years,  grew  at 
rate  of  22  cubic  feet  per  acre  annually, 
study  is  reported  in  Southern  Forestry  N 
125,  January   1960. 

Tennessee  Pines  Survive  Ice  Storm 

Young     pine     stands     on     the     Cumber! 
Plateau  of  Tennessee  were  less  harmed  by 

heavy  glaze  storm  of  March   1960  than  e 
reports   indicated.     Serious   damage   was 
centrated  along  stand  boundaries,  and  los 

any    one    stand    depended    on    the    amoun' 
exposed    perimeter.     Many    narrow    strips 
timber  were  almost  destroyed,   requiring 

vage,  while  solidly  blocked  areas  often  esca 

A  survey  soon  after  the  storm,  on  126  j 
in  4  Tennessee  counties,  indicated  that  darr 

varied   with   species.     Natural   stands   of 

ginia  pine  over  25  years  of  age  suffered  mil 
21  percent  of  the  trees  were  bent  and  18 
cent  either   broken   or   uprooted.     In   rece 

thinned  loblolly  plantations  12  percent  of 
stems  were  broken,  8  percent  were  bent,  i    : 
3  percent  were  uprooted  or  rootsprung 

thinned  loblolly  plantations  had  8  percer: 

the   trees   bent   or   rootsprung   and    5    per' 
broken.    Shortleaf,  which  is  native  in  the 

gion,  was  broken  or  uprooted  only  in  un 
stocked  sawtimber  stands  more  than  70  y 

of  age.   White  pine  plantations,  all  less  tha 
years    old,    were    virtually    unharmed    by 
storm. 

m 
lot 

:; 
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The  same  plots  were  reexamined  in  July  and 
lin  in  late  September.  By  the  end  of  the 
son,  recovery  was  indicated  for  64  percent 
the  bent  and  37  percent  of  the  rootsprung 
lolly  pines,  68  percent  of  the  bent  shortleaf 
ims,  and  20  percent  of  the  leaning  Virginia 
ies.  In  all  three  species,  leaning  trees  larger 
in  5  inches  d.b.h.  did  not  straighten  up,  but 

i  Ice  on  needles  and  twigs  was  an  ineli  thick. 

leloped  abrupt  stem  crooks  with  the  current 

ir's  growth.  Of  the  three  southern  pines, 
irtleaf  sustained  the  least  damage  and  made 

i' greatest  recovery.  No  serious  insect  infes- 
.tons  were  revealed  by  the  survey. 

hough  loblolly  was  outside  its  natural 

u?e,  a  one-half  inch  coating  of  ice,  accom- 
lied  by  a  strong  wind,  apparently  did  no 
<je  damage  here  than  similar  storms  have 

n>ed  within   the  species'   commercial  range. 

dditional  information  and  pictures  may  be 
ud  on  pages  106  and  107  of  the  Southern 
uiberman  for  December   15,    1960. 

Permanent  damage  to  the 

pine  stands — by  breakage 
or  uprooting — was  most 
common  on  the  borders  of 
stands,  or  in  plantations 
that  had  recently  been 
thinned. 

*  *  to*   *""""- 

..*.. 

f  i  ■'  41  •   ~  i  % 

8&      i  .       --U    ' 

Most  young  loblolly  plantations  recovered 

from  ice  damage.  Top  photo,  a?!  8-year-old 
stand  after  the  storm;  lower  photo,  one 

year  later. 
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Banding  and  Girdling  Have  No  Effect  on  Loblolly 
Cone  Production 

Strangling  and  girdling  loblolly  pines  3  to 
15  inches  in  diameter  did  not  promote  or 

hinder  cone  production  in  even-aged,  old-field 
stands  of  southern  Arkansas.  Strangulation 

was  accomplished  by  placing  a  34 -inch  steel 
band  around  the  bole  of  the  tree.  Ringing  con- 

sisted in  removing  a  strip  of  bark  and  cambium 
one  inch  wide  in  the  form  of  two  overlapping 

half  rings  with  a  3-inch  vertical  separation 
between  them.  The  test  was  confined  to  trees 

that  had  not  borne  cones  previously.  Because 
these  may  have  been  inherently  incapable  of 

responding  to  treatment,  broad  inferences  can- 
not be  drawn  from  the  results.  Despite  the 

rigorous  nature  of  the  treatments,  diameter 
and  height  growth  were  not  impaired. 

More  information  may  be  found  in  the  Jour- 
nal oj  Forestry,  November  1960,  pages  897-898. 

Biological  Antagonisms 

Phytotoxic  and  phytostatic  compounds  kill 

or  inhibit  the  growth  of  plants.  Synthetic  com- 
pounds of  this  type  are  often  used  as  commer- 

cial weed  killers.  Less  known,  and  more  poorly 
understood,  are  the  natural  toxic  substances 

which  are  excreted  from  the  roots  of  higher 
plants  or  derived  from  their  detritus.  An 

article  in  The  Botanical  Review,  October-De- 

cember 1960,  pages  546-569,  reviews  related 
literature  on  these  compounds  and  ecological 
phenomena;   217  publications  are  listed. 

Spacing,  Thinning,  and  Growth   of   Loblolly   Pine 

Both  original  spacing  and  intensity  of  thin- 
ning have  influenced  loblolly  pine  growth  in 

plantations  near  Alexandria,  Louisiana.  Trees 

originally  planted  at  square  spacings  of  4,  6,  8, 
and  10  feet  were  thinned  at  20,  25,  and  30  years 
to  residual  basal  areas  of  100,  85,  and  70  square 
feet. 

At  30  years,  the  stand  still  shows  the  effect 

of  initial  spacing:  average  diameter  of  all  sur- 
vivors varies  as  much  as  3  inches  between 

spacing  treatments.  Diameter  growth  of  all 
trees  during  the  10  years  since  first  thinning 
increased  with  severity  of  thinning.  Growth 
averaged  1.9,  2.0,  and  2.6  inches  for  trees  on 

the  100,  85,  and  70  square-foot  treatments, 
respectively.    But  because  diameter  growth  of 

Above:  At  10-  by  10-foot  spacing  and  with 
light  thinning,  this  loblolly  pine  plan- 

tation greiv  10,800  board  feet  of  saw- 
timber  per  acre  in  30  years. 

Below.At  6-  by  6-foot  spacing,  trees  pro- 
duced half  as  much  board  foot  volume 

but  are  straight  and  have  pruned 
themselves  well.  Many  are  suitable 

for  poles. 

individual  trees  after  thinning  was  not  rela 
to  initial  spacing,  the  thinnings  apparently 
set  the  effect  of  initial  spacing  for  individ 
trees. 

Cordwood  production  for  the  30  years, 
eluding  thinning  and  mortality,  ranged  fi 
40  to  50  cords  per  acre.  In  terms  of  t 

cordwood  volume,  the  4-  and  10-foot  spaci  ] 
performed  best  with  medium  thinnings  to  j 

square  feet  of  basal  area  per  acre.  Interm 
ate  spacings  of  6  and  8  feet  were  most  proc  I 
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e  when  thinnings  were  light  ( to  100  square 
!t  of  basal  area ) .  Cordwood  growth  from 
to  30  years  followed  the  same  trend  as  total 
eduction  over  the  life  of  the  stand. 

3aw-log  volume  at  30  years  was  lowest  in 
;  4-foot  spacing  and  highest  in  the  10-foot. 
jht  thinning  produced  the  highest  volume 

:ept  in  the  4-foot  spacing,  where  the  trees 
>  small  (  fig.  3  ) .  Tree-quality  comparisons 
ye  not  been  made.  It  is  apparent,  however, 
it  roughness  of  stem  increases  with  spacing 
erval.  Details  can  be  found  in  Forests  and 

ople,  Second  Quarter,  1960,  pages  36  and  43. 

Root  growth  was  followed  by  measuring  soil- 
moisture  depletion  at  various  depths  and  dis- 

tances from  the  stems  of  crop  trees.  Where 

soil  moisture  was  depleted  below  field  capa- 
city, it  was  assumed  that  pine  roots  were 

present  in  proportion  to  the  amount  of  deple- 
tion, after  herbaceous  water  use  and  surface 

evaporation  had  been  taken  into  account.  Im- 
mediately after  the  original  thinning  to  100 

trees,  soil  samples  indicated  that  roots  at  a 
depth  of  24  inches  were  largely  concentrated 
within  a  radius  of  3  feet  from  the  stem.  Nearer 

the  surface  they  extended  as  far  as  8  feet.    On 

BASAL   AREA   AFTER 

THINNING 
-SQFT 

70 

00 
NOT  THINNED 

Figure  3. — Ten-year  growth  of  lob- 
lolly pine  planted  at  vari- 

ous spacings  and  thinned 
at  5-year  intervals  begin- 

ning when  trees  were  20 
years  oj  age. 

/4-INCH! 

ivy  Thinning  Increases  Loblolly  Growth 

rown,  root,  and  stem  growth  of  pine 
med  to  3  intensities  is  being  studied  in  a 
lolly  pine  plantation  in  south  Arkansas, 
en  the  study  began  the  plantation  was  9 
rs  old  and  contained  from  1,000  to  1,200 
s  per  acre. 

he  heaviest  thinning,  designed  to  produce 
logs  as  rapidly  as  possible,  left  100  trees 

|  acre.    The   lightest   treatment    (originally 
untreated  control)  is  a  conservative  pulp- 

ed thinning  that  is  made  at  3-year  intervals 
|  leaves  85  square  feet  of  basal  area  per  acre, 
immediate  is  a  thinning  schedule  aimed  at 

i -grown  saw  logs,  with  some  pulpwood  in 
i  early  years.  Pruning,  necessary  for  pro- 
Ltion  of  quality  timber  on  widely  spaced 
hs,  is  part  of  the  heavy  and  intermediate 

"'itments.  Diameter  growth  during  the  first 
TJt  years  of  study  has  been  4.3  inches  in  the 
eyiest,  3.4  inches  in  the  intermediate,  and 

flinches  in  the  lightest  thinning. 

Distribution  of  lateral  roots  in  the  surface 
6  inches  of  soil  around  crop  trees  of  control 
(left)  and  heavy  thinning  treatments 
(right).  Roots  were  excavated  during  the 
third  growing  season  after  the  thinning. 
Those  less  than  1/16-inch  in  diameter  arc 
not  sliown. 
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the  average  only  10  percent  of  the  soil  volume 
was  utilized.  By  the  end  of  the  second  growing 
season  about  30  percent  was  occupied,  and 
after  5  years  the  entire  surface  24  inches  was 
considered  nearly  100  percent  utilized  by  pine 
roots  from  the  100  crop  trees. 

In  the  light  pulpwood  thinning,  to  85  square 

feet  of  basal  area,  soil  moisture  often  beco: 

so  limiting  as  to  stop  growth  early  in  the  : 
son.    In  heavier  thinnings,  moisture  levels 
diameter  growth  remain  high  until  late  fal 

More   on   this   study   may   be   found   in 
Journal  of  Forestry,  August  1960,  pages  ( 
634. 

t 

Left: 
12-year-old  loblolly  pine 
immediately  after  a  heavy 
thinning  removed  1,100  of 
1,200  stems  per  acre. 

Right: 
12-year-old  loblolly  pine  3 
growing  seasons  after  be- 

ing heavily  thinned  to  100 
dominant  trees  per  acre. 

REGENERATION 

Establishing  Cottonwood   Plantations 

Cottonwood  planting  is  rapidly  becoming  a 

standard  land-management  technique  for  the 
bottom  lands  of  large  southern  rivers.  One 

reason  for  the  quickening  interest  is  that  Cot- 
tonwood can  be  grown  on  land  unsuited  for 

other  crops.  Even  sites  densely  covered  with 

vines  may  be  planted  profitably,  and  the  spe- 

cies' tolerance  of  flooding  and  silting  enables 
it  to  do  well  on  batture  and  other  low  sites. 

Several  large  timber-using  firms  have  started 
reforestation  programs.  Their  experience, 
coupled  with  research,  is  steadily  enhancing 
cottonwood  planting  as  a  business  venture. 

Occasional  Paper  179,  "Cottonwood  planta- 
tions for  southern  bottom  lands,"  summarizes 

the  results  of  18  years  of  research  with  cotton- 
wood  culture  at  Stoneville,  Mississippi.  How 
to  grow  cottonwood  profitably  in  plantations  is 

now  known,  though  future  research  and  practi- 
cal application  are  needed  to  improve  methods. 

These  cottonwoods  were  planted  15  months 
ago,  as  cuttings.  Trees  average  15  feet  tall, 
and  some  individuals  have  reached  19  feet. 
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i  7 mting  in  East  Texas 

Deep  planting  of  loblolly  and  slash  pines  in 
;t  Texas  reduced  survival  during  a  wet  year, 

-st-year  survival  of  loblolly  pine  was  41  per- 
it  for  trees  planted  normally  ( to  root-collar 
oth),  34  percent  for  those  planted  to  half- 
m,  and  23  percent  for  those  planted  to  the 
d.  Slash  pine  exhibited  similar  effects,  but 
:  differences  due  to  depth  of  planting  were 
t  statistically  significant.  Seedlings  of  both 
jcies  averaged  slightly  better  in  height 
Dwth  when  set  deep  than  when  planted 

rmally.  Further  details  are  in  Tree  Planters' 
tes  40,  page  7. 

\nother  study  in  east  Texas  indicates  that 

"ore  pines  are  planted  or  sown  on  plowed 
id  enough  time  should  elapse  to  allow  rain 

pack  the  soil  and  replenish  moisture.  Lob- 
ly  pines  were  planted  in  mid-January  of 
39  on  undisturbed  soil,  on  fresh  furrows,  and 

ground  deeply  plowed  and  disked  early  in 
tober  1958.  Rainfall  from  October  to  Janu- 

'  was  only  3.5  inches,  and  by  planting  time 

■  plowed  areas  were  noticeably  drier  than 
;  others.    By  April,  survival  was  98  percent 
undisturbed  sites,  99  percent  on  furrows, 

t  90  percent  on  plowed  land.  These  results 
i  reported  in  Southern  Forestry  Notes  128. 

Hoot   development   of   two-year-old    loblolly 
ies  was  also  studied  in  east  Texas.    On  plots 

^tected  by  mulch,  shade,  or  sod  more  than 

|f  the  root  growth  was  in  the  top  three-inch 
1  layer,  and  more  than  70  percent  of  the  root 
ight  was  in  the  top  6  inches.    Scalping  the 

before    planting    the    seedlings    increased 
1  dry  weight  of  roots  and  shoots  by  more 
n  four  times,  increased  temperature  of  soil 
face,  and  caused  a  general  downward  shift 
he  entire  root  system.    Mulching  increased 
gth    of    lateral    roots    but    decreased    root 

nching  and  lignification  and  seemed  to  pre- 
t  development  of  conspicuous  mycorrhizae. 
mbination  of  mulch  and  shade  affected  root 

.rphology  similarly  to  mulching  alone,   but 
reased    the    total    height    of    the    seedlings. 

I  ding  of  bare  scalped  soil  did  not  conspicu- 
4y  alter  the  development.     Except   for  the 
nbination    of    mulching    and    shading,    none 

|  he  treatments  affected  the  root-shoot  ratio 
eedlings.    No  treatment  affected  the  ratio 

oven-dry    weight    of    needles    to    oven-dry 
ight  of  wood  in  shoots.    Twice  as  much  root 

growth  occurred  parallel  to  the  planting  slit 
as  perpendicular  to  it,  but  the  pattern  of 
lateral  root  spread  was  not  reflected  in  the 
development  of  the  crown.  A  more  complete 
report  is  given  in  Bulletin  4  of  the  Stephen 
F.  Austin  State  College  Department  of  Forest- 
ry. 

Immediate  Release  Pays  Off 

On  Tennessee's  Cumberland  Plateau,  under- 
planted  shortleaf  pine  seedlings,  when  released 

from  low-grade  hardwoods,  grew  twice  as  fast 
the  first  season  and  four  times  as  fast  the 

second  season  as  did  unreleased  seedlings.  Sup- 
pressed seedlings  added  3.4  inches  to  their 

height  the  first  year  and  3.0  inches  the  second. 
Where  the  hardwood  competition  was  removed 
by  cutting  small  stems  and  girdling  larger 
stems  prior  to  the  first  growing  season,  height 

growth  was  5.8  inches  the  first  year  and  11.8 
the  second. 

Performance  was  still  better  when  2,4,5-T 
was  added  to  the  hardwood  stumps  or  girdles. 
Releasing  with  this  silvicide  before  the  start 
of  the  first  growing  season  resulted  in  pine 
height  growth  of  8.3  inches  the  first  year  and 
14.2  inches  the  second.  Release  so  far  has  not 

improved  survival.  These  results  are  reported 
in  Southern  Forestry  Notes  127. 

Town  Ants  Damage  Planted  Slash  Pine 

Defoliation  by  town  ants  seriously  reduced 
survival  of  slash  pines  in  an  experimental 

plantation  in  central  Louisiana.  Fifty-seven 
percent  of  grade  1  and  2  seedlings  partially  to 
completely  defoliated  by  the  ants  survived,  as 
against  92  percent  for  those  that  were  not 
attacked.  More  information  can  be  found  in 

Southern  Forestry  Notes  125. 

Planted  Sand  Pine  in  West  Florida 

On  the  deep  sands  of  western  Florida,  sand 

pine  planted  on  unprepared  sites  grew  well 

with  little  or  no  release  from  competing  vege- 
tation. Eight  years  after  being  planted,  sand 

pine  averaged  13.3  feet  in  height,  slash  pine 

3.8  feet.  The  survival  and  growth  of  unre- 
leased longleaf,  loblolly,  and  shortleaf  pine 

were  extremely  poor.  The  ability  of  sand  pine 

to  compete  successfully  with  oaks  and  wire- 
grass  has  special  significance  for  sandhills  land- 

owners, many  of  whom  are  unable  or  unwilling 



Eight  years  after  being  planted  on  an 

unprepared  site,  this  sand  pine  has  over- 
topped competing  scrub  oaks  and  wire- 

grass. 

to  incur  the  costs  of  the  intensive  site  prepara- 
tion needed  for  other  species.  More  informa- 
tion on  this  study  is  given  on  pages  7  and  8  in 

the  November  1960  issue  of  Southern  Forest 
Research. 

Young  Pine  Seedlings  Withstand  Submergence 

At  Oxford,  Mississippi,  newly  germinated 
southern  pine  seedlings  were  kept  under  water 
for  periods  up  to  20  days. 

Results  indicated  that  at  ages  of  15  or  20 
days  loblolly  and  shortleaf  pine  seedlings  have 

some  resistance  to  flooding,  that  most  25-day- 
old  loblolly  seedlings  can  survive  20  days  of 
flooding,  but  that  shortleaf  pines  die  off  when 

flooded  longer  than  12  days.  Longleaf  seed- 
lings, 25  days  old,  were  damaged  by  flooding 

of  any  duration  and  completely  killed  by  more 

than  12  days  of  inundation.  Slash  pine  S€ 
lings  began  to  survive  10  days  of  flood 
when  25  days  old,  and  up  to  60  percent  f 
seedlings  of  that  age  survived  20  days  of  flc 
ing.  Summer  flooding  was  more  damag  h 
than  spring  inundation.  These  results  are  E 

ported  in  Tree  Planters'  Notes  43. 

Repellents  Reduce  Rabbit  Damage 

Rabbit  browsing  of  newly  planted  lobk  > 

pine  seedlings  in  north  Mississippi  has  b< 4j 
reduced  by  spraying  the  seedlings  with  seve 4 
experimental  repellents.  The  sprays  were  I 
plied  just  before  the  trees  were  lifted  from  if 
nursery  bed.  Formulations  containing  end:nJ 

lime-sulfur,  nicotine,  and  zinc  dithiocarbamJ 
were  most  effective.  Because  endrin  and  n:.ij 

tine  are  very  toxic,  only  formulations  conta 

ing  lime-sulfur  and  zinc  are  recommended 
general  use.  Specific  instructions  for  mix; 
them  appear  in  Southern  Forestry  Notes  U 

Another  test  of  rodent   repellents   reveaa| 

that  more  than  half  of  the   1-0   loblolly  p 
seedlings  treated  at  the  nursery  with  a  copp 

carbonate-asphalt  emulsion  spray  died  duiii 
their  first  season  in  the  field.    Only  9  percd 
of  the  untreated  seedlings  handled  in  a  simj 
manner   and   planted   in   the   same   field   c 
during  the  same  period.    The  chemical  appf 

ently  damaged  the  pines  while  they  were 
bales.    A  more  detailed  account  can  be  foi 

in  Tree  Planters'  Notes  40. 

Loblolly  Outgrows  Shortleaf  Pine 

An  examination  of  old  plantings  in  ncij 
Mississippi  and  west  Tennessee  showed  1 ) 

loblolly  pine,  though  well  out  of  its  comn  < 
cial  range,  outgrew  shortleaf  pine.  In  23-yi 
old  plantations  in  Benton  County,  Mississi  > 
loblolly  trees  were  63  feet  in  height,  the  tal 
shortleaf  48  feet.  Indicated  site  indices  wen 

for  loblolly  and  73  for  shortleaf.  Pulpw 

volumes  per  acre  averaged  58.3  cords  for  '.: 
lolly  and  44.6  cords  for  shortleaf. 

One  hundred  miles  to  the  north,  in  29-yi 
old  plantations  near  Jackson,  Tennessee, 

tallest  loblolly  pines  were  56  feet,  the  tal1 
shortleaf  45  feet.  Pulpwood  volumes  avera  i 

42.8  cords  for  loblolly  and  27.5  cords  for  sh> 
leaf.  Additional  information  is  given  in  t 
Forest  Farmer  for  May  1960,  pages  11  and  I 

> 
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her  Planting  Studies 

Three  other  studies  dealing  with  pine  plant- 
l  in  north  Mississippi  are  described  in  the 
atershed  Management  Research  section  of 
is  report. 

rect  Seeding  in  Tennessee 

Rodents  rather  than  birds  may  be  the  major 
stacle  to  direct  seeding  on  the  Cumberland 
ateau  of  Tennessee.  The  usual  seeding  period 
re  is  midwinter  to  early  spring.  Trapping 
idies  were  made  at  this  season  near  Sewanee 

stands  of  low-grade  hardwood  that  were 
leduled  for  conversion  to  pine.  They  re- 
aled  5  to  6  white-footed  mice  per  acre,  a 
*h  population  for  this  species,  plus  a  smaller 
mber  of  shrews.  Birds  are  relatively  scarce, 
abably  because  the  winters  are  severe  and 
i  heavy  brush  on  typical  seeding  sites  does 

t  favor  a  concentration  of  seed-eating  species. 

n  laboratory  tests,  white-footed  mice  learned 
avoid  treated  seed.  Untreated  loblolly  seed 
s  not  eaten  when  the  thinner-shelled  short- 

|f  and  Virginia  seeds  were  available.  The 
bellent  was  4.2  pounds  effective  thiram  and 
I  pound  effective  endrin  per  100  pounds  dry 
kl,  with  latex  as  a  sticker. 

These  results  are  reported  in  the  Journal  of 
E  Tennessee  Academy  of  Science  35(1): 
48,  and  in  Southern  Forestry  Notes  129. 

Eastern  white  pine  has  been  successfully 
;ablished  on  the  Cumberland  Plateau  by 

>adcast  sowing.  On  disked  areas  where  con- 

'•sion  from  low-grade  hardwoods  to  a  better 

"est  crop  was  desired,  repellent-coated  seed 
)duced  2,350  seedlings  per  acre  after  one 
■wing  season,  as  compared  to  1,350  from 
created  seed.  Milacre  stocking  averaged  80 
n  68  percent,  respectively.  Further  details 

E^  be  found  in  Southern  Forestry  Notes  125. 

t  was  found  that  seed  of  Virginia,  loblolly, 
il  shortleaf  pine  may  be  injured  if  treated 
/h  repellent  chemicals  when  fresh  and  then 
titified.  But  if  the  seed  has  been  in  cold 

trage  for  a  few  months,  it  can  be  treated  and 

r.n  stratified  without  serious  loss  of  germina- 
te energy.  More  details  are  given  in  Tree 

'  nters'  Notes  42. 

•fear  Tracy  City,  Tennessee,  frost  heaving 
ined  an  initially  successful  direct  seeding  of 

shortleaf  pine  on  year-old  spoil  banks  created 
by  strip  mining  for  coal.  Alternate  freezing 

and  thawing  of  the  exposed  soil  worked  94  per- 
cent of  the  one-year-old  seedlings  out  of  the 

ground,  and  milacre  stocking  dropped  from 
93  to  16  percent.  This  is  reported  in  Southern 
Forestry  Notes  128. 

Direct-  Seeding  in  North  Arkansas 

Site  treatments  that  bared  mineral  soil  con- 

sistently improved  stocking  and  survival  of 

direct-seeded  shortleaf  pine  in  the  Ouachita 
Mountains  of  Arkansas. 

Sites  were  prepared  soon  after  a  pine  harvest 
cut  was  made  in  June.  Seed  treated  with  re- 

pellents but  not  stratified  was  sown  in  Decem- 
ber at  the  rate  of  0.5  pound  per  acre.  Site 

treatments  included  deadening  all  hardwoods 

in  June  with  2,4,5-T  applied  by  a  tree  injector, 
prescribed  burning  in  September,  and  furrow- 

ing with  a  fireplow  in  September. 

The  following  tabulation  shows  the  seedling 
stand  at  age  1  year  ( a  minor  portion  of  the 
catch  was  from  natural  seeding )  : 

Site  treatment 
Seedlings 

per  acre 

Milacre stocking 

Number Percent 

Deadening  hardwoods 1,470 60 

Deadening  hardwoods 
and  furrowing 

2,240 

"5 

Deadening  hardwoods 
and  burning 

3,030 

"9 

Burning  only 

2,800 81 
Prescribed  burning  is  not  recommended  on 

erosible  slopes,  where  damage  from  soil  move- 
ment might  outweigh  benefits  to  regeneration. 

More  information  is  given  in  Southern  Forestry 
Notes  129. 

Direct  Seeding  in   Louisiana 

In  a  study  in  central  Louisiana,  disking  be- 
fore seeding  slash  pine  improved  growth  and 

survival  enough  to  offset  the  usual  cost  of 
$1.50  to  $2.00  per  acre  for  site  preparation. 

On  an  area  with  dense  grass,  seedbeds  were 

prepared  by  burning  about  6  months  before 
sowing,  by  disking  in  strips,  and  by  furrowing 
with  a  fireplow.  Sowing  was  in  the  winter  of 

1954-55.    The  first   growing  season   was   wet, 
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and  on  all  sites  survival  exceeded  95  percent 

and  height  growth  averaged  0.5  foot  at  the 
end  of  1  year. 

Five  years  after  seeding,  however,  stands 
averaged  5.4  feet  in  height  on  the  burn,  7.3 
feet  in  plowed  furrows,  and  8.2  feet  on  disked 
strips.  The  difference  of  2.8  feet  between 

burned  and  disked  plots  is  at  least  a  full  year's 
growth.  Survival  percentages  from  the  end 
of  the  first  year  through  the  fifth  were  97  on 
furrows,  83  on  disked  strips,  and  64  on  the 
burn. 

Slash  nursery  stock  planted  on  an  adjacent 
unprepared  site  in  February  1955  averaged 
8.6  feet  tall  after  5  years  in  the  field,  and  had 
73  percent  survival.  Thus  the  seeded  pines  on 
the  disked  strips  survived  better  and  were 
almost  as  tall  as  planted  trees,  although  they 

were  one  year  younger  from  seed.  This  is  re- 
ported in  Southern  Forestry  Notes  130. 

Some  recent  failures  in  direct  seeding  h 
been  traced  to  improper  application  of  the 
hesive  used  to  bind  repellents  to  the  seed  cc  I 

When  properly  used,  either  of  the  two  recc  i 
mended  stickers — Dow  Latex  512-R  or  Fli ; 

kote  asphalt  emulsion  C-13-HPC — will  hi 
the  repellent  coating  throughout  the  norr  i 

germination  period. 

Excessive   delay   in   applying   repellents 
the   adhesive-coated   seed   has   been   the   m  i 
cause  for  failure.    Here  are  the  main  prec 
tions  for  using  stickers  as  reported  in  Southi 
Forestry  Notes  128: 

Use  fresh  materials.  Both  adhesives 

deteriorate  through  long  or  improper 

storage.  If  asphalt  is  caked  in  the  con- 
tainer, or  if  latex  solids  have  separ- 

ated from  the  liquid,  it  will  be  impos- 
sible to  recover  the  proper  suspension 

by  mixing. 

Avoid  storage  at  temperatures  be- 

low freezing  or  above  110°  F.  Do  not 
store  latex  in  uncoated  metal  contain- 

ers. It  may  be  mixed  in  steel  drums 

for  seed  treating,  but  prolonged  stor- 

age in  metal  may  destroy  the  sus- 

pension. 
Use  clear,  soft  water  to  dilute  the 

stickers.  Hard  water  can  break  the 
emulsion.  The  dilution  should  be  1 

part  asphalt  in  3  parts  water,  or  1  part 
latex  to  9  parts  water. 
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These  6-year-old  slash  pi 
were  direct  seeded  o 
disked  strips. 
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Apply  repellents  within  30  seconds 
after  seed  has  been  removed  from  the 

sticker.  Both  materials  set  rapidly 
after  application  to  dry  seed. 

Mix  the  seed  thoroughly  with  the 

repellent  powder.  Closed-drum  tumb- 
lers or  rotary  mixers  should  be  oper- 
ated for  at  least  1  minute  per  batch. 

Discard  diluted  sticker  materials 

after  each  day's  operation. 

3St  Nursery  Practices 

toot  pruning  seedlings  in  the  nursery  bed 

not  stop  unwanted  late-season  top  growth 
ongleaf,  loblolly,  and  slash  pine  in  a  study 

;he  Stuart  Nursery  near  Pollock,  Louisiana. 
lerent  lots  of  seedlings  were  pruned  once 

|  depth  of  about  7  inches  on  September  11, 
:ober  12,  November  9,  December  7,  or  Janu- 
4.  Samples  were  lifted  and  graded  on 

/ember  23,  December  21,  and  January  18. 
:ie  of  the  prunings  significantly  affected  the 

'rage  height  of  the  stock,  the  heights  of  the 

"est  seedlings,  or  the  proportion  of  oversized 
)lantable  seedlings.  Further  information  is 
rained  in  Southern  Forestry  Notes  127. 

ji  other  Louisiana   studies,    a   nursery   bed 
(Isity    of    approximately    40    seedlings    per 

square  foot  produced  more  field-established 
loblolly  and  slash  pine  seedlings  than  lower 
densities,  even  though  seedlings  grown  at 

lower  densities  were  larger  and  better  de- 
veloped and  a  higher  proportion  of  them  were 

in  plantable  grades. 

Each  increase  in  density  from  10  to  40  seed- 
lings per  square  foot  produced  additional  plant- 

able  seedlings,  but  successive  gains  were  pro- 
gressively smaller.  On  the  average  for  three 

separate  studies,  the  increase  to  40  from  30  per 

square  foot  produced  only  3.2  additional  lob- 
lolly and  3.5  additional  slash  of  plantable  size. 

In  a  droughty  summer,  plantable  seedlings 

from  a  density  of  about  10  per  square  foot  sur- 
vived better  than  other  stock.  Survival  de- 

creased as  density  was  increased  to  20  and  to 

30  per  square  foot.  Seedlings  grown  at  nom- 
inal densities  of  30  and  40  per  square  foot  sur- 

vived equally  well.  In  a  year  of  adequate  and 
well-distributed  summer  rain,  survival  was 

high  and  was  unaffected  by  nursery  bed  den- 
sity. The  effects  of  nursery  bed  density  are 

reported  in  more  detail  in  Tree  Planters'  Notes 42. 

Small  Cone  Kiln 

A  small  kiln  that  will  dry  up  to  28  bushels 
of  pine  cones  economically  in  48  hours  has  been 

r?  blower-heater  unit.  A 

'■p0  c.f.m.  squirrel  cage 
iwer,  powered  by  a  one- 
i'j  horsepower  electric  mo- 
t^,  forces  the  gas-heated 
li  through    the   cabinet. 

MODULATING 

CONTROL 

VALVE • 

AUTOMATIC'  ;» 

LIGHTER  -- » 

THERMOSTAT 

HIGH.-' 

TEMPERATURE 
SHUTOFF 

AIR 

DUCT: 

BURNER 
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developed  and  tested  jointly  by  Finco,  Inc.,  of 
Aurora,  Illinois,  and  the  Alexandria  Research 
Center.  The  kiln  circulates  a  high  volume  of 
heated  air  at  regulated  static  pressure  through 
a  cabinet  with  drawers  that  serve  as  cone  trays. 

The  blower-heater  unit  includes  a  gas  burner 
with  automatic  lighter,  a  thermostat  connected 
to  a  modulating  control  valve  which  regulates 

the  flow  of  gas  to  the  burner,  and  a  high-temp- 
erature shutoff.  A  blower  forces  the  heated 

air  through  the  cabinet. 

The  drying  cabinet. 

The  drying  cabinet,  made  largely  of  3/4-inch 
plywood,  contains  eight  drawers  in  two  tiers 

with  20-inch  air  spaces  above  and  below  the 
tiers.  Each  drawer  has  two  removable  parti- 

tions so  that  three  separate  lots  of  cones  can 
be  dried  simultaneously  in  a  single  drawer. 

With  a  season's  capacity  of  1,000  bushels  of 
cones,  the  kiln  is  ideal  for  a  small  commercial 

operation  or  for  research  workers  who  1 
to  dry  numerous  lots  of  a  bushel  or  less,    j 

of    the    entire    kiln    is    approximately    $1,  -1 
Further    information    appears    in    the    Fc  | 

Farmer,  September  1960,  pages   10,   14-15 

Refrigeration  Aids  Storage  of  Cottonwood  St 

Tests  at  Stoneville,  Mississippi,  indicate 
refrigeration  can  keep  Cottonwood  seed  vi 
for  several  weeks.    Storage  at  room  temp 
ture  maintained  viability  for  only  1  week, 
on  the  tree  the  seed  deteriorated  even  n 

rapidly.    This  result  suggests  that  seed  sh(  : 
be  collected  as  soon  as  it  is  ripe  and  either  i 
within  3  or  4  days  or  else  kept  refrigera 
More  information  on  these  tests  is  given 

pages  5-6  of  Tree  Planters'  Notes  43. 

Gibberellic  Acid  Gives  Variable  Results 
i 

In  laboratory  tests  at  Oxford,  Mississi 
concentrations  of  about  150  milligrams 
liter  of  a  10  percent  potassium  salt  of  gib: 

ellic  acid  per  liter  significantly  improved  ge  • 
ination  and  height  growth  of  loblolly  pi . 

Germination  of  longleaf  pine  was  not  sigi; 

cantly  affected,  but  the  response  to  150, 
and  300  mg.  per  liter  was  progressively  grez 
Effects  on  seeds  of  eastern  redcedar  were 
determinate. 

In  west  Florida,   height   growth   of  plai 

one-year-old  longleaf  seedlings  was  not  stii 
lated  by  foliage  sprays  of  various  concer  | 
tions  of  the  acid  in  oil  or  water.   The  acid 

failed  to  induce  growth  when  applied  to  1< 

leaf  seeds   or  newly   germinated   seedling:s| 

a  greenhouse. 

More  details  on  these  studies  of  gibber 

acid  are  given  on  pages  13-17  in  the  Noven  | 
1960  issue  of  Southern  Forest  Research 

GENETICS 

The  Station's  forest  genetics  program  is  still 
so  new  that  an  accurate  account  of  its  progress 

requires  some  mention  of  plans  and  of  develop- 
ment of  facilities,  as  well  as  of  published  re- 

sults. 

Foremost  among  the  new  facilities  is  the  lab- 

oratory and  office  building  at  Gulfport,  Mis- 
sissippi, to  ouse  the  Southern  Institute  of 

Forest  Genetics,  the  Forest  Disease  Laboratory, 

and  the  Forest  Insect  Laboratory.  The  buik 
was   dedicated   October   16,   and   finished 

occupied  in  mid-December. 

. 

The  development  of  the  plant  material  es 
tial  to  the  program  is  vividly  illustrated  1 1 
hybrid    arboretum    on    the    Harrison    Exf  | 
mental  Forest,  near  Gulfport. 

Late   in    1959,   means   were   found   of  u 

the  IBM  704  to  speed  analyses  of  variance  1 



The  laboratory-and-office 
building  completed  in  1960 
at  Gulfport,  Mississippi, 
houses  the  Southern  Insti- 

tute of  Forest  Genetics,  the 
Forest  Insect  Laboratory, 
and  the  Forest  Disease  Lab- 
oratory. 

i  Southwide  Pine  Seed  Source  Study,  of 

lich  the  Southern  Station  is  chairman  organ- 
tion.  During  1960  nearly  400  analyses  of 

st-,  third-,  and  fifth-year  reexaminations  of 
108  plantations  in  the  study  were  added, 

by  this  rapid  method,   to  the  20  summarized 
in  the  1959  Annual  Report. 

In  the  spring  of  1960,  the  Station  control- 
pollinated  flowers  in  3,477  bags  on  132  pines 
of  various  species,  races,  and  phenotypes.    The 

Hybrids    at    the    Southern 
Institute   of   Forest    Genet- 
ics. 

Above:     In    1958,    after    3 

years  from  seed. 
Below:      December      1960, 

after   5   years. 
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work  was  done  at  Crossett,  Arkansas;  Many, 

Louisiana  ( in  cooperation  with  the  Hodges 
Land  and  Timber  Company,  Inc.);  and  the 

Southern  Institute  of  Forest  Genetics,  Gulf- 

port,  Mississippi.  Bagged  flowers  totaled  more 
than  9,500.  The  project  at  Many  included  a 

pilot  study  of  low-cost  mass  hybridization  in 

which  4  quarts  of  slash  pine  pollen  were  ap- 
plied to  an  estimated  12,000  unbagged  flowers 

on  10  shortleaf  pines. 

During  the  1959-60  season,  the  Institute 
planted  39,060  trees  and  the  Crossett  Research 
Center  10,742  trees  in  genetics  studies.  They 
have  5,000  and  9,900,  respectively,  scheduled 

for  planting  in  1960-61.  Hodges  Land  and 
Timber  Company  has  2,255  artificially  bred 

seedlings  to  plant  in  cooperation  with  the  Sta- 
tion during  the  1960-61  season. 

More  Information  on  Geographic  Races 

It  is  a  truism  that  all  tree  improvement  must 
be  carried  out  with  reference  to  geographic 
race.  The  most  skillful  selection  and  breeding 

at  one  locality  within  a  species  range  can  sel- 
dom yield  direct  benefits  at  some  distant  part 

of  the  range.  Although  the  importance  of  geo- 
graphic races  in  several  southern  forest  trees 

has  been  demonstrated  beyond  question,  the 
exact  boundaries  of  these  races  have  yet  to  be 
defined.  Comprehensive  investigations  like  the 
Southwide  Pine  Seed  Source  Study  can  show 
the  broad  outlines  of  racial  variation,  but  must 

be  supplemented  by  many  studies  of  a  more 
local  nature  to  develop  the  finer  details. 

Near  Jasper,  Arkansas,  in  a  cooperative 
study  with  TVA,  the  Harrison  Research  Center 

found  no  significant  differences  in  height  or 
diameter  among  loblolly  pines  representing 
10  sources  as  widely  separated  as  Maryland, 
northwest  Georgia,  southwest  Alabama,  and 

east-central  Mississippi.  When  the  trees  were 
10  years  old  average  heights  by  sources  varied 
only  from  26  to  28  feet,  but  survival  ranged 
from  96  to  less  than  10  percent.  Stocks  from 
northwest    Georgia    and    southeast    Tennessee 

irvived  best  in  this  particular  locality,  which 
is  outside  the  native  range  of  loblolly  pine.  In 
a  second  study,  the  Center  found  that  loblolly 
stock  of  eastern  Tennessee  origin  averaged 

more  than  24  feet  high  at  10  years.  More  com- 
plete details  are  given  in  Southern  Forestry 

Notes  126. 

:i* 

note 

In  a  22-year-old  stand  of  central  Loui:  h 
the  Alexandria  Research  Center  found  U 

geographic  origin  of  seven  different  lo . I 
slash  pine  stock  had  not  significantly  aff  tid 
cordwood  growth  or  the  proportion  of  1  J 
trees  with  fusiform  rust  infection.  So  i:( 

represented  were  Jasper  County,  South  i| 
lina;  Clinch  County,  Georgia;  Baker  and 
erty  Counties,  Florida;  Harrison  and 
River  Counties,  Mississippi;  and  St.  Tamn 

Parish,  Louisiana — practically  the  whole 
mercial  range  of  slash  pine  north  of  the 
Florida  peninsula.  While  not  conclusive 
findings  reinforce  previous  observations 
slash  pine  north  of  central  Florida  exhibit 
racial  variation  than  loblolly  and  shoi 

pines,  and  probably  less  than  longleaf.  FF 
details  are  given  in  Forests  and  People,  St 

Quarter,  1960,  pages  30-31,  and  in  Sou\ 
Lumberman,  December  15,  1960,  pages  £"i 

Physiology  Basic  to  Genetics 

Srb  and  Owen,  in  their  General  Ger 
(1952),  stress  the  necessity  of  thinking  ; 

the  heredity  pattern  of  organisms  in  tern 
substances  that  accelerate  or  control  pa: 
lar  biochemical  transformations.  For  exa; 
fine  buds  contain  some  substances  that  ir 

elongation  of  stem  tissue  and  others  that  si 

late  elongation.    At  the  Southern   InstitiiB-ffi 

120 

fKil 

MAR.  II 
MAR.  30 

Figure  4. -Changes    in    growth-promoting    an  1| 
hibiting    substances    with    elon 
of    terminal    buds    oj    longleaf 
Ordinate  is  in  relative  units. 
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t  level  of  growth-promoting  substances  was 
nd  in  winter-dormant  terminal  buds  of 

gleaf  pine  saplings.  The  amount  of  growth- 
moters  increased  as  the  buds  began  to  elon- 
e  in  the  spring. 

n  contrast,  the  highest  level  of  growth- 
ibiting  substances  was  found  in  dormant 
Is  and  the  amount  decreased  as  the  buds 

ngated.  These  results  show  that  the  growth 
moters  and  inhibitors  regulate  the  winter 
t  period  of  longleaf  pine  buds  or  are  closely 

related  with  the  regulation  of  the  rest  peri- 
More  complete  details  are  reported  in 

jsiologia  Plantarum  13:555-558,  1960. 

pacific  Gravity  of  Wood  Genetically 
Controlled? 

i'hat  the  wood  of  any  one  tree  species  varies 
ktly  in  specific  gravity  is  well  known,  but 
relative  degrees  to  which  heredity  and 

liironment  control  specific  gravity  have  been 
controversy.  The  question  is  important, 
iticularly  in  view  of  current  attempts  to 

•ed  southern  pines  of  high  specific  gravity, 
'narily  for  the  purpose  of  increasing  pulp 
(ids. 

here  is  now  considerable  new  evidence  that 

lironmental  influences — as  affected  by  spac- 
ji— exercise  less  control  over  the  specific 

'i/ity  of  loblolly  pine  than  had  long  been 
imed.  Nearly  650  specific  gravity  determi- 
10ns  were  made  in  a  40-acre  loblolly  plan- 
ton  established  30  years  previously  at  Wood- 
qjth,  Louisiana,  at  square  spacings  of  4,  6,  8, 
H  10  feet.  Ten  years  previously,  when  the 
es  were  20  years  in  plantation,  replicated 

inings  of  four  different  intensities  were  ap- 
ii  in  each  spacing.  Prior  to  this  thinning 
aieter  growth  had  varied  markedly  with 
rial  spacing,  but  no  significant  variation  in 

oi  specific  gravity  was  attributable  to  spac- 
g  Although  changes  in  specific  gravity  de- 
Ibed  during  the  ensuing  10  years,  they 

ic/ed  very  little  relation  to  degree  of  thin- 
ri.  Details  were  published  during  1960  on 

igs  140-143  of  the  Proceedings,  1959  Annual 
sting,  Society  of  American  Foresters. 

I  Steps  for  Climbing  Trees 

Cjmbing  on  conifers  of  moderate  size  can 

■  ade  relatively  convenient  and  safe  by  the 
;e>f  screwed-in  telephone  pole  steps.    People 

using  these  steps  feel  that  they  are  worthwhile 
on  trees  that  must  be  climbed  repeatedly  or 
that  are  so  far  from  roads  that  ladders  must  be 

carried  for  considerable  distances.  Details  ap- 
pear in  the  Journal  of  Forestry,  July  1960, 

page  563. 

Early  Flowering  of  Pines 

A  shortleaf  pine  observed  at  Crossett,  Arkan- 

sas, produced  cone-flowers  when  only  two 
years  in  plantation  and  three  from  seed.  The 
resulting    cones    matured    at    less    than    knee 

'*• 

Top:  Shortleaf  pine  cones  maturing  from 
flowers  that  developed  when  the  tree 
was  2  years  in  plantation. 

Bottom:  Conelet  on  one-year-old  pitch 

pine. 
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height  from  the  ground.  Such  early  flowering 
occurs  fairly  often  in  sand  pine  and  Virginia 
pine  but  less  often  in  shortleaf.  Flowering  at 
an  early  age  is  of  particular  interest  to  forest 
geneticists  because  of  the  opportunity  it  offers 
for  producing  generations  of  offspring  in  less 
time  than  is  usually  required  for  forest  trees. 

Even  greater  precocity  was  found  at  Gulf- 
port,  Mississippi,  where  four  normal-appearing 
female  flowers  were  borne  on  three  Pinus 

rigida  seedlings  at  12  months  from  seed.  The 
precocious  pitch  pines  were  reported  in  Forest 
Science,  June  1960,  page  163. 

Progeny  Testing:    An   Essential   Prelude  to  Seed 
Certification 

The  Southern  Station  cooperated  in  publish- 

ing a  set  of  minimum  standards  for  progeny- 
testing  tree  seed  to  show  genetic  improvement. 

Tree-seed  certification  standards  recently 

adopted  by  Georgia,  Alabama,  and  South  Caro- 
lina, in  connection  with  the  expanding  seed 

orchard  program  in  the  South,  require  such 
progeny  tests  but  provide  no  specifications  for 
them.  The  minimum  standards  issued  by  the 
Station  were  requested  of  the  Committee  on 
Southern  Forest  Tree  Improvement  by  the 
Chairman  of  the  Forest  Tree  Seed  Commodity 
Committee  of  the  Georgia  Crop  Improvement 
Association.  A  special  subcommittee,  three 
members  of  which  were  from  the  Southern 

Station,  proposed  21  standards,  which,  with 

their  explanatory  text,  were  approved  by  the 
parent  committee. 

The  standards  particularize  the  plant  ma- 
terial ( including  checks  ) ,  experimental  design, 

field  techniques,  records,  statistical  analyses, 
and  reports  deemed  essential  for  certifying 
genetic  improvement  in  forest  tree  seed.  Al- 

though embodying  principles  common  to  all 

progeny  testing,  they  do  not  deal  exhaustively 
with  tests  made  for  purposes  other  than  seed 
certification. 

MENSURATION 

Shortcuts  for  Band-Dendrometer  Users 

shortcuts    for    making    and    installing 

dendrometer    bands    have    been    devised    by 
Southern  Station  personnel  in  north  Arkansas. 

The  first  method  involves  cutting  bands  to 

a    variety   of   lengths   in    the    workshop.     ' 
usual  hand-scribed  set  of  graduations  is  pla  & 
on  each  band,  but  no  vernier  is  added.    T 

in  the  field,  a  band  of  length  appropriate 
the  study  tree  is  selected,  part  of  the  oveita 

is   cut   away    to    expose   the    graduations 

spring  is  attached,  and  a  single  index  marl| 
scribed  on  the  half-cutaway  portion.    Gro\ 
is   determined   from   a   portable   vernier   sq 
rather  than  from  vernier  scales  scribed  on  | 
bands. 

An  alternative  method  is  to  use  a  small 

in   a  portable  pliers-like   hand-press   that 
prints  graduations  on  each  band  in  the  fi 
where  decision  as  to  proper  placement  can 
made  for  each  individual  study  tree.   Althc 
the  die  is  more  expensive  than  a  template 

hand-scribing,   speed   of   operation   offsets 

higher  cost  when  many   bands  are   to  be  ■ 
stalled.    Illustrations  of  how  to  employ  th: 
shortcuts  are  given  in  the  Journal  of  Fores 

May  I960,  page  396. 

Remarkable  Growth  of  Virginia  Pine  in  South 
Tennessee 

A  stand  of  Virginia  pine  on  the  Cumberl 
Plateau     in    southeastern    Tennessee    yiel 
25,100   board  feet  per  acre  when  clearcut 
the  age  of  72  years.    Examination   of  anni 
rings  indicated  that  the  stand  had  grown  rr 
than  500  board  feet  per  acre  annually  for 
first  50  years.    Growth  during  the  most  reef 

22  years  was  extremely  slow,  barely  offseti  ij 
putative  mortality. 

The  average  tree  was  11.0  inches  in  d.l 

had    a    total    sawlog-plus-pulpwood    length: 

58.7  feet,  and  contained  2J4  logs.  D.b.h.  rant 
from  7  to  17  inches,  average  Girard  form  c 
was  83,  and  stand  height  was  81  feet. 

Virginia  pine  stands  are  over-ripe  at 
years.  Ordinarily  the  canopy  has  been  ope  I 

up  by  mortality  and  hardwoods  are  invaci 
the  holes.  In  this  instance,  however,  the  jij 
still  utilized  the  area  completely.  There  ij 
no  hardwood  in  the  overstory,  and  the  un< 

story  consisted  only  of  tolerant  hemlock  ij holly. 

The  stand  covered  five   acres  on   a  nei :! 
level  ridgetop.    The  shallow  soil   (Muskinp 
stony    fine    sandy    loam)    averaged    about 
inches   thick   and   was  dotted   with   sandsl : 

I 
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tcrops.  The  circumstances  certainly  indi- 
;ed  that  good  strains  of  Virginia  pine  are 
Dable  of  rather  high  production  on  very  poor 
es. 

More  details  are  given  on  page  44  of  the 
uthern  Lumberman  for  June  15,   1960. 

rter  Quantification  to   Help   Future   Forest 

Management 

Foresters  in  the  past  have  been  handicapped 
the  fact  that  the  needs  of  trees  for  growing 

ace  increase  with  time  and  that  large  a- 
mnts  of  space  and  time  are  needed  to  grow 
>st  forest  crops.  Lack  of  suitable  scales  for 
?asuring  forest  variables  and  lack  of  efficient 

;trumentation  have  further  hindered  quan- 
ative  forestry.  Finally,  relating  internal 
aracteristics  and  product  outturn  to  standing 

[e  measurements  have  posed  difficult  samp- 

(g  problems.  The  following  paragraphs  elab- 
iting  on  these  theses  are  a  condensation  of 

japer  on  pages  117-121  of  the  Proceedings, 
59  Annual  Meeting,  Society  of  American 

'resters    (published   in   1960). 

Vertically  rising  aircraft,  electronic  naviga- 
iti  or  surveying  devices,  and  electronic  monu- 
mtation  to  allow  homing,  coupled  with  new 

Ejripling  techniques  such  as  line-  or  point- 
Eipling  (with  probability  proportional  to  tree 
U)  will  overcome  most  of  the  spatial  and 

|e  problems. 

development  of  suitable  scales  for  appli- 
aon  of  existing  statistical  theory  is  well 

lierway.  An  idea  for  a  satisfactory  den- 
,i,meter-hypsometer-angle-gage  has  already 
(n  worked  out,  and  numerous  instruments 

rploying  nuclear  or  electronic  principles 
'imise  much  better  forest  quantification  in 

h  years  ahead.    Computers  of  fantastic  capa- 

bility are  beginning  to  be  applied  to  forestry 

problems,  and  a  vast  expansion  in  this  direc- 
tion appears  likely. 

Although  validly  relating  internal  to  exter- 
nal characteristics  will  always  be  expensive, 

devices  and  techniques  for  accomplishing  this 
are  now  available  where  cost  can  be  justified. 

Permanent  Plots  Not  a  Cure-AII  for  Forest 

Inventory  Problems 

Recent  advocates  of  continuous  forest  inven- 

tory— CFI — have  sometimes  oversold  the  util- 
ity of  permanent  plots.  Practically  speaking, 

forest  managers  need  three  kinds  of  informa- 
tion: growth  and  trend  estimates,  diagnoses 

and  relative  priorities  of  needs  on  individual 

operating  areas,  and  product  outturn  from 
standing  trees  of  various  classes.  Permanent 
plots  are  efficient  only  for  estimating  change 

(e.g.,  growth  or  mortality),  and  even  here 
they  are  usually  less  desirable  than  permanent 

point-samples.  A  small  number  of  permanent 
point-samples  will  provide  ample  overall 
growth  information,  while  a  much  larger  num- 

ber of  cheap  temporary  point-samples  can  be 
employed  to  obtain  quantitative  silvicultural 

information  for  diagnostic  purposes.  Further- 
more, point-samples  are  probably  the  simplest 

efficient  way  of  getting  valid  product-yield  in- 
formation that  is  related  to  measurements  on 

standing  trees. 

The  fallacy  of  relying  on  CFI  for  all  inven- 
tory needs,  the  mechanics  of  computing  growth 

from  permanent  point-samples,  and  a  simple 
diagnostic  method  employing  temporary  point- 
samples  are  explained  with  numerical  illustra- 

tions in  a  paper  on  pages  74-83  of  the  Proceed- 
ings of  Short  Course  in  Continuous  lnv>entory 

Control  in  Forest  Management,  University  of 

Georgia  (published  in  1960). 
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FOREST  GRAZING   MANAGEMENT 

orest  grazing  investigations  during  the  past 
years  have  stressed  the  cattle  and  forage 

ses  of  management.  A  five-year  study  at 
xandria,  terminated  this  year,  clearly  dem- 
trated  that  continuous  high  beef  yields  are 
Bible  when  grade  cattle  graze  forest  land 
rlong,  provided  they  are  furnished  with 
tein  supplements  during  fall  and  winter, 
ler  moderate  range  use,  calf  crops  averaged 
htly  better  than  80  percent  and  calves 
ghed  about  435  pounds  when  marketed  at 

7  months  of  age.  Other  continuing  investi- 
ons  are  bracketing  more  closely  the  amount 
upplements  and  the  time  of  year  they 
aid  be  fed. 

acked  by  a  working  knowledge  of  how  to 
lage    forage    and    cattle    on    understocked 
[leaf  pine  forests,  future  investigations  will 
oncentrated  on  the  difficult  task  of  raising 
le  on  Coastal  Plain  forest  lands  that   are 

I  stocked  to  pine.   About  1,500  acres  of  land, 

'ded  into  three  tracts,  will  be  reforested  by 
ating    and    direct    seeding    to   slash    pine. 
:ts  will  be  stocked  with  breeding  herds  at 

It  to  heavy   intensities.    The  economic   re- 
|  ls  from  a  combined  timber-cattle  operation 
be  compared  with  those  from  timber  or 

1  Le  alone. 

mon-Range  Technique   for  Varying   Supple- 
mental Feeds  Within  Herds 

studies  of  supplemental  feeding,  it  is  dif- 
|t  to  vary  the  protein  ration  between  herds 
e  holding  other  management  factors  con- 

st.  Use  of  a  common-range  technique,  des- 
d  in  the  Journal  of  Range  Management, 

stember    1960,   page   263,    overcomes   much 

of  the  difficulty.  In  this  procedure,  all  cattle 
graze  together  as  a  herd  but  are  trained  to 

go  into  appropriate  pens  for  brief  feeding  peri- 
ods. 

In  a  2-year  trial,  the  technique  worked  effi- 
ciently when  all  herds  received  feed  daily. 

When  one  feeding  treatment  was  discontinued 

in  the  spring,  3  to  5  days  of  close  supervision 

were  required  to  prevent  the  cows  from  trans- 
ferring to  pens  of  groups  still  receiving  feed. 

A  similar  period  was  required  to  reorient  a 

group  each  time  a  feeding  treatment  was  re- 
sumed in  the  fall. 

Grazing  in  Bottom-Land  Hardwoods 

In  contrast  to  pinelands,  bottom-land  hard- 
wood forests  produce  little  beef.  At  the  Delta 

Experimental  Forest  near  Stoneville,  Missis- 
sippi, two  20-acre  paddocks  were  grazed  for 

10  weeks  in  spring  and  another  2  were  grazed 

for  the  same  length  of  time  in  fall.  Each  pad- 
dock was  stocked  with  three  500-  to  600-pound 

Hereford  steers.  The  steers  browsed  all  tree 

species  to  some  extent,  but  they  preferred  vines 
and  shrubs,  particularly  trumpet  creeper.  Trees 
having  high  to  medium  commercial  value  were 
not  seriously  damaged  by  spring  grazing.  In 
the  fall,  damage  was  greater  and  if  continued 
could  easily  have  reduced  the  timber  stand  to 
an  understocked  condition. 

Being  grass  eaters,  steers  did  poorly  when 
forced  to  subsist  almost  entirely  on  browse. 
They  came  out  of  the  paddocks  weighing  no 
more  than  when  they  had  entered. 

Details  of  this  study  are  in  the  January  1960 
issue  of  Mississippi  Farm  Research,  page  5, 
and  in  Mississippi  Agricultural  Experiment 
Station  Information  Sheet  655. 
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Grazed  Firebreaks  Aid  Multiple  Use 

Publication  of  Agricultural  Information  Bul- 
letin 226  culminated  several  years  of  experi- 
ence and  research  by  the  Southern  and  South- 

eastern Forest  Experiment  Stations  and  the 
U.  S.  Agricultural  Research  Service  on  the 
establishment,  maintenance,  and  grazing  of 
firebreaks  in  Coastal  Plain  pinelands. 

Grazed  firebreaks  are  open  strips  of  im- 
proved pasture  with  a  twofold  value.  First, 

they  help  protect  the  forest,  for  they  stop  or 
slow  the  spread  of  forest  fire,  provide  strips 

from  which  to  backfire  when  making  pre- 
scribed burns  or  attacking  wildfires,  and  serve 

as  access  roads  for  deployment  of  men  and 
equipment.  Second,  they  benefit  livestock  and 

game  by  producing  good  forage  during  a  large 
part  of  the  year  and  by  providing  a  means  of 

getting  increased  use  of  native  plants  in 
woods. 

ie 

Firebreak  strips  should  be  located  to 
advantage  of  natural  barriers  to  fire,  to  a 
sites    too    wet   or   dry    for   good    forage   { 

growth,  and  to  provide  a  route  of  travel 
firefighting  crews  and  equipment.    Ordinal 
they  will  be   Vs  to  1  mile  apart,  dividing 
forest  into  units  of  40  to  640  acres.   A  unii  I 

strip  width  of  one  chain  is  preferred  and  1 1 
is  considered  a  minimum. 

To  be  most  effective,  firebreaks  shouk  'jj 
cleared  of  woody  plants  and  shrubs,  set  k 

to  appropriate  mixtures  of  grasses  and  legu  | 
fertilized  and  limed  according  to  plant 
soil  requirements,  and  kept  clean  by 

grazing,  mowing,  and  weed  control. 

<  it 

A    healthy   combination   of   cattle   and   pine  trees  is  possible  with  grazed  firebreaks. 

'  'k%  . 
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Much  of  the  cattle  feed  will  come  from  im- 
oved  forage  plants  on  the  firebreak,  but 
e  wide  variety  of  native  plants  in  the  woods 
11  round  out  a  yearlong  grazing  schedule, 
ildlife  also  benefit  because  they  find  seeds, 
nter  grasses,  and  insects  on  the  firebreaks. 

'rage  and  Ground  Cover  in  the  Ozarks 

(Minimal  grazing  and  control  of  fire  from 
,47  to  1957  did  not  improve  forage  values  in 

managed  woodlands  of  the  Springfield  Pla- 
ku  and  Boston  Mountain  Province  of  the 
rkansas  Ozarks, 

On  the  Springfield  Plateau  herbaceous  veg- 
jition  weighed  239  pounds  per  acre  in  1947 
it  tended  to  decline  during  the  study  period 
jible   1 ) .    Approximately   77   percent  of  the 

indicated  that  unmanaged  upland  hardwood 
forests  may  be  more  valuable  for  deer,  turkey, 
and  quail  than  for  cattle. 

In  the  Boston  Mountains,  woodland  herbage 

yields  were  consistently  greater  than  on  the 
Springfield  Plateau.  With  little  or  no  grazing 
and  no  timber  cutting,  yields  of  grasses  and 
forbs  changed  very  little  between  1947  and 
1957.  On  the  average,  26  acres  would  have 
furnished  a  mature  cow  enough  forage  for  a 
seven-month  season. 

Herbage  yields  on  a  bluestem  meadow  were 
indicative  of  the  potential  of  nontimbered  areas 
in  the  Boston  Mountains  to  produce  cattle 

forage.  Here,  grasses  made  up  about  80  per- 
cent of  the  vegetation  and  little  bluestem  81 

percent  of  the  grasses.    Grass  yields  were  far 

[ble  1. — Vegetation  yields  per  acre  (air-dry  weight)    on   Springfield    Plateau   and    Boston   Mountains    of 
nonhwest  Arkansas.  1947  to  1957 

Study    area    and 
class   of    vegetation 

1947 
1948 1950 

—  Pounds  — 

1951 T 19:,  2 

iringfield  Plateau  woodland 
Grass  72  104  61 
Forbs  167  241  129 
Browse  223  311  326 

56 

170 
300 

45 

180 

338 

38 155 

398 

1957 

21 

122 
387 

Total 462 656 516 526 563 
591 

530 

l5ton  Mountain  woodland 

Grass 136 400 179 193 121 

98 

239 

Forbs 197 357 220 305 
206 

193 160 
Browse 290 406 

394 350 
473 

697 
467 

Total 623 1,163 793 848 800 
988 

866 

Jston  Mountain  open  meadow 
Grass  465 
Forbs  57 
Browse  31 

Total 553 

1,102 
813 812 832 995 

1,402 93 135 107 
52 14 

233 

48 
91 91 

78 125 123 

1,243 1,039 1,010 
962 1,134 1,758 

nbage  was  little  and  big  bluestem  grasses  and 
irable  legumes  such  as  tickclover  and  les- 

)feza,  but  the  carrying  capacity  for  cattle 

vjs  low.  At  an  assumed  proper  utilization  for 
iljplants  and  a  feed  requirement  of  20  pounds 

•lair-dry  forage  per  day,  maintenance  of  a 
dture  cow  for  seven  months  would  have  re- 

ared approximately  31  acres  in  1947  and  50 
i(es  in  1957. 

The  combination  of  oak  mast,  seed-bearing 
etumes,  and  browse  plants  such  as  wild  grape 

in  excess  of  those  on  wooded  areas  and  with 

light  grazing  they  tended  to  increase,  being 
highest  in  1957.  During  the  poorest  year  15 
acres  were  required  to  sustain  a  cow  for  a 
seven-month  season;  in  the  best  year,  1957, 

only  6  acres  were  needed. 

Vegetation  yields  varied  with  amount  and 

distribution  of  growing-season  rain.  Even 
within  a  season,  an  abundance  of  forage  some- 

times changed  to  scarcity,  or  vice  versa,  and 
frequency   and   duration   of   the  periods   were 
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impossible  to  predict.  To  ensure  enough  forage 

under  average  conditions  and  to  buffer  against 

short  droughts,  it  is  advisable  to  stock  ranges 

at  light  to  moderate  rates.  Additional  sources 

of  feed,  such  as  other  range,  stored  hay,  or 

concentrates  are  the  only  guards  against  pro- 
longed drought. 

Surface  condition  of  soil  improved  under 

conservative  grazing  and  with  protection  from 
fire.  In  woodlands  of  both  the  Springfield 
Plateau  and  Boston  Mountains,  litter  occupied 

7  percent  or  less  of  the  soil  surface  near  the 
end  of  the  first  growing  season  following  a 

burn  (fig.  5).  It  increased  rapidly  for  the 

next  two  years  and  then  gained  more  gradu- 
ally. On  the  average,  the  most  coverage  was 

reached  in  1957. 

Exposed  surface — bare  rock  and  soil — was 
greatest  immediately  following  a  burn.    The 

Ungrazed  and  unburned  since  1948,  thin 
woodland  plot  has  an  almost  complet(\ 
cover  of  vegetation  and  litter. 

surface  was  bare.  The  proportion  of  bare^J 
continued  generally  high  for  a  year  or  twc I 
varied  with  the  amount  of  vegetative  gnl 
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Figure  5. — Ground  cover  conditions  in  unmanaged  Arkansas  Ozark  forests. 

area  of  exposed  rock  in  the  woodlands  de- 
clined gradually,  with  the  minimum  dependent 

upon  the  size  and  abundance  of  rocks. 

Immediately  after  a  fire  most  of  the  ground 

at   the   different   locations.     At   the   end 

or   6    years,    very    little   soil    was   expose  I 
the  woodlands.   Thus,  susceptibility  to  erd 

was  extremely   high  the   first  year  folio' 
burning,   somewhat   less  so   the   next   2 

tai 
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ars,  and  negligible  thereafter,  so  long  as 
;  burns  were  not  repeated  and  grazing  was 
ht. 

Details  of  this  study  are  available  on  pages 
i  of  Southern  Forest  Research. 

\+r  a-*-^-'oi  % -■■■  w'< 

tr  - 

Other  studies  in  west-central  Arkansas  show 

that  grass  production  may  be  more  than 
doubled  when  hardwoods  are  killed  with  aerial 

sprays  of  2,4, 5-T.  Results  were  presented  in 
the  Journal  of  Range  Management,  January 
1960,  page  44. 

*■■ 

~.'i??-. 

'l^mm 
Grass  yields  were  only  321   pounds  per  acre  in  this  unsprayed  ivoodland  (left),  but  873  pounds  on 
the  sprayed  woodland  (right). 

FOREST  GAME  HABITAT  MANAGEMENT 

jame  habitat  research  at  the  Southern  Sta- 

i  is  primarily  aimed  at  determining  how 
iber  management  influences  food  and  cover 
deer — and  in  turn  how  the  deer  herd  affects 
forest. 

n  the  shortleaf  pine-hardwood  forests  of 
Ozarks,  the  Arkansas  Game  and  Fish  Com- 

fsion  is  cooperating  in  the  construction  of 

p  640-acre  deer  enclosures.  In  the  loblolly 
ie-hardwoods  of  the  Coastal  Plain,  the  Louis- 
a  Wild  Life  and  Fisheries  Commission  has 

npleted  three  160-acre  enclosures.  Stocking 

rh  known  numbers  of  deer  will  be  completed 
il961.  Major  objectives  will  be  to  show  how 

i'erent  intensities  of  deer  stocking  and  forage 
|  affect  range  plants,  commercial  trees,  and 
]  deer.  Other  purposes  will  be  to  find  what 
Lnts  are  preferred  by  deer  and  to  identify 

iicator  species  that  will  serve  as  manage- 
ilit  guides.  Later,  stand-improvement  and 
Bvest  cuts  will  be  made  to  determine  how 

noval  of  some  of  the  timber  affects  forage, 
i;t,  and  the  condition  of  deer. 

lesults  of  two  investigations  that  contribute 
uhe  coordination  of  deer  and  timber  were 

L'lished  in  the  Journal  of  Wildlife  Manage- 

ment, October  1960.  Pages  387  to  395  relate 
how  a  deer  herd  in  one  part  of  the  Arkansas 
Ozarks  increased  rapidly  from  1938  to  1944 

and  soon  exceeded  the  carrying  capacity.  Con- 
tinued overbrowsing  seriously  reduced  forage 

and  brought  about  a  decline  of  the  herd.  Pre- 
ferred plants  suffered  most,  so  that  long  after 

the  deer  herd  was  reduced  in  size  the  recover- 

ing range  included  many  non-preferred  plants. 

An  article  on  pages  401-405  of  the  same  jour- 
nal describes  the  extent  to  which  thinnings  in- 

creased browse  in  a  Louisiana  loblolly  pine 
plantation.  Yields  were  in  direct  proportion 
to  thinning  intensity.  Plants  palatable  to  deer 
thrived  best. 

Aspects  of  forest-wildlife  conflicts  were  pub- 
lished in  Journal  of  Forestry,  May  1960,  pages 

388  to  389.  This  article  showed  how  nutria  and 

rabbits  inhibit  baldcypress  regeneration  in 
swamps  of  Louisiana.  Since  their  introduction 
some  years  ago  nutria  have  multiplied  rapidly 
and  are  now  found  in  many  States  beyond 
Louisiana.  In  their  quest  for  new  range  and 

food  they  are  likely  to  become  a  serious  ob- 
stacle to  regeneration  of  forest  trees. 



Nine-foot  fences  were  under  construction  in  1960.  Cost  of  material  and  labor  was  $2,800  per  miU 
in  Louisiana,  but  rose  to  $4,000  per  mile  in  the  steeper  topography  and  rocky  soils  of  nortH 
Arkansas. 

RELATIONSHIPS  BETWEEN  DEER 

AND  THEIR  FOREST  ENVIRONMENT 

are  to  be  studied  in  large  fenced  tracts  in 
Louisiana    and    northern   Arkansas. 

^mmSmi 

-. 

•  ■-«. .  -*T  : 

Bulldozed  impoundments  will 
furnish  water  for  deer  and 
other   game. 
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DETAILED  STUDIES  OF  KEY  BROWSE  PLANTS,   such  as  — 

grape, 

'■■  . 

'<**m* 

A 

y 

: 

i 
\ 

greenbrier, 

and  yaupon  — 

l|  tell  how  much  they  contribute  to  the  seasonal 
m  supply  and  how  they  can  be  used  as  guides  to 
Hagement  oj  deer  and  habitat. 

m&  •  - 
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Watershed  Management  Research 

'he  Southern  Station's  research  on  forest 
ersheds  led  during  1960  to  further  evalua- 
i  of  the  relationships  of  surface  runoff  to 
it  cover  and  soils,  improved  procedures  for 

iting  pines  on  eroded  lands,  new  informa- 
i  on  soil  variability,  and  a  better  under- 
lding  of  the  influence  of  solar  radiation 
other  factors  on  the  soil  moisture  regime. 

RUNOFF,  COVER,  SOILS 

n  small  headwater  catchments  in  north 

sissippi,  surface  runoff  was  related  both 
Dlant  cover  type  and  to  soils.  The  cover 
?s  were  grass  and  herbs  that  had  developed 

abandoned  fields,  depleted  upland  hard- 
ds  (mainly  post  and  blackjack  oaks),  and 

rear-old  loblolly  pine  plantations.  Total 
ual  precipitation  averaged  about  55  inches, 
face  runoff  as  a  percentage  of  precipitation 
:  old  fields,  14.5;  depleted  hardwoods,  9.9; 
:  plantations,  2.4.  The  deeper  and  heavier 
ind  litter  under  the  pines  curtailed  runoff 
hat  flows  occurred  only  from  very  intense 
s  and  the  peaks  were  lower  than  from  other 

cover  types.  Peak  flows  from  both  forest  types 
were  less  than  half  those  from  abandoned 
fields. 

Regardless  of  cover,  fine-textured  loessial 
soils  allowed  greater  surface  runoff  than  did 
the  sandy  loams.  On  one  watershed,  with  a 
fragipan  16  to  25  inches  below  the  surface, 

post-storm  flow  was  prolonged,  and  both  rate 
and  volume  were  closely  related  to  amounts  of 
detention  water  held  over  the  pan. 

Loss  of  soil  was  highest  from  abandoned 

fields — but  still  less  than  0.5  ton  per  acre  per 

year — and  insignificant  from  pine  plantations. 

These  and  related  results  were  published  in 
the  Journal  of  Geophysical  Research,  February 

1960,  pages  663-667. 

Woodlands  on  porous  cherty  soils  in  north- 
west Arkansas  appear  to  provide  more  storage 

for  heavy  winter  and  spring  rains  than  do  simi- 
lar areas  that  have  been  converted  to  grass. 

Two  converted  areas  were  near  or  above  field 

capacity  in  the  upper  30  inches  of  soil  during 

much  of  the  dormant  season  and  during  inter- 
mittent periods  in  the  growing  season.  Of  two 

nearby  woodland  areas,  one  was  above  field 

Litter  from  this  20-year-old 
pine  plantation  has  stabil- 

ized the  gully  and  prevents 
excessive  runoff  and  ero- 
sion. 

Right: 
Five  inches  of  accumulated 

pine  litter. 
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capacity  for  only  10  days  of  the  dormant  season 
while  the  second  was  below  field  capacity  for 

the  entire  year.  Thus  the  woodland  areas  pro- 
vided storage  for  precipitation  during  most  of 

the  dormant  season  and  all  of  the  growing 

season,  and  offered  greater  protection  against 
excessive  runoff  than  did  the  grass  areas. 

PLANTING  PINES  ON   ERODED  LANDS 

Research  results  continued  to  enhance  the 

effectiveness  of  the  Yazoo-Little  Tallahatchie 
Flood  Prevention  Project  in  north  Mississippi, 

where  more  than  50  million  loblolly  pine  seed- 
lings were  planted  in  1960. 

Storing  baled  loblolly  pine  seedlings  in  earth 
pits  was  found  to  be  as  effective  as  holding 
them  in  unheated  sheds  or  in  a  moist  cold- 

storage  room.  First-year  survival  of  seedlings 
stored  by  all  three  methods  was  93.5  percent 

and  height  growth  was  0.7  foot.  Baled  seed- 
lings were  stored  safely  up  to  six  weeks.  The 

pits  were  in  well-drained  sandy  earth.  The 
method  appears  practical  where  cold-storage 
space  is  limited  or  where  shelters  with  heating 
and  watering  facilities  are  unavailable.  The 
bales  require  no  care.  Large  quantities  of 
stock  can  be  stored  by  using  ordinary  farm 
equipment  to  prepare  the  pits  and  cover  the 

bales.  Further  details  may  be  found  in  Mis- 
sissippi Farm  Research,  November  1960,  page  2. 

In  an  attempt  to  improve  survival  and 
growth  of  planted  pines,  three  herbaceous 

legume  species — Lespedeza  bicolo?-,  L.  sericea, 
and  Trifolium  incarnatum  (crimson  clover)  — 
were  sown  in  plots  containing  tree  seedlings. 
These  three  species  grow  to  different  sizes. 
It  was  thought  that  one  or  more  of  them  might 
protect  eroding  sites  until  the  pines  became 
large  enough  to  take  over.  Plantings  were 
made  on  two  soils,  one  a  sheet-eroded  brown 
loam,  the  other  an  excessively  drained  sandy 
soil. 

On  the  brown  loam,  both  L.  bicolor  and  L. 
sericea  did  well;  the  crimson  clover  started  but 

soon  lost  out  to  weeds.  On  the  sandy  soil,  the 
L.  bicolor  did  well  initially,  but  both  it  and 

L.  sericea  were  sparse  after  5  years,  and  crim- 
son clover  failed  entirely.  Survival  of  the  pines 

:  after  planting  averaged  72  percent  on 

the  brown  loam,  and  only  26  percent  oi 
sandy  soil.  But  neither  survival  nor  h 
growth  of  the  trees  was  significantly  impi 
by  the  interplanted  legumes.  The  stuc 

reported  in  Tree  Planters'  Notes  43,  Oc 

1960,  pages  11-12. 

Determination  of  field  survival  for  the 

Yazoo-Little  Tallahatchie  planting  progr; 
a  considerable  undertaking.  The  Station 
search  center  at  Oxford  worked  out  a  sam 

procedure  to  simplify  the  estimation  of  s 

val  to  within  +  10  percent.  The  numb' 
plantations  that  must  be  sampled  is  estin 

from  the  formula  n  =  (SD/TE):,  when 
is  the  standard  deviation  (  20  percent ) ,  an 

is  the  tolerable  error — 10  percent  of  th< 
pected  survival.  Expected  survival  is  1 
on  a  cursory  field  check.  Thus  if  expectec 
vival  is  70  percent,  number  of  plantatio 

sample  would  be  (20/7)"  =  (2.86):  =  8.  j 
tations  to  be  sampled  are  selected  by  a  ran 
number  system  from  a  complete  list,  wit! 
probability  of  being  chosen  in  proportic 
the  area  planted.  Ten  plots  0.01  acre  in 
are  located  on  a  systematic  grid  on  each  sa 
plantation,  and  planted  and  surviving 
lings  are  counted.  The  average  surviva 
the  plantations  sampled  is  an  estimate  o 
survival  for  all  plantings.  Detailed  proc( 

was  published  in  Tree  Planters'  Notes  40, 
ruary  1960,  pages  3-4. 

SOIL  MOISTURE 

In  cooperation  with  the  U.  S.  Army  Eng 

Waterways  Experiment  Station,  work  was  | 
tinued  in  efforts  to  improve  the  method  ol 
mating  moisture  and  strength  in  the  su 
foot  of  soil. 
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:  !'; In  an  upland  meadow  on  loessial  soil 
Vicksburg,  Mississippi,  solar  radiation,  ter 
ature,   and  other  environmental   factors 
correlated    with    soil-moisture    loss.     As 

relationship  was  shown  for  single-day  v< 
linear  relationships   were   derived   and  t 

by   taking   values   for   3-day   periods.     L( 
periods   perhaps   would   have   provided  fc 
correlations,    but    an    interval    of    three 

proved  to  be  the  average  length  of  the  rai 
period.    Highest  correlations  of  single  fa 
were  with  soil  temperature  and  evapors 

pan  data  (r  =  0.79  each),  and  solar  radi 

i 

i) 
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=  0.76).  Figure  6  shows  the  correlation  for 
ar  radiation.  Values  for  air  temperature, 

}or  pressure  deficit,  humidity,  and  wind 
re  progressively  lower. 
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jure  6. — Correlation  of  solar  radiation  and  mois- 
ture loss  in  0-12  inch  layer  of  loessial 

soil.  Data  based  on  3-day  periods. 
Vicksburg,  Mississippi. 

Correlations  with  soil  temperature  or  evap- 
'tion-pan  data  were  somewhat  improved  by 
r  addition  of  other  factors  in  combination. 

:'sonal  changes  in  plant  cover  apparently  did 
I  substantially  influence  the  amount  of  radi- 

1  energy  reaching  the  soil.  Values  from  de- 
:ion  curves  for  one  year  correlated  better 
h  moisture  loss  measured  the  next  year 

=  0.85)  than  did  any  single  meteorologic 
uor  or  combination  of  factors.  This  indicates 

it,  under  natural  drying  conditions,  soil 
sture  depletion  in  the  surface  foot  involves 

:;  only  meteorologic  factors,  but  also  such 
iitional  conditions  as  drainage  and  loss  of 
usture  under  high  stress.  When  various 
ictions  of  the  six  best  single  meteorologic 

i.ors  were  used  in  conjunction  with  soil  mois- 
ii  loss  from  a  depletion  curve,  the  correla- 
was  r 0.94. 

our  types  of  radiometers  were  tested;  all 

\e  essentially  equivalent  results.  In  corre- 

ons  with  moisture  loss,  the  Eppley  pyrheli- 
Tter  ( solar )  and  the  Gier-Dunkle  meter  for 

( 1  radiation  were  slightly  superior  to  the 
ir-Dunkle  instrument  for  net  radiation.  The 

>:th  type,  an  actinometer,  seems  promising 
'field  use  as  it  needs  no  recording  potenti- 
Sfeter  and  requires  little  maintenance. 

The  results  of  the  solar  radiation  study  were 

published  in  the  Journal  of  Geophysical  Re- 
search,  November    1960,   pages   3727-3732. 

In  further  research  at  Vicksburg,  topograph- 
ic position  and  clay  content  were  found  to  be 

useful  criteria  in  combining  the  soil  series 
depicted  on  county  survey  maps.  Combinations 

might  be  convenient  for  site-index  classifica- 
tion, trafficability  estimation,  watershed  man- 

agement, and  other  purposes  that  do  not  re- 
quire delineation  of  individual  soil  series.  The 

study  involved  detailed  measurement  of  12 
physical  properties  of  the  surface  foot  of  four 

silt  loams.  The  properties  included  bulk  den- 

sity, texture  ( percent  sand-silt-clay  and  per- 
cent USCS  fines ) ,  Atterberg  limits  ( liquid 

limit,  plastic  limit,  and  plasticity  index ) ,  and 
moisture  content  at  tensions  of  0,  15,  30,  and 
60  cm. 

Variation  in  individual  properties  was  often 
as  great  between  plots  within  a  soil  series  as 

between  plots  of  different  series.  Less  varia- 
tion existed  between  series  with  the  same  gen- 
eral topographic  position  than  between  series  of 

different  topographic  positions.  The  two  resi- 
dual or  upland  series  ( Loring  and  Memphis) 

were  reasonably  similar  to  each  other,  as  were 
the  two  alluvial  or  lowland  series  ( Collins  and 

Falaya ) .  Topographic  position  often  gave  a 
better  indication  of  soil  physical  properties 
than  did  the  series  name.  Clay  content  was 

the  most  useful  single  differentiating  charac- 
teristic, soils  with  relatively  high  clay  contents 

resembling  bottom-land  soils  regardless  of 
position.  These  results  were  published  in 
Southern  Forestry  Notes  130. 

A  special  study  was  made  of  the  sample 
variation  in  a  Falaya  silt  loam,  one  of  the  most 

diverse  of  loess-derived  soils.  A  50-  by  60-foot 
plot  was  divided  into  120  squares  for  sampling. 

Precision  varied  among  soil  properties:  stand- 
ard deviations  ( based  on  percents  of  oven-dry 

weight)  were  1.0  for  sand,  1.8  for  silt,  1.6  for 

clay,  0.5  for  organic  matter,  2.2  for  moisture 
when  the  soil  was  dry,  and  3.3  for  moisture  in 
wet  soil.  Although  these  results  do  not  reveal 

the  variation  for  all  Falaya  silt  loam,  they  pro- 
vide a  guide  to  intensity  of  sampling  needed 

on  loessial  soils.  Further  details  are  in 

Southern  Forest  Research,  pages  11-12. 



Egg  masses  of  the  forest  tent  caterpil  t 
were  numerous  on  bottom-land  gums  t 
winter,  and  portend  another  severe  o  I 
break  of  the  insect  during  1961.  In  t 

photo,  eggs  in  the  upper  mass  were  I 
last  May  and  June;  larvae  are  now  fomi 
but  will  remain  in  the  egg  cases  until 
buds  open.  Lower  mass  contains  em] 

eggs  from  last  year. 

'■: 
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Forest  Insects 

^he  demand  for  information  about  forest 
ects  in  the  South  is  increasing  and  will  con- 
ae  to  increase  with  the  greater  utilization 
*ood  southern  hardwoods  and  southern  pines 

[  the  intensification  of  forestry.  While  con- 
jrable  progress  has  been  made  in  long-range 
dies  of  insects  that  attack  trees  and  wood 

ducts,  much  is  yet  to  be  learned  about  their 
histories  and  habits.  We  also  must  under- 

ld    the    interrelationships    of    insects    and 
s,  and  the  effects  of  such  ecological  factors 
site,  soil  moisture,  and  weather  extremes 

insect  outbreaks.   Only  then  can  we  develop 
ctive  prevention   and   control. 

The  practice  of  sound  silviculture  can  im- 
prove tree  vigor  and  growth  rates.  Cull  trees 

serve  as  breeding  places  for  trunk  borers; 
their  removal  will  reduce  insect  populations 
and  benefit  the  remaining  trees.  Trees  on  poor 
sites  tend  to  be  buggy.  Growing  the  right 
species  on  the  right  site  will  improve  wood 
quality.  Stand  composition  must  be  changed 

where  site  changes  have  resulted  from  drain- 
age or  other  alterations  in  the  water  table. 

INSECTS    AFFECTING    FOREST    TREES 

odborers  a  Serious  Hardwood  Problem 

outhern  hardwood  forests  contain  more 

n  40  commercially  important  species  of 
dwoods.  All  are  liable  to  damage  by  insects 
ome  stage  of  their  life. 

arious  insects  damage  leaves,  twigs,  and 

|;s  and  thus  reduce  growth.  Others  destroy 
:^ers  or  seeds  and  curtail  reproduction.  The 

■atest  concern,  however,  is  the  prevention  or 
iction  of  injury  by  woodborers  to  the  mer- 
intable  portion  of  the  tree. 

he  more  important  woodborers  causing 

linage  and  degrade  in  1960  were  the  round- 
ided  and  flat-headed  borers  and  the  carpen- 
iworm.  All  three  groups  start  from  eggs 
i  in  bark  crevices.  The  larvae  bore  for  a 

h  in  the  inner  bark  and  then  enter  the  wood, 

|re  they  make  large  tunnels.  Holes  kept 
>a  for  the  expulsion  of  frass  permit  the 

Jy  of  wood-rotting  fungi.  Carpenter  ants 
In  take  over  the  tunnels  abandoned  by  the 
Jure  borers  and  enlarge  them  by  chewing 
v^y  the  rot-softened  wood. 

Defects  caused  by  woodborers  (left  and 
center)  reduce  value  of  boards  cut  from 
oak    logs. 

Chemical  treatments  may  be  needed  to  pro- 
tect hardwoods  whose  vigor  has  been  tempo- 

rarily reduced.  Preliminary  experiments  have 
indicated  that  residual  trunk  sprays,  applied 

early  in  the  season  when  borer  adults  are  lay- 

ing eggs,  may  prevent  new  attacks.   Such  treat- 
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ments  may  be  possible  within  the  economic 
limits  indicated  by  lumber  degrade  studies 
made  by  the  Stoneville  Research  Center.  If, 
as  the  studies  indicate,  the  value  of  mill-run 

rough  lumber  is  reduced  about  $22  per  thous- 
and board  feet  because  of  insect  damage,  part 

of  this  amount  can  be  spent  to  protect  growing 

trees  and  produce  lumber  with  fewer  insect- 
caused  defects.  Research  is  being  continued 

to  develop  the  most  effective  and  economical 
treatments. 

Systemic  Chemicals  Continue  to  Show  Promise 

Phorate  ( one  of  whose  trade  names  is  Thi- 
met ) ,  used  as  a  systemic,  continues  to  control 

the  cottonwood  twig  borer,  Gypsonoma  haim- 
bachiana.  Several  plantings  with  and  without 
the  chemical  were  made  by  cooperators  in 
1960.  In  a  commercial  plantation  near  St. 

Francisville,  Louisiana,  for  example,  one-year- 
old  trees  from  cuttings  dipped  in  phorate  aver- 

aged 12.0  feet  in  height,  in  contrast  to  10.7  feet 
for  trees  from  untreated  cuttings.  Treated  trees 

averaged  less  than  one  twig  borer  per  20-inch 
terminal  while  untreated  trees  had  more  than 

three  per  terminal.  Injury  or  death  of  terminal 
buds  was  four  times  greater  in  the  untreated 
trees. 

Information  on  the  technique  and  results  of 

treating  cottonwoods  may  be  found  in  "Con- 
trol of  cottonwood  insects  with  a  systemic 

insecticide,"  Journal  of  Forestry,  September 
1960,  page  718. 

Preliminary  studies  at  Gulfport,  Mississippi, 

indicate  that  a  year's  protection  from  the  Nan- 
tucket tip  moth,  Rhyacionia  frustrana,  can  be 

obtained  by  applying  10  grams  of  phorate 

around  the  base  of  each  one-year-old  loblolly 
pine.  Granular  phorate  was  applied  by  hand 
in  late  winter  before  the  trees  started  their 

growth.  All  treated  trees  remained  free  of 

tip  moth  throughout  the  year,  while  nearby 
untreated  trees  sustained  heavy  attacks.  Trees 
were  about  1.5  feet  tall  at  the  beginning  of 
the  growing  season,  but  at  the  end  those 
treated  with  phorate  averaged  more  than  a 
foot  taller  than  the  untreated  checks. 

Phorate  has  a  high  mammalian  toxicity  and 
should  not  be  used  unless  proper  precautionary 
measures  are  taken.  Because  of  this  and  the 

preliminary  nature  of  the  test,  no  recommen- 
dations are  made  at  the  present  time  for  wide- 

id 

scale  use  of  the  systemic  for  tip-moth  cor 

Town  Ants'  Swarming  Habits  Revealed 

Periodic  bulldozer  excavations  of  the  i  pt 

of  the  Texas  leaf-cutting  ant  or  town  ant,   | 
texana,    have    been    continued.     Results    i 
that  activities  within  the  colonies  vary  gn 

during  the  year.    In  warm  months,  the  ca\ 
in  the  upper  two  feet  of  the  nest  usually 

tained  fungus  gardens,  and  worker  broods  « 
abundant.    In  the  cold  months,  the  upper  i 

ties  were  empty,  fungus  gardens  were  b 
a  depth  of  eight  feet,  and  worker  broods  j 
absent  from  the  gardens.    In  each  of  two  i 
excavated  in  late  March,  a  central  cavity  a  :u 

the  size  and  shape  of  a  30-gallon  barrel  | 
found  deep  in  the  center.    Most  of  the  fun 
amounting  to  several  gallons,  was  located  ] 
One  of  the  large  cavities,  at  a  depth  of  12 
contained  about  600  pupae  of  the  sexual  c 

In  1960  the  swarming  period  for  queens 
males  extended  from  April  to  July;  it 

probably  longer  than  usual  because  sp 
weather  was  cool  and  dry.  Swarming  appej 

to  start  with  spring  weather  and  prob 
coincided  with  the  development  of  fungus 
dens  in  cavities  near  the  soil  surface.  The  r 

ber  of  sexual  forms  varied  greatly  from  C£ 

to  cavity  and  from  nest  to  nest.  For  exan 
one  cavity  contained  316  males  and  61  fern 
another  had  85  males  and  180  females. 

Flights  were  observed  only  at  night.    I 
characteristically  began  after  heavy  rains 
continued  for  several  nights  thereafter,  as 
as  the  soil  remained  damp.   At  dusk  on  sws 

ing  nights  numerous  workers  covered  the  : 
attacking  nearby  foreign  objects,  and  shoi 

afterward    a   few   winged   males   and   fen-: 
ventured  onto  the  surface.    Sexual  forms  E 

tinued  to  emerge  until  3:00  to  4:00  a.m.,  v  I- 
flight  began.    It  lasted  about  40  minutes 
stopped  at  the  first  sign  of  daybreak. 

Birds,  probably  night  hawks  ( bullbats 
parently  destroyed  many  of  the  ants  in  flij 

Other  Ants  Confused  With  Town  Ant 

Time  and  money  intended  for  control  of 
town  ant  can  easily  be  wasted  on  two  ] 

tively   harmless   ants — the   harvester   ant  i 
one,    Trachymyrmex ,    that    lacks    a    com 
name. 



The  harvester  ant  closely  resembles  the  town 

it  and  builds  similar  nest  mounds.  Trachy- 
yrmex,  on  the  other  hand,  looks  less  like 

e  town  ant,  but  also  grows  its  food — a  fungus 
on  bits  of  greenery  that  it  cuts  and  carries 
underground  gardens.  All  three  inhabit 

erlapping  areas  in  Louisiana,  but  only  the 
wn  ant  seriously  damages  pine  seedlings  or 
her  farm  crops. 

To  aid  landowners  in  distinguishing  between 

s  ant  species,  an  article  called  "The  case  of 

e  innocent  ants"  was  published  on  pages 
33    of    the    1960    Fourth    Quarter    issue    of 

tresis  and  People.  It  explains  that  the  three 

ifids  of  ants  usually  can  be  identified  by  the 
jrface  appearance  of  their  nests.  Each  mound 

>  the  harvester  ant  marks  a   complete  nest. 

*  *  r 

•  ':&&£W  £ 

The  numerous  mounds  of  a  town  ant  nest 
are  crescent-shaped,  twice  as  high  on  one 
side  as  the  other.  They  completely  sur- 

round the  entrance  hole. 

In  contrast,  a  town  ant  nest  has  numerous 
mounds,  all  of  which  are  connected  to  each 

other  by  underground  tunnels.  The  harvester 

ant  forms  loosely  organized  clusters  of  indi- 
vidual mounds  that  superficially  resemble 

towns,  but  true  town  ant  nests  are  usually 

grouped  on  top  of  a  pile  of  excavated  subsoil. 
When  very  young,  town  ant  nests  do  not  have 
the  hillock  in  the  center,  and  confusion  with 

harvester  ant  nests  is  easiest  then.    Identifica- 

Mounds  of  the  harvester  ant  are  typically 
ringed  with  trash.  Sprouting  seeds  in  the 
discard  area  produce  a  circle  of  vegeta- 

tion around  older  mounds. 

Town     ant    workers    cut    off    pieces    of    pine 

needles  and  leaves  and  carry  them  to  under- 

ground  fungus   gardens. 

tion  will  have  to  depend  on  the  shape  of  the 
mounds,  as  the  size  is  about  the  same  for  both 
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Fresh  mound  of  Trachymyrmex.  The  in- 
conspicuous entrance  hole  is  indicated  by 

arrow. 

species.  The  harvester  makes  crater-like,  sym- 
metrical mounds  about  a  foot  in  diameter;  the 

town  ant  builds  similar  mounds,  but  each  is 

about  twice  as  high  on  one  side  as  the  other. 

As  with  the  harvester  ant,  each  mound  of 

Trachymyrmex  represents  a  single  colony. 

Newly  formed  mounds  are  crescent-shaped  and 
less  than  six  inches  in  diameter  at  their  widest 

point,  but  older  excavations  are  larger,  more 
circular,  and  look  much  like  those  of  the  town 
ant.  Entrance  holes  of  the  other  two  ants  are 

centered  in  the  mound,  but  the  entrance  of 

Trachymyrmex  is  usually  within  2  inches  of 
the  inside  of  the  crescent  and  is  often  partially 

concealed  by  dried  leaves  and  twigs. 

Pitch-Eating   Weevils    Becoming    Increasingly 

Important 

Weevils  that  attack  young  pine  seedlings  are 

becoming  increasingly  important  in  the  re- 
generation of  pine  forests  in  the  South.  This  is 

particularly  true  in  recently  cut  pine  forests 
where  rapid  encroachment  of  hardwoods  places 

a  premium  on  establishment  of  seedlings,  na- 
tural or  planted,  within  the  first  year  after 

the  old  stand  is  removed. 

Studies  in  east  Texas  have  shown  that  pine 
weevil  populations  there  consist  primarily  of 

the  pitch-eating  weevil,  Pachylobius  picivorus. 
On  experimental  plots  where  old  pines  were 

cut  six  months  or  more  prior  to  the  time  seed- 
lings were  planted,  weevils  caused  light  to 

negligible  mortality.  Where  pines  were  cut 

within  three  months  of  planting  time,  how- 
ever, weevils  killed  many  of  the  seedlings. 

Damage  was  worst  between  March  and  J 
during   which    time    adults    were    drawn 
recently  cut  plots  from   other   areas.     In 
fall  seedling  mortality  was  negligible  and 

parently  was  caused  by  adults  newly  erne 
from   roots   of   stumps   cut   the   previous 
winter,  and  spring. 

Information  on  the  life  history  and  habi 

the  pitch-eating  weevil,  the  results  of  sea 
of-cut  studies,  and  recommendations  for 

vention  and  control  are  published  as  "Influi 
of  the  pitch-eating  weevil  on  pine  regenera 

in  east  Texas,"  Forest  Science,  December  1 

pages  354-361. 

Review  of  Bark-Beetle  Literature 

Bark  beetles  are  generally  regarded  as 
most    destructive    insects    of    southern    piil 
They     have    received    considerable     attenl 
from   entomologists   and   foresters,    but   rrJ 
of  the  accumulated  knowledge  is  not  reaa| 
available.    Information  from  many  sources> 
been  assembled,  organized,  and  interpretec 
Southern  Forest  Experiment  Station  Occasl 

al  Paper  180,  "Bark  beetles  affecting  soutr.Hl 

pines:    A  review  of  current  knowledge." 

This   compilation   summarizes   species   c 
acteristics,    habits,    interrelationships    of   9 
beetles,    environmental    influences,    associi 
animal  forms  affecting  beetle  populations, 

chemical  control.    The   paper   also   shows  I 
need  for  much  additional  research.    Some  1  u 

of  investigation  are  proposed. 

Southern  Pine  Beetle  Subsides  in  East  Texas 

In     southeast     Texas,     populations     of    li 
southern  pine  beetle  reached  a  peak  in  ehi 
summer  but  were  reduced  to  a  comparath 

low  level  by  late  fall.    The  Texas  Forest  S> 

ice  kept  watch  on  the  outbreak  with  bi-weeij 
flights   over   affected    areas.     Some    500   ! 

infestations  on  about  30  ownerships  killed  t:  i 
containing  an  estimated  10  million  board 
of  sawtimber  and   30,000   cords  of  pulpwc 

Aggressive,    cooperative    control   by    indus  | 
the  Texas  Forest  Service,  and  the  U.  S.  Fo 

Service    prevented    losses    from    being    m 

greater. 
During  June  and  July,  341  spot  infestatii  it 

some  of  100  acres  or  more,  were  detected.  1 

quent  heavy  rains  kept  much  of  the  area 
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Millions  of  board  feet  of  commercial  tim- 
ber in  east  Texas  have  been  killed  recently 

by  the  southern  pine  beetle. 

ssible  and  otherwise  interfered  with  spray- 
and  salvage  of  infested  trees.  Control 

vs  nevertheless  worked  whenever  ground 

'litions  permitted,  and  the  rate  of  increase 
'nfestations  began  to  slow.  By  late  fall, 
situation  was  much  less  critical,  although 
:e  was  a  continued  buildup  in  some  places 
liberty  County. 

fecent  investigations  indicate  that  some 
are  still  active  enough  to  provide  a 

e  of  future  spread.  The  situation  is  better 
at  the  end  of  last  year,  however,  when 
ots  remained  uncontrolled. 

|  date,  little  has  been  learned  about  the 
niamental  habits  of  the  southern  pine  beetle. 

<|  knowledge  might  lead  to  better  control, 
tpne  difficulty  is  that  the  beetle  has  defied 

"(Its  of  researchers  to  raise  it  in  the  labora- 
H  where  detailed  study  would  be  possible. 
ast  Texas  attempts  are  being  made  to 

Wre  the  insect  in  log  sections  in  screened 
gS.  The  work  has  centered  around  the 

2<"y  that  moisture  content  of  bark  and  wood 
anajor  factor  affecting  development  of  the 

insect.  Experiments  have,  therefore,  been  de- 
signed to  control  moisture  content  of  bolts 

before  and  following  beetle  attack. 

The  studies  also  involve  appraisals  of  source, 

growth  rate,  and  age  of  host,  waxing  vs.  non- 
waxing  of  bolt  ends,  suspension  vs.  non-sus- 

pension of  bolts,  partial  drying  vs.  no  drying 
of  bolts  prior  to  exposure  to  beetle  attack,  and 
the  artificial  introduction  of  known  numbers 

of  beetles.  Bolts  are  weighed  at  weekly  inter- 
vals following  beetle  attack. 

In  measuring  results,  a  6-  by  6-inch  bark 
sample  is  removed  from  the  central  portion 
of  each  bolt.  Number  of  adult  emergence 
holes,  larval  mines,  and  inches  of  egg  gallery 
are  tallied  and  the  approximate  survival  and 
rate  of  population  increase  determined. 

Ips  and  Southern  Pine  Beetles  Combine  Attacks 

Ips  beetles,  especially  the  small  Ips  avulsus, 
are  a  common  problem  in  pine  cutting  areas. 

They  thrive  on  fresh-cut  slash,  and  tremendous 

populations  quickly  build  up  if  enough  breed- 
ing material  is  made  readily  available  to  them. 

When  conditions  are  right  they  may  spread 

to  the  tops  of  standing  trees  and  destroy  mil- 
lions of  board  feet  of  timber. 

Other  beetles,  such  as  the  southern  pine 

beetle,  may  be  attracted  to  the  top-killed  trees 
and  infest  the  lower  stems.  They  in  turn  may 
develop  large  populations,  further  aggravating 
timber  losses.  In  Alabama,  for  example,  where 
Ips  had  initiated  localized  infestations,  the 
southern  pine  beetle  has  been  able  to  build  up 
in  sufficient  numbers  to  invade  nearby  trees. 
In  these  peripheral  trees,  however,  Ips  beetles 

Attempts  are  being  made  to  culture  the 
southern  pine  beetle  in  cages  for  detailed 
studies  of  their  habits. 
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have  usually  assumed  a  secondary  role.  For- 
tunately, the  southern  pine  beetle  is  currently 

not  aggressive  in  Alabama  and  widespread  in- 
festations have  not  developed. 

Unidentified  Sawfly  Discovered  on  Slash  Pine 

During  the  late  fall  an  as  yet  unidentified 
species  of  sawfly  was  found  feeding  on  slash 
pines  at  two  locations  in  south  Mississippi. 
One  attack  was  in  a  natural  stand  six  miles 

east  of  Ocean  Springs,  where  trees  on  about 

Slash  pines  on  hundreds  of  acres  in 
southern  Mississippi  were  defoliated  by  an 
undetermined  sawfly  during  the  fall  of 
1960. 

1 ,000  acres  were  severely  defoliated.  The  other 
area  was  20  miles  northwest  of  Bay  St.  Louis 

in  a  5-year-old  plantation  that  contained  400 
acres,  of  which  250  acres  were  severely  defoli- 

ated. The  life  cycle  and  habits  of  the  sawfly 
arc  unknown,  but  the  insect  may  pose  a  threat 
to  the  many  acres  of  slash  pine  that  are  planted 
in  this  area  as  well  as  to  natural  stands. 

Tent  Caterpillars  Again  Strip  Southern  Hard* 

Aerial  surveys  over  bottom-land  fores1 
Louisiana  and  Alabama  showed  that  extei  ; 

areas   of   water   tupelo,   blackgum,   sweet:  $( 
and  other  hardwoods  again  were  heavih 
tacked  by  the  forest  tent  caterpillar  in  1 
and  May. 

In  Louisiana,  stands  on  about  250,000  <. 

immediately  west  of  New  Orleans,  anc 
another  area  of  the  same  size  along  the  At 

falaya  Basin,  appeared  to  be  completely  c 

liated.  An  additional  million  acres,  in  loca' 
areas,  had  some  defoliation.  These  pat 
were  mainly  in  stands  composed  largel; 

species  less  favorable  to  the  insect  than 

gums. In  the  valley  of  the  Alabama  River,  thi 
festation  covered  about  a  million  acres 

56,000  of  which  defoliation  was  heavy.  Sin 
outbreaks  have  occurred  annually  since  Ij 
with  the  result  that  many  trees  have  died! 
others  have  dead  branches  in  their  tops, 
verely  defoliated  trees  are  estimated  to  £s 
at  less  than  half  their  normal  rate,  and  the? 

of  reproduction  resulting  from  the  destruc^ 
of  flowers  is  also  causing  concern. 

Natural  controls,  including  parasitic  in; : 

Young  forest  tent  caterpillars  leave  the 
egg  mass  in  early  March  in  Louisiana,  and 
commence  feeding  on  tender  foliage. 
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I  disease  organisms,  have  so  far  failed  to 

uce  populations  to  endemic  levels.  Exam- 
tion  of  overwintering  egg  masses  indicated 

probability  of  extensive  and  severe  defolia- 
1  again  in  the  spring  of  1961. 

•4SECTS  AFFECTING   FOREST   PRODUCTS 

Treatment  Effective  Against  Termites 

ieveral  chemicals  suggested  for  soil  treat- 
it  to  keep  subterranean  termites  out  of 
ldings  are  still  giving  excellent  results  in 

d  tests.  In  Mississippi,  100-percent  protec- 
l  has  been  obtained  with  0.5  percent  aldrin 
[  0.5  percent  dieldrin  for  11  years  and  with 
ercent  chlordane  for  12  years.  Heptachlor, 

sntly  suggested  for  use  at  a  0.5  percent  con- 
tration,  has  given  100-percent  protection 
8  years. 

'here  are  good  indications  that  the  service 
hese  insecticides  would  be  lengthened  con- 
?rably  in  use  under  buildings.  For  example, 
T  applied  at  8  percent  in  field  tests  in 

;sissippi  gave  only  10-percent  protection 
nnst  termites  after  14  years,  whereas  5 
cent  DDT  applied  under  buildings  at  Fort 

igg,  North  Carolina,  has  given  97  percent 
tection  for  14  years. 

lomplete  information  on  the  latest  results 
ield  testing,  and  instructions  on  use  of  the 

Test  units  to  deterynine  if  pressure-treated 
sills  and  foundation  members  will  protect 
untreated  wood  above  them  from  termites. 

\The  test  units  are  in  an  insulated  building 
that  provides  near  optimum  conditions  of 

temperature  and  humidity  for  termite  ac- 
tivity. The  short  sections  of  logs  contain 

termites  and  were  brought  in  to  insure  a 
good  supply  of  the  insects. 

suggested  chemicals,  are  available  in  U.  S.  De- 
partment of  Agriculture  Home  and  Garden 

Bulletin  64,  "Subterranean  termites,  their  pre- 

vention and  control  in  buildings,"  and  Southern 
Forest  Experiment  Station  Occasional  Paper 

152  (Revised  1960),  "Soil  treatments  for  sub- 

terranean termites."  The  former  publication 
will  be  of  primary  interest  to  the  general 
reader,  the  latter  to  pest  control  operators 
and  technicians. 

Termite  Tubing  Over  Treated  Wood 

Subterranean  termites  are  capable  of  con- 
structing earthen  shelter  tubes  over  wood  pres- 

sure-treated with  standard  preservatives  a- 
gainst  decay  fungi,  but  the  extent  of  such 
tubing  is  unknown.  The  question  therefore 

arises:  Will  pressure-treated  wood  give  any 
protection  to  untreated  wood  above  it,  and,  if 
so,  how  much?  Studies  on  this  subject  were 

established  during  the  summer  of  1960  in  co- 
operation with  the  Federal  Housing  Adminis- 

tration. 

The  test  units,  each  of  which  includes  a 
solid  concrete  foundation  and  a  section  of  wall 

2  feet  wide  and  8  feet  high,  simulate  standard 

designs  used  in  dwellings  of  both  slab-on- 
ground  and  raised  construction. 

Insecticidal  Additives  to  Wood  Preservatives 

In  cooperation  with  the  U.  S.  Navy,  Bureau 
of  Yards  and  Docks,  studies  were  begun  in 
1959  to  determine  the  value  of  adding  various 
insecticides  to  two  wood  preservatives  (  against 

decay  fungi )  to  prevent  termite  attack.  Form- 
ulations of  2  percent  chlordane,  1  percent  diel- 

drin, 1  percent  aldrin,  or  1  percent  heptachlor 

were  combined  with  5  percent  pentachloro- 
phenol  and  2  percent  copper  naphthenate. 

Some  formulations  also  include  water  repel- 
lents. All  formulations  were  applied  as  3- 

minute  soaks. 

Results  after  approximately  one  year  indi- 
cate that  combinations  of  any  of  the  above  in- 

secticides with  pentachlorophenol  are  superior 

to  pentachlorophenol  alone  in  preventing  ter- 
mite attack.  The  addition  of  a  water  repellent 

had  no  appreciable  effect  against  termites.  All 

formulations  containing  2  percent  copper  naph- 
thenate have  thus  far  prevented  termite  at- 

tack; hence  the  value  of  adding  the  insecticides 
to  this  preservative  cannot  yet  be  ascertained. 
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Most  forest  diseases  are  start 
by  microscopic  spores  spre 
by  air  currents,  rain  splash, 

sects,  and  other  agents.  Hi 

are  spores  of  the  brown-si 
fungus,  one  of  the  most  serk 
pests  of  longleaf  pine. 

^ 
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Forest  Disease  Research 

he  Southern  Station  conducts  research  in 

i  fields  of  forest  diseases,  i.e.,  tree  diseases 
fungus  deterioration  of  forest  products. 

l  products  pathology,  emphasis  continues 
;he  control  of  decay  in  buildings  and  the 
)le  application  of  preservatives  to  protect 
d  in  use.  Many  studies  are  10  to  20  years 

and  show  impressive  benefits  from  effi- 
t  use  of  wood  preservatives  and  building 

gn. 

esearch  on  hardwood  tree  diseases  is  adding 
ur  knowledge  of  heart  rot,  which  accounts 
over  80  percent  of  the  1.8  billion  cubic 

of  growth  impact  caused  by  all  forest  dis- 
s  in  the  South.  Among  pine  tree  diseases, 

)r  emphasis  is  on  fusiform  rust,  particu- 

'  the  development  of  rust-resistant  strains 
line  and  the  protection  of  seedlings  in 
eries.  Work  has  been  started  on  cone  rust 

Fomes  annosus  root  rot,  both  of  which  are 
ing  increased  importance  in  southern 

ts. 

FOREST  TREE   DISEASES 

i,>sus  Root  Rot 

lot  rot  caused  by  Fomes  annosus  is  primar- 
disease  of  thinned,  young  plantations.  It 

^isidered  the  number  one  disease  problem 
^niferous  plantations  in  Europe.  The  causal 
lus  is  also  native  to  and  widely  distributed 

tie  United  States,  and  with  increasing  fre- 
acy  has  been  damaging  southern  pine  plan- 

ts. Consequently,  many  foresters  are  con- 
vd  about  possible  losses  in  the  millions  of 

'(  of  southern  pine  planted  during  the  past 
/decades.  How  many  plantations  will  be 
aked?  How  heavy  will  losses  be?  Which 
lations  will  be  most  susceptible?  Are  there 
f practical   control   measures?     To    answer 

some  of  these  questions  the  Forest  Service  has 
started  an  extensive  survey  of  the  southern 

pine  belt  from  New  Jersey  to  Texas  to  deter- 
mine where  F.  annosus  occurs  and  what  con- 

ditions influence  the  severity  of  attack. 

A  preliminary  survey  was  made  to  determine 
the  amount  in  thinned  slash  pine  plantations 
in  Texas.  Mortality  was  found  in  each  of  15 

plantations,  but  in  only  two  could  this  be  attri- 
buted to  F.  annosus.  One  plantation  in  extreme 

northeast  Texas  ( Bowie  County )  has  been 
essentially  destroyed  by  the  rot.  The  other, 
in  Newton  County,  has  several  infection  spots, 
but  loss  is  still  small. 

In  central  and  northwest  Louisiana  several 

slash  pine  plantations  have  been  severely  at- 
tacked. One  is  unthinned  but  has  been  heavily 

grazed,  and  it  is  assumed  the  fungus  entered 

through  wounds  made  by  cattle.  Root  rot  has 
been  found  elsewhere  in  Louisiana  and  in 

Mississippi,  on  both  natural  and  planted  slash 
and  longleaf  pines,  but  so  far  has  caused  little 
mortality. 

Extensive  and  persistent  mortality  has  oc- 
curred in  a  21-year-old  loblolly  plantation  in 

Harrison  County,  Mississippi,  near  the  Gulf 
Coast.  This  planting  is  considerably  south  of 
the  normal  planting  range  for  loblolly  and  is 

on  a  very  poor  site.  The  disease  also  has  been 
found  in  mature  loblolly  stands  on  good  sites 
in  central  Alabama,  but  is  known  to  have 

killed  only  a  few  widely  scattered  individuals 
(Plant  Disease  Reporter  44,  page  423). 

Literature  on  Fomes  annosus. — A  bibliog- 
raphy of  world  literature  on  F.  annosus  and 

the  root  and  butt  rot  it  causes  has  been  com- 

piled in  cooperation  with  New  York  State  Col- 
lege of  Forestry,  and  issued  as  Occasional 

Paper  181  of  the  Southern  Forest  Experiment 



Fomes   annosus  fruiting  at   the   base   of  a 
southern  pine  it  has  killed. 

Station.  It  includes  a  subject  index  so  that 
researchers,  for  whom  it  is  primarily  intended, 
can  find  references  to  such  specific  phases  as 
taxonomy,  attacks  on  particular  hosts  or  in 

certain  geographical  areas,  cultural  character- 
istics, physiology,  or  control. 

Southern  Fusiform  Rust 

Surveys  during  1960  pushed  the  boundary 

of  the  known  high-hazard  area  for  Cronarti- 
um  fusiforme  westward  to  the  Texas  border. 

In  10-  to  15-year-old  slash  pine  plantations 
along  Highway  US-90  in  western  Louisiana, 
35  to  55  percent  of  the  trees  commonly  are 
rusted.  Incidences  are  moderately  high  in 

similar  plantations  in  the  eastern  tier  of  coun- 
ties in  Texas  south  of  Highway  US- 190.  West 

and  north  of  this  in  Texas,  little  rust  was  found 

on  planted  slash  or  natural  loblolly;  two-thirds 
of  the  pine  stands  surveyed  were  rust-free. 
As  far  west  as  Montgomery  County,  however, 

individual  plantings  were  found  with  12  per- 
cent infection,  and  even  in  areas  where  the 

incidence  on  pine  was  low,  some  water  oaks 
had  50  to  100  telia  per  leaf. 

The  evidence  suggests  that  weather  may  be 
suitable  for  oak  infection  over  much  of  east 

Texas,    but    that    prolonged    cool    and    damp 

fher  during  March  to  June,  necessary  for 
on,  seldom  prevails.    In  a  cool,  wet 

spring,  damaging  attacks  of  rust  could  c 

in  any  part  of  east  Texas  where  slash  pi;j 
being  extensively  planted. 

New  hosts  for  southern  fusiform  ru 

Many  non-native  pines  in  the  arboretuu 
the  Southern  Institute  of  Forest  Genetics 

developed  southern  fusiform  rust  through:^ 
tural  infections.  Those  not  previously  on 
ord  as  hosts  are:  Pinus  nigra  Arnold,  P.  coo 

var.  ornelasi  Martinez,  P.  pseudostrobus  Li. 
P.  torreyana  Parry,  P.  caribaea  Morelet,  ami 
elliottii  var.  densa  Little  and  Dorman  (M 
Disease  Reporter,  August  15,  1960,  page  t\ 

Southern  Cone  Rust 

The  substantial  investments  going  into 
orchards  and  seed  production  areas  have  m 

it  necessary  to  delimit  the  geographical  a  | 
in  which  pine  cone  rust  (Cronartium  stro 
num)  may  cause  important  losses. 

High  hazards  exist  in  parts  of  south  Geo> 
and  north  Florida  and  in  a  narrow  coastal  si 

in  Mississippi.  Cone  rust  has  also  been  repo 

on  longleaf  in  Louisiana  and  on  oak  in  Te1^ but  there  is  little  information  on  how  ex 

sively    it   occurs    in   Louisiana   and   Texas 
whether  it   causes   significant   cone   losses 
survey   in   the   summer   of    1959   showed 
uredinia  ( presumably  of  cone  rust )  were  c 
raon  on  live  oaks  in  east  Texas  from  Hou: 

to  Brownsville.    This  species  of  oak  (Que 
virginiana  Mill. )    is  the  alternate  host  of 

rust  pathogen.    In   1960  extensive  survey; 
Louisiana    and    east    Texas    failed    to    disc 

any   rust   on   pine   cones   west   of   the   nati 
range  of  slash  pine,  even  where  live  oak 

pine  were  growing  together.    Additional 
veys  are  needed,  however,  before  the  west 

limit    of    cone-rust    damage    can    be    set   \ 
confidence.     It   is   still   recommended   that 

areas  for  the  intensive  production  of  slash 

longleaf  pine  seed  be  established   where    i 
oak  commonly  occurs. 

ifii 

Root  Rot  of  White  Oak 

In   1959  and   1960   white  oaks   (Q.   alba 
from  2  to   10  inches  in  diameter  were  fo 

dead  or  dying  in  seven  counties  of  north? 
Arkansas.     A    whitish    to    light    buff   crusl: 
layer  of  fungus  material  occurred  below  gro 
at  the  rootcollar.    Isolates  from  infected  ti  | 

have  been  identified  as  Corticium  galactin 



Corticium  galactinum  sporophores  below 
groundline  on  white  oak.  This  fungus  is 
associated  with  root  rot  and  mortality  of 
oak  in  the  Ozarks  of  Arkansas. 

.)  Burt.  So  far  only  scattered  individuals 

•small  groups  have  been  attacked,  but  the 
sntialities  of  the  fungus  are  undetermined 

hnt  Disease  Reporter  44,  page  738 ) . 

Eay  in  Thinned  Sweetgum  Sprout  Clumps 

i  a  55-year-old  sweetgum  stand  in  Missis- 
ni  a  study  was  undertaken  to  determine  if 

eart-rot  hazard  is  created  by  stumps  left 
len  sprout  clumps   are  thinned   to   a   single 
t.   In  Appalachian  oaks  heart  rot  in  stumps 

nonly    spreads    to    the    heartwood    of    the 

.  Two  sweetgum  sprouts  united  to  form  a 
common  stump  several  feet  above  ground. 

.  When  one  sprout  was  cut,  its  stump  de- 
cayed (left),  but  a  bark  barrier  apparently 

protected   the   living   sprout. 

51 

remaining  sprouts,  particularly  those  of  high 
origin. 

The  downward  spread  of  rot  in  the  sweetgum 
stumps  during  the  first  five  years  was  in  direct 
proportion  to  stump  diameter  and  time  since 

thinning.  The  fungi  occurring  on  stumps  dur- 
ing the  first  four  years  were  primarily  sap- 

wood  rotters.  During  the  fifth  year  an  im- 
portant heartwood  rotter  appeared. 

A  sample  of  the  thinned  clumps  was  dis- 
sected after  5  years  to  determine  how  much 

decay  had  developed.  The  clumps  were  found 
to  have  originated  as  root  sprouts.  Companion 
sprouts  had  united  into  a  common  stem  for 
several  feet  above  ground,  and  a  partial  bark 

barrier  extended  from  the  point  of  origin  to- 
ward the  crotch.  This  barrier  appeared  to  have 

prevented  rot  from  passing  from  the  stump 

into  the  heartwood  of  live  stem — at  any  rate, 
no  heart  rot  was  found  in  the  live  stems. 

Longer  observations  will  be  required  to  deter- 
mine if  heartwood  connections  form  and  how 

stump  diameter  influences  ultimate  rot  hazard 

(Plant  Disease  Reporter  44,  pages  784-788). 

Oak  Wilt 

The  1960  survey  of  oak  wilt  caused  by  Cer- 
atocystis  fagacearum  was  concentrated  in  the 
bottom  lands  of  Arkansas,  just  east  of  the 
upland  infection  centers.  Particular  attention 
was  given  to  the  five  areas  in  Lee,  White,  and 

Craighead  Counties  where  wilt  was  confirmed 
or  strongly  suspected  in  field  observations 
during  1950  and  1951.  No  recurrence  was 
found  around  the  5  centers,  nor  has  any  been 
reported  since  the  original  observations.  One 
new  center  was  found  in  Clay  County  well  into 
the  bottom  lands,  but  it  is  only  3.5  miles  south 
of  a  known  infected  county  in  Missouri.  Thus, 
oak  wilt  has  occasionally  occurred  in  the  major 

bottom-land  region  of  eastern  Arkansas,  prob- 
ably as  far  south  as  Lee  County.  So  far,  there 

has  been  no  important  buildup  of  infection 
centers,  even  though  high  concentrations  of 
wilt  occur  annually  in  the  uplands  a  few  miles 
to  the  west.  Because  of  the  importance  of 

bottom-land  stands,  foresters  and  timberland 
owners  should  nevertheless  be  on  the  lookout 

for  the  disease,  so  that  any  infections  can  be 
treated  promptly.  Until  more  is  known  about 
oak  wilt  it  is  not  safe  to  assume  that  damaging 
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attacks  cannot  occur  in  southern  bottom-land 
forests. 

Persimmon  Wilt 

A  wilt,  caused  by  Cephalosporium  diospyri, 
is  currently  killing  large  numbers  of  American 
persimmon  (Diospyros  virginiana  L.)  in  south 
Oklahoma.  There  are  rumors  that  farmers 

have  spread  the  wilt  organism  as  a  control  for 
persimmon  in  pastures,  where  it  is  considered 

a  weed.  In  contrast,  casual  observations  in  Ar- 
kansas, Alabama,  Louisiana,  Mississippi,  and 

Tennessee  in  recent  years  have  disclosed  no 
wilt,  even  in  areas  where  extensive  mortality 

previously  was  common.  This  may  be  a  tempo- 
rary circumstance,  because  the  wilt  fungus  is 

one  of  the  most  virulent  pathogens  known. 

To  date  all  reported  cases  of  persimmon  wilt 
have  been  in  open  stands  of  little  value  except 
as  food  for  game.  None  has  ever  been  reported 

on  timber-producing  sites,  which  are  largely 
restricted  to  the  rich  bottom  lands  (Plant  Dis- 

ease Reporter,  January  15,  1960,  page  45). 

PRODUCTS  PATHOLOGY 

Wood  Siding   Protection 

An  experimental  building  and  supplemen- 
tary units,  totaling  44  panels  with  various 

construction  details  and  treatments,  were  dis- 

mantled after  5  to  8  years'  exposure  in  south 
Mississippi.  Except  where  specifically  a  test 
factor,  roof  overhang  was  omitted  so  as  to 

insure    severe    rain    seepage.     Essentially    no 

How  much  do  eaves  gutters  prolong  the 
life  of  wood  siding?  These  panels,  with 
boards  carefully  matched,  are  in  a  test  at 
Gulf  port,  Mississippi. 

decay  occurred  with  any  of  the  following 

a  3-minute  dip  of  siding  in  5  percent  p 
chlorophenol  plus  a  water  repellent,  (2)  | 
ing  the  siding  ends  and  back  with  an  oil  t. 
( 3  )  placing  trim  over  the  ends  of  drop  si 

(4)    providing   good   roof  overhang.    Fea 
favoring  high  decay  rates  were  use  of  rr 
siding    or    that    with    incipient    decay,    ̂  
sheathing    ( presumably,   other   sheathing 
terials  would  also  be  conducive  to  decay) 

heavy   building   papers.     Adequate   roof  < 
hang,  of  course,  would  reduce  the  dangt 
most  hazardous  features.    Further  inform 

on  siding  protection  is  published  in  the  M 
1960  issue  of  Forest  Products  Journal,  r,; 
148-151. 
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The  test  just  described,  together  with  a: 
dant    observational    evidence,    indicates 

wood    siding    and    trim    will    rarely    decE 
made  from  sound  lumber  and  if  the  stru( 

is  designed  so  as  to  minimize  wetting  by 

Control  of  wetting  also  reduces  paint  fail 
associated  with  water  in  wood,  but  not  1 
from  other  causes.    In  fact,  some  feature 

design  that  control  decay — wide  roof  overh 
for  example — importantly  increase  paint  rr. 
ing.    Additional  information  is  therefore  i 
ed  on  how   to   secure   and   maintain   ef fi 
wood   finishes   for  southern   conditions, 

knowledge  will  help  to  regain  and  enlarge 
market  for  wood  as  exterior  surfacing  of  b 
ings. 

tarn 

Air  Conditioning  Sometimes  Causes  Moisti 
Problems 

Summer  air  conditioning,  plus  vented  \ 

tral  heating  in  the  winter,  has  essent. 
eliminated  mold  from  the  modern  souk: 

house.  Without  year-round  conditioning,  u 
molding  of  household  articles  is  frequently 
cepted  as  inevitable  in  humid  regions. 

But  summer  air  conditioning,  with  e 

central  or  window  refrigerating  units,  is 

always  an  unmixed  blessing.  It  can  lea 
damaging  hidden  condensation  when  in 
temperatures  are  maintained  below  the 
point  temperature  for  the  outside  atmospi 

A  survey  of  air-conditioned  buildings  in' 
Gulf  Coast  areas  of  Mississippi,  Louisiana. 
Texas  disclosed  the  parts  of  buildings  w 
condensation  occurs  and  the  conditions  fi 

ing  it.  Only  a  small  proportion  of  the  buile 
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imined  had  any  visible  condensation  or  dam- 
that  could  be  attributed  to  hidden  con- 

isation.  Sufficient  damage,  however,  was 
nd  to  suggest  that  a  few  simple  precautions 
uld  be  taken. 

/lost  condensation  was  in  floors  and  led  to 

kling  of  finish  floors,  and  occasionally  to 
ay  in  subfloors  and  joists.  Damage  to  walls 
;  less  common.  Serious  condensation  usu- 

r  occurred  only  where  temperatures  were 

tinuously  kept  well  below  75°  F.  Buckling 
;  also  common  where  cold  air  streams  were 

ed  directly  at  the  floor.  Wet  crawl  spaces 

sntuated  condensation  problems.  No  dam- 
was  found  where  the  conditioner  was 

led  on  only  in  the  daytime  or  where  mod- 
te  indoor  temperatures  were  maintained. 

i  crawl  spaces  can  be  corrected  by  ventila- 
\,  by  drainage,  or  by  covering  the  soil;  it 
|lso  planned  to  study  the  effectiveness  of 

(floor  vapor  barriers  in  preventing  conden- 
bn  in  air-conditioned  buildings. 

ervarives  for  Veneer  Packing  Cases 

^ire-bound  veneer  packing  cases,  because 
r  are  cheaper  than  lumber  cases,  now  are 

■nsively  used  for  shipping  and  storing  mili- 
and  civilian  goods.  As  veneer  cases  are 

ect  to  rapid  fungus  deterioration,  labora- 
[  and  field  studies  were  conducted  to  deter- 

mine   by    how    much    preservative    dips    will 
prolong  their  service  life. 

Rotary-cut  sweetgum  veneer,  a  common  ma- 
terial for  wire-bound  packing  cases,  is  highly 

absorptive.  With  immersions  of  3  minutes  or 

less,  heartwood  picked  up  4  to  6  pounds  of 
oil  per  cubic  foot  and  sapwood  6  to  10  pounds. 

Approximately  two-thirds  of  the  absorption 
occurred  in  the  first  second  or  two.  High  ab- 
sorptiveness  often  results  in  more  retention 
of  preservative  than  needed.  The  consequences 
are  increased  costs  of  treatment  and  the  neces- 

sity for  a  long  drying  period  before  the  crates 
can  be  used  without  danger  of  oil  damage 
to  their  contents. 

Wire-bound  veneer  ammunition  boxes  given 
10-second  or  3-minute  dips  in  copper  naph- 

thenate  ( 2  percent  Cu )  or  5  percent  pentach- 
lorophenol  plus  a  water  repellent  were  stored 
in  a  fully  exposed  pile  in  south  Mississippi. 
After  4.6  years  the  treated  boxes  were  fully 
serviceable.  Untreated  ones  had  an  average 

service  life  of  2.0  years.  The  10-second  dip 

gave  adequate  protection  and  reduced  some- 
what the  excessive  absorptions.  Details  of 

these  studies  were  included  in,  "Survey  of 
suitability  of  present  design  of  wirebound 
boxes  for  M2A1  and  M19A1  small  arms  am- 

munition boxes,"  Frankford  Arsenal  Report R-1564. 

This   floor    buckled    when    too    low    temperatures  were  maintained  in  an  air-conditioned  building. 
Moisture  from  a  wet  crawl  space  condensed  on  the  underside  of  the  finish  floor. 
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Forest  Fire  Research 

n  1960  the  Division  of  Forest  Fire  Research 

icentrated   on   a  study   of  heat   effects   and 

protecting    the    Station's    research    invest- 
nts  from  fire. 

omprehensive  survey  of  prior  work  re- 
led  little  of  practical  significance  on  heat 
ary  to  the  living  tissues  and  life  processes 
trees  but  provided  basis  and  incentive  for 
ic  physiological  studies.  The  role  of  bark 
resisting  heat  penetration  was  the  subject 
companion  survey,  with  similar  results: 

resting  fragments  of  information,  promis- 
leads  for  future  investigation,  but  no  com- 
e  answers.  More  effective  protection  of 

erimental  forests  is  the  hoped-for  result 
an  intensive  fire-control-planning  project 
ted  and  completed  during  1960  as  a  vital 
'ice  to  research. 

EFFECTS  OF  HEAT  ON  PLANTS 

l  the  South  many  valuable  trees  are  killed 
wildfires  every  year,  and  prescribed  fires 
set  to  kill  undesirable  plants.    Both  kinds 
ire  have  inconsistent  effects  that  cannot  be 

iained  by  field  observations  alone.    A  need 
jbasic  physiological  and  cytological  research 
learly   indicated.     As   a   starting   point   for 

|  research,  literature  concerning  high-temp- 
Jure  effects  on  plants  has  been  reviewed. 

luring  forest  fires,  plants  are  exposed  to  air 

|  flame    temperatures    ranging    upward    to 

|lt   1,600 °F.    Soil  may   become   nearly   this 
at  the  surface,  but  damaging  heat  rarely 
nds  more  than  a  fraction  of  an  inch  deep 
r  southern  conditions. 

^mong  the  types  of  fire,  fast  headfires  are 
I  ?st,  and  their  hot  zone  extends  farthest 

ice  ground.  Slower-moving  fires  may  do 
damage  because  their  heat  persists  longer 

in  a  shallow  layer  near  the  ground.  Location, 
magnitude,  and  duration  of  temperature  zones 

in  typical  situations  are  now  subjects  of  in- 
tensive research. 

Brief  exposure  to  temperatures  above  120  °F. 
can  kill  most  plant  cells.  Hours  of  exposure 
are  required  to  cause  death  at  the  low  end  of 

the  lethal  range,  only  an  instant  at  150°F.  and 
higher.  However,  the  red  algae  of  hot  springs, 
some  plants  of  desert  regions,  and  many  seeds 

possess  unusual  ability  to  survive  at  high  temp- 
eratures. Studying  these  examples  should  sig- 
nificantly increase  our  meager  knowledge  of 

the  physiology  of  heat-tolerance. 

Because  more  heat  is  required  to  kill  a  cool 
plant  than  a  warm  one,  winter  fires  tend  to 

cause  less  damage  than  summer  ones.  A  plant's 
ability  to  recover  from  injury  also  varies  with 
its  food  reserves,  and  these  fluctuate  widely 
during  the  growing  season.  The  pattern  of 

fluctuation  appears  to  differ  between  angio- 
sperms  and  gymnosperms.  Thus  the  influence 

of  season  on  fire  effects  probably  is  more  com- 
plicated than  has  been  recognized  heretofore. 

Heat  tolerance  of  some  food  plants  has  been 
increased  moderately  by  correcting  nutrient 
deficiencies,  providing  for  removal  of  toxic 

by-products,  and  breeding  resistant  strains. 
Regulating  the  availability  of  moisture  and 

hardening  by  exposure  to  high  but  sub-lethal 
temperatures  perhaps  can  accomplish  the  same thing. 

BARK  CHARACTERISTICS  AND 
HEAT  RESISTANCE 

Bark  is  a  tree's  chief  mechanical  protection 
against  heat  injury.  For  nearly  40  years  re- 

liable observers  have  recognized  bark  thick- 
ness, height  of  crown,  and  regenerative  ability 
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as  major  criteria  of  fire  resistance.  Limited 

experimentation  has  shown  that  total  thick- 
ness alone  does  not  account  for  variations  in 

insulating  quality.  A  high  ratio  of  outer  (dead) 
to  inner  (living)  bark  characterizes  the  more 

fire-resistant  species.  This  ratio,  hence  fire 
resistance,  tends  to  increase  with  age  and  size 

in  all  species.  Fissures  may  offset  the  insula- 
ting quality  of  solid  bark. 

species.    Thermal  absorptivity  has  been  f 
to    affect    significantly    the    ease    with    v 
certain    forest    fuels    are    ignited,    hence 
be  assumed  to  influence  the  insulating  qt 
of  bark. 

The  insulating  effectiveness  of  bark  ap] 

to  depend  on  thermal  diffusivity.  This  mi 
defined  as  the  rate  at  which  a  particular  t 
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The  degree  to  which  the  outer  bark  insulates  the  cambium  layer  often  determines  whether  a  tre« 
will  live  or  die  in  a  forest  fire. 

Structure  and  anatomy  of  the  bark  of  North 
American  conifers  have  been  studied  in  detail. 
The  relation  of  bark  thickness  to  tree  diameter 

is  known  for  most  commercial  species.  Physi- 
ologists have  described  the  seasonal  fluctua- 

tion of  moisture  in  the  bark  of  more  than  a 

dozen  species.  Indications  are  that  the  equili- 
brium moisture  content  of  dead  bark  parallels 

that  of  wood.  Chemical  composition  and  heat 

of  combustion  have  been  determined  for  many 

erature  travels  through  a  material.  The" 
diffusivity  varies  with  the  thermal  cor 

tivity,  density,  and  specific  heat  of  the 
terial,  which  in  turn  are  influenced  by  moi; 
content,  structure,  and  chemical  composi 
Diffusivity,  although  not  by  that  name, 
received  some  study  over  the  past  20  yea: 
so,  but  results  have  been  inconclusive  ant 
consistent.  Because  of  the  importance  oi 

subject,   research  has   been   resumed  thr> 
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cooperative  arrangement  with  the  Yale 
100I  of  Forestry. 

IMATING  MORTALITY  OF  FIRE-DAMAGED 
PINES 

Guides  for  salvage  cutting  in  fire-damaged 
e  stands  were  formulated  in  a  study  made 
peratively  with  the  Louisiana  Forestry 
amission. 

iix  hundred  and  twenty-four  trees  in  11 
-ravaged    stands    were    observed    carefully 
1  to  2  years,  until  they  died  or  recovered. 
degrees  of  damage  were  represented.  Nine 

ids  were  saw-log  size  loblolly  and  shortleaf ; 
was  a  dense  pulpwood-size  loblolly  stand; 
one  was  a  16-year-old  slash  pine  plantation, 
ht  of  the  fires  occurred  in  the  fall,  three 

;he  early  spring. 

'roportion  of  live  crown  with  needle  scorch 
extent  of  cambium  kill  at  the  groundline 

•e  better  indicators  of  mortality  than  height 
Dark  charring,  length  of  live  crown  with 
dies  consumed,  presence  of  bark  beetles, 
amount  of  pitch  bleeding.  Species,  size, 

;rown  class  of  the  trees  did  not  materially 
ct  the  outcome.  Neither  did  season  of  the 
n. 

eedle  scorch  was  more  closely  related  to 
death  of  trees  than  was  extent  of  cambium 
as  estimated  from  discoloration  of  inner 

in  chisel-cuts  on  four  sides  of  the  tree. 
ever,  mortality  was  not  heavy  unless  more 

than  90  percent  of  the  crown  was  damaged. 
Trees  with  less  than  50  percent  of  the  live 
crown  scorched  usually  survived,  even  though 
all  4  quadrants  showed  cambium  kill. 

When  some  live  cambium  was  present,  mor- 
tality increased  steadily  as  crown  scorch  rose 

above  50  percent.  An  average  death  rate  of 
5  percent  corresponded  with  51  to  75  percent 
needle  scorch,  10  percent  with  76  to  90,  and 
33  percent  with  90  to  100. 

When  dead  cambium  was  found  on  all  four 

sides  of  the  tree,  and  more  than  half  of  the 

crown  was  scorched,  mortality  averaged  65 

percent — or  the  odds  for  death  were  13  in  20. 

There  are  two  possible  reasons  why  cambium 
kill  is  not  a  more  reliable  indicator  of  mortal- 

ity. First,  much  cambium  damage  is  "fing- 
ered" and  it  is  difficult  to  estimate  the  real 

extent  with  a  few  small  incisions.  Second, 
narrow  bands  of  dead  cambium  often  are 

quickly  bridged  over. 

The  study  is  discussed  further  in  Forests  and 
People,  First  Quarter,  1960,  pages  26,  27,  and 
43. 

DETECTING    DEAD    CAMBIUM 

Detection  of  dead  cambium  is  facilitated  by 

a  technique  described  in  the  Journal  of  Fo- 
restry, October  1960,  pages  815  to  817. 

Equipment  consists  of  a  lumber  moisture 

meter  equipped  with  a  low-resistance  range 
(or    any    similar    ohmmeter)    and    with    elec- 

A  lumber  moisture  meter 
can  be  used  to  measure  the 
electrical  resistance  of  the 
cambium  layer  ayid  thus  to 
indicate  whether  a  fire- 
damaged  tree  is  likely  to 
live  or  die. 
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trodes  having  insulated  shanks.  Readings  ob- 
tained as  the  electrodes  are  driven  into  a  living 

tree  increase  steadily  to  a  definite  peak  in 
the  cambial  region,  then  drop  sharply  to  a 
uniform  level  in  the  sapwood.  Within  five 

days  after  living  tissues  exterior  to  the  sap- 
wood  have  been  killed  by  fire,  the  sharp  peak 

disappears  ( fig.  7 ) .  Completely  dependable 

testing  is   limited   to   a   short   and   as  yet   un- 
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Figure  7. — Moisture  profile  through  living  and  re- 
cently killed  bark  of  slash  pine.  Meter 

readings  are  in  arbitrary  units. 

determined  period  after  damagp  occurs,  for 
a  zone  of  moisture  may  form  inside  the  bark 
and  give  meter  readings  as  high  as  those  in 
living  cambium. 

Major  advantages  of  the  new  method  are: 
enough  samples  can  be  taken,  without  injuring 
the  tree  ,to  determine  accurately  the  extent  of 
living  and  dead  zones;  repeat  sampling  can  be 
done  to  study  regrowth.  Both  further  research 
and  widespread  operational  use  are  needed 

to  perfect  the  technique  and  define  its  limita- 
tions. 

I     ;! 

RAINFALL   AND    FIRES    IN    THE    DEL 

The  damaging  fires  in  the  Mississippi 
have  occurred  between  August  1  and  Marc  3 

On  any  given  day  during  this  period,  the  o  ui 

rence  and  severity  of  fire  in  bottom-land  I 
wood  types  is  closely  related  to  the  an  oil 
of  rain  that  fell  in  the  preceding  60  days.  I 
cifically,  fire  incidence  can  be  expected  1  I 

crease  sharply  when  total  rainfall  for  the  a 
ceding  two  months  has  dropped  to  less  || 
8  inches. 

Sixty-day  rainfall  as  an  indicator  of  poteiii 

fire  danger  was  discussed  in  last  year's  arfl 
report,  and  history  was  made  even  while  i; 
account  was  being  written.  The  winter 
season  in  four  Louisiana  Delta  parishes,  sfl 

ing  November  1,  1959,  and  ending  January 
1960,  was  almost  evenly  divided:  29  rai 

days  followed  60-day  periods  having  just  u.^ 
8  inches  of  rain;  31  rainless  days  foll< 

periods  with  just  over  8  inches.  ( Rainy 
were  not  considered  because  fires  rarely  (<j| 

then,  regardless  of  other  conditions. ) 

Average  Burning  Index,  which  exprni 
short-term  effects  of  weather  on  forest  i 

mability,  differed  only  slightly  between 

two  halves  of  the  fire  season.  Accordir' 
experience  in  the  pinelands,  this  should 
meant  roughly  equal  numbers  of  fires 
reasonably  comparable  areas  burned, 

was  not  the  case.  During  the  high-rainfall 
of  the  season  only  one  fire  occurred;  it  bu: 

3  acres.  During  the  low-rainfall  half,  52 
on  17  days  burned  1,993  acres  (table  2). 
figures  out  to  ratios  between  halves  of  18 
for  likelihood  of  fire  occurring  on  any  | 

day,  52  to  1  for  number  of  fires,  664  to 
area  burned,  and  12  to  1  for  size  of  avei| 

fire.  Differences  in  60-day  rainfall  appe; I 
offer  the  only  logical  explanation  for  the 
ferences  in  fire  load. 

st 

It  is  too  much  to  hope  that  fire  statistics 

always  follow  the  60-day-rainfall  criteric : 
closely  as  in  1959-60.  Nevertheless,  last  y 

experience  strongly  supports  earlier  fine  it 
and  emphasizes  how  useful  a  simple  indi' 

can  be.  The  manager  of  a  fire-control  or 
zation  can  easily  keep  track  of  rainfall  i 

60-day  period  just  past.  If  he  finds  it 
reached  the  critical  point,  a  potentially 

fire  period  is  upon  him  and  extra  preparec 
is  the  order  of  the  day. 
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59 e  2. — Fire  experience  in  bottom-land  hardwoods 
of  four  Louisiana  Delta  parishes,  as  re- 

lated to  60-day  rainfall  at  Winnsboro, 
November   1959    through   January    1960 

Occurrence 
Rainfall    during 
previous   60  days 

8   inches 
or  less 

More    than 
8    inches 

days  without  rain 29 

31 age  Burning   Index 5.2 

4  3 

with  fires   (fire  days) 17 1 

ihood  of  fire  on  any 

day 

0.560 0.032 

number   of   fires 
52 

1 

per   fire    day 3 1 

.  burned 1,993 3 

>    per    fire 37 3 

ROTECTING    EXPERIMENTAL    FORESTS 

.  recurring  nightmare  of  the  forest  re- 
cher  is  the  fire  that  may  destroy  or  nullify 
of  his  studies.  The  awakening  continually 
atens  to  be  worse  than  the  dream. 

he  Southern  Station  controls  49,300  acres  of 
?rimental  forests  on  which  stand  $550,000 

Lh  of  structural  improvements — buildings, 

jes,  and  the  like — and  merchantable  timber 
ch  more  than  $4  million  over  and  above  its 

je  as  research  material.  Another  $4  million 
:ently  is  invested  in  research  studies — sheer 
;!iical  investment,  leaving  out  any  considera- 
:  that  the  research  may  some  day  mean 
ly  times  these  amounts  to  southern  forestry. 
j  than  half  this  investment  can  be  seen  on 

ground;  the  rest  is  imagination  transformed 

istudy  plans,  the  toil  of  analysis  and  tech- 
1  writing,  the  data  sheets  and  interim  re- 
|  that  now  repose  in  the  office  vault.  Such 
he  values  over  which  hangs  the  threat  of 

Eiring  the  past  ten  years  139  fires  have 

r>ed  2,039  acres  of  the  Southern  Station's 
primental  forests.  On  many  a  windy  night 
v  Station  researchers  lain  in  the  brush  and 

blled  the  roads  to  forestall  the  woods- 

ner  or  quench  at  inception  the  carelessly 

Ij2d  fire.  Recently  these  efforts  have 
sted  to  be  paying  off.  However,  easier 
icher  has  helped,  and  one  can  never  be 
)  .ure.   Therefore  in  1960  the  Southern  Sta- 

tion undertook  to  plan  in  detail  the  fire  protec- 
tion that  would  ensure  the  continued  down- 
ward trend  of  losses.  Basic  considerations  were 

the  research  investment  and  other  values,  vul- 
nerability of  the  studies  and  the  time  it  would 

take  to  replace  them,  the  risk  of  fire  and  the 
difficulty  of  controlling  it,  and  the  protection 
already   provided   by   designated   agencies. 

Best  judgment  indicated  that  total  fire  ex- 
clusion, the  ultimate  goal  on  all  forest  land, 

need  be  sought  for  the  present  on  only  about 
15  percent  of  the  experimental  forest  area.  For 
the  rest,  maximum  fire  sizes  of  2  to  10  acres 

were  deemed  acceptable.  The  criteria  were 

prevention  of  excessive  damage  and  suppres- 
sion of  each  fire  before  it  should  reach  uncon- 

trollable size  and  intensity. 

How  to  meet  these  objectives  was  a  tougher 
question,  since  nowhere  do  the  annals  of  fire 
control  show  clearly  what  a  given  measure 
will  accomplish  in  a  given  situation.  Again 
judgment  had  to  supply  the  answers,  and  the 
planners  proved  to  be  surprisingly  consistent 
in  their  views.  Measures  set  up  for  annual 

accomplishment  include  2,500  acres  of  pre- 
scribed burning,  160  miles  of  firebreak  and 

cleaned  roadsides,  special  marking  of  field 
plots,  and  adequate  patrol  and  standby  duty. 

Major  long-term  investments  will  be  46  miles 
of  roads  not  planned  for  other  purposes,  one 

fire  tower,  5  tractor-plow  units,  a  dozen  mobile 
radios,  numerous  fire  prevention  signs,  and 
miscellaneous  tools.  As  additional  insurance, 

certain  field  installations  will  be  duplicated. 
The  cost  of  all  this  is  less  than  1  percent  per 

year  of  the  total  tangible  values  on  experi- 
mental forests. 

The  real  value  of  research  begins  where  the 

tangible  investment  leaves  off — but  who  can 
put  a  dollar  sign  on  the  results  of  research  not 
yet  completed?  The  appraisal  will  come  10, 
20,  even  100  years  hence.  But  the  reward  is 
certain  to  be  large,  and  the  cost  of  ensuring  it 

paltry  by  comparison.  Groundwork  has  been 
laid  for  earning  valuable  research  results  by 
saving  investments  already  made. 
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Forest  Utilization  Research 

or  more  than  a  decade,  southern  forest  in- 
try  has  been  improving  and  expanding  its 
lities.  Many  companies  worked  at  fairly 
i  production  levels  for  most  of  1960,  but 

'it  margins  were  not  as  great  as  those  of 
nt  years.  Hardest  hit  were  those  mills 
::h  had  failed  to  modernize  or  had  been  re- 

ant  to  take  advantage  of  present-day  oppor- 
ties  to  convert  their  raw  material  into  a 

i  array  of  finished  products.  With  the  re- 
;  of  recent  research,  the  Division  of  Forest 

ization  Research  endeavored  to  help  indus- 
reduce  the  amount  of  raw  material  wasted 

ng  processing  and  to  channel  manufactur- 
effort  into  the  most  profitable  markets. 

imber  seasoning,  the  handling  and  storage 
iw  material  for  pulp,  protection  for  wood 
^terior  service,  were  among  the  activities 

ire  research  sought  to  improve  the  effici- 
of  wood  processing  and  use. 

TORING   PULP  CHIPS   IN   THE   OPEN 

3[ie  outside  storage  of  chips  seems  destined 
come  an  integral  part  of  the  wood-proces- 

ij  operation  at  southern  pulpmills.  As  the 
portion  of  wood  received  as  chips  continues 

pe  (estimated  at  over  12  percent  in  1960), 
lljmills  are  finding  that  storage  in  the  open 
nth  necessary  and  advantageous.  Savings  in 
ti  costs  over  the  handling  of  round  wood  are 
sk  foreseen.  Chips  can  be  accounted  for 

['eight,  making  for  improved  record  balan- 
ijbetween  wood  intake  at  the  yard  and  that 
dished  to  the  digesters.  Chip  piles  at  the 
ltaiill   can    serve   as   surge   bins    to    permit 

utilizing  good  procurement  weather  and  elim- 
inate woodroom  breakdown  as  a  problem  in 

the  maintenance  of  constant  supply. 

Several  southern  mills  have  begun  the  prac- 
tice of  storing  chips  in  their  wood  yards.  One 

new  mill  which  will  begin  operation  in  1961 
has  designed  its  yard  so  that  all  wood  will  be 
chipped  immediately  upon  arrival  and  stored 
in  open  piles  awaiting  movement  to  the  mixing 
bins. 

This  development  has  stimulated  wide  re- 
search interest  in  the  deterioration  of  wood 

when  stored  in  chipped  form.  The  Marianna 
Research  Center  worked  with  the  development 
engineers  of  the  St.  Regis  Paper  Company  in 
making  observations  on  two  piles  of  hardwood 
chips  at  Cantonment,  Florida.  From  August 
1959  to  January  1960,  monthly  readings 

showed  that  chips  of  both  hard  and  soft  hard- 
woods maintained  yields  and  pulp  quality  at 

the  same  levels  as  those  reported  for  the  same 

species  stored  in  round  form.  The  piles  were 

simple,  uncompacted  windrows,  comprising  two 
carloads  of  each  species  group.  There  was  no 
protective  cover  on  the  ground. 

The  pile  of  hard  hardwood  chips,  mostly 
oak,  lost  wood  substance  at  the  rate  of  about 

1.5  percent  per  month.  Except  for  random  dry 
pockets,  moisture  content  generally  increased 

during  the  storage  period.  The  exterior  18-inch 
layer  lost  wood  substance  and  gained  moisture 
at  a  higher  rate  than  the  interior  of  the  pile. 
On  the  basis  of  wood  weight  charged  to  the 
digester,  no  reduction  in  pulp  yield  occurred. 

Chips  in  storage  at  the  new  mill  oj  the  Tennessee  River  Pulp  and  Paper  Company, 

Counce,  Tennessee.  Pine  and  hardwood  chips  will  be  carried  in  underground  con- 
veyors to  the  bins  in  background  inhere  rigidly  proportioned  mixtures  will  be 

readied  for  the  digesters. 
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Tearing    strength    decreased     2     percent    per 
month  for  the  5-month  storage  period. 

The  soft  hardwood  pile,  mostly  gum,  reacted 
in  much  the  same  way  except  that  rate  of 

deterioration  was  slightly  faster.  Wood  sub- 
stance losses  were  at  the  rate  of  2.5  percent 

per  month  and  tearing  strength  of  the  pulp  3 
percent.  Again,  there  was  no  reduction  in 

pulp  yields. 

In  general,  this  exploratory  test  revealed 
nothing  seriously  detrimental  to  the  open 
storage  of  hardwood  chips,  even  in  the  hot, 
humid  climate  of  the  Gulf  Coast. 

AIR  DRYING   HARDWOOD    LUMBER 

The  commercial  seasoning  of  hardwood  lum- 
ber is  a  two-step  process.  After  the  free  water 

is  evaporated  from  the  stacked  lumber  in  an 

air-drying  yard,  seasoning  is  completed  under 
the  controlled  conditions  of  a  dry  kiln.  The 
effectiveness  of  the  process  is  measured  by 

the  rate  of  drying,  the  seasoning-caused  defects, 
and  the  variation  in  moisture  content  of  the 

finished  lumber.  In  the  territory  where 
southern  hardwoods  are  manufactured,  the 

first  step  requires  from  2  to  6  months.  Clima- 
tic conditions,  methods  of  stacking,  yard  and 

stack  location,  and  yard  maintenance  hav 
ways  been  considered  the  important  vari; 
in  the  air-drying  phase. 

Another  possible  source  of  variation  is  ■ 

ture  evaporating  from  the  soil  under  the  s 
This  effect  was  explored  by  the  Sewanee 
search  Center  at  the  drying  yard  of  the  Wc 

Lumber    Company,    McMinnville,    Tenn. 
first    test    indicated    a    considerable    reduc 

in  the  amount  of  degrade  when  a  moisture 
rier   was    inserted    between    the    soil    and 

drying  lumber.    Stacks  on  uncovered  soil; 
37  percent  of  the  FAS  grade  found  when 
lumber  had  been  graded  green.    Stacks  vm 
the  soil  was  covered  with  roofing  paper 

only  a  16-percent  reduction. 

A  second  test  has  been  made  at  the  s 

location.  Exceptionally  good  drying  wea 

prevailed  and  neither  the  piles  with  soil  co 
nor  the  controls  suffered  degrade  to  the  dei 
of  the  earlier  test.  However,  test  board 

the  lower  levels  of  the  piles  with  soil  co 
were  found  to  be  much  less  variable  in  n 
ture  content  than  those  without  covers.  T 

they  were  more  adaptable  to  early  equalize 
during  kiln  drying. 

A  shield  against  soil  mois- 
ture. Roofing  paper  laid 

under  foundation  of  air- 
drying  pile  helped  prevent 
defects  in  high-grade  lum- ber  during   drying. 

: 
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UTILIZATION    PRACTICES   AND    PROBLEMS 

Wood  utilization  in  the  South  is  a  broad  and  varied  field.  It  emerges  in  many  forms  and 
ishes  the  livelihood  for  many  people.  Traditional  and  modern  practices  are  everywhere  in 
ence.    The  needs  and  possibilities  for  research  are  unlimited. 

Modern  construction  methods  are  stimulated  by  the  working  ease  and  compatibility  of  wood 
building  material.  A  prefabricated  wall  is  lifted  from  transport  into  place.  Erection  time  is 
sured  in  hours  instead  of  days.    Partitions  are  securely  fastened  to  exterior  wall. 

Electric  wiring  is  already  in 

place.  Roof  trusses  prefabri- 
cated with  metal  fasteners, 

are  ready  for  immediate  in- 
stallation. 
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The  protection  of  wood  exposed  to  the  southern  cl 
is  of  great  concern  to  homeowners.    Natural  stains  pr<H 

long  service  life  with  low-cost  maintenance.    Two  diffj 
stains,  each  with  different  preservative  components,  are  1 

tested  on  pine,  oak,  gum,  and  fir  siding. 

After  four  years'  exposure  at  the  Harri- 
son Experimental  Forest,  Saucier,  Miss., 

many  paints  have  failed  completely. 

Paper-covered  siding  ( for  panels )  has 
maintained  a  much  better  appearance. 

All  southern  pine  is  not  converted  into  lumber  or  pulp.  At  one  mill,  pine  billets  are  i  n 

into  excelsior  that  provides  the  basic  material  for  a  modern  roof  decking  and  wall  panel,  j 
mill  uses  90  cords  per  day. 
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Charcoal  production  is  an  excellent 

use  for  low-grade  hardwoods.  The  re- 
torts provide  a  continuous  supply  for 

a  briquetting  plant  where  the  ground 
charcoal  is  mixed  with  a  binder  and 

pressed  into  the  familiar  fuel  for  out- 
door cooking. 

This  masonry  charcoal  kiln  uses 

50  cords  of  low-grade  oak  and 
hickory  each  week.  Normally, 
this  will  make  about  25  tons  of 
raw  charcoal. 

Millions  of  tons  of  heavy  residues  still  lie  unused  at  southern  hardwood  lumber  mills.   Effici- 
t  profitable  utilization  remains  a   challenge  to  research  and  industry. 

m     i 
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Forest  Economics 

FOREST  SURVEY 

ansas:    More  Pine,   Less   Hardwood 

.rkansas'  forest  situation  changed  markedly 
ing  the  past  decade,  according  to  Forest 
vey  Release  84.  The  report  presents  the 
icipal  findings  of  the  third  forest  survey 
he  State,  made  in  1958-59.  Trends  since 
inventory  of   1951   are   also  discussed. 

l  area,  the  forests  are  7  percent  or  some  1.4 

ion  acres  larger  than  in  1951.  They  now 

>mpass  62  percent  of  the  State's  total  land 

olume  of  softwood  growing  stock,  mainly 
;,  has  increased  nearly  a  third,  softwood 
timber  has  gained  41  percent.  These  are 

rsals  of  earlier  trends.  While  pine  in- 

sed  in  the  1950's,  hardwood  inventory  di- 
shed 9  percent;  the  volume  of  hardwood 

e  enough  for  sawtimber  dropped  19  per- 
Excessive  cutting  and  localized  land 

ring  contributed  to  the  decline  of  hardwood 

per  in  the  bottom  lands.  In  the  uplands, 
)er  stand  improvement — that  is,  noncom- 
cial  deadening  of  unwanted  hardwood 

is — helped  to  reduce  hardwood  volume  on 
s  better  suited  to  pine. 

le  improvement  in  the  pine  resource  has 
ely  taken  place  on  public  and  industrially 
ed  tracts.  Together  these  holdings  make 
bout  7  million  acres.  Almost  14  million  of 

State's  20.8  million  forest  acres  are  held 
armers  and  other  private  owners  not  di- 
y  connected  with  wood-using  industries, 
^.hese  holdings  especially,  productivity  can 
Substantially   improved   by   restoring   pine 

to  several  million  forest  acres  where  natural 

seeding  appears  unlikely  and  by  providing  ade- 
quate space  for  thrifty  timber  through  cull-tree 

removal. 

Continuing  diminution  of  the  hardwood  re- 
source is  making  it  increasingly  desirable  to 

invest  in  growing  industrial  hardwoods  on  suit- 
able sites. 

Assistance  from  the  Arkansas  Forestry  Com- 
mission and  private  companies  made  it  pos- 

sible to  complete  the  field  work  of  this  survey 

sooner  than  could  have  been  done  with  regu- 
larly allotted  funds.  The  private  cooperators 

include  The  Crossett  Company,  International 

Paper  Company,  Dierks  Forests,  Inc.,  Bradley- 
Southern  Division  of  Potlatch  Forests,  Inc., 

Fordyce  Lumber  Company,  Ozan  Lumber  Com- 
pany, Deltic  Farm  and  Timber  Company,  Inc., 

and  Pomeroy  and  McGowin. 

New  Tennessee  Survey  Underway 

Nearly  two-thirds  of  the  second  inventory 

of  Tennessee's  forests,  initiated  in  March  1960, 
has  been  completed.  Field  work  in  30  remain- 

ing east  Tennessee  counties  will  be  finished 
about  June  1961.  The  previous  forest  survey 
was  completed  in  1950.  Comparison  of  data 
from  the  two  surveys  will  help  to  clarify  trends 
in  land  use,  forest  conditions,  problems,  and 

opportunities  in  a  way  that  no  single  survey 
could  do. 

In  the  counties  it  serves,  the  Tennessee  Val- 
ley Authority  is  assisting  the  field  work. 

Nickey  Brothers,  Inc.,  of  Memphis,  helped  to 
inventory  several  counties  in  the  western  part 
of  the  State.  Additional  cooperation  from 

forest  industries  is  anticipated  in  east  Tennes- 
see. 

Pine  sawtimber  volume  in  Arkansas  increased  some  7  billion  board  jeet  in  the  past  decade. 
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1959  Sets  Record  for  Southern  Pulpwood 

Pulpwood  output  in  the  South  reached  an 

all-time  high  in  1959 — nearly  23  million  cords 
of  roundwood  and  residues.  This  volume 

equalled  60  percent  of  all  wood  received  by 

the  Nation's  pulpmills. 
Roundwood  harvest  totaled  20  million  cords, 

of  which  81  percent  was  pine.  Hardwood  bolts 
increased  28  percent  over  1958;  pine,  7  percent. 

Nearly  three-fourths  of  the  hardwood  was  gum 
and   other  soft-textured   species. 

Pulpwood  made  from  plant  residues  ac- 
counted for  another  2.5  million  cords — 38  per- 

cent more  than   1958.    Almost   nine-tenths  of 

the  total  was  pine  chips,  chiefly  from  savv 

Seventy-six  wood  pulpmills  were  opei 
in  the  South  during  1959.  Their  combined 

pulping   capacity   averaged   over   46,000 
Seven  new  mills  are  planned  or  already 
construction.   Expansion  of  existing  plant 
add  still  more  capacity. 

Detailed  statistics  of  the  South's  1959 
wood  harvest  can  be  found  in  Forest  Si 
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Release  56  of  the  Southeastern  Forest  E>p 
ment   Station.     The    Southern   Forest   EjjsS 

ment  Station  and  the  Southern  Pulpwood  oi : 
servation  Association  cooperated  in  colk  5r 

and  compiling  the  data. 

Figure  8. — More  than  half  the  NM 
wood-pulping  capacity 
the  South. 

ECONOMICS  OF  FOREST  MANAGEMENT 

Scaling  by  Weight 

For  predicting  lumber  yield,  weight  alone 
can  account  for  the  combined  effects  of  such 

log  variables  as  diameter,  length,  moisture 

content,  and  specific  gravity.  This  is  the  con- 
clusion from  a  study  of  pine  logs  sawn  at  a 

mill  in  north  Louisiana. 

The  precision  of  the  weight-yield  relation- 
ships developed  for  the  mill  under  study  sug- 
gests the  general  suitability  of  weight-scaling 

in  the  southern  pine  region.  While  mill  man- 
agers will  have  to  develop  factors  for  their 

local  conditions,  weight  scaling  has  several 
potential  advantages  that  seem  to  assure  its 
future.   It  offers: 

A  single  objective  measurement  that 
supplant  scaling  by  timber  growers, 

gers,  haulers,  and  mill  men. 

The  elimination  of  log-by-log  computa 
and  opportunities  for  error. 

Shorter  turn-around  time  for  trucks  a' 
mill. 

Enhanced  feasibility  of  uncontested  spot 
ment  for  delivered  logs. 

A  stimulus  for  delivery  of  fresh  logs,  la] 
free  from  stain. 

Lessened  risk  of  physical  injury  to  sea 

Both  research  and  management  are  inc. 

ingly  aware  of  the  advantages  of  descri 
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iber  stands  and  yields  in  tons  per  acre, 

ight-scaling  will  facilitate  the  trend  toward 
naging  timber  by  the  ton.  For  this  reason, 
well  as  for  the  immediate  benefits  noted, 

s  likely  to  become  common  practice  in  the 
ith. 

Occasional   Paper   111   provides  information 

converting  from  traditional  log-rule  meth- 
to  weight  scaling. 

irg  Saw  Logs  by  the  Ton 

ls  some  southern  lumber  mills  are  already 

png  logs  by  weight,  tree  farmers  who  have 
In  used  to  thinking  in  terms  of  board  feet 
It  soon  be  dealing  with  weight.  The  charts 

ited  here  will  help  them  visualize  volume- 
ght  relationships.  The  charts  are  based  on 

rise  measurement  of  203  loblolly  and  short- 
saw  logs  from  north  Louisiana  and  south 

t:ansas.  The  logs  ranged  from  6  to  22  inches 
op  diameter  inside  bark,  from  12  to  20  feet 

length,  and  from  200  to  3,400  pounds  in 

ight.    About  one-third  were  butt  cuts. 

igure  9  shows  average  weights  for  rough 

LOG    *ElGHT  » 

D- Scaling    diameter  in  inches 
L  =  Log  length  in  feet 

2.000 

i.ooo  a 

400 

3  10  12  14  16 

SCALING    DIAMETER    (INCHES) 

logs  of  varying  diameter  and  length.  Values 

for  other  lengths  may  be  interpolated  or  cal- 
culated from  the  formula  in  the  upper  left 

corner. 

Figure  10  can  be  used  to  estimate  the  weights 

of    16-foot    logs.     It   provides    values    for    logs 

i.o 

2,000 

400 

50  100  150  200 
VOLUME    (BOARD   FEET ) 

;"-,f) 

|re   9. — Log   weights    by   scaling   diarneter   and 
length. 

Figure  10. — Log  iceights  by  scaled  volume. 

scaled  by  the  International  J  4-inch,  Scribner, 
and  Doyle  rules.  It  assumes  that  log  diameter 
is  measured  inside  bark  at  the  small  end,  as 

specified  in  the  rules.  In  the  South,  where  the 
Doyle  rule  is  customary,  scaling  practice  will 
generally  differ.  One  or  two  bark  thicknesses 

are  frequently  included  in  top  diameter,  meas- 
urements may  all  be  rounded  up  or  down  to 

the  nearest  inch,  and  logs  less  than  8  inches 

are  often  given  a  board-foot  volume  equal  to 
their  length  in  feet.  Precise  conversions  be- 

tween weight  and  volume  depend  on  knowl- 
edge of  local  scaling  practice. 

Additional  conversion  aids  and  advice  are 

provided  in  the  Forest  Farmer.  September 

1960,  pages  8  and  9. 
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Pulpwood  Prices 

Growers  and  producers  of  pulpwood  in  the 
Midsouth  shared  more  than  150  million  dollars 

in  1959  as  the  harvest  reached  a  new  high. 

Total  payments  for  delivered  bolts  were  14 
million  dollars  greater  than  in  1958,  though 
prices  per  cord  remained  about  the  same.  These 
estimates  are  based  on  reports  from  firms 

whose  wood  receipts  comprised  nearly  80  per- 
cent of  total  receipts  by  all  mills  in  Alabama, 

Arkansas,  Louisiana,  Mississippi,  Oklahoma, 
Tennessee,  and  Texas.  Trends  in  average  bolt 

prices  are  charted  in  figure  11.  The  price  for 
pine  rose  about  $8  per  standard  cord  between 

1937  and  1947,  and  $3  more  between  1950 

1959.  Hardwood  prices  have  increased  : 

$3  per  cord  since  1947,  the  earliest  yeai 
which  data  are  available.  Table  3  comf 
1958  and  1959  best  prices. 

Table  3. — Average  rough  bolt  prices  paid  per 
in  the  Midsouth 

\r  ,' 

Trucked    to 

Rail  sidings 

Woodyards 
Mill  yards 

Pine 

1958 
1959 Hardwood 

1958 

15.15 

15.11 

16.17 

Dollars 

15.37 

15.51 
16.46 

12.82 12.57 

13.97 

liH 

12 
12 
13 

■us 

PINE 
Trucked   to. 

WOODYARDS 

HARDWOOD 

ML 

re 

Figure  11. — Trends  of  pulpwood  pjj 

at  various  delivery  ptb\ 

I  k 1937        '39        '41         '43        '45        '47        '49        '51         '53        '55        '57        '59  1947        '49        '51        '53        '55        57        59 
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!hipped  mill  residues,  in  open-market  trans- 
ons  during  1959,  averaged  $6.21  per  ton 
pine  and  $4.97  for  hardwood. 

'hese  price  data,  plus  some  information  on 
nging  wood-delivery  patterns,  were  pub- 
ed  in  Pulpioood  Production.  August  I960, 
e  28. 

th's  Markets  Help  Southern  Pine 

rising  demand  within  the  South  is  enabling 

thern  pine  lumbermen  to  sustain  a  produc- 
i  of  more  than  7  billion  board  feet  annually, 
ilysis  of  recent  lumber  distribution  patterns 

ws  that  since  1953  the  thriving  home  mar- 
has  offset  the  persistent  decline  in  ship- 

its  to  historic  northern  outlets. 

)istribution  patterns  mapped  in  figure  12 
ect  the  drop  in  northern  shipments  and  the 
Sent  importance  of  southern  markets.  The 

p  averages  shipments  for  the  5  years  from 

3  to  1957.  Sizes  of  within-state  shipments 
represented  by  circle  width,  amounts  of 

.veen-state  movement  by  arrow  thickness. 

include  some  true  fir  and  hemlock  lumber. 

Annual  production  of  Douglas-fir  is  usually 
20  percent  more  than  that  of  southern  pine, 
but  only  about  40  percent  is  sold  in  the  East 
and  South  Most  of  this  40  percent  goes  to 
northeastern  and  north-central  areas,  where 
it  outsells  southern  pine  roughly  three  to  one. 

Douglas-fir's  penetration  of  the  southern 
market  has  been  blunted.  While  pine  sales  in 

the  South  have  grown,  shipment  of  Douglas- 
fir  in  1958  and  1959  were  about  the  same  as 

in  1953.  In  their  home  market,  southern  pine 
producers  have  been  more  than  holding  their 
own. 

Reasons  for  these  distribution  changes  are 
given  in  the  Southern  Lumberman,  July  15, 

1960,  pages  26-27. 

o Figure  13. — Distribution  of  lumber  from  Douglas- 
fir  region,  1953-1957. 

gre  12. — Distribution  of  southern  pine   lumber, 
1953-1957. 

fand  large,   55  percent  of  the  pine  cut  is 
ig  used  within  the  State  of  origin.    Much 
le  remainder  goes  to  a  neighboring  State. 

Southern  pine's  strongest  competitor  is 
>i*las-fir.  Figure  13  shows  the  distribution 
imber  from  the  Douglas-fir  region.  The 

rws  for  rail  and  coastwise  shipments  are 
i  he  same  scale  as  for  southern  pine,  and 

Guidelines  for  the  Forest  Investor 

Some  forestry  opportunities  pay  consider- 
ably better  than  others.  The  principles  of 

judging  forest  investments  are  no  different 
from  those  applicable  in  other  businesses.  The 
chief  guide  is  the  foreseeable  rate  of  return. 
To  estimate  this  rate,  a  schedule  of  anticipated 

costs  and  revenues  must  be  made  for  each  al- 
ternative. 

The  need  for  careful  appraisal  and  ranking" 
of  forestry  alternatives  is  illustrated  by  figure 
14,  which  is  based  on  the  assumption  that  the 
prospective  investment  is  to  plant  loblolly  pine 
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STUMPAGE    AT    $7    PER    CORD 
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region  is  site  70  or  80.   These  medium  and 
ter  sites  yield,  respectively,  about  1  and 
cords  per  acre  annually.    Table  4  shows  a) 
schedule  for  obtaining  these  yields. 

Table  4. — Per-acre  thinnings  and  final  harvest 
planted    loblolly    pine,    initial    spu    -«• 6  by  8  feet  ^ 

Cutting  age 

(years) 

Medium 
site 

Good 
site 

"i         r 

MEDIUM    SITE 

5"  < 

15 

20 
25 

30 

Cords 

6 
7 

17 

Cords 

3 
6 
8 

28 

30  40  50   O  10 
LAN0     COST    (DOLLARS) 

Figure  14. — Rates  of  return  from  investments  in 
planting  loblolly  pine.  Land  and 
establishment   costs  are   per  acre. 

for  pulpwood,  somewhere  in  the  loblolly  re- 
gion. Essential  to  the  appraisal  is  an  estimate 

of  how  much  timber  the  soil  and  management 

will   produce.     Roughly    three-fourths    of    the 

Planting  costs  may  be  $5  per  acre  or  le 
the    landowner    can    qualify    for    Agricult 
Conservation    Program    payments;    other 

they  will  range  from  $10  to  $20  per  acre 
pending  on  planting  method,  spacing,  ten 
and   local   wage   rates.     Establishing   pineii 

uplands  dominated  by  inferior  hardwood' '; 
the   most    costly   planting   proposition,   bu 
usually    a    good    investment.     Whatever 

planting  site  may  be,  there  will  be  recurr: 
annual  expenses  for  taxes,  fire  protection,  t 

professional    services — perhaps    75    cents   | 
acre. 

Present  costs  can  be  more  accurately  c 
mated   than   revenues    15   to   30   years   he: 

I 
It  pays  to  plant  open  areas,  but  often  more  money  can  be  made  releasing  natural  seedlings  from 
hardwoods. 

U*> 

1 4. 7^-  •',  I 
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)Wood  stumpage  in  the  future  may  average 

o  $7  per  cord  or  more,  depending  on  loca- 
of  the  tract,  growth  of  forest  industries, 
the  value  of  future  dollars.  Though  the 
uation  here  is  based  on  pulpwood,  the 
er  trees  might  be  sold  for  small  poles  and 
timber  at  higher  prices.    Rates   of   return 
also  vary  with  the  length  of  the  planning 

od — some  investors  may  wish  to  look  ahead 
10  to  20  years,  and  others  more  than  30. 

s  was  pointed  out  in  the  Forest  Farmer  for 

il  1960,  pages  6-7,  the  prospective  investor 
benefit  from  professional  assistance  in 

nining  the  woodlands,  in  planning  manage- 
t,  and  in  obtaining  local  estimates  of  costs 
yields.    Professional  skills  will  also  reduce 
5. 

Drest  investments  will  ordinarily  be  made 

■  a  period  of  years.  For  many  owners,  the 
opportunity  may  lie  not  in  planting  open 

is  but  in  removing  low-grade  hardwood 
ir  from  pine  seedlings.  Others  may  benefit 
t   by   spending   available   funds    for    more 

Woodland  Owner 

ie  Louisiana  Forestry  Commission  has 
?d  the  fourth  edition  of  its  Bulletin  5, 

'est  landownership  in  Louisiana."  Prepared 
ooperation  with  the  Station,  the  bulletin 
ides,  by  parishes,  the  names  and  addresses 
11  woodland  owners  who  held  at  least  500 

s  in  a  ward  during  1959.  The  2,707  listed 
erships  total  9.1  million  acres  or  59  percent 
le  15.3  million  acres  of  woodlands  subject 
xation. 

isearch  on  ownership  of  small  woodlands 

nues  to  show  that  the  higher  an  owner's 
s  and   income,   the   more   likely   he   is   to 
t  in  timber  growing.    Partially  offsetting 

of  owner  assets  is  the  rising  use  of  Agri- 
ral  Conservation  Program   payments   for 
ng  the  costs  of  tree  planting  and  timber 

:jl  improvement.    Of  the  more  than  2  mil- 
rjicres  treated  Southwide  for  these  purposes 
1936  through  1958,  almost  one-fourth  of 
tal  was  accomplished  in  1958  alone.   And 
is  considerable  opportunity  for  further 

increase  in  use  of  ACP  funds  in  timber  grow- ing. 

Small  Forests  Can  Pay 

To  demonstrate  the  benefits  of  management 

to  small-tract  owners,  the  Southern  Forest  Ex- 

periment Station's  research  centers  maintain  a 
number  of  demonstration  forests. 

These  tracts  vary  widely  in  timber  type, 

management  methods,  and  products.  The  vari- 
ations are  the  result  of  a  deliberate  attempt  to 

make  each  study  fit  the  conditions  and  needs 

of  the  territory  it  serves.  The  products  in- 
clude not  only  saw  logs  and  pulpwood  bolts, 

but  also  bourbon  staves,  gum  naval  stores,  and 
redcedar  logs.  On  some  tracts,  annual  timber 
harvests  seem  desirable,  on  others  it  appears 
best  to  cut  at  longer  intervals.  Some  units  are 
as  small  as  15  acres,  but  most  contain  about  40 
acres. 

Principles  applied  to  these  "farm  forties"  are: 
Harvest  part  of  the  growth;  leave  part  to 

build  up  stocking. 

Leave  sound,  vigorous  trees  as  growing 
stock;  cut  to  improve  the  stand  and  the 

spacing  of  the  trees  left. 

Deaden  culls. 

When  necessary,  supplement  natural  re- 
generation by  seeding  or  planting. 

Protect  against  fire,  insects,  and  disease. 

Table  5  (see  next  page)  summarizes  some  of 
the  results.  It  reports  stumpage  returns  only; 

additional  opportunities  may  lie  in  using  farm 
labor  and  equipment  to  get  the  wood  to  the 
yard  or  mill.  Dollar  values  are  assigned  at 
current  market  prices,  but  are  intended  only 
as  a  handy  and  familiar  tool  for  comparison. 

As  the  table  indicates,  the  returns  tend  to 

increase  with  the  length  of  time  the  stands 
have  been  under  management  and  with  the 
original  stocking.  As  the  tracts  can  profitably 
carry  more  and  better  growing  stock  than  they 
now  have,  the  policy  of  cutting  less  than  the 
growth  will  eventually  lead  to  much  greater 
revenues. 
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Publications,  1960 

,LEN,   R.  M. 

CHANGES  IN  ACID  GROWTH  SUBSTANCES  IN  TERM- 
INAL BUDS  OF  LONGLEAF  PINE  SAPLINGS  DURING 

THE     BREAKING     OF     WINTER      DORMANCY.       Physi- 

ologia  Plantarum  13:  555-558,  illus.  1960. 
Greatest  changes  were  an  increase  in  a  pro- 

moter that  chromatographs  similarly  to  indo- 
leacetic  acid  in  isopropanol : ammonia: water 

and  decrease  of  an  inhibitor  found  at  Rf  0.6- 
0.7  with  the  same  solvent. 

POLE  STEPS  FOR  CLIMBING  TREES.   Journal  of 

Forestry  58:563.    July    1960. 
Telephone  pole  steps  are  useful  on  trees  that 
are  climbed  repeatedly  or  are  so  far  from 
roads  that  ladders  must  be  carried  consider- 

able distances. 

and  Scarbrough,  N.  M. 
GROWTH    OF    SLASH    PINE    AND    POND    PINE    ON    WET 

sites.  Southern  Forest  Experiment  Station 
Southern  Forestry  Notes  125.  January  1960. 

Seven  years  after  being  planted  on  wet  sites 

in  southern  Mississippi.  Pinus  elliotti  aver- 
aged 7.2  feet  tall,  as  compared  to  2.0  feet  for 

P.   serotina. 

Issett,  J.  R.,  and  Andrew,  L.  E. 
SOIL    SERIES    CAN    BE    GROUPED    FOR    SPECIAL    USES. 

Southern  Forest  Experiment  Station  Southern 
Forestry  Notes  130.    November  1960. 

On  the  basis  of  topographic  position  and  clay 
content,  soil  series  as  depicted  on  county 
survey  maps  can  be  combined  for  site  index 

classification,  trafficability  estimation,  water- 
shed management,  or  other  purposes  that  do 

not  require  delineation  of  individual  soil 
series.  This  is  an  inference  from  a  study  of 
four  silt  loams  in  Warren  County.  Missis- 
sippi. 

Ul,  R.  H. 
?ine    pitch    moth    in    Mississippi.      Southern 
forest  Experiment   Station   Southern   Forestry 

Notes  130.    November  1960. 

Dioryctria  elarioralis  (Walker),  common  in 
the  southeastern  Atlantic  Coast  States,  has 
been  found  near  Gulf  port. 

Bennett,  Wm.  H. 

FOREST    INSECT    CONDITIONS    IN    LOUISIANA.     1959. 

Insect  Conditions  in  Louisiana,  1959,  pp.  27-31. 
1960.  Entomology  Research  Department,  Lou- 

isiana State  University. 

The  black  turpentine  beetle  continued  to  be 
troublesome,  but  other  bark  beetles  were 
less  destructive  than  usual.  The  red-headed 
pine  sawfly  again  defoliated  plantations  in 
central  parishes,  and  insecticidal  treatment 
became  necessary  in  several  plants.  In  early 

May,  spider  mites  caused  noticeable  brown- 
ing of  pine  foliage  over  several  million  acres 

in  the  northern  parishes,  and  the  forest  tent 
caterpillar  defoliated  thousands  of  acres  of 
bottom-land  hardwoods  west  of  New  Orleans. 

WHAT  S   THE    PITCH    WITH    THE    BLACK    TURPENTINE 

beetle?      Southern     Lumberman     200(2490): 
35-36,  illus.    January  1,  1960. 

Prevention     and     control     of     Dendroctonus 

terebrans — a  popularized  account. 

Bilan,  M.  V. 

ROOT  DEVELOPMENT  OF  LOBLOLLY    PINE  SEEDLINGS 

in  modified  environments.  Stephen  F.  Austin 
State  Col.  Forestry  Dept.  Bui.  4.  31  pp.,  illus. 
1960. 

Where  the  soil  surface  was  shielded  by 
mulch,  shade,  or  sod.  more  than  half  the 

growth  of  roots  was  in  the  uppermost  3-inch 
layer,  and  more  than  70  percent  of  root 

weight  was  in  the  top  6-inch  layer.  Scalping 
the  site  before  seedlings  were  planted  in- 

creased the  total  dry  weight  of  roots  and 
shoots  greatly,  increased  temperature  of  the 
soil  surface,  and  caused  root  systems  to  shift 
downward. 

es  marked  with  an  asterisk  are  available  on  request  to  the  Southern  Forest  Experiment  Station 
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•  Blair,  R.  M. 

DEER  FORAGE  INCREASED  BY  THINNINGS  IN  A  LOU- 

ISIANA loblolly  pine  plantation.  Journal  of 

Wildlife  Management  24:  401-405,  illus.  Octo- 
ber 1960. 

The  plantation  was  thinned  at  ages  20  and 

25  years  to  basal  areas  of  100.  85,  and  70 

square  jeet  of  pine  per  acre.  By  age  29,  hard- 
woods had  developed  in  inverse  relation  to 

pine  stocking  and  correspondingly  limited 

growth  of  understory  vegetation  suitable  for 

deer.  Per-acre  yields  of  palatable  browse 
ranged  from  90  pounds  under  light  thinning 
to  137  under  heavy. 

*    and  Langlinais,  M.  J. 

NUTRIA  AND  SWAMP  RABBITS  DAMAGE  BALD- 

CYPRESS  plantings.  Journal  of  Forestry  58: 

388-389,  illus.  May   1960. 

In  some  parts  of  Louisiana,  depredations 
have  been  so  severe  that  planting  has  been 

suspended. 

*  Bongberg.  J.  W.  and  Bennett,  W.  H. 
A    STATUS    REPORT    ON    FOREST    INSECT    CONDITIONS 

in  the  united  states  in  1959.  FAO  Plant  Pro- 

tection Bulletin  9(1):    1-10.    1960. 

Bark  beetles  were  the  most  destructive  spe- 
cies, but  budworms,  loopers,  tussock  moths, 

sawflies.  spittlebugs.  aphids  and  others  were 
damaging  in  many  areas. 

*  Briegleb,  P.  A.  and  McKnight,  J.  S. 

the  place  of  hardwoods  in  forest  manage- 

ment. The  Unit,  No.  83,  pp.  10-11.  March 
1960. 

More  than  a  third  of  southern  forest  land  will 

probably  yield  its  greatest  multiple  benefits 

if  devoted  permanently  to  the  production  of 
hardwoods. 

*  Broadfoot,  W.  M. 
COTTONWOOD      GROWTH      VARIES      WITH      TYPE      OF 

soil.  Mississippi  Farm  Research  23(10):7, 
illus.  October  1960.  Also  as  Information  Sheet 

677,  2pp.,  illus.  Mississippi  Agricultural  Ex- 
periment Station. 

Of  7  cottonwood  plantations  in  the  Delta  area 

of  Mississippi,  the  one  making  best  growth 
was  on  Robinsonville  silt  loam:  trees  were 

43  feet  tall  after  5  years  in  the  field. 

FIELD   GUIDE  FOR   EVALUATING   COTTONWOOD   SITES. 

Southern    Forest    Experiment     Station     Occa- 
sional Paper  178,  6  pp.,  illus,  1960. 

Two  methods  applicable  to  the  Midsouth. 

The  first  provides  a  fast  field  classification 
of  sites  from  determinations  of  soil  texture, 
internal  drainage,  and  inherent  moisture 

condition.  The  second  requires  the  soil  to 

be  identified  by  standard  series  and  phase. 

SOIL  CRACKS  IN  SHARKEY  CLAY  CATCH  RAIN 

Southern  Forest  Experiment  Station  Sc 

Forestry  Notes  126.    March  1960. 

When  dry,  this  soil  can  absorb  4  int 

quick-falling  rain. 

SOIL-WATER  SHORTAGES  AND  A  MEANS  OF  t  JL 

ATING       RESULTING       INFLUENCES       ON       SOI    IE 

hardwoods.  In  Southern  Forest  Soils,  pj  11 

119.  Eighth  Annual  Forestry  Symposium  9; 

Louisiana  State  University.    1960. 

A   means   of  alleviating   water   shortat\  \ 

large  areas  of  slowly  permeable  soils 

impounding   water   from   winter   rains 
poundments  will   not   damage   trees  t 
are  drained  each  spring. 

Burke,  H.  D.,  Krumbach,  A.  W.,  and  Rush 
LABORATORY      TESTS     OF      LIQUID     NITROGEN 

moisture     samplers.      U.  S.     Army     En 

Waterways    Expt.    Station    Misc.    Paper 

29  pp.,  illus.    1960. 
Liquid  nitrogen  was  poured  into  }  I 
probes  thrust  into  the  soil.  As  the  nit  ̂  

boiled  off,  soil  froze  to  the  outside  c  ;tl 

probe.  Reasonably  accurate  samples  e 

obtained  from  soils  whose  moisture  co'.if  m 
ranged  from  about  5  percent  to  well  I 

the  liquid  limit. 

*  Burns,  R.  M. 

COPPER  CARBONATE   BOON  OR  BANE?   U.  S 

partment   of  Agriculture  Tree  Planters' 
40,  pp.  5-6.  February  1960. 

This  rabbit  repellent  should  be  appli 

pine  seedlings  on  the  planting  site,  < 

by  top-dipping  or  spraying.  If  used  i 
nursery,  it  is  likely  to  damage  seec 

when  they  are  in  bales. 

' 

1 

repellents  reduce  rabbit  damage.    Sou 

Forest   Experiment   Station   Southern  For^l 
Notes    129.     September    1960. 

In  north  Mississippi,  repellents  conta 
endrin,  zinc  dithiocarbamate ,  nicotine 

fate,  and  calcium  polysulfide  (lime-su 
have  discouraged  rabbits  from  nipping  n 

planted  loblolly  pines. 

RESPONSE   OF   SELECTED   CONIFEROUS  SEED 

gibberellic  acid.    Southern  Forest  Experi 
Station    Southern    Forest    Research    1 : 

illus.    November  1960.  ' 
At   cojicentrations   of   about    150    millig  < 

per    liter,   gibberellic   acid   significantly 

proved    germination    and    height    growt 
loblolly  pine.    Germination  of  longleaf 

was   not   significantly   affected,    but   the> 

sponse   of   150,   225,   and   300   mg. /liter  i 

progressively    greater.     Effects    on    seed 
eastern  redcedar  were  indeterminate. 

1  No  further  issues  of   Southern  Forest  Research  are  planned  at  this  time. 

.k 
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RTON,    J.  D. 

VIRGINIA  PINE  GROWTH  POTENTIAL  ON  THE  CUM- 
BERLAND plateau.  Southern  Lumberman  200 

(2501)  :  44.    June  15,  1960. 
When  clear  cut  at  age  12  years,  a  stand  on 

poor  soil  in  eastern  Tennessee  contained  25 
MBF  (International  rule),  plus  15  cords  in 

tops  and  small  stems.  The  average  acre  sup- 
ported 233  stems,  with  a  basal  area  of  152 

square  feet. 

   and  Gwinner,  M.  W. 

plateau  pines  weather  ordeal  by  ice.  South- 

ern Lumberman  201(2513)  :  106-108,  illus.  De- 
cember 15,  1960. 

A  severe  ice  storm  struck  the  Cumberland 

Plateau  of  Tennessee  in  March  1960.  Lob- 

lolly plantations  recently  thinned  for  pulp- 
wood,  and  Virginia  pine  more  than  25  years 

old,  were  hardest  hit;  but  most  trees  recov- 
ered by  the  end  of  summer.  In  shortleaf  pine 

only  young  stands  were  damaged,  and  white 

pine  plantations  were  unaffected.  Loblolly 

is  not  native  to  the  region,  and  its  perform- 
ance is  encouraging. 

M PBELL,   R.  S. 

JUSE  OF  FIRE  IN  GRASSLAND  MANAGEMENT.  Pre- 
pared for  FAO  First  Working  Party  on  Pasture 

and  Fodder  Development  in  Tropical  America, 

Maracay,  Venezuela,  October  1960.  10  pp., 
Spanish  summary. 

Ii    Damages  caused  by  wildfire,  uses  of  planned 
fires  and  procedure  for  conducting  them. 

oSADY,   J.  T. 

SOW  RESEARCH  CAN  IMPROVE  THE  FOREST  INDUS- 
TRIES of  Alabama.  Alabama  Forest  Products 

3(3)  :11,  13,  17.  March  1960. 

"The  area  of  needed  research  is  limited  only 
by  our  own  vision  and  the  demand  of  the 

future  competitive  market.  There  is  no  real 
division  between  research  and  industrial 

practice — there  is  only  a  single  continuing 
process  beginning  with  the  discovery  of  basic 
knowledge  and  ending  with  a  useful  product 

in  the  hands  of  a  satisfied  consumer." 

^ustopher,  Joe  F. 
959  SETS   RECORD   FOR   SOUTHERN   PULPWOOD. 

Southern  Forest  Experiment  Station  Southern 

forestry  Notes  129.    September   1960. 
Synopsis  of  report  listed  below  under  Todd 
and  Nichols. 

'ULPWOOD      PRICE      TRENDS      IN      THE      MID-SOUTH. 

'ulpwood   Production  8(8):    28,   illus.   August 
'960. 

Though  production  increased  in  1959  prices 

•■  remained   the   same   as    in   1958:   about    $16 

per  cord  for  pine  and  $13  for  hardwood. 

Open-market  prices  for  chipped  mill  residues 
averaged  $6.21  per  ton  for  pine  and  $4.97 

for  hardwood. 

Crawford,  H.  S. 

EFFECT  OF  AERIAL  2,  4,  5-T  SPRAYS  ON  FORAGE 
PRODUCTION  IN  WEST-CENTRAL  ARKANSAS.  Jour- 

nal of  Range  Management  13:  44.  January 
1960. 

Grass  production  increased  during  the  first 

and  second  years  after  scrub  oaks  and  hick- 
ories were  killed.  The  yield  of  forbs  declined 

sharply  in  the  first  year  and  rose  the  second, 

but  much  of  the  increase  teas  in  plants  of 

low  palatability  to  both  cattle  and  deer. 
Volume  of  browse  declined  with  the  death 

of  the  hardwoods,  but  recovered  ivith  the 

development  of  blueberry,  grape,  and  other 

plants  preferred  by  deer. 

SINGLE  AERIAL  SPRAY  WITH  2,  4,  5-T  EFFECTIVE 
ON      HARDWOODS      IN       WEST-CENTRAL      ARKANSAS. 

Arkansas  Farm  Research  9(3):  6,  illus.  May- 
June  1960. 

Dosage  per  acre  ivas  0.5  gallon  of  the  iso- 
octyl  ester,  mixed  with  1  gallon  of  diesel  oil 
and  3.5  gallons  of  water.  In  2  years,  crowns 
were  dead  on  88  percent  of  the  overstory 
trees  that  were  8  to  12  inches  in  d.b.h.,  and 

on  97  percent  of  those  between  3  and  7 

inches.  Basal  sprouting  ivas  negligible  and 

grass  yields  increased.  The  trees  were  black- 
jack oak,  post  oak,  and  hickory. 

Croker,  T.  C,  Jr. 

the  h-c  furrow  seeder.  U.  S.  Department  of 

Agriculture  Tree  Planters'  Notes  43,  pp.  15-16, 
illus.    October   1960. 

This  machine  prepares  a  seedbed  and  sows 

pine  in  one  operation,  ivith  only  a  tractor 

driver  for  a  creiv. 

THIRTEEN  YEARS  OF  MANAGEMENT  ON  THE  ESCAM- 
BIA farm  forestry  forty.  Southern  Forest 

Experiment  Station,  4  pp.   1960. 

Thirty  MBF  of  sawlogs,  82  cords  of  pulp- 
wood,  and  391  poles  have  been  harvested 

from  this  40-acre  longleaf  tract  since  1947, 
along  with  some  other  items.  Total  market 
value  of  the  products  has  been  $4,855. 

*  Derr,  H.  J. 

PREVENTING  STICKER  FAILURES  IN  DIRECT  SEEDING. 

Southern  Forest  Experiment  Station  Southern 

Forestry  Notes   128.    July   1960. 

Precautions  for  handling  the  latex  and  as- 

phalt stickers  commonly  used  to  hold  re- 
pellents to  pine  seed. 
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*  Derr,  H.  J.,  and  Dell,  T.  R. 
WHERE     SHOULD     WE     GET     SLASH     PINE     SEED     FOR 

Louisiana?    Forests  and  People   10(2):   30-31, 
illus.    Second  Quarter,  1960. 

A  plantation  in  central  Louisiana  contains 

slash  pines  from  seed  collected  in  South 

Carolina,  Florida,  and  Georgia,  as  well  as 

from  southern  Mississippi  and  eastern  Louisi- 
ana. At  age  22  years,  trees  from  the  various 

sources  do  not  differ  significantly  in  volume, 

size,  or  amount  of  cankering  from  southern 

fusiform  rust. 

*  ■    and  Enghardt,  Hans. 

IS    GEOGRAPHIC    SEED    SOURCE    OF    SLASH    PINE    IM- 
PORTANT?     Southern    Lumberman    201(2513): 

95-96,  illus.    December  15,  1960. 
See  entry  immediately  above. 

   and  Mann,  W.  F.,  Jr. 

GUIDELINES    FOR    DIRECT-SEEDING    LONGLEAF    PINE. 

Forest  Farmer.  6  parts.  I. — 19(4):  6-7,  15-17; 
11.-19(5):  16-20;  111.-19(6):  28,  30,  32; 

IV.— 19(8)  :  14-16;  V.— 19(9)  :  12-14,  16;  VI.— 

19(10):    14-15,  illus.  Jan.-June,   1960. 
Reprint  of  Occasional  Paper  171,  published 
in  1959  under  the  same  title. 

*  Dumbroff,  E.  B. 
AERIAL  FOLIAGE  SPRAYS  FAIL  TO  ERADICATE   SCRUB 

oaks  on  Florida  sandhills.  Journal  of  Forest- 

ry 58:  397-398.    May  1960. 
While  no  phytocide  controlled  scrub  trees 

to  the  extent  required  for  pine  establish- 

ment, best  results  were  achieved  with  propy- 

lene glycol  butyl  ether  ester  of  2-(2,  4,  5- 
TP)  at  3  pounds  acid  equivalent  per  acre  in 

a  nonphytotoxic  oil-water  carrier.  Grasses, 
which  are  as  detrimental  as  scrub  trees  on 

these  dry  sites,  were  little  affected  by  any 

phytocide. 

Echols,   R.  M. 
effects  of  growing  space  on  wood  specific 

gravity  in  loblolly  pine.  Proceedings,  1959 

Annual  Meeting,  Society  of  American  Forest- 

ers, pp.   140-143,  illus.     1960. 
Trees  were  planted  in  central  Louisiana  at 

square  spacings  of  4,  6,  8,  and  10  feet, 
thinned  to  4  densities  at  age  20  years  and 

remeasured  ten  years  later.  For  all  degrees 

of  thinning,  6-foot  spacings  made  the  great- 
est gain  in  specific  gravity  between  age  20 

and  age  30.  The  8-foot  spacing  produced 
the  most  volume. 

*  Enghardt,  Hans. 
thinning  planted  loblolly  pine.  Forests  and 

People  10(2):  36,  43,  illus.  Second  Quarter, 
1960. 

A  plantation  in  central  Louisiana  was  thinned 

to  various  densities  at  ages  20,  25,  and  30 

years.    Stocking  of  90  to  100  square 
basal  area  per  acre  produced  the  mosi 
wood  or  sawtimber.    For  very  close  sp> 
such  as   4   by   4   feet,   stocking   of  80 

square  feet  appears   best  when  high 
volume  growth  is  the  goal. 

"  Fahnestock,   G.  R.,    and   Johansen,   R.  W. 
will    borate    kill    southern    timber? 

Department  of  Agriculture  Fire  Control 

21(3):  87-93,  illus.    July  1960. 

Both  in  Georgia  and  Louisiana,  sodium 
um  borate  is  toxic  to  pines  when  u: 

the  rates  required  for  fireline   constri 

t 

or-''
 

m 

ot 

i!f
- 

Ferguson,  E.  R.,  Gibbs,  C.  B.,  and  Thatcher 

"cool"  burns  and  pine  mortality.    U.  ' 
partment    of    Agriculture    Fire    Control 

21(1):   27-29,  illus.    January  1960. 

".  .  .  Assessments  of  fire  damage,  for  sc  a 
or  other  purposes,  should  not  be  limi.\\\ 
scorched  crowns  and  trunks,  but  shoul 
include    low    basal   scorch,    particularly  Jo 

lowing    slow,    low-burning    ground    fir\ 
areas   with   heavy    litter   accumulation} 

*  Freese,  Frank. 

testing  accuracy.    Forest  Science  6:   133ft 

June  1960. 

Testing  the  accuracy  of  a  measuremeii 

gainst  an  accepted  standard  calls  for  a  $ 
ment  of  the  accuracy  required,  a  me  ill 

of  the  accuracy  attained,  and  an  objut 

method  of  deciding  whether  attained  o:t 

acy  is  equal  to  required  accuracy.  All 

criteria  are  met  by  the  standard  chi-s<\ 
test.  The  t-test  is  unsuitable  because  it  i 

one  form  of  accuracy,  precision,  to  te:ti 
another  form,  freedom   from   bias. 

*  Gammage,  J.  L.,  and  Maisenhelder.  L.  C. 
refrigeration    prolongs   VIABILITY   OF    CO' 
wood   seed.     U.S.    Department   of   Agricu . 

Tree  Planters'  Notes  43,  pp.  5-6.    October 

At   40°F.   seed   remained   viable   for   3 
weeks;  that  held  at  room  temperature  g< 

inated  poorly  after  1   week. 

*  Gibbs,  C.  B. 

ISO-OCTYL     ESTER     OF     2,     4,     5-T     FOR     HARDT 

control.    Southern  Forest  Experiment  St 

Southern  Forestry  Notes  126.    March  196' 

See  entry  immediately  below. 

ISO-OCTYL   ESTER    OF    2,    4,    5-T   IN   HARDWOOD 

trol.    Weeds  8:  462-463.    July  1960. 

Injections  of  40-pound  solutions  killed  sv< 
gwns  and  oaks  in  east  Texas;  20-pound 
centrations  appeared  suitable  for  oaks  a 

■K. 
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1ANO,    C.  X. 

STRANGLING   AND   GIRDLING   EFFECTS  ON   CONE    PRO- 

DUCTION and  growth  of  loblolly  pine.    Jour- 

nal of  Forestry  58:    897-898,   illus.    November 
1960. 

Cone  production  was  neither  promoted  nor 
hindered.  Diameter  and  height  growth  were 

unimpaired.  The  test  was  on  trees  that  were 
3  to  15  inches  in  d.  b.h.  and  that  showed  no 

sign  of  having  borne  cones  previously. 

^elen,  H.  E. 

SEASONAL     FOLIAGE     APPLICATIONS     OF     2,     4,     5-T 

on  saw-palmetto.  Proceedings,  Thirteenth 

Annual  Meeting  of  the  Southern  Weed  Con- 

ference, pp.   109-112,  illus.     1960. 
Tests  in  the  sandhills  of  northwest  Florida 

indicated,  but  did  not  establish,  that  effec- 

tiveness of  2,  4,  5-T  varies  with  season  of 
application  and  that  3.5  pounds  ahg  in  a 

l-to-9  oil-water  carrier  is  as  effective  as 
higher   concentrations. 

(OSENBAUGH,     L.  R. 

QUANTIFICATION      AND      ESTIMATION       IN       FUTURE 

forest  management.  Proceedings,  1959  An- 
nual Meeting,  Society  of  American  Foresters, 

|pp.  117-121.    1960. 
How  forest  management  of  the  future  may 
overcome  complications  attributable  to 

space,  time,  and  stand  structure;  what  ad- 
vances in  devising  appropriate  scales  and 

instruments  may  be  anticipated;  aiid  how 

the  problem  of  correlating  product-yield 
with  standing  tree  measurements  may  be 

met.  Potential  contributions  of  air  transport, 

high-speed  computers,  electronic  devices,  and 
statistical  theory  are  briefly  outlined. 

loblolly  pine,  under  various  assumptions  as 
to  site  and  stumpage  prices. 

SHOULD  CONTINUITY   DOMINATE   FOREST  INVENTOR- 

IES?   Proceedings  of  Short  Course  in  Continu- 
ous Inventory  Control  in  Forest  Management, 

(University   of   Georgia    Center   for   Continuing 

Education,  May  1959,  pp.  74-83,  illus.   1960. 
Forest     management    objectives    require    at 

least     3     kinds     of     inventory:     permanent 
samples   for    estimates    of   growth    or    trend, 

ephemeral  samples  for  diagnosing  area  needs 

and  priorities,  and  product-outturn  samples 
for    relating    standing    tree    classes    to    end- 
product  quality  or  values.    Permanent  plots 

are  useful  only  for  growth  estimates.    Point- 
sampling   can    be   efficiently    used   for   all   3 

objectives.    Illustrates  shnple  point-sampling 
computations    for    permanent    point-samples 
and  for  cheap  diagnostic  tallies. 

5lTENBERG,     SAM. 
IUIDELINES     FOR     THE     FOREST     INVESTOR.       Forest 

farmer   19(8):    6-7,  illus.    April   1960. 
Rates  of  return  from  investments  in  planting 

   Fassnacht,   D.  L.,   and   Siegel,   W.  C. 
WEIGHT-SCALING       SOUTHERN       PINE       SAW       LOGS. 

Southern  Forest  Experiment  Station  Occasion- 
al Paper  177,  6  pp.,   illus.   1960. 

In  a  study  in  Louisiaiia,  log  to-lumber  pre- 
dictions were  closer  when  based  on  weight 

of  the  logs  than  when  derived  from  values 
of  conventional  log  rules. 

*  Halls,  L.  K.,  and  Crawford,  H.  S.,  Jr. 
DEER-FOREST     HABITAT     RELATIONSHIPS     IN     NORTH 

Arkansas.     Journal    of    Wildlife    Management 

24:   387-395,  illus.    October   1960. 
In  a  favorable  forest  habitat,  deer  herds  first 

increased  rapidly,  then  declined  as  over- 
browsing  curtailed  forage  growth.  Habitat 

was  also  affected  by  the  development  of  the 
timber  stand:  as  trees  increased  iri  size  and 

density  they  excluded  most  of  the  under- 
story,  but  forage  became  more  plentiful  after 
a  timber  harvest. 

Hughes,  R.  H.,  and  Peevy,  F.  A. 
GRAZED    FIREBREAKS    IN    SOUTHERN    FORESTS.     U.  S. 

Department  of  Agriculture  Agriculture  Infor- 
mation Bui.   226,   8  pp.,   illus.     1960. 

Guide  to  the  establishment  and  maintenance 

of  grazed  firebreaks.  These  strips  of  im- 
proved pasture  not  only  aid  hi  fire  protection 

but  also  provide  forage  for  livestock  and 

game. 

   Read,  R.  A.,  and  Crawford,  H.  S.,  Jr. 
FORAGE  AND  GROUND-COVER  CONDITIONS  IN  UN- 

MANAGED  ozark  forests.  Southern  Forest  Ex- 

periment Station  Southern  Forest  Research  1 : 

1-6,  illus.    November   1960. 
Minimal  grazing  and  control  of  fire  from 

1947  to  1957  bettered  ground-cover  condi- 
tions but  did  not  improve  forage  values.  A- 

mount  of  understory  vegetation  fluctuated 

considerably  from  year  to  year,  being  influ- 
enced chiefly  by  distribution  of  rainfall. 

Yield  of  herbaceous  vegetation  in  the  wood- 
lands after  10  years  of  conservative  use  was 

less  than  one-fifth  of  that  on  open  meadow. 

Hare,  R.  C. 
DETECTING      DEAD      CAMBIUM      WITH      A      MOISTURE 

meter.    Journal  of  Forestry  58:   815-817,  illus. 
October  1960. 
Cambium  loses  electrical  conductivity  soon 

after  it  dies.  A  lumber  moisture  meter,  with 
probes  insulated  except  at  the  very  tips,  can 

therefore  be  used  for  rapid  and  non-injurious 

separation  of  living  and  dead  trees  in  re- 
cently burned  stands.  Tests  on  30  southern 

species  showed  that  the  meter  can  also  jneas- 
ure  bark  thickness. 
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*  Harrington,  T.  A. 
direct  seeding  white  pine.  Southern  Forest 
Experiment  Station  Southern  Forestry  Notes 
125.    January  1960. 

In  a  stand  of  low-grade  hardwoods  on  Ten- 
nessee's Cumberland  Plateau,  seed  coated 

with  Arasan-75  and  endrin  produced  2,350 
white  pine  seedlings  per  acre  after  1  growing 
season.  Sowing  was  on  completely  disked 

ground. 

FROST       HEAVING        RUINS       SPOIL-BANK        SEEDING. 

Southern  Forest  Experiment  Station  Southern 
Forestry  Notes  128.    July  1960. 

On  a  1 -year-old  spoil  bank  in  southern  Ten- 
nessee, freezing  and  thawing  of  the  soil  up- 
rooted 94  percent  of  an  initially  successful 

seeding  of  shortleaf  pine. 

immediate  release  pays  off.  Southern  Forest 

Experiment  Station  Southern  Forestry  Notes 
127.   May  1960. 

U nderplanted  shortleaf  pines,  released  from 

low-grade  hardwoods  prior  to  their  first 
growing  season,  grew  twice  as  fast  the  first 
year  and  four  times  as  fast  the  second  as  did 
unreleased  seedlings.  The  study  was  on  the 
Cumberland  Plateau  of  Tennessee. 

stratifying     repellent-treated      pine     seed. 

U.  S.  Department  of  Agriculture  Tree  Planters' 
Notes  42,  p.  5.    June  1960. 

Germinative  capacity  of  loblolly,  shortleaf, 
and  Virginia  pine  may  be  seriously  reduced 

if  the  seed  is  repellent-coated  and  then  strati- 
fied when  fresh.  In  contrast,  cold  storage  for 

a  few  months  may  largely  forestall  damage 

from  later  repellent  treatment  and  stratifica- 
tion. 

   and  Kring,  J.  S. 
time  for  the  tree  injector.  Southern  Lum- 

berman 200(2491):  40,  42,  illus.  January  15, 
1960. 

Man-hours  per  acre  for  injecting  chemicals 
into  unwanted  hardwoods  of  eastern  Tennes- 

see can  be  estimated  by  multiplying  the  sum 
of  the  diameters  to  be  treated  by  0.0023  and 
adding    0.49. 

*  Janssen,  P.  L.,  and  Weiland,  M.  R. 
softwood  distribution  maps  for  the  south. 

Southern  Forest  Experiment  Station  Forest 
Survey  Release  83,   12  pp.,  illus.    1960. 

Relative      concentration     and      approximate 
range  of  11   softwood  species. 

*  Jewell,  F.  F. 
inoculation  of  slash  pine  seedlings  with 

cronartium  fusiforme.  Phytopathology  50: 
48-51,  illus.    January  1960. 

Cotyledonary  seedlings  were  inocu\a\ 
placing  telia-bearing  oak  leaves  over 
and  maintaining  high  humidity  for  72 

One-year-old  seedlings  were  inoculat 

wrapping  the  new  growth  in  telia-b 
oak  leaves  and  maintaining  high  hur 
and  also  by  inserting  telia  into  new 
tissue. 

new  pine  hosts  for  southern  fusiform 

U.  S.  Department  of  Agriculture  Plant  E 
Reporter  44:     673.    August   15,   1960. 

C.    fusiforme    galls   were    confirmed    c 

following     previously     unlisted     pine 
Pinus  nigra  Arnold  P.  cooperi  var.   oi 
Martinez,    P.    pseudostrobus    LindL,    a 
torreyana  Parry.    Caribbean  pine  (cor 
known    as   P.    caribaea    Morelet)    and 
Florida    slash    pine    (P.    elliottii    var. 
Little    &    Dorman)    ivere   also    confirm 
hosts    of    this    rust;    previous    reports 
caribaea  probably  referred  to  United 
slash  pine,  now  correctly  known  as  P 
ottii  Engelm.  var.   elliottii. 

*  Johnson.  R.  L. 
cattle  grazing  in  delta  forests.    Missi 
Farm  Research  23(1):   5,  illus.    January 
Also    as    Information    Sheet    655,    2    pp., 
Mississippi   Agricultural   Experiment   Sta 

If   bottom-land   hardwood   forests   are 
grazed  at  all,  they  should  be  used  on. 
short  periods  in  spring.    Even  then  ex 
caution  should  be  taken  to  ensure  that 

ing    is    light.     Usually    the    meager    ra 
from  the  forage  will  not  justify  the  hi 
to  the  timber. 

*  Johnston,  H.  R. 
SOIL    TREATMENTS    FOR    SUBTERRANEAN    TERR 

Southern  Forest  Experiment  Station  Occa; 
Paper  152  (revised),  6  pp.    1960. 

Either  0.5  percent  aldrin,  0.8  percent  goi 
benzene  hexachloride,  1.0  percent  chlor 
0.5  percent  dieldrin,  0.5  percent  heptai 
or  8.0  percent  DDT  will  give  many  yet 
protection  against  subterranean  termites 
DDT  should  be  applied  in  fuel  oil;  the  o 

in  either  water  emulsions  or  fuel-oil 
tions. 

   and  Osmun,  J.  V. 

n ifi 

good-by   termite   control?     Pest    Contro 

(5):62-63,  illus.    May   1960. 

"There  seems  to  be  a  tendency  on  the  \ 
of  certain  manufacturers,  formulators, 
pest  control  operators  to  gradually  rei 
for  various  reasons,  the  amount  of  chei 
recommended  for  soil  treatment.  This 

short-sighted  policy  that  is  certain  to  r 
in  loss  of  public  confidence  when  treat 

failures  become  common." 

,k 
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NABREW,    R.  G. 

MARKETING  NORTH  MISSISSIPPI  HARDWOOD:  PRIME 

quality  and  specialty  types.  Southern  Forest 

Experiment  Station  and  University  of  Missis- 
sippi, 56  pp.,  illus.    I960. 

The  Memphis  hardwood  market  is  economi- 
cally accessible  by  truck  or  rail  to  timber 

producers  in  the  western  half  of  north  Missis- 
sippi. In  1960,  prime  and  specialty  material 

was  bringing  prices  that  assured  profitable 
marketing  from  distances  of  at  least  100 
miles. 

enigs,  J.  W. 
FOMES   ANNOSUS;    A    BIBLIOGRAPHY    WITH    SUBJECT 

index.     Southern    Forest    Experiment    Station 

Occasional  Paper   181,   35  pp.     1960. 
438  references. 

SHI,  P.  T. 
DEEP     PLANTING     HAS     LITTLE     EFFECT     IN     A     WET 

year.  U.  S.  Department  of  Agriculture  Tree 

Planters'  Notes  40,  p.  7.    February   1960. 
Undersized  slash  and  loblolly  seedlings  were 

planted  in  a  Texas  field  where  Bermuda 

I  grass  and  weeds  competed  heavily  for  mois- 
ture. In  a  dry  season,  deep  planting  might 

have  improved  survival,  but  in  1957  the  only 

differences  were  those  related  to  morpholo- 
gical grade  of  the  planting  stock. 

nard,  R.  M. 

5EADENING   VINES  FAILS  TO  IMPROVE   COTTONWOOD 

growth  Mississippi  Farm  Research  23(5):  3, 

").    May  1960. 
Trees  whose  crowns  were  freed  of  vines 

'    grew  no  faster  than  untreated  trees,  which 
averaged   45   vines   apiece,   some   of  them   3 
inches  in  diameter. 

"REE    INJECTOR    WORKS    ON    BOTTOM-LAND     HARD- 
voods.     Southern    Forest    Experiment    Station 

southern  Forestry  Notes  130.    November  1960. 
It   was   tested   on   bitter   pecan   and   overcup 
oak  in  the  Mississippi  Delta. 

i/mbach,  A.  W.,  and   Bassett,  J.  R. 
AMPLE      VARIATION      IN      A      FALAYA      SILT      LOAM. 

outhern  Forest  Experiment  Station  Southern 

'orest  Research  1:    11-12.    November  1960. 
Data  for  determining  the  number  of  samples 

necessary  for  estimating,  at  various  accura- 
cies, the  means  of  8  physical  properties. 

CONE    RUST    ON    SLASH    PINE    CONTROLLED    BY    FER- 

bam.   Phytopathology  49:  318.   May  1959.    (Ab- 
stract ) . 

Sprays  containing  2  pounds  ferbam  per  1 00 
gallons  of  water  were  effective,  especially 

if  applied  when  the  strobilus  scales  had 

opened  or  just  after  they  had  closed. 

FOMES    ANNOSUS    ROOT    ROT    OF    LOBLOLLY    PINE. 

U.  S.  Department  of  Agriculture  Plant  Disease 
Reporter  44:   423.    June   15,   1960. 

First  known  damage  to  loblolly  was  in  a 

21 -year-old  plantation  in  southern  Missis- 
sippi during  1959.  Later  in  the  same  year, 

the  fungus  was  isolated  from  decayed  roots 

of  mature  loblolly  pines  in  a  natural  stand 

of  central  Alabama. 

*  McClurkin,  D.  C. 

LEGUMES  FAIL  TO  BENEFIT  LOBLOLLY  PINE  PLANT- 

INGS in  north  Mississippi.  U.  S.  Department  of 

Agriculture  Tree  Planters'  Notes  43,  pp.  11-12. 
October  1960. 

The  legumes,  Lespedeza  bicolor,  L.  sericea, 

and  Trifolium  incarnatum,  were  seeded  a- 
mong  newly  planted  pine  seedlings.  Sites 

were  gullied  or  severely  sheet-eroded. 

McKnight,  J.  S.,  and  Maisenhelder  L.  C. 
change  to  quick  trees.    Southern  Lumberman 

201(2511):   30-31,  illus.    November   15,   1960. 
On  suitable  sites  and  with  cultivation  during 

the   first    year,   cottonwood    plantings    make 
remarkable  growth. 

*  McLemore,  B.  F. 

small,  fast-drying  cone  kiln.    Forest  Farmer 

19(13):    10-11,    15,   illus.     September   1960. 

Construction  details  of  a  gas-fired  kiln  that 
will  dry  28  bushels  of  pine  cones  in  48  hours. 

*  McReynolds,  R.  D. 
mortality    of    newly    germinated    southern 

pine   seedlings   following   inundation.     U.  S. 

Department  of  Agriculture  Tree  Planters'  Notes 
43,  pp.  23-25.    October  1960. 

At  ages  of  25  days  from  seed,  most  loblolly 
and  slash  pine  seedlings  survived  20  days  of 

flooding,  but  shortleaf  and  longleaf  died  after 

12  days.  Summer  flooding  was  more  damag- 
ing than  spring  flooding. 

I'lTLE,   P.  C. 

ROWN-SPOT    NEEDLE    BLIGHT    OF    LONGLEAF    PINE. 

|.  S.    Department    of   Agriculture   Forest    Pest 
eaflet  44,  7  pp.,  illus.    1960. 

Hosts,  symptoms,  and  life  history  of  Scirrhia 

acicola,    and    control    by    spraying    or    pre- 
scribed burning. 

*  Maisenhelder,  L.  C. 

COTTONWOOD     PLANTATIONS    FOR     SOUTHERN     BOT- 

TOM lands.    Southern  Forest  Experiment  Sta- 
tion Occasional  Paper  179,  24  pp.,  illus.    1960. 

Instructions  for  establishing  and  cultivating 

cottonwood  plantations,  and  estimated  costs 

and  returns. 
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*  Mann,  W.  F.,  Jr.,  and  Gunter,  E.  R. 
PREDICTING     THE     FATE     OF     FIRE-DAMAGED     PINES. 

Forests    and    People    10(1):    26-27,    43,    illus. 
First  Quarter,   1960. 

Proportion  of  live  crown  with  needle  scorch 

and,  secondly,  the  extent  of  cambium  kill 

at  the  groundline  appeared  to  be  better  indi- 

cators of  mortality  than  height  of  bark  char- 

ring, length  of  live  crown  with  needles  con- 
sumed, presence  of  bark  beetles,  or  pitch 

bleeding.  No  differences  were  noted  be- 
tween loblolly,  shortleaf,  and  slash  pine. 

   and  Gunter,  E.  R. 

THE     ODDS     FOR     A      FIRE-DAMAGED      PINE      TO      DIE. 

Southern  Forest  Experiment  Station  Southern 
Forestry  Notes  126.    March  1960. 

See  entry  immediately  above. 

Maple,  W.  R. 
LOBLOLLY  FOR  THE  ARKANSAS  OZARKS?  Southern 

Forest  Experiment  Station  Southern  Forestry 
Notes  126.    March  1960. 

Vigorous  growth  of  plantations  near  Jasper, 

Arkansas,  indicates  that  loblolly  may  be 

suitable  for  short  rotations,  even  though  it 
is  not  native. 

ROTARY  CUTTER  PREPARES  PINE  SEEDBED  FOR 

NATURAL    REGENERATION    WHILE    CLEARING    BRUSH. 

U.  S.  Department  of  Agriculture  Tree  Planters' 
Notes  40,  pp.  17-19,  illus.  February  1960. 

In  the  Arkansas  Ozarks,  site  treatment  with 

the  brush  cutters  resulted  in  a  better  seedling 

catch,  following  the  bumper  1957  shortleaf 

pine  cone  crop,  than  was  obtained  with  pre- 
scribed burning  or  chemical  control  of  small 

hardwoods. 

*  Mesavage,  Clement,  and  Smith,  W.  S. 
TIMESAVERS         FOR         INSTALLING         DENDROMETER 

bands.    Journal  of  Forestry  58:  396,  illus.    May 
1960. 

Includes  description  of  a  stamp  for  impres- 
sing a  3-inch  scale  on  an  aluminum  band. 

*  Mignery,  A.  L.  and  Yeatman,  H.  C. 
MICE      HINDER      PINE      SEEDING      ON      CUMBERLAND 

plateau.    Southern  Forest  Experiment  Station 

Southern  Forestry  Notes  129.    September  1960. 

In    Tennessee,    a    thiram-endrin    coating    re- 

pelled white-footed  mice  from  seeds  of  lob- 
lolly, Virginia,  and  shortleaf  pine. 

Mitchell,  H.  L.,  and  Wheeler,  P.  R. 

SPECIFIC       GRAVITY   A      MEASURE      OF       INTRINSIC 

wood  quality.  Proceedings,  1959  Annual  Meet- 

ing, Society  of  American  Foresters,  pp.  53-57, 
illus.   1960. 

Relationships   of  specific   gravity   to   age   of 
wood,  species,  and  latitude  and  longitude  of 

the  growing  site  were  investigated  by 

sive  sampling  of  the  major  southei 
species  in  Mississippi. 

Morris,   R.  C. 
CONTROL  OF   COTTONWOOD  INSECTS  WITH  A 

mic  insecticide.    Journal  of  Forestry  5 

illus.    September   1960. 

Before  they  were  planted,  cottonwo< 

tings  were  dipped  in  a  dust  contair 
percent  Thimet.  The  treatment  pr 
the  trees  for  one  year  against  the  twi\ 
and  other  insects,  and  thereby  im 

growth  substantially. 

r; 
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*  Moser,  J.  C. 

the  case  of  the  innocent  ants.  Fore: 

People  10(4):  30-33,  illus.  Fourth  Q 
1960. 

Time  and  money  intended  for  erad 
the  destructive  town  ant  are  son, 

wasted  on  two  relatively  harmless  a 

Pogonomyrmex  comanche  and  Tracl 

mex  septentrionalis. 

*  Namkoong,  Gene. 

female  flowers  on  one-year-old  pitch 
Forest  Science  6:  163,  illus.   June  1960. 

A  new  degree  of  female  flowering  prut 

for  pines. 

Peevy,  F.  A. 

A  COMPARISON  OF  DIFFERENT  PLACEME> 

2,  4,  5-T  ESTER  APPLIED  AS  A  BASAL  SPR^ 
CONTROL       OF       BLACKJACK       OAK.         ProCe( 

Thirteenth    Annual    Meeting    of    the    So 

Weed  Conference,  pp.  200-204.    1960. 

"Data  recorded  in  September  1959  sho- 
the  best  kill  resulted  from  applicatio 

to  the  root  collar  and  sprouting  zone 

base  of  trees." 

CONTROLLING  SOUTHERN  WEED  TREES  WITI 

bicides.    Journal  of  Forestry  58:  708-710 
September  1960. 

Costs  and  methods  of  rising  silvicides  ii 

or  notches,  as  basal  sprays,  with  tree 

tors,  as  foliar  sprays  from  the  ground  < 
and  as  soil  applications. 

SOIL     APPLICATION     OF     CHEMICALS     FOR     CO  I 

OF    SOUTHERN    UPLAND    HARDWOODS.      Forest  I 

People   10(1):    24-25,  37,  illus.    First  Qui 
1960. 

Fenuron  and  monuron  killed  oaks  whe 

plied  in  late  winter  or  spring  at  rates 

to   1.0   gram   of  active   material  per  in 
trunk  diameter.    Fenuron  was  the  mo  i 

fective,  and  its  residue  seemed  less  dam 
to  pines. 
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tnam,  J.  A. 
BASIC     DIFFERENCES     IN     GRADING     HARDWOOD     AND 

softwood  sawtimber.  Proceedings,  1959  An- 
nual Meeting.  Society  of  American  Foresters, 

pp.  57-62,  illus.  1960. 
".  .  .  The  essential  requirements  of  their 
predominant  end-product  uses  lead  to  con- 

trasting criteria  for  and  methods  of  grading 

for  hardwood  and  softwood  timber." 

  Furnival,  G.  M.,  and  McKnight,  J.  S. 

—  and  Rhame,  T.  E. 

management  and  inventory  of  southern 

hardwoods.  U.  S.  Department  of  Agriculture 
Agriculture  Handbook  181,  102  pp.,  illus.  1960. 
The  lower  Mississippi  Valley,  lower  Pied- 

mont, and  southern  Coastal  Plain  from  Vir- 
ginia to  Texas  have  long  been  recognized  by 

the  hardwood  industries  as  the  "southern 

hardwood  territory."  The  moister  parts  of 
this  area  are  better  adapted  to  hardwoods 
than  to  pines,  and  about  45  million  acres 
should  be  managed  for  continued  hardwood 
production.  This  handbook  brings  together 
what  is  known  about  the  management  of 
these  forests  for  timber  production. 

fNOLDS    R.  R.,  and  Rawls,  I.  W. 
I960  cutting  record,  crossett  farm  forestry 

forties.    Southern  Forest  Experiment  Station, 
I  pp.     1960. 

Twenty-third  annual  harvest  from  the  Good 
Forty,   twenty-second  from  the   Poor  Forty. 

V,  Clark . 
■OIL-SITE     RELATIONS     OF     OLD-FIELD     SLASH     PINE 

Plantations  in  Carolina  sandhills.  Journal 

>f  Forestry  58:  704-707,  illus.  September  1960. 
Data  from  127  plots  in  North  and  South  Car- 

"  olina  demonstrated  that  heights  of  slash  plan- 
tations can  be  estimated  from  their  age  and 

two  soil  variables:  depth  to  a  fine-textured 
horizon,  and  thickness  of  the  A     horizon. 

outh's  markets  help  southern  pine.  Southern 
Aimberman  201(2503):  26-27,  illus.  July  15, 
960. 

Recent  distribution  patterns  indicate  that  the 
increasing  home  market  for  southern  pine 
lumber  has  offset  a  continuing  decline  of 
shipments  to  historic  markets  in  the  North. 

In  both  local  and  long-distance  shipments  the 
preference  is  for  trucks  over  railroads. 

Douglas-fir  shipments  into  the  South  have 
been   stabilized   for  several  years. 

L3ELL.  T.  E. 

'hy  gamble  on  pine  seed?  Forests  and  People 
3(3)  :  35,  42,  46-47,  illus.  Third  Quarter,  1960. 

"The  time  has  come  .  .  .  when  steps  must  be 
taken  to  improve  the  quality  of  Louisiana's 
pine  seed,  and  to  put  seed  procurement  on 

the  same  high  level  as  other  forest  practices." 

disk  before  seeding  slash  pine.  Southern 
Forest  Experiment  Station  Southern  Forestry 
Notes   130.    November   1960. 

In  central  Louisiana,  the  cost  of  preparing 

a  seedbed  by  disking  was  offset  by  the  in- 
creased growth  and  survival  of  direct-sown 

slash  pine. 

St.  George,  R.  A.,  Johnston,  H.  R.,  and  Kowal, 
R.  J. 

SUBTERRANEAN   TERMITES,  THEIR   PREVENTION  AND 

control  in  buildings.  U.  S.  Department  of 
Agriculture  Home  and  Garden  Bui.  64,  30  pp., 
illus.     1960. 

Detailed,  illustrated  advice  on  building  prac- 
tices and  chemical  soil  treatments. 

Scheer,  R.  L.,  and  Hodges,  J.  D. 
PLANTED  SAND  PINE   GROWS  WELL  ON  UNPREPARED 

Florida  sandhills.  Southern  Forest  Experi- 
ment Station  Southern  Forest  Research  1 :  7-8, 

illus.    November   1960. 

Sand  pine  grew  well  in  competition  with 
wiregrass  and  small  oaks;  other  species  of 
southern  pines  required  release. 

Shoulders,  Eugene. 
seedbed  density  influences  production  and 
survival  of  loblolly  and  slash  pine  nursery 

stock.  U.  S.  Department  of  Agriculture  Tree 

Planters'  Notes  42,  pp.  19-21.    June  1960. 
Nursery  bed  density  of  40  slash  or  loblolly 
seedlings  per  square  foot  seems  preferable 
to  lower  densities  for  producing  seedlings 

that  are  of  plantable  grade  and  able  to  sur- 
vive the  first  year  in  the  field.  If  the  cri- 

terion is  seedling  size  or  proportion  of  grade 
1   stock,  lower  densities  may  be  desirable. 

SHOULD  PINES  BE  ROOT-PRUNED  IN  NURSERY  BEDS? 

Southern  Forest  Experiment  Station  Southern 
Forestry  Notes  127.    May   1960. 

In  contrast  to  results  elseivhere,  root  pruning 
in  beds  of  the  Stuart  Nursery,  near  Pollock, 

Louisiana,  did  not  check  unwanted  late- 
season  height  growth  of  longleaf,  loblolly, 
and  slash  pine. 

TOWN     ANTS     DAMAGE     SLASH     PINE      PLANTATION. 

Southern  Forest  Experiment  Station  Southern 
Forestry  Notes  125.    January  1960. 

Defoliation  by  Atta  texana  seriously  reduced 
survival  of  newly  planted  pines  in  central 
Louisiana. 

Siegel,  W.  C. 
DELAY     IN     RELEASE     STUNTS     LOBLOLLY     GROWTH. 

Southern  Forest  Experiment  Station  Southern 
Forestry  Notes    128.    July    1960. 

In  central  Mississippi,  13-year-old  natural 
loblolly  pines  that  had  been  released  at  age 
3  years  were  twice  as  tall  as  those  freed  at 
age  8,  but  less  than  half  the  height  of  trees 
that  had  been  planted  in  the  open. 
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*  Siegel,  W.  C. 

FOREST    LANDOWNERSHIP    IN    LOUISIANA.      Bulletin 

5,    Louisiana    Forestry    Commission.     116    pp. 
1960. 

Forest  landownerships  of  500  acres  or  more 

are  listed  by  parish,  with  the  owner's  name 
and  address.  Tracts  of  less  than  500  acres 
are  counted  but  not  listed. 

*    and  Row,  Clark. 
selling  sawlogs  by  the  ton.  Forest  Farmer 

19(13):   8-9,  illus.    September   1960. 

Weights  of  logs  of  various  diameters,  lengths, 
and  volumes,  and  factors  for  estimating 

board-foot  content  of  truckloads  whose 
weight  is  known. 

*  Smith,  J.  L. 
HARDWOOD    REMOVAL    LESSENS    LITTER-HUMUS    IN 

ozarks.  Southern  Forest  Experiment  Station 

Southern  Forest  Research  1:  9-10.  November 
1960. 

Weight  of  the  litter-humus  layer  declined  by 
half  within  a  year  after  hardwoods  in  the 

Arkansas  Ozarks  were  killed  with  2,  4,  5-T 
sprays.  Corresponding  reductions  were  noted 
in  retention  storage  of  moisture,  and  greater 
ones  in  detention  storage. 

MIST      BLOWER      FOR      CONTROLLING      UNDESIRABLE 

hardwoods.    Southern  Lumberman  201(2513)  : 

185-186,  illus.    December  15,  1960. 
Tests  near  Hot  Springs,  Arkansas,  indicated 

that  mist  blowers  will  do  a  good  job  where 

small  hardwoods  are  too  numerous  for  single- 
stem  treatment  or  too  well  protected  by  the 

overstory  for  airplane  spraying. 

— —   —  and  Lawson,  E.  R. 
HERBICIDAL      SPRAYS      DAMAGE       PINE       SEEDLINGS. 

Southern  Forest  Experiment  Station  Southern 

Forestry  Notes  125.    January  1960. 
In  the  Ouachita  Mountains,  foliage  spraying 

with  2,  4,  5-T  to  control  understory  hard- 

woods was  lethal  to  newly  germinated  short- 
leaf  pine  seedlings. 

  and  Lawson,  E.  R. 
LATE     SPRAYS     KILL     HARDWOODS     IN     WET     YEAR. 

Southern  Forest  Experiment  Station  Southern 

Forestry  Notes  125.    January  1960. 

In  the  Ouachitas,  foliage  sprays  of  2,  4,  5-T 
controlled  undesirable  hardwoods  as  effec- 

tively in  the  late  growing  season  as  in  spring, 

provided  that  soil  moisture  remained  ade- 
quate for  tree  growth. 

— Bower,  D.  R.,  and  Lawson,  E.  R. 
SITE     PREPARATION     AIDS     PINE     SEEDING     IN     OUA- 

CHITAS.    Southern    Forest    Experiment    Station 

Southern  Forestry  Notes  129.    September  1960. 

Baring  mineral  soil  by  burning  or  fxirrowing 
consistently  improved  stocking  and  survival 

of  direct-seeded  shortleaf  pine.    Mere  Jjrmt; 
ening  of  hardwoods  was  inadequate  site  f 
aration. 

*  Smith,  L.  F. 

EARLY    GROWTH    OF    SLASH    PINE    ON    UPLAN  | 

wet  sites.    Journal  of  Forestry  58:   72C)j 
illus.    September  1960. 

The  pines  were  in  plantations  in  soutl; 

sissippi,  and  were  3  to  6  years  old 
observations  began.  During  5  years,  li 

growth  was  considerably  greater  on  u%\ 
than  in  bottom  lands.  On  all  sites 

growth  began  between  March  1  and  It', 
year;  it  continued  about  152  days  bui 

90  percent  complete  by  July  1. 

*  Snow,  G.  A. 

SPRAYING     BEFORE     RAINS     IMPORTANT     FOR 

form  rust  control.   U.  S.  Department  off 

culture    Tree    Planters'    Notes    43,    pp. 
October   1960. 

Slash   pine   nursery   seedlings   sprayed 

ferbam  24,  48,  or  72  hours  before  inocux  mi 
developed    less   rust   than   those   sprayu 

minutes    after    inoculation.     Adding    i 

chloride  hexahydrate  to  the  ferbam  impi 
results. 

*  Southern  Forest  Experiment  Station. 
progress  in  sandhills  forestry  and  the 

ahead.    Published  in  cooperation  with  FJ 

Board  of  Forestry.    8  pp.,  illus.    1960. 
Pictorial  review  of  problems,  progres 

needs  of  research  to  re-establish  arid  mo, 

pines  on -the  deep  sands  of  western  FIC' 

IHKAi 

(en  i 

in 

See 

ffi.V 

h 

;:k- 

SOUTHERN    FOREST    PEST    REPORTER. 

Issue  29,  March  15,   1960.  7  pp. 

Issue  30,  June  21,   1960.  7  pp. 

Issue  31,  November  1,  1960.  6  pp. 

Current   reports   on   forest  insects   and 
eases  in  the  Midsouth. 

*  Stearns,  F.  W.,  and  Carlson,  C.  A. 
CORRELATIONS     BETWEEN     SOIL-MOISTURE     D!  I 

TION,      SOLAR      RADIATION,      AND      OTHER      ENV  > 

mental  factors.    Journal  of  Geophysical 

search    65:    3727-3732,    illus.     November    ! 
Measurements    were    made     in    an    u\  \\ 

meadow  on  loessial  soil  near  Vicksburg,  !■'. 
sissippi.   Highest  correlations  of  single  fa 
with  moisture   loss  were   obtained  with 

temperature  and  evaporation-pan  data 
0.79    each),    and    with    solar    radiation 

0.76).     Values    for    air    temperature,   t  , 

pressure   deficit,    humidity,   and    wind 

progressively   lower.    Correlations  until  f 
temperature    or    evaporation-pan    data 
somewhat  improved  by  the  addition  of  (  H 

factors  in  combination.    Highest   correh 

was  obtained  with  a  site-derived  deph 
curve  (r=0.85)  from  the  previous  yem 
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RNITZKE,    H.  S. 

rkansas  forests.  Southern  Forest  Experi- 
ient  Station  Forest  Survey  Release  84,  58  pp., 
lus.  1960. 

Report  of  the  new  Forest  Survey  of  Arkan- 
sas. In  brief,  softwood  growing  stock  has 

increased  31  percent  since  1951.  Hardwood 

has  declined  9  percent.  Forest  acreage  now 
totals  20.8  million:  up  7  percent. 

RKANSAS     FORESTS     REVISITED.       Southern     Lum- 

erman   201(2513):    131-133,   illus.     December 
5,   1960. 

See  entry  immediately  above. 

INFLUENCE  OF  THE  PITCH-EATING  WEEVIL  ON   PINE 
regeneration    in   east    Texas.     Forest   Science 

6:  354-361,  illus.    December  1960. 
Where  overstory  pines  were  cut  within  3 
months  of  the  date  pine  seedlings  were 

planted,  weevil  feeding  resulted  in  heavy 

mortality  of  planted  seedlings;  natural  seed- 
lings of  comparable  size  were  also  attacked. 

Damage  ivas  much  less  on  areas  cut  in  July 

before  being  planted  in  January,  and  negli- 
ble  on  areas  cut  in  April  or  earlier.  Inci- 

dence of  attack  did  not  significantly  vary 

with  the  pine  species  in  the  test — loblolly, 
shortleaf,  and  slash. 

RKANSAS   FOREST   SURVEY   COMPLETED.     Southern 

brest   Experiment   Station   Southern   Forestry 
rotes    130.     November    1960. 

See  entry   under  Forest  Survey   Release   84. 

\nsky,  J.  J. 
ET  PLOWED  GROUND  SETTLE  BEFORE  PLANTING 

ines.  Southern  Forest  Experiment  Station 

outhern  Forestry  Notes  128.  July  1960. 
In  east  Texas,  loblolly  pines  were  planted 

in  mid-January  on  undisturbed  soil,  on  fresh 
furrows,  and  on  ground  deeply  plowed  and 
disked  the  preceding  October.  Fall  rains 

were  light,  and  by  January  the  plowed  sites 

were  drier  than  the  others.  The  dryriess 

probably  reduced  pine  survival. 

mes,  J.  L.,   and  Ursic  S.  J. 

UNOFF     AS     A     FUNCTION     OF     MOISTURE-STORAGE 

apacity.   Journal  of  Geophysical  Research  65: 

51-654,  illus.  February  1960. 
Records  from  small  watersheds  in  northern 

Mississippi  indicate  that  surface  runoff  is 

strongly  correlated  with  storage  opportunity 

in  the  upper  6  inches  of  soil.  A  logarithmic 
expression  ivas  developed  to  describe  these 

relationships.  A  procedure  for  calculating 

antecedent  soil-moisture  storage  over  a 
watershed  is  presented. 

tcher,  R. C. 
ARK      BEETLES     AFFECTING      SOUTHERN      PINES:      A 

EVIEW       OF       CURRENT       KNOWLEDGE.         Southern 

orest    Experiment    Station    Occasional    Paper 
80,  25  pp.    1960. 

Species  characteristics,  environmental  influ- 

ences  on   populations,    predators    and    para- 
sites, controls,  research   needs. 

JUGS   IN    YOUR    PINES?      SUCH    DAMAGE    CAN    BE    EX- 
ensive.    Texas  Forests  and  Texans  1(4):   3-4, 
Jus.    Fourth  Quarter,    1960. 

Symptoms  of  attack  and  procedures  for  con- 
trol. 

TOXICITY    OF    BHC    TO    LOBLOLLY     PINE    SEEDLINGS. 

Journal  of  Economic  Entomology  53:    175-176, 
illus.    February  1960. 

Dipping  both  roots  and  tops  of  planting  stock 

in  1  and  2  percent  BHC  suspensions  reduced 
survival  and  growth  for  2  years.  Dipping 

only  the  tops  avoided  phytotoxic  effects  and 

still  gave  protection  against  pine  reproduc- 
tion weevils. 

Tobiaski,   R.  A.,    Bassett,   J.  R  ,    and    Rush,    E.  S. 
TRAFFICABILITY    PREDICTIONS    IN    TROPICAL    SOILS; 

Puerto  Rico  study.  U.  S.  Army  Engineer 

Waterways  Expt.  Station  Misc.  Paper  4-355, 
Report  2,  110  pp.,  illus.    February  1960. 

Soil-moisture  predictions  based  on  data  col- 
lected at  8  sites  were  reasonably  accurate 

when  applied  to  22  other  sites  in  Puerto 
Rico.  It  ivas  found  that  (a)  Puerto  Rico  soils 

do  not  lose  moisture  as  fast  as  U.  S.  soils, 

and  the  rate  of  loss  seems  to  be  unaffected 

by  season:  (b)  the  average  rate  of  daily 

moisture  depletion  in  the  surface  to  12-inch 
layer  of  Puerto  Rico  soils  is  about  V2  the 

average  summer  rate  and  about  equal  to  the 

spring-autumn  rate  in  humid  climates  of  the 

U.S. 

*  Todd,  A.  S.,  Jr.,  and  Nichols,  Agnes  C. 
1959      PULPWOOD      PRODUCTION      in      THE      SOUTH. 

Southeastern  Forest  Experiment  Station  Forest 

Survey  Release  56,  23  pp.,  illus.    1960. 
Southern  pulpwood  harvest  by  State  and 

county,  size  and  location  of  mills,  number 

of  companies  drawing  wood  from  individual 
counties. 

*  Toole,  E.  R. 

butt  rot  of  southern  hardwoods.  U.  S.  De- 
partment of  Agriculture  Forest  Pest  Leaflet 

43,  4  pp.,  illus.    1960. 
Most  infections  occur  through  wounds  in  the 

bark — chiefly  wounds  made  by  fire.  Pre- 

vention of  injury  is  the  most  practical  con- 
trol. 
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♦  Toole,  E.  R. 

DECAY    5    YEARS    AFTER    THINNING    OF    SWEETGUM 

sprout  clumps.  U.  S.  Department  of  Agricul- 

ture Plant  Disease  Reporter  44:  784-788,  illus. 
October  15,   1960. 

The  clumps  were  about  55  years  old.  They 
had  originated  near  groundline,  and  thinning 
the  surplus  stems  caused  no  rot  in  those 
reserved  for  growth.  Stumps  decayed  at 
a  rate  that  was  linearly  related  to  their  dia- 

meter and  to  the  length  to  which  they  had 
split  during  logging. 

root  rot  of  white  oak  in  Arkansas.  U.  S.  De- 

partment of  Agriculture  Plant  Disease  Re- 
porter 44:  783,  illus.    October  15,  1960. 

Corticium  galactinum  (Fr.)  Burt  was  found 
associated  with  a  root  rot  of  Quercus  alba  in 
the  Ozark  Mountains. 

when  to  look  for  hardwood  blight.  Forests 

and  People  10(1)  :  14-15,  48,  illus.  First  Quar- 
ter, 1960. 

In  1952-1956  an  exceptionally  severe  drought 
damaged  or  killed  many  hardwoods  in  the 

Midsouth.  Sweetgums  were  conspicuous  vic- 
tims, especially  those  on  soils  having  a  high 

proportion  of  clay  or  a  high  concentration 
of  soluble  salts.  While  droughts  of  similar 
proportions  may  be  rare,  it  appears  that 

species  other  than  sweetgum  should  be  fav- 
ored on  the  heavier  slackwater  soils  and  on 

most  of  the  rolling  uplands  outside  the  Loes- 
sial  Bluffs. 

  and  Lightle,  P.  C. 

status  of  persimmon  wilt,  1959.  U.  S.  De- 
partment of  Agriculture  Plant  Disease  Reporter 

44:  45,  illus.    January  15,  1960. 
Wilt  was  reported  from  Oklahoma  in  1959, 
but  observations  in  Alabama,  Arkansas, 
Louisiana,  Mississippi,  and  Tennessee  have 
disclosed  no.  recent  evidence  of  it,  even 

where  it  was  formerly  common.  All  infec- 
tions so  far  have  been  on  sites  where  per- 

simmon is  a  scrub  or  weed  tree — the  disease 
has  not  been  found  where  the  species  reaches 
commercial  size. 

Ursic,  S.  J. 
pit  satisfactory  for  storage  of  pine  seed- 

lings. Mississippi  Farm  Research  23(11):  2, 
illus.    November  1960. 

In  north  Mississippi,  baled  loblolly  pine 
planting  stock  has  been  stored  for  6  weeks 
in  earth  pits. 

what's  your  survival?  U.  S.  Department  of 
Agriculture  Tree  Planters'  Notes  40,  pp.  3-4. 
February  1960. 

Techniques  for  sampling  first-year  survival 
of  pine  plantations  at  minimum  cost  and 

effort. 

and  Thames,  J.  L. 
EFFECT  OF  COVER  TYPES  AND  SOILS  ON  RUNC 

northern  Mississippi.    Journal  of  Geoph 

Research  65:   663-667,  illus.    February  1£ 
Surface  runoff  and  peak  flows  were  gr< 
from    abandoned    fields,    intermediate 
depleted  upland  hardwood  forests,  and 
from    20-year-old    loblolly    pine    plantt 
that   had   been  established   on   eroding 
land.    The  pine  cover  has  been  a  highly  I 

tive  flood-abatement  measure. 
,,, 
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*  Verrall,  A.  F. 
condensation  from  air  conditioning.  Sou 

Forest  Experiment   Station   Southern  For' 
Notes  128.    July  1960. 

Formation  of  a  dewpoint  within  wc  ? 
walls  or  floors  occasionally  leads  to 

buckling  or  structural  decay  in  air-c 
tioned  buildings.  Prevention  consistl 
lowering  inside  temperatures  no  more 
is  necessary  for  comfort,  turning  of]t 
conditioner  when  it  is  not  needed,  and 

ing  or  using  a  soil  cover  in  moist  e. 

spaces. 
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PRESERVATIVE       WATER-REPELLENT       TREATMl  m 

FOR     WIRE-BOUND     VENEER     BOXES.       Appendi    ij.jj 
Survey  of  suitability  of  present  design  of 
bound  boxes  for  M2A1  and  M19A1  small 

ammunition  boxes.    Report  R-1564,  Franlj 

Arsenal,  Philadelphia  37,  Pa.,^pp.   15-27, 
1960. 

Ten-second  or  longer  dips  in  water-repti 
preservatives     protect     wire-bound     u< 
boxes  during  outdoor  storage.    As  rotar 
veneers    absorb    excessive    amounts    of 

servative,    long-time    drying   may    be   n 
sary  before  the  boxes  can  be  used. w 

m 
PREVENTING  MOISTURE   PROBLEMS  IN  WOOD  S 

in  the  south.   Forest  Products  Journal  10: 

151,  illus.    March   1960. 
Decay  and  paint  problems  can  be  minin 
by  plannirig  for  ample  roof  overhang,  in 
ling  eaves  gutters,  avoiding  wood  with  \ 
pient  decay,  using  breathing  papers  v 
the  siding,  and  applying  a  water  repel* 
preservative  to  joints 

y. 

hi 

PROLONGING      LIFE      OF      WOOD      SIDING.       Soul 

Forest  Experiment   Station   Southern  For 
Notes  127.    May  1960. 

See   entry   immediately   above. 

THE    DETERIORATION    OF    WOOD    IN    SERVICE. 

ceedings,    Utility    Pole    Conference    for   U  \ 
Treaters,  and  Producers  of  Wood  Poles.   S( 
of    Forestry,    Louisiana    State    University, 
24-28.     1960. 

Decay,  subterranean  termites,  and  mt 
borers  cause  the  greatest  damage  to  i 
in  service. 
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eley,  P.  C,   and  Campbell,  T.  E. 
EDLESS      LONGLEAF      CONES      CAN      MATURE      AND 

■en.      Southern    Forest     Experiment     Station 
mthern  Forestry  Notes  127.    May  1960. 

An    artificially    pollinated    longleaf    flower 

produced  a  cone  with  no  seeds,  cither  filled 
or  empty. 

     ZOBEL,    B.  J.,    GoDDARD,    R.  E., 
Robinson,  H.  F.,  Snyder,  E.  B.,  Evans,  T.  C, 

and  Freese,  Frank. 

inimum  standards  for  progeny-testing 

iuthern  forest  trees  for  seed-certification 
jrposes.  Southern  Forest  Experiment  Station 
r  the  Committee  on  Southern  Forest  Tree 

nprovement,  19  pp.    1960. 

Twenty-one  standards,  with  explanatory 

text,  specifying  the  plant  material,  experi- 

mental design,  field  techniques,  records,  sta- 
tistical analyses,  and  reporting  proposed  by 

a  special  Subcommittee  of  the  Committee  on 
Southern  Forest  Tree  Improvement  as  the 

minimum  basis  for  certifying  genetic  im- 
provement of  forest  tree  seed. 

ELER,   P.  R. 

juthern  forest  regions.  Forest  Farmer  19(7): 

5-31,  illus.    March   1960. 
Acreages  and  characteristics  of  major  types. 

rAKER.  L.  B.,  and  Duvall,  V.  L. 

JMMON-RANGE      TECHNIQUE      IN      SUPPLEMENTAL 

ceding  experiments.  Journal  of  Range  Man- 
cement  13:  263.  September  1960. 

After  30  days  of  training,  cattle  in  various 

experimental  groups  grazed  together  as  a 
herd  on  the  range  but  went  to  separate  pens 

for  protein  rations.  This  procedure  avoids 
variables  in  range  forage,  distributes  bull 

service  randomly,  and  eliminates  separate 
fencing  and  water  development  for  each 

group. 

.iston,  H.  L. 

Illing  hardwoods  with  2,  4,  5-t.    Mississippi 
arm  Research  23(10):    2.    October   1960. 

Frilling  or  machine-girdling  hardwoods 

'without   use   of   2,   4,   5-T    will    release   pine 
seedlings   tliat    are   vigorous   and    at    least   3 
feet  tall.  Where  the  pines  are  smaller,  2.  4, 

i  5-T  should  be  used  in  a  frill  or  girdle.  Frills 

Ij  seem   to    kill   hardwood    crowns    faster   than 
machine  girdles  do. 

Three  plantations,  all  established  before 
1940,  indicate  that  loblolly  can  do  well  hi 
north   Mississippi   and  western   Tennessee. 

*  Woods,  F.  W. 

biological    antagonisms    due    to    phytotoxic 

root  exudates.    Botanical  Review  26:  546-569. 
October-December   1960. 

A   review   of   literature. 

dblolly  moves  north.    Forest  Farmer  19(9): 

.,  18,  illus.    May  1960. 

gibberellic  acid  fails  to  stimulate  growth 
of  longleaf  pine  seedlings.  Southern  Forest 

Experiment  Station  Southern  Forest  Research 
1:    17.    November  1960. 

Concentrations  ranged  from  100  to  1000  ppm 

in  water  or  oil  sprays;  0.5  and  1.0  percent 
GA  in  lanolin  emulsion  was  also  applied  in 
inarm  drops  on  the  terminal   buds. 

Yeatman,  H.  C. 

POPULATION    STUDIES    OF    SEED-EATING    MAMMALS. 

Journal  of  the  Tennessee  Academy  of  Science 

35(1):    32-48,    illus.     January    1960. 

Traps  on  the  Cumberland  Plateau  of  Tennes- 

see captured  the  white-footed  mouse,  Bach- 

man's  shrew,  short-tailed  shrew,  and  lesser 
short-tailed  shrew.  The  last-named  species 

is  a  new  record  for  the  area.  White-footed 

mice  may  be  troublesome  where  direct-seed- 

ing of  pine  is  attempted,  but  seem  to  be  re- 
pelled by  seed  coatings  of  Arasan  and  endrin. 

r  Yocom,  H.  A. 
DROUGHT      SLOWS      TIMBER       GROWTH.         Southern 

Forest   Experiment   Station   Southern   Forestry 

Notes  125.    January  1960. 

Growth  in  a  pine-hardwood  forest  near  Bir- 
mingliam,  Alabama,  was  reduced  at  least 

half  by  the  drought  of  1952-1956. 

*  Zahner,  Robert,  and  Whitmore,  F.  W. 
EARLY  GROWTH,  OF  RADICALLY   THINNED   LOBLOLLY 

pine.    Journal   of   Forestry   58:    628-634,    illus. 

August  1960. 
A  plantation  in  soutlt  Arkansas  was  thinned 
in  1954,  when  the  trees  were  9  years  old. 

Where  all  but  100  crop  trees  per  acre  were 

removed,  diameter  growtli  was  4.3  inches  in 

5  years.  Controls  grew  1.9  inches  w)}en 
thinned  to  85  square  feet  of  basal  area  at 

3-year  intervals.  The  Jieavily  thinned  trees 
made  diameter  growth  into  late  fall  each 

year,  while  the  controls  ceased  by  mid- 
summer, when  they  had  depleied  soil  mois- 

ture.   Height  growth   was  not  stimulated. 
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J  92?  -  J  96?  —  Progress,  Crosscurrents, 

And  Prospects 

Vuring  1961,  the  Southern  Forest  Experi- 

*  merit  Station  completed  its  first  40  years 
service. 

This    span    of    years    brought    tremendous 
anges  to  southern  forests:     the  cutting  out 
the  last  virgin  timber,  reversion  of  poorer 

"inlands  to  tree  growth,  continuing  clearing 
of   the   better   lands    for 

agriculture,   and  the  es- 
tablishment and  develop- 

ment,   on    the    cutovers 
and     abandoned     farms, 

of  second-growth  stands 
that   are   now   being   in- 

creasingly utilized  for  a 

variety  of  industrial  pro- 
ducts. 

Particularly  since 
World  War  II,  forestry 
for  timber  production 

its  moved  ahead  vigorously  in  the  South  to 
i3S  a  critical  initial  period  in  the  transition 
:>m  wild  to  managed  stands.  A  good  many 
ndowners,  mostly  large  but  some  small,  have 
irned  that  efforts  to  rebuild  the  forest  can 

» ng  rewarding  profits. 

Research  has  had  an  important  part  in  facili- 
ang  progress  over  the  past  four  decades,  and 
has  laid  the  groundwork  for  greater  advance 
ithe  years  ahead. 

The  Forest  Survey,  by  providing  basic  infor- 
rition  on  the  forest  resource,  has  guided  the 

1-ibling  of  the  multi-billion-dollar  pulp  and 
)3er  industry  in  the  South  during  the  past  10 

years.  Research-developed  techniques  of  tree 
planting,  of  time-and-money-saving  direct  seed- 

ing, of  weed  plant  control  and  timber  stand  im- 
provement, and  of  efficient  timber  harvesting 

form  the  basis  of  today's  routine  operating  pro- 
cedures among  the  region's  more  progressive 

forest  owners  and  managers. 

Research  in  protecting  forests  and  wood 
products  from  damage  is  daily  saving  timber 

and  cutting  costs  for  both  producers  and  con- 
sumers. The  fire  danger 

rating  system  provides 

the  systematic  basis, 
used  Southwide,  for  fire 

control  planning.  Studies 

of  atmospheric  condi- 
tions preceding  blow-up 

fires  help  firefighters  an- 
ticipate situations  that 

can  bring  catastrophic 

losses.  Methods  that  re- 
search formulated  for 

making  prescribed  burns 
for  hazard  reduction  and  disease  control  are 

now  applied  effectively  on  hundreds  of  thou- 
sands of  acres  annually  in  the  longleaf-slash 

pine  belt. 

Forest  disease  research  has  greatly  reduced 

the  expense  of  growing  pine  seedlings  for  plant- 
ing; the  ratio  of  benefits  to  costs  is  at  least  4 

to  1.  Research  on  bluestain  led  to  controls  that 

save  the  lumber  industry  tens  of  millions  of 
dollars  every  year. 

Results  of  research  on  chemical  controls  of 

pine  bark  beetles  and  other  insects  are  widely 



applied  in  the  South  with 
large  savings  to  forest 
owners.  In  everyday  use 

are  research-developed 
treatments  that  protect 

buildings  from  termites, 

preventing  hundreds  of 
millions  of  dollars  in 

damages  annually. 

Southern  forest  own- 

ers, industries,  and  com- 
munities have  all  bene- 

fited from  forest  pro- 
ducts research.  For  example,  the  pulp  and 

paper  industry  expanded  in  the  South  only 
after  research  had  solved  the  secrets  of  pulping 

the  southern  pines  and  hardwoods.  And  thanks 
to  research,  the  conversion  of  sawmill  and  ve- 

neer residues  to  pulp  chips  was,  at  last  count, 

adding  more  than  $41  million  annually  to  the 
value  of  our  industrial  wood  supply — and  this 
from  material  formerly  wasted.  Research  is 

the  foundation  of  the  southern  wood  preserva- 
tion industry,  which  treats  60  percent  of  the 

Nation's  poles  and  piling.  Research  on  glues 
and  seasoning  of  wood,  on  strength  and  design 

factors,  was  basic  to  development  of  the  ex- 

panding wood  laminating  and  plywood  indus- 
try. 

The  past  40,  and  particularly  the  past  10 
years,  have  seen  an  upsurge  in  demand  for  such 

products  and  services  of  the  forest  as  recrea- 
tion, habitat  for  wildlife,  well-regulated  sup- 
plies of  pure  water,  and  forage  for  domestic 

livestock.  The  Station's  research  in  the  long- 
leaf-slash  pine  type  has 
shown  how  improved 

management  can  double 
beef  production  on  forest 
ranges  without  serious 
impact  on  timber.  We 
have  learned  how  ero- 

sion and  water  runoff 

from  damaged  water- 
shed lands  can  be  con- 

trolled by  tree  planting 
and  other  revegetation 
methods.  We  have  a 

promising  start  in  wildlife  habitat  research,  but 

the  progress  in  these  fields  is  small  in  compari- 
son with  that  needed,  and  serious  study  in  the 

coordination    of    forest    recreation    with    other 

uses  of  the  forest   has  been   neglected   in   t 
Midsouth. 

As  we  enter  our  fifth  decade,  it  is  evide* 

that  research  in  timber  production  and  fire  p. 
tection  and  application  of  results  of  this 

search  have  paid  big  dividends.  At  year's  ei 
industry  analysts  using  Forest  Survey  data, 
the  Southeastern  and  Southern  Stations  es 

mated  that  the  South's 
timber  inventory  had  in- 

creased from  120  billion 
to  131  billion  cubic  feet 

in  the  past  25  years, 

while  the  harvest  of  tim- 

ber during  the  same  pe- 
riod totaled  147  billion 

cubic  feet. 

This  means  that  the 
South  has  achieved  a  net 

gain  in  inventory  of  11 
billion  cubic  feet  while 

harvesting  147  billion.  But,  as  a  guard  agaii 
complacency,  we  must  remember  that  withk 
the  next  four  decades  we  shall  need  a  timhe 

growing  stock  of  more  than  300  billion  cul^ 
feet.  At  the  rate  of  rebuilding  that  was  il 
chieved  from  1935  to  1960,  we  would  attc ,; 

this  inventory  goal  in  closer  to  four  century 
than  four  decades. 

A  future  need  for  300  billion  cubic  feet  \ 

growing  stock  in  the  southern  forest  is  bas' 
on  the  assumption  that  the  South  will  need  I 
double  its  annual  timber  harvest  by  the  ye ; 
2000. 

During  1961,  U.  S.  con- 
sumption of  paper  and 

softwood  plywood  hit 

new  highs,  both  total  and 

per  capita,  but  some 
other  timber  products 
continued  to  encounter 

marketing  problems. 

Lumber  output  declined 
to  the  lowest  total  in  the 

past  12  years.  Senti- 
ments were  increasingly 

voiced  that  continuation 
of  such  a  trend  could  obviate  the  need  for  t 

level  of  timber  inventory  and  growth  go 

recently   projected,    and    that   future    mark 



iresent  opportunities — not  guarantees — to 
won  by  efficient  manufacturers  and  merch- 
iisers  of  superior  products.  In  response,  the 

fiber  industry  started  its  most  intensive  pro- 
im  of  sales  promotion  during  1961.  Too,  the 
i  in  plywood  consumption  sharpened  the 
erest  of  southern  lumbermen  in  possibilities 

of  developing  a  southern 

pine  plywood  industry. 
Pressures  for  accelerated 

research  in  forest  pro- 
ducts utilization  and 

marketing  were  never 

greater,  and  at  year's 
end  the  outlook  was  good 
for  strengthening  this 
work  during  1962.  Long 
before  the  next  40  years 
roll  around,  we  shall 
know  whether  these  and 

lilar  efforts  were  adequate  to  rebuild  profit- 
e  timber  products  markets. 

rhere  is  accumulating  pressure,  too,  for  a 

pped-up  Forest  Survey  to  identify  more 
ckly  the  best  opportunities  for  industrial 
)ansion.  The  situation  in  Louisiana,  where 

timber  growth-drain  relationship  is  among 
most  favorable  in  the  South,  is  particularly 

cresting.  While  pine  lumber  output  declined 
le  16  percent  Southwide  from  1953  through 

10,  that  in  Louisiana  actually  increased  26 
cent.    Obviously  an  adequate  timber  supply 

is  a  first  essential  in  building  markets  for  wood 

products. 

Recognizing  the  accelerating  demands  for 
the  results  of  research,  the  Congress  provided 

during  19G1  for  much-needed  strengthening  in 

some  of  the  Southern  Station's  programs,  in- 
cluding those  in  insects  and  disease  control, 

forest  watershed  management,  wildlife  habitat 
research,  and  genetics.  A  new  project  in  the 
previously  neglected  field  of  forest  engineering 
research  was  established  in  Alabama  in  coop- 

eration with  Auburn  University.  The  object 

is  to  apply  engineering  research  techniques  and 
mechanization  to  increase  the  efficiency  of 

systems  for  forest  establishment,  multiple-use 
management,  protection,  and  harvesting. 

Highlights  of  the  year's 
activities  and  accom- 

plishments are  given  in 
the  pages  that  follow. 
Research  in  genetics, 

firmed  up  by  establish- 
ment of  the  Southern  In- 

stitute of  Forest  Genet- 

ics 7  years  ago,  has  de- 
veloped enough  to  war- 

rant a  special  progress 

report  in  the  next  sec- tion. 

We  shall  appreciate  any  questions  or  sugges- 
tions you  may  have  on  any  of  the  work. 
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"Father  Abrahavi,"  a  lov  )<J 
pine  at  the  Alexandria  Res  <;■ 
Center.  It  was  discovered  d  (g, 
1938  in  an  abandoned  Ion M 

pine  nursery  in  which  all 
seedlings  liad  been  practi  ?m 
defoliated  by  brown  spot.  I  i 
transplanted  to  an  experirarm 
area,  where  it  has  remainet  j| 
ease-jree  ever  since.  Its  > 
geny,  botli  control-  and  i  J. 
pollinated,  exhibit  superior  & 
sistance  to  the  disease. 
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FOREST  GENETICS 

Seven  years  ago  the  Station's  tree  improve- 
ent  research  was  materially  strengthened  by 
le  conversion  of  the  Gulfcoast  Research  Cen- 
r  at  Gulfport,  Mississippi,  into  the  Southern 
istitute  of  Forest  Genetics.  Since  then — al- 
lough  most  of  the  other  centers,  3  cooperating 

^rporations  and  universities,  and  the  New  Or- 
lans  staff  are  all  conducting  related  studies 

j  forest  genetics — the  research  at  the  Institute 

as  been  the  heart  and  core  of  the  Station's 
^netics  program. 

I  In  December  1960  the  Institute  moved  into 
le  new  laboratory-office  building  it  shares 
ath  the  Forest  Disease  and  Forest  Insect  Lab- 

fatories.  The  move  made  possible  types  of 

ork  that  had  not  been  feasible  in  former  quar- 
rs.  In  1961  additional  funds  and  new  person- 

al were  provided  for  such  work. 

Among  other  new  undertakings,  the  Insti- 
te,  in   1961,  was  assigned   specific   responsi- 

bility for  the  Forest  Service's  research  in  the 
methodology  of  population,  quantitative,  or 

statistical  genetics,  and  in  tree  breeding  tech- 
niques and  reproductive  processes  in  hard- 
woods. Solutions  of  these  2  basic  problems 

will  be  of  nationwide  and  indeed  of  worldwide 

applicability. 

During  the  past  summer  and  fall  the  Insti- 

tute's current  regional  and  local  research  has 
been  reviewed,  expanded,  and  accelerated. 

These  events  have  made  it  opportune  to  sum- 
marize the  progress  of  the  Institute  since  its 

establishment  on  August   29,   1954. 

The  Institute's  professional  staff  has  in- 
creased from  three  to  eight,  of  whom  six  hold 

the  Ph.  D.  degree.  There  is  a  supporting  staff 
of  20  research  technicians,  aids,  and  clerks. 

Greenhouse  space  is  being  added  to  the  excel- 
lent laboratory,  outplanting,  and  other  facili- 

ties already  available. 

Until  this  year,  the  Institute's  research  has 

ie  added  equipment  and  better 
irking  space  in  the  Southern 

Istitute's  new  laboratory -office 
l.ilding  at  Gulfport  have  per- 

mitted the  initiation  of  several 
|  pes  of  research  not  possible  in 
\rmer  quarters.  This  is  a  cor- 
'  r  of  one  of  the  physiology  lab- 
qatories. 
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A  few  of  the  100,000  | 
in  the  progeny  tests  es 
lished  by  the  Southern 
stitute  through  1960-1 
These  longleaf  pine  s 

lings  in  the  diallel-c 
study  are  2  years  in  p 
tation  and  3  from  seedi 

been  concentrated  on  the  southern  pines.  Much 
of  it  has  involved  controlled  breeding,  and  the 
number  of  pollination  bags  installed  therefore 

affords  a  rough  measure  of  progress.  Up  to 

and  including  the  1960  breeding  season,  the 

staff  had  made  controlled  pollinations  in  5,300 

bags.    In   1961   they  completed  pollinations 
4,115  more. 

The  genetic  material  established  in  plai 

tions,  most  of  it  from  1956-1957  onward,  sht 

the  scope  and  balance  of  the  Institute's  , search   in   more   detail.     Table    1    itemizes 

Table  1. — Trees  planted  at  Southern  Institute  of  Forest  Genetics  through  1960-1961  season 

iiy 

:■, 

i 

h 

Type  of  study 
Recorded   details   of 
individual-seedling  parentage 

Seedlings 

planted 

Provenance  (racial 
variation)  tests 

Crosses  within  species 
of  southern  pines 

Crosses  between  different 

species  of  southern  pines 

Mutagenic  treatments 
(irradiation,  aging)  of 
southern  pine  seed 

Physiology  of  individual 
southern  pines 

Non-native  pines 

Effects  of  environment 

on  southern  pines  (as 
necessary  prelude  to 
measuring  genetic  influences 

Miscellaneous,  including 
grafting  techniques  and 
reaction  to  insects 

Total,  all  studies 

Geographic  origin;  in  some  instances, 
local  site  or  female  parent 

Female  parent  or  both  parents 

Female  parent  or  both  parents 

Geographic  origin  only 

Geographic  origin 

Geographic  origin 

Geographic  origin;  usually  also 
specific  gravity  of  wood  of 
female  parent 

Geographic  origin;  in  some  instances, 
female  parent 

Number 

36,086 

34,456 

8,611 

2,188 

355 

700 

20,280 

tal 

lino 

2,313 

104,989 
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llings  planted  on  the  Harrison  Experimen- 
Forest  and  on  nearby  national  forest  sites. 

total  through  the  1960-1961   planting  sea- 
exceeds  100,000  trees. 

s  the  Institute  has  grown  and  some  of  its 

rt-time  studies  have  been  completed,  publi- 

on  by  its  resident  staff  has  increased,  grad- 
y  at  first,  then  more  rapidly.  Numbers  of 
lications  by  years  have  been : 

1955 (i 1958 (i 

1956 5 1959 8 

1957 7 

1961  13 

1960 

10 

1  many  cases  the  Institute  has  had  to  evolve, 

;fy,  or  adapt  research  techniques  as  a  pre- 
2  to  its  main  investigations.  A  majority  of 
first  publications  were  devoted  to  making 
l  techniques  available  to  other  workers. 
y  covered  a  wide  variety  of  topics.  Some 
It  with  methods  of  sampling  wood  specific 

vity,  measuring  fiber  length,  and  measuring 

imerwood  percent.  Others  described  im- 
ved  means  of  artificially  inoculating  hybrid 
llings  and  seedlings  of  selected  trees  with 
form  rust,  and  of  diagnosing  rust  infection 
I  before  the  formation  of  the  familiar  galls 
cankers.  Both  extraction  and  storage  of 

?  pollen  for  controlled  breeding  have  been 
itly  improved.  An  objective  means  of 
isuring  branch  angle  has  been  developed 
acilitate  the  selection  of  superior  trees.  Use 

>ine  hypocotyls  in  bio-assay  of  pine  growth 
stances  and  growth  inhibitors  is  an  advance 
r  the  conventional  use  of  wheat  coleoptiles 

supplement  to  paper  chromatography.  All 
;e  developments  have  contributed  directly 
he  main  job  of  breeding  trees  of  improved 
n,  growth  rate,  wood  quality,  and  disease 

ptance. 

Measurements  in  plantations  antedating  the 

itute  have  yielded  information  on  the  ef- 
s  of  geographic  sources  of  seed  upon  disease 
stance  and  wood  specific  gravity. 

few  publications  have  dealt  with  more 
ral  subjects,  such  as  technical  genetics 
linology  and  the  classification  of  world 

mature  on  forest  genetics.  These  have  been 

~opriate  to  the  broader,  more  comprehen- 
'  aspects  of  the  Institute's  work. 

.  shift  is  taking  place  from  publications  on 

c  niques  and  on  empirical  studies  to  publica- 

tions on  the  more  basic  problem  of  the  mechan- 
ism of  inheritance.  The  change  is  being  made 

possible  by  remeasurements,  begun  during 

1961,  in  the  most  advanced  of  the  Institute's 
plantations. 

The  first  major  studies  that  the  Institute 
established,  aside  from  those  essential  to  de- 

velop needed  techniques,  were  designed  to 
estimate  the  heritability  of  various  economic 
and  diagnostic  characters  of  southern  pines, 
and  to  show  the  relative  effectiveness  of  dif- 

ferent  mating   systems.     Economic   characters 

Techniques  for  artificial  inoculation  with 
fusiform  rust  have  been  standardized  to 
the  point  of  insuring  practically  100  per- 

cent infection  of  ordinary  slash  and  lob- 
lolly pine  progenies,  and  appreciable  infec- 

tion even  of  shortleaf  ■  slash  pine  hybrids 
that  are  higlily  resistant  under  field  condi- 

tions. These  techniques  make  possible  the 
early  selection  of  the  most  resistant  hybrids 
and  strains. 

are  those  of  immediate  practical  concern  in 

tree-improvement  action  programs;  stem  form 
and  growth  rate  are  familiar  examples.  Diag- 

nostic characters,  such  as  seed  weight  and 

needle  anatomy,  have  no  direct  effect  on  mone- 
tary returns  from  the  forest,  but  in  many  in- 

stances are  invaluable  in  research  and  essential 

as  guides  to  breeding.  A  variety  of  mating 
systems  can  be  utilized  in  seed  orchards  of 

southern  forest  tree  species,  and  whether  im- 
proved seed  can  be  produced  at  feasible  cost 

may  hinge  on  the  system  chosen.  Few  of  the 
possible  systems  have  been  adequately  tested, 
and  major  effort  has  therefore  been  given  to 

exploring  them. 



Beginning  in  1955,  the  Institute  attacked  the 
problems  of  heritability  estimates  and  of 
mating  systems  in  two  ways:  (  1  )  By  studies 

of  half-sibs  and  of  diallel  crosses  in  longleaf 
pine  and  to  a  lesser  extent  in  slash  pine,  with 
diallel  crosses  of  loblolly  pine  next  on  the 
schedule;  and  (2)  by  extensive  interspecific 
hybridization  of  longleaf,  slash,  loblolly,  and 

shortleaf  pines  and  more  limited  crosses  in- 
volving minor  southern  pine  species.  As  shown 

by  the  second  and  third  entries  in  table  1,  out- 
plantings  to  test  the  progenies  from  these  vari- 

ous studies  already  total  more  than  43,000  trees 
with  one  or  both  parents  individually  recorded. 
Substantial  help  in  the  hybridization  studies 

has  been  received  through  industrial  coopera- 
tion. The  4,000-odd  bags  in  which  the  Institute 

made  controlled  pollinations  in  1961  should 

greatly  increase  the  total  of  pedigreed   trees. 

The  various  studies  just  mentioned  differ 

considerably  in  scope,  immediate  objective,  ini- 
tial cost,  and  time  required  to  yield  results. 

In   general,   deficiencies   of  one   approach   are 

made  good  by  the  strong  points  of  another 
as  to  keep  the  program  as  a  whole  in  bala  . 

The  half-sib  studies  are  "single-parent  ] 

geny  tests,"  in  which  seedlings  are  grown  f 
wind-pollinated  seed  of  suitable  indivic 
trees.  They  can  be  started  the  first  fall 
the  trees  bear  cones,  without  waiting  th 
years  required  to  mature  seed  from  contro 

pollinations.  Use  of  wind-pollinated  seed  st 
the  great  cost  of  controlled  pollination.  Ig) 

ing  male  parentage  greatly  increases  the  n 
ber  of  individual  female  parents  that  can 

progeny-tested  in  a  plantation  of  any  gi 
size.  Results  show  directly  the  general  c 
bining  abilities  of  the  individual  female  pan 

— that  is,  their  relative  ability  to  produce  g 
offspring  regardless  of  the  male  parents  \ 
which  crossed.  This  general  combining  abi 
is,  for  practical  purposes,  the  type  most  des 
in  trees  to  be  grafted  into  seed  orchards 

rounded  by  isolation  strips. 

In  addition  to  evaluating  general  combiri 

ability,  the  half-sib  studies  constitute  a  teS' 
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Pinus   palustr  is P.    palustr  is   X    P.  echinata P.    palustr is    X    P.  elliot  t i  i 

Longleaf  ■  shortleaf  pine  hybrid  (center),  contrasted  with  a  shorter,  unbranched  longleaf  x 
slash  hybrid  (right)  from  the  same  female  parent  tree,  and  with  a  typical  longleaf  seedling,  all 

at  1  year  from  seed.  Tlie  longleaf  ■  slash  hybrid  is  easy  to  make.  It  was  first  achieved  in  1929, 
and  has  been  repeated  by  many  workers  since  1952.  Tlie  longleaf  <  shortleaf  cross  is  extremely 

difficult:  the  one  shown  here  was  made  in  1959  by  an  industry  cooperator,  Hodges  Land  and  Tim- 
ber  Company,   in   western    Louisiana,   after    unsuccessful  attempts  in  5  previous  years. 

■ogeny  selection"  as  contrasted  with  the 
lenotypic  selection  of  parent  trees"  that  has 
iracterized  most  southern  pine  seed  orchard 

igrams  to  date.  They  have  already  brought 
light  a  number  of  longleaf  pines  the  outward 
pearance  of  which  is  unexceptional  but  that 

iduce  progeny  far  better  than  the  average. 

me  diallel-cross  studies,  in  contrast  to  the 
f-sib  studies,  include  all  individual  con- 

lied  crosses  that  can  be  made  among  a  num- 
|  of  trees.  The  controlled  pollination  delays 
planting  of  the  resulting  progenies  by  the 
growing  seasons  required  to  mature  seed. 

It  also  greatly  increases  study  costs.  Maintain- 
ing the  identity  of  each  male  as  well  as  of  each 

female  parent  multiplies  the  number  of  unique 
progenies  and  severely  limits  the  number  of 

female  parents  that  can  be  progeny-tested  in  a 

plantation  of  given  size.  But  the  method  per- 
mits measurement  of  specific  combining  ability 

— the  ability  of  a  given  parent  to  produce 
better  offspring  when  crossed  with  one  rather 
than  with  another  individual  parent  of  the 

opposite  sex — as  well  as  calculation  of  the 

general  combining  ability  shown  by  the  half- 
sib  studies.  It  is,  in  fact,  the  best  method  yet 

devised   for  studying  the  detailed  mechanism 

Fusiform  rust  is  the  most  serious 
disease  of  slash  pine.  Crosses 

between  slash  and  the  suscepti- 
ble loblolly  (left)  are  prone  to 

heavy  infection,  but  crosses  be- 
tween slash  pine  and  the  resist- 

ant shortleaf  (right)  grow  about 

as  fast  and  have  not  become  in- 
fected under  field  conditions. 

These  hybrids  are  5  years  in 

plantation  and  6  from  seed:  tree 

on  left  has  already  matured  a 

crop  of  cones. 

i  T 
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So  long  as  they  were  prolific 
and  accessible,  parent  trees  of 
only  moderately  good  form,  such 
as  the  longleaf  pine  on  the  left, 
were  used  freely  in  the  initial 
studies  of  hybridization.  As  the 
work  progresses,  trees  like  the 
longleaf  on  the  right,  with  super- 

ior height  and  branch  habit,  are 
being  used  increasingly  for  inter- 

specific crosses. 

*********?*'  f i^WMk.; 

of  inheritance,  both  of  economic  and  of  diag- 
nostic characters. 

The  studies  in  hybridization  show  the  rela- 
tive ease  or  difficulty  of  making  various  inter- 

specific crosses  and  the  possibilities  of  improv- 
ing form,  vigor,  disease  resistance,  and  the  like 

by  combining  different  species.  They  also  give 
much  additional  information  on  the  inheritance 
of  individual  economic  characters,  such  as 

stem  form  and  branch  habit.  They  lay  the 
foundation  for  combinations  of  three  or  more 

species,  in  varying  proportions,  within  one  tree. 

A  number  of  such  three-way  hybrids,  sorm 

them  quite  promising,  have  already  been  m;.' together  with  a  few  crosses  that  combine 
four  principal  species  of  southern  pine  in  I 
tree.    Many  hybrids  flower  at  an  earlier 
than  their  parents.    Some  that  resulted  f: 
controlled  pollinations  in  1954  produced  fl: 

ers  and  were  control-pollinated  at  the  Insti' 

in  1961.   Such  early  sexual  maturity  of  hybi ' 
combined  with  other  evidence  from  the  stuc.' 

suggests    the    feasibility    of    repeatedly    b;  i 
crossing    longleaf    X    loblolly    or    longleaf 
slash  hybrids  to  the  longleaf  parent  until  til 

Sonderegger  pine  is  a  longleaf    x    loblolly  hybrid  of  frequent  natural  occurrence,  and  in  appear- 
ance  intermediate    between   the   two   species.     Back-crossing  it  to  the  longleaf  parent  can  produce 

a  seedling  (A)  with  the  stoutness  and  good  form    of   pure    longleaf   (B)    but    with    much    better  ' 
height    growth.     Back-crossing    it    to    the    loblolly   parent   can    produce    a    seedling    (C)    with    the  ' 
growth  rate  of  pure   loblolly   (D)   but   better  form.    These  specimens  are  3  years  in  plantation  and 
4  from  seed. 

m •> 



A  4-log  sweetgum  of  superior  form,  select- 
ed at  the  Stoneville  Research  Center  for 

experimental  breeding. 

obtained  that  differ  from  longleaf  only  in 

ing  the  brown-spot  resistance  and  early 
ght  growth  of  loblolly  or  slash. 

the  assignment  of  responsibility  for  research 

p  hardwood  breeding  techniques  and  repro- 
ctive  processes  greatly  strengthened  the  In- 

ute's  hardwood  tree-improvement  research, 
jliminary  plans  for  which  were  outlined  in 

i  year's  Annual  Report.  The  fundamental 
Uses,  on  controlled-breeding  techniques  and 
Jphanism  of  inheritance  are  being  carried  out 
tor  with  the  help  of,  the  Institute  at  Gulf- 
ct.  The  applied  phases — selection  of  superior 

|;s  and  much  of  the  actual  breeding  and 
tlgeny  testing — are  the  responsibility  of  the 
tbeville  Research  Center,  which  has  recruit- 
h  new  staff  member  for  the  purpose.  Initial 
;  lies  will  be  devoted  to  Cottonwood  ( on 

'- ch  a  good  start  has  already  been  made), 
|  of  the  economically  most  important  oaks 
cerrybark,  Nuttall,  Shumard,  swamp  chest- 
i,  and  willow  ) ,  and  sweetgum. 

p  pine  provenance  tests  the  Institute  sup- 
ljnents  the  Southwide  Pine  Seed  Source 
tidy  with  more  detailed  studies.  Through 
n  nursery  phases  of  various  pollination 

tilies  and  the  nursery  and  planting  phases 
f  arious  hybridization  studies  it  works  close- 

i  I 

ly  with  Hodges  Land  and  Timber  Company, 
Inc.  Together  with  the  Crossett  Research  Cen- 

ter, it  has  collaborated  with  Tulane  University 
in  a  publication  on  mutagenic  treatments  of 

pine  seed.  It  is  starting,  jointly  with  the  Alex- 
andria Research  Center,  an  extensive  study  on 

the  breeding  of  brown-spot-resistant  longleaf 

pine. Among  the  applied  phases  of  the  Institute's 
tree-improvement  research  during  1961  has 
been  assistance  to  the  Southern  Region  of  the 
Forest  Service  in  its  program  of  establishing 
seed  orchards  and  interim  seed  production 
areas.  The  program  involves  every  national 
forest  and  virtually  every  ranger  district  in 
the  Southern  Region  on  which  southern  pines 
are  being,  or  are  expected  to  be,  planted.  The 
Institute,  together  with  the  New  Orleans  office 

and  the  Southeastern  Forest  Experiment  Sta- 
tion, helped  the  Region  prepare  a  handbook 

for  training  national  forest  personnel  in  the 
principles  of  genetics,  the  establishment  of  seed 
production  areas,  and  the  selection  of  plus  trees 
for  seed  orchards.  Institute  and  New  Orleans 

personnel  helped  conduct  three  of  the  five 
training  courses  given  by  the  Region  on  these 
subjects  during  1961. 

In  addition  to  the  main  concentration  of 
effort  at  the  Institute  and  the  maintenance  and 
remeasurement  of  Southwide  Pine  Seed  Source 

Study  plantations  at  the  research  centers,  the 
New  Orleans  office  and  the  Crossett,  Stone- 

ville, Alexandria,  and  Nacogdoches  Centers 
continued  genetics  research  during  1961.  Many 
of  the  studies  directly  supplemented  and  all 

were  coordinated  with  the  Institute's  work. 

At  the  Crossett  Research  Center  one  full- 

time  tree-improvement  research  position  is 
financed  cooperatively  by  The  Crossett  Com- 

pany. Here  applied  seed-orchard  development 
(  plus-tree  selection,  progeny  testing,  and  veg- 

etative propagation )  dominates  several  other 
lines  of  work,  including  provenance  testing, 

hybridization,  mutagenic  treatments,  and  in- 
troduction of  exotics. 

The  center  and  The  Crossett  Company  have 

jointly  made  final  selections  of  114  plus  trees, 
mostly  loblolly  pines.  Progeny  tests  of  81  of 
these  trees  have  been  carried  to  the  stage  of 
controlled  pollinations,  or  further.  In  1961, 

729  control-pollinations  were  made  at  Crossett, 
mainly  for  progeny  tests  of  loblolly  plus  trees. 



A  superior  pine  at  Crossett,  Arkansas,  se- 
lected ]or  breeding  experiments  and  seed- 

orchard  use. 

The  Alexandria  Research  Center  is  main- 

taining promising  brown-spot-resistant  long- 
leaf  pine  breeding  stocks.  Plans  for  the  de- 

velopment and  testing  of  this  material,  jointly 
with  the  Institute,  are  being  formulated. 

The  Nacogdoches  Research  Center  continued 
through  1961  its  cooperative  work  with  the 
Texas  Forest  Service  on  the  development  of 

tip-moth- resistant  strains  of  loblolly  pine. 

In  the  fall  of  1961  Hodges  Land  and  Timber 
Company  collected  large  quantities  of  seed 
from  extensive  new  interspecific  crosses  made 
in  cooperation  with  New  Orleans  personnel 
during  1960;  these  will  be  sown  at  the  Institute 
during  1962  and  1963. 

Analysis   and   publication   of   results   of  1- 
Southwide   Pine   Seed    Source   Study   throuil 

1960-61    constituted    the   main   forest   genet i 

research  effort  of  New  Orleans  personnel  d'  ij 
ing  1961.   The  Southern  Institute  and  the  Aid  I 
andria,   Crossett,   Harrison,   Marianna,   Naccf 
doches,   and   Oxford   Research   Centers   are  ,  ; 

mong  the  many  Federal,  State,  school,  indi 
trial,  and  other  units  that  have  established  ail 

are  maintaining   and   remeasuring   plantaticjj 

of  one  or  more  species  in  connection  with  t'j 
Southwide  Study. 

DETAILED    RESULTS   OF    RESEARCH 

During    1961    the    results    described    bel<  i 

were  obtained  from  the  Station's  forest  gen™ 
ics  research  program  as  a  whole. 

Pollen   Handling 

Four  years  of  experiments  at  the  Southe 
Institute    were    summarized    in    the    form 

guides  for  extracting,  drying,  storing,  and  d 

pensing  southern  pine  pollen.    Extraction  fna 
mature,  plucked  strobili  is  best  in  warm,  circ. 
lating  air  at  20  percent  or  lower  relative  1 
midity;    under   these   conditions   pollen    is 
leased  at   moisture  contents  of   16   percent 

lower,  and  sawfly  larvae  infesting  the  polle 
are  killed.    Strobili   not  quite  mature  enoul 
to  shed  pollen  naturally  can  be  forced  by  pi 

ing  strobili-bearing  twigs  in  water  under  s] 

cified  conditions.    Pollen  stored  for  32  mon'iij 
at  5  to  10  C.  and  at  moisture  contents  mar 

tained  below  16  percent  germinated  up  to  ■ 
percent.     Seed-set   from  pollen   so   stored  v  I 
improved  when  moisture  content  was  kept  1  • 
by  regulating  storage-chamber  humidity  rati? 
than  by  sealing  the  containers.   Details  of  th<  j 
and  other  results  are  in  Occasional  Paper  1  ' 

Refinements  in  Controlled   Pollination 

The  culmination  of  controlled  pollinations^ 

Many,  Louisiana,  in  cooperation  with  Hod; ', 
Land  and  Timber  Company,  Inc.,  in  1958  81 

1959,  followed  by  nursery  testing  of  the  resi  I1 
ing  seed  at  the  Southern  Institute,  proved  i 
strongly  indicated  the  following  facts,  some 
which  had  hitherto  been  in  dispute.   The  inf 
mation    contributes    directly    both    to    genel 
research  and  to  commercial  production  of 

netically  improved  seed. 
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Bagged  flowers  can  mature  into  cones  and 
oduce  viable  seeds  if  pollinated  at  any  stage 

am  2  to  the  very  end  of  5.  Yields  from  pollin- 
ion  at  stages  4  and  5  are  most  certain  and 
>undant,  but  pollination  at  stage  3  or  even 

stage  2  may  repay  the  effort  in  some  circum- 
ances.  The  flower  stages  referred  to  are  those 

eviously  published  in  U.  S.  Department  of 
jriculture  Circular  792,  1948,  and  in  Occa- 
mal  Paper  136,  1954. 

It  is  very  difficult  to  distinguish,  in  practice, 

•tween  flowers  at  the  end  of  stage  5  (  and 
nee  still  receptive )  and  those  that  have 
issed  into  stage  6  and  become  unreceptive. 

hen  avoidance  of  contamination  by  wind- 
rne  pollen  is  imperative,  flowers  must  not 
debagged  until  far  into  or  past  stage  6. 

For  certain  avoidance  of  contamination, 

iwers  must  be  bagged  at  stage  1,  but  when 

Ismail  percentage  of  contamination  is  prefer- 
ile  to  excessive  cost,  flowers  may  be  bagged 
i  stage  2. 

Laboratory  germination  indicates  only  rough- 
ithe  capacity  of  the  pollen  to  effect  fertiliza- 
n,  and  pollen  germinating  as  little  as  65  per- 

mit may  be  well  worth  using  in  attempts  to 
nke  certain  desired  crosses. 

Complete  details  are  included  in  the  Pro- 
: '.dings  of  the  Sixth  Southern  Conference  on 
;rest  Tree  Improvement ,  University  of  Flor- 
(i,  1961. 

:  Id  Grafting  Technique 

At  the  Southern  Institute,  application  of  0.5 

)ind  of  5-10-5  fertilizer  per  established  slash 
)te  understock  plant,  3  months  prior  to  graft- 
i;  slash  pine  scions,  more  than  doubled  the 

imber  of  successful  unions.  A  pine-needle 
rilch  in  addition  to  fertilizer  increased  success 

>tl  further.  Details  are  given  in  the  Journal 

rForestry,  April  1961,  page  294. 

Pi  blem   of   Breeding   for   Rust   Resistance   More 

Sharply  Defined 

^t  the  Southern  Institute,  development  of 
aiform  rust  galls  after  artificial  inoculation 

Dlfive  different  shortleaf  •  slash  pine  crosses 
|J  refuted  previous  indications  that  crossing 
mer  slash  or  loblolly  pine  with  the  rust- 
rustant  shortleaf  would  automatically  insure 

h>rid  progenies  with  a  high  degree  of  resist- 

ance. Apparently  resistance  in  such  interspe- 
cific hybrids  depends  upon  something  more 

than  simple  dominance.  Other  inoculations 
made  at  the  same  time  indicated  that  crossing 

carefully  selected  slash  pines  will  produce  pro- 
genies with  better  than  average  rust  resistance. 

Details  are  given  in  pages  105-3  09  of  the  Pro- 
ceedings of  the  Sixth  Southern  Conference  on 

Forest  Tree  Improvement ,  University  of  Flor- 
ida, 1961;  in  Plant  Disease  Reporter,  August 

1961,  pages  639-640;  and  in  Forest  Farmer, 
October  1961,  pages  15,  26,  and  28. 

Evaluating  Branch  Characters  in  Tree  Selection 

Angle,  diameter,  and  other  characteristics  of 

branches  have  been  given  much  weight  in  nu- 
merical schemes  currently  used  for  rating  trees 

to  be  included  in  seed  orchards.  Ratings  of 
these  characteristics  sometimes  vary  erratically 
through  failure  of  the  worker  to  base  them 
upon  branches  in  the  most  suitable  portion  of 

the  crown.  At  the  Southern  Institute,  measure- 
ment of  all  branches  on  48  longleaf  pines  8  to 

13  inches  d.b.h.  revealed  a  recognizable  zone 
of  two  to  seven  whorls,  part  way  down  the 
crown,  in  which  branch  and  stem  growth  were 

in  equilibrium,  and  in  which  branch  character- 
istics could  be  evaluated  with  maximum  con- 

sistency. Results  of  the  study,  including  cri- 
teria distinguishing  the  critical  zone,  are  in 

Occasional  Paper  184. 

Steps  Toward  Production  of  Mutations  by  X-Rays 

X-raying  seed  is  a  potentially  important 
means  of  producing  informative  and  perhaps 
even  economically  useful  mutations  in  pines, 
and  studies  involving  this  technique  have  been 

in  progress  at  the  Crossett  Research  Center 
and  the  Southern  Institute  since  1952.  Evi- 

dences of  the  mutations  cannot  be  expected  till 

trees  grown  from  X-rayed  seed  have  been 
cross-pollinated  under  control  and  have  given 
rise  to  a  second  generation.  The  studies  have, 

however,  yielded  information  on  the  relative 
tolerances  of  dry,  moist,  and  stratified  seeds 
of  different  species  of  pines  to  various  dosages 

and  types  of  X-rays,  filtered  and  unfiltered. 
This  information  is  essential  to  the  efficient 

extension  of  "mutation  breeding"  through  X- 
radiation.  The  data  have  been  published  in 

Silvae  Genetica,  September-October  1961, 
pages  125-131,  by  the  Southern  Institute  and 
the  Crossett  Research  Center,  jointly  with  the 
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Biophysics   Laboratory   of   Tulane   University, 
which  cooperated  in  treating  the  seed. 

Preliminary  Step  in  Hardwood  Genetics  Research 

The  Stoneville  Research  Center  began  the 

expansion  of  hardwood  tree  improvement  by 

thoroughly  searching  the  literature  for  infor- 
mation essential  to  the  breeding  of  several 

important  southern  species. 

The  species  were  black  cherry,  black  walnut, 

black  willow,  cherrybark  oak,  eastern  cotton- 
wood,  green  ash,  Nuttall  oak,  overcup  oak, 
Shumard  oak,  silver  maple,  swamp  chestnut 

oak,  sweet  pecan,  sweetgum,  sycamore,  water 
oak,  water  tupelo,  white  ash,  white  oak,  willow 

oak,  and  yellow-poplar.  The  characteristics 
itemized  were  species  variation,  chromosome 
number  and  variation,  type  of  flowers,  time  of 

flowering,  natural  pollinating  agents,  time  of 

seed  maturity,  occurrence  of  seed  years,  germ- 
inative  capacity,  natural  hybrids,  artificial 

hybridization,  vegetative  propagation,  and  tree- 
improvement  work  done  or  attempted. 

The  compilation  appears  on  pages  164-178 
of  the  Proceedings  of  the  Sixth  Southern  Con- 

ference on  Forest  Tree  Improvement. 

Selected  and  Introduced  Populus 

At  the  Stoneville  Research  Center,  intro- 
duced Euramerican  hybrid  poplars  have,  with 

one  exception,  proved  inferior  to  native  cotton- 
woods  in  survival  and  growth,  and  none  has 
proved  superior.  Several  locally  selected  clones 
are  making  outstanding  early  growth;  the  best 
for  any  individual  tree  has  been  30  feet  in 
height  and  4.8  inches  in  d.b.h.  in  the  first  2 

years.  Pages  110-115  of  the  Proceedings  of 
the  Sixth  Southern  Conference  on  Forest  Tree 
Improvement  give  details. 

Racial  Variation 

Hereditary  racial  variation  in  seedling  root- 
habits  of  longleaf  pine,  first  suspected  from 
casual  observations  in  a  Florida  nursery  in 
1928,  and  substantiated  to  some  extent  by 
inspections  of  roots  during  the  establishment 
of  the  Southwide  Pine  Seed  Source  Study,  has 
been  confirmed  by  a  study  at  the  Southern 
Institute.  Longleaf  pine  seed  was  collected 

across  the  longleaf  type  in  southern  and  south- 
eastern Georgia  and  around  its  periphery,  and 

in  Alabama,  Mississippi,  and  Louisiana,  nl 
sown  at  the  Southern  Institute.  Analysis  : 
the  numbers  and  lengths  of  the  lateral  re :, 

at  1  year  of  age  showed  that  those  of  the  sel- 
lings of  eastern  Georgia  origin  were  sign 

cantly  more  fibrous.  Details  appear  on  pa  [j 

53-59,  64a  of  the  Proceedings  of  the  Si- 
Southern  Conference  on  Forest  Tree  Impro  :■ 
ment. 

The  Southwide  Pine  Seed  Source  Study,  il 

tiated  by  the  Committee  on  Southern  For: 
Tree    Improvement,    has    already    been    m 
tioned  in  connection  with  overall  Station    j 

netics    research.     During    1961,    New    Orle; 
headquarters    personnel    contributed    to    t 
study  a  summary  and  evaluation  of  397  el 

tronic-computer  analyses  of  variance  of  fii 
year  remeasurements  and  either  fifth-  or  thir 
year  remeasurements    ( depending   on   date 
planting)  of  some  136,000  trees  in  the  108  s 
cessful  plantations  of  this  study.    The  resii 
show    that    significant    variations    in    survi 
and   growth   occur  among   geographic   sour 
of  all  four  principal  southern  pines.   Such  v; 
ations  are  least  marked  in  slash  pine.   They 
most  clearly  and  systematically  distinguisha 
in  loblolly  and  shortleaf  pines,  but  their  1 
distinctive    pattern    in    longleaf   pine    may 
attributable     to     the     irregular    early     hei, 
growth   of   this   species.     Loblolly   pine   vai 
significantly  from  source  to  source  in  susc ; 

tibility  to  fusiform  rust  as  well  as  in  survi ' 
and  growth. 

In  survival  and  growth,  loblolly  and  she  i 

leaf  vary  more  in  a  north-and-south   than 
an  east-and-west  direction,  and  longleaf  vaiu 
as  much  north-and-south  as  east-and-west. 

In  loblolly  and  shortleaf  there  are  hig 
significant  regressions  of  height  over  latitii 

of  seed  source — positive  in  plantations  at 

northern  ends  of  the  species'  ranges,  and  ne ; 
tive  at  the  southern  ends  (figs.  1  and  2). 

other  words,  the  clinal  relationship  is  rev 
sible.  A  markedly  different  clinal  relations  i 

is  evident  in  the  rust-susceptibility  of  loblc  I 
from  the  more  southerly  part  of  its  range; 

significant  regression  of  rust-susceptibi! 
over  longitude  of  seed  source  is  negative, 

gardless  of  plantation  location   (fig.  3). 

Fuller  details  of  these  results,  together  w 

tentative  general  recommendations  concern) 

sources  of  seed  for  forest  planting,  are  gi' |: 
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30        32        34        36        38 
LATITUDE  OF  SEED  SOURCE  (DEGREES  NORTH) 

1. — In  a  northern  plantation  of  the  Soutli- 
wide  Pine  Seed  Source  Study,  average 
fifth-year  heights  of  loblolly  pine  of 
different  provenances  show  a  signifi- 

cant positive  regression  over  the  lati- 
tudes of  the  seed  sources.  In  a  southern 

plantation,  average  heights  of  the  same 
provenances  show  a  significant  nega- 

tive regression   over  the   latitudes. 

30        32        34        36        38 
LATITUDE  OF  SEED  SOURCE  (DEGREES  NORTH) 

ire  2. — In  northern  and  southern  plantations, 
average  third-year  heights  of  shortleaf 
pine  of  different  provenances  show  the 
same  relationships  to  latitudes  of  seed 
sources  as  do  heights  of  loblolly  in 
figure  1. 

80         85         90         95 
LONGITUDE  OF  SEED  SOURCE  (DEGREES  WEST) 

;re  3. — In  marked  contrast  to  the  reversed  slopes 
of  the  curves  in  figures  1  and  2.  rust- 
susceptibility  of  loblolly  pine  slwws 
a  significant  negative  regression  over 
longitude  of  seed  source,  regardless 
of  the  longitude  of  the  test  plantation. 

on  pages  10-24  of  the  Proceedings  oj  the  Sixth 
Southern  Conference  on  Forest  Tree  Improve- 

ment. A  technique  developed  in  Sweden  to 
sharpen  the  picture  of  racial  variation  in  Scotch 

pine,  by  sampling  the  dry-matter-content  per- 
cent of  needles,  was  shown  to  be  inapplicable 

to  loblolly  pine  in  the  Southwide  Study.  As 
noted  in  Forest  Science,  December  1961,  pages 

373-375,  dry  matter  contents  of  samples  from 
planted  loblolly  pines  representing  25  geo- 

graphic sources  throughout  the  species'  range 
were  uncorrelated  with  the  latitudes,  longi- 

tudes, or  climates  of  the  sources. 

Classification  of  Genetics  Literature 

Partly  for  its  own  use  and  partly  in  answer 

to  requests  from  other  agencies  and  individ- 
uals, the  Southern  Institute  made  formally 

authorized  expansions  of  the  genetics  and  cer- 
tain related  headings  in  the  Oxford  Decimal 

Classification  of  forestry  subjects.  These  har- 
monize with,  and  permit  subdivision  of,  the 

classifications  accompanying  Forestry  Ab- 
stracts, issued  by  the  Commonwealth  Forestry 

Bureau.  The  expansions  were  published  on 

pages  167-168  of  Silvae  Genetica,  November- 
December  1960   (appeared  early  in  1961). 

Annotated  Bibliography  of  Genetics  Publications 

As  Occasional  Paper  192,  the  Southern  Sta- 
tion issued,  jointly  with  the  Southeastern 

Forest  Experiment  Station,  a  list  of  all  the 

forest-genetics  and  tree-improvement  publica- 
tions of  the  two  stations  through  December 

1961.  Citations  are  in  alphabetical  order  of 
authors  or  senior  authors.  An  index  of  junior 
authors  is  included.  Each  article  is  briefly 

summarized  or  abstracted,  and  the  issuing  sta- 
tion is  shown.  The  earliest  note  listed  was  re- 

leased in  1927. 

REGENERATION 

Direct  Seeding 

Reliable  techniques  for  direct  seeding  lob- 
lolly pine  have  been  developed  and  perfected 

by  the  Alexandria  Research  Center. 

The  idea  of  sowing  directly  in  the  field  is 

old,  but  putting  it  into  practice  required  find- 
ing repellents  to  protect  seed  from  important 

predators.  The  initial  breakthrough  came  in 
1953,  when  several  chemicals  for  coating  seed 
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proved  highly  successful  in  repelling  birds, 
the  chief  predators  of  longleaf  pine  seed.  This 
discovery  led  to  extensive  seeding  of  longleaf. 
After  that,  research  was  aimed  at  developing 

a  practical  method  of  checking  rodents  and 

insects;  by  1956  enough  tests  had  been  com- 
pleted to  prove  that  the  addition  of  a  com- 
mercial insecticide  to  the  coating  would  guard 

against  these  predators. 

The  validation  of  a  combined  repellent 

marked  the  beginning  of  large-scale  loblolly 
seeding  in  Louisiana.  Since  1957,  about  100,000 
acres  have  been  seeded  successfully  in  the 
State.  While  landowners  in  Louisiana  have 

led  the  way,  almost  every  major  company  in 
the  South  is  now  seeding  operationally  or  on 

a  pilot-plant  scale.  Several  southern  States  are 
expected  to  seed  as  many  acres  as  Louisiana 

will  during  the  winter  of  1961-1962. 

Detailed  research  as  well  as  observations  of 

commercial  projects  are  summarized  in  Occa- 

sional Paper  188,  "Guidelines  for  direct-seeding 

loblolly  pine."  This  comprehensive  paper  gives 
details  of  all  major  steps  from  selection  of  a 
site  to  appraisal  of  stocking.  Each  phase  is 

covered  fully  enough  to  permit  foresters  inex- 
perienced in  seeding  to  plan  and  execute  a 

commercial  operation.  Also  included  are  simple 
methods  that  owners  of  small  tracts  can  use 

to  stratify,  coat,  and  sow  seed.   The  conclui 
sections  give  representative  costs  for  seec: 
by  different  methods,  and  selected  refere 
for  further  reading. 

jai 

Information  on  the  growth  of  direct  seec 

in  recent  years  and  its  use  in  a  specific  la 

scale  operation  in  Louisiana  is  reported  - 

pages  15-18  of  the  1960  Proceedings,  Societ 
American  Foresters  (published  in  1961), 
in  the  Journal  of  Forestry,  February  1 

pages  83-87. 

In   a   study   at   Crossett,   Arkansas,   sub 
gence  for  as  much  as  14  days  had  no  deleteri 

effect  on  germination  of  stratified,  latex-co 
loblolly  pine  seed.    Seeds  that  had  been  st 
fied  in  wet  sand  for  30  days  were  coated  v 
latex,  placed  in  stainless  steel  screen  cont; 
ers,  and  submerged  in  water  4  inches  deep, 
temperatures  ranged  between  57     and  93 
Submergence  was  for  0,   1,  2,  4,  6,  8,   10, 

and  14  days.   The  percent  of  full  seed  germiij 
ting  ranged  from  38  to  51  but  with  no  sigd 
cant    differences    between    treatments.     11 

finding  has  practical  application  in  direct  sea 

ing,    where   treated    seed    may    often    lie  s  ( 
merged  for  many  days  following  heavy  ra  j 

Details  are  in  the  Journal   of  Forestry,  J- 
1961,  page  452. 

Part  of  a  14,000-acre  direct 
seeding  job  in  central  Lou- 

isiana. On  the  area  shown, 
loblolly  seed  was  broadcast 
from  the  air  on  strips 
disked  in  the  grass  rough. 
(Photo  by  Elemore  M.  Mor- 

gan, Sr.,  for  T.  L.  James 
and  Company.) 
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^.  hand-operated  spot-seeding  tool  was  de- 
oped  at  the  Oxford  Research  Center  in  north 
ssissippi.  It  has  a  hollow  aluminum  handle 
;h  a  rake  at  the  lower  end  for  baring  mineral 

I,  and  an  internal  metering  device  for  dis- 

using seed.  It  holds  a  day's  supply  of  seeds, 
est  of  the  tool  and  details  of  its  construction 

described  in  Tree  Planters'  Notes  45,  pages 

S 

,*■ 

■;.v        M 

■'•%»N. 

Direct  seeding  in  spots  is  facilitated  by  this 
new  tool. 

n  unburned  areas  in  the  Ouachita  Moun- 
i  s  of  Arkansas,  planting  resulted  in  better 
liribution  and  more  shortleaf  pines  per  acre 
11  did  direct  seeding.   On  sites  that  had  been 

["scribe-burned,   seeding  yielded   more   trees 
in  planting,  and  with  equally  good  stocking. 

s,  on  the  burned  plots,  direct  seeding  pro- 
d  2,370  seedlings  per  acre  with  77  percent 

Ihe  milacres  stocked  while  planting  resulted 

ij.,065  survivors  plus  300   natural  seedlings 
acre.  Unburned  direct-seeded  plots  had  500 
lings  per  acre  with  43   percent   stocking; 
urned  planted  areas  had  944  survivors  plus 

I  natural  seedlings. 

supplementary  study  showed  that  fires 

bfroy  shortleaf  seed  stored  in  the  duff  from 

ijprevious  year's  seed  crop.  Seed  from  1957 
Bpinated  in  the  spring  of  1959  in  sufficient 
uhtity  to  stock  40   percent   of  the   area   on 

unburned  plots.  An  adjacent  burned  area  had 
a  stocking  of  7  percent.  No  seeds  fell  in  1958. 
These  two  Ouachita  studies  are  reported  in 
Southern  Forestry  Notes  131. 

Growth  ol  Direct-Seeded  Stands 

Trees  from  the  first  loblolly  pine  seeding 
experiment  in  central  Louisiana,  in  1952,  were 
recently  measured  to  provide  information  on 
the  growth  and  development  of  seeded  stands. 

Seed  had  been  sown  both  in  a  light  grass 
rough  and  on  strips  disked  in  the  rough.  After 
9  years,  the  strip  plots  were  stocked  with  3,500 

Disking  for  seedbed  preparation  improves 

height  growth  as  icell  as  survival  of  lob- 
lolly pine.  At  age  9  years,  trees  that  had 

been  seeded  on  a  light  grass  rough  (top) 
were  15.2  feet  tall,  while  those  on  disked 

strips  (bottom)  measured  19.2  feet — nearly 
as  tall  as  pines  that  had  been  planted  9 
years  previously  in   the  rough  . 
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trees  per  acre,  as  compared  to  1,070  from  the 
same  amount  of  seed  sown  on  the  rough.  An 

adjacent  plantation,  made  during  1952  in  the 

rough,  had  882  survivors  out  of  1,200  per  acre. 

Trees  on  the  disked  plots  outgrew  those  in 

the  rough.  The  393  well-spaced  dominants  per 
acre  on  strips  averaged  4.0  feet  taller  and  0.6 
inch  larger  in  diameter  than  350  corresponding 
dominants  on  the  rough.  This  difference  is 

equal  to  more  than  a  year's  growth,  or  easily 
enough  to  repay  the  $2.00  it  cost  to  disk  an  acre. 

Growth  on  disked  strips  over  the  9-year 
period  compared  favorably  with  that  in  the 
plantation.  Dominants  on  the  strips  averaged 
19.2  feet  tall  and  3.5  inches  in  diameter,  while 

414  dominants  per  acre  in  the  planted  stand 
were  20.9  feet  high  and  4.3  inches  d.b.h.  The 
good  growth  of  dominants  in  a  seeded  stand 

having  3,500  stems  per  acre  suggests  that  pre- 
commercial  thinning  would  be  an  unnecessary 
expense.  These  results  are  summarized  from 
Forests  and  People,  Third  Quarter  1961,  pages 

25,  44-45. 

Another  early  study  in  central  Louisiana 
shows  that  disking  before  seeding  also  benefits 
slash  pine.  In  the  dry  growing  season  of  1954, 

first-year  mortality  averaged  93  percent  on  un- 
prepared plots,  as  compared  to  62  percent  on 

disked  strips.  In  1955,  a  wet  year,  mortality 
was  less  than  5  percent  on  disked,  furrowed, 
or  unprepared  seedbeds,  but  losses  over  the 

next  4  years  were  considerably  less  on  pre- 
pared seedbeds.  Growth  also  was  better  on 

the  prepared  sites.  At  age  5  years,  pines  aver- 
aged 8.2  feet  tall  on  the  disked  strips  and  5.4 

feet  on  undisked  plots.  Trees  on  furrowed  plots 
were  intermediate  in  height.  Planted  trees  on 
adjacent  plots  reached  8.6  feet  in  5  years,  or 
only  0.4  foot  more  than  seeded  pines  on  disked 

strips,  despite  a  1-year  difference  in  age  from 
seed.  Additional  information  is  contained  in 

Forests  and  People,  First  Quarter  1961,  pages 
12-13. 

Estimating  Pine  Seed  Yields 

The  Alexandria  Research  Center  has  de- 

veloped formulae  that  predict  yield  of  seeds 
per  cone  for  longleaf,  slash,  and  loblolly  pines. 
Yields  are  estimated  from  the  number  of  full 

seeds  exposed  when  the  cone  is  sliced  in  half 

longitudinally  with  a  special  knife.  The  form- 
ulae are: 

Longleaf  pine  Y 
Slash  pine  Y 
Loblolly  pine  Y 

11.18  +  6.02X 

4.93  +  7.49X 
18.06  +  6.52X 

Y  is  the  total  number  of  sound  seeds  per  coi 
X  the  average  number  of  seeds  per  cone 

posed  in  slicing.   Only  seeds  whose  white  in  • 
iors  are  exposed  by  the  knife  should  be  con 
ed.    Users  of  these  formulae  should  recogr 
that   there   is   considerable    tree-to-tree   va 
tion,  and  that  at  least  two  cones  from  each! 

30  trees  should  be  sampled  to  predict  seed  yi 

of  a  particular  stand. 

ro 

Pounds  of  seed  per  bushel  of  cones  can 
calculated  from  these  formulae  if  local  inii 
mation   is   available   on  number  of   cones 

bushel,   number  of  seeds   per  pound,   and 

covery  of  seeds  from  cones.    Further  infon 

tion  is  contained  in  Southern  Forestry  Nc'., 
134. 

Full  and  Empty  Longleaf  Seed  Are  Distinguish; 

Full  and  empty  seeds  of  most  longleaf  pi 

can  be  separated  with  a  high  degree  of  relia^ 

ity  by  examining  the  hila.  In  this  species 
hilum,  which  marks  where  the  seed  was  | 
tached  to  the  cone  scale,  is  large  enough 
observe  without  a  hand  lens.  It  is  loca 

where  the  wing  is  joined  to  the  seed.  For 
but  a  very  few  longleaf  pine  trees,  seeds  hav 
a  distinct  hilum  are  full,  while  those  wit 
faint  scar  are  empty.  The  accompanying  ] 

ture  shows  the  difference  in  prominence 

hila  on  full  and  empty  seeds  from  a  single  ti : 

Only  seeds  with  wings  or  wing  stubs  i> 
attached  should  be  examined,  as  the  hilun 

obscured  if  the  entire  wing  is  removed.    S 

from  different  trees  should  be  kept  separ;  t 

The  three  longleaf  seed  at  the  top  have  in- 
distinct liila  and  are  empty;  those  at  the 

bottom   bear  distinct  hila  and  are  full. 

,:; 
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lerwise,  individual-tree  variation  will  re- 
ce  reliability.  As  noted  in  Forest  Science, 

ptember  1961,  page  246,  the  technique  is 
ist  applicable  with  small  lots  of  seed  and  m 
cumstances  where  cutting  tests  or  other 
'thods   of  determination   are   infeasible. 

irurify  and  Storage  of   Longleaf   Pine  Seed 

A.  study  in  central  Louisiana  has  shown  that 
3  of  female  parent  has  no  effect  on  viability 
either  fresh  or  stored  longleaf  pine  seed. 

iture  cones  were  collected  from  trees  averag- 

*  21,  40,  and  85  years  old.  These  classes  rep- 
sent  trees  just  reaching  cone-bearing  size, 
vanced  second  growth,  and  old-growth  resi- 
als.  Initial  viability  for  all  classes  was  82 

rcent.  After  five  years  of  storage  at  10  per- 
it  moisture  content  and  34  F.,  germination 
eraged  82,  78,  and  79  percent.  As  these  small 
ferences  were  statistically  nonsignificant,  it 
pears  that  cones  can  be  gathered  from  trees 
practically  all  ages,  with  confidence  that 
rmination  will  be  unaffected.  These  results 

2  reported  in  Southern  Forestry  Notes  135. 

If  the  seed  is  to  be  stored,  longleaf  pine  cones 
ould  not  be  held  for  more  than  30  days  prior 

|  kilning.  Ripe  cones  collected  near  Alex- 
tlria,  Louisiana,  were  stored  for  0,  15,  30, 

I  and  90  days  in  one-bushel  burlap  bags.  They 
|re  kept  in  an  unheated  shed  where  air  cir- 
iated  freely  around  each  bag.  After  extrac- 
n  in  a  forced-draft  kiln,  initial  germination 
s  tested  and  samples  were  stored  at  10  per- 
nt  moisture  content  and  34     F. 

initial  germination  was  unaffected  by  cone 

lirage  up  to  60  days;  seed  from  cones  held 

i  days  had  significantly  lower  germination, 
was  still  satisfactory.  That  from  cones  held 

0,  15,  and  30  days  kept  well  for  one  year, 
it  germination  of  seed  from  cones  stored  for 

(and  90  days  dropped  to  67  and  43  percent. 

These  results,  which  are  summarized  from 
Southern  Forestry  Notes  132,  help  to  explain 
past  failures  to  keep  longleaf  seed  successfully, 

even  when  moisture  content  and  storage  temp- 
erature were  carefully  controlled. 

Additional  studies  at  Alexandria  show  that 

vigor  and  viability  of  longleaf  seed  can  be  pre- 
served for  at  least  5  years  by  storage  at  proper 

temperature  and  moisture  content.  The  studies 
evaluated  temperatures  of  0  ,  25  ,  and  34  F. 
and  seed  moisture  contents  ranging  from  6  to 
18  percent.  In  addition,  one  study  compared 
dewinging  before  storage  with  storing  with 

wings  attached. 

Moisture  content  was  more  important  than 
temperature  in  maintaining  viability.  Seed 

dried  to  8  percent  moisture  germinated  satis- 
factorily both  in  the  laboratory  and  the  field 

after  storage  for  5  years  at  0  ,  25  ,  and  34  F. 
Under  field  conditions  in  winter,  germination 
of  sound  seed  ranged  from  68  to  71  percent. 

Seed  of  this  quality  usually  produces  accept- 
able stands  when  direct-seeded.  In  contrast, 

zero  temperature  was  required  to  preserve  via- 
bility of  lots  with  13  percent  moisture  content. 

Moisture  contents  of  14  percent  or  higher 

were  unsatisfactory  even  for  short-term  stor- 
age at  34  F.,  and  undesirable  for  long-term 

storage  at  0:  F.  Ten  percent  moisture  or  less 
is  recommended  for  longleaf  pine  seed.  Temp- 

eratures from  0  to  25  F.  are  preferable  to 

34°  F.,  for  they  provide  a  safety  factor  when 
moisture  content  is  slightly  above  10  percent. 
When  seed  is  at  the  recommended  moisture 

content,  25c  F.  is  almost  as  good  as  0  ,  and  is 
more  economical  and  practical. 

The  studies  did  not  prove  conclusively  if 
seeds  should  be  stored  with  wings  intact  or 
reduced,  but  the  safer  course  is  to  dewing  after 

storage.  Details  of  the  research  are  in  Tree 

Planters'  Notes  47,  pages  15-19. 

<&£:  &-*r%''2i ■...,-  li- 

te 

Fourteen-day  germination 
of  longleaf  pine  seeds  after 
5  years  of  refrigerated  stor- 

age. Seeds  in  tray  left  were 

stored  at  34° F.  and  13  per- 
cent moisture;  those  on 

right,  at  0"  F.  and  8  per- 
cent moisture. 
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Exploratory  studies  by  the  Biochemistry  De- 
partment of  Louisiana  State  University  in  co- 
operation with  the  Alexandria  Research  Center 

also  indicated  the  importance  of  drying  long- 
leaf  seed  to  10  percent  moisture  or  less  for  long- 
term  storage  at  temperatures  near  or  below 
freezing.  But  there  was  some  indication  that 
drying  as  low  as  5  or  6  percent  might  impair 

germinability  of  fresh  seed.  In  a  supplemen- 
tary test  to  determine  if  respiration  could  be 

slowed  by  placing  chemicals  in  a  sealed  con- 
tainer with  seed,  small  amounts  of  carbon  diox- 

ide and  ethylene  oxide  failed  to  preserve  via- 
bility. Carbon  dioxide  alone  seemed  to  help. 

Further  details  are  in  the  July-September  1961 
issue  of  Economic  Botany,  pages  213-217. 

Stratification  of  Loblolly  Pine  Seed 

When  both  speed  and  completeness  of  germ- 
ination are  considered,  60-day  stratification  is 

best  for  most  lots  of  loblolly  seed.  This  con- 
clusion was  reached  by  the  Alexandria  Re- 

search Center  after  tests  on  29  seed  lots  rep- 

resenting loblolly's  entire  range. 
Seeds  were  stratified  in  moist  vermiculite 

at  36  F.  and  then  germinated  under  stand- 
ardized conditions  in  a  laboratory. 

Progressively  faster  germination  was  ob- 
tained by  lengthening  the  stratification  period. 

Seed  that  was  unstratified  or  stratified  for  15 

days  continued  to  germinate  for  90  days;  figure 

4  shows  results  for  the  first  60  days  of  germi- 

100 

20  30 

DAYS      OF     TEST 

Figure  4. -Germination  of  loblolly  pine  seeds  after 
stratification  for  0,  15.  30,  45,  or  60 
days. 

J 

Si 

nation.    In  contrast,  germination  was  compl 
in  75,  60,  and  45  days  when  stratification  v 
for  30,  45,  and  60  days.   Similarly,  each  incre. 
m  the  stratification  period  markedly  shorter 

the    time    required    to    achieve    75    percent 
total  germination.  For  example,  untreated  su 
reached  this  level  in  about  35  days,   as  cc 
pared  to  10  days  for  seed  stratified  for  60  daj 

A 
The   germination   responses   reported   abc 

for  different  lengths  of  stratification  cannot 
expected  for  all  lots  of  seed.    The  optimum 

any  particular  lot  must  be  obtained  from  co 
parative  germination  tests  of  samples  stratif 
for  varying  periods.    Normally,  seed  should  I 
stratified  for  at  least  30  days,  and  seed  usi| 
interested  in  obtaining  maximum  germinatil 
soon  after  sowing,   as  in  direct  seeding,  rrr 

prefer  60-day  stratification 

More  complete  information  on  the  respoi 
of  loblolly  seed  to  stratification  may  be  fou 
in  the  Journal  of  Forestry,  April  1961,  pa; 
267-269. 

Storage  of  Treated  Shortleaf  Pine  Seed 

Shortleaf  pine  seed  that  has  been  stratif 

and  coated  with  repellents  for  direct  seed-d 
may  be  cold-stored  for  several  months,  acco 
ing  to  a  test  in  northern  Arkansas 

Seed  held  for  4  years  at  0     F.  and  9  pere 
moisture  was  stratified  for  30  days  and  trea » 

with  15  percent  Arasan  and  2  percent  endi 
bonded   with   latex.     It  was  then   refrigera 
at  38    F.  for  a  maximum  of  17  weeks. 

Germination    was    not    reduced    by    stora      . 

In   fact,   seed   kept   for    13    weeks   and   Ion 

germinated  somewhat  better  than  that  sto  i 
for  1  to  3  weeks  or  not  stored  at  all.    Germi  i 

tion  for  all  lots  averaged  86  percent  of  soi  i 
seed. 

This  seed  lot  was  small.  If  large  amounts 

to  be  stored,  precautions  should  be  taken 
prevent  heating  and  molding.  The  study  \ 
reported  in  Southern  Forestry  Notes  136. 

Pine  Planting 

Loblolly,     shortleaf,     and     Virginia     pii  i 
planted  on  strip  mine  spoil  banks  near  Tr 

City,  Tennessee,  showed  satisfactory  two-y 
growth  and  survival.   White  pine  was  a  faili 
Survival   averaged   55   percent   for   the   wl  i 

pine  and  69  to  74  percent  for  the  yellow  pii ' 
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yhite  pine  grew  0.4  foot,  shortleaf  0.6,  lob- 
y  0.8,  and  Virginia  pine  1.0. 

'he  trees  were  bar-planted  in  February  1959 
new  spoil  consisting  of  buff-colored  shaly 
y  clay  loam,  with  an  average  stone  content 
42  percent.  A  severe  drought  during  the 
Dnd  summer  killed  some  trees,  but  sheet  and 

ly  erosion  washed  out  or  buried  many  more, 
ch  of  the  loss  would  have  been  avoided  if 

nting  had  been  delayed  two  or  three  years, 
il  spoil  surfaces  stabilized.  These  results 

"e  reported  in  Southern  Forestry  Notes  134. 

)uring  a  dry  year  in  east  Texas,  soil  mois- 
2  and  hence  survival  of  planted  loblolly 
es  were  improved  by  scalping,  mulching, 
.  chemical  treatments  that  controlled  the 

?ds  and  grasses  on  a  typical  abandoned  field, 
lping  removed  about  three  inches  of  surface 

;  when  Bermuda  grass  and  other  plants  in- 

ed  they  wex-e  weeded  out.  The  chemical 
»  Vapam,  a  soil  sterilant  containing  32  per- 
t  sodium  methyl  dithiocarbamate.  Mulches 
:e  of  pine  needles.  There  were  6  treatments 
combinations. 

is  figure  5  indicates,  survival  was  best  on 
iped  and  mulched  plots.  These  were  also 
plots  with  the  most  soil  moisture  during 

y  and  August,  when  rain  was  scant.  Seed- 
l  heights  after  the  first  growing  season 
raged  1.1  feet  on  unmulched  plots  and 
ged  from  1.3  to  2.1  feet  for  mulched  treat- 
its. 

Droughts  are  frequent  in  east  Texas,  and 
it  appears  unwise  to  plant  pines  without  some 
form  of  site  preparation.  Detailed  results  are 
in  the  Journal  of  Forestry,  April  1961,  pages 
282-284,  289-290. 

Hardwood  Planting 

In  north  Mississippi  three  months  of  refrig- 
erated storage  did  not  appear  to  damage  baled 

seedlings  of  sweetgum  and  of  Nuttall,  water, 
willow,  and  cherrybark  oak.  After  being  stored 

at  34:  F.  and  approximately  91  percent  rela- 
tive humidity,  the  seedlings  were  planted  on 

saturated  bottom-land  sites  in  mid-April,  when 

the  temperature  exceeded  90°  F.  Although  no 
ground-settling  rain  was  recorded  until  mid- 
May,  survival  after  the  first  growing  season 
averaged  more  than  90  percent. 

In  another  study  of  these  species  on  satura- 
ted sites,  seedlings  planted  with  a  bar  survived 

as  well  as  those  set  with  a  mattock.  Those  set 

at  rootcollar  depth  did  as  well  as  those  planted 
deep.  For  these  reasons,  the  more  rapid  and 
economical  bar  planting  at  rootcollar  depth  is 
recommended.  The  two  studies  are  reported  in 
Southern  Forestry  Notes  131  and  134. 

A  survey  of  plantations  established  6  to  25 
years  ago  showed  that  some  hardwoods  and 
baldcypress  can  be  successfully  planted  in  the 
alluvial  soils  of  the  loess  belt  bordering  the 
Mississippi  River  in  the  Midsouth.  Good  to 
excellent  growth  was  made  by  Cottonwood, 
cypress,  tupelo,  water  and  willow  oaks,  green 

Figure  5. — First-year  survival  of  lob- 
lolly pines  on  variously 

prepared  sites  in  an  aban- 
doned field  in  Texas.  A 

summer  drought  caiLsed 
heavy  losses  on  plots  where 

competing  plants  were  in- 
sufficiently  controlled. 

SEPTEMBER    OCTOBER 
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ash,  and  sweetgum  planted  on  Falaya  silt  loam, 
a  somewhat  poorly  drained  soil.  Successful 
plantings  of  swamp  chestnut  oak,  white  oak, 
and  southern  red  oak  were  found  on  Collins 

silt  loam,  which  has  better  internal  drainage. 

Yellow-poplar  was  doing  well  on  Ina  fine 
sandy  loam  The  plantations  are  illustrated 

and  described  in  Tree  Planters'  Notes  48. 

Planting  in  the  Arkansas  Ozarks 

Sweetgum, 
age  25  years. 

Eastern  cottonwood, 
age  6  years. 

Yellow-poplar, 
age  25  years. 

Baldcypress, 
age  1  7  years. 

Hardwood  and  baldcypress  plantations  do 
well  on  stream  bottoms  oj  the  loess  belt 
bordering  the  Mississippi  River. 

I'
 

if 

Trees  of  several  species  were  planted  in  t- 
Arkansas  Ozarks  in  1950  to  test  their  grows 

potential  on  typical  old  fields.  Some  spec  i 
were  native  to  the  region  and  others  had  bee 
proven  desirable  in  adjacent  regions. 

After  ten  years  black  walnut  had  the  br* 
survival,  averaging  68  percent;  it  was  follow;' 

closely  by  loblolly  and  pitch  pines  at  67  pi ' 
cent.  Conifers  made  their  best  growth 
loamy  sands,  silty  clay  loams,  and  cherty  s 

loam  ridgetops.  Yellow-poplar  grew  well 

the  cherty  silt  loam  sites,  where  it  averag  ' 
26  feet  in  total  height;  survival  was  best  ! 
the  ridgetops.  Loblolly  and  Virginia  pines  si 
passed  the  other  conifers  in  total  height,  av( 
aging  24  and  23  feet,  respectively.  Black  loci 
grew  better  in  alternate  rows  with  black  w 
nut  than  in  pure  stands,  but  growth  and  si 
vival  of  black  walnut  were  not  markedly  i: 

proved  by  mixture  with  locust.  Eastern  rt 
cedar  survived  slightly  better  in  mixture  wi 
black  locust  than  by  itself. 

Loblolly    and    Virginia    pine    are    suggest 

as  possible  alternatives  to  native  shortleaf  pi 

for  short-term  products.     Shortleaf,   howev 
still  remains  the  preferred  species  for  planti  j 
in  the  Arkansas  Ozarks. 

Hardwood  planting  has  not  been  consisteir 
successful.  White  oak  did  not  do  so  well  i 

when  it  seeds  naturally.  Until  more  is  knov 
about  hardwood  planting  in  the  Ozarks  the  i  i 

of  bareroot  transplants  cannot  be  recommer : 
ed. 

Additional  information  can  be  found  in  i  j 
kansas  Farm  Research,  September-Octot : 
1961,  page  7. 

Survival  Unaffected  by  Seed  Size 

In  a  study  in  one  of  Louisiana's  State  nurS'  I 
ies,  sorting  slash  pine  seed  by  size  had  no  i 
portant  benefits.  Although  size  of  stock  in  1 1 
nursery  bed  was  affected,  field  survival  a« 

growth  of  seedlings  from  an  unsorted  f racti  >; 
of  the  lot  were  almost  the  same  as  the  averaj  I 
of  sized  fractions. 

A  single  lot  of  seed  was  screened  into  sm;  lj 
medium,  and  large  components.   The  groups  i 
gether   with   unsorted   seeds   were   sown  in 
replicated  test.    The  resulting  seedlings  wd 
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slanted     to     measure 
arth. 

field     survival     and 

ifty-nine  percent  of  the  seedlings  from 
11  seeds  were  graded  plantable  (  morpholog- 
grades  1  and  2);  the  medium-sized  seeds 
ded  78  percent  and  large  seeds  73  percent 
itables.  The  unsorted  sublot  produced  73 
:ent  plantables,  which  was  slightly  higher 
l  the  weighted  average  performance  of  the 
vhen  sorted.  Seedlings  from  medium  seeds 
e  largest,  those  from  small  seeds  were 
llest,  and  those  from  the  unsorted  seeds 

s  intermediate.  One  year  after  planting, 

ever,  survival  and  height  averaged  95  per- 
and  1.08  feet  for  trees  from  sorted  seed 

92  percent  and  1.12  feet  for  stock  from 
)rted  seed.  Details  are  in  the  Journal  of 

istry,  May  1961,  pages  363-365. 

SILVICULTURE 

After  almost  8  years  under  the  U.  S.  Agri- 
cultural Research  Service,  the  studies  on  silvi- 

cides  and  herbicides  at  Alexandria,  Louisiana, 
have  been  returned  to  the  Southern  Forest 

Experiment  Station's  research  center.  The 
Agricultural  Research  Service  coordinated  its 
studies  closely  with  the  Alexandria  center,  and 
it  now  seems  fitting  to  review  briefly  the 
methods  that  have  been  developed  for  killing 
unwanted  hardwoods. 

To  this  end,  current  recommendations  as  to 

silvicides,  formulations,  and  application  meth- 
ods have  been  summarized  into  table  2.  The 

most  widely  used  chemical  applications  are 
the  injector  method  for  selective  control  of 
individual  trees,  mist  blowers  for  brush  up  to 
20  feet  tall,  foliar  sprays  by  aircraft  in  dense 

e  2. — Recommendations   for    applying    silvicides    in  southern  uplands 

*chniqu 
Season  of 

application 

Dosage Appr 

>und 
ayer 

All  major  species  and 
sizes  where  stocking  i: 
high.    Most  applicable 

Trees  less  than  20  feet 
tall.     All  major   species 

Trees  less  than  15  feet 
tall.    All  major  species 

Spring  and  2,  4,  5-T  este 

Spring  and  2,  4,  5-T  este 
early   summer 

Spring  and  I,  4,  5-T  este 
early  summer 

2  lbs.    acid  equivalent  (ae)  per  acre 
in  enough  diesel  oil  to  make     I.  5 
gals,    solution,    which  is  then  emul- 

sified in    3.  5  gals,    water 

2  lbs.    ae  per  acre  in  diesel  oil  to 
make    1    gal.    solution,    which  is  then 
emulsified     in     4     gals,    water 

Z  lbs.    ae  per  acre  in  Z  gals,  diesel 
oil  plus    30-150  gals,    water 

$7.  50  per  Respra-     may    be    needed 
acre  after    1    year.    If  so,  apply 

1    lb.    ae  per  acre    in    5 
gals,    oil-water  emulsion 

$6.00  pe 
Drift  haz 

high 

$8.  00  per  High  hazard  to  you 
acre  pines 

All  sizes  of  majo 

species 

All  seasons 2,  4,  5-T   ester 40  lbs.    ae  per    100  gals,    diesel 
oil.    5  ml.    solution  in  each  injec- 

tion with  incisions  spaced  0.  5  to 
1  inch  apart,    edge    to   edge 

Spring  and 2,  4-D  amine Apply  undiluted,   0.  5  ml.    2,  4-D 
early  summer or  2,  4,  5-T amine   in  injections    spaced    3 

amine  (both  4 inches  apart  for  blackjack  and 
lbs.    ae  per post  oaks,    1   ml.    2,  4,  5-T  amine 

gal.) 

in  injections    3  inches  apart  for 
hard-to-kill  species 

0.45y   per  inch  Space  injections    1   inch 
of  tree  apart  on  trees  9  inches 
diameter  d.b.h.    and  smaller;   0.  5 

inch  apart  on  larger  ones 

0.  15  to  0.2  0£  Tests  in  other    seasons 
per   inch  of  not  yet  made 
tree  diameter 

spray All  major  hardwood All  seasons 2,  4,  5-T  ester 8  lbs.    ae  per   100  gals,    diesel 
0.7,   per   i ich 

Kills  often  erratic  with 

species;  most  effec- oil applied  to  lower   1Z  inches  of of  true trees  7  inches  d.  b.  h. 
tive  for  stems  under stem  at  rate  of  50  ml.    solution diameter and  larger 
6  inches  d.b.h. 

per  inch  of  tree  d.b.h. 

All  major   species All  season 16  lbs.  ae  per  100  gals 

oil  applied  to  all  surfa 
stumps  at  rate  of  40  m 
inch  of  diameter 

s  of 

per 

0. 8y  pe 

of  tree 
diamete 

Spray  not  later  than  48 hours  after  tree  is  cut 

plication  Individual  trees  of  all 
major   species 

Late  winter 
and  early 
spring 

Pelleted 
fenuron 

0.  5  to  1    gram     active       material  0.  6  lo    1 .  Oy 
per  inch  of  tree  diameter  applied  per  inch  of 
evenly  to  soil  around  base  of  tree 

Place   fenuron  close  to 
base  of  unwanted  trees, 
it    should  not  be  applied 
in  root  zone  of  desirable 

plants.      Works  best  on 

sandy,    we  II -drained 
soils 

d.b.h.    and 
.     All  specie 

All  seasons, 
but  less 

sprouting  in 
spring  and 
early  summer 

16  lbs.    ae  per    100  gal*,    diesel  0.7?  per 
oil  applied  at  rate  of  20  ml.    per  inch  of  tree 
inch  of  tree  diameter  in  con-  diameter 
tinuous    frill   chopped   around 
trunk 

Frills  should  be  rut  a 

low  as  possible  to minimize  sprouting. 

Apply  chemical  imme diately  after  frilling 

Individual  trees  8 
inches  d.b.h.    and 
less.     All  major 
species 

All  seaso Ammonium  0.  5  to   1   ounce  per  notch,  note! 
sulfamate  chopped  4  inches  apart  edge    tc 
crystals  edge,    near  groundhne.      Can 

also  be  applied  to  fresh-cut 
slumps    at    rate   of  0.  5  ounce   pe 
inch  of  stump  diameter 

Notches  must  be  cut  at 

groundline  for  least 
sprouting,    apply  imme- 

diately after  notches  are cut.      Chemical  is  highly 

corrosive  to  metal 

e  dosages  may  be   reduced  or  increased  under  certai: lis  indicate 



Control  of  southeast  Tennessee  hardwoods  by  helicopter-spraying  with  2,4,5-T  was  good  when 
a  water  solution  was  used  (left  photo),  but  even  better  with  an  oil  solutioii  (right).  Photos  were 

taken  early   in  September,  two  years  after  spraying 

stands  having  many  small  stems,  and  soil  treat- 
ments for  small  areas.  As  will  be  apparent, 

choices  are  influenced  by  such  considerations 
as  size  and  species  of  the  unwanted  trees,  size 
of  operation,  and  prevalence  of  young  pines. 
The  methods  and  chemicals  are  not  likely  to 
harm  cattle  or  wildlife. 

Much  of  the  information  in  the  table  is 

from  a  general  paper  read  during  1961  at  the 

Southern  Weed  Conference  (Proceedings,  vol- 
ume 14,  pages  208-217  ).  Studies  leading  to  the 

recommendations  for  basal  application  were  re- 
viewed at  the  Ninth  Annual  Forestry  Sympo- 

sium of  Louisiana  State  University  (Use  of 

Chemicals  in  Southern  Forests,  pages  66-70). 

Tests  of  New  Herbicides 

The  table  also  includes  results  of  recent 

trials,  near  Alexandria,  of  thirteen  new  herbi- 
cides applied  by  various  methods. 

As  one  phase  of  these  tests,  the  foliage  of 
small  hardwoods  was  sprayed  at  the  rate  of 

100  gallons  per  acre  with  the  following  formu- 
lations: 

4  lbs.  ahg  2,4,5-T  ester  in  water 
8  lbs.  ahg  2,4,5-T  ester  in  water 
4  lbs.  ahg  2-(2,4-DP)  amine  in  water 
8  lbs.  ahg  2-(2,4-DP)  amine  in  water 
8  lbs.  ahg  silvex  ester  (2,4,5-T)  in  1  to 
9  diesel  oil  and  water 

All  formulations  gave  good  control.  The  8- 
pound  2,4,5-T  formula  was  better  than  the  4- 
pound  but  not  enough  to  justify  the  extra  ex- 
pense. 

In  frill  tests,  satisfactory  kills  were  obtaii 

with  8  pounds  ahg  of  an  ester  of  2-(  2,4-DPj 
an  amine  salt  of  silvex  in  water.  Increas 

concentrations  of  acid  from  8  to  16  pounds ; 
failed  to  increase  the  effectiveness  of  ; 
chemical  tested. 

Sprout  control  on  fresh-cut  stumps  was  h 
with  16  pounds  ahg  of  silvex  amine  in  w£v 

and  16  pounds  ahg  of  2,4,5-T  ester  in  diesel  i 
The  entire  stump  should  be  wetted. 

The  same  concentration  of  2,4,5-T  ester  ;i 

16  pounds  ahg  of  2-(2,4-DP)  ester  in  di<: 
oil  were  the  most  effective  chemicals  wW 

used  as  basal  sprays  and  applied  until  the  s(  I 
tion  ran  down  the  trunk  to  the  rootcollar. 

These  tests  showed  that  for  control  of  gi 

and  oaks,  2,4,5-T  ester  appears  to  be  the  1^ 
all-around  chemical  for  most  methods  of  ap  I 
cation.      Additional     information     concern 

these  tests  may  be  found  in  Forests  and  Peo 

Second  Quarter  1961,  pages  20-21,  36-37. 

Basal  Sprays  on  Blackjack  Oak 

The     general     recommendations     for    b;  I 

sprays  were  made  possible  by   tests  repoi 
in  Weeds,  January  1961,  pages  50-53. 

An  8-pound  ahg  solution  of  2,4,5-T  estei 
diesel  oil  was  sprayed  at  rates  of  16,  32,  ■■ 
64  ml.  per  inch  of  tree  diameter  to  the  lowe 
12,  and  16  inches  of  blackjack  oak  trunks. 

addition,  a  16-pound  solution  was  applied 

a  dosage  of  32  ml.,  and  an  8-pound  solutioi 
48  ml. 
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>osage  was  highly  important.  The  8-pound 
nulation  was  ineffective  at  16  ml.  and  not 

:h  better  at  32,  but  64  ml.  killed  95  percent 

he  crowns  and  restricted  rootstock  sprout- 
to  15  percent  of  the  treated  trees.  A  48 
treatment  gave  as  high  a  kill  as  the  64  ml. 
;,  but,  as  it  was  tested  only  on  the  lower  12 
les  of  trunk,  the  recommendation  is  to  use 

0  64  ml.  per  inch  of  stem  diameter. 

/idth  of  the  basal  band  on  which  the  chemi- 
was  sprayed  had  little  effect  on  top  kill 

in  reduction  of  sprouting  an  8-inch  band 
;  superior  to  12-  and  16-inch  widths.  The 
jound,  32-ml.  dose  on  a  16-inch  band  was 

siderably  less  effective  than  the  8-pound, 
nl.  treatment. 

ial  Sprays  in  Alabama  and  Tennessee 

oliar  sprays  applied  from  helicopters  have 
n  tested  in  southern  Alabama  and  on  the 
nberland  Plateau  of  Tennessee. 

1  south  Alabama  2  pounds  per  acre  of  the 
Dxy  ethanol  ester  was  the  best  of  four 
5-T  treatments  for  the  control  of  scrub  oaks 

J;andy  soils  in  the  longleaf  pine  belt.  It  was 

Jlied  in  5  gallons  of  a  1 :8  oil-water  emulsion. 
kvn  kills  after  1  year  were  76  percent,  as 
pared  to  65  percent  for  the  emulsifiable 

j,  64  for  an  oil-soluble  emulsifiable  amine, 
j  48  percent  for  the  butoxy  ethanol  ester 
brt.  The  last  3  chemicals  were  in  5  gallons 

jvater  emulsion  per  acre.  All  treatments 
•laged  longleaf  seedlings  about  equally,  the 

"age  mortality  being  6  percent  for  seedlings 
;  than  1  year  old  at  the  time  of  spraying  and 
•rcent  for  older  ones.  The  test  is  described 

ie  Proceedings  of  the  Southern  Weed  Con- 
:nce,  volume  14,  pages  198-201. 

I  a  600-acre  test  in  southeast  Tennessee, 

.:opter  spraying  with  the  iso-octyl  ester  of 

|-T  controlled  unwanted  low-grade  hard- 
)ds.  The  chemical  was  applied  in  June  at 

Erate  of  1.8  pounds  of  2, 4, 5-T  acid-equivalent 
0  gallons  of  total  mixture  per  acre.  Diesel 
Vas  the  diluent  on  400  acres  and  water  on 

Eremaining  200  acres. 

1/  the  following  September,  areas  suffici- 
V  clear  of  oaks,  hickories,  and  other  hard- 
ids  to  permit  good  survival  and  growth  of 

ated  pines  had  increased  from  17  to  70  per- 
r  on  the  tract  sprayed  with  2, 4, 5-T  in  oil, 

and  from  9  to  31  percent  where  the  silvicide- 
water  mixture  was  used.  Areas  free  of  over- 

topping hardwoods  two  growing  seasons  after 
treatment  averaged  74  percent  for  the  oil  solu- 

tion and  40  percent  for  the  water  emulsion. 

Silvicide  in  oil  killed  85  percent  of  all  trees 
larger  than  2.9  inches  d.b.h.  within  two  years. 

With  both  mixtures  many  stems  below  0.5 
inch  d.b.h.  escaped  because  much  spray  was 
intercepted  by  the  crowns  of  larger  trees.  Some 
70  percent  of  the  understory  consisted  of  su- 

mac, huckleberry,  and  other  shrubs  that  were 
more  resistant  than  tree  species.  With  the 
exception  of  hickories,  many  small  stems  that 
were  apparently  dead  after  one  growing  season 
recovered  during  the  second,  regardless  of 
whether  2,4, 5-T  had  been  applied  in  oil  or  in 
water. 

More  information  can  be  found  in  the 
Southern  Lumberman,  December  15,  1961, 

pages  169-170. 

Release  Needed  for  Underplanted  Pines 

While  effects  of  release  on  pine  survival  and 
growth  are  well  known  in  the  Coastal  Plain 

they  have  not  been  widely  recognized  on  the 
Cumberland  Plateau,  where  initial  survival 

is  generally  high  in  spite  of  hardwood  compe- 
tition. 

Near  Sewanee,  Tennessee,  loblolly  seedlings 
underplanted  in  March  1958  were  released  the 

next  month.  Complete  control  was  attained  by 
girdling  all  hardwoods  over  4  inches  d.b.h., 
cutting  all  smaller  stems,  and  spraying  girdles 

and  stumps  with  2, 4, 5-T  in  diesel  oil.  Partial 
release  consisted  of  treating  either  the  under- 

story or  the  overstory,  with  and  without  silvi- 
cide on  the  stumps  and  in  girdles. 

After  three  years  ( as  reported  in  Southern 
Forestry  Notes  133),  underplanted  pines  were 
tallest  where  both  understory  and  overstory 

competition  had  been  eliminated — heights  aver- 
aged 6.2  feet  where  silvicide  had  been  used  and 

4.5  feet  where  hardwoods  had  simply  been  cut 
or  girdled.  Seedlings  on  unreleased  check  plots 
averaged  1.5  feet  in  height.  Partial  treatments, 
even  with  silvicides,  gave  inadequate  release. 
Pines  attained  3.1  feet  after  removal  of  over- 

story hardwoods  only  and  3.8  feet  with  under- 
story   control    only.     Comparable    treatments 
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without  2,4,5-T  produced  seedlings  2.7  and  2.1 
feet  tall. 

More  than  90  percent  of  the  pines  survived 
the  first  two  years  regardless  of  treatment. 
After  the  third  growing  season,  survival 
dropped  to  77  percent  on  unreleased  plots,  but 
ranged  from  89  to  98  percent  on  released  plots. 

On  blackjack-post  oak  ridges  in  north  Mis- 
sissippi, immediate  and  complete  removal  of 

all  hardwoods  increased  soil  moisture  and  im- 
proved survival  and  growth  of  underplanted 

loblolly  pine  seedlings.  After  5  years  of  growth 
pines  averaged  16  feet  tall  and  2.6  inches  in 

diameter  on  plots  that  received  complete  re- 
lease. Removal  of  only  the  understory  or  only 

the  overstory  was  much  less  effective:  trees 
were  about  10.5  feet  tall  and  1.4  inches  in  dia- 

meter in  5  years  even  though  they  had  been 
released  from  overtopping  hardwoods  after  3 
years.  Details  on  the  relation  of  release  to 
soil  moisture  and  pine  growth  can  be  found 
on  page  5  of  Mississippi  Farin  Research  for 
October  1961. 

In  south  Arkansas  mortality  of  underplanted 

loblolly  pine  varied  with  the  degree  of  hard- 
wood brush  competition,  indicating  the  need 

for  release.  Test  plantings  were  made  on  plots 
whose  area  was  25  to  87  percent  occupied  by 
hardwood  brush  4  to  8  feet  high.  Though  the 
weather  was  favorable,  mortality  increased 
from  14  percent  at  7  months  after  planting  to 
30  percent  after  one  year,  and  to  43  percent 

after  two  years.  The  relation  between  mortal- 

ity and  proportion  of  area  overtopped  by  hard- 
woods was  significant  at  the  1-percent  level. 

Further  details  are  in  Tree  Planters'  Notes  48, 
October  1961,  pages  1-2. 

Control  of  Understory  Hardwoods  no  Benefit  to 

Overstory  Pines 

In  some  localities  removal  of  understory 
hardwoods  has  benefited  overstory  pines  by 
conserving  soil  moisture.  Near  Alexandria, 

Louisiana,  however,  such  treatment  had  no  sig- 
nificant effect  on  the  growth  of  a  26-year-old 

loblolly  pine  plantation  on  a  good  site  ( index 
90). 

Hardwoods,  averaging  3,800  stems  per  acre, 
were  killed  with  Animate  and  the  pines  were 
thinned  from  120  to  90  square  feet  of  basal 
area.  Original  spacing  of  the  plantation  had 
been  12  by  12  feet. 

For  six  growing  seasons  the  periodic  ann  i 
growth  on  the  residual  pines  averaged 
cubic  feet  per  acre  per  year  on  the  untread 
plots  and  175  on  the  treated.  There  was  i 
difference  in  height  or  diameter  growth,  th  i 
averaging  1.4  feet  and  0.25  inches  per  y«; 
respectively.  More  details  may  be  found 
Southern  Forestry  Notes  131. 

Cherrybark  Oak  Soil-Site  Index 

In  a  study  of  the  capabilities  of  forest  si 

for  growing  cherrybark  oak,  more  than  a  th 
sand  regressions  were  computed  for  the  re 
tions  between  various  physical   and  chemi , 

Tliis  cherrybark  oak  is  116  jeet  tall  and  22 
inches  in  diameter  at  age  58  years.  Site 
index  is  113  at  50  years.  For  this  species 
site  index  is  determined  largely  by  depth 
of  topsoil,  internal  drainage,  presence  or 
absence  of  fragi-pan,  and  internal  mois- 

ture condition  of  the  site. 
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iperties  of  the  soil  and  site  index  of  the  trees, 
j  data  were  from  285  sample  lots  in  the 
isouth.  From  these  analyses  three  methods 
estimating  site  index  of  cherrybark  oak 
re  derived. 

n  method  I  depth  of  topsoil,  depth  to  mot- 
ig,  and  depth  to  hardpan  are  sampled,  and 
!  index  is  then  read  from  a  table  computed 
m  the  best  regression  equation  using  these 
tors.  This  is  the  most  reliable  and  objective 
,he  three  methods. 

n  method  II  texture,  internal  drainage,  a- 
unt  of  erosion,  presence  of  fragi-pan,  and 
erent  moisture  condition  of  the  site  are 

ermined  in  the  field,  and  site  index  is  then 

ained  from  a  key.  The  field  determinations 
soil  properties  are  less  precise  than  in 
;hod  I,  and  the  resulting  estimates  of  site 
ex  indicate  a  range  of  10  feet  for  any  soil 
;s. 

!'he  third  method  merely  requires  that  the 
r  identify  the  soil  series  and  moisture  phase 
he  site  and  then  consult  a  table  for  mean 

?x,  standard  deviation,  and  range.  This 
hod  is  perhaps  the  least  reliable  of  the 
;e,  but  it  is  the  simplest  to  use  when  a  soils 
)  is  available  from  the  area  in  question.  If 

l  a  map  is  lacking,  the  soil-site  must  be 
itified  by  a  qualified  soil  scientist. 

etails  of  all  three  field  methods  are  in 

asional  Paper  190.  Expectable  heights  of 

"rybark  oak  trees  at  different  ages  and  on 
5  of  various  qualities  are  indicated  in  figure 

n  loess  ridges  in  the  Midsouth  depth  of 

oil  alone  is  a  partial  indicator  of  site  qual- 

'or  cherrybark  oak.  In  a  study  reported  in 
them  Forestry  Notes  132,  mean  values  of 

e  criteria — site  index,  number  of  potential 
per  tree,  and  grade  of  butt  log — were  sub- 
tially  higher  for  sites  having  6  inches  or 

ie  of  topsoil  than  for  those  having  less. 

i  a  study  summarized  in  Southern  Forestry 

's    134,    the    influence    of   site   on    various 
acteristics   of  cherrybark   oak   was   deter- 

ifed  from  113  plots.   The  plots  were  put  into 
cips    according    to    their    site    index.     Tree 

r,  grade  of  butt  log,  number  of  potential 
,  and  amount  of  insect  attack  were  evalu- 

for  each  tree  in  each  group. 
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Figure  6. — These  curves  indicate  expectable  heights 
oj  cherrybark  oak  on  various  sites  at 
various  ages. 

Trees  on  sites  94-85  were  significantly  poorer 
in  all  features  except  insect  incidence  than 
those  on  sites  104-95.  As  site  index  fell  below 
85,  the  sharp  decline  of  cherrybark  oak  quality 

suggested  that  alternative  species,  either  hard- 
wood or  pine,  might  be  preferable. 

Soil  Suitability  for  Hardwoods 

Their  suitability  for  southern  hardwoods 
and  baldcypress  has  been  estimated  for  soils 
in  the  Delta,  Deep  Loess,  and  Thin  Loess  areas 
of  the  central  part  of  the  southern  Coastal 
Plain.  Tables  published  in  Mississippi  Farm 
Research  for  June,  September,  and  October 
1961  indicate  which  soil  or  group  of  soils  is 

suitable  for  any  given  species;  and  which  spe- 
cies occur  most  frequently  and  should  be  fav- 

ored in  management.  The  recommendations 
are  not  final  and  will  probably  be  altered  upon 
further  research. 

Yellow-Poplar  and  Topography 

The  effect  of  topography  on  yellow-poplars 
planted  in  upland  hollows  of  northern  Alabama 
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was  very  pronounced  after  five  growing  sea- 
sons. Trees  in  the  bottoms  and  on  the  lower 

north  slopes  grew  the  best,  averaging  18.2  and 
16.0  feet  respectively,  with  some  individuals 
exceeding  25  feet.  Trees  on  upper  south  slopes 

grew  poorest,  averaging  6.3  feet  in  height. 
Heights  at  other  locations  are  shown  in  figure 
7. 

r *k 

NORTH 
ASPECT 

SOUTH ASPECT 

Figure  7. — Fifth-year  total  lieight  of  planted  yellow- 
poplar  in  northern  Alabama. 

Survival  ranged  from  71  to  83  percent  on  all 
topographic  positions  except  middle  and  upper 
south  slopes,  where  it  dropped  to  61  and  46 
percent.  The  study  is  reported  in  Forest 
Farmer,  August  1961,  pages  14  and  16. 

Soil  Moisture  and  Texture 

Moisture  equivalent  and  percent  moisture 

at  15  atmospheres'  tension,  i.  e.,  the  upper  and 
lower  limits  of  available  soil  moisture,  are 

related  to  soil  texture.  These  findings,  which 
are  consistent  with  those  of  other  workers, 

are  from  an  analysis  of  213  subsoil  samples 
representing  the  Coastal  Plain  of  Louisiana 
west  of  the  Mississippi  River.  Because  the 
variances  of  the  two  moisture  constants  in- 

creased with  increasing  percents  of  clay  and 
silt,  a  logarithmic  transformation  was  used  to 

equalize  them  throughout  the  range.  Relation- 
ships are  graphed  in  figure  8.  Multiple  corre- 
lation coefficients  are  0.96  for  moisture  equiv- 
alent and  0.99  for  percent  moisture  at  15 

atmospheres'  tension. 

Correlation  between  moisture  equivalent  and 
moisture    percent    at    1   3-atmosphere    tension 
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Figure  8. — Soil-moisture  values  as  related  to  c 
and  silt  content  of  Coastal  Plain  si 
soils   in   Louisiana. 

was  0.98.   This  relationship  is  graphed  in  figi 
9.     The    equations    and    other    details    are 
Southern  Forestry  Notes  135. 
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Figure  9. -Moisture  at  1  /3-atmosphere,  as  relat 
to  moisture  equivalent  of  Coas 
Plain  subsoils  in  Louisiana. 
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:  Preparation 

Cottonwood  seeds-in  on  bulldozed  strips. — 
a  stand  of  cutover  riverfront  hardwoods 

.r  Vicksburg,  Mississippi,  Cottonwood  has 

n  regenerated  naturally  by  clearing  or  dead- 
ng  the  overstory  and  then  cutting  shallow 

ps  or  trenches  into  the  ground  with  a  bull- 
er.  The  overstory  consisted  mainly  of  box- 

er but  included  about  1.3  cottonwood  seed 

2s  per  acre. 

\)  prepare  for  natural  seeding,  each  of  two 

■rstory  treatments,  clearing  and  deadening, 
re  combined  with  various  ground  treat- 
nts.  The  ground  treatments  were  overall 

king,  furrowing  with  a  fire  plow,  and  bull- 
ing in  strips.  The  strips  were  10  to  12  feet 

le  and  of  3  depths:  about  7.  12,  and  17 
hes.  All  treatments  were  completed  in  April 

early  May,  1960. 

>eedfall  and  germination  began  in  mid-May 
I  continued  into  August.  On  one  plot  seed- 
*s  became  established  at  the  rate  of  2  million 

acre  by  June  1.  In  November,  milacre 
;king  ranged  from  70  percent  for  shallow 

ldozing  after  clearing  to  98  for  medium  bull- 
ing after  deadening.  On  plowed  plots  the 

rage  was  32  percent,  and  on  disked  plots 

stand  was  a  complete  failure.  For  all  treat- 
nts  except  plowing,  stocking  was  a  little 
ter  where  the  overstory  had  been  deadened 
er  than  cleared. 

n  November  dominant  seedlings   averaged 

>et  tall  where  the  overstory  had  been  cleared I 
I  3  feet  where  it  had  been  deadened.   A  few 

eptional  seedlings  grew  more  than  an  inch 
day   from   July    through    September    and 

led  their  first  season  at  a  height  of  9  feet. 
ne   additional    information    is    in    Southern 

estry  Notes  135. 

lardioood  sprouting. — Green  ash  and  bitter 
an  comprised  65  percent  of  the  commercial 

icies  5  years  after  openings  in  a  bottom-land 
■dwood  forest  had  been  bulldozed  clear  of 
aboveground  stems. 

ix  openings,  averaging  about  1  by  1.5 
:ins,  were  bulldozed  in  the  autumn.  Two 

:rs  later,  sprouts  of  bitter  pecan  and  green 
>  were  the  most  common  trees,  but  were 

twing  in  association  with  annual  weeds, 
Les,  and  briers.  At  the  end  of  5  growing 
isons,    green    ash    and    bitter    pecan    almost 

completely  dominated  four  of  the  openings. 

Individuals  of  desirable  species  and  form  num- 
bered between  2,000  and  7,500  per  acre.  Dom- 
inants among  the  bitter  pecan  and  green  ash 

were  about  1.5  inches  d.b.h.  and   15  feet  tall. 

It  appears  that  light  bulldozing  after  logging 
in  similar  mixed  hardwood  stands  will  stimu- 

late reproduction  by  root  sprouting.  The  com- 
position of  the  new  stand  will  be  governed  by 

the  most  prolifically  sprouting  species,  not 
necessarily  the  most  valuable. 

In  the  scrub  oak  sandhills  of  northwest  Flor- 

ida complete  eradication  of  competing  vegeta- 
tion is  necessary  for  satisfactory  establishment 

and  growth  of  longleaf  and  slash  pines.  The 

native  scrub  oaks — turkey  oak  (Quercus  laevis 
Walt.)  and  bluejack  oak  (Q.  incana  Bartr. )  — 
usually  sprout  profusely  after  a  single  cutting, 
and  at  least  two  mechanical  treatments  ( cut- 

ting, chaining,  disking,  or  chopping  )  are  needed 

for  a  good  control.  A  three-year  study  showed 
that  such  treatments  should  be  spaced  at  least 

6  to  8  weeks  apart.  Cutting  at  4-week  intervals 
did  not  give  satisfactory  sprout  control.  This 

information  has  been  useful  in  developing  spec- 
ifications for  effective  mechanical  site  prep- 

aration treatments. 

In  a  trial  in  south  Arkansas,  benefits  of 

bulldozing  areas  occupied  by  extremely  dense 
thickets  of  oaks,  gums,  mulberry,  witch  hazel, 
and  other  hardwoods  lasted  for  about  3  years. 
By  that  time  24  percent  of  the  area  was  again 

overtopped  by  hardwood  sprouts,  the  tallest 
averaging  4.0  feet,  but  pines  could  still  have 
been  planted  successfully. 

Seven  years  after  bulldozing,  52  percent  of 
the  area  was  overtopped  by  hardwood  sprouts 

averaging  about  6  feet  high,  and  additional 
controls  would  have  been  required  before  any 

kind  of  pine  regeneration  could  have  been 
undertaken. 

Further  details  on  the  sprout-development 
studies  in  Mississippi,  Florida,  and  Arkansas 
are  available  in  Southern  Forest  Experiment 

Station  Occasio7ial  Paper  186. 

Burned  vs.  unburned  seedbeds. — In  south 

Mississippi  the  establishment  of  longleaf  seed- 
lings was  increased  by  a  pre-seedfall  burn,  thus 

corroborating  earlier  investigations.  A  by- 
product was  information  on  the  distribution  of 

seed  and  seedlings. 
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The  experimental  area  consisted  of  six  blocks 
of  open  longleaf  pine  totaling  222  acres.  Before 
seedfall,  in  September  1955,  half  of  each  block 

was  burned  to  expose  the  mineral  soil.  Seed- 
fall  was  sampled  in  60  quarter-milacre  seed 
traps  on  the  burned  and  60  on  the  unburned 
areas,  and  reproduction  was  sampled  on  a  like 

number  of  nearby  quarter-milacre  subplots. 

The  1955  cone  crop  produced  an  average  of 
29,100  sound  seeds  per  acre.  One  year  after 
establishment  stocking  averaged  800  seedlings 

per  acre  on  the  unburned  seedbed  and  2,467  on 
the  burned. 

Distribution  of  seed  and  surviving  seedlings 
was  as  follows: 

shortleaf  pines  that  had  originated  on  an  al  1 
doned  field  in  southern  Arkansas.    When  sc  i| 
of  the  slower  growing  pruned  trees  were 

cently  removed  in  a  thinning,  it  was  found  t: 
they  had  added  only  1.4  inches  of  clear  wj 
under  the  bark — barely  enough  to  yield  a  i : 
row   board   after   slabbing.     It   was   conclun 

that  pruning  should  be  confined  to  fast-grow.i| 
stems  that  are  likely  to  be  carried  to  mature 
and  that  it  should  be  started  when  trees 

3  to  5  inches  in  diameter.    The  intensity  I 
frequency   of   thinning   should   be   such   as 
maintain  a  diameter  growth  of  about  3  ino( 

or  more  per  decade.   More  information  mayj 
found  in  the  Forest  Farmer,  August  1961,  pan 
10-11. 

Mean Coefficient Ratio  of 
Sample number of  variation variance 

(percent) to  mean 

Seed  catch. 
120  traps 7.275 

97 
6.86 

Seedling  survival 
60  unburned  quadrats .200 257 1.32 

60  burned  quadrats .617 161 1.60 

Details  are  on  pages  201-203  of  the  Journal  of 
Forestry,  March  1961. 

Pine  Pruning  Should  be  Selective 

Eighteen    years    ago  .  a    pruning    study    was 

installed  in  a  30-year-old  stand  of  loblolly  and 

Pruning  Cottonwood  and  Willow  Oak 

Cottonwood  branches  up  to  3  inches  in  ci 
meter  can  be  pruned  without  serious  dan^ 
that  rot  or  insects  will  enter  the  wounds. 
100  branches  removed  from  13  trees  in  a  I 

year-old  plantation  in  the  Mississippi  Deie 
98  percent  were  healed  in  3  years.  Woui 
from  live  and  dead  limbs  healed  at  equal  rala 

Epicormic  branching  was  not  serious. 

On  willow  oak,  branches  up  to  2  inches 
diameter  healed  much  more  slowly  after  pru 

ing,  and  epicormic  branching  was  troublesor 

At  the  end  of  3  years  92  percent  of  live-brar . 

sectioned  at  right  pruned  18  years  ago,  has  about  1.2  inches  more  clear  wood  than  its  unpruned 

or,   but   the   margin   may   not    be   enough    to  repay  costs  of  the  work.    For  reasonable  expec- 
irofits,  pruning  would  be  restricted  to  young  trees  that  can  be  kept  growing  at  diameter 

rates  of  at  least  3  inches  per  decade. 
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Part  of  a  cultivated  plan- 
tation, 26  months  after  es- 

tablishment.  Row  on  right 
was  fertilized,  that  on  left 
was  unfertilized.  The  first 
tree  in  each  row  is  loblolly. 

inds  were  healed,  as  contrasted  to  69  per- 
t  of  dead-branch  wounds.  During  pruning, 
epicormic  branches  were  removed.  After 

?ar,  105  new  ones  developed  and  more  than 
»ercent  of  the  trees  had  more  than  20  apiece, 
ning  of  willow  oak  may  not  be  profitable 
1  ways  are  found  to  identify  individual 
s  that  are  prone  to  epicormic  branching, 
itional  details  are  in  Southern  Forestry 
es  136. 

ivation  and  Fertilization  of  Planted  Pines 

fter  4  years  in  a  small  cultivated  planta- 
near  McNeill,  Mississippi,  slash  pine  aver- 
1  13.0  feet  in  height  and  loblolly  pine  14.2 

Heights  of  6   to  8   feet   at   this   age   are 
iidered    average    for    unprepared    cutover 

'pees  were  spaced  at  10  by  10  feet  and  culti- 
»d  for  3  years  by  disking.  Each  spring  for 
uccessive  years  half  of  the  trees  of  each 

eies  received  1  pound  per  tree  of  5-10-5 
rmercial  fertilizer  applied  by  hand  around 
Ebase  of  the  trunk,  an  annual  application 
Dproximately  435  pounds  per  acre.  At  the 

( of  4  years  both  fertilized  and  unfertilized 
n  pines  averaged  13.0  feet  tall.  Fertilized 
bally  averaged  15.0  feet  and  unfertilized  13.3 
I  tall.  These  results  were  reported  in  Tree 

titers'  Notes  46,  pages  9-10. 

Fertilizing  was  also  tried  in  a  4-year-old 

loblolly  pine  plantation  near  Birmingham,  Ala- 
bama. As  is  reported  in  Southern  Forestry 

Notes  132,  ammonium  nitrate  was  broadcast 

at  rates  up  to  600  pounds  per  acre.  After  2 
years,  fertilized  trees  did  not  markedly  differ 
from  unfertilized  controls,  either  in  height  or 

in  amount  of  tip-moth  infestation. 

Stimulating  Cone  Production 

In  the  Ouachita  Mountains  of  Arkansas 

partial  girdling  of  shortleaf  pine  seed  trees 
quadrupled  cone  production  in  the  third  year. 
Girdled  trees,  however,  had  smaller  cones,  less 
luxuriant  foliage,  and  shorter  needles  than 

ungirdled  ones.  Seed  viability  was  not  deter- 
mined. Results  are  in  Southern  Forestry  Notes 

132. 

Effect  of  Large  Trees  on  Longleaf  Seedlings 

A  test  in  south  Mississippi  indicates  that,  if 
brown  spot  needle  disease  is  controlled,  most 
longleaf  seedlings  starting  near  large  pines 

will  survive  and  begin  height  growth.  Seed- 
lings from  the  1947  and  1948  seed  crops  were 

studied  in  circular  zones  of  10-,  20-,  and  30-foot 
radius  about  old-growth  longleaf,  second- 
growth  longleaf,  and  large  oaks.  Seedlings 
were  sprayed  annually  to  control  brown  spot. 
Check  plots  were  in  the  open. 
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At  age  9  years,  survivals  were  86  to  100 

percent.  Most  seedlings  near  large  pines,  but 
less  than  half  of  those  near  large  oaks,  had 

begun  height  growth.  The  percentage  of  height 
growth  was  consistently  higher  on  check  plots 
than  under  pines  or  oaks. 

In  general,  seedlings  were  smallest  in  the 
10-foot  zone,  intermediate  in  the  10-  to  20-foot 
zone,  and  largest  in  the  20-  to  30-foot  zone 
and  on  the  check  plots.  Their  average  heights 

indicated  no  significant  difference  in  the  com- 

petition effects  of  old-growth  and  second- 
growth  longleaf  pine  seed  trees,  but  the  oaks 
were  severer  competitors  than  the  pines. 

A  more  complete  report  may  be  found  in 
Occasional  Paper  189. 

Late  Removal  of  Seed  Trees  not  Damaging  to 

Loblolly  Reproduction 

In  south  Arkansas  22  seed  trees  per  acre — 

ranging  in  diameter  from  10  to  33  inches — 
were  harvested  on  a  tract  densely  stocked  with 
advanced  pine  up  to  19  years  old.  The  felling 
reduced  stocking  of  young  pines  14  percentage 

points,  from  84  to  70.  This  loss  was  light  con- 
sidering the  number  and  size  of  the  trees  re- 

moved (Journal  of  Forestry,  January  1961, 

pages  24-25 ) . 

Natural  Seedling  Mortality 

Mortality  of  natural  shortleaf  pine  repro- 
duction in  the  Ouachita  Mountains  of  Arkansas 

varied  significantly  with  type  of  overhead 
cover  and  depth  of  soil. 

A  dense  overstory  increased  the  likelihood 
of  seedling  mortality.  Losses  were  somewhat 
greater  on  soils  more  than  20  inches  deep  than 
on  those  of  less  than  12  inches.  The  increased 

mortality  on  deep  soils  may  be  attributed  to 
slower  moisture  drainage  and  resultant  frost 
heaving  in  the  winter,  and  heavier  competition 
for  light,  moisture,  and  growing  space  during 
the  growing  season.  More  information  is  in 
Southern  Forestry  Notes  134. 

MENSURATION 

A  Silviculturist   Looks  at  Timber  Quality 

Before  landowners  incur  the  added  silvicul- 

tural  costs  required  to  produce  high-quality 
timber,  they  wish  to  be  assured  that  these  costs 
will  be  repaid  with  interest  at  time  of  harvest. 

Some  general  principles  to  be  considered  ;lf 
discussed  in  the  1961  Ames  Forester,  pcH. 
20-23. 

The   requirements   of  the   intended   procd 
largely  determine  what  characteristics  are^ 
sirable  in  trees.    High  specific  gravity  of  wi- 

fiber  is  desirable  for  kraf t  pulp  but  undesin  | 
for  newsprint.    Crooked  trees  have  low  uti 
for  long  structural  timbers,  but  are  almos 

valuable  as  straight  trees  for  short-length  pit  :< 
ucts.    Interior  rot  disqualifies  trees  for  p 
or  piling,  but  not  for  factory  or  shop  lumr   ir 
At  least  seven  different  classes  of  timber 

tributes  can  be  recognized  that  affect  diffei 

end-products  quite  differently. 
! 

Thus,  no  single  assessment  of  the  multij' 
variables  comprising  standing  tree  qualit; 

valid  except  for  a  particular  kind  of  end-p 
uct.    A  seven-variable  code  can  be  construu 

that    will    unambiguously    quantify    the   a 
butes  without  implying  that  any  level  is  § 

or  bad — because   "badness"   depends  on  v 
end-product  is  desired.   This  device  will  hai 
not  only  defect  levels  that  completely  disq 
ify   wood    for   certain    uses,    but    also   vanif; 

levels  and  combinations  of  defect  that  aftj 
only  cost  or  profit,  but  not  ultimate  utility 

Although  the  quality  of  future  timber  stc 
can  be  raised  by  seeding  or  planting  new  t 

( often  the  object  of  tree-improvement 
grams),  there  are  only  four  major  actions  | 
a  silviculturist  can  take  to  better  the  flrfl 

quality  of  existing  trees.  He  can  select  the 
stems,  defer  their  harvest,  and  give  them  r 

growing  space  by  harvesting  or  deadening  J?  nf 
desirable  stems  ( this  concentrates  the  grcji 
potential  of  the  unmodified  site  on  the 
stems ) .  He  can  also  improve  the  growth 

of  selected  stems  by  modifying  the  site 
favorable  direction  ( this  includes  irriga 
fertilization,  cultivation,  prescribed  burni  \ 

He  can  physiologically  stimulate  indivi  Ij1 
stems  with  hormone-like  chemicals  or  au 

( this  has  little  promise  at  the  present  til 

Finally,  he  can  improve  the  future  qualit 
selected  stems  by  pruning  off  undesirable  1 
( this  is  a  marginal  economic  proposition  n 
The  article  in  Ames  Forester  discusses 
extent  to  which  the  southern  silviculturist 

expend  funds  or  bear  indirect  costs  ( sue 
reduced  growth  rate  or  deferred  yield  I 
bettering  the  quality  of  existing  stands. 
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Size  and  Variability 

he  number  of  units  that  must  be  observed 

.  sample  survey  in  order  to  estimate  popu- 
m  values  with  a  specified  precision  depends 

the  variability  among  the  units.    Informa- 
about  variability  can  be  obtained  by  taking 

•eliminary  sample  from  the  population,  but 
procedure  may  be  costly.  Often  an  esti- 

e  of  the  variability  can  be  obtained  from 

ier  surveys  of  the  same  or  similar  popula- 
s.  If  the  units  used  in  the  previous  survey 
er  in  size  from  those  to  be  used  in  the  new 

pie,  some  adjustment  must  be  made  in  the 
/iously  observed  variability. 

.  procedure  for  making  this  adjustment  is 

;ribed  in  "Relation  of  Plot  Size  to  Vari- 

ity:  An  Approximation,"  Journal  of  For- 
y,  September  1961,  page  679.  The  pro- 
ire  assumes  that  the  squared  coefficient  of 
ation  (CV)  is  inversely  proportional  to 
square  root  of  relative  plot  size  (  P ) ,  an 
imption  which  has  been  found  acceptable 

!many  forest  populations.  Thus,  if  the  co- 
jnent  of  variation  (  CV,  I  for  plots  of  size  P, 

|nown,  the  estimated  coefficient  <  CV., )  for 

k  of  the  same  shape  and  orientation  but  dif- 
!nt  size  (P..)  would  be  derivable  from: 

(CV., 
CV, 

N 

'he   article   shows    the    results    of    applying 
approximation    to    some    populations    and 

susses  the  limitations  of  the  procedure. 

tor  Fork,  Calipers,  or  Tape? 

'he  Bitterlich  sector  fork  for  measuring  tree 
r^eter  and  volume  has  been  available  in  the 

:-:ed  States  for  more  than  a  year.  A  limited 
5  in  southern  Alabama  indicates  that  the 

srument  may  be  used  for  d.b.h.  measure- 

s'ts  if  an  accuracy  of  about  2  0.7  inch  is 
cptable.  If  an  accuracy  greater  than  1  0.5 
|  is  desired,  calipers  or  diameter  tape  should 

osen. 

the  test,  one  man  measured  the  diameter 

0  longleaf  pines  ranging  from  4.7  to  17.0 

s  in  d.b.h.    D.b.h.  was  generally  overesti- 

a^d  with  the  sector  fork,  and  the  error  tend- 
to  increase  with  tree  size.    Average  d.b.h. 
esured  with  each   instrument   was:     sector 

r;8.72  inches,  tape  8.50  inches,  calipers  8.45 

inches.  When  an  accuracy  of  \[  0.5  inch  was 

specified,  chi-square  tests  (adjusted  for  in- 
crease of  bias  with  diameter )  revealed  signifi- 

cant differences  at  the  1-percent  level  between 
(  1 )  sector  fork  and  caliper  and  (  2  )  sector  fork 
and  tape.  Caliper  and  tape  measurements  were 

not  significantly  different  at  the  1-percent  level 
(Southern  Forestry  Notes  136). 

Stand  Structure  and  Growth 

An  exploratory  study  with  shortleaf  pine 
(Pinus  echinata  Mill.)  in  north  Arkansas  indi- 

cates that  variations  in  basal  area  growth  may 

be  strongly  correlated  with  measurable  ele- 
ments of  stand  structure. 

Gross  2-year  basal-area  growth  for  twenty- 
seven  1-acre  samples  was  analyzed  using  27 
independent  variables,  in  5  groups  of  9,  with 

the  Southern  Station's  IBM  704  Regression 
Program.  Sawtimber  stocking,  diameter,  and 
occupied  space  were  controlled  at  the  start. 
All  possible  linear  combinations  of  nine  or 
fewer  independent  variables  were  tested  in 

each  group,  involving  a  total  of  4,599  regres- 
sions. 

This  study  indicates  that  basal-area  growth 
of  shortleaf  pine  in  the  Arkansas  Ozarks  is 
more  or  less  correlated  with  the  following 

types  of  variables: 

Some  function  of  stand  age. 
Variables  describing  distribution 

in  size  and  space  of  growing  stock 

component  including  N,  D,  D~,  co- 
efficient of  variation  of  diameter,  and 

coefficient  of  variation  of  basal-area 

spatial  distribution. 
Similar  variables  describing  po- 

tential ingrowth  components. 

Similar  variables  describing  com- 
petitive components  ( undesirable 

stems  not  contributing  to  survivor 

growth  or  ingrowth  ) . 
Variables  describing  severity  of 

recent  drastic  reduction  in  tree  popu- 

lation (due  to  cutting,  TSI,  wind- 
throw,  etc. ) . 

Past  growth. 

More  details  about  the  variables,  and  some 

specific  findings  in  regards  to  choice  of  vari- 
ables, may  be  found  in  Occasional  Paper  182, 

1961. 
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FOREST  GRAZING  MANAGEMENT 

s  competition  for  forest  land  use  intensi- 
,  forest  grazers  will  have  to  manage  forage 
cattle  better  than  at  present  if  they  are 

tay  in  business.  State  laws  requiring  live- 
k  to  be  fenced  from  highways,  and  the  in- 
ised  costs  of  labor,  equipment,  and  mater- 
are  dooming  free-range  grazing  and  low- 

iucing  cattle  herds. 

he  future  of  forest  grazing  looks  bright, 

ever,  for  the  well-run  outfit.  Results  of 

ears'  research  and  experience  at  the  Palus- 
Experimental  Forest  in  central  Louisiana 
;trate  possible  profits  from  common  cows 
:ing  fenced  ranges  having  ample  bluestem 
ge  and  adequate  watering  and  handling 
ities. 

:om  1956  through  1960  cows  fed  375  pounds 
rotein  supplement  apiece  during  fall  and 
er   and   ample   minerals   all    year   weaned 
s  that  averaged  424  pounds.    Sale  prices 
ed  from   15  cents  to  28  cents  per  pound. 
n  average  of  22  cents,  the  market  value 
jcalf  was  $93.28.    As  the  average  calf  crop 
83  percent,  the  gross  annual  return  per 
was  $77.42.   Subtracting  the  $48.85  annual 
ating  cost  left  a  net  return  of  $28.57.    If 

owner  and  cattleman  were  the  same  per- 
this  would  be  a  10  percent  annual  return 
$285  investment  (table  3). 

it  is  assumed  that  6  percent  is  a  fair  return 
.  jn  investment,  the  extra  4  percent  or  $11.40 
ti  be  considered  as  the  risk  allowance. 

Ihen   grazing   privileges   are   being   leased, 
lc  suitable   arrangement    would    be    for   the 

njowner  and  cattleman  to  share  equally  in 
xpected  return  in  excess  of  the  6  percent 

on  cattle  investment.  With  the  Palustris  herd, 

which  had  access  to  about  25  acres  per  cow, 
the  annual  lease  rate  would  have  been  $5.70 

per  cow,  or  approximately  $0.20  per  acre.  For 
a  less  productive  herd  or  range,  these  rates 
would  be  too  high. 

Table  3. — Investment  and operating  costs  for 
cattle   on   Ion gleaf 

pine-bluestem ranges 
Item 

Cost    per    cow 
Dollars 

INVESTMENT Fencing 
100 

Watering  facilities 

14 

Corrals 14 

Cow 110 

Bull 22 
Miscellaneous 

25 

Total 285 

OPERATION   1  per  year 
Labor 13.00 

Feed 18.60 

Range  burning 
.60 

Forage  survey 
2.00 

Care  of  bull 4.00 

Replacement  of  cows 

2.00 

Seedling  protection 

.40 

Miscellaneous 8.25 

Total 
48.85 

In  addition  to  a  return  from  the  cattle,  the 

forest  landowner  may  benefit  otherwise  from 

forest  grazing.  Managing  his  own  herd  pro- 
vides efficient  use  for  off-season  and  spare- 

time  labor.  Cattle  aid  in  keeping  down  the 

grass  rough  and  reducing  fire  hazard,  and  are 
valuable  collateral  in  negotiating  loans.  The 
fences  and  continued  observation  of  cattle  aid 

in   controlling   trespass. 

low  much  water  and   light  do   low-growing  oaks   need   to   produce   browse   and    mast  for  wildlife': 
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Additional  information  on  costs  and  profits 

of  forest  grazing  and  recommendations  for 

herd  management  are  described  in  the  Ninth 

Edition  of  Forest  Farmer  Manual,  pages  151- 

152,  and  in  Gulf  Coast  Cattleman,  September 

1961,  pages  5-6. 

With  a  realization  that  forest  grazing  profits 

are  closely  associated  with  forage  production, 

researchers  are  continually  concerned  with 

elements  influencing  plant  growth  and  the 

degree  to  which  yields  are  correlated  with 

environmental  factors.  Precipitation  is  usually 
recorded  in  field  studies  of  forage  plants,  but 

it  generally  affords  only  a  rough  approxima- 
tion of  plant  growth  conditions.  The  reasons 

are  that  small  storms  do  not  measurably  in- 
crease soil  moisture  and  that  considerable 

water  may  run  off,  be  intercepted,  or  move  to 

layers  below  the  root  zone.  Available  soil 
moisture  in  the  surface  foot  is  more  nearly 

related  to  plant  growth,  but  its  measurement 
is  expensive  and  often  impractical. 

A  relatively  inexpensive  method  of  predict- 
ing soil  moisture  from  daily  precipitation  and 

certain  soil  data  has  been  developed  by  the 

Forest  Service  in  cooperation  with  the  U.  S. 

Army  Engineer  Waterways  Experiment  Sta- 
tion at  Vicksburg,  Mississippi.  This  method 

was  recently  used  to  estimate  moisture  in  the 
surface  foot  of  plots  at  McNeill,  Mississippi, 

where  forage  yields  had  been  taken  from  1947 
to  1953.  The  length  of  time  the  moisture  in 

the  upper  foot  of  the  soil  was  at  or  below  the 
wilting  point  during  the  growth  period  ( as 

estimated  by  the  prediction  method )  correla- 
ted well  (—  0.89)  with  maximum  grass  produc- 

tion. During  these  same  years  correlation  be- 
tween grass  yields  and  rainfall  was  poor.  For 

example,  the  1947  season  had  above-average 
precipitation  but  low  grass  yields,  while  the 
1951  season  had  above-average  grass  yields 
with   subnormal   rainfall. 

The  detailed  soil  and  weather  factors  in- 

cluded in  the  moisture-prediction  method  and 
details  of  its  application  are  described  in  the 
Journal  of  Range  Management,  May  1961, 

pages  130-134. 

FOREST  GAME  HABITAT  MANAGEMENT 

Southern  forests  are  capable  of  supporting 
enough  deer  to  satisfy  a  large  hunting  demand. 
The  ability  of  a  given  forest  area  to  support  a 

healthy    herd    is    determined    largely    by 
amount    of    palatable    and    available    bro  | 
Food,  more  often  than  water  and  cover,  is 

limiting  factor  in  the  South.  A  100-pound  a 
deer  requires  4  or  5  pounds   ( air-dry  weif 
of  food  daily.    The  range  should  contain  ai 

riety  of  plants  that  will  provide  a  year-rc.J 

supply  within  the  herd's  home  territory,  w 
usually  is  an  area  of  not  much  more  the 
square  mile.   For  practical  management  as  < 
range,  forests  must  produce  annually  at  1 
350  pounds  of  available  forage  per   acre,  f 

this  amount  at  least  20  percent  should  be  a^;. 
able  during  winter.    Superabundance  of  si 
mer  foods  will  not  offset  winter  shortages 

A  bulletin,  Deer  Browse  Plants  of  Southa 
Forests,   was   published    with    the    purpos<  f 

helping   land   managers   to   improve   their  • 
quaintance  with  the  plants  on  which  soutl 
deer  herds   chiefly  depend;   another  aim 

to  stimulate  a  quest  for  knowledge  that  ' 
aid  the  management  of  deer  and  their  fcj 
habitat.     Plant    descriptions    contain    infoi  J 
tion  as  to  the  regions  and  sites  where  spej 
occur,   normal  growth   habit,   seasonal  pr«|[ 
ences  by  deer,   parts  taken,   and  tolerano  II 
browsing.    Also  included  are  suggestions  \ 
increasing  browse  production. 

Greenbriers,  Smilax  spp.,  are  perhaps 

most  important  group  of  deer  food  plant 

the  South.  The  fast-growing  green  canes 
tender  shoots  are  very  palatable,  and  the  le; 

are  relished  year-round. 

The  hollies,  Ilex  spp.,  are  among  the  c 

browse  plants  of  the  Coastal  Plain,  contri: 

ing  greatly  to  fall  and  winter  deer  food. 

Blackberries,    raspberries,    and    dewber 

Rubus  spp.,  provide  food  and  cover  for  ir: 

game  species. 

The  oaks  provide  acorn  crops  extremely  •! 
uable  as  fall  and  winter  food  for  game. 

Several   other  species,   individually   imf :. 
ant,  are  illustrated  on  the  opposite  page. 

The  bulletin  was  published  under  the  s*J 
sorship  of  the  Southern  Forest  Game  Rese  I 

Committee.  This  committee  includes  re  :| 

sentatives  from  many  agencies  concerned  ' 
wildlife  research.  Its  aims  are  to  improve 

search  performance  and  techniques,  to  cod 
nate  research  of  the  various  member  agen 

H 
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to  aid  in  disseminating  the  findings, 

ty-one  specialists  from  locations  through- 
tthe  South  contributed  papers  and  photos 
idividual  species.  The  Southern  and  South- 

ern Forest  Experiment  Stations,  as  mem- 
:  of  the  committee,  edited  and  published 
bulletin. 

lentifying  greenbrier  growth.— The  simi- 
:ly  between  old  and  new  growth  makes  it 
:2ult  to  measure  production  and  utilization 
E.eenbriers.  Observations  of  saw  greenbrier, 
bax  bona-nox  L.,  in  north  Arkansas  show 
»  the   appearance   of   persistent   leaf   bases 

is  a  reliable  index. 

The  leaf  bases,  which  are  0.1  to  0.5  inch  long, 
occur  at  the  nodes  and  partially  enclose  a  bud 
or  stem.  On  old  growth  all  bases  look  bleached 

and  papery  white.  On  current  growth  most 

are  brown  or  light  green  and  appear  more  suc- 
culent. The  undersides  of  the  bases  remain 

brown  longer  than  the  upper  portions  and  thus 
permit  identification  of  new  growth  even  in 
the  late  fall  and  winter. 

The  finding  is  reported  in  the  Journal  of 
Range  Management,  January  1961,  page  42. 
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>rest  watershed  research  at  the  Southern 

ion  has  concentrated  largely  on  the  re- 
litation  of  eroded  lands.  Thus,  the  program 
required  studies  of  methods  for  planting 

5  and  getting  them  to  survive  on  the  ex- 
lely  adverse  sites  developed  by  erosion, 
2  fundamental  work  on  seedling  tolerance 
sat  and  drought,  and  investigations  of  soil 
moisture  relations  resulting  from  cover 
iges. 

operative  work  with  the  Corps  of  Engi- 
s  at  Vicksburg,  Mississippi,  was  termina- 
early  in  the  year.  Manuscripts  from  this 
arch  are  being  completed  by  several  of 

scientists  previously  assigned  to  the  Vicks- 
[  Center.  A  paper  summarized  in  the  Range 

Wildlife  Habitat  section  of  this  report  des- 
?s  a  practical  application  of  some  of  the 
moisture  findings. 

roded  sites  where  nor- 
bar  planting  is  unsuc- 
ul,  loblolly  seedlings 
,ve  and  grow  well 

planted  in  6-inch 
i  bored  with  a  portable 
r  auger  and  refilled 
topsoil.  -   * 

ping  lovegrass  ivas  the 
promising   of  several 

\es    tested    on    eroded 
It    may    have    value 

abilizing    areas    while 
are   becoming   estab- 

ift. 

PLANTING  PINES  FOR  EROSION  CONTROL 

Conventional  bar  planting  is  effective  on 

parts  of  eroded  areas  where  some  topsoil  re- 
mains or  soft  sediments  have  collected.  Prompt 

control  of  erosion,  however,  usually  requires 

establishing  trees  in  the  hard  substrata  ex- 
posed by  gullying  or  sheet  washing.  A  portable 

gasoline-powered  post-hole  digger  has  been 
found  economical  and  effective  in  planting 
such  severe  sites. 

Recommendations,  based  on  tests  in  12  coun- 
ties of  north  Mississippi,  are  to  make  holes  6 

inches  in  diameter  and  24  inches  deep  and 

refill  them  immediately  with  the  nearest  ap- 
proximation of  topsoil  available.  This  can  be 

done  either  at  time  of  planting  or  in  advance, 
whenever  the  soils  are  wet.   Seedlings  are  bar- 
planted  in  the  refill  and  mulched  with  4  inches 

i 
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of  loose  hay  or  straw  in  a  12-inch  radius.  Sur- 
vival of  trees  thus  planted  was  86  percent,  in 

contrast  to  66  percent  for  those  planted  in  mat- 
tock holes  at  considerably  more  expense.  After 

three  years,  trees  in  post  holes  were  nearly 
twice  as  tall  as  those  planted  with  the  mattock. 
Details  are  in  the  Journal  of  Soil  and  Water 

Conservation,  July-August  1961,  pages  188-189. 

None  of  five  combinations  of  fertilizer  in- 
creased survival  or  growth  of  loblolly  pine 

seedlings  planted  on  eroded  Brown  Loam  and 
Coastal  Plain  sites  in  north  Mississippi.  All 

applications  included  300  pounds  of  nitrogen 
per  acre,  to  which  P205  and  KL,0  were  added 

alone  and  in  combinations.  Early  remeasure- 
ments  seemed  to  show  some  response  to  fertili- 

zation, but  after  five  years  fertilized  trees  were 
no  taller  than  unfertilized  checks.  The  study 

is  reported  in  Southern  Forestry  Notes  131. 

Wax  coatings,  often  used  successfully  to 
reduce  transpiration  from  nursery  stock  in 

transit,  failed  when  tested  as  a  means  of  im- 
proving survival  on  dry  sites.  The  coatings 

were  applied  as  sprays.  A  single  application 
reduced  survival  of  loblolly  pine  seedlings,  and 
repeated  spraying  was  still  more  detrimental. 
Partial  shading  of  the  planted  trees  slightly 
ameliorated  the  adverse  effect. 

In  an  effort  to  explain  these  results,  very  fine 
thermocouples  were  threaded  into  the  tissue 
of  loblolly  pine  needles  exposed  to  a  heat 
source.  Under  constant  radiation,  waxed  nee- 

dles reached  temperatures  several  degrees 
higher  than  normal  needles,  regardless  of  the 
amount  of  soil  moisture  available  to  the  plant. 

The  heat-trapping  action  of  the  coatings  ap- 
pears to  have  increased  vapor-pressure  grad- 

ients enough  to  more  than  offset  any  sealing 
effect.  Details  are  in  Plant  Physiology,  March 

1961,  pages  180-182. 

Pit  storage  of  baled  loblolly  pine  planting 
stock  proved  economical  and  effective  in  a 

north  Mississippi  test.  The  method  seems  use- 

ful wherever  seedlings  are  delivered  in  quanti- 
ties requiring  storage.  Unopened  bales  are 

thoroughly  watered  and  then  buried  8  inches 

deep  in  well-drained  sandy  loam  soil  between 
two  layers  of  leaf  litter.  Preferred  location 
is  a  wooded  north  slope,  where  temperatures 
are  fairly  constant  and  moisture  from  winter 
rains  is  usually  retained  long  enough  to  make 

rewatering   unnecessary.    Post-planting  survi- 

val of  seedlings  stored  in  this  way  has  bj 
equal  to  that  of  stock  held  in  cold  storage 
on    covered    racks.     The   method    is    descri » 

in  Tree  Planters'  Notes  45,  pages  13-14. 

LOBLOLLY    PINES    UNDER    STRESS 

Immersion  in  water  at  48°C.  (118CF.) 
two  hours  killed  loblolly  seedling  roots 

52C.  ( 126°  F.)  they  were  killed  in  5  minu 
These  and  higher  temperatures  may  be  reac 

in  densely  packed  bales  in  transit,  or  in  ston- 
Seedlings  may  survive  temporary  air  tempt 

tures  within  bales  as  high  as  50?C.  (  122°] 
because  heat  does  not  reach  the  roots  iitimti ately. 

:: 

::: 

: 
: 

it 

There  was  no  visible  evidence  of  damag* 
roots  after  any  of  the  treatments;  seedlings 
peared  normal  for  60  to  90  days  after  outpk 
ing.  Lethal  treatments  became  apparent  o 
after  the  advent  of  hot  weather,  when  the  t 

died  and  turned  brown.  A  graph  compari 
these  results  with  those  of  other  workers 

pears  in  Tree  Planters'  Notes  47,  pages  25 

Loblolly  pine  seedlings  can  extract  moist 

from  a  soil  at  or  below  the  wilting  point-* 
the  sunflower.  A  common  grass  competiti 
little  bluestem,  may  be  even  more  effici 
than  the  pine  in  utilizing  moisture  held  at  r. 
tensions.  These  are  findings  of  a  study  repoi . 

in  Ecology.  Autumn  1961,  pages  823-825. 

Pines,  sunflowers,  and  bluestem  plants  \u 

potted  in  a  Ruston  sandy  loam  soil  that  : 
tained  1.71  percent  moisture  at  15  atmosphe  < 
tension.  In  two  independent  tests,  ultir 

wilting  point  ranged  from  1.38  to  1.46  per 
for  sunflowers  and  from  0.95  to  1.10  for  pii 
while  for  little  bluestem  it  averaged  0.96. 

As  pine  needles  are  too  stiff  to  wilt,  sarr 
needles  were  weighed  and  dried  to  deterrr 
whether  their  moisture  content  could  be  i 

as  an  indicator  of  the  death  point.  Seedli 
whose  needle  moisture  was  below  80  pen 

(  dry-weight  basis  )  generally  failed  to  recc  I 
on  rewatering,  while  most  of  those  retail  I 
moisture  above  this  level  survived. 

Critical  period  for  planted  seedlings  ir 
roded  areas  is  the  first  growing  season.  In  1 

years  of  test  plantings  in  north  Mississippi  j 
percent  of  all  mortality  has  occurred  in  I 
first  year.  Of  more  than  25,000  seedlings  i 
served,  19  toercent  died  in  the  first  season  i 

l 
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y  6  percent  in  the  following  two  years, 

-vival  counts  at  the  end  of  the  first  growing 
son  usually  are  adequate  to  predict  planta- 
i  success.  These  results  are  reported  in 
ithern   Forestry   Notes    136. 

SOIL  MOISTURE  AND  COVER 

)nly  three  of  nine  grass  and  legume  species 
ted  in  north  Mississippi  showed  promise  for 
egetating  and  rebuilding  badly  eroded  sites, 
nmon  lespedeza,  which  has  invaded  many 
the  study  plots,  may   also  have  value. 

Veeping  lovegrass  thrived  both  on  loose  sand 
I  a  compact  silt  loam.    Switch  grass  grew 
II  on  the  silt  loam  and  fairly  well  on  the 
d.    Rescue  grass  did  well  on  the  silt  loam 
failed  on  the  deep  sand.  All  other  test 

cies  were  failures.  Common  lespedeza, 

sent  only  as  an  occasional  plant  at  the  out- 
increased  naturally  because  of  the  fertilizer 

d  to  establish  the  grass  plantings  and  occu- 
a  25  to  90  percent  of  the  failed  silt  loam 
is  by  the  end  of  the  test. 

oil  measurements  after  4  years  showed 

t  improvements  in  bulk  density,  percola- 
rate,  and  saturated  pore  space,  but  differ- 
s  were  too  small  to  be  statistically  signifi- 
.    The   study    is    described    in    Mississippi 

«m  Research,  March  1961,  page  5. 

l  a  three-year  test  in  Mississippi,  complete 
loval  of  an  undesirable  hardwood  stand  in- 

i|sed  moisture  in  the  upper  48  inches  of  soil 
ling  the  growing  season  and  significantly 

ilroved  survival  and  height  growth  of  plant- 
boblolly  pine  seedlings.  Removal  of  the  39 
kre  feet  of  overstory  basal  area  resulted 
lightly  higher  survival,  better  growth,  and 

Qe  growing-season  moisture  than  elimina- 

>'  of  the  14  square  feet  of  understory  basal 

! 
fhile  complete  removal  of  all  hardwoods 
ptimum  for  improvement  of  soil  moisture 
ifell  as  seedling  survival,  the  $6.56  cost  per 
i  for  girdling  and  poisoning  the  overstory 

Sjes  this  the  most  economic  measure.  Con- 
xion of  scrub  hardwoods  to  pine  would  be 

c  itated  by  a  cheaper  means  of  controlling 
ill  hardwoods,  since  regrowth  where  these 

were  left  will  necessitate  cleaning  to  release 

the  planted  seedlings.  Details  are  in  the  Jour- 
nal oj  Forestry,  January  1961,  pages  20-23. 

Again  in  north  Mississippi,  thinning  19-year- 
old  shortleaf  pine  stands  to  80  square  feet  of 
basal  area  per  acre  reduced  soil  moisture  loss 
during  the  first  and  second  growing  seasons 
after  treatment,  and  increased  the  available 

soil  moisture  during  droughts.  Little  change 
in  diameter  growth  was  apparent  during  the 
first  summer  after  thinning,  but  during  the 

second  summer  pines  on  deep  silt  loam  in- 
creased markedly  and  those  on  clay  loam  and 

clay  subsoils  responded  to  a  lesser  degree. 
Prior  to  the  thinning,  most  diameter  growth 

occurred  early  in  the  season.  After  the  thin- 
ning, growth  was  accelerated  throughout  the 

summer.  Trees  grew  in  diameter  mainly  dur- 
ing periods  of  plentiful  soil  moisture.  The  re- 

search is  detailed  in  Soil  Science  Society  oj 

America  Proceedings  for  March-April  1961, 

pages  135-138. 

UNDISTURBED   SOIL   SAMPLES    FROM 
REFRACTORY  SOILS 

A  portable  hydraulic  sampler  has  been  de- 
vised to  obtain  undisturbed  soil  cores.  Steady 

pressures  up  to  5,000  pounds  per  square  inch 

make  it  possible  to  sample  such  diverse  ma- 
terials as  loose  sands,  heavy  clays,  and  cement- 

ed parent  material  without  the  compression  or 
shattering  common   with   drive  samplers. 

The  sampler  consists  of  a  modified  2-ton 
bumper  jack  arranged  to  react  against  a  steel 

beam  held  in  place  by  anchors.  Interchange- 
able sampling  heads  are  provided,  one  tapered 

for  use  in  soils  where  equipment  is  difficult  to 

extract,  the  other  for  dry  or  compacted  ma- 
terials. 

A  hole  is  first  bored  to  sampling  depth  with 

a  5-inch  auger  and  loosened  material  cleaned 
out.  The  sampling  head  is  then  jacked  into 
the  soil.  When  the  core  has  been  taken  the 

head  is  detached  and  the  soil  sample  slipped 

out  and  trimmed  even  with  a  3-inch  retaining 
sleeve.  The  device  is  designed  so  that  it  will 
take  cores  from  two  adjacent  holes  without 

resetting.  Construction  details  are  in  Agricul- 
tural Engineering ,  August  1961,  pages  431-432. 
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Forest  Insects 

PEST  SURVEY  RESPONSIBILITIES 
TRANSFERRED 

Strengthened  forest  insect  research  enabled 

tation  entomologists  to  devote  increased  at- 
2ntion  to  fundamental  biological  studies  dur- 
ig  1961.  This  change  in  emphasis  was  facili- 
ated  by  the  transfer  of  responsibility  for  de- 
ection  and  evaluation  surveys  to  the  Pest  Con- 
rol  Section,  Division  of  State  and  Private  For- 

stry,  Region  8,  U.  S.  Forest  Service.  The  trans- 
sr  was  made  July  1,  1961.  Personnel  formerly 
ssigned  to  insect  surveys  are  now  beginning 
tudies  of  the  life  histories,  habits,  and  ecology 
f  the  main  southern  forest  insects,  with  the 
ltimate  object  of  improving  controls.  Pine 
ark  beetles,  borers  in  living  hardwoods,  and 

?rmites  will  receive  priority.  Station  ento- 
lologists  also  will  provide  technical  assistance 
d  the  Pest  Control  Section  until  it  is  fully 
taffed.  Thereafter  they  will  be  available  for 

onsultation,  and  will  work  closely  with  Re- 
flonal  entomologists  in  making  biological  eval- 
ations  of  new  or  unusually  complex  problems. 

Such  a  coordinated  approach  is  particularly 
nportant  at  this  time  because  of  increasing 
Duthern  pine  beetle  activity  in  east  Texas, 

lississippi,  and  Alabama,  and  continuing  seri- 
us  infestations  of  the  black  turpentine  beetle 
i  most  Midsouth  States. 

ill  Hereafter,  reports  on. pest  conditions  or  re- 
uests  for  advice  on  control  should  be  ad- 

ressed  to  the  Regional  Forester,  U.  S.  Forest 
ervice,  50  Seventh  Street,  N.  E.,  Atlanta  23, 
Georgia.  Inquiries  for  research  information 
ihould  be  sent  to  the  Director  of  either  the 

outhern  or  Southeastern  Forest  Experiment 
tation. 

INSECTS   AFFECTING   PINE   TREES 

Biological  Studies  of  the  Southern  Pine  Beetle 

A  severe  epidemic  of  the  southern  pine  beetle 
in  southeast  Texas  is  stimulating  entomologists 
to  accelerate  field  and  laboratory  research. 

During  1961,  about  960  spot  infestations  on 
52  ownerships  were  discovered;  more  than  650 
were  on  three  large  industrial  holdings.  By 
December,  some  830  spots  had  been  or  were 

being  controlled  by  cutting  and  spraying  in- 
fested trees  with  BHC.  An  unusually  dry 

October  permitted  crews  to  get  into  areas  made 
inaccessible  by  rains  since  early  summer,  but 

many  spots  were  still  uncontrolled  by  late 
winter. 

Field  studies  from  May  through  early  Sep- 
tember found  that  initial  attacks  were  most 

often  on  the  lower  stem.  Beginning  in  late 

September,  the  insects  usually  attacked  first 

on  the  mid-stem,  where  they  were  often  ac- 

companied by  Ips  avulsus.  When  avulsus  at- 
tacked simultaneously,  survival  of  southern 

pine  beetle  broods  generally  was  poor.  Inter- 
species competition  may  increase  as  the  out- 

break continues. 

For  many  years,  entomologists  have  attempt- 
ed to  rear  the  southern  pine  beetle  in  insec- 

taries,  so  that  fundamental  biological  studies 
could  be  made  under  controlled  conditions. 

Recent  station  research  with  caged  bolts  has 
met  with  some  success  in  rearing  broods  in 

the  laboratory  and  a  breakthrough  is  possible. 

Bolts  from  slow-growing  trees  were  found  to 

produce  more  beetles  thaji  those  from  fast- 
growing  trees.  Best  results  were  obtained 
when  the  cages  were  stocked  with  about  150 
adult  beetles  per  square  foot  of  bark. 

-Termites  are  a  high-priority  insect  research  project. 
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Studies  of  methods  of  evaluating  population 
trends  showed  that  field  sampling  of  bark  at 
a  height  of  about  16  feet  on  infested  trees  will 

give  the  most  dependable  data.  Pure  popula- 
tions of  the  southern  pine  beetle,  together  with 

a  wide  variety  of  associated  parasites  and  pred- 
ators, usually  occur  in  the  bark  at  this  level. 

Ips  avulsus  and  other  insects  that  inhabit  thin- 
barked  portions  of  tree  stems  often  complicate 
sampling  at  greater  heights.  Variations  in 
height  of  initial  attack  make  examinations  of 
the  lower  stem  unreliable. 

Clerid  beetles,  which  are  predators  of  the 

southern  pine  beetle,  complete  their  develop- 
ment after  most  of  the  bark  beetles  have  left 

the  tree.  This  is  important  in  relation  to  con- 
trol: when  clerids  are  abundant  in  a  tree  and 

most  of  the  bark  beetles  have  emerged,  BHC 
spray  should  not  be  applied.  Laboratory  studies 
have  been  started  to  determine  the  importance 

and  habits  of  clerids  and  other  insects  as  preda- 
tors of  the  beetle,  and  infestations  in  east  Texas 

are  under  close  surveillance  to  evaluate  the 

role  of  these  natural  enemies  when  the  present 
epidemic  declines. 

Southern  pine  beetle  activity  also  is  increas- 
ing in  former  epidemic  areas  in  Mississippi  and 

Alabama,  and  this  development  strengthens 

the  need  to  study  factors  that  influence  popu- 
lation build-ups.  Numerous  small  infestations 

already  have  appeared  on  the  Homochitto  and 

Talladega  National  Forests  and  on  adjoining 
private  lands.  This  is  the  first  indication  of  a 

significant  population  uptrend  since  the  1954- 
57  epidemics  in  both  States. 

Turpentine  Beetle  Infestations  Related  to  Man's 
Activity 

The  black  turpentine  beetle  remained 
troublesome  on  most  national  forests  and  on 

many  industrial  lands  in  Texas,  Louisiana,  Mis- 
sissippi, and  Alabama.  As  in  the  past,  infesta- 

tions were  typically  associated  with  mechan- 

ized logging  on  low,  poorly  drained  sites.  Sev- 
eral hundred  thousand  dollars  are  being  spent 

annually  to  protect  valuable  residual  stands, 
but  with  only  temporary  effect  on  beetle  ac- 
tivity. 

The  black  turpentine  beetle  is  of  increasing 
concern  to  naval  stores  operators  in  the  ex- 

panding Gulf  States  production  program.  Log- 
ging in  or  near  turpentine  stands  has  undoubt- 

edly  encouraged  population  increases  in  son 
places,  but  the  insect  has  also  invaded  navi 
stores  trees  where  no  logging  has  been  dor 

Infestations   are   expected    to   continue,   tl 

severity  depending   largely   upon  the   amou: 
of  stand  disturbance  and  the  rate  at  which  tl 

turpentining    program    expands.     So    long 
stands  are  disturbed  in  such  a  way  that  th< 
become  favorable  for  beetles,  and  so  long 

high-value  trees  can  be  saved  at  a  cost  of 
fraction  of  their  stumpage  value,  chemical  co 
trols  will  be  necessary  and  economically  jusl 

fied.    Spraying  the  lower  boles  with  BHC 
oil  usually  prevents  attack  and  destroys  exis 
ing  broods,  though  it  may  temporarily  retai 
the  flow  of  gum  on  trees  that  have  been  face 

Intensive  studies  soon  will  be  initiated 

provide  additional  information  about  the  habi 
of  the  beetle  and  the  conditions  that  favor  i 

rapid  increase.  Results  may  point  the  way 
practical  adjustments  in  logging  or  naval  stor< 

practices  that  will  prevent  or  retard  build-uj 
of  large  beetle  populations.  The  studies  mz 
also  resolve  such  important  problems  as  whe 
and  when  spraying  is  warranted,  which  i 
fested  trees  can  be  saved  by  spraying  ar 
which  should  be  cut  for  salvage,  and  ho 
much  care  is  needed  in  spraying  to  insure  ki! 
ing  of  all  the  brood  in  trees,  stumps,  and  rool 

Natural  enemies  of  the  black  turpentii 
beetle  may  be  important  in  controlling  pop 
lations  in  stands  undisturbed  by  man,  but  litt 
is  known  about  them.  Recently  a  fungus  par 
sitic  on  the  larvae  was  found  in  Mississipi 

It  was  identified  as  Metarrhizium  anisoplia 

and  its  presence  is  believed  to  constitute  a  ne 
host  record.  The  infection  was  limited  to  oi 

brood,  in  which  the  large  larvae  were  affecte 
Whether  the  disease  has  possibilities  for  n 
tural  control  of  the  beetle  is  unknown,  but 

thorough  study  will  be  made.  The  finding  | 

reported  in  the  Journal  of  Insect  Patholog 
March  1961,  page  93. 

..: 

Ants  of  Louisiana 

Town  ants,  harvester  ants,  and  fire  ants  a 

a  few  of  the  many  destructive  ants  in  Louisiari 
Several  species  may  be  important  in  destroyii 
pine  seeds  or  newly  formed  seedlings,  espe( 
ally  in  areas  where  direct  seeding  is  done, 
facilitate  research,  the  Station  cooperated 

assembling   a    list   titled    "The   Formicidae 
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Town  ants  can  remove  most  of  the  needles  and  the  terminal  bud  from  a  seedling  in  a  day.  This 
slash  pine  seedling,  attacked  for  5  hours  in  the  laboratory,  would  be  doomed  under  field  condi- 
tions. 

ouisiana,"  which  appears  on  pages  48-50  of 
isect  Conditions  in  Louisiana,  1960,  a  publica- 
on  of  the  Entomology  Research  Department, 
ouisiana  State  University.  The  compilation 
eludes  6  subfamilies,  43  genera,  and  128 
>ecies. 

)wn  Ant  Nests  are  Highly  Organized 

The  underground  structure  of  town  ant  nests 
;id  seasonal  variations  in  nest  features  must 

le  known  if  fumigants  or  other  insecticides 

:*e  to  be  applied  efficiently.  Study  of  the  nests 
lis  been  difficult  because  tons  of  earth  must 
i;:  removed  to  uncover  the  hundreds  of  cavities 

t.at  are  linked  by  a  complex  system  of  galler- 
;s. 

In  central  Louisiana,  bulldozers  have  been 

ued  to  open  nests  so  that  cavities  and  their 

intents  can  be  studied.  Although  these  heavy 
lachines  often  crush  and  obliterate  some  cavi- 

ls and  tunnels,  they  are  useful  in  determining 
le  gross  structure.  Hand  excavation  is  neces- 

sry  in  detailed  study  of  smaller  features.   An- 

Cement,  poured  into  a  newly  established 
nest,  hardens  to  make  a  cast  of  the  tunnel 
and  cavity  excavated  by  a  young  queen 
town  ant  and  her  first  brood. 
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other  useful  technique  has  been  to  fill  the  gal- 
leries and  cavities  of  small  nests  with  watery 

cement  that  hardens  and  forms  a  cast  that  can 

be  exposed  by  hand  excavation. 

As  revealed  by  these  techniques,  the  major 

sub-surface  features  of  a  typical  nest  are  fun- 
gus gardens,  dormancy  cavities,  dump  cavities, 

connecting  galleries,  and  tunnels. 

Fungus  gardens  are  in  dome-shaped  cavities 
near  the  center  of  the  nest.  The  larger  cavities 

may  contain  several  gallons  of  fungus,  which 
the  ants  grow  for  food  on  beds  of  material  they 
clip  from  green  plants.  During  winter,  garden 
cavities  are  ordinarily  at  least  8  feet  below 
the  surface,  and  several  may  be  clustered  close 
together.  In  warm  weather,  gardens  are  more 
numerous  and  are  moved  to  cavities  that  are 

closer  to  the  surface,  and  dispersed  over  a 
broader  area. 

When  fungus-garden  material  is  depletec  f 
nutrients,  it  is  deposited  in  dump  cavities;  thtt 
are  of  all  sizes  and  shapes  and  are  genenl; 
isolated  from  the  active  fungus  garden  cavit  J 

So-called  dormancy  cavities  are  a  myst  I 
to  researchers.  They  are  multi-shaped  chi| 
bers  packed  with  eggs,  larvae,  pupae,  and  ac ,; 
workers.  Sometimes  fungus  substrate,  grui 

leaves,  and  sand  are  also  found  in  them.  r.  j 
ants  are  dormant,  but  quickly  become  act:j> 
when  exposed  to  fresh  air.  It  is  not  known  vy 

or  how  thousands  of  ants  are  thus  packed  • 
gether.  As  dormancy  is  common  during  b 
summer  and  winter,  it  appears  not  to  b<<; 

response  to  low  temperatures.  Fumigants  re;,' 

ily  penetrate  these  as  well  as  other  cavit :, 
and  there  is  no  evidence  that  dormant  ants  Sv 

vive  fumigation. 
I 

Numerous  tunnels,  often  extending  sevel 

Worker  ants  clip  pine  needles  and  remove  them,  piece  by  piece,  to  underground  fungus  gardens. 
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mdred  feet  from  the  nest,  connect  outlying 

»les  through  which  green  material  is  first 

ken  below  ground  en  route  to  the  fungus  gar- 
ns.  Well-defined  surface  trails  may  extend 
jother  100  feet  or  more  beyond  these  outlying 
iles  to  plants  from  which  leaves  are  cut. 

iThe  internal  structure  of  a  nest  is  so  exten- 
l/e  that  fumigation  with  a  heavy  gas,  as  now 
ine,  appears  to  be  the  most  practical  control. 
>cause  the  ants  tend  to  congregate  in  the 

[eper  cavities  during  the  cooler  months,  win- 
r  fumigation  is  most  often  successful. 

INSECTS  AFFECTING  HARDWOOD  TREES 

nr  Caterpillar  Epidemic  Increases  in  Alabama 
and   Louisiana 

In  late  April  and  early  May  of  1961,  aerial 

rveys  over  bottom  lands  in  southern  Louisi- 
\a  and  in  the  Mobile  River  Basin,  Alabama, 

sessed  hardwood  defoliation  by  the  forest 
nt  caterpillar. 

As  in  previous  years,  the  epidemic  was  in 

/ampy  areas,  and  the  infested  stands  con- 
ined  high  proportions  of  water  tupelo,  black- 
im,  and  sweetgum.  Soft  maple,  sycamore, 
ckory,  cypress,  and  Cottonwood  in  these  sites 
ere  not  noticeably  affected. 

In  Louisiana,  three  areas  of  complete  defoli- 
ion  totaled  roughly  1.5  million  acres.  Two 
l  which  trees  were  severely  defoliated  last 

;ar  consisted  of  1,000,000  acres  in  the  Atcha- 
laya  Basin  west  and  south  of  Baton  Rouge, 
id  250,000  acres  west  of  New  Orleans  and 
ake  Pontchartrain  and  north  of  the  Missis- 
ppi  River.  The  third  area,  east  of  Alexandria 

id  outside  the  area  surveyed  last  year,  com- 
rised  at  least  300,000  acres. 

In  addition,  trees  on  an  estimated  1,000,000 

:res  were  lightly  to  moderately  defoliated, 

his  acreage  of  partial  defoliation  was  in  bot- 
>m  lands  surrounding  areas  of  severe  defolia- 
on  and  in  drainages  of  the  Calcasieu,  Sabine, 
nd  smaller  rivers.  Scattered  infestations  oc- 
arred  from  Monroe  eastward  to  the  Missis- 
ppi  River  and  north  to  Arkansas. 

Along  the  lower  Tombigbee  and  Alabama 
ivers  north  of  Mobile,  the  infestation  covered 

bout  600,000  acres,  on  200,000  of  which  defo- 
ation  was  heavy.  The  most  widespread  infes- 
ition,  of  approximately  125,000  acres,  extend- 
i  from  Fort  Mims  to  Mifkin  Lake. 

In  Louisiana  the  area  of  complete  defoliation 
was  1,000,000  acres  more  than  last  year;  in 
Alabama  the  increase  was   144,000  acres. 

Timber  owners,  particularly  in  Alabama, 

have  become  greatly  concerned  about  the  con- 
tinuing epidemic,  which  over  the  past  10  years 

has  weakened  the  trees.  Growth  loss  in  1961 

has  been  conservatively  estimated  at  200  mil- 
lion board  feet.  In  addition,  seed  crops  have 

been  reduced,  and  the  crowns  of  many  trees 
are  partially  dead  and  dying. 

Natural  controls,  which  include  at  least  three 

larval  parasites,  four  egg  parasites,  and  a  fun- 

I93Q>- 

I940> 

I950> 

Repeated  defoliation  by  tent  caterpillars 
daring  recent  years  has  slowed  the  growth 
of  tupelo  and  sweetgum  in  the  Mobile 
River  Basin. 
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gus,  have  so  far  failed  to  check  the  tent  cater- 
pillar. Widespread  use  of  insecticides  has  been 

discouraged  because  of  possible  detrimental 
effects  on  wildlife  and  fish,  which  abound  in 

the  defoliated  areas.  The  problem  is  further 

complicated  by  spring  floodwaters  that  flow 
at  depths  of  at  least  10  feet  beneath  some  of 
the  infested  stands  and  empty  into  the  Gulf 
where  commercial  oyster  beds,  shrimp,  and 
other  aquatic  life  may  be  endangered  by  the 
chemicals. 

Test  of  aerial  spraying. — Because  of  the  sev- 
eral land-use  values  at  stake,  representatives 

of  private,  State,  and  Federal  agencies  met  in 

Alabama  early  in  1961  and  planned  a  coopera- 
tive aerial  spray  study  in  the  hope  of  finding 

an  insecticide  that  would  be  acceptable  for 
full-scale  use.  Such  an  insecticide  would  re- 

duce caterpillar  populations  to  a  level  at  which 
natural  agents  could  function  more  effectively, 
and  without  unduly  harming  fish  and  wildlife. 

Nearly  1,600  acres  of  infested  forest  were 
sprayed  from  the  air  in  late  March  and  early 
April.  Landowners  financed  the  project.  The 
Alabama  Department  of  Conservation,  Auburn 
University,  and  the  Pest  Control  Section  of 
Region  8,  U.  S.  Forest  Service,  supervised  the 
work.  Effects  on  birds  and  aquatic  life  were 

studied  by  the  Alabama  Department  of  Con- 
servation and  the  U.  S.  Fish  and  Wildlife  Serv- 

ice. Entomologists  of  the  Southern  Forest  Ex- 
periment Station  aided  in  selecting  study  plots 

and  in  assigning  and  evaluating  spray  treat- 
ments. 

Eleven  plots,  from  40  to  320  acres  in  size, 
were  treated.  The  formulations  included  0.5, 

0.25,  and  0.12  pound  of  DDT,  1  pound  of  mala- 
thion,  1  pound  of  dibrom,  and  0.5  and  1  pound 
of  sevin,  each  dissolved  or  suspended  in  1 
gallon  of  oil  and  applied  at  the  rate  of  1  gallon 
per  acre.  Sevin  was  used  as  a  suspension,  all 
others  as  solutions. 

By  early  May  all  caterpillars  were  dead  on 
plots  treated  with  0.5  and  0.25  pound  of  DDT 
per  acre.  About  80  percent  of  the  caterpillars 
in  the  dibrom  and  malathion  plots  were  killed 
by  the  spray,  but  those  not  actually  contacted 
by  it  survived  and  matured.  Sevin  did  not 
prevent  heavy  defoliation. 

Extrem  flooding  made  it  difficult  to  assess 
effects  on  ..    h  and  wildlife.   A  few  fish  died  on 

plots  treated  with  0.5  pound  of  DDT  per  ac-il 
Fisheries  biologists  fear  that  large-scale  appJ 
cation  even  of  0.25  pound  of  DDT  per  an 

might  result  in  accumulations  that  would  ] 
toxic  to  fish  and  shellfish  in  lower  parts  ] 
the  drainages  and  in  the  adjacent  Gulf. 

Although  results  gave  some  promising  leanlj 
they  indicated  the  need  for  additional  reseanl 
with  more  selective  insecticides  before  lari 
areas  are  treated.  New  and  less  toxic  inseeJ 

cides,  biochemicals,  or  disease  organisms  shoiffl 
be  investigated. 

Supplemental   Systemic   Tieatments    Extend 
Control  of  Cottonwood  Twig   Borer 

As  planting  of  cottonwoods  has  increased 
the  Mississippi  Delta,  the  Cottonwood  tw 
borer  has  come  to  be  regarded  as  a  serial 

pest  of  young  trees.  Recent  studies  at  t' 
Stoneville  Research  Center  have  disclosed  t 

insect's  biology,  and  practical  control  metho 
are  being  developed. 

This  cousin  of  the  pine  tip  moth  has  foijl  iipti 
or  five  generations  a  year,  with  young  larv 
overwintering  in  pits  on  the  twigs.  The  mot 

lay  eggs  on  Cottonwood  leaves  during  the  su: 
mer,  and  the  newly  hatched  larvae  feed  in  t 
midrib.  After  the  first  molt,  the  larvae  migrs 

to  twigs,  where  they  mine  the  tender  ti] 
When  fully  fed,  they  move  to  the  ground  a 
pupate  in  silken  cocoons.  The  life  cycle 
completed  in  30  to  35  days. 

Cottonwoods  are  usually  planted  as  cuttinj 
Studies  since  1958  have  shown  that  if  cuttin 

are  dipped  in  44-percent  phorate  dust  (  Thirr 
44-D )  before  they  are  planted,  sprouts  I 
remain  free  of  serious  attack  from  the  bor 

and  other  insects  during  the  first  year.  Tre 
from  treated  cuttings  planted  in  1960  averag 

16.4  feet  in  height  by  the  end  of  the  first  gro 
ing  season.  Untreated  plantings  averaged  Y. 
feet  and  were  crooked  and  forked,  with  stunt 

terminals  on  which  many  buds  had  been  da: 

aged  by  borers. 

As  a  supplemental  treatment  for  cottc 

woods  1  year  in  place,  10-percent  granul 

phorate  applied  to  the  soil  between  tree  ro" 
shows  promise  of  minimizing  insect  dama 

for  at  least  the  second  year.  Trees  so  treat  | 
averaged  25  feet  in  height  and  3.5  inches  d.b 
at  the  end  of  the  second  growing  season;  u 

it 
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lated  trees  were  21  feet  tall  and  2.5  inches 

).h.,  but  their  form  was  very  poor. 

Cooperative  studies  in  private  and  industrial 
mtings  up  to  1,200  acres  in  size  are  assessing 

^  value  of  large-scale  applications. 

s  Beetles  Do  More  Than  Ear  Sap 

Bark-pocket  defects  in  hardwood  lumber  are 
en  the  result  of  feeding  by  Nitidulid  sap 
etles  in  the  inner  bark  of  living  trees.  The 
;ects  inoculate  the  sap  at  tree  wounds  with 
asts  and  fungi  that  increase  its  palatability. 
lile  feeding  on  the  sap,  they  also  chew  into 
d  destroy  the  adjacent  inner  bark,  causing 
scar  that  heals  over  to  form  a  defect  after 

;  beetles  have  completed  feeding  and  left. 

A.t  least  25  species  of  sap  beetles  have  been 

served  on  bottom-land  oaks,  and  other  species 
ack  wounds  of  cottonwood  and  other  hard- 
»ods.  Much  needs  to  be  learned  about  the 

)logy  of  these  insects  before  controls  can  be 
vised. 

rpenrerworm  Reduces  Value  of  Living  Oaks 

Foresters  in  the  South  are  beginning  to  take 
tice  of  the  great  damage  the  carpenterworm 
ases  to  oaks  and  other  hardwoods.  The  larvae 

nstruct  large  tunnels  in  the  bark,  sapwood, 
d  heartwood  of  living  trees. 

The  Stoneville  Research  Center  has  shown 

that  lumber  from  infested  trees  is  seriously 

degraded  by  defects  resulting  from  these  tun- 
nels and  the  associated  stain  and  wood  decay. 

The  degrade  may  reduce  the  over-all  value  of 
rough  oak  lumber  by  as  much  as  15  percent. 
Host  trees  are  seldom  killed,  although  young 

trees  honeycombed  by  several  generations  of 
borers  may  be  broken  off  by  wind. 
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Research  is  being  continued  to  learn  more 

about  the  biology  of  the  insect  and  the  environ- 
mental conditions  that  affect  its  abundance. 

To  summarize  current  information,  the  South- 
ern and  Central  States  Stations  collaborated 

in  preparing  Forest  Pest  Leaflet  64,  "Carpen- 

terworm,"  published  by  the  U.  S.  Department 
of  Agriculture. 

INSECTS  AFFECTING  FOREST  PRODUCT 

Protecting   Hardwood   Lumber  from    Powdcr-F 
Beetles 

saber 

Storing  rough  hardwood  lumber  to  air-( 
before  it  is  manufactured  into  finished  prn 
ucts   is  common   practice.     If  the   sapwood 

oak,  hickory,  pecan,  ash,  and  certain  other  ri  I 
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5? rous  species  contains  sufficient  starch,  the 
nber  and  products  made  from  it  may  be 

merely  damaged  by  Lyctus  powder-post  bee- 
s. 

Research  at  the  Gulfport,  Mississippi,  Forest 

;ect  Laboratory  has  shown  that  damage  dur- 
;  normal  storage  can  be  prevented  by  dipping 
igh  lumber  in  any  one  of  several  chemicals. 
r  the  studies,  newly  treated  ash  lumber  and 

■responding  untreated  boards  were  stored 
a  screened  shed.  Heavily  infested  boards 
re  then  put  into  the  shed  to  provide  a  source 
beetles. 

?or  dry  lumber,  10-second  and  3-minute  dips 
No.  2  fuel  oil  solutions  containing,  by  weight 

oil,  5.0  percent  of  DDT,  2.0  percent  of  chlor- 
le,  5.0  percent  of  toxaphene,  or  0.5  percent 

gamma  BHC  have  been  100-percent  effective 
almost  5  years.  A  0.25-percent  solution  of 

[C  has  also  been  very  good;  boards  receiving 
s  treatment  had  only  11  beetle  emergence 

es  as  compared  to  more  than  1,900  in  un- 
ated  controls.  Oil  solutions  containing  5 

•cent  of  pentachlorophenol  or  2.0  percent  of 
>per  naphthenate  gave  poor  results,  but 
en  0.25  percent  of  BHC  was  added  complete 
ttection  was  obtained. 

ror  green  lumber,  a  10-second  dip  in  water 
ulsions  containing,  by  weight  of  water,  0.2 
0.5  percent  of  BHC  has  been  100  percent 

ective  for  almost  4  years.  Emulsions  con- 
ning 0.05  or  0.1  percent  of  BHC  are  also 

•y  promising;  boards  treated  with  them  have 
and  17  emergence  holes,  respectively,  as 
npared  to  251  for  untreated  samples. 

3revious  studies  have  shown  that  a  10-second 
>  in  a  water  emulsion  of  BHC  keeps  ambro- 
beetles  out  of  green  lumber,  and  that  this 

ecticide  can  be  added  to  common  sap-stain 
^ventives.  Hence,  if  green-chain  vats  are 
ed  with  a  0.2-percent  water  emulsion  of 

[C,  plus  a  sap-stain  preventing  chemical, 
i  trip  through  will  protect  lumber  against 
ctus,  ambrosia  beetles,  and  sap  stain.  The 
ue  of  green  lumber  is  roughly  $80  per  1,000 

board  feet;  the  cost  of  the  combined  treatment 
is  less  than  50  cents.  It  must  be  remembered 
that  this  is  a  surface  treatment.  Retreatment 

after  planing  and  finishing  is  necessary  if  con- 
tinued protection  is  needed. 

Termites  Penetrate  Insecticide-Treated  Joint 

Fillers  and  Cable  Insulation 

In  concrete  slab  construction,  filler  com- 
pounds are  used  in  joints  between  slab  sections 

and  where  the  slab  abuts  the  foundation.  The 

Forest  Insect  Laboratory  has  demonstrated 

that  termites  can  penetrate  coal-tar  or  asphalt 
materials  commonly  used  as  fillers.  It  has  also 

shown  that  termites  can  penetrate  fillers  con- 
taining 20  times  the  insecticidal  rate  recom- 
mended for  soil  treatment.  Chemical  analysis 

of  these  penetrated  fillers,  however,  indicated 

that  only  one-fifteenth  of  the  insecticide  added 
to  the  filler  was  still  available  at  the  time  of 

penetration.  As  this  amount  was  still  higher 
than  dosages  recommended  for  soil  treatment, 

failure  must  have  been  caused  by  some  physi- 
cal or  chemical  change  resulting  from  the  com- 

bination of  materials. 

Termites  also  damage  the  insulation  of  under- 
ground electrical  cables  and  cause  short  cir- 

cuits and  power  failure.  Preliminary  results 
indicate  that  insecticides  added  to  such  ma- 

terials have  little  or  no  repellent  effect.  The 

basic  biological  relationship  must  be  deter- 
mined before  effective  controls  can  be  devised. 

Other  research  at  the  Laboratory  has  demon- 
strated that  chemical  treatment  of  soil  beneath 

buildings  is  effective  in  preventing  termite  at- 
tack. Chemical  treatments,  however,  have  been 

developed  with  little  knowledge  of  termite  be- 
havior or  of  the  effect  of  the  chemicals  upon 

the  insects.  Some  important  gaps  in  basic  in- 
formation about  termites  are  discussed  in  Pest 

Control,  April  1961,  page  60. 

Future  research  will  emphasize  basic  studies 

of  termite  biology  and  the  physical  and  chemi- 
cal factors  that  influence  the  effectiveness  of 

insecticides  used  in  termite  control. 
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Forest  Disease  Research 

During  1961  the  staff  of  the  Forest  Disease 

boratory,  Gulfport,  Mississippi,  was  en- 
iged,  the  new  laboratories  equipped,  and  the 
ilearch  program  strengthened.  The  main 
brts  will  be  on  the  biology  of  Cronartium 
ijorme  and  the  effect  of  environment  on 
ection.  The  latter  will  include  a  detailed 

tdy  of  microclimates  in  nurseries  and  young 

'ntations;  the  results  will  also  be  applicable 
:brown  spot  and  other  diseases.  Basic  infor- 
tion  from  such  studies  should  permit  new 
proaches  to  rust  control.  In  the  meantime, 

■  rk  continues  on  fungicidal  control  in  nurser- 
,  Also,  progress  is  being  made  at  the  Ge- 
ics  Institute  on  rust-resistant  pine  strains 
1  hybrids  ( see  Forest  Management,  Genet- 
). 

Dther  major  projects  include  an  analysis  of 
nd  and  site  factors  in  plantations  attacked 

Forties    annosus    and    pilot-plant    trials    of 
igicidal  control  of  brown  spot  in  the  field. 

\t  Stoneville,  research  on  hardwood  tree  dis- 

:es  has  so  far  been  mainly  field  investiga- 
ns  of  heart  rot,  root  rot,  and  bark  cankers, 

th  the  completion  of  new  laboratory  and 

henhouse  facilities,  long-needed  work  will 
*in  on  the  physiology  of  pathogens  and  the 
e  of  hardwood  mycorrhizal  fungi. 

Research  on  the  protection  of  wood  in  use 
i  of  green  forest  products  is  centered  at 

lfport.  Major  emphasis  continues  on  prob- 
ns  associated  with  rain  seepage  into  exterior 

•odwork  of  buildings  and  on  simple  applica- 
■ns  of  water-repellent  preservatives.  Planned 
dies  include  the  possible  effectiveness  of 
ter  sprays  in  protecting  saw  logs. 

FOREST  TREE   DISEASES 

Rot  Enters  Through   Dead   Branches  of  Southern 
Hardwoods 

Top  rot  in  southern  hardwoods  is  caused 

mainly  by  fungi  entering  the  stubs  and  wounds 
that  result  from  the  normal  death  of  limbs. 

With  better  topwood  utilization,  top  rot  is  as- 
suming greater  importance.  In  an  extensive 

study  in  Alabama,  Mississippi,  and  Arkansas, 
rot  was  associated  with  29  percent  of  all  dead 
branch  traces. 

Twenty-six  rot  fungi  were  identified  but  4 
species  were  predominant:  Stereum  gausapa- 
tum,  Poria  andersonii,  Stereum  subpileatum, 
and  Pleurotus  corticatus.  Open  scars  did  not 
have  significantly  more  rot  behind  them  than 
did  scars  completely  healed  over.  Rate  of 

decay  varied  with  fungus  species,  branch  dia- 
meter at  time  of  death,  branch  scar  diameter 

at  time  of  sampling,  and  years  since,  death  of 

the  branch.  These  relationships  varied  some- 
what among  tree  species  or  groups  of  species 

(table  4). 

Table  4. — Average  length  of  rot  behind  branch  sears 
Scar  diameter 

Species  and  scar  age 
Up  to  3 
inches 

4  to  6 
inches 

7  to  10 

inches 

Oaks 

Less  than  15  years 
More  than  15  years 

Diffuse-porous  hardwoods 
Less  than   15  years 

More  than   15  years 

0  1 

.2 

2 
.2 

-  Feet  -  - 

0  4 
1.0 

9 

.9 

2  5 

5  7 
3.6 
5.0 

Horizontal  spread  in  the  stem  is  much  slower 

than  vertical  spread.  Until  rot  is  well  estab- 
lished, therefore,  only  a  small  part  of  the  stem 

cross  section  is  cull.   As  an  aid  to  the  practical 

Developments  by  research  and  management  have  increased  southern  nursery  produc- 
tion 3,000-fold  in  the  last  35  years.    (Photo  by  Tennessee  Department  of  Conservation.) 
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application  of  these  data,  the  following  rules 
of  thumb  were  formulated: 

Disregard  scars  less  than  6  inches 

in  diameter,  because  volume  deduc- 
tion will  be  less  than  10  board  feet. 

For  scars  more  than  6  inches  in 

diameter  but  less  than  15  years  old, 
deduct  one-half  of  the  board-foot  vol- 

ume of  the  part  of  the  log  with  rot. 
For  scars  more  than  6  inches  in 

diameter  and  more  than  15  years  old, 
deduct  all  of  the  board-foot  volume  of 
the  part  of  the  log  with  rot. 

Details  of  the  study  are  in  Forest  Science, 

September  1961,  pages  218-226. 

New  Diseases  of  Swamp  Tupelo 

A  new    trunk  lesion  was   found   on   swamp 
tupelo  (1  sylvatica  var.  bijlora)  in  south- 

Rot  fungi  commonly  enter  the  upper  boles 
of  hardwood  trees  through  the  stubs  of 
dead  branches.  Left:  Dead  branch  stubs 
on  upper  bole  of  a  willow  oak.  Right: 
Decay  in  sweetgum  associated  with  a 
branch  stub. 

central  Louisiana  in  1959.  The  disease  is  sin 

lar  to  sweetgum  lesion  in  that  small  areas 
cambium  are  killed  and  then  heal  and  becor 

overgrown,  thus  leaving  defects  scatter 
through  the  wood.  As  reported  in  Phytopat 

ology,  September  1961,  page  646,  repeated  ; 
tacks  result  in  roughened  bark  and  irregular 

swollen  stems  unsuited  for  high-quality  loj 
Fusarium  solani  was  consistently  isolated  frc 

active  lesions  and  produced  small  cankers  • 
inoculated    seedlings.     This   fungus   has   wi 
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Lesions  on  swamp  tupelo. 

rasitic  capabilities,  causing  root  rot  of  pear, 
)ins,  and  cucurbits  and  storage  rot  in  melons, 
)tatoes,  and  pumpkins.    The  extent  of  tupelo 

lesion,   factors   favoring  its  development,   and 
economic    importance   are   being   investigated. 

Sycamore  Canker 

In  1956  an  undescribed  canker  was  found 

on  sycamore  in  the  bottom  lands  near  Green- 
ville, Mississippi.  Many  trees  had  elongated 

lesions  on  the  main  stem.  Some  tops  were 
killed.  The  wood  behind  lesions  soon  rotted, 

so  that  the  trees  broke  easily  in  the  wind.  An 

unidentified  fungus  that  was  consistently  iso- 
lated from  cankers  produced  the  disease  when 

inoculated  into  healthy  trees  in  1956,  but  more 
extensive  inoculations  in  1958,  after  the  close 

of  the  recent  drought,  did  not  (Plant  Disease 
Reporter,  January  1961,  page  78). 

The  disease  in  nature  has  also  abated  in 

recent  years.  Apparently  it  is  caused  by  a 
facultative  parasite  that  can  vigorously  attack 
only    weakened    trees.     Forests    abound    with 

An  11-inch  willow   oak   immediately   after   wounding   by  fire   (left),  and   1,  3,  and   5   years   later. 
Fruiting  bodies  of  fungi  almost  covered  the  five-year-old  wounds. 
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similar  native  fungi  that  normally  live  as  sap- 
rophytes on  dead  organic  material  or  as  weak 

parasites  on  suppressed  trees  or  branches  in 

the  process  of  natural  pruning.  When  condi- 
tions are  unfavorable  for  tree  growth  such 

fungi  may  become  aggressively  parasitic  and 
kill  substantial  numbers  of  crop  trees. 

Fire-Scar  Development 

The  fungi  that  cause  butt  rot  in  southern 
hardwoods  enter  mainly  through  wounds  made 

by  fire.  Rate  of  rot  development  depends  large- 
ly on  the  size  and  age  of  the  wound.  An  oppor- 

tunity to  record  the  course  of  deterioration  oc- 
curred after  a  hot  wildfire  ran  through  a  hard- 

wood stand  near  Vance,  Mississippi,  in  1952. 

Changes  in  the  condition  of  100  fire-charred 
trees  were  followed  for  7  years. 

The  observations  showed  that  estimates  can 

be  made  immediately  after  a  fire  of  the  prob- 
able number  and  size  of  wounds,  what  trees 

are  damaged  to  the  point  that  they  must  be 
salvaged,  and  how  much  time  will  be  available 

for  salvage.  Age  of  past  fire  scars  can  be  ap- 
proximated from  the  amount  of  bark  adhering, 

degree  of  bark  cracking,  presence  of  decay 
conks,  and  the  amount  of  rot  as  indicated  by 
the  depth  to  which  a  knife  blade  will  easily 
penetrate  the  sapwood  (Southern  Lumberman, 

December  15,  1961,  pages  111-112). 

Plentiful   Seedlings — a   Forest   Research   Success 

In  1959  and  1960  southern  forest  nurseries 

produced  3  billion  seedlings  annually,  or  al- 

most 80  percent  of  the  country's  total.  This 
tremendous  capacity  has  been  developed  grad- 

ually over  the  past  three  decades,  as  manage- 
ment and  research  have  improved  all  steps  in 

the  process  from  site  selection  to  shipment  of 
the  planting  stock. 

Among  notable  achievements  have  been  im- 
proved schedules  of  soil  fertilization,  seed  treat- 

ment to  repel  birds  and  rodents,  determination 

of  optimum  seedbed  density,  and  soil  fumiga- 
tion to  control  weeds  and  diseases. 

Black  root  rot  threatened  many  southern 
nurseries  with  closure  until  research  disclosed 
that  it  can  be  readily  prevented  by  soil  fumi- 

gation. Damping-off,  which  until  a  few  years 
ago  was  the  most  destructive  nursery  infection, 
is  now  of  minor  importance  because  it  also  is 
controlled  by  soil  fumigation.  The  most  critical 

nursery  disease  now  is  southern  fusiform  nuiLp:c 
but  here  too  progress  has  been  substantial;^ 
Less  than  15  years  ago,  infection  of  35  perce:4ai  i 
of  the  seedlings  was  common,  and  losses  somAs 
times  reached  65  percent  or  more.  Now  ctiiU: 

for  the  rust  is  less  than  5  percent  in  nurseri  ij-;; 
that  adhere  to  research-developed  procedural-, 
for  spraying  seedlings  regularly  with  a  fungal  b) 
cide. 

These  and  other  gains  in  southern  nursei  i 
practice  are  reviewed  in  the  Southern  Lumbemhn 

man,  December  15,  1961,  pages  116-118. 

Artificial   Inoculation  With  the   Brown-Spot 
Fungus 

■  • 
Brown-spot  needle  blight  has  an  unusual.  «[.;;■ 

long  incubation  period  for  a  leaf  disease.    Th,' 
was  demonstrated  by  inoculating  longleaf  pir , 
seedlings    with    spores    of    the    causal    f  ungu , 
Scirrhia  acicola.    Symptoms  did  not  appear  f< 
8  to  11  weeks.   Significant  amounts  of  infectic 
occurred    only    on    immature    needles    3    to   ,, 
inches  long. 

Isolates  of  the  pathogen  vary  widely  in  cuv 
tural  characteristics  and  are  instable  followir: 
successive  transfers  on  artificial  media.  Bi 

no  correlation  was  found  between  cultural  di; 

ferences  and  percentage  of  infection,  type  i 

iting 

KM 

Scirrhia  acicola,  the  brown-spot  fungxis, 
growing  on  agar.  The  variability  is  not  cor- 

related with  host  or  pathogenicity. 
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mptom,  or  time  of  symptom  expression, 

•ngleaf  pine  was  infected  with  fungus  iso- 
;ed  from  loblolly  as  well  as  longleaf  trees 
t  isolates  from  longleaf  were,  in  general, 
3re  infective.  The  difference  was  not  suffi- 

mtly  great  or  consistent  to  suggest  that  sep- 
ate  strains  of  the  organisms  are  responsible 
:  brown  spot  on  longleaf  and  loblolly  pines 

hyptopathology,  March  1961,  pages  186-188  ) . 

siform  Rust  Destructive  to  Young   Plantations 

Development  of  southern  fusiform  rust  was 
:orded  in  5  plantations  and  3  natural  stands 

i  slash  and  loblolly  pine  during  their  first  16 

J  29  years.  Forty-three  to  90  percent  of  the 
;es  became  infected,  and  mortality  from  rust 

ried  from  10  to  52  percent.  Eight  to  64  per- 
tit  of  the  trees  living  at  the  last  inspection 
Id  stem  galls.  Except  in  two  dense  natural 
linds,  only  13  to  37  percent  ( averaging  23  ) 

J  the  original  trees  were  rust-free  or  with 
ndangerous  infections — hence  suitable  for 
op  trees. 

!Most  stem  infections  originated  on  branches. 
le  fungus  grew  faster  and  further  in  branches 

■I  loblolly  than  of  slash  pine. 

In  both  species,  most  branch  infections  orig- 
ating  more  than   10   inches  out  died  before 

reaching  the  stem,  probably  because  the  limbs 
themselves  were  killed  by  shading  as  other 
parts  of  the  crown  developed. 

The  stands  were  at  a  highly  susceptible  age 
during  1938,  when  conditions  for  infection 

were  particularly  favorable,  but  stands  dam- 
aged to  an  equal  degree  are  not  uncommon  in 

the  Coastal  Plain.  The  data  strongly  suggest 

that  pruning  of  infected  branches  would  mark- 
edly reduce  the  incidence  of  trunk  cankers  in 

young  plantations.  When  infection  rate  is  high 
in  young  plantations  and  pruning  is  impractical 
or  delayed  too  long,  early  replanting  seems 
advisable  in  order  to  avoid  stands  with  high 

proportions  of  worthless  or  low-value  trees. 
An  abstract  of  the  data  appears  in  Phytopath- 

ology for  September  1961,  page  646. 

Damage  to  Pine  Seedlings  by  Santomerse  SX 

Santomerse  is  a  surfactant  commonly  used 
with  ferbam  for  controlling  fusiform  rust  in 

pine  nurseries.  Experiments  have  shown  that 
2  and  4  pints  of  the  surfactant  in  75  gallons  of 
water,  whether  alone  or  with  ferbam,  cause 

severe  stunting  and  needle  distortion.  The  ad- 
dition of  ferbam  seems  to  increase  the  toxicity 

of  Santomerse.  There  is  no  evidence  that  the 

usual  mixture  applied  to  nursery  stock  ( 0.5  to 

1.5  pints  plus  2  pounds  of  ferbam)    is  phyto- 

Excessive  surfactant  in  fungicidal  sprays  may  injure  nursery  seedlings.  Both  of  these  slash  pine 

seedlings  are  the  same  age,  but  foliage  of  the  one  on  the  left  is  stunted  and  distorted  from  appli- 
cation of  Santomerse  SX  at  twice  the  recommended  concentration. 
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toxic,  but  nurserymen  are  cautioned  to  use  no 
more  surfactant  than  necessary  for  good  spray 

coverage  (Tree  Planters'  Notes  45,  March  1961, 
pages  25-26). 

Fungicides  in  Southern  Forestry 

Use  of  fungicides  to  protect  southern  forest 
trees  and  wood  products  was  summarized  at 

the  Ninth  Annual  Forestry  Symposium  of  Lou- 
isiana State  University  (Use  of  Chemicals  in 

Southern  Forests,  pages  124-129). 

The  biggest  developments  have  been  in  the 

protection  of  forest  products.  Fungicidal-insec- 
ticidal  sprays  for  logs,  sapstain-control  chemi- 

cals for  green  lumber,  and  wood  preservatives 
for  posts,  poles,  and  lumber  are  in  common  use. 

In  nurseries,  fungicides  are  regularly  em- 
ployed to  control  fusiform  rust,  brown  spot, 

black  root  rot,  and  other  diseases.  In  the  forest 

proper,  cost  has  generally  rendered  fungicides 
impractical,  though  under  some  conditions 
brown  spot,  cone  rust,  and  Fomes  annosus  root 

rot  may  be  economically  controlled.  It  is  ex- 
pected that  use  of  fungicides  in  the  forest  will 

increase  but  that  the  main  reliance  will  be  on 

disease  control  through  silvicultural  practices 

and  eventually  on  disease-resistant  trees. 

Studies  on  the  use  of  fungicides  in  the  for  |^'a 
include  extensive  trials  of  systemic  antibiot  d  itaS 
for  the  control  of  fusiform  rust  and  brown  spp  ̂  

So  far  the  only  promise  among  antibiotics  *' 

an  indication  that  brown  spot  on  longleaf  ) !E' 
checked  by  the  semicarbazone  of  cyclohe^  $ 
mide  (Phytopathology ,  September  1961,  psi  s 
645  ) .  Further  trials  will  compare  the  ef fecthi 
ness  of  this  antibiotic  and  bordeaux  mixtu 

applied  by  aerial  and  conventional  methods  !  :,lf 
plantations  and  direct-seeded  areas. 

KB 
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PRODUCTS   PATHOLOGY 

Water-Repellent    Preservatives 

Results  of  18  years  of  study  show  that  bru: 

dip,   and  soak   applications  of   water-repelle 
preservatives   aid   in   preventing   stain,   dec* ; 
and  other  problems  associated  with  rain  see 
age  into  exterior  woodwork  of  buildings.    B 
as  these  simple  applications  secure  only  limit 
penetration    of    preservatives    into    the    wooi 
they  are  a  supplement  to  sound  building  pni; 

tice  and  not  a  substitute  for  it.   Long-time  pi 
tection  requires  that  buildings  be  designed  ! 

prevent   frequent   and   severe   wetting   and 
promote  rapid  drying  after  wetting. 

Southern  pine  sapwood  steps  after  7  years'  exposure.  After  being  cut  to  length,  lumber  for  the 
undecayed  unit  (A)  was  dipped  for  3  minutes  in  5-percent  pentachlorophenol  plus  a  water  repel- 

lent.   The  other  unit  was  untreated. 
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\  large  number  of  preservatives  increased 

;rage  service  life  but  only  copper  naphthen- 
( at  least  1  percent  Cu )  and  the  chlorinated 

mols  ( 5  percent  or  more )  gave  the  con- 
:ent  protection  necessary  for  general  pur- 

ses. Brush  treatments  and  5-second  dips 
re  least  effective  and  should  be  used  only 

en  better  treatment  is  impractical.  A  3- 
nute  dip  in  a  water-repellent  preservative 
lowed  by  two  or  three  coats  of  oil  paint  is 
ommended  on  siding,  sash,  and  trim  for 

•mal  but  not  severe  exposure.  The  15-,  30-, 
1  60-minute  soaks  and  a  longtime  soak  to 
e  4-  to   6-pound   retentions   per  cubic   foot 

of  wood  were  highly  effective,  even  when  units 
were  not  painted.  Increasing  the  weight  of 
the  oil  carrier  increased  the  protection,  but  at 
some  loss  of  paintability. 

Test  results  and  recommendations  for  on-the- 
job  applications  were  published  in  the  January 
1961  issue  of  the  Forest  Products  Journal,  pages 
23-26. 

Current  research  includes  the  continuation 

of  the  longtime  exposure  tests,  the  effects  of 
carrier  weight  on  efficacy  of  the  preservatives, 

and  the  practicality  of  in-place  treatments  of 
exterior  woodwork. 
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Forest  Fire  Research 

\  promising  development  of  1961  was  that 
ihds   became   available   to   start   research   on 

:;vention  of  man-caused  fires.    This  work  is 

g  overdue  in  the  South,   which  from  year 
year  since   1945   has  contributed   53   to   81 
cent   of   the   total   number   of   fires   in    the 

ilintry  and  from  62  to  90  percent  of  the  na- 
iinal  acreage  burned  by  wildfires.    More  than 
percent  of  these  fires  are  started  by  man 
he  uses  fire  for  such  diverse   purposes   as 
oking,  boiling  washpots,  killing  snakes,  and 

ting  neighbors.    But  high  incidence  of  man- 
lsed  fires  is   no  more  characteristic  of  the 

lole  South  than  is  high  lightning-fire  occur- 
lce  typical  of  the  entire  West.    Thus  from 
57    to    1959    one    forested    Louisiana    parish 

eraged  11  fires  a  year  while  another,  almost 
ntiguous,    had    706.     Obviously    forest    fire 
jsation  is  rooted  deep  in  the  varied  social, 
nomic,  and  political  heritage  of  the  South. 

educing  the  incidence  of  wildfire  to  an  ac- 
table figure  will,  of  course,  be  a  long-term 

Dposition,  and  complete  elimination  appears 
possible.  Therefore  a  concomitant  goal  is 
w,  and  will  continue  to  be,  limitation  of 

rned  area  by  efficient  fire  control.  Three 
proaches  are: 

1.  Identify  factors  of  the  physical  environ- 
ment that  are  related  to  the  occurrence 

and  behavior  of  fires,  and  quantify  their 
effects. 

2.  Study  the  experience  of  fire  control  or- 
ganizations. 

3.  Develop  and  test  new  systems,  methods, 
and  equipment. 

The  Southern  Forest  Experiment  Station  in 
61  initiated  research  in  the  first  two  areas 

id  completed  a  study  in  the  third. 

WEATHER   IN   RELATION  TO  TOPOGRAPHY 

Foresters  in  mountainous  areas  of  the  Mid- 
south  think,  with  some  justification,  they  have 
been  neglected  by  Fire  Research  in  recent 

years.  A  meteorological  study  begun  in  the 
Ouachita  Mountains  of  Arkansas  last  October 

will  help  to  improve  the  situation. 

Temperature,  relative  humidity,  and  wind 
speed  are  being  recorded  continuously  on  a 
ridgetop,  on  nearby  north  and  south  slopes, 
and  in  a  valley  bottom.  Readings  at  the  various 
locations  will  be  compared  among  themselves, 
with  simultaneous  U.  S.  Weather  Bureau  values 

for  Fort  Smith  and  Little  Rock,  and  with 
Weather  Bureau  forecasts.  Periodic  measure- 

ment of  fuel-stick  moisture  will  permit  expres- 
sion of  findings  in  terms  of  Burning  Index. 

Results  will  provide  better  understanding  of 
variations  in  forest  flammability  with  aspect, 
elevation,  and  time  of  day.  The  goal  is  ability 
to  interpret  current  measurements  and  general 

forecasts  of  fire  weather  in  terms  of  their  sig- 
nificance for  each  topographic  situation.  Prin- 

ciples discovered  and  methodology  developed 
will  be  applicable  in  other  rugged  sections  of 
the  South. 

ANALYSIS  OF  FIRE  REPORTS 

For  every  fire  that  burns  on  protected  land 
in  the  United  States  a  report  is  prepared  to 

describe  the  fire's  occurrence,  behavior,  and 
suppression.  Annually,  data  from  these  reports 
are  compiled  into  State,  regional,  and  national 
summaries  on  the  size  of  the  fire  control  job, 

the  impact  of  that  year's  fires  on  the  country's 
forests,  and  the  apparent  effectiveness  of  the 
total  fire-control  effort  in  comparison  with 
that  of  earlier  years. 

Too  commonly,  little  or  no  attention  is  paid 

to  the  great  potential  of  these  reports  for  an- 
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alyzing  past  experience  in  order  to  improve 

future  performance.  A  suggestion  by  the  Texas 

Forest  Service  early  in  1961  has  led  to  a  co- 

operative study  by  the  Southern  Forest  Experi- 
ment Station  and  all  members  of  the  South 

Central  States  Forest  Protection  Compact  Com- 

mission: Arkansas,  Louisiana,  Mississippi,  O- 

klahoma,  and  Texas.  Facilities  of  the  Data  Pro- 

cessing Center,  Texas  Engineering  Experiment 

Station,  located  at  Texas  A.  &  M.  College,  are 

being  utilized  in  a  pioneer  attempt  to  apply  a 

high-speed  electronic  computer — IBM  709 —  to 
fire  report  analysis. 

The  primary  purpose  is  to  determine  whether 

more  helpful  criteria  are  available  than  those 

currently  in  use  for  recognizing  and  forecast- 
ing particularly  dangerous  burning  conditions. 

An  important  consideration  is  that  fire  control 
personnel  at  all  levels  should  have  a  readily 
accessible  criterion  whose  indications  they  can 

translate  easily  into  terms  of  required  action. 
Thus  simplicity  and  timeliness  are  important 
in  addition  to  reliability.  A  second  purpose  is 

to  show  each  State  how  its  fire  control  organ- 

ization operates  under  different  types  and  mag- 
nitudes of  fire  loads. 

Findings  with  wide  applicability  will  be 

made  generally  available.  A  strong  early  indi- 
cation is  that  relative  humidity  is  one  of  the 

more  reliable  indicators  of  both  number  of 
fires  and  final  fire  size.  This  factor  is  not  used 

in  the  present  fire  danger  rating  system  in  the 
South  and  until  recently  has  received  rather 
scant  attention  as  a  factor  in  fire  occurrence 

and  behavior.  Relative  humidity  can  be  pre- 
dicted rather  accurately  and  is  now,  or  readily 

can  be,  included  in  regular  weather  forecasts 
carried  by  radio  and  television. 

LAST  WORD  ON  BORATE  TOXICITY 

Sodium  calcium  borate,  the  most-used  forest- 

fire  retardant,  was  mentioned  in  previous  re- 
ports as  being  toxic  to  southern  vegetation 

when  used  in  amounts  adequate  for  operational 
firelines.  Since  then  toxicity  has  been  found 
to  persist  into  the  third  and  fourth  years  since 
application,  though  with  considerably  reduced 
intensity.  As  reported  in  Southern  Forestry 
Notes  133,  southern  pines  in  well-established 
young  plantations  grew  about  one  foot  less 

during  the  second  and  third  years  combined 

after  being  crown-sprayed  with  borate  slu; 
than  did  neighboring  unsprayed  trees,  m 
of  the  growth  loss  occurred  during  the  seci; 

year. When  1-0  slash  pine  seedlings  were  plan 
on  a  year-old  borate  fireline,  28  percent  d4 
during  the  first  2  years.    Mortality  elsewh 
was   3   percent.    Trees   planted   on   untreai 
ground  averaged  50  percent  taller  after  2  ye; 
than  those  on  borate  fireline.    The  end  of 

toxic  effect,  however,  probably  was  herald 

by  a  change  in  proportion  of  vigorous  seedlii I 
on  borate  firelines  from  5  percent  at  1  yean] 

age  to  76  percent  at  2  years. 

Seedlings  grown  2  years  on  untreated 

ground  averaged  50  percent  taller  than 
those  on  borate  firelines. 
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Ccmsiderabie  ground   is  still   bare  on  strips  treated  3  years  earlier  with  15  gallons  of  borate  slurry 
per  1 00  square  feet  of  surface. 

Where  10  to  15  gallons  of  borate  slurry  had 
en  applied  per  100  square  feet  of  ground 
rface  in  a  heavy  grass  rough,  considerable 
Dund  was  still  bare  three  years  later.  When 

*h  cost  per  unit  of  area  is  acceptable  and 
e  of  a  chemical  toxic  to  livestock  or  wildlife 

not,  borate  may  therefore  have  some  possi- 
ities  as  a  soil  sterilant  or  nonselective  herbi- 
le. 

FIRE  EFFECTS 

Occasional  Paper  183  summarizes  present 
owledge  concerning  effects  of  heat  on  living 
ints,  and  suggests  lines  of  research  to  find 

t  how  forest  fires  affect  the  physiology  of 
)ody  vegetation.  One  vital  need  is  to  know 

s  magnitude  and  duration  of  temperatures  to 
lich  living  plants  are  subjected  in  forest 

es.    To  date,  such  information   is  fragmen- 

tary and  representative  of  only  a  few  poorly 
defined  fuel  and  weather  conditions. 

In  southern  Mississippi  temperatures  at  the 
bark  surface  were  measured  at  four  elevations 

on  the  lee  and  windward  sides  of  pole-size 

longleaf  pines.  The  fuel  was  a  heavy,  8-year- 
old,  longleaf  needle  rough  that  averaged  13.9 

tons  per  acre  in  the  open  and  20.2  tons  imme- 
diately adjacent  to  the  bases  of  the  larger  trees. 

Burning  was  under  severe  conditions:  Buildup 
Index  ranged  from  66  to  76  and  Burning  Index 
from  40  to  75.  About  58  percent  of  the  forest 
floor  was  consumed  in  the  fires.  Figure  10 
shows  average  temperature  regimes  for  three 
headfires  and  three  backfires.  All  levels  on 
the  leeward  side  of  trees  became  hotter  than 

corresponding  points  on  the  windward  side. 
Mean  maximum  temperature  decreased  with 
height  above  ground  except  on  the  lee  side  of 
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Figure  10. — 
Bark-surface  temperatui 
at  groundline  and  at  3  f«| 
in  backfires  and  headfir 
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trees  in  headfires;  there  the  lowest  value  was 
measured  at  the  groundline. 

Absolute  maximum  temperature  recorded 
was  1,556  F.  Temperature  dropped  off  with 
height  above  ground  much  more  rapidly  in 
backfires  than  in  headfires.  Durations  of  lethal 

temperatures  at  the  groundline  were  about 
equal  in  headfires  and  backfires.  If  anything, 
they  were  somewhat  greater  in  headfires 
( table  5 ) .  This  is  contrary  to  the  common 
belief  that  backfires,  because  of  their  slow 

spread,  hold  lethal  temperatures  longer  at  any 
given  point.  Thus,  where  much  pine  litter  has 
accumulated,  headfire  probably  would  be  more 
destructive  than  backfire  to  grass-stage  long- 
leaf  pine  seedlings. 

Table   5.— A 

verage 
durations 

of  indicated v 
higher  temperatures  at  groundlv 

• Temperature Windward  side Leeward  side 
(degrees  F.) Backfire 

[  Headfire 

Backfire 

|  Headfir 

  Sec 

onds   
200 520 427 

611 
609 

300 
268 266 

382 404 400 
195 

164 
263 297 

500 122 122 194 217 
600 

79 
100 

153 156 
700 

41 83 117 
120 800 

14 

71 

91 96 900 
3 

66 

72 

79 

1,000 
1,100 

59 

49 50 

27 
62 
41 

1,200 
35 15 31 

1,300 
24 5 

19 
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Thermocouples  were  used  to 
measure  temperature  on  bark 
plates  and  in  adjacent  fissures 
during  experimental  headfires 
and  backfires. 

s£^f 

Maximum  temperature  at  the  surface  of  bark 
tes  in  headfires  consistently  exceeded  that 

'  nearby  fissures  between  plates.  For  all 
:els,  maximums  averaged  38 °F  to  290  F 
:/er  in  fissures  than  on  plates.  The  largest 

ividual  difference  was  405°F.  Thus  living 
uue  beneath  fissures  may  be  less  vulnerable 
:  heat  injury  than  relative  bark  thickness 
Ine  would  indicate.  For  backfires  not  enough 

.'.a  were  obtained  for  comparison. 

ieight  to  which  bark  was  scorched  varied 

widely  from  tree  to  tree  and  averaged  much 
greater  in  headfires  than  in  backfires.  Under 
the  conditions  of  the  study,  however,  average 
height  on  the  leeward  side  bore  a  surprisingly 

consistent  ratio,  approximating  2.5-to-l,  to  that 
on  the  windward  side  in  both  headfires  and 

backfires.  If  changes  in  this  ratio  can  be  cor- 
related with  variations  of  fuel  and  weather,  it 

will  be  possible  to  improve  the  accuracy  of 

post-fire  evaluations  of  fire  behavior  and  in- tensity. 



A  new  method  of  evaluating  M 
properties    of    wood    for    venei 
has  been  developed  at  the  U.  \ 
Forest       Products       LaboratoA 

Madison,    Wisconsin.     Requiri'. 
relatively     small     saynples,     t' technique    makes    possible    ef 
cient,  region-wide  sampling.   E- 
suits    are    similar    to    those    c 
tained  from  bolts  of  conventior size. 

0&m 
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Forest  Utilization  Research 

facing  up  to  competition  from  metals,  plas- 
;,  and  glass,  the  southern  forest  products 
ustry  is  striving  to  solve  modern  problems 

h  modern  solutions.  Stepped-up  wood  pro- 
tion,  an  intensified  search  for  new  product 

lets,  further  utilization  of  quality-control 
hniques  in  manufacture,  and  a  strengthened 
lization  of  the  importance  of  research  to 
ustrial  jnrogress  characterize  these  efforts. 

^he  Division  of  Forest  Products  Utilization 
;earch  fosters  and  encourages  this  movement 

ough  field  consultations  with  industry,  by 

tributing  up-to-date  research  information, 
I  by  acting  as  a  local  source  of  information 
immediate  problems. 

During  the  year,  industry  made  some  further 

progress  in  the  storage  of  pulp  chips;  the  manu- 
facture of  glued  and  laminated  products,  in- 
cluding end-jointing  of  structural  material;  and 

mechanization  of  the  air-seasoning  process.  In- 
terest is  high  in  research  leading  to  the  pro- 

duction of  yellow  pine  plywood  and  in  the  need 
for  new  research  specifically  designed  to  solve 
other  wood  utilization  problems. 

On  the  Harrison  Experimental  Forest,  Sau- 

cier, Mississippi,  a  five-acre  site  was  cleared 
and  fenced,  and  permanent  exposure  racks  in- 

stalled. The  first  test  specimens  have  been 
mounted.  They  include  sections  of  laminated 
beams,  exterior  grades  of  plywood  and  particle 

Plywood  for  exterior  serv- 
ice faces  south  under  ex- 

treme climatic  conditions  at 
the  new  National  Wood  Ex- 

posure Site  in  southern Mississippi. 
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Paired  paint  panels  after  6 
years  of  exterior  exposure. 
Both  are  of  pine  siding,  but 
the  boards  for  the  panel  at 

left  were  overlaid  with  res- 
in-impregnated kraft  paper 

during  manufacture. 

Wide  variation  in  the  physical  characteris- 
tics of  southern  yellow  pine  is  a  challenge 

to  research  and  a  promise  that  at  least  one 
kind  of  the  wood  can  be  profitable  raw 
material  fur  southern  pine  plywood. 

Finger-jointed,  laminated  southern  pine  2 

by  4's  are  now  being  manufactured  at  sev- 
eral southern  pine  mills.  They  furnish  a 

profitable  use  for  low-value,  narrow 
boards.  When  properly  made,  they  are 
strong  and  dimensionally  stable. 

board,  and  house  siding  units  coated  wi" 
modern  paints.  All  test  material  is  duplicatf 
on  similar  sites  near  Madison,  Wisconsin;  Fre 

no,  California;   and  Olympia,  Washington. 

Two  similarly  painted  panels  of  yellow  pii ! 
siding  were  exposed  to  the  weather  at  the  san 
time    in   southern    Mississppi.     Boards   of  oi 

were    overlaid    with    paper    when    they    wei< 
manufactured.    After   6   years,   differences 
the  performance  of  paint  films  are  readily  see 
Paints  on  the  overlaid  siding  are  still  in  go( 

condition.     On   untreated   siding   most   of  tl^ 
same  paints  have  failed. 
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Fhus,  research  has  found  at  least  one  method 
improving  wood  siding  to  counteract  claims 
longer  service  life  from  substitute  materials. 

Additionally,    a    water-reducible    paint    was 
;nd  to  maintain  an  unbroken  film  on  both 

Conventional  air-seasoning 

of  yellow-pine  poles  re- 
quires extensive  yard  area 

and  30  to  90  days.  A  new 
pole  kiln  in  Arkansas  turns 
out  seasoned  poles  in  7  to 
10  days.  Savings  in  time 
and  shipping  weight,  plus 
reduction  of  decay  hazard, 
are  main  benefits.  Treat- 

ability is  not  impaired. 

panels.  This  early  formulation  appears  to  jus- 
tify the  growing  commercial  acceptance  of 

paints  with  water  carriers  for  exterior  service. 

The  need  for  new  profit  sources  spurred  in- 
terest in  research  leading  to  the  production  of 

southern  pine  plywood.  Larger  trees,  new  re- 
search techniques,  a  forest  responding  rapidly 

to  today's  management  practices,  and  an  indus- 
try-wide awareness  of  the  need  for  a  broader 

product  base  are  the  important  stimuli.  The 
research  objectives  are  to  develop  production 
methods  specifically  designed  to  use  optimum 
properties  of  the  raw  material  at  hand. 

Proper  seasoning  of  yellow-pine  poles  and 
piling  before  treatment  is  a  constant  problem 

to  the  wood-preservation  industry.  During  hot, 

humid  weather,  air-drying  piles  of  untreated 
pine  in  the  round  often  represent  an  industrial 

gamble  that  the  stock  will  be  purchased,  in- 
spected, and  treated  before  deterioration.  Kilns 

specifically  designed  for  pole  drying  help  solve 
this  dilemma.  The  one  shown  has  a  weekly 

production  of  more  than  500  forty-foot  poles. 
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Forest  Economics 

FOREST  SURVEY 

inessee  Forest  Acreage  Increasing 

Tennessee  has  13.4  million  acres  of  com- 
ircial  forest  land,  according  to  a  new  survey 

the  State's  timber  resources.  All  together, 
se  woodlands  occupy  51  percent  of  the  total 
d  area  in  Tennessee.  At  the  time  of  the 

:vious  Statewide  inventory,  completed  in 

>0,  commercial  woodlands  totaled  12.4  mil- 
i  acres.  The  9-percent  increase  is  largely 
i  to  reversion  of  former  agricultural  land 
forest.  The  increases  were  general  over  the 
ite.  The  smallest  regional  gain,  4  percent, 
s  in  the  Cumberland  Plateau,  which  is  the 

st  heavily  wooded  section;  the  largest  gain, 
percent,  was  in  the  counties  to  the  east  of 
Plateau. 

Assistance  from  the  Tennessee  Valley  Au- 
irity  and  private  companies  made  it  possible 
complete  the  new  survey  sooner  than  could 
/e  been  done  with  regularly  allotted  funds 
y.  The  private  cooperators  include  Nickey 
others,  Inc.,  Hiwassee  Land  Company,  and 
;  Tennessee  River  Pulp  and  Paper  Company. 

w  Inventory  System   Initiated  in  Alabama 

Research  to  improve  field  techniques  is  a 

ptinuing  and  important  task  of  the  Forest 

pvey.  On  the  third  survey  of  Alabama  for- 
s,  for  example,  a  new  timber  inventory  pro- 
lure  is  being  used.  Ten  small  plots  are 
;tematically  located  on  an  area  of  about  one 

•e.  At  each  of  these  points  the  trees  to  be 
lied  are  identified  with  a  37.5-factor  prism, 
ch  tree  is  then  measured  for  diameter, 

ight,  cull,  quality,  and  vigor.  The  new  tech- 
iue  not  only  provides  timber  volume  esti- 

mates but  also  accurately  describes  forest  con- 
ditions, such  as  timber  type,  stand  size,  and 

tree  stocking. 

As  one  phase  of  the  Alabama  survey,  inven- 
tory teams  are  gathering  basic  data  for  a  new 

method  of  determining  the  volume  of  forest 
inventory  trees  by  regression  techniques.  The 

completed  study  will  provide  predicting  equa- 
tions that  will  greatly  facilitate  Forest  Survey 

volume  computations  on  the  IBM  704.  Results 
are  expected  to  have  wide  utility  in  the  South. 

One-third  of  the  current  Alabama  inventory 

was  completed  in  1961.  Field  work  in  the  re- 
maining counties  will  be  finished  by  the  end 

of  1962.  The  survey  is  being  speeded  with 
the  cooperation  of  the  Alabama  Division  of 

Forestry,  Alabama  Extension  Service,  Tennes- 
see Valley  Authority,  Weyerhaeuser  Timber 

Company,  International  Paper  Company,  Con- 
tainer Corporation  of  America,  Rome  Kraft 

Company,  Scott  Paper  Company,  Marathon 
Southern  Corporation,  and  the  Hiwassee  Land 
Company. 

South  Sets   New   Pulpwood   Record   in    1960 

The  South  harvested  23.6  million  cords  of 

pulpwood  in  1960,  or  57  percent  of  the  Nation's 
total.  This  was  4  percent  more  than  in  the 

previous  record  year  of  1959. 

Georgia  produced  4.9  million  cords,  to  con- 
tinue as  southern  leader  for  the  thirteenth  con- 

secutive year.  Alabama  harvested  more  than 
3  million  cords,  and  three  other  States — North 
Carolina,  South  Carolina,  and  Florida — each 
cut  more  than  2  million. 

Some  20.6  million  cords  were  delivered  to 

mills  as  bolts.    The  rest — 12  percent  of  the  in- 

~A  million  acres  in  Tennessee  shifted  from  farm  to  forest  during  the  past  decade. 
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Figure  11. — Movement   of  round   pulpwood,    1960 

dustry's  total  wood  supply — was  in  the  form 
of  chips  produced  by  other  forest  industries; 
in  1959  the  proportion  of  chips  was  10  percent. 
The  1960  chip  volume  was  nearly  3  million 

cords,  an  increase  of  21  percent  over  the  pre- 
vious year.  As  in  the  past,  sawmills  provided 

the  great  bulk  of  the  chips. 

Nearly  three-fourths  of  the  roundwood  was 
pulped  in  the  State  in  which  it  was  grown. 

Some  91  percent  of  Louisiana's  harvest  was 
used  by  in-State  mills,  the  highest  proportion 
for  any  southern  State.  Less  than  1  percent 
of  all  cordage  was  shipped  out  of  the  South 
(fig.  ID. 

Pulping  capacity  in  the  South  continues  to 

rise.    During     the  year  total  mill   capabilities 

increased  from  46,000  tons  of  pulp  per  day 

50,000    tons.     Six    new    mills    are    planned  I 
under  construction. 

Detailed  statistics  of  the  South's  1960  pi 
wood  harvest  can  be  found  in  Forest  Sum 

Release  85  of  the  Southern  Forest  Experim 

Station.  The  Southeastern  Forest  Experim  ' 
Station  and  the  Southern  Pulpwood  Conser' 
tion  Association  cooperated  in  collecting  i 

compiling  the  data. 

Southern  Pine  Output 

Pulpwood  is  now  the  dominant  product 
southern   pine   forests.     Volume    of   pine  hi 
vested   for   pulpwood   bolts   first   topped  £i 
for  sawlogs  in  1957,  and  has  remained  ab< 
ever   since.     Figure    12    shows    recent   yea<] 
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ALL  PRODUCTS 

STRAIGHT-LINE  TREND 

dous  amount  of  work  remains  to  be  done  before 

the  full  potential  of  these  highly  productive 
sites  can  be  realized. 

Further  information  on  timber  stand  im- 

provement opportunities  in  southwest  Arkan- 
sas is  published  in  the  Southern  Lumberman, 

September  1,  1961,  pages  28,  30-31. 

PULPWOOD  IOLTS 

POLES.  PILING.  POSTS 

1°  1952  1954  1956  1951  I960 

ire  12. -Trends    in 
1950-60. 

southern    pine    production. 

ids  of  the  major  southern  pine  products — 
logs,  pulpwood  bolts,  and  poles,  piling,  and 

ts.  These  constitute  97  percent  of  the  indus- 
1  roundwood  taken  annually  from  southern 
ow  pine. 

he  growth  in  pulpwood  cutting  helped  to 
ipensate  for  the  drop  in  sawlog  production 
ing  the  fifties.  Pulpwood  bolts  made  up 

'  the  southern  pine  output  in  1960;  in  1950 
r  accounted  for  scarcely  a  third. 

[ore  information  on  recent  trends  in  south- 

pine  production  is  in  Pulpwood  Production, 

'ember  1961,  pages  1,  4. 

:st  Improvement  Opportunities  in  Arkansas 

he  latest  forest  survey  of  southwest  Arkan- 
showed  that  there  are  millions  of  acres 

>se  value  would  be  enhanced  by  stand  im- 
'ement  work.  If  all  pine  land  were  managed 
s  to  produce  at  even  75  percent  of  potential, 
increased  timber  supply  would  allow  for 

)ubling  of  Arkansas'  pine-using  industries. 

uring  the  past  several  years,  the  survey 

?aled,  timber  stand  improvement  has  an- 
lly  eliminated  the  equivalent  of  more  than 
thousand  cords  of  cull  and  other  undesir- 

i  trees  from  pine  lands  in  the  southwestern 

ion  of  Arkansas.    Nevertheless,  a  tremen- 

Alabama  Stumpwood 

Two-thirds  of  Alabama's  annual  production 
of  resinous  stumpwood  comes  from  Baldwin, 
Covington,  Escambia,  Mobile,  and  Washington 
counties.  As  one  phase  of  the  current  Alabama 

forest  inventory,  a  survey  was  made  of  stump- 
wood supplies  in  these  five  southwestern  coun- 

ties. 

The  total  supply  is  estimated  at  3.6  million 
tons.  Some  2.5  million  tons  are  regarded  as 

presently  available  by  "push-dozer"  operation 
— that  is,  crawler-type  tractors  equipped  with 
dozer-splitter  attachments.  Additional  stump- 

wood considered  potentially  available  totals 

1.1  million  tons;  this  category  includes  sea- 
soned stumps  whose  removal  would  damage 

growing  timber. 

Severance-tax  reports  for  the  five  counties 
indicate  that  more  than  2  million  tons  of 

stumpwood  were  harvested  between  1950  and 
1960.  At  the  current  rate  of  removal  present 
tonnage  appears  adequate  for  at  least  a  decade. 

More  data  mav  be  found  in  Naval  Stores  Re- 

view,  November  1961,  pages  10-11. 

ECONOMICS   OF    FOREST    MANAGEMENT 

Pine  Sawtimber  Prices  Vary  With  Lumber 
Market  and  Tree  Quality 

In  a  study  of  522  sales  from  national  forests 
between  1949  and  1958,  current  wholesale 

lumber  price  and  the  change  from  a  year 
previous,  together  with  grade,  form,  and  size 
of  the  average  tree,  influenced  both  number 
of  bids  and  price  received  for  stumpage.  The 
sales  represented  most  of  the  pine  sawtimber 
marketed  from  the  national  forests  in  Texas, 

Louisiana,  and  Mississippi  during  these  ten 

years. Market  conditions  important. — All  combina- 
tions of  six  market  variables  were  tested  to  see 

which  were  most  closely  correlated  with  stump- 
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age   prices.    A   group   of   three   accounted   for 
about  half  the  variation: 

Wholesale  price  of  No.  2  boards  one  month 

prior  to  the  sale  ( from  the  Bureau  of 

Labor  Statistics'  series  of  Wholesale 
Commodity  Prices). 

Change  in  prices  of  No.  2  boards  from  13 
months  to  1  month  prior  to  sale. 

Time  of  sale  ( months  serially  numbered 
from  January  1949  to  December  1958) 

multiplied  by  direction  of  price  move- 
ment in  previous  year  (  +  1  =  up; 

1  =  down). 

Wholesale  lumber  price  alone  removed  37 
percent  of  total  variation.  Used  by  themselves, 

the  other  variables — time  of  sale,  the  square 
of  time  of  sale,  and  direction  of  price  move- 

ment— added  little  accuracy. 

Figure  13  shows  both  the  actual  bids  and 
those  predicted  from  the  significant  market 
factors.  The  dots  represent  average  actual 

prices  for  groups  of  10  sales  arranged  chron- 
ologically. The  line  connects  points  which  are 

the  average  predicted  prices  for  the  same  sales. 

Stumpage  prices  fell  in  the  recessions  of  1953- 
54  and  1957-58  and  rose  in  the  good  markets 
during  the  Korean  War  and  in  1955  and  1956. 

Since  the  Korean  War,  price  trends  of  stump- 
age  have  preceded  those  of  lumber,  and  have 
been  more  affected  by  economic  conditions. 

If  the  recession   of   1949   and   the  outbreak 

of  the  Korean  War  are  disregarded,  the  relaij 
between  market  factors  and  stumpage  prti 
is  closer  than  figure  13  indicates,  for  the  st  ,1 
showed  that  the  recent  trends  of  stump  ij 
prices  have  followed  the  lumber  market  closi 
Average  stumpage  prices  (Pi  for  sales  mi 
at  any  time  from  1953  through  1958  are 
scribed  by  the  equation: 

P  =  .893B  +  .219C  —  $34.10 
B  is  dollars  per  M  for  No.  2  boards,  and  0 

dollar  change  in  lumber  price  from  the  y. 

previous. 
Tree  quality  affects  price. —  Sales  with 

bove-average   volume   or   basal   area   per  t 
generally  brought  high  prices.    Another  v.vj 
able,   volume   per   square   foot   of   basal   an 
appeared  to  be  even  more  closely   related 
price.   One  or  more  of  these  variables  has  hi\ 
significant  in  every  group  of  sales  analyzed 

Trees  in  the   101  sales  from  the  Texas  I 

tional  Forests  had  been  graded.   The  proport  I 
of    volume    in    the    best    tree    grades    was 

far  the  most  useful  single  stand  characterisr; 
for   predicting   stumpage   price.     The    grad:< 
system  was  based  on  the  proportion  of  cl<^ 
area   in  the  merchantable   length   of  the  bl) 
tree  face. 

Even  though  the  Texas  timber  was  genera 
uniform,  the  percent  of  volume  in  better  grao 

— together  with  lumber  price,  change  in  lui| 
ber  price,   volume   per  tree,   and   volume  }  i  : 
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Figure  13. — 
Actual  stumpage  pri 

compared  with  prices  e:l 
mated  from  market  facte 
Each  point,  actual  or  ei 
mated,  is  the  average  of  I 

sales. 
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V 
$3.50-$  5.40 

$ 

A.6° 

-<&6 

AO 
$3.40  -$4.70 

jV 
i  6  > 

f'b 

.are  foot  of  basal  area — accounted  for  65 
cent  of  all  price  variation.  This  was  the 
t  result  from  any  group  of  sales. 

Additional  results  and  details  were  published 

(The  Timberman,  September  1961,  pages  66- 
69. 

ty  Putpwood  Stumpage  Prices  Vary 

Prices  of  pine  pulpwood  stumpage  from  na- 
nal  forests  in  the  Midsouth  vary  from  area 
area,  and  with  economic  conditions  and 

iber  type.  They  are  highest  near  the  Ala- 
na-Mississippi  Gulf  Coast  and  decline  to- 
rd  the  west  and  north,  being  lowest  in  Texas 
northwest  Arkansas. 

These  conclusions  are  based  on  analysis  of 

'  sealed-bid  pulpwood  sales  made  from  1955 
ough  1960.  Prices  per  cord  ranged  from 
V5  to  $8.38,  averaging  $4.87.  Much  of  the 

vce  variation  can  be  attributed  to  local  com- 
ition. 

\.s  figure  14  shows,  location  of  the  timber 

verfully  affects  stumpage  values.  In  each 

•a  most  sales  were  at  prices  within  the 
lges  indicated  on  the  map.  Competition  a- 
ng  buyers  and  transportation  costs  account- 
for  most  of  the  differences  between  areas. 

The  most  important  influence  was  the  num- 

•  of   pulp   companies   buying   wood    in   the 

R) 

$5.60- $7.80 

D        ) 

1 

Figure  14. — 
Ranges  in  price  per  cord 
for  pulpwood  stumpage  on 
national   forests. 

region  of  the  sale.    For  each  additional  com- 
pany prices  tended  to  be  20  cents  more  a  cord. 

Stumpage  within  truck  haul  of  pulp  mills 

benefited  from  the  dollar-per-cord  premium 
usually  paid  for  wood  delivered  to  mill  yards 
over  that  trucked  to  railroad  shipping  points. 
This  premium  is  less  than  the  minimum  cost 

of  shipping  by  rail.  In  effect,  the  savings  from 
rail  freight  and  handling  costs  are  shared  by 

stumpage  growers,  pulpwood  producers,  and 

pulp  manufacturers. 

Forests  near  preservative  treating  plants  also 

received  above-average  stumpage  prices.  Such 
plants  consider  pulpwood  timber  an  ideal 
source  of  supply  for  the  most  common  pole 

sizes.  Where  pole  buyers  competed  for  pulp- 
wood they  bid  up  prices. 

Stumpage  prices  were  also  affected  by  the 
changing  wood  requirements  of  the  industry. 
Though  general  demand  for  pine  bolts  was 
stable,  there  were  differences  from  area  to 
area.  At  the  same  time  the  use  of  sawmill 

residues  and  of  hardwood  bolts  increased  sub- 
stantially. Tree  size,  cut  per  acre,  and  types 

of  wood  included  in  a  sale  affected  stumpage 

prices  too. 

Further  information  on  price  behavior  is 
given  in  Pulpwood  Production,  October  1961, 

pages  14,  16. 
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Pulpwood  Prices  at  Receiving  Points 

In  1960,  Midsouth  mills  paid  record  prices 
per  cord  for  a  record  amount  of  pulpwood. 
Total  payments  for  delivered  wood  were  4.1 
million  dollars  more  than  in  1959. 

These  estimates  are  based  on  reports  from 
firms  whose  wood  receipts  comprise  72  percent 
of  the  total  in  Alabama,  Arkansas,  Louisiana, 

Mississippi,  Oklahoma,  Tennessee,  and  Texas. 

Four-year  trends  in  average  prices  for  bolts 
are  given  in  table  6. 

Table  6. — Average  prices  per  cord  for  rough  pulpwood  bolts  in  the  Midsouth 

and   then   jump   sharply,    but   activity    in    j  hn\ 
South  and  West  begins  rising  slowly  in  Januaj.[a;;; 
and  February. 

j  ftte  df 

Both
  

sout
hern

  
and 

 
west

ern 
 
rates

  
are  c<    r,n . 

posites  of  diverse  trends.    Patterns  in  bort^b 
States — Maryland,    West    Virginia,    Kentucs  ]jinc 
Tennessee,  and  Oklahoma — are  probably  sti  ̂  
lar  to  those  in  the  North  and  Midwest.    GC 

Coast  activity  is  little  affected  by  winter,  ;  I » 

in  southern  Florida  building  is  virtually  cj  ;j"!^ 
tinuous.    Western  construction  rates  are  lii<te 
wise  influenced  by  favorable  year-long  weat 

!  close 

■  .  :■.-: 
Year 

Pine    delivered    to — 

Rail 
sidings Woodvards Millyards 

Dollars 

1957 
1958 
1959 
1960 

15.10 

15.15 
15.37 
15.57 

15.30 

15.11 
15.51 
15.85 

15.83 
16.17 

16.46 

16.91 

During  1960,  open-market  sales  of  green 
chips  averaged  $6.26  per  ton  for  pine  and  $4.54 

for  hardwoods.  Virtually  all  chips  sold — some 
98  percent — were  screened. 

These  price  data,  plus  information  on  chang- 

ing wood-delivery  patterns,  were  published  in 
Southern  Pulp  and  Paper  Manufacturer,  July 
1961,  page  46. 

Seasons  Set  Pace  for  Lumber  Business 

From  busy  summer  to  slack  winter  and  a- 
round  again  is  normal  for  the  lumber  business. 
Each  phase  of  production,  distribution,  and 

use  has  different  but  interrelated  yearly  cycles. 
Though  partially  obscured  during  good  and 
bad  years,  seasonal  patterns  show  up  distinctly 
in  analysis  of  monthly  trade  statistics. 

Construction  tempo  is  indicator. — The  con- 
struction industry,  which  consumes  about 

three-fourths  of  all  lumber,  is  responsible  for 
much  of  the  seasonal  fluctuation  in  the  lumber 

trade.  Builders  typically  suspend  house  fram- 
ing when  bad  weather  and  low  temperatures 

begin  to  damage  materials  and  hamper  work- 
men. Residential  construction,  the  biggest  use 

for  lumber,  is  affected  more  than  other  types. 
In  the  South  and  West,  fluctuations  are  only 
half  as  1.  e  as  in  the  North  (fig.  15).  North- 

ern   housing        irts   remain    low    until    March 

Prepared  from  data  of    Census  Bureau, 
National  Retail  Lumber  Dealers  Association 

Figure  15. — Housing  starts  and  lumber  sales.  Trer  j 

in  housing  starts  are  for  1954-19" those  for  retail  lumber  sales  jor  19l\ 
1959. 
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;he  rapidly  growing  Southwest  and  in  south- 
California. 

lie  delayed  rise  in  northern  lumber  sales 

'probably  due  to  the  large  proportion  of 
ises  built  over  basements.  Nationwide,  both 

ising  starts  and  retail  sales  are  lowest  in 
:ember  and  January. 

Aimber  orders  are  seasonal  too. — Compari- 
of  figures  15  and  16  indicates  that  southern 

I  western  pine  mills  receive  orders  in  pat- 
hs that  parallel  retail  sales.  In  the  South, 

I  close  similarity  between  mill  and  retail 
bs  reflects  the  high  proportion  of  output 
sorbed  by  the  growing  regional  market, 
ce  World  War  II  the  proportion  of  southern 

e  shipped  North  has  declined  to  about  20 
cent  of  the  total  cut. 

|n  the  western  pine  region,  orders  are  re- 
red  in  increasing  volume  until  the  sharp 

!p-off  near  the  end  of  the  construction  sea- 
.  The  trend  resembles  that  of  North  Central 

ail  sales  but  with  smaller  seasonal  differ- 
es. 

)ouglas-fir  orders  tend  to  be  concentrated 
;mid-spring.  Wholesale  and  retail  dealers 

jarently  order  early  for  much  of  their  antici- 
ied  sales,   expecting  delivery   over   the   fol- 

lowing months.  While  the  West  is  Douglas-fir's 
big  market,  about  40  percent  of  fir  output  is 
sold  east  of  the  Rockies  and  a  substantial  pro- 

portion of  this  is  shipped  through  the  Panama 
Canal. 

Price  fluctuations  vary  by  region. — Seasonal 
fluctuations  in  wholesale  lumber  prices  are 
considerably  smaller  than  differences  in  lum- 

ber use,  distribution,  and  production. 

No   2    boords 

DOUGLAS-FIR 

Frepared   from  data  of     Southern   Pine  Association, 

West  Coast  Lumbermen's    Association,    Western  Pine  Association 

jre  16. — Seasonal  trends   in   orders  received    by 
mills,  1951-1959. 

Prepared  from  ddta  of    Bureau  of  Labor  Statistics 

Figure  17. — Seasonal  trends  in  wholesale  prices  for 
construction    lumber,   1951-1959. 

Prices  of  western  lumber  move  and  vary 
more  than  those  of  southern  pine.  Relatively 

high  winter  production  of  Douglas-fir  assures 
stock  for  early  spring  shipments.  Prices  firm 
as    inventories    become    seriously    depleted    in 
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late  spring  and  summer,  and  weaken   as  fall 

production  accumulates. 

Prices  for  ponderosa  pine  construction  lum- 
ber are  strong  in  spring  while  stocks  are  low. 

They  are  generally  highest  in  May  and  June, 
but  soften  in  summer  as  production  booms  and 

inventories  rebuild.  The  low  is  usually  in  No- 
vember. 

Southern  pine  seasonal  price  patterns  are 
different  from  those  of  western  species.  Prices 
decline  instead  of  rising  in  spring.  The  turning 

point  occurs  in  summer.  Fall  prices  tend  to 

rise,  with  bellwether  No.  2  boards  being  high- 
est in  November  and  December.  Two  factors 

appear  to  cause  this  trend:  southern  lumber- 
men carry  heavier  inventories  than  western 

operators  and  above-normal  stocks  persist 
through  July;  and  output  of  small  mills  is  high- 

est in  summer.  The  result  is  a  price-depressing 
oversupply  in  late  spring  and  early  summer. 

Prices  for  construction  lumber  are  influ- 
enced less  by  seasonal  effects  than  by  level  of 

overall  economic  activity.  In  contrast,  produc- 
tion and  sales  are  usually  more  sensitive  to 

seasonal  changes  than  to  cyclical  forces. 

Other  seasonal  effects  on  the  lumber  busi- 
ness are  discussed  in  The  Lumberman,  January 

1961,  pages  26-28. 

Reviving  Southern  Pine  Exports 

After  years  of  poor  foreign  sales,  southern 
pine  lumbermen  moved  nearly  100  million  feet 
overseas  in  1960.  This  volume  is  20  percent 
greater  than  for  the  previous  two  years  and 
the  best  since  1952,  despite  the  shutoff  of 
Cuban  trade. 

Southern  pine  goes  to  two  distinctly  dif- 
ferent foreign  markets.  One-fourth  is  sold  in 

Europe.  This  portion  is  lumber  of  very  high 

quality — the  best  southern  pine  produced.  The 
other  three-fourths  is  1-  and  2-inch  construc- 

tion lumber  bound  for  the  West  Indies,  Latin 

America,  and  Africa.  Timbers,  mostly  of  low 
density,  have  been  sold  in  quantity  only  to 
Cuba,  African  countries,  and  Venezuela.  The 

relative  importance  of  importing  countries  to 
the  southern  pine  industry  is  shown  in  table  7. 

The  industry  can  produce  larger  quantities 

of  high-^rade  saps  and  common  lumber  for 
foreign   trade.    Mills   cutting   sizable   amounts 

Table  7. — Who  are  southern  pine's  best  ci mers  abroad? 
Country 

1935-39 

1956- 

-  Percent  - 

Canada 
Cuba 
British  West  Indies 
French  and  Dutch  West  Indies 

Venezuela 

Argentina 
Other  Latin  American  nations 

Total  Western  Hemisphere 

United  Kingdom 

Germany  ' Belgium 
Netherlands 
France 
Italy 

Other  European  nations 

Total  Europe 

Egypt 
Mozambique 

South  Africa 
All  other  nations 

Total  Asia,  Africa,  and 

Australia-Oceania 

2 
14 

!) 

4 
2 

23 

7 

~61 

12 
3 
4 

3 
1 
4 
3 

~30 

1 
4 
2 
2 

9 

100 

3( 

221 

p 

jer  3' 

j  jmuni 

tea] 

Li 

i  ̂ 

4\ 

6t 

1C( 

11 
1 

jonde 

4 

1 

c 
10C 

1  In  postwar  years.  West  Germany. 
Source:     U.  S     Department    of    Commerce    Foreign    Trad 

Reports. 

of  clear  lumber  and  within  a  few  hundred  n 

of  a  port  may  find  export  sales  well  worth 
extra  costs  of  sorting  and  handling. 

Reasons  why  southern  pine  exports  decli 

and  then  partially  recovered,  and  some  p1 

pects  for   the   future,   are   discussed   on   p; ! ' 
109-111  of  the  Southern  Lumberman,  Dec) 
ber  15,  1961. 

The  Woodland  Owner 

How  to  improve  management  of  small  w> 
lands  is  a  question  often  studied  but  sel< 
resolved.  Occasional  Paper  185  offers  one 
fective  system  for  dealing  with  this  age 

problem.  A  main  principle  is  close  coopera 
among  State  and  Federal  agencies  and  1 

civic  groups  interested  in  land  use — a  poo 
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resources  to  bring  about  improved  land- 
ler  attitudes  and  resource  management  in 
imunity  after  community. 

his  approach  has  been  applied  in  the  eroded 
oo-Little  Tallahatchie  watershed  of  Missis- 

>i,  which  is  the  setting  for  the  largest  land- 
abilitation  project  in  the  Nation.  Appraisal 
he  results  so  far  shows  that  many  owners 

je  been  encouraged  to  improve  their  wood- 
is.  Those  with  above-average  assets  have 
!>onded  best,  but  low-income  owners  also 
,e  participated  substantially. 

Iajor  reasons  for  this  achievement  are  that: 

All    public   agricultural    agencies   are    co- 
operating. 

Land-use  improvements  are  carefully 
planned  to  the  needs  of  the  individual 
owner  and  the  capabilities  of  his  soils. 

Public  cost-sharing  programs  are  avail- 
able, and  landowners  are  encouraged 

to  use  them. 

Trained  men  from  the  cooperating  agen- 
cies visit  owners  to  provide  technical 

advice. 

>he  same  approach  seems  applicable  to  other 
is. 

;st  Taxation  in  Louisiana 
i 

occasional  Paper  187  is  a  statistical  sum- 
ry  of  20-year  trends  of  taxation  in  selected 
ishes  of  Louisiana.  It  also  provides  informa- 
i  on  assessment,  millage,  and  taxes  for  all 
ishes  in  the  year  1959. 

[  special  purpose  was  to  trace  preliminary 
;cts  of  the  1954  Forest  Tax  Law.  This  law 

erseded  earlier  legislation  that  in  effect 
)Osed  an  ad  valorem  tax  on  both  land  and 

iding  timber  and   also   levied   a   severance 
on  timber  harvested.  The  principle  now 

o  tax  land  alone  and  to  assess  timber  only 
Sn  it  is  cut.  The  law  requires  all  woodlands 

oe  placed  in  one  of  four  categories:  tide- 
,er  cypress,  hardwood,  longleaf  pine,  and 
er  pine.    This  system   is   far  simpler   than 
old,  which  had  numerous  categories. 

>teady  efforts  to  apply  the  law  succeeded  in 
ting  40  percent  of  the  land  reclassified  by 
9.    In  that  year  the  average  tax  per  acre 

on  forest  land  was  28  cents;  it  ranged  by  par- 
ishes from  8  to  86  cents.  The  levy  on  timber 

harvested  is  2.25  percent  of  current  stumpage 

value  for  sawtimber  and  5  percent  for  pulp- 
wood.  The  1959  receipts  from  the  severance 
tax  were  $750,000. 

Survey  of  Landowners'  Planting  Practice 

A  sample  of  loblolly  pine  plantations,  pri- 
marily on  small  ownerships,  was  taken  within 

a  100-mile  radius  of  Shreveport,  Louisiana. 
Most  of  the  loblolly  pine  planting  area  of  Ar- 

kansas, Louisiana,  and  Texas  lies  within  this 
radius. 

Nearly  all  the  plantations  were  on  aban- 
doned farm  land.  They  ranged  from  10  to  27 

years  in  age  and  from  3  to  31  acres  in  size. 

Spacing  varied  but  averaged  6  by  7  feet.  Aver- 
age site  index  was  80,  the  same  as  for  the 

region's  natural  woodlands. 

Eight  out  of  ten  of  the  plantations  had  been 
thinned  by  age  15  years.  By  age  18,  virtually 
all  had  been  thinned  once  and  half  of  them 
twice. 

A  sample  of  recent  plantings  indicated  that 
most  small  landowners  have  their  planting 
done  by  contractors  whom  they  choose  from 

lists  maintained  by  county  agricultural  work- 
ers. 

These  findings  are  reported  in  Southern 
Forestry  Notes  132,  133,  and  135. 

Small  Forests  Can  Pay 

To  demonstrate  the  benefits  of  management 

to  small-tract  owners,  the  Southern  Forest  Ex- 

periment Station's  research  centers  maintain 
a  number  of  demonstration  forests. 

These  tracts  vary  widely  in  timber  type, 

management  methods,  and  products.  The  vari- 
ations are  the  result  of  a  deliberate  attempt 

to  make  each  study  fit  the  conditions  and  needs 
of  the  territory  it  serves.  The  products  include 
not  only  sawlogs  and  pulpwood  bolts,  but  also 
bourbon  staves,  gum  naval  stores,  and  redcedar 
logs.  On  some  tracts  annual  timber  harvests 
seem  desirable;  on  others  it  appears  best  to 
cut  at  longer  intervals.  Some  units  are  as  small 
as  15  acres,  but  most  contain  about  40. 
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Principles   applied    to    these    "farm    forties" are: 

Harvest  part  of  the  growth;  leave  part  to 
build  up  stocking. 

Leave  sound,  vigorous  trees  as  growing 
stock;  cut  to  improve  the  stand  and  the 
spacing  of  the  crop  trees. 

Deaden  culls. 

When   necessary,   supplement   natural    |art 
generation  by  seeding  or  planting. 

Protect  against  fire,  insects,  and  dise ; 

lease 

Table  8  summarizes  some  of  the  resultssj  -e bee 
reports  stumpage  returns  only;  additional,)  *! : 
portunities  may  lie  in  using  farm  labor  po 
equipment  to  get  the  wood  to  the  yard  or  r  ij  {m 
Dollar  values  are  assigned  at  current  mai,;i( 
prices,  but  are  intended  only  as  a  handy   j  ;err 

Table  8. — Harvest  and  stumpage  returns  jrora  experimental  woodlots 

Research  center 

and 
forest  type 

Size 
of 

tract 

Initial 

growing 
stock 

per 

acre 

Length 
of  time 
managed 

1961   cut  per  acre 

Returns 
Pulpwood Pulpwood Additions 

Saw- 

and 

Saw- 

and 

Total 

to    grow- 

imber other timber 
other ing   stock 

Acres        Cu.  ft.     Years        Bd.  ft.     Cu.  ft. Dollars 

BIRMINGHAM 

Loblolly  and  short- 
leaf  pine  and  hard- 
woods 

HARRISON 

Shortleaf  pine 
On  sandy  south  slope 
On  cherty  south  slope 

Eastern  redcedar 

Shortleaf  pine 
and  hardwood 

On  sandy  north  slope 
On  cherty  north  slope 

CROSSETT 

Loblolly  pine 
Loblolly  pine 

MARIANNA 
Longleaf  and 
slash  pine 

Longleaf  and 
slash  pine 

NACOGDOCHES 

Loblolly  and  short- 
leaf  pine  and  hard- 
woods 

:;H 

28 

19.1 

18.7 

1,025 

745 
492 

254 

14 

27 

28 

0.54 1.53  2.07 
4.00 

49.9 420 
8 

36 
526 

8 

40 

1,793 2  4 
647 

12 19.59 .71 20.30 5.17 2 

34 

976 
23 

654 
34 

18.63 1.98 
20.61 6.30 2 

40 

880 
14 141 6.6 2.68 79 3.47 

1.58 

41 
360 

14 

66.9 
1,315 14 159 4.77 4.77 3.03 
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8  1 
uiliar  tool  for  comparison. 

Is  the  table  indicates,  the  returns  tend  to 

i;ease  with  the  length  of  time  the  stands 
^e  been  under  management  and  with  the 

i»inal  stocking.  The  tracts  can  profitably 
i|ry  more  and  better  growing  stock  than  they 
v  have,  and  hence  the  policy  of  cutting  less 
m  the  growth  will  eventually  lead  to  much 
:!ater  revenues. 

All   cuts   combined,    per   acre    annually 

Cu.  ft. 

! Returns 

'ulpwood 
and 
other Saw- timber 

Pulpwood 
and 
other 

Total 
Additions 

to    grow- ing stock 

Net 

returns 

Dollars 

29 1  36 081 2.17 
3  16 5.33 

n 

87 
91 

.66 

.87 

.9] 

.66 

ill 

.49 

.90 

1.68 
1.40 

1  56 

.62 

62 78 

.78 

52 9.52 .70 10.22 3.44 13.66 

43 6.29 1.05 7.34 4.84 12.18 

7  9 2.99 1.01 4.00 1.03 
5.03 

9 60 35 .95 1.12 2.07 

4.17 40 
4.57 1.38 5.95 
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Publications,  1961 

*  Allen,  R.  M.,  and  Scarbrough,  N.  M. 
FERTILIZER    AND    MULCH    AID    GRAFTING    OF    SLASH 

pine.   Jour.  Forestry  59:  294.    April  1961. 
Number  of  successful  unions  was  more  than 

doubled  by  fertilizer  and  tripled  by  a  combi- 
nation of  fertilizer  and  pine  needle  mulch. 

*  Barnett,  J.  P.,   and  McLemore,  B.  F. 
TREE  AGE  UNIMPORTANT  IN  LONGLEAF  SEED  VIA- 

BILITY. U.  S.  Forest  Serv.  South.  Forest  Expt. 
Sta.  South.  Forestry  Notes  135.  Sept.  1961. 

Seed  from  trees  averaging  21 ,  40,  and  85 
years  old  did  not  differ  in  viability,  either 
immediately  or  after  5  years  of  storage  at 
35°  F. 

*  Barrett,  J.  P. 
SOIL  TEXTURE  AND  SOIL  MOISTURE  VALUES  CLOSE- 

LY related.  U.  S.  Forest  Serv.  South.  Forest 

Expt.  Sta.  South.  Forestry  Notes  135.  Sept. 
1961. 

Moisture  equivalent  and  percent  moisture  at 

15  atmospheres'  tension  are  closely  related 
to  soil  texture.  Moisture  equivalent  and  per- 

cent moisture  at  1/3-atmosphere  are  highly 
correlated. 

Bennett,  W.  H. 
FOREST    INSECT    CONDITIONS    IN    LOUISIANA,     1960. 

In   Insect   Conditions   in   Louisiana,    1960,    pp. 
27-31.  1961.  Ent.  Res.  Dept.  La.  State  Univ. 

Pine  bark  beetles  were  less  destructive  than 
in  recent  years  but  still  killed  more  trees 

and  required  greater  expenditures  for  con- 
trol than  all  other  forest  insects.  Defoliation 

of  gums  and  other  hardivoods  by  the  forest 
tent  caterpillar  reduced  growth  and  weak- 

ened stands  over  large  areas.  Woodborers 
caused  lumber  degrade  by  tunneling  in  living 
hardwoods. 

southern  states.  In  Forest  Insect  Conditions 
in  the  United  States  1960,  pp.  26-29,  illus.  U.  S. 
Forest  Serv.  1961. 

Bar      beetles  and  defoliators  were  the  prin- 
cipal i  s  affecting  southern  forests. 

31 LO 

Bower,  D.  R. 

ARE    SCALES    BETTER    THAN    SCALE    STICKS?      Sc 

Lumberman  203(2530)  :  38,  illus.   Sept.  1,  ] 

Analysis  of  902  truckloads  of  loblolly 
logs    confirmed    the    feasibility    of    wei 
scaling     The   article   lists   weights  per  I 
for  logs  of  various  diameters  and  offers 
vice    for    mill    owners    who    wish    to    b  ii 
weight -scaling. 

  and  Smith,  J.  L. 

PARTIAL    GIRDLING    MULTIPLIES   SHORTLEAF   CO 

U.  S.    Forest    Serv.    South.    Forest    Expt. 
South.  Forestry  Notes  132.    March  1961. 

Shortleaf  seed  trees  in  the  Ouachita  Mo. 
tains    increased    their    cone    production 
third  year  after  being  partially  girdled. 

   and  Smith,  J.  L. 

PLANTING  VS.  SEEDING  IN  OUACHITAS.     U.  S.  Fo 

Serv.  South.  Forest  Expt.  Sta.  South.  Fore; 
Notes  131.    Jan.  1961. 

On  unburned  areas,  planting  resulted 
more  and  better-distributed  shortleaf  p;; 
per  acre  than  did  direct  seeding.  On  bur 
plots,  seeding  yielded  more  trees. 

*  Broadfoot,  W.  M. 

GUIDE    FOR    EVALUATING    CHERRYBARK    OAK    SI' 
U.  S.    Forest    Serv.    South.    Forest    Expt.    ! 
Occas.  Paper  190,  9  pp.,  illus.   1961. 

Three  methods  are  described.    The  two  rt 

accurate    require    determinations    of    top 
depth,    internal    drainage    as    indicated 
depth  to  mottling,  and  presence  or  abse 

of  a  hardpan. 

•OIL 

'«',; 

SITE    AFFECTS    GRADE    OF    CHERRYBARK    OAK.     U 

Forest   Serv.   South.   Forest   Expt.    Sta.    Soi 
Forestry  Notes  134.    July  1961. 

Number  of  potential  logs,  vigor,  and  grc 
of  butt  log  declined  as  site  index  fell  bel 
95;  insect  attack  increased. 

i  asterisk  are  available  on  request  to  the  Southern  Forest  Experiment  Station 
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ROADFOOT,   W.  M. 

TOPSOIL     MAKES     SITE     DIFFERENCE     FOR     CHERRY- 

BARK    oak.     U.  S.    Forest    Serv.    South.    Forest 

Expt.    Sta.    South.    Forestry   Notes    132.    March 

196*1. 
On  loess  ridges  in  the  Midsoiith.  sites  ivith 

more  than  6  inches  of  topsoil  are  significant- 
ly better  than  those  with  less. 

   and  Krinard,  R.  M. 

Repellents  containing  endrin,  zinc  ditltiocar- 

bamate.  nicotine  sulfate,  and  calcium  poly- 

sulfide  (lime-sulfur)  were  effective. 

GROWTH  OF  HARDWOOD   PLANTATIONS  ON   BOTTOMS 

in  loess  areas.  U.  S.  Forest  Serv.  Tree  Plan- 

ters' Notes  48,  pp.  3-8,  illus.  Oct.  1961.  Also  as 
hardwood  plantations.  Forest  Farmer  21(5)  : 

9-11,  illus.    Feb.  1962. 

Pictorial  description  of  17-  to  25-year-old 
plantations,  chiefly  of  oaks  and  gums,  in 
Mississippi  and  Tennessee. 

   and  McKnight,  J.  S 
SOIL   SUITABILITY    FOR    HARDWOODS   IN    MISSISSIPPI 

delta.    Miss.  Farm  Res.  24(6)  :  5.  Also  as  Miss. 

|  Agr.  Expt.  Sta.  Inform.  Sheet  716,  2  pp.  June 
1961. 

A   tabular  summary. 

   and  McKnight,  J.  S. 
SOIL  SUITABILITY   FOR   FOREST   TREES  IN   DEEP 

loess  area.    Miss.  Farm  Res.  24(9)  :  5.    Also  as 

1  Miss.  Agr.  Expt.  Sta.  Inform.  Sheet  722,  2  pp. 
Sept.    1961. 

  and  McKnight,  J.  S. 
SOIL      SUITABILITY      FOR      FOREST      TREES      IN      THIN 

*  loess  area.    Miss.  Farm  Res.  24(10):   8.    Also 

'  as  Miss.   Agr.   Expt.   Sta.   Inform    Sheet   729,  2 
pp.  Oct.    1961. 

Iurns,  R.  M. 

'  cold-stored      hardwoods      survive      delayed 
\  planting      U.  S.    Forest    Serv.    South.    Forest 
Expt.    Sta.    South.    Forestry    Notes    131.     Jan. 
1961. 

Seedlings  of  sweetgum  and  four  species  of 

red  oak  survived  well  after  3  months  of  cold 
storage  in  shipping  bales. 

no  advantage  in  planting  hardwoods  deep  or 

with  mattock.  U.  S.  Forest  Serv.  South.  For- 

est Expt.  Sta.  South.  Forestry  Notes  134.  July- 
1961. 

On  lowland  sites  in  north  Mississippi,  plant- 
ing red  oaks  and  sweetgum  deep  or  with  a 

mattock  afforded  no  advantage  over  bar 

planting  at  root  collar  depth. 

RABBIT    REPELLENTS    IN    NORTH    MISSISSIPPI.      U.  S. 

Forest  Serv.  Tree  Planters'  Notes  45,  pp.  19-22. 
March   1961. 

seed  sowing  tool.  U.  S.  Forest  Serv.  Tree 

Planters'  Notes  45,  pp.  3-4,  illus.  March  1961. 
A  hand  tool  with  a  rake  at  the  lower  end 

for  baring  mineral  soil.  The  hollow  handle 

holds  a  day's  supply  of  seeds  and  contains 
a  metering  device  for  dispensing  them. 

*  Burton,  J.  D. 

GROWTH   AND   SURVIVAL   IN   TENNESSEE   STRIP-MINE 

plantations.  U.  S.  Forest  Serv.  South.  Forest 

Expt.  Sta.  South.  Forestry  Notes  134.  July  1961. 

Two-year  survival  and  growth  of  planted 
loblolly,  shortleaf,  and  Virginia  pine  were 

satisfactory  on  strip-mine  spoil  banks,  but 
white   pine   ivas   disappointing. 

*  Campbell,  R.  S.,  and  Rich.  R.  W. 
ESTIMATING     SOIL     MOISTURE     FOR     FIELD     STUDIES 

of    plant    growth.     Jour.    Range    Mangt.    14: 

130-134,  illus.    May   1961. 

The  soil-moisture  prediction  method  de- 
veloped at  the  Vicksburg  Research  Center 

offers  a  means  of  using  rainfall  records  to 
estimate  moisture  in  the  surface  foot.  That 

such  estimates  may  be  convenient  when  ac- 
tual measures  are  lacking  was  demonstrated 

with  data  oh  forage  grass  weights  in  southern 
Mississippi. 

*  Campbell,  T.  E.,   and  Wakeley,  P.  C. 
POSSIBLE  REFINEMENTS  IN  CONTROLLED  POLLINA- 

TION of  southern  pines.  South.  Forest  Tree 

Impr   Conf.  Proc.  6:  121-128.    1961. 

Itemizes  the  "Placerville"  stages  of  longleaf 
pine  flowers  for  bagging,  pollination,  and 
debagging  to  attain  certain  degrees  of  seed 
set  and  freedom  from  contamination,  and 
evaluates  laboratory  germination  of  pollen 

in  terms  of  fertilizing  ability. 

*  Christopher,  J.  F. 
BIGGEST      SOUTHERN      PULPWOOD      HARVEST.       U.  S. 

Forest  Serv.  South.  Forest  Expt.  Sta.  South. 

Forestry  Notes  133.    May  1961. 
Sec  Christopher  and  Nelson,  below. 

1960   PULFWOOD  PRICES  IN  THE  MID-SOUTH.  South. 

Pulp  and  Paper  Mfr.  24(7)  :  46,  illus.  July  1961. 
Prices  for  pine  bolts  increased  from  $15.28 

per  cord  in  1957  to  $16.07  in  1960.  Hardwood 

prices  liave  been  relatively  stable.  Open- 
market  prices  of  chipped  mill  residues  have 
been  fairly  constant  during  the  past  4  years, 

averaging  $6.22  per  ton  for  pine  and  $4.48 
for  hardwood.  Contractors  continue  to  truck 

increasing  proportions  of  tlieir  roundwood 
to   mechanized   woodyards  and   to   millyards. 
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Christopher.  J.  F. 

SOUTHERN     WOOD    INDUSTRIES    ARE    IN    THE    CHIPS. 

South.  Lumberman  203(2527):    25,  illus.    July 
15,   1961 

About  900  southern  wood-using  plants  are 

currently  making  pulp  chips  from  plant  resi- 
dues. The  volume  in  1960  was  2.9  million 

cords    worth  $40  million. 

  and  Nelson.  Martha  E. 

SOUTHERN     PULPWOOD     PRODUCTION,     1960.       U.  S. 

Forest  Serv.  South.  Forest  Expt.  Sta.  Forest 

Survey  Release  85,  29  pp.,  illus.   1961. 

Volumes  by  State  and  county,  size  and  loca- 

tion of  mills,  location  of  plants  with  equip- 
ment for  making  pulp  chips  from  residues, 

number  of  companies  drawing  wood  from 
individual   counties. 

Crawford.   H.  S. 

eastern  redcedar,  Juniperus  virginiana.  Deer 

Browse  Plants  of  Southern  Forests,  pp.  34-35, 
illus.  1961.  U.S.  Forest  Serv.  South,  and 

Southeast.    Forest  Expt.  Stas. 

See  abstract  under  Halls  and  Ripley. 

IDENTIFYING    GREENBRIER    GROWTH.      Jour.    Range 

Mangt.   14:   42,  illus.  Jan.   1961. 

On  current  growth  of  Smilax  bona-nox  L., 
most  persistent  leaf  bases  are  brown  or  light 

green;  on  old  growth  all  bases  look  bleached 

and  papery  white. 

*  Croker.  T.  C. 
FOURTEEN  YEARS  OF  MANAGEMENT  ON  THE  ES- 

CAMBIA     FARM      FORESTRY      FORTY.       U.  S.      Forest 

Serv.  South.  Forest  Expt.  Sta.,  4  pp.  1961. 

Thirty-two  MBF  of  sawlogs.  86  cords  of 
pulpwood.  and  405  poles  have  been  harvested 

from  this  40-acre  longleaf  pine  tract  since 
1947.  Total  market  value  of  the  products 
has   been  $5,121. 

*  CZABATOR,    F.  J. 
PLENTIFUL  SEEDLINGS  A  FORESTRY  RESEARCH  SUC- 

CESS. South.  Lumberman  203(2537)  :  116-118, 
illus.    Dec.   15,   1961. 

Advances  in  soil  management  and  control  of 
diseases  and  weeds  enabled  southern  nurser- 

ies to  raise  their  production  from  0.5  million 

seedlings  in  1924  to  nearly  2.1  billion  in 
1960. 

*  Echols,  R.  M. 
LIQUID    DISPERSION    METHOD    FOR    MOUNTING   WOOD 

fibers  on  slides.  Forest  Sci.  7:  369-370,  illus. 
Dec.   1961. 

Microscope  slides  are  placed  in  a  container 

filled  with  water  (or  xylene  for  dehydrated 
Macerated  and  stained  fibers  are 

stirred  into  the  liquid  and  allowed  to  settle 

in  an  even   layer.    The   liquid   is  drained  off 

very  slowly,  the  slides  lifted  out,  and  c- 
slips  mounted. 

  and  Bowden.  A.  B. 

inexpensive    ring    analyzer    for    cumula 

summerwood    measurements.    Forest    Sci  i 

147-148,  illus.    June  1961. 
A  wooden  holder,  moving  on  threaded  n 

for  positioning  increment  cores  under  a 
croscope. 

Farrar,  R.  M. 
aerial  application  of  four  silvicides  IN  SO  Li 

Alabama    South.  Weed  Conf.  Proc  14:  198- 
1961. 

The  butoxy  ethanol  ester  of  2,  4,  5-T  pro 
superior  to  three  newer  formulations  for  ( 

trolling  scrub  oaks  with  minimum  damag 

longleaf  pine  seedlings.  Chemicals  were 
plied  at  2  pounds  acid  equivalent  per  c 

from   a   helicopter. 

SECTOR  FORK  VERSUS  CALIPERS  OR  TAPE.   L 

Forest   Serv.    South.   Forest   Expt.    Sta.   Sov, 

Forestry  Notes  136.    Nov.   1961. 
A  test  with  longleaf  pine  in  south  AlabC 

indicated  thai  the  Bitterlich  sector  fork  r 

be    used    for    tree    diameter    jneasuremt' 
when  accuracy  of  about  +  0.7  inch  is  accv' 
able. 

00 

use 
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*  Ferguson,  E.  R. 

EFFECTS     OF     PRESCRIBED     FIRES     ON     UNDERSTi 

STEMS      IN      PINE-HARDWOOD      STANDS      OF      TEJ 

Jour.  Forestry  59:  356-359,  illus.  May  11 
Proportionately  more  hardwood  than  p 
steyns  were  killed  back,  but  most  dama 

pines  died  and  90  percent  of  the  hardwo 

resprouted.  Sweetgum  was  more  suscepti 
than  oak,  fires  in  the  growing  season  ki\ 
more  hardwoods  than  did  winter  burns,  < 

1-  and  2-inch  stems  of  all  species  were  m 

readily  killed  than  larger  ones. 

*  Freese,  Frank. 

relation  of  plot  size  to  variability  :   an 

proximation.     Jour.    Forestry    59:    679.     S< 
1961. 

If  the  coefficient  of  variation   (CV .)   artu 

plots    of   size    Pj    is    known,    the    coeffici 
(CV.,)  for  plots  of  some  other  size  (P„)  ii 
often  be  approximated  from  the  relations 

■  :>;>' 

(CV,)" 

;cv„  > 

This  equation  has  been  found  useful  in 

signing    sample    surveys    of    many    south" 
forest  populations.    The  approximating  pih 

cedure  may   be  seriously  weakened   if  th' 
are  drastic  differences  in  plot  shape  or  ori 
tation. 

Fores 

10 

»i 
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(oodrum,  Phil,  and  Halls.  L.  K. 
fringetree,      Chionanthus      virginieus.       Deer 

Browse  Plants  of  Southern  Forests,  pp.   10-11, 
illus.     1961.      U.  S.    Forest    Serv.     South,     and 

Southeast.    Forest  Expt.  Stas. 
See  abstract    tinder  Halts  and   Ripley. 

iANO,  C.  X. 

does  pruning  pay  off:'    Forest  Farmer  20 (  112 1  : 
10-11,  illus.    Aug.   1961. 

A  study  with  pine  in  south  Arkansas  indi- 
cates that,  if  priming  is  to  be  worth  the  ex- 

pense, it  should  be  restricted  to  the  fastest 
growing  trees  and  those  most  likely  to  be 
carried  to  maturity,  should  begin  when  the 
trees  are  3  to  5  inches  in  diameter,  and  should 

be  followed  by  thinnings  that  are  frequent 
and  heavy  enough  to  promote  diameter 

growth   of  3  inches  per  decade. 

GERMINATION    OF    STRATIFIED    LATEX-COATED    LOB- 
JLOLLY      PINE     SEED     AFTER      SLTBMERGENCE.       Joiir. 

[Forestry  59:    452.    June   1961. 
Submergence  for  14  days  had  no  deleterious 

effect  either  on  speed  or  totality  of  germina- 
tion. Seeds  were  coated  with  a  latex  sticker 

often   used   with   bird  and    rodent    repellents. 

.HARDWOOD  REOCCUPATION  OF  BULLDO/.1CD  SITES.   Ill 

.  Hardwood  Sprout  Development  on  Cleared 

!Sites,  pp.  7-8,  illus.  U.S.  Forest  Serv.  South 
Forest  Expt.  Sta.  Oceas.  Paper  186.  1961. 

Dense  thickets  in  south  Arkansas  were  bull- 

dozed. First-year  sprouts  were  few.  and  the 
tallest  averaged  1.8  feet.  After  3  years  one- 
fourth  of  the  area  was  overtopped  by  sprouts; 

after  7  years  half  was  overtopped  by  sprouts 
averaging  6  feet  tall. 

MORTALITY     OF     LOBLOLLY     PINE     PLANTED     UNDER 

small  hardwoods.  U.  S.  Forest  Serv.  Tree 

Planters'  Notes  48,  pp.  1-2,  illus.  Oct.  1961. 
Proportions  of  the  plots  overtopped  by  hard- 

woods varied  from  25  to  87  percent  at  plant- 
ing time.  After  2  years,  pine  mortality  ranged 

from  20  to  64  percent,  being  heaviest  on  plots 
most  completely  overtopped. 

SHORTLEAF-LOBLOLLY  REPRODUCTION  LOSSES  MOD- 
ERATE,    FOLLOWING     SEED     TREE      FELLING.       Jour. 

Forestry  59:  24-25,  illus.  Jan.  1961. 
Seed  trees  numbered  22  per  acre  and  were 
10  to  33  inches  in  d.b.h.  Their  removal  re- 

duced from  84  to  10  percent  the  stocking 
of  advanced  reproduction,  some  of  which 

was  lfj  years  old. 

IROSENBAUGH,    L.  R. 

■  OF     TREES,     SPACE,     TIME,     AND     KNOTS.       la.     State 

J  Univ.  Forestry  Club,  Ames  Forester  48:  20-23. 
1961. 

At  least  7  different  classes  of  variables  af- 
fecting timber  quality  can  be  recognized, 

but  the  relative  importance  of  each  and  the 

optimum  condition  vary  with  the  given  end- 
product.  Some  aspects  of  quality  are  tech- 

nological and  abrupt — unaccei)tablc  end- 
products  arc  derived  from  timber  below  cer- 

tain quality  thresholds.  Other  aspects  are 

economic  and  continuous — costs  eat  into 

profits  as  quality  gradually  drops.  Silvicul- 
ture affects  quality  of  existing  stands  largely 

through  allocation  of  growing  space,  selec- 
tion of  stems  for  retention,  length  of  rotation, 

and  pruning.  A  prognosis  of  the  impact  of 

quality  considerations  on  southern  silvicul- 
ture is  made. 

GUTTENBERG.   SAM. 

WHAT.    WHERE.    AND    WHEN    TO    SELL    TREES.      Prog. 

Farmer  (Tcx.-Okla.  ed. )   76(5):  30,  illus.  May 
1961. 

Brief  hints  for   owners  of  small    woodlands. 

WHO'S   GOING    TO    USE    ALL    THIS   WOOD'.'      Advances 
in  Management  of  Southern  Pine.  La.  State 
Univ.  Tenth  Ann.  Forestry  Symposium  Proc 

1961  :     105-112,  illus.    1961. 

"As  our  economy  limps  into  the  60's.  some 
disheartened  foresters  are  conjuring  up  vi- 

sions of  excessive  wood  supplies.  Are  they 

riglit'?  I  hope  to  provide  a  basis  for  drawing 

your  own  conclusions." 
  and  Row,  Clark 

MARKETS.   TIMBER   QUALITY   INFLUENCE   SOUTHERN 

pine    stumpage    prices.     Timberman    62(1-0): 

66-67,   69,   illus.    Sept.    1961. 
The  wholesale  lumber  market  and  the  quality 

of  the  trees  largely  determine  prices  bid  for 

pine  sawtimber  from  national  forests  in 
Texas.   Louisiana,  and   Mississippi. 

Gwinner,  M.  W.,  and  Fahnestock.  G.  R. 
BORATE     EFFECTS     AFTER     3     YEARS.       U.  S.     Forest 

Serv.  South.  Forest  Expt.  Sta.  South.  Forestry 

Notes   133.    May   1961. 

Pines  and  other  forest  vegetation  are  re- 
covering from,  an  experimental  spraying 

with  a  fire-retardani  slurry  of  sodium-cal- 
cium borate.  Where  dosages  were  heavier 

than  would  be  required  for  operational  fire- 
lines,  considerable  ground  is  still  bare. 

Halls,  L.  K.,  and  Duvall,  V.  L. 
PROFITS     AND     COST     OF     FOREST     GRAZING.      Forest 

Farmer  20(7):  151-152,  illus.  March  1961 

(Ninth  Manual  ed. ).  Also  in  Gulf  Coast  Cat- 

tleman 27(7):    5-6,   illus.   Sept.    1961. 

On  longleaf  pine-bluestem  ranges  of  Louisi- 
ana and  east  Texas,  outlay  per  cow  may  be 

about  $285  for  investment  and  $49  annually 

for  operating.  A  well-managed  herd  should 
average  6  to  10  percent  on  the  investment, 

after  operating  costs  are  paid. 
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*  Halls,  L.  K.,  and  Goodrum,  Phil. 

Japanese  honeysuckle,  Lonicera  japonica. 

Deer  Browse  Plants  of  Southern  Forests,  pp. 

38-39,  illus.  1961.  U.  S.  Forest  Serv.  South,  and 

Southeast.    Forest  Expt.  Stas. 

See  abstract  under  Halls  and  Ripley. 

*   and  Ripley,  T.  H.  (Editors) 

DEER   BROWSE   PLANTS   OF   SOUTHERN   FORESTS. 

U.  S.  Forest  Serv.  South,  and  Southeast.  Forest 

Expt.  Stas.,  78  pp.,  illus.  1961. 
Illustrated  guide  to  identification  of  about 

35  species  or  species  groups,  ivith  some  in- 
formation on  forage  value  and  management. 

Accounts  of  the  individual  species  were  pre- 
pared by  authorities  from  all  parts  of  the 

South. 

*  Hare,  R.  C. 
HEAT    EFFECTS    ON     LIVING     PLANTS.      U.  S.     Forest 

Serv.    South.    Forest    Expt.    Sta.    Occas.    Paper 

183,  32  pp.  1961. 
Literature  review,  with  recommendations  for 

research  into  physiological  effects  of  high 

temperature  on  woody  plants. 

Harrington,  T.  A. 

"single-needled"  loblolly   pine.    Amer.  Mid- 
land Nat.  66:  250,  illus.    July  1961. 

Each  fascicle  contains  a  single,  straight, 
terete  needle  that  consists  of  two  to  four 

separate  needles  tightly  cohering  along  their 
adaxial  surfaces. 

*  Hatchell,  G.  E. 
A    LOOK     AT    9-YEAR-OLD    SEEDED     LOBLOLLY     PINE. 

Forests    and    People    11(3):     25,    44-45,    illus. 
Third  Quarter,  1961. 

The  pines  have  expressed  dominance  without 

evidence  of  stagnation.  Dominants  are  grow- 

ing nearly  as  fast  as  in  planted  stands.  Disk- 
ing for  seedbed  preparation  appears  to  have 

stimulated  early  growth. 

beetle.    Jour.  Insect  Path.  3:93.    March  D 

The    fungus    had    infected    and    killed   al  \ 
half   the    larval    brood    in    a    pine    stumi 
southern  Mississippi. 

Jewell,  F.  F. 

ARTIFICIAL    TESTING    OF    INTRA-    AND    INTERSPEi 

SOUTHERN     PINE     HYBRIDS     FOR     RUST     RESISTA]  • 

South.   Forest  Tree  Impr.   Conf.   Proc   6: 

109.     1961. 
Crossing  slash  or  loblolly  with  shortleaf  i 

not    consistently    yield    resistant    progev 
Resistance  in  shortleaf  hybrids  appears  mi 

complicated    than    inheritance    of    a    sin. 

dominant  factor. 

cottoi 

US. 

INFECTION     OF    ARTIFICIALLY     INOCULATED    SHC 

LEAF    PINE    HYBRIDS    WITH    FUSIFORM    RUST.      U 

Dept.  Agr.  Plant  Dis.  Rptr.  45:    639-640,  il 

Aug.    1961. 
Characteristic  rust  galls  developed  on 

least  a  few  progenies  from  each  of  J 

crosses  of  shortleaf  x  slash  pine  and 
cross  of  shortleaf  x  loblolly  pine.  Dif] 

ences  in  the  number  of  galled  individv 

from  the  various  crosses  appeared  tracer 

to  particular  shortleaf  parents. 

   and  Henry,  B.  W. 

&L0VEB 

J.C 

EXPEI 

113-2 

LO! 

to 

cor 

bei 

BREEDING     FOR     RESISTANCE     TO     SOUTHERN     Fl  •       ' 
form    rust.     In   Recent   Advances    in   Bota 

pp.  1694-1695.    1961.    Toronto,  Ontario. 
Text  of  a  paper  read  at  International  Bote 
cal    Congress    in   1959.     Data   supported    A   

initial  hypotheses  on  possible  sources  of  '  I ::,: 
sistanee,  i.e.,  natural  resistance  in  susce]'\"i 
ble  pine  species  and  inherited  resistance  ; 
hybrid  progenies  having  shortleaf  as  a 
rent.  At  that  time  resistance  of  shortl  - 

appeared  to  be  transmitted  as  a  dom'm  • 
factor  to  the  F  x  hybrids  from  crosses  of  she  \  - 
leaf  x  slash  and  shortleaf  x   loblolly. 

*  Hay,  C.  J.,  and  Morris,  R.  C. 
carpenterworm.    U.  S.  Dept.  Agr.  Forest  Pest 

Leaflet  64,  8  pp.,  illus.  1961. 

Description  and  life  history.  Larvae  degrade 
hardioood  timber  by  tunneling.  Individual 

trees  can  be  protected  with  chemicals,  but 

no  mctliod  is  yet  known  for  preventing  at- 
tack  in  forest  stands. 

*  Henry,  B.  W.,  Dorman,  K.  W.,  and  Wakeley,  P.  C. 
FOREST  GENETICS  PUBLICATIONS  BY  THE  SOUTH- 

EASTERN AND  SOUTHERN  FOREST  EXPERIMENT  STA- 
TIONS through  1961.  U.S.  Forest  Serv.  South. 

Forest  Expt.  Sta.  Occas.  Paper  192,  27  pp.  1961. 
A  nnotated  bibliography. 

Holt. 

Meta;  i   anisopliae   (metchnikoff)   soro- 

KIN  INFK        '  MG    LARVAE  OF  THE  BLACK  TURPENTINE 

*  Johnson,  R.  L. 

HARDWOOD       SPROUTS       DOMINATE       BOTTOM-L/  ' 

clearings.    In  Hardwood  Sprout  Developm< : 
on  Cleared  Sites,  p.  9,  illus.  U.  S.  Forest  Se 
South.     Forest    Expt.    Sta.    Occas.    Paper    1 

1961. 
Five   years   after   they   had    been   bulldoz 

openings    were    dominated    by    sprout    trt  ■ 
mainly  bitter  pecan  and  green  ash. 

son 

PRUNING    COTTONWOOD    AND    WILLOW    OAK.      U 

Forest   Serv.    South.   Forest   Expt.    Sta.    Sou 

Forestry  Notes  136.    Nov.   1961. 

Cottonwood  branches  up  to  3  inches  in  d  : 

meter  may  be  pruned  without  serious  dani : 
from    rot,    insects,    or    epicormic    branchi:  i 
Willow  oaks  are  prone  to  branch,  some  in 
viduals  more  than  others. 
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Iohnson,  R  L.,   and   Burkhardt,  E.  C. 

COTTONWOOD      SEEDS-IN      ON      BULLDOZED      STRIPS. 

U.  S.    Forest    Serv.    South.    Forest    Expt     Sta 

South.  Forestry  Notes  135    Sept    1961. 

In  a  cutover  hardwood  stand  near  Vicksburg, 

Mississippi,  cottonwood  was  regenerated 

naturally  by  removing  the  ovcrstory  and 

then  cutting  shallow  trenches  with  a  bull- 
dozer. 

^aloyereas,  S.  A.,  Mann,  W   F.,  Jr.,  and  Miller, 
J.  C. 

EXPERIMENTS     IN     PRESERVING     AND     REVITALIZING 

PINE,    ONION,    AND    OKRA     SEEDS.       Econ.     Bot       15: 

213-217,  illus.    July-Sept.  1961. 
Longleaf  seed  must  be  dried  to  It)  percent 

or  less  if  stored  at  temperatures  near  'or 
below  freezing.  Drying  to  5  or  6  percent, 
however,  impaired  viability.  Carbon  dioxide 
placed  in  sealed  containers  with  seeds  seemed 

to  improve  germinability  after  storage,  but 
carbon  dioxide  plus  ethylene  oxide  was  not 

beneficial. 

IcClurkin,  D.  C. 

eroded  sites  rebuild  slowly.    Miss.  Farm  Res 

24(3)  :   5.    March  1961. 

Weeping  loiiegrass,  switchgrass,  and  lespe- 
deza  survived  and  grew  for  3  years  on  badly 

eroded  sites  in  north  Mississippi,  but  did  not 

substantially  improve  soil  qualities.  Loiie- 
grass was  the   most   adaptable   of  the   three. 

FERTILIZER      NO      HELP      TO      LOBLOLLY      SEEDLINGS. 

U.  S.    Forest    Serv.    South.    Forest    Expt.    Sta. 
South.  Forestry  Notes   131.    Jan.    1961. 

Loblolly  pine  seedlings  planted  on  eroded 
Brown  Loam  and  Coastal  Plain  sites  in  north 

Mississippi  did  not  respond  to  heavy  fertili- 
zation. 

SOIL    MOISTURE    TRENDS    FOLLOWING    THINNING    IN 

shortleaf  pine.    Soil  Sci.  Soc.  Amer.  Proc.  25: 

135-138,  illus.    March-April   1961. 
Thinning  19-year-old  plantations  in  north 
Mississippi  increased  soil  moisture  during 

middle  and  late  summer,  and  thus  speeded 

growth  and  extended  the  growing  period. 
Diameter  growth  slackened  when  depletion 
was  rapid. 

Gregor,  W.H.D.,  Allen,  R.  M.,  and  Kramer,  P.  J. 
THE  EFFECT  OF  PHOTOPEPIOD  ON  GROWTH,  PHOTO- 

SYNTHESIS, AND  RESPIRATION  OF  LOBLOLLY  PINE 

SEEDLINGS       FROM       TWO       GEOGRAPHIC       SOURCES. 

Forest  Sci.  7:  342-343,  illus.  Dec.   1961. 
Florida  seedlings  grew  taller  than  Georgia 

seedlings  under  long  days  (15  hours). 

Georgia     seedlings    photosynthesized     faster 

than  Florida  seedlings  because  of  a  greater 

amount  of  foliage  rattier  than  a  faster  rale 
per  unit  of  fascicle  length. 

McKnight,  J.  S 

THE   SOUTHERN  HARDWOOD    FORESTRY   GROUP   GOING 

strong   after   ten   years.     South.    Lumberman 

203(2537):    1 13-1 14,  illus.    Dec    15,    1961. 
The  350  members  hold  regular  field  meetings 

to  study  hardwood  management.  They  also 

sponsor  annual  classes  in  the  grading  of 

hardwood  logs  and  lumber,  and  have  estab- 

lished 700  plots  in  a  long-term  limber 

growth   study. 

    and  Bonner,  F  T 

POTENTIALS    AND     PROBLEMS    OF     HARDWOOD     TREE 

improvement.    South.  Forest  Tree  Impr.  Conf. 

Proc  6:   164-178.    1961. 

Literature  references  and  tables  of  informa- 

tion useful  in  tree-improvement  programs 
for  southern  hardwoods. 

McLemore,  B.  F. 
ESTIMATING  PINE  SEED  YIELDS.     U.  S.  Forest  Serv. 

South.  Forest  Expt.  Sta.  South.  Forestry  Notes 

134.    July  1961. 

Formulae  for  predicting  yield  of  seeds  from 

longleaf,  slash,  and  loblolly  pine  cones.  The 
formulae  estimate  yields  from  Die  number 

of  full  seeds  exposed  when  cones  are  sliced 
longitudinally. 

HILA    OF    FULL    AND    EMPTY    LONGLEAF    PINE    SEEDS 

are  distinguishable.    Forest  Sci.  7:   246,  illus. 

Sept.   1961. 
Pinus  palustris  seeds  with  prominent  hila  are 
full;  those  with  faint  scars  are  empty. 

PROLONGED    STORAGE    OF    LONGLEAF    CONES    WEAK- 
ENS seed.   U.  S.  Forest  Serv.  South.  Forest  Expt. 

Sta.   South.   Forestry   Notes    132.     March    1961 

If  the  seed  is  to  be  stored,  cones  should  not 
be    held    in    burlap    bags   for    more    than    30 

days   between   collection   and   extraction. 

SMALL,     FAST-DRYING     CONE     KILN.       U.  S.     Forest 

Serv.  Tree  Planters'  Notes  47,   pp.   9-12,   illus. 
Aug.    1961. 

Construction  details  of  a  gas-fired   kiln  that 
will  dry  28  bushels  of  pine  cones  in  48  hours. 

STORAGE    OF    LONGLEAF     PINE    SEED.      U.  S.     Forest 

Serv.  Tree  Planters'  Notes  47,  pp.   15-19,  illus. 
Aug.   1961. 

If  its  moisture  content  is  held  to  10  percent 
or  less,  longleaf  seed  can  be  stored  at  least 

5  years  at   temperatures  of  34°  F.  or  below. 
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McLemore  B.  F.,  Crow,  A.  B.,  and  Wakeley,  P.  C. 

DRY-MATTER  CONTENT  OF  LOBLOLLY   PINE  NEEDLES 

APPEARS  UNRELATED  TO  GEOGRAPHIC  SEED  SOURCE. 

Forest  Sci.  7:   373-375.    Dec.   1961. 

Samples  from  25  sources  representing  ex- 

tremes in  the  species'  range  showed  no  re- 

lation between  dry-matter  content  and  lati- 
tude, longitude,  or  climate. 

   and  Czabator,  F.  J. 
LENGTH   OF    STRATIFICATION   AND    GERMINATION    OF 

loblolly   pine   seed.    Jour.   Forestry   59:    267- 
269,  illus.    April  1961. 

Germination  tests  of  seed  stratified  0,  15,  30, 

45,  and  60  days  were  evaluated  by  computing 

germination  values  (GV).  which  are  mathe- 
matical expressions  combining  germinative 

energy  and  capacity.  Increases  in  length  of 

stratification  usually  increased  GV ;  the  great- 
est increase  occurred  between  0  and  15  days 

and  the  smallest  between  45  and  60  days. 

*  Maisenhelder,  L.  C. 
selection  of  populus  clones  for  southern 

bottom  lands.  South.  Forest  Tree  Impr.  Conf. 

Proc.   6:    110-115.     1961. 
Five  clones  of  native  cottonwood  and  one 

Euramerican  hybrid  have  thus  far  emerged 
as  the  best  Populus  planting  stock.  Some 

other  hybrids  grow  more  slowly  than  cotton- 
wood  but  have  attributes  worth  perpetuating. 

*  Mann,  W.  F.,  Jr. 
DIRECT  SEEDING  COMES  TO  THE  SOUTH.   SoC.  Amer. 

Foresters  Proe.  1960:   15-18,  illus.  1961. 
Summarizes  the  development,  at  Alexandria, 

Louisiana,  of  a  method  for  seeding  longleaf 
and  other  southern  pines,  reviews  evidence 

that  tlie  technique  is  finding  wide  use,  and 

describes  a  large  commercial  seeding. 

*   and  Burkhalter,  H.  D. 
THE  SOUTH  S  LARGEST  SUCCESSFUL  DIRECT-SEED- 

ING. Jour.  Forestry  59:  83-87,  illus.  Feb.  1961. 
In  the  winter  of  1958  and  spring  of  1959  an 

industrial  firm  direct-seeded  18,545  acres  of 
cutover  longleaf  land  in  central  Louisiana. 

Direct  costs  were  less  than  half  of  what 

would  have  been  required  for  planting,  capi- 
tal outlay  and  manpower  requirements  were 

smaller,   and   supervision   was  simpler. 

   and  Derr,  H.  J. 

GUIDELINES    FOR    DIRECT-SEEDING    LOBLOLLY    PINE. 

U.  S.    Forest    Serv.    South.    Forest    Expt.    Sta. 
Occas.  Paper  188,  23  pp.,  illus.    1961. 

Site  evaluation  and  preparation,  seed  pro- 
curement and  treatment,  methods  and  rate 

of  sowing,   seedling   inventories,   costs. 

*  Mapll.  W   R. 

FORES   TREES  FOR  THE  ARKANSAS  OZARKS.   Ark. 

Farm  Res.   10(5):   7.  Sept. -Oct.   1961. 

Shortleaf  pine  remains  the  preferred  spt j 

for  planting.    Loblolly  and  Virginia  pine 
possible     alternatives     for     slwrt     rotati  > 
Hardwood  planting  has  not  been  consiste 

successful. 

AMDS 

I  THE  SEA 

Farmer 

in  Sou 

Ann.  F 

1961. 

Chen 

or  ii 

TREATED  SHORTLEAF  PINE  SEED  CAN  BE  STO 

U.  S.    Forest    Serv.    South.    Forest    Expt. 

South.  Forestry  Notes  136.    Nov.  1961.    Als>     !*■'>- 
STRATIFIED      AND      TREATED      PINE      SEED      CAN  I 

stored.    Amer.  Tree  Farmer  and  Forestry 

gest,  Jan. -Feb.  1962,  p.  5. 

Seed  that  has  been  stratified  and  coated  v 

repellents  for  direct  seeding  may  be  stai 

for  several  months,  if  necessary. 

Mesavage,  Clement. 
exploratory   relations   of   stand   growth 

measurable    elements    of    stand    struct 

U.  S.    Forest    Serv.    South.    Forest    Expt. 
Occas.  Paper  182,  4  pp.    1961. 

The  Southern  Station's  IBM  104  Regress 
Program    was   used    to   select    equations 

predicting     basal-area    growth    of    short] 
pine  over  a  two-year  span. 

Moser.  J.  C,  and  Blum,  M.  S. 
THE   FORMICIDAE  OF   LOUISIANA.     Ill  Insect  COIM 

tions  in  Louisiana,  1960,  pp.  48-50.    1961.  I 
Res.  Dept.  La.  State  Univ. 

Six  subfamilies,  43  genera,  and   128  spec 

are    known    or    presumed    to    occur    in 
State. 

Muntz,  H.  H. 

RECENT   ADVANCES   IN   PLANTING  AND    DIRECT  SE  ij 

ing.    In  Advances  in  Management  of  South* 
Pine.     La.    State    Univ.    Tenth    Ann.    Fores 

Symposium  Proc.  1961:  34-39.    1961. 

Brief  review. 

Myhre,  D.  W.,  and  Meyer,  M.  P. 
TREE    IMAGE    RECOVERY    ON    AERIAL    PHOTOGRAI 

AS     AFFECTED     BY     PRINTING     METHOD     AND     FIL  | 

Jour.  Forestry  59:  97-99,  illus.  Feb.  1961. 

In  medium-scale  aerial  photography  of  nor  ' 
em  Minnesota  forests,  little  difference  u 

found  between  full-scan  electronic  prints  ai 
conventional  contact  prints.  Tree-crown  »i 

covery  was  better  on  panchromatic  than  i 
infrared   photography. 

Neelands,  R.  W. 

HOW      TO      MAKE     INSTANT     TREES.'         Forests     31 

People    11(4):    28-29,    illus.    Fourth    Quart 
1961. 

Two  years  after   being  planted  as  cuttin  : 
cottonwoods   on   silt    loam    near    Greenvil  i 

Mississippi,    averaged    22    feet    tall    and   ; 
inches  in  diameter. 

IMS  '. 

>;: 

MISS] 

■v 
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iEELands,  R.  W.,  and  Jewell.  F.  F. 

i    THE    SEAPCH    FOR    PEST-RESISTANT    TREES.      Forest 
Farmer  21   (1):   15,  26,  28.  illus.  Oct.  1961. 

Work     on     fusiform-rust     resistance    at     the 

Southern  Institute  of  Forest  Genetics  exem- 
plifies tiie  possibilities  of  breeding  for  pest 

resistance. 

feEVY,    F.  A. 
I   BASAL    APPLICATION    OF    HERBICIDES    FOR    CONTROL 

of   woody    plants.     In   The   Use   of  Chemicals 

in    Southern    Forests.     La.    State    Univ.    Ninth 

Ann.   Forestry   Symposium   Proc.    1960:    66-70. 
;  1961. 

Chemicals  and  methods  of  application  in  frills 

or  notches,  as  basal  stem  sprays,  with  tree 
injectors,  and  to  the  soil. 

Twenty-fourth  annual  harvest  from  the  Good 

Forty,  twenty-third  from   the  Poor  Ford/. 

   and  Sternitzke,  H.  S. 
TIMBER    STAND    IMPROVEMENT    OPPORTUNITIES    IN 

southwcst  Arkansas.  South.  Lumberman  203 

(2530):   28.  30-31,  illus.    Sept.   1,  1961. 

Of  the  pine  acreage.  23  percent  is  inadequate- 
ly slocked  but  has  an  adequate  seed  source. 

27  percent  has  neither  adequate  stocking  nor 

adequate  seed  source. 

Rich,  Roger. 

yellow  jessamine,  Gelsemium  sempervirens. 
Deer  Browse  Plants  of  Southern  Forests,  pp. 

24-25,  illus.  1961.  U.  S.  Forest  Serv.  South,  and 
Southeast.   Forest  Expt.  Stas. 

See  abstract   under  Halls  and   Ripley. 

CONTROL    OF    BLACKJACK   OAK    BY    BASAL    SPRAYING 

with  2,  4,  5-T.  Weeds  9:  50-53,  illus.  Jan.  1961. 

Best  treatment  was  8  pounds  of  2,  4.  5-T 
per  100  gallons  of  oil,  applied  in  a  band  8 

inches  wide  at  the  rate  of  64  milliliters  of 
solution   per   inch    of   trunk   diameter. 

KILLING   WOODY    PLANTS   WITH    HERBICIDES.    South. 

Weed  Conf.  Proc.  14:  208-217.    1961. 

Chemicals  and  dosages  for  foliar  spraying 
from  ground  or  air,  trunk  injections,  soil 

treatment,  stem  spray,  and  applications  on 
stumps  and  in  frills  or  notches. 

TESTING       THE       NEW       HERBICIDES.        Forests       and 

People  11(2):  20-21,  36-37,  illus.    Second  Quar- 
ter, 1961. 

Of  9  new  herbicides,  none  was  better  than 

2,  4,  5-T  for  general  use,  though  some  proved 
equally  good  for  specific  purposes. 

.easonton,  Alfred,   and   Guttenberg,   Sam. 
STIMULATING    WOODLAND    MANAGEMENT   IN   NORTH 

Mississippi:    an  appraisal.    U.S.   Forest   Serv. 

South.  Forest  Expt.   Sta.  Occas.  Paper   185,   18 
pp.,  illus.   1961. 

The  eroded  Yazoo-Little  Tallahatchie  water- 

shed of  Mississippi  is  the  setting  for  the 

largest  land-rehabilitation  project  in  the 
Nation.  Appraisal  of  results  so  far  shows 
that  the  program  lias  encouraged  landowners 
to  improve  their  woodlands.  Owners  with 

above-average  assets  responded  best,  but  low- 
income  owners  also  participated. 

eynolds,  R.  R.,  and  Rawls,  I.  W. 
1961  CUTTING  RECORD,  CROSSETT  FARM  FORESTRY 

forties.    U.  S.  Forest  Serv.  South.  Forest  Expt. 
Sta.,  4  pp.   1961. 

Row,  Clark. 
SEASONS    SET    PACE    FOR    ACTIVITY    IN    THE    LUMBER 

business.    Lumberman  88 (  1  )  :  26-28,  illus.  Jan. 
1961. 

Lumber  production,  distribution,  and  use 
have  different  but  interrelated  yearly  cycles. 

Brisk  during  warm  months  and  slack  in 
winter,  residential  construction  determines 

trends  in  retail  sales  and  orders  received 

by  sawmills.  Though  production  also  is  af- 
fected by  weather,  it  is  often  out  of  phase 

with  shipments,  tints  causing  fluctuations  in 
inventory  and  price.  In  winter,  sales  are 

typically  low  and  inventories  rise:  from  April 

through  summer,  shipments  exceed  produc- 
tion, so  that  mill  inventories  are  at  their 

lowest  by  October.  Temperate  southern 
weather  makes  output  and  use  of  southern 

pine  more  uniform  than  that  of  western  pine 

or  Douglas-fir. 

WILL     SOUTHERN     PINE     EXPORTS     REVIVE?       South. 

Lumberman  203(2537).   109-111,  illus.  Dec.  15, 

1961. 
Exports  now  are  a  small  fraction  of  those  in 

the  days  of  old-growth  timber,  but  increasing 

European  prosperitii.  lessened  trade  restric- 
tions, and  economic  growth  in  Latin  America 

may  improve  them. 

   and  Guttenberg,  Sam. 

WHY    PULPWOOD    STUMPAGE    PRICES    VARY.      Plllp- 
wood  Prod.  9(  10)  :  14,  16,  illus.  Oct.  1961. 

Prices  of  pine  pulpwood  stumpage  from  na- 
tional forests  in  tlie  Midsouth  are  highest 

near  the  Alabama-Mississippi  Gulf  Coasi  and 
decline  toward  the  west  and  north.  Most 

variation  is  related  to  the  number  of  com- 

panies competing  for  wood  in  each  area, 
general  demand  for  pine  roundwood,  size 
and  density  of  the  timber,  and  types  of  inood 
included   in   the  sale. 
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*  Russell,  T  E. 

COMPLETE  RELEASE  BEST  ON  CUMBERLAND  PLA- 
TEAU. U.  S.  Forest  Serv.  South.  Forest  Expt. 

Sta.  South.  Forestry  Notes  133.  May  1961. 
Three  years  after  they  were  underplanted, 

loblolly  pines  were  tallest  where  both  under- 
story  and  overstory  competition  had  been 
eliminated — and  taller  where  silvicide  had 
been  used  than  where  hardwoods  had  simply 
been  cut  or  girdled. 

CONTROL     OF     UNDERSTORY     HARDWOODS     FAILS     TO 

SPEED     GROWTH     OF     POLE-SIZE     LOBLOLLY.       U.  S. 

Forest   Serv.   South.   Forest   Expt.    Sta.    South. 
Forestry  Notes  131.    Jan.   1961. 

During  6  years,  growth  averaged  172  cubic 
feet  per  acre  annually  in  untreated  stands 
and  175  cubic  feet  where  all  hardwoods  had 
been  removed.  The  plantation,  in  central 
Louisiana,  was  26  years  old  when  the  study 
began. 

'COPTER  CONTROL  FOR  CUMBERLAND  CULLS.  South. 

Lumberman    203(2537):     169-170,    illus.     Dec. 
15,  1961. 

In  a  600-acre  test  in  southeastern  Tennessee, 
aerial  application  of  2,  4,  5-T  in  diesel  oil 
eliminated  enough  overstory  hardwoods  to 
insure  survival  and  early  growth  of  planted 
pines.    A   water  solution   was   less   effective. 

   and  Rhame,  T.  E. 
THE    ADVANTAGES    OF    DISKING    FOR    SLASH    SEEDING. 

Forests  and  People    11(1):    12-13,   illus.    First 
Quarter,   1961. 

In  central  Louisiana,  cost  of  disking  a  seed- 
bed was  offset  by  increased  growth  and  sur- 

vival of  direct-seeded  slash  pines. 

*  Shoulders.  Eugene. 
effect  of  nursery  bed  density  on  loblolly 

and  slash  pine  seedlings.  Jour.  Forestry  59: 
576-579,  illus.    Aug.   1961. 

For  both  species,  densities  of  about  40  seed- 
lings per  square  foot  at  lifting  time  were 

better  than  densities  of  10,  20,  and  30  in 
terms  of  seedlings  that  were  able  to  establish 

themselves  in  the  field.  Lowering  density 
below  40  improved  morphological  quality 
and,  in  a  droughty  year,  field  survival  also. 

difference  present  in  the  nursery.  Nuts  >, 
germination  and  field  survival  were  not  i 
lated  to  seed  size. 

*  Siegel,  W.  C. 
CONTRACT      MACHINE      PLANTING      FAVORED.       t 

Forest   Serv.   South.   Forest   Expt.    Sta.    Soi  i 
Forestry  Notes  133.    May  1961. 

On  loblolly  pine  land  in  the  general  vicii 
of  Shreveport,  Louisiana,  the  typical  pi 
tation  is  machine -planted  by  a  contractoi 
a  spacing  of  6  by  8  feet. 

INITIAL      SURVIVAL      OF      LOBLOLLY      PLANTATIC 

U.  S.  Forest  Serv.  South.  Forest  Expt.  i 
South.  Forestry  Notes  132.  March  1961. 

In  private  plantations  about  Shreveport,  L 

isiana,  first-year  survival  was  better  un-i  ■  _ 
hardwoods  than  in  the  open,  and  better  t 
hand  planting  than  for  machine  planti 
Nearly  all  plantations  received  some  relet. 

IUHN1 

0D1 

Serv. 

BOW W 

LOBLOLLY   PLANTERS  THIN  EARLY.   U.  S.  FOI 

Serv.  South.  Forest  Expt.  Sta.  South.  Fores 
Notes  135.  Sept.  1961.  Also  in  Amer.  T 

Farmer  and  Forestry  Digest,  Jan. -Feb.  19 

p.  8. 
Eight  out  of  ten  plantations  in  the  reg 
around  Shreveport  are  thinned  by  age 
years.  By  age  18,  virtually  all  have  b< 
thinned  once  and  half  of  them  twice. 

   and  Perry,  J.  D. 
FOREST     TAXATION     IN     LOUISIANA.       U.  S.     For< 

Serv.    South.    Forest   Expt.    Sta.    Occas.   Paji 

187,  14  pp.,  illus.  1961. 
Statistical  summary  of  a  study  to  determ 
trends  during  the  past  two  decades  and  trr 

preliminary   effects   of  a   yield-tax   law  i 
acted  in  1954. 

*  Smalley,  G.  W. 
IN     NORTH     ALABAMA,     TOPOGRAPHIC      POSITION 

key   to  yellow-poplar  sites.    Forest  Farn 
20(12):    14,   16,  illus.    Aug.   1961. 

During  5  years,  planted  yellow-poplars  hi 
grown  best  in  bottoms  and  on  middle  o 
lower  north  slopes,  less  rapidly  on  up] 
north  and  middle  south  slopes,  and  poo 
on  upper  south  slopes. 

EFFECT    OF    SEED    SIZE    ON    GERMINATION,    GROWTH, 

and   survival   of    slash    pine.     Jour.    Forestry 
59:  363-365.    May   1961. 

I   seeds    yielded   smaller    seedlings    and 
r  of  plantable  grade  than  medium  and 

la,       seeds,  but  growth  during  the  first  year 
in  I        field  eliminated  much  of  the  height 

LOBLOLLY     UNRESPONSIVE    TO    FERTILIZER    IN    Aii: 

bama  test.  U.  S.  Forest  Serv  South.  Fori 

Expt.  S+.a.  South.  Forestry  Notes  132.  Manj 
1961. 

Fertilizing  with  200  to  600  pounds  N  per  a>  i 
failed  to  stimulate  height  growth  of  a  4-ye 
old  plantation. 
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mith,  J.  L.,  and  Bower,  D.  R. 

BURNING       DESTROYS       DUFF-STORED       SEED.         U.  S. 

Forest   Serv.    South.    Forest    Expt.    Sta.    South 

Forestry  Notes  131.    Jan.  1961. 

Shortleaf  pine  seed  in  the  Ouachita  Moun- 
tains of  Arkansas  sometimes  lies  in  the  duff 

for  a  year  before  it  germinates.  Untimely 
controlled  burning  for  seedbed  preparation 

can  destroy  such  seed  and  thus  reduce  the 

crop  of  natural  seedlings. 

  Bower,  D.  R.,  and  Blocker,  W.  W. 
SEEDLING   MORTALITY  IN  OUACHITAS.     U.  S.    Forest 

Serv.  South.  Forest  Expt.  Sta.  South.  Forestry 

Notes  134.    July  1961. 

Mortality  of  natural  shortleaf  pine  reproduc- 
tion varies  with  aspect,  cover,  and  depth 

of  soil. 

mith,  L.  F. 
GROWTH      OF      LONGLEAF      PINE      SEEDLINGS      UNDER 

LARGE      PINES     AND     OAKS     IN      MISSISSIPPI.       U.  S. 

Forest    Serv.    South.    Forest    Expt.    Sta.    Occas. 

Paper  189,  4  pp.,  illus.     1961. 

When  brown  spot  needle  blight  was  con- 
trolled, longleaf  seedlings  survived  and 

started  height  growth  near  large  pines  and 
oaks.  Oaks  were  severer  competitors  than 

pines. 

RAPID  GROWTH  OF  SLASH  AND  LOBLOLLY  PINES  ON 

cultivated  plots.  U.  S.  Forest  Serv.  Tree 

Planters'  Notes  46,  pp.  9-10,  illus.  June  1961. 
Slash  pines  averaged  13.0  feet  tall  and  lob- 

lolly pines  14.2  feet  after  4  years  in  a  culti- 
vated plantation  in  southern  Mississippi. 

Fertilizer  did  not  speed  growth. 

tree  percent  on  burned  and  unburned  long- 

leaf  seedbeds.  Jour.  Forestry  59:  201-203, 
illus.    March  1961 

In  south  Mississippi,  seedling  establishment 

was  markedly  aided  by  a  preseedfall  burn 

to  eliminate  the  ground  cover  of  grass  and 

needles.  The  study  also  yielded  data  on  dis- 
tribution of  seedfall  and  seedlings — infor- 

mation useful  for  designing  seedfall  samples. 

mith,  V.  K.,  Jr. 
WHAT  WE  STILL  NEED  TO  KNOW  ABOUT   TERMITES. 

Pest  Control  29(4):    60.    April    1961. 

Research  into  termite  biology  and  behavior 

is  likely  to  lead  to  improved  control  methods. 

now,  G.  A. 
ARTIFICIAL  INOCULATION  OF  LONGLEAF   PINE   WITH 

scirrhia  acicola.   Phytopath.  51 :  186-188,  illus. 
March   1961. 

Longleaf  and  loblolly  seedlings  were  inocu- 
lated with  isolates  from  loblolly  as  well  as 

longleaf  trees.  Infection  occurred  only  on 
immature  longleaf  needles,  not  on  loblolly. 

Cultural  characters  varied  widely  from  iso- 
late to  isolate,  and  could  not  be  correlated 

with  infectious  characteristics.  Isolates  from 

longleaf  were  more  infective  than  those  from loblolly. 

SEMICARbAZONE      OF      CYCLOHEXIMIDE      FOR      CON- 

TROLLING   brown    spot    needle    blight.      (Ab- 
stract.)  Phytopath.  51:  645.    Sept.  1961. 

Early  results  warrant  further  tests. 

- —    and  Allen,  R.  M. 

DAMAGE    TO    PINE    SEEDLINGS    BY    SANTOMERSE    SX. 

U.  S.  Forest  Serv.  Tree  Planters'  Notes  45,  pp. 
25-26,  illus.    March  1961. 
When  used  at  rates  somewhat  greater  than 

are  common  in  the  South,  this  surfactant 

stunted  nursery  seedlings  of  slash,  loblolly, 
and  shortleaf  pine. 

Snyder,  E.  B. 
A     FOREST-GENETICS     LITERATURE     CLASSIFICATION 

BASED    ON    THE    OXFORD    DECIMAL    CLASSIFICATION 

(odc).      Silvae    Genetica     9:     167-168.      Nov.- 
Dec   1960. 

Authorized  expansion  of  pertinent  headings 

of  the  ODC,  for  use  at  the  Southern  Institute 

of  Forest  Genetics  and  by  individual  workers. 
Harmonizes  with  the  classification  used  in 

Forestry  Abstracts. 

EXTRACTING,    PROCESSING.   AND   STORING   SOUTHERN 

pine  pollen.    U.  S.  Forest  Serv.  South.  Forest 

Expt.  Sta.  Occas.  Paper  191,  14  pp.,  illus.  1961. 
Recommends    extracting    pollen    from    ripe 
strobili  in  dry,  warm,  moving  air  and  storing 

it  at  22  percent  relative  humidity  and  32°  F. 

MEASURING      BRANCH      CHARACTERS     OF     LONGLEAF 

pines.    U.  S.   Forest  Serv.   South.   Forest  Expt. 

Sta.  Occas.  Paper  184,  4  pp.,  illus.   1961. 
From  measurements  of  all  mature  branches 

on  48  longleaf  trees  it  was  deduced  that  the 

best  place  to  determine  inherent  branch 

angles  and  diameters  was  a  "zone  of  equili- 
brium" in  the  middle  crown  where  diameters 

of  successive  branches  down  the  bole  in- 
creased in  proportion  to  bole  diameter. 

RACIAL     VARIATION    IN     ROOT     FORM     OF     LONGLEAF 

pine  seedlings.    South.  Forest  Tree  Impr.  Conf. 

Proc.  6:  53-59,  64a.  1961. 

Roots  of  1 -year-old  longleaf  pines  from  seed 
sources  in  southeastern  Georgia  are  more 

fibrous  than  those  of  seedlings  representing 

sources  in  Alabama.  Mississippi,  and  Louisi- 

ana. 
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*  Snyder.  E.  B.,  Grigsby,  H.  C,  and  Hidalgo,  J.  U. 

X-RADIATION   OF   SOUTHERN    PINE   SEED   AT   VARIOUS 

moisture  contents.    Silvae  Genetica  10:   125- 

131,   illus.     Sept. -Oct.    1961. 
Zero  to  1,800  r  were  applied  to  determine 

mortality  and  growth  depression  at  dosages 

strong  enough  to  yield  mutations.  Stratifi- 
cation prior  to  irradiation  produced  more 

severe  damage  than  other  methods  of  moist- 
ening the  seed.  Filtering  the  rays  intensified 

effects  noted  for  unfillered  rays.  One-year- 
old  shortleaf  seedlings  from  seed  receiving 
300  to  400  r  were  heavier  than  controls,  but 

cone  production  at  7  years  was  not  stimu- 
lated. 

*  Southern  Forest  Experiment  Station. 
southern  forest  pest  reporter. 
Issue  32,  February  15,  1961.  7  pp. 
Issue  33,  June  20,  1961.  5  pp. 

Note:  This  series  ivas  discontinued  with  No. 
33.  A  similar  one  will  be  issued  by 
the  Southern  Region.  U.  S.  Forest 
Service,  50  Seventh  St.  NE,  Atlanta 

23,  Ga. 

*  Sternitzke,  H.  S. 
ALABAMA     HAS     MILLIONS     OF     TONS     OF     RESINOUS 

stumpwood  available.    Naval  Stores  Rev.   71 

(8)  :   10-11,  illus.    Nov.  1961. 
At  the  current  rate  of  removal  there  is  at 

least  10  years'  supply  in  the  five  main  pro- 
ducing counties. 

TENNESSEE     FOREST     ACREAGE     INCREASING.       U.  S. 

Forest    Serv.    South.    Forest   Expt.    Sta.    South. 
Forestry  Notes   136.  Nov.   1961.    Also  as  more 
timber  in  Tennessee.    South.  Lumberman  204 
(2539)  :    51.  Jan.    15,   1962. 

In  the  past  decade,  Tennessee's  commercial 
forest  acreage  has  increased  9  percent,  large- 

ly by  reversion  of  former  agricultural  land. 
It  now  stands  at  13,432,400. 

   and  Christopher,  J.  F. 
recent  trends  in  southern  pine   production. 
Pulpwood  Prod.  9(11):  1,  4,  illus.  Nov.  1961. 

Total  output  has  been  relatively  stable  since 

1950  because  a  rise  in  production  of  pulp- 
wood  offset  a  decline  in  sawlogs.  In  terms 
of  annual  output,  pulpwood  has  been  domi- 

nating the  South' s  pine  timber  economy  since 
1957. 

*  Stransky,  J.  J. 
weed  control,  soil  moisture,  and  loblolly 

pine  seedling  behavior.  Jour.  Forestry  59: 
282-284,  289-290,  illus.    April  1961. 

In  a  critical  drought,  plots  on  which  weeds 
and  grasses  were  best  controlled  had  most 
soil    moisture   and    best   pine    survival.     The 

study  ivas  in  east  Texas;  droughts  are    j 
quent   here   and   the   investigation   indicc 
the  advisability  of  preparing  the  site  be] , 

planting  pines. 

*  Thames,  J  L. 

effects  of   wax   coatings  on  leaf   tempe 
tures  and  field  survival  of  pinus  taeda  se 

lings.    Plant  Physiol.  36:   180-182,  illus.  Ma ,{ 
1961. 

Wax  transpiration  retardant  reduced  s 
vival  of  seedlings  planted  on  a  sandy  j 
in  Mississippi.  Under  radiant  heat  in 
laboratory,  temperature  of  waxed  leaves  r< 

an  average  of  4.4°  F.  above  that  of  norr. 
leaves. 

   and  McReynolds,  R.  D. 
a   hydraulic   soil   sampler.     Agr.   Engin.  I 
431-432,  illus.    Aug.   1961. 

A  hand-operated,  hydraulic  core  sampler  t) 
minimizes  soil  disturbance  has  been  us 
in  soils  representing  a  wide  range  of  bi 
densities  and  textures. 
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Toole,  E.  R 
a  new  disease  of  swamp  tupelo.    ( Abstrac 

Phytopath.  51:  646.    Sept.  1961. 
Fusarium  solani  kills  patches  of  cambium  i 
the  trunk;  lesions  heal  and  become  ovv* 
grown,   but   they  constitute    lumber   defec 

PIT  STC 

111 

plan 

in  t 

fire  scar  development.  South.  Lumberm 

203(2537):  111-112,  illus.  Dec.  15,  1961. 

Records  kept  for  7  years  after  a  fire  ini 
bottom-land  stand  of  oaks  and  hickories  su 
gest  ways  of  appraising  damage  from  pc 
fires  or  predicting  mortality  and  decay  fro 
recent  burns. 

LIES. 

18S 

:;''.: 

new  sycamore  canker.    U.  S.  Dept.  Agr.  Pla 
Dis.  Rptr.  45:  78.  Jan.  1961. 

Recent  observations  indicate  a  decline  of 
canker  that  in  1956  was  killing  tops  of  sou 
large  American  sycamores  in  the  Mississip 
Delta. 

rot  entrance  through  dead  branches  ( 

southern  hardwoods.  Forest  Sci.  7:  218-22 
illus.    Sept.   1961. 

Stems  behind  1,700  dead  branches  were  di  j 
sected.    Rot  was  associated  with  29  perceii 

of    the    branches;    25    fungus    species    toei' 
identified,  but  half  the  rot  was  ascribable  I 
4  species.    Rate  of  decay  varied  with  fungu 
branch  diameter  at  time  of  death,  age  a* 

diameter  of  scar  at   time  of  sampling,  art  i. 
tree  species. 
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RSIC,   S.  J. 
FIRST    YEAR    CRITICAL     FOR    LOBLOLLY     ON     ERODED 

lands.    U.  S.  Forest  Serv.   South.  Forest  Expt. 

;  Sta.  South.  Forestry  Notes   136.  Nov.   1961. 

Seventy-six  percent  of  mortality  occurred  in 

the  first  year.    The  test  was  in  north  Missis- 
sippi. 

signed  so  as  to  prevent  frequent  and  severe 
wetting  and  to  promote  rapid  drying. 

LETHAL     ROOT     TEMPERATURES     OF     1-0     LOBLOLLY 

pine  seedlings.  U.  S.  Forest  Serv.  Tree  Plant- 

ers' Notes  47,  pp.  25-28,  illus.  Aug.  1961. 
Seedlings  survived  outplanting  after  their 
roots  had  been  immersed  for  5  minutes  in 

water  heated  to  48"  C.  Longer  immersions 
or  higher  temperatures  caused  mortality. 
Seedlings  in  bales  heated  by  an  incandescent 

bulb  survived  slightly  higher  temperatures, 
but  indications  were  that  stock  is  not  worth 

planting  if  heated  to  more  than  50"  C. 

PIT  STORAGE  OF  BALED  LOBLOLLY  SEEDLINGS.    U.  S. 

Forest  Serv.  Tree  Planters'  Notes  45,  pp.  13-14. 
March  1961. 

In  north  Mississippi,  baled  loblolly  pine 

planting  stock  has  been  stored  for  6  weeks 
in  earth  pits. 

POST-HOLE  TREE  PLANTING  FOR  STABILIZING  GUL- 

LIES. Jour.  Soil  and  Water  Conserv.  16:  188- 

189,  illus     July-Aug.   1961. 
On  badly  eroded  sites  in  northern  Mississippi, 
holes  6  inches  in  diameter  and  24  inches  deep 

were  made  with  a  motorized  digger,  and 

filled  with  the  best  soil  nearby.  Loblolly 

seedlings  planted  on  the  fill  survived  and 
grew  better  than  those  on  unprepared  spots; 

spot  mulching  further  improved  survival  and 

growth. 

SPREAD  OF  CRONARTIUM  FUSIFORME  BRANCH  IN- 

FECTIONS. (Abstract.)  Phytopath.  51:  646. 

Sept.   1961. 
Proximal  growth  of  individual  galls  varied 

greatly  from  year  to  year  but  averaged  2.4 

+  0.19  inches  for  loblolly  pine  and  1 .8  +  0.13 
inches  for  slash  pine.  As  most  stem  galls 

result  from  branch  infections,  removing 

branches  that  have  galls  15  inches  or  less 

from  the  stem  will  help  check  damage. 

THE  USE  OF  FUNGICIDES  IN  SOUTHERN  FORESTS.     In 

The  Use  of  Chemicals  in  Southern  Forests.    La. 

State   Univ.    Ninth   Ann.    Forestry    Symposium 

Proc  1960:   124-129.    1961. 

For  most  diseases,  economical  fungicidal  con- 

trol in  the  forest  is  likely  to  require  syste- 
mics,  but  spraying  with  bordeaux  to  control 

brown  spot  is  feasible,  ferbam  can  probably 

be  used,  efficiently  to  check  cone  rust  in  seed 

orchards,  and  stump  creosoting  may  some- 
times be  worth  while  to  ward  off  Fomes 

annosus  roor  rot. 

Wakeley,  P.  C. 
RESULTS    OF    THE     SOUTHWIDE     PINE     SEED     SOURCE 

study    through    1960-61.    South.    Forest    Tree 

Impr.  Conf.  Proc.  6:    10-24,  illus.   1961. 
Significant  variations  in  survival  and  height 

appear  among  different  geographic  sources 
of  both  loblolly  and  shortleaf  pine,  especially 

from  north  to  soutl).  In  longleaf  they  appear 

almost  as  much  from  east  to  west  as  from 
north  to  south.  Loblolly  varies  significantly 

in  fusiform  rust  infection,  especially  from 

east  to  west.  Compared  to  these  species, 

slash  pine  north  and  west  of  mid-Florida  ex- 
hibits little  racial  variation. 

TOLERANCE  OF  LOBLOLLY  PINE  SEEDLINGS  TO  SOIL 

moisture    stress.      Ecol.     42:     823-825,     illus. 
Autumn   1961. 

In  greenhouse  studies  with  light-  to  medium- 

textured  soils,  loblolly  pine  and  little  blue- 
stem  grass  survived  at  the  ultimate  wilting 

point  of  the  sunflower.  Needle  moisture  con- 

tent seemed  to  be  a  reliable  means  of  identi- 
fying the  death  point  of  loblolly  seedlings: 

once  it  dropped  to  80  percent,  seedlings  failed 
to  recover  when  watered. 

errall,  A.  F. 

BRUSH,  DIP,  AND  SOAK  TREATMENTS  WITH  WATER- 
REPELLENT  preservatives.  Forest  Prod.  Jour. 

11:  23-26,  illus.    Jan.  1961. 
Tests  over  18  years  show  that  brush,  dip,  or 

soak  treatments  are  worth  while  for  exterior 

woodwork,   provided    the    buildings    are    de- 

Wheeler,  P.  R. 
DATA   AND   SERVICES   AVAILABLE    FROM    THE    FOREST 

SURVEY      AND      PLANS      FOR      THE      FUTURE.       Amer. 

Pulpwood    Assoc.    Tech.    Paper    61-P-4,    9    pp., 
illus.    1961. 

Current  procedures  of  the  Forest  Survey,  as 

conducted  by  the  Southern  Forest  Experi- 
ment Station. 

SOUTH  DESTINED  TO  BECOME  NATION  S  WOOD  BAS- 

KET. Forest  Farmer  20(13)  :  6-7,  18,  illus.  Sept. 

1961. 

Witli  the  West's  supply  of  old-growth  de- 
clining, the  South  may  soon  have  to  furnish 

more  than  half  the  wood  needed  by  a  vastly 

increased  U.  S.  population.  She  has  the  forest 

soils,  acreage,  and  species,  but  land  managers 

will  have  to  redouble  their  efforts  and  pro- 
cessors improve  utilization  techniques. 
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*  Wheeler,  P.  R. 

SOUTHERN  WOOD  SUPPLIES   TODAY  AND  TOMOR- 
ROW. The  Unit,  News  Letter  90,  pp.  9-11,  illus. 

Aug.  1961. 
National  demand  for  wood  is  expected  to 
double  by  the  year  2000,  but  long  before 

then  the  gradual  disappearance  of  the  West's 
old-groiotli  timber  will  substantially  increase 
the  demand  on  the  second-growth  pine  forests 
of  the  Soutli. 

Jour.  Forestry  59:   20-23,  illus.  Jan.  1961. 
On  a  loessial  ridge  in  north  Mississippi,  rr ; 

soil  moisture  was  available  to  loblolly  p;  • 
where  all  hardwoods  had  been  treated  t. 
where  only  the  overstory  or  only  the  uni 
story   stems   had    been  removed.     Overst ; 
hardwoods  appeared  to  draw  more  moist 
from   upper   soil  zones   than   did  underst 
hardwoods,    but    both    classes    drew    equi 
from  lower  depths. 

Williston.   H.  L. 
INTENSIVE    EARLY    RELEASE    PROMOTES   GROWTH    OF 

pines.  Miss  Farm  Res.  24(10):  5.  Oct.  1961. 

Immediate  and  complete  removal  of  compet- 
ing hardwoods  increased  soil  moisture  and 

improved  survival  and  growth  of  under- 
planted  pines.  Delayed  or  partial  release 
ivas  less  effective. 

   and  McClurkin.  D.  C. 
SOIL    MOISTURE-SEEDLING    GROWTH     RELATIONS    IN 
CONVERSION     PLANTING     OF     OAK     RIDGES     TO     PINE. 

*  Woods,  F.  W.,  and  Cassady,  J.  T. 
SPROUTING   OF  SANDHILLS  SCRUB   OAKS  FOLLOW 

cutting.   In  Hardwood  Sprout  Development 

Cleared  Sites,  pp.  1-6,  illus.    U.  S.  Forest  S<> 
South.  Forest  Expt.  Sta.  Occas.  Paper  186.  IS 

Turkey  and   bluejack  oaks  in  the  sandl 
of  western  Florida  were  cut  4  inches  ab 

the   ground   in   May,   and   sprouts   were  ■■ 
moved     tivice    thereafter    during    the    so 
growing  season.    Removals  at  6  or  8  we i 

apart  were  better  than  those  at  4-week  in 

vals. 

Growth  Through  Agricultural  Progress 
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Philip  A.  Briegleb Walter  M.  Zillgirt 

While  this  report  was  in  press,  the  Forest  Service  announced  the 

transfer  of  Philip  A.  Briegleb  to  the  directorship  of  the  Pacific 

Northwest  Forest  and  Range  Experiment  Station,  Portland,  Oregon. 

Walter  M.  Zillgitt  is  the  new  director  of  the  Southern  Forest  Experi- 
ment Station.    The  changes  became  effective  in  April  1963. 

Briegleb  was  appointed  in  1954,  as  the  fifth  director  of  the 

Southern  Station.  His  predecessors  were  R.  D.  Forbes  (1921-27), 

E.  L.  Demmon  (1927-44),  C.  A.  Connaughton  (1944-51),  and  H.  L 
Mitchell  (1951-53). 



Forest  Research 

Organizes  to  Improve  Technology 

Increasing  competition  for  markets  and  in- 
Insification  of  the  cost-price  squeeze:  wood- 

[■oducts  industries  shared  these  critical  opera- 
lig  conditions  with  producers  of  most  other 
laterials  during  1962. 

At  the  same  time,  demands  for  nontimber 

[oducts  and  services  of  the  forest — wildlife, 
I  rage  for  domestic  livestock,  water,  and  re- 

lation— continued  upward. 

These  problems  brought  new  pressures  on 
Irest  research.  For  example,  the  need  was 
uver  greater  for  ways  to  cut  costs  of  timber 

Induction  by  improving  techniques  of  re- 
I Testation,  timber-growing,  and  protection, 
;id  by  increasing  the  efficiency  of  timber  har- 
:sting  and  processing. 

But  the  greatest  acceleration  in  demand  for 
search  was  in  that  directed  at  increasing  the 
onetary  returns  from  timber  by  improving 
ee  quality  and  by  developing  improved  and 
?w  uses  for  wood.  In  turn,  those  seeking  to 
lhance  the  utility  of  the  southern  forest  for 

mtimber  purposes  were  urging  expanded  re- 
arch  to  find  ways  of  reaching  this  goal  with 
inimum  impact  on  timber. 

To  increase  the  efficiency  of  research  on 

tese  problems,  the  Southern  Forest  Experi- 
ent  Station  was  reorganized  during  1962  by 

•ecialized  project  assignments.  Abbreviated 

•oject  objectives  and  the  location  of  project 
?adquarters  are  shown  on  pages  2  and  3. 

One  result  of  the  reorganization  will  be  to 
larpen  the  sense  of  direction  and  progress 

ward  specific,  well-defined  objectives.  All 
)ing  studies  and  experiments  that  are  likely 
prove  valuable  will  be  continued  to  a  logical 
mclusion,  and  then  the  resources  assigned  to 

them  will  be  devoted  to  the  new  program  as- 

signments. 

The  concentration  of  research  will  result  in 

improved  understanding  of  the  fundamental 
relations  between  trees  and  their  environment 

and,  therefore,  faster  progress  toward  useful, 
practical  solutions. 

Station  programs  will  be  continuously  re- 
evaluated in  the  light  of  new  findings  and  new 

problems,  and  the  scheduling  will  be  flexible 
enough  to  permit  attack  on  unforeseen  but 
urgent  questions  that  may  arise. 

A  few  other  highlights  of  progress  deserve 
mention: 

A  new  southern  pine  utilization  research 

project  was  begun  at  Alexandria. 

Planning  was  started  for  construction  of 
laboratory  facilities  for  the  six  research 

projects  headquartered  at  Alexandria. 

Construction  was  completed  on  the  South- 
ern Hardwoods  Laboratory  at  Stoneville. 

The  Timber  Management  Laboratory  v/as 

completed  at  Crossett. 

Cooperative  research  at  the  U.  S.  Forest 
Products  Laboratory  and  in  the  Midsouth 
led  to  plans  for  a  southern  pine  plywood 
industry. 

The  Station's  headquarters  staff  moved 
into  offices  on  the  tenth  floor  of  the  new 

Federal  Building,  701  Loyola  Avenue,  New 
Orleans. 

Work  at  the  Southern  Station  during  1962, 
and  some  of  the  plans  and  coming  tasks  under 

the  project  organization,  are  described  in  the 

following  pages.  We  shall  welcome  your  com- 
ments, questions,  and  suggestions. 
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RESEARCH PROJECT 

FOREST  MANAGEMENT 

Silviculture  of  the  Ozark  pine  type. 

Silviculture  of  longleaf-slash  pine  in  the 

west  Coastal  Plain,  with  emphasis  on 

plantation  establishment  and  manage- 
ment, and  including  weed  control. 

Silviculture  of  longleaf  and  slash  pine 

on  sandhills,  with  emphasis  on  soil  and 
site  amelioration. 

Silviculture    of    pine-hardwood    types    in 
the  tension  zone. 

Silviculture   of   pine   and    hardwoods   on 

the   Cumberland    Plateau   and    Highland 
Rim. 

Silviculture  of  southern  hardwoods. 

Silviculture  of  the  loblolly-shortleaf  type 
of  the  interior  South. 

Mensuration  in  southern  pines  and  hard- 
woods. 

Genetics    of    southern    pines    and    hard- 
woods. 

WATERSHED  MANAGEMENT 

Flood  reduction  and  improvement  in 

timing  of  water  yield  in  the  Ozark- 
Ouachita    uplands. 

Effect  of  forest  types  and  conditions  on 

water  movement  and  ground-water  re- 
charge in  the  Coastal  Plain. 

Reduction  in  storm  runoff,  erosion,  and 

sedimentation  through  rehabilitation  of 

severely  eroded  areas. 

Management  of  erosive  watersheds. 

RANGE  MANAGEMENT 

Management  of  cattle  ranges  in  the 

southern  pine  forests  of  the  west  Coastal 
Plain. 

WILDLIFE   MANAGEMENT 

Wildlife  habitat  management  in  southern 
forests 
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FOREST  INSECTS 

Insects  attacking  wood  in  storage  and 

use. 

Borers    and    defoliators    affecting    hara 
woods  in  the  Midsouth. 

Bark  beetles  and  defoliators  of  pines 
the  Midsouth. 

FOREST  DISEASES 

Protecting  wood  from  decay. 

^Jjjj      Diseases  of  southern   bottom-land   har 

^^      woods. 
Gn      Diseases  of  southern  pines  in  forest  ar nursery. 

FOREST  FIRE 

Measures   for   evaluating   southern   fu-- 

types  and  improved  firefighting  metho< 
for  each. 

Fire   prevention   approaches   adapted 

the  sociological   and   economic   patten 

of   the   South    (cooperatively   with    Mi 

sissippi  State  University). 

(LA 

FOREST  SURVEY 

Forest  survey. 

FOREST   ECONOMICS 

Economics  of  timber  growing  in  southei 
pine  and  hardwood  types. 

Problems   of   small   ownerships   and   in 

provement  of  forestry  programs. 

FOREST  PRODUCTS  MARKETING 

Marketing    systems   and    practices. 

FOREST  ENGINEERING 

Engineering  systems  for  intensive  fore: 
management. 

FOREST  PRODUCTS  UTILIZATION 

Analysis,    consultation,    and    liaison    c 
southern  utilization  problems. 

Utilization    of    southern    pines    in    th ! 
Coastal  Plain. 

Utilization  of  southern  bottom-land  hare 
woods. 
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Forest  Management 

Forest   management    research  at    the 
Southern  Forest   Experiment  Station 

•  Major    regional    emphasis 
O  Local i zed  by  physiography 

or    forest    types 

SOUTHERN     PINES 

During  the  past  year  the  forest  management 
search  program  of  the  Southern  Station  has 
;en  thoroughly  reviewed  and  reoriented  to 
ve  stronger  emphasis  to  important  problems. 

is  timely  to  describe  the  "new  look." 

The  Midsouth  includes  a  great  variety  of  for- 
t  types  and  species,  physiographic  provinces, 

id  climatic  zones.  It  extends  from  the  long- 
af-slash  pine  forests  of  the  Gulf  Coast  through 
e  loblolly-shortleaf  pine-hardwood  forests  of 
e  upper  Coastal  Plain  and  northward  to  the 

ixed  hardwood  types  of  the  Cumberland  Pla- 
au  and  Ozark  Highlands.  It  includes  the 

eat  alluvial  flood  plain  of  the  lower  Mis- 
ssippi  River  with  its  magnificent  hardwood 
rests  and  extends  westward  to  the  moisture 

nsion  zone  at  the  edge  of  the  Great  Plains. 

Our  knowledge  of  silviculture  and  the  in- 
nsity  of  practice  vary  greatly  among  these 
rest  conditions.  Because  of  past  emphasis  in 
rest  research,  we  know  a  great  deal  more 
out  the  silviculture  of  the  pine  forests  of  the 
If  Coastal  Plain  than  we  do  about  the  hard- 

ood  forests  of  the  lower  Mississippi  Valley, 

e  pine-hardwood  forests  of  the  tension  zone, 

'  the  mixed  types  of  the  northern  highlands, 
lese  considerations  were  the  broad  basis  for 

signments  of  research  problems  to  field  pro- 
cts.  Thus,  the  assigned  problems  are  identi- 
?d  with  either  a  broad  forest  type  and  geo- 

'aphic  region,  a  climatic  zone,  or  a  subject- 
atter  field. 

For  many  years  forest  management  research 
Alexandria,  Louisiana,  has  been  concerned 

ith  artificial  regeneration  of  southern  pines. 
11  outstanding,  and  now  well-known,  result  of 
is  research  was  the  development  of  reliable 

     A   high-priority  task   of  the   Southern  Hardwoods  Laboratory  is  to  locate  trees  whose 
form  and  vigor  make  them  outstanding  sources  of  seed  for  future  hardwood  forests. 
The  cherrybark  oak  in  the  foreground  and  the  sweetgum  in  the  right  background 
are  such  trees. 

Seed 
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Species  adaptability 
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FOREST     MANAGEMENT 

methods  for  direct  seeding  pine  on  the  Coastal 
Plain  of  the  Midsouth.  Refinement  of  these 

methods  is  needed  to  make  them  applicable  to 

a  greater  variety  of  soils,  vegetational  con- 
ditions, and  weather  patterns.  Direct  seeding 

will  continue,  therefore,  to  be  a  major  effort  at 
Alexandria.  As  many  regeneration  problems 
originate  with  seed,  stationwide  responsibility 
for  pine  seed  research  has  also  been  assigned  to 
Alexandria.  Studies  of  management  in  planted 
and  seeded  stands  are  being  conducted  there, 

for  they  are  a  logical  extension  of  research  in 
artificial  regeneration.  Chemical  control  of  cull 
hardwoods  has  been  studied  for  16  years  at 
Alexandria,  and  will  be  continued  there  with 

stationwide  responsibilities.  New  herbicidal 

chemicals  and  tools  justify  a  continuous  screen- 
ing program  to  find  safer,  cheaper,  and  more 

effective  methods  for  eradicating  the  various 
weed  species.  To  the  Alexandria  project  have 

also  been  assigned  species-site  adaptability 
studies  in  the  western  portion  of  the  Gulf 

Coastal  Plain.  The  development  of  brown-spot- 
resistant  strains  of  longleaf  pine,  closely  co- 

ordinated with  similar  work  at  the  Institute 

of  Genetics  at  Gulfport,  Mississippi,  completes 
the  program  for  the  project. 

The  research  center  at  Crossett,  Arkansas, 
has  long  been  known  for  its  contribution  to 
loblolly  pine  silviculture.  Located  in  one  of  the 

most  productive  portions  of  the  loblolly  pine 
range,  the  Crossett  project  is  uniquely  situated 
for  a  continuation  of  effort  on  this  problem. 
It  is  concerned  mainly  with  natural  stands  of 

the  loblolly-shortleaf  pine  type,  and  is  con- 
ducting numerous  studies  in  natural  regenera- 

tion, thinning  methods  and  intensity,  and  the 
development  of  silvicultural  systems.  Much 
needs  to  be  learned  about  the  influence  of  soil 

factors  on  the  growth  and  quality  of  forest 
trees.  Work  on  this  problem,  begun  some  years 
ago,  is  being  strengthened.  A  third  line  of  re- 

search is  aimed  at  the  development  of  excep- 
tionally fast-growing,  high-quality  strains  of 

loblolly  pine. 

The  Institute  of  Genetics  at  Gulfport,  Mis- 
sissippi, is  studying  the  genetics  of  southern 

pines  and  hardwoods.  One  of  three  such  in- 
stitutes in  the  country,  it  has  Southwide  re- 

sponsibilities. Its  research  includes  the  vari- 
ation of  phenotypic  traits  among  species,  races, 

and  individuals;  the  selection  of  individuals 
and   populations   for   superiority   in   desirable 

,;ical f 

traits;  the  inheritance  of  desirable  traits  wit, 

in  species  and  in  interspecific  hybrids;  ar : 
breeding  within  and  between  species  to  d 
termine  mating  compatibility  and  the  inhei 
tance  of  characters.  Breeding  for  resistam 
to  fusiform  rust,  tip  moth,  brown  spot,  ar 
southern  pine  beetles  has  a  prominent  place  i 

this  program.  The  physiology  of  inherent  di  > 
ferences  in  height  growth  of  longleaf  and  oth< 
southern  pines  is  also  being  intensively  studie 
In  addition,  the  Institute  has  been  given  so] 
responsibility  within  the  Forest  Service  fc 
two  lines  of  genetics  research :  ( 1 )  breedin 
problems  in  hardwoods  and  ( 2 )  the  genetics  ( 
populations  with  respect  to  quantitative  chai 
acteristics.  Pine  tree  improvement  at  Alexai 
dria  and  Crossett  and  hardwood  tree  improvt 
ment  at  Stoneville  are  closely  coordinated  wit 

the  Institute's  program.  Cooperative  project 
with  several  schools  are  in  progress.  In  add 
tion,  the  Institute  coordinates  the  Southwid 

Pine  Seed  Source  Study,  which  is  sponsore 

by  the  Southern  Forest  Tree  Improvemer 
Committee. 

The  forest  management  project  at  Harrisor 

Arkansas,  is  concerned  with  silvicultural  prot  -, 
lems  in  the  highlands  of  northwestern  Arkar 
sas.  Forest  site  conditions  vary  greatly  in  th 

rugged  topography,  and  the  adaptation  of  sp€ 
cies  to  site  is  basic  to  profitable  forestry.  Soil 
site  studies  are  being  conducted,  and  specie 
comparisons  are  being  made  to  obtain  the  re 
quired  information.  Extensive  areas  in  th 

Ozark  Mountains  are  occupied  by  poor-quality 

slow-growing  trees  of  undesirable  species 
Development  of  techniques  for  replacing  then 

with  more  desirable  species  is  a  logical  core-] 

lary  to  the  species-adaptation  research.  In  th" 
Ouachita  Mountains  shortleaf  pine  is  the  pre 
dominant  species  over  large  acreages,  but  somi 

phases  of  its  silvicultural  requirements  are  ob 
scure.  The  problem  of  natural  regeneratioi 

needs  attention  and  the  universal  question  o  , 
optimum  stocking  on  various  sites  at  variou: 
ages  is  as  critical  in  shortleaf  pine  as  in  othei 
important  commercial  species. 

Hot  Springs,  Arkansas,  is  the  location  of  th< 

Southern  Station's  research  project  in  fores 
mensuration.  Only  recently  established,  this 

project  is  tackling  the  complex  problem  o: 
growth  in  relation  to  stand  and  site  factors 

The  nature  of  these  relationships  will  b( 
studied  for  the  purpose  of  developing  mathe 
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atical  expressions  of  stand  components  and 
e  characteristics  for  use  in  the  analysis  of 
owth  data.  In  addition,  research  will  be  con- 
cted  to  improve  methods  of  measuring  the 

jantity  and  quality  of  forest  trees,  stands, 
id  products. 

At  Marianna,  Florida,  sandhills  forestry  is 
jing  studied.  In  past  work,  this  project  has 
jveloped  practical  methods  for  converting 
b  characteristic  scrub  oak  stands  to  pine  and 

Is  shown  the  importance  of  adequate  nutri- 
in  for  satisfactory  growth  even  in  the  un- 
imanding  southern  pines.  Consequently,  the 

ajor  research  is  on  nutrition,  with  the  ulti- 
jate  objective  of  devising  ways  of  improving 
e  productivity  of  sandhills  soils.  Seeding  and 

Anting  research  will  be  continued  particu- 
rly  with  respect  to  sand  pine.  At  the  pro- 

p's branch  in  Brewton,  Alabama,  the  silvi- 
llture  of  longleaf  pine  is  getting  concentrated 
tention.  The  critical  factors  in  the  natural 

generation  of  this  species  are  being  inten- 
sely studied,  along  with  the  relation  of 

Eivth  to  stand  density, 

otal  annual  rainfall  in  the  southern  pine 

gion  does  not  vary  greatly  until  one  ap- 
oaches  the  western  boundary  of  the  forested 

he  in  the  eastern  portions  of  Texas  and  Okla- 
ma.  Then  it  declines  sharply  in  a  compara- 

bly short  distance  westward  to  the  Plains 

gion.  In  addition,  seasonal  distribution  of 
tnfall  varies  throughout  the  region,  with  the 
rtion  that  falls  in  summer  decreasing  from 

st  to  west.  Consequently,  low  moisture  sup- 
les  constitute  a  distinct  limitation  on  forest 

oductivity  in  the  tension  zone  at  the  western 
tremity.  Since  the  regeneration  phase  is  the 

pst  critical  in  the  life  of  a  forest  and  natural 
sding  is  very  erratic  in  the  tension  zone,  the 
rest  management  project  at  Nacogdoches, 

;:xas,  is  concentrating  on  artificial  regenera- 
n. 

In  the  northeastern  portion  of  the  territory 

rved  by  the  Southern  Station — the  mountains 
i  north  Alabama  and  eastern  Tennessee — site 

iality  varies  greatly  over  short  distances  be- 
luse  of  the  broken  topography.  Knowledge 

'  what  species  are  best  adapted  to  the  various 
fes,  important  everywhere,  is  urgently  need- 
here.  To  supply  such  information  is  the  chief 

sk  of  the  forest  management  project  at  Sewa- 

nee,  Tennessee,  with  its  branch  at  Birmingham, 
Alabama.  Since  species  adaptability  depends 
on  regeneration  factors  as  well  as  on  growth 

rates,  methods  for  establishing  the  more  de- 
sirable species  are  an  important  aim  of  this 

program.  Pine  regeneration  is  being  thoroughly 
studied  by  other  projects,  and  so  Sewanee  will 

concentrate  on  the  artificial  regeneration  of  up- 
land hardwoods.  The  program  will  necessarily 

include  intensive  study  of  forest  soils. 

Most  of  the  Southern  Station's  effort  in  hard- 
wood research  is  at  Stoneville,  Mississippi,  in 

the  heart  of  the  Mississippi  Delta — the  most 
productive  hardwood  region  in  North  America. 

The  project's  interest  extends  to  other  hard- 
wood areas  of  the  South,  such  as  the  brown 

loam  bluffs  bordering  the  Delta,  swamps, 
stream  bottoms  outside  the  Delta,  and  small 

areas  of  good  hardwood  soils  throughout  the 
southern  Coastal  Plain.  The  entire  array  of 
hardwood  silvicultural  problems  is  under  study 
from  artificial  and  natural  regeneration  to 

stand  management  and  hardwood  tree  im- 
provement. In  addition  to  the  usual  types  of 

field  work  required  to  develop  useful  silvi- 
cultural measures,  the  project  is  devoting  con- 

siderable effort  to  the  more  fundamental  as- 
pects of  hardwood  seed,  soils  and  soil  moisture, 

and  the  physiology  of  various  important  as- 
pects of  hardwood  tree  responses. 

The  increased  specialization  of  the  project 

programs  raises  some  questions  of  regional  cov- 
erage of  important  forestry  problems  and  ap- 

plicability of  findings  to  other  localities.  Re- 
search of  some  types  must  be  done  locally. 

Work  on  soil-site  relations  is  a  good  example: 
the  relations  developed  apply  only  in  the  lo- 

cality from  which  the  basic  data  were  collected. 
By  contrast,  findings  in  tree  physiology  have 
usually  been  widely  applicable. 

In  general,  the  more  fundamental  the  re- 
search, the  more  widely  applicable  are  the 

findings.  Biochemical  processes  in  plants  are 

quite  uniform;  certain  ones  are  found  in  ani- 
mals as  well  as  in  plants.  Hence  the  fundamen- 

tals of  plant  behavior  can  be  effectively  studied 
at  one  location.  This  circumstance  is  fortunate, 

because  such  research  is  too  costly  to  conduct 
simultaneously  in  many  places.  While  it  is  not 

necessarily  all  laboratory  work,  it  usually  re- 
quires highly  specialized  training  and  expen- 
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sive,  often  delicate,  equipment.  Thus,  research 

on  the  handling,  processing,  storing,  and  treat- 
ing of  seed  is  concentrated  at  two  projects: 

Alexandria  for  pine,  and  Stoneville  for  hard- 
wood. The  determination  of  nutrient  require- 
ments of  pines  is  being  done  at  Marianna. 

Some  other  kinds  of  research  can  also  be  con- 
centrated at  one  place,  again  because  of  broad 

applicability  of  the  findings.  Weed-plant  con- 
trol research  at  Alexandria  and  mensuration 

research  at  Hot  Springs  are  good  examples. 

Fundamental  research  on  inheritance  of  tree 

characteristics  is  concentrated  at  Gulfport  but, 
because  of  the  need  to  take  local  conditions 

into  account,  breeding  programs  to  develop 

improved  strains  are  also  in  progress  at  Cros- 
sett  (loblolly),  Alexandria  ( longleaf ) ,  and 
Stoneville  (  hardwood  ) .  Forest  soils  research 
must  concern  itself  at  least  with  differences 

between  major  species  groups,  as  well  as  among 
soil  groups;  consequently,  the  research  for 
Coastal  Plains  soils  is  concentrated  at  Crossett 

for  pine  and  at  Stoneville  for  hardwoods. 

Sewanee  has  responsibility  for  both  species 
groups  on  upland  soils.  Little  is  yet  known 
about  the  application  of  tree-soil  relations  to 
maintain  and  improve  the  productivity  of 
forest  soils,  but  a  beginning  effort  to  acquire 
such  knowledge  is  being  made  at  Marianna  on 
sandhills  soils. 

The  traditional  lines  of  silvicultural  research 

— seeding  and  planting,  natural  regeneration, 
stand  management,  and  species  adaptability — 
are  in  progress  at  a  number  of  projects,  with  a 
strong  concentration  by  one  project  in  most  in- 

stances. These  problems  are  related  to  species 
as  well  as  to  local  conditions  and  study  of  them 
cannot,  therefore,  be  completely  confined  to 
one  location. 

SILVICULTURE 

Southern  Hardwood  Research 

Dedication  of  the  Southern  Hardwoods  Lab- 
oratory at  Stoneville,  Mississippi,  on  April  28, 

1962,  formally  inaugurated  an  expanded  pro- 
gram of  research  in  the  management,  utiliza- 
tion, and  protection  of  southern  hardwoods. 

The  first  work  with  these  species  was  begun 
nearly  a  quarter-century  ago,  when  a  one-man 

farm  forestry  research  project  was  establish^ 
to  investigate  methods  of  timber  stand  ir 

provement  and  the  use  of  Cottonwood  cuttin;  j 
to  reforest  submarginal  farm  land.  Recognitic 
of  the  importance  of  hardwoods  in  the  econoir 
of  the  region  resulted  in  the  establishment  i 
1945  of  a  hardwood  research  center  with 

larger  staff.  Later  the  program  was  expander 
to  include  research  in  forest  soils,  insects,  ant 
diseases. 

As  more  and  more  results  became  availabL 

work  progressed  from  practical  aid  on  a  fe1 
immediate  problems  to  the  detailed  and  specia 
ized  studies  being  conducted  todav  in  tre< 
physiology,  forest  sites,  tree  improvement,  r«l 
generation,  growth,  and  even  water  supply  an 
wildlife.  The  newly  established  Laborator 
will  provide  the  facilities  and  equipment  n 
quired  for  much  of  this  research. 

7£  
' 

Additional  information  about  the  Laborator 

and  the  southern  hardwoods  research  prograr 

may  be  found  in  the  articles  by  McKnight  i 
the  April  1962  issue  of  Forest  Farmer,  page= 

14-15,  28-29;  by  Maisenhelder  and  McKnigr, 
in  the  Southern  Lumberman,  December  U 

1962,  pages  122-123;  and  by  McKnight  an 
Carpenter  in  the  1962  edition  of  the  Alabam 

Forest  Products  Directory,  pages  58-59,  61-65 

:er:hf 
!  :ketc 

The  Southern  Hardwoods  Laboratory  at  Stoneville 
Mississippi. 
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ee  Injection  with  Undiluted  Herbicides 

Two  studies  conducted  in  central  Louisiana 

ring  1961  indicate  that  costs  of  killing  un- 
mted  upland  hardwoods  by  tree  injection 

n  be  reduced  by  applying  undiluted  2,4-D 
line.  Wider  spacing  between  injections,  less 

ijquent  refilling  of  the  tool,  and  use  of  a  sub- 

'mtially  cheaper  chemical  offer  savings  over 
e  standard  treatment  of  injecting  diluted 

|1,5-T  ester  into  incisions  Vz  to  1  inch  apart, 
ge  to  edge. 

The  first  study,  started  in  April,  compared 
,  treatments  consisting  of  four  herbicidal 
rmulations  injected  full  strength  at  several 
ites  and  spacings  plus  standard  injections  of 

uted  2,4, 5-T  ester.  All  chemicals  were  4 
unds  acid  equivalent  per  gallon.  Crown  kills 
:er  the  first  growing  season  are  summarized 
I the  table  on  page  10.  Of  the  species  tested, 
ackjack  oak  and  post  oak  are  regarded  as 
sy  to  kill;  southern  red  oak  and  hickory  are 
)re  difficult. 

Even  though  most  of  the  treatments  were 
highly  effective,  two  facts  stand  out.  First, 

undiluted  2,4-D  amine,  which  is  60  percent 
cheaper  than  2, 4, 5-T  ester,  gave  good  kills 
when  injected  at  a  1-inch  spacing.  Second, 
injection  of  undiluted  2,4, 5-T  amine  at  a  3-inch 
spacing  resulted  in  a  complete  kill  of  all  species, 

while  a  comparable  treatment  with  2, 4, 5-T 
ester  was  slightly  less  effective.  The  results 

suggest  that  amine  formulations  may  be  super- 
ior to  the  more  expensive  esters  when  herbi- 

cides are  applied  full  strength,  and  that  wide 
spacings  of  incisions  may  be  possible  with  the 
amines. 

In  a  follow-up  study  installed  in  May,  five 
formulations,  each  4  pounds  acid  equivalent  per 
gallon,  were  applied  undiluted  to  blackjack 
oak.  Incisions  were  1  and  3  inches  apart;  0.5 
ml.  of  chemical  was  injected  into  each  cut. 

Top-kill  was  satisfactory  for  all  treatments  in 
4  months  after  application.  Initially  the  1-inch 
spacing  was  slightly  superior  to  the  wide  spac- 

ing, but  after  one  year  crown  kills  were  good 
on  all  treatments. 

io  types  of  metered  in- 
■tors  designed  jor  accur- 

application  of  small 
ses  of  undiluted  herbi- 
les. 

t 
Hi 
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Crown  kill,  at  end  of  first  growing  season,  of  upland    hardwoods   injected with    silvicide    durh  I 

iffwh 

April 

lone  or 
[inches 

Volume 

per 

injection 

Spacing 
of 

injections 

Average   kill   of each  species 
Herbicide Blackjack 

oak 
Post  oak 

Red 
oak 

Hickorj  ! 

nation 

Ml. Inches 
   Percent 

Side  1 

2,4-D  amine 0.5 1 
100 

100 99 97 

4-75. 2,4-D  amine 1.0 1 100 100 100 
100 

2,4,5-T  amine .5 1 100 
100 

98 
98    (jriiC 

2,4,5-T  amine 

1.0 
1 100 100 

100 100 

■  .„■ 2,4,5-T  amine 1.0 3 100 100 100 100 

2,4,5-T  ester 
1.0 3 99 99 

69 

97 2,4,5-T  ester .5 1 99 99 86 97 

2,4,5-T  ester 1.0 1 100 100 
89 

96 

2-(2,4-DP)  amine .5 1 
97 96 

77 86 

2-(2,4-DP)  amine 
1.0 1 99 100 

98 

90 

Im 
2,4,5-T  ester  ' 

5.0 1 100 100 
89 89 

30iin 

2,4,5-T  ester  : 
5.0 1 

100 100 100 

91 

poun 

1  0.5  ml.   of  undiluted  silvicide   in   4.5  ml.   of   diesel 
;  1  ml.  of  undiluted  silvicide  in  4  ml.  of  diesei  oil. oil 

Because  all  treatments  with  undiluted  herbi- 

cides have  given  excellent  results  so  far,  con- 
tinued investigations  are  needed  to  define  the 

best  combination  of  dosage  and  injector  spac- 

ing. Injection  of  low-cost  herbicides  at  inter- 
vals of  3  inches  or  wider  promises  new  savings 

in  the  fight  against  low-grade  hardwoods.  De- 
tails of  these  studies  were  reported  by  Peevy 

in  Proceedings  of  the  Fifteenth  Southern  Weed 

Conference,  1962,  pages  163-169. 

Top-kill  and  costs  for  undiluted  silvicides  in- 
jected into  blackjack  oaks  during  May 

Kill 
Cost  per  inch  of 
trunk  diameter  ' Silvicides 1-inch 

spacing 
3-inch 
spacing 

1-inch 
spacing 

3-inch 

spacing 

Percent 

-Ce 

nt  - 2,4,5-T  ester 
98 

87 

0.34 0.21 

2,4-D  and  2,4,5-T 

ester  : 
99 95 .30 .18 

2,4-D  and  2,4,5-T 

amine  : 
99 95 

29 

.17 

2,4-D  amine 97 92 .24 .15 

2-(,4-DP)   amine 
96 90 .30 .18 

1  Includes  costs  for  labor  and  chemical. 
1  2  pounds  each  of  2,4-D  and  2,4,5-T. 

Basal  Spray  Requirements 

Another  study  near  Alexandria,  Louisiana, 
gives  new  and  more  complete  information  on 
the  elements  required  for  good  kill  of  blackjack 

oak  when  2,4,5-T  ester  is  applied  as  a  basal 
trunk  spray.  To  obtain  high  crown  kill  with 

minimum  sprouting,   it  is  necessary  to  thor- 

oughly wet  the  rootcollar  zone  and  a  narro    * 

band  of  surrounding  soil  in   addition  to  tl    and : 
lower  portion  of  the  tree  trunk. 

Propylene  glycol  butyl  ether  ester  of  2,4,5- 
was  applied  in  a  concentration  of  8  pounds  ac:u 
equivalent  in  diesel  oil  by: 

1.  Spraying  the  lower  2  inches  of  stem  ar 

wetting  the  soil  in  a  band  4  inches  wic1 
around  the  base  of  trees; 

2.  Covering  the  roots  and  soil  with  oilclol 

and  spraying  the  lower  12  inches  of  tl: stems; 

3.  Spraying  the  solution  on  the  lower  li 
inches  of  the  trunk  and  allowing  it  1 
run  down  on  the  roots  and  soil; 

4.  Covering  the  soil  and  lower  4  inches  ( ' 
stem  with  oilcloth  and  spraying  a  1! 

inch  band  above  the  covered  area;  an: 

5.  Covering  the  stem  and  rootcollar,  an 

spraying  a  band  6  inches  wide  on  th 
soil  around  the  base  of  the  trees. 

Ax  girdling  was  the  check  treatment. 

He  I 

Spraying  the  lower  2  inches  of  the  stem  an  ij 
the  surrounding  4  inches  of  soil  surface  pre 
duced  the  highest  crown  kills  and  least  sprou 
ing.   Crown  kills  were  very  nearly  as  good  i  | 
the  two  treatments  in  which  the  lower  12  inch* 

of  stem  were  sprayed,  but  sprouting  was  sever 
if  the  spray  solution  was  not  allowed  to  rm, 
down  on  the  roots  and  soil.   Crown  kills  wer 

!*.; 
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w  when  spraying  was  confined  to  the  soil 

one  or  to  a  12-inch  band  on  the  trunk  starting 
inches  above  the  rootcollar.  Additional  infor- 

ation  on  this  study  may  be  obtained  from  an 
tide  by  Peevy  in  Weeds,  January  1962,  pages 
[-75. 

ush  Control  with  Foliar  Sprays 

[Low  thickets  of  hardwood  brush  growing  on 
y  ridges  in  north  Mississippi  were  sprayed 
rly  in  June  with  three  herbicidal  emulsions, 

1  applied  with  ground  equipment.  Dosage 
id  rate  per  acre  were : 

Two  gallons  of  a  mixture  containing  2 

pounds  of  acid  equivalent  per  gallon  (  1-1/3 
pounds  of  2,4-D  and  2/3  pound  of  2,4,5-T) 
|in  approximately  58  gallons  of  water  and 

6-2/3  gallons  of  diesel  oil. 

One  gallon  of  the  same  mixture  of  2,4,D 

and  2,4,5-T  in  approximately  29  gallons  of 
water  and  3-1/3  gallons  of  diesel  oil. 

One-half  gallon  of  2,4,5-T  (4  pounds  of 
acid  equivalent  per  gallon)  in  approxi- 

mately 29-1/2  gallons  of  water. 

Although  the  hardwood  understory  was  re- 
jced  in  size  and  density,  none  of  the  three 

irmulations  gave  adequate  control.  Addition- 
release  will  be  needed  to  bring  through  pines 

!,at  had  been  planted  and  spot-seeded  prior  to 
eatment. 

The  sprays  killed  many  pine  seedlings  and 

used  a  loss  of  one  year's  growth  on  those 
(at  survived.  To  avoid  such  damage,  pines 
iould  be  seeded  or  planted  after,  not  before, 

irdwoods  are  sprayed  with  2,4,5-T  or  2,4-D. 
dditional  information  is  given  by  Williston 

.  Mississippi  Farm  Research,  April  1962,  pages 

ist  Blowing 

Releasing  pines  by  applying  2,4,5-T  mists 
shrubs  and  small  hardwoods  during  the 

brmant  or  early  growing  season  is  an  appeal- 

'g  idea,  for  at  this  time  there  is  little  foliage  to 

)struct  the  machine  operator's  vision  and  no 
rm  crops  to  be  damaged.  But  in  a  recent 
ial  on  the  Cumberland  Plateau  hardwood  kill 

■as  unsatisfactory.  Four  2,4,5-T  formulations 
-2  or  4  pounds  acid  equivalent  in  5  or  10 
illons  of  diesel  oil  per  acre — were  applied  to 

plots  where  numerous  shortleaf  and  Virginia 
pine  seedlings  were  overtopped  by  a  dense 

stand  of  sapling-sized  oak,  blackgum,  and  hick- 
ory. Spraying  was  done  in  mid-April  when 

pine  candles  were  just  showing,  black  and 
scarlet  oaks  had  tiny  leaves,  and  the  buds  were 
swelling  on  other  hardwoods. 

As  measured  after  2  growing  seasons,  the 

4-pound  treatments  killed  30  to  40  percent  of 
the  hickories  and  gums,  10  percent  of  the  red 
oaks,  and  6  percent  of  the  white  oaks  and 

pines.  The  2-pound  formulations  were  less 
effective  on  hickories  and  gums,  but  did  not 

damage  pines  and  largely  spared  the  white 
oaks.  No  differences  were  attributable  to  the 

amount  of  diesel  oil  used.  The  study  was 
reported  by  Burton  in  Southern  Forestry  Notes 137. 

Hardwood  Control  by  Cutting  or  Girdling 

In  north  Alabama,  one  hardwood  control 

operation  ( without  silvicides )  helps  but  may 
not  release  enough  planted  loblolly  pines  to 
insure  an  adequate  stand.  This  is  the  apparent 
lesson  from  two  studies  where  loblolly  was 
underplanted  on  sites  fully  occupied  by  young 

upland  hardwoods.  Best  results  were  obtained 
by  cutting  or  girdling  all  hardwoods  over  5 
feet  tall  or  all  that  were  more  than  1.6  inches 

d.b.h.  at  the  time  the  pines  were  planted.  Pine 

survival  after  12  years  was  less  than  50  per- 
cent in  one  study,  however,  and  only  67  per- 
cent after  6  years  in  the  second  study.  A  dense 

stand  of  hardwood  sprouts  covers  both  areas 
and  appears  to  be  retarding  the  growth  of 
surviving  pines.  These  results  are  reported  by 
Yocom  in  Southern  Forestry  Notes  140,  July 
1962. 

Grouping  Soils  for  Loblolly  Pine  Site-Index  Curves 

In  southern  Arkansas  and  northern  Louisi- 

ana, significantly  different  height-over-age  re- 
lationships have  been  found  for  loblolly  pine 

growing  on  ( 1 )  loess  soils,  ( 2 )  well-aerated 
upland  soils  with  good  internal  drainage  and 
strong  profile  development,  and  ( 3 )  poorly 

aerated  soils,  with  or  without  profile  develop- 
ment, but  with  poor  surface  or  internal  drain- 

age. 
Loess  soils  are  uniformly  good  to  superior 

for  loblolly   pine,   and   height   growth   can  be 
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Site-index  curves,  by  soil  groups,  for  young,  well-stocked,   even-aged   loblolly  pine  in  southern  Arkansa. 
and  northern  Louisiana. 

expected  to  be  rapid  from  an  early  age  on  past 

50  years.  Early  height  growth  of  trees  on  well- 
aerated  soils  is  also  an  indicator  of  good  later 
growth,  though  heights  achieved  on  such  soils 
will  not  be  equal  to  those  of  trees  on  loess. 
Trees  on  poorly  aerated  zonal  soils  show  a 
differential  slowing  down  after  age  30.  The 

conventional  site-index  curves  for  loblolly  pine 
(U.S.  Department  of  Agriculture  Miscellane- 

ous Publication  50 )  usually  give  overestimates 
when  the  height  observations  are  made  in 

stands  under  30  years  of  age  and  the  readings 
extrapolated  to  age  50. 

These  are  some  of  the  results  from  an  inten- 

sive study  of  353  well-stocked,  even-aged  stands 
of  loblolly  pine  found  growing  on  the  more 
important  soils  of  southern  Arkansas  and 
northern  Louisiana.  Details  and  additional  re- 

sults are  given  by  Zahner  in  Forest  Science, 

June  1962,  pages  104-110. 

Slash  Pine  Yields 

A  plantation  in  central  Louisiana  clearly 
indicates  that  slash  pine  grows  well  west  and 
north  of  its  natural  range.  This  stand,  estab- 

lished in  1934-35  on  a  good  site  that  once  grew 
longleaf,  has  produced  50.6  rough  cords  per 
acre  at  age  26  Vi  years,  or  nearly  2  cords  yearly. 

i 

This  slash  pine  plantation  has  grown  nearly  51  cords 
per  acre  in  26 V2  years. 
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Five  thinnings  at  3-year  intervals,  starting 
\  age  14,  removed  18.3  cords  per  acre.  The 
th  thinning  left  140  merchantable  trees  per 
ire  that  contained  28.9  cords,  had  83  square 
?t  of  basal  area,  and  averaged  10.4  inches 
diameter. 

Annual  growth  since  the  first  thinning  has 

reraged  2.44  cords  per  acre;  it  increased  stead- 

|  each  3-year  period,  reaching  2.67  cords  in 
e  last  period. 

Mortality  during  the  past  12  V£  years  totaled 
ily  3.4  cords  per  acre,  mostly  from  an  ice 
>rm  in  1951  and  Hurricane  Audrey  in  1957. 

■arm  damage  was  much  less  than  in  compar- 
de  nearby  stands  that  had  been  thinned  more 

javily.  These  results  are  reported  by  Eng- 
rrdt  in  Southern  Forestry  Notes  137. 

Ipid  Cottonwood  Growth 

Cottonwoods   (Populus  deltoides  Bartr.)    of 
ected  clones  grown  on  a  suitable  site  in  the 
ississippi  Delta  reached  an  average  height  of 

22  feet  in  two  growing  seasons.  The  tallest  tree 
was  30  feet  tall  and  4.8  inches  in  d.b.h. 

Besides  using  cuttings  from  young  cotton- 
woods  of  better-than-average  form  and  growth 
rate  as  planting  stock,  it  was  necessary  to 
cultivate  the  plantation  three  times  during 
the  first  year  to  prevent  weeds  and  vines  from 

overtopping  and  smothering  the  rapidly  de- 
veloping trees.  The  first  cultivation  was  with 

a  straddle-the-row  machine  and  the  other  two 

by  cross-disking  between  the  rows.  Protection 
against  fire  and   grazing  was  also   necessary. 

Such  excellent  growth  is  encouraging  several 
large  companies  to  establish  plantations  of 
thousands  of  acres  to  help  supply  the  raw 
material  needed  at  their  mills.  Plantings  of 
10  to  100  acres  by  small  landowners  are  also 
becoming  common  in  the  Delta  bottom  lands. 

More  information  is  given  by  McKnight  and 

Maisenhelder  on  pages  23-24  of  Tree  Planters' 
Notes  No.  51,  April  1962,  or  page  12  of  Forest 
Farmer,  September  1962. 

lese    cottonwoods    are    4 
tars  old. 
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Guide  for  Managing  Forests  on  Erosive  Soils 

A  "Timber  Management  Guide"  has  been 
published  to  aid  foresters  working  in  the  highly 
erosive  soils  of  north  Mississippi — specifically 
the  Yazoo-Little  Tallahatchie  Flood  Prevention 

Project  in  north  Mississippi.  The  guide  begins 

by  listing  ten  basic  principles  of  timber  man- 
agement for  the  project  area.  It  goes  on  to 

discuss  forest  characteristics,  soils,  timber  man- 

agement practices,  protection,  economics,  mul- 
tiple-use considerations,  and  mensurational 

aids.  It  calls  for  managing  forest  lands  so  as 

to  stabilize  and  improve  the  water-holding 
capacity  of  the  soil  and  to  reduce  surface  runoff 
while  providing  a  sustained  yield  of  forest 
products  upon  which  a  sound  local  economy 

can  be  built.  The  42-page  publication  was 
written  by  Williston  and  McNaughton,  and 
published  by  the  Southern  Region  of  the  Forest 

Service  in  cooperation  with  the  U.  S.  Soil  Con- 
servation Service. 

Soil  Suitability  for  Hardwoods 

Their  suitability  for  southern  hardwoods  and 
baldcypress  has  been  estimated  for  soils  in  the 
Coastal  Plain  and  Blackland  areas  of  Missis- 

sippi. Tables  published  by  Broadfoot  and  Mc- 
Knight  in  Mississippi  Farm  Research  for  Febru- 

ary and  November  1962  indicate  which  soil  or 
group  of  soils  is  suitable  for  any  given  species. 
The  tables  also  indicate  which  species  occur 
most  frequently  and  which  should  be  favored 
in  management. 

Sharkey  Clay 

For  many  years  Sharkey  clay,  popularly 

known  as  "buckshot,"  has  attracted  consider- 
able interest  among  soil  technicians,  farmers, 

and  foresters.  Besides  being  a  soil  of  unusual 
physical  and  chemical  characteristics — too 

sticky  or  too  hard  for  proper  row-crop  manage- 
ment— it  is  quite  important  to  southern  forest- 
ry. Within  the  Mississippi  Delta  it  supports 

more  of  the  hardwood  resource  than  any  other 
soil. 

Sharkey  sites  are  only  moderately  productive. 
The  trouble  lies  in  their  physical  properties: 
exceptionally  high  clay  content  and  drainage 
too  slow  for  good  aeration.  Species  like  Nuttall 
oak,  overcup  oak,  green  ash,  persimmon,  hack- 

berry,  American  elm,  and  bitter  pecan  do  w 
on  the  flats  and  shallow  depressions;  sweetgu  r 
willow  oak,  and  water  oak  are  the  best  of  t 

species  that  commonly  occur  on  the  Shark 
ridges.  An  article  by  Broadfoot  in  Forests  aw 

People,  First  Quarter  1962,  discusses  in  mo 
detail  the  features  of  this  unusual  soil. 

The  top  two  trays  contain  dry  Sharkey  clay  topsc 

— "buckshot."  The  lower  ones  show  shrinking  oj 
cracking  oj  the  subsoil. 

Understory   Hardwood   Removal   Reduces   Litre 
Humus  in  Pine  Stands 

Removal  of  understory  hardwood  competn  -matin 
tion  from  north  Arkansas  pine  saw-log  stanc 

caused  large  reductions  in  litter-humus  weigl 
and  moisture-holding  capacity  three  years  aftt 

treatment.     Ovendry    weight    of   litter-humi 
where  hardwoods  had  been  removed  average: 
5,070  pounds  per  acre,  compared  with  13,09 

on  untreated  plots.    The  litter-humus  on  th 
treated  plots  had  25  percent  of  the  detention 
storage  and  30  percent  of  the  retention  storag 
of  that  on  the  untreated  plots.  On  treated  plot 

the  litter-humus  samples  lost   90   percent  ( 
their  retention  moisture  in  5  days,  as  compare 

with  12  days  for  samples  from  untreated  area  .<  ̂  

Moisture  in  the  surface  soil  was  more  abur 

dant  on  the  treated  plots  in  two  wet  year: 
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lereas  in  a  year  of  frequent  droughts  the 

sated  plots  had  less  moisture  than  the  un- 
dated. The  difference  in  a  dry  year  may 

due  to  higher  evaporation  rates  on  the 

■ated  plots.  These  results  are  reported  by 
wer  in  Southern  Forestry  Notes  141. 

MENSURATION 

>re  Help  for  the  Statistical  Transient 

Words  such  as  variance,  covariance,  regres- 
n  estimator,  and  standard  error  do  not,  as 

*ule,  ring  like  temple  bells  in  the  ears  of 
esters.  This  is  unfortunate,  because  these 

rds  are  part  of  the  language  of  sampling 
i  foresters  are  among  the  major  users  of 
npling  methods.  A  ranger  must  advertise 
iber  sales,  the  volumes  of  which  he  has 

imated  from  a  sample.  The  timber  being 
d  may  be  part  of  an  allowable  cut  computed 

th  data  from  a  growth  sample.  The  nursery- 
n  sows  seed  whose  germination  is  predicted 

m  a  tiny  fraction  of  the  seedlot,  and  at  har- 
;t  he  estimates  the  seedling  crop  by  making 
nple  counts  in  the  nursery  beds. 

low  to  design,  analyze,  and  interpret  sample 

veys  is  the  subject  of  Agriculture  Hand- 

)fc  232,  "Elementary  forest  sampling,"  by 
iese.  Written  for  foresters,  it  discusses  the 

ins  and  concepts  that  are  basic  to  sampling. 
r  the  sampling  methods  that  are  most  useful 

forestry,  it  presents  and  illustrates  the  pro- 
cures for  estimating  population  parameters 

il  setting  confidence  limits  on  these  esti- 
tes.  It  even  tells  what  the  words  population, 
;ameter,  and  confidence  limits  mean. 

limating  Bark  Thickness 

Measurements  of  5-  to  25-year-old  planted 
d  unthinned  loblolly  pine  on  the  Cumberland 

'iteau  in  Tennessee  indicate  that  double  bark 
rckness  in  inches  is  equal  to  0.17  -f  0.156D, 
here  D  is  d.b.h.,  outside  bark,  in  inches.  The 
Nation  is  accurate  enough  for  use  in  cruises 
il  growth  studies  in  loblolly  pine  plantations 
)  the  Cumberland  Plateau.  This  is  reported 
;  Burton  in  Southern  Forestry  Notes  142. 

REGENERATION 

Inting  Pine  in  Central  Louisiana 

rurrowing  and  double-disking  before  plant- 
I  increased  survival  and  growth  of  loblolly, 

slash,  and  longleaf  pines  on  a  good  site  in 
central  Louisiana.  Scalping  at  a  depth  of  one 

inch  with  an  attachment  to  the  planting  ma- 
chine was  little  better  than  no  preparation. 

Except  for  longleaf  on  disked  strips,  first- 
year  survival  was  about  proportional  to  the 

intensity  of  preparation,  being  lowest  on  un- 
prepared and  scalped  plots,  and  best  on  deep- 

furrowed  plots.  Disking  lowered  longleaf  sur- 
vival slightly  because  loose,  cultivated  soil 

sometimes  silted  over  the  buds.  Most  of  the 

silting  could  have  been  avoided  by  allowing 

the  strips  to  settle  before  they  were  planted. 

Double-cutting  with  a  heavy-duty  farm  disk  (above) 
and  deep  furroioing  (below)  boosted  survival  and 
growth  of  pines  planted  on  a  good  site  in  central 
Louisiana.  Disking  is  preferable  for  longleaf,  if 
strips  are  permitted  to  settle  for  several  months 

before  trees  are  planted.  Either  method  is  accept- 
able for  loblolly  and  slash  pine. 

I 
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Survival  percentages  ranged  from  78  to  96 

for  loblolly,  73  to  89  for  slash,  and  67  to  80  for 

longleaf  pine. 

Growth  of  all  species  was  improved  by  the 
site  treatments.  Differences  appeared  in  the 

first  year  and  increased  progressively  during 

the  five-year  study.  At  age  5,  loblolly  and 
slash  trees  on  deep  furrows  were  2.3  and  2.0 
feet  taller  than   the  checks,   which   averaged 

9.3  and  10.3  feet  respectively.  The  increase 

from  disking  was  2.1  feet  for  loblolly  and  1.4 
feet  for  slash.  Smaller  gains  were  obtained 

by  shallow  furrowing  and  scalping.  With  long- 
leaf,  trees  on  deep  furrowed  and  disked  plots 
averaged  4.8  feet  tall,  as  against  2.9  feet  for 
the  checks.  Seedlings  on  shallow  furrows  were 
4.0  feet  tall,  or  intermediate  in  size;  those  on 

scalped  plots  were  slightly  smaller  than  the 
checks. 

It  is  estimated  that  deep  furrowing  and  disk- 
ing will  increase  the  yield  in  cords  per  acre 

at  age  30  by  2.3  for  loblolly,  1.9  for  slash,  and 
1.1  for  longleaf.  This  information  is  reported 

by  Shoulders  and  Wilson  in  Southern  Lumber- 
man, December  15,  1962,  pages   143-144. 

In  other  studies  at  Alexandria,  Louisiana, 

loblolly  and  slash  pine  seedlings  planted  with 
half  their  stems  below  the  surface  survived  as 

well  as  those  planted  with  rootcollars  at 

groundline.  Pines  set  with  only  their  terminal 
buds  exposed  survived  best  in  one  trial  and 

poorest  in  the  other.  Growth  was  slightly  in- 
creased by  deep  planting,  but  not  enough  to 

overcome  initial  height  differences. 

Loblolly  heights  after  three  years  averaged 

3.7  feet  for  normal  planting,  3.4  feet  for  half- 
stem,  and  3.2  feet  for  entire-stem  planting. 
Comparable  heights  for  slash  were  3.7,  3.7,  and 
3.4  feet,  respectively. 

Well-drained,  excessively  drained,  and  flat, 
imperfectly  drained  soils  were  represented,  but 
these  variations  in  site  produced  no  important 
differences  in  response  to  the  treatments. 

The  results  suggest  that  it  is  unnecessary  to 
set  loblolly  and  slash  pines  precisely  to  the 
depth  at  which  they  grew  in  the  nursery. 

Planters  are  advised,  however,  to  set  rootcol- 
lars slightly  below  groundline  to  reduce  the 

chance  of  shallow  planting.  These  results  and 
recommendations  are  reported  by  Shoulders 
in  Southern  Forestry  Notes  140. 

Planting  Pine  in  East  Texas 

During  one  of  the  hottest  and  driest  sur, 

mers  in  recent  Texas  history,  winter-plante : 
seedlings  in  small  plots  kept  free  of  competir  | 
weeds  survived  without  drought  losses,  regan 

less  of  whether  or  not  they  were  mulched  wit 

pine  needles  or  artificially  shaded. 

The  18-month-old  seedlings  endured  withoi 
damage  August  temperatures  that  ran  as  hig 

as  119°  F.  six  inches  above  the  ground,  146 

at  the  mulch  surface,  and  128°  at  the  top  t 
the  bare  soil.  Fifty  percent  shade  reduced  ma? 
imum  temperatures  on  hot  summer  days  b 

10-20  degrees  and  evaporation  potential  b 
about  20  percent,  but  had  no  significant  effec 
on  soil  moisture. 

Except    after   prolonged    drought,    moistur 
levels  were  generally  higher  under  pine  needl 
mulch  than  under  bare  soil,  despite  slightl 
faster  moisture  depletion  rates  during  muc 
of  the  time.   The  better  moisture  supply  unde 

mulch  resulted  almost  entirely  from  superioij  ™n 
accretion,  due  probably  to  higher  surface  infi! 
tration  rates. 

nival 

Superior  growth  of  mulched  seedlings  ap 
peared  to  result  from  more  adequate  supplier  w 
of  available  moisture.    Mulch  did   not,   how 

ever,  reduce  net  soil  moisture  depletion.    If  i .  jfurr 
reduced  evaporation  from  the  soil  surface,  thi 
effect  was  obscured  by  other  moisture  losses*!  Plant! 

Jst1  th 
Rate  of  moisture  depletion  appeared  to  b 

related  to  size  of  seedlings  and  abundance  o 

available    moisture.     At    least    under    mulch  J  ' moisture  depletion  rates  appear  to  have  beei 
dominated  by  transpiration  from  the  seedlings 
rather  than  by  evaporation. 

In  another  study,  loblolly  pines  planted  ii 
furrows  survived  and  grew  better  than  seed 

lings  planted  in  sod,  probably  because  th< 
furrowing  had  reduced  the  number  of  plant 
that  were  competing  for  soil  moisture.  Mulch 

ing  the  seedlings  with  sawdust  was  not  helpful 
either  in  the  furrows  or  on  sod.  The  mulcl 

evidently  withheld  some  rain  from  the  soil 
particularly  during  the  latter  part  of  the  grow 
ing  season  when  the  rain  fell  mostly  in  ligh 
showers. 

More  information  about  these  studies  is  re' 
ported   by   Koshi    and    Stephenson    in   Fores 
Science,   June    1962,    pages    191-204,    and   bj 

loot  De 
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ransky   in   Tree   Planters'   Notes   53,   pages 
-24. 
DO 

MAR  MAY  JULY  SEPT 

SOD    a 
MULCH 

J   I   I   I   I  f 

st-year  surinval  of   loblolly  pines  on  variously 
•pared  sites  in  an  abandoned  field  in  Texas. 

pisking  or  furrowing  improved  first-year 
rvival  of  loblolly  and  shortleaf  pines  planted 
seeded  in  fields  and  woods  of  east  Texas, 

rvival  of  planted  trees  was  93  percent  in 
rrows,  89  percent  on  disked  plots,  and  81 
rcent  on  unprepared  sites.  Tree  percentages 
km  seed  were  better  in  disked  rows  (18) 

i  furrows  ( 15  )  than  on  unprepared  sites  (  8  ) . 

Planted  shortleaf  survived  better  (91  per- 

lt )  than  loblolly  (  84  percent ) ,  but  tree  per- 
lt  of  sown  shortleaf  ( 13 )  did  not  differ 

iatly  from  that  of  loblolly  (15).  For  both 
mting  and  seeding,  tree  survival  was  better 
the  woods  than  in  the  open  field.  This  study 
s  reported  by  Ferguson  and  Stransky  in 
uthern  Forestry  Notes  138. 

bt  Development'  of  Loblolly  Pine  Seedlings 

[n  east  Texas,  the  periodic  root  development 

■loblolly  pine  seedlings  was  studied  by  the 
?phen  F.  Austin  State  College  cooperatively 
ith  the  Southern  Forest  Experiment  Station. 

i;e-year-old  nursery-grown  seedlings  were 
inted  at  two-week  intervals  from  November 

I  to  March  22.  Subsequently,  randomly  se- 
ited  seedlings  from  all  planting  dates  were 

:avated  at  two-week  intervals  beginning 

i'vember  30  and  ending  June  14.  About  400 
ishly  excavated  root  systems  were  analyzed 
the  course  of  the  study. 

Lateral  roots  of  seedlings  planted  in  Novem- 
ber began  to  elongate  in  early  February.  As 

the  planting  season  progressed,  the  period  be- 
tween planting  and  start  of  elongation  gradu- 

ally decreased.  By  late  April  the  total  amount 
of  new  root  growth  per  seedling  was  directly 
related  to  the  number  of  days  since  planting. 

The  lateral  roots  were  the  earliest  to  begin 

growing — first,  those  close  to  the  surface,  and 
then  the  deeper  ones.  The  main  root  generally 
resumed  growth  last.  When  soil  moisture  was 
plentiful  all  roots  grew  faster  than  when  soil 
moisture  was  deficient.  It  was  concluded  that 

temperature  controlled  root  regeneration  and 
growth  from  November  to  February,  while 
from  March  to  June  soil  moisture  became  the 

most  important  factor. 

Because  pines  with  well-developed  roots 
have  the  best  chance  in  a  drought,  early  plant- 

ing is  advisable  where  late  spring  or  early 
summer  droughts  may  be  expected.  This  study 
was  reported  by  Bilan  in  Proceedings  of  the 
13th  Congress,  International  Union  of  Forest 
Research  Organizations,  part  2,  section  22. 

Planting  Pine  in  North  Mississippi 

Loblolly  pine  still  appears  to  be  the  best 
species  for  restocking  depleted  hardwood  stands 
on  dry  loessial  ridges  in  north  Mississippi. 
Where  released  it  has  survived  better  and  has 

outgrown  longleaf,  shortleaf,  slash,  and  Vir- 
ginia pines,  and  eastern  redcedar.  Even  though 

shortleaf  pine  is  native  to  this  area  its  slow 

growth,  intolerance,  and  susceptibility  to  tip- 
moth  damage  make  it  a  poor  choice  for  con- 

version planting.  Released  Virginia  pine  has 
been  repeatedly  attacked  by  tip  moths,  and  is 
very  scrubby  and  limby.  Both  longleaf  and 
slash  pine  have  had  poor  survival.  Released 
redcedar,  once  their  leaders  grew  beyond  the 
reach  of  deer,  have  done  well.  Heights  and 
survivals  of  the  various  species  at  age  10  years 

are  summarized  by  Williston  on  pages  5-7  of 

Tree  Planters'  Notes  54. 

When  planted  in  mixture,  southern  pines 
have  outgrown  sweetgum  by  at  least  3  to  1 
on  a  variety  of  upland  sites  in  north  Mississippi. 

Five-year  height  growth  has  averaged  11.3 
feet  for  loblolly  pine,  10.0  feet  for  slash  pine, 
7.9  feet  for  shortleaf  pine,  and  3.6  feet  for 

sweetgum.  Five-year  survival  percentages 
averaged  87  for  loblolly;  79  for  sweetgum;  51 
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for  shortleaf;  and  37  for  slash.  Burns  reports 
additional  details  in  Southern  Forestry  Notes 
141. 

Flooding  Harmful  to  Young  Pines 

Loblolly  and  shortleaf  pines  were  planted 
during  March  in  an  impoundment  area  in  north 

Mississippi.  Substantially  none  of  the  seed- 
lings were  in  areas  flooded  during  the  growing 

season,  but  many  were  inundated  for  some 
time  in  winter.  During  the  first  winter  after 
planting  all  shortleaf  pines  died  where  they 
were  submerged  for  3.5  months.  Loblolly  pines 
that  were  totally  submerged  for  1  month  and 
whose  roots  were  flooded  for  an  additional 

3  months  had  a  survival  of  79  percent  at  the 
start  of  the  second  growing  season.  After  3 
years,  seedlings  of  both  species  whose  roots 
have  been  under  water  during  most  of  each 

winter  are  only  half  to  three-fourths  as  tall 
as  unflooded  seedlings.  This  information  is 
reported  by  Williston  in  Southern  Forestry 
Notes  137. 

In  another  study,  one-year-old  loblolly  pines 
survived  32  days  of  submergence  in  the  dor- 

mant season  but  only  12  days  during  the 
growing  season.  Approximately  50  percent  of 
the  seedlings  survived  21  days  of  inundation 
during  the  growing  season,  but  one  month 
under  water  killed  almost  all  of  them.  The 

straight-line  regression  equation  calculated  for 
seedlings  submerged  in  May  was  Y  =  143.9 

—  4.35X  in  which  X  =  days  submerged  and 
Y  =  survival.  Williston  has  published  further 
details  of  this  study  in  the  Journal  of  Forestry, 
June  1962,  page  412. 

Other  Mississippi  Planting  Studies 

Several  other  studies  dealing  with  pine 
planting  in  north  Mississippi  are  described  in 
the  Watershed  Management  Research  section 
of  this  report. 

Direct-Seeding  Pine 

Direct-seeding  techniques  developed  at  Alex- 
andria, Louisiana,  for  longleaf,  loblolly,  and 

slash  pines  have  been  widely  applied  in  the 
past  10  years.  An  estimated  V2  million  acres 
has  been  seeded  so  far  in  the  South,  at  a 
saving  to  landowners  of  several  million  dollars 

over  the  cost  of  planting  nursery-grown  see  f lings. 
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Consistent  success  with  these  species  h 

not  only  caused  a  growing  number  of  Ian 

owners  to  direct-seed  each  year,  but  it  has  al: 
stimulated  trials  with  shortleaf,  sand,  Virgini  | 
and  white  pines.  These  trials  have  shown  th, 
repellents,  tools  for  sowing,  and  the  basic  prii 
ciples  of  direct  seeding  are  broadly  applicab 
to  all  southern  pine  species.  An  article  \\ 
Mann  in  the  Forest  Farmer  Manual  for  Marc 

1962,  pages  52-55,  summarizes  for  all  seve 
species  what  has  been  learned  about  procure 
ment  and  treatment  of  seed;  season,  rate,  an 

methods  of  sowing;  seedbed  preparation;  an 

appraisal  of  the  results.  This  same  article  w; 

reprinted  in  Forest  World,  August-Septembe 

1962,  pages  24-30,  32.  Current  knowledge  0 
where,  when,  and  how  to  direct-seed  shorties 
pine  in  the  Ozark  Mountains  of  Arkansas  : 
summarized  by  Maple  in  Proceedings  of  th 

Forestry  Short  Course,  University  of  Missour ■' 
October  1962,  pages  50-54. 

Many  of  the  tools  for  distributing  seed  havi.  ;i 
been  evaluated  at  Alexandria,  Louisiana.  The 

range  from  helicopters  and  other  aircraft  adar i!  ''ISP  1 

ted  for  large  tracts  to  inexpensive  hand  imple- 
ments that  will  facilitate  work  on  small  acre 

ages.  Their  suitability  for  operations  of  variou 
size  is  discussed  by  Mann  in  Forest  Farmei 

February  1962,  pages  13-16. 

Methods  for  direct-seeding  pines  by  spotting  1 
broadcasting,  and  row  seeding  in  various  sec 

tions  of  the  South  are  reviewed  by  Cassady  ii  j  lutt-S 

Forest  Farmer,  March  1962,  pages  7-8,  13-14 

Seeding  Versus  Planting 

On  suitable  sites,   furrow-seeding  promise.' 
satisfactory  loblolly  pine  stands  at  about  one  | 
half  the  cost  of  machine  planting.    This  indi 
cation  from  field  tests  in  eastern  Texas  wa 

reported  by  Ferguson  in  Texas  Forest  News  | 
January-February-March  1962,  page  5.    Seed 
ing  was  done  with  a  furrow  seeder  which  pre  | 
pares  the  seedbed,  drops  the  seed,  and  gentlj 
presses  it  into  the  soil.  Seedlings  were  plantec 

with  a  heavy-duty  tree  planter. 

The  average  cost  per  acre  for  successfullj  I 

establishing  two  direct-seeded  areas,  with  ovei 
524  seedlings  per  acre,  was  $7.01.   The  plantec  I 
areas,  with  762  seedlings  per  acre,  cost  $15.48 
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lie  principal  reasons  for  the  cost  difference 
?re: 

lAn  extra  man  was  required  to  operate  the 
planting  machine. 

Operational  speed  of  the  planter  was  only 
Itwo-thirds  that  of  the  seeder. 

The  cost  of  seed  was  far  less  than  the  cost 

of  seedlings  for  equivalent  areas. 

Further  research  with  the  equipment  of  this 
Sfidy  is  essential  to  determine  the  best  sowing 

rjtes  and  the  sites  on  which  the  seeder  can 
Cjerate  most  effectively. 

Siil  Cover  and  Direct  Seeding  on  Sandhills w 
In  three  years  of  sowing  on  west  Florida 

sindhills,  field  germination  has  been  greatly 

ipreased  by  covering  the  seed  with  soil.  Long- 
Lif  germinated  best  at  a  depth  of  0.5  inch  or 

Lbs,  and  slash  and  sand  pines  at  depths  be- 
tween 0.25  and  0.75  inch.  All  seeds  were 

t^ated  before  sowing  with  the  standard  Ara- 
sn-endrin-aluminum  powder  coating  to  repel 
k|rds  and  rodents. 

Surface-sown  seeds  germinate  poorly  be- 
cuse  the  extremely  sandy  soil  dries  rapidly 
Eid  often  crusts  over  after  rains.  Heavy  rains 

cjuse  some  washing  of  the  surface  soil  even  on 
=  ght  slopes,  thus  displacing  many  seeds.  De- 
tils  of  this  research  are  reported  by  Hodges 

Eld  Scheer  in  Tree  Planters'  Notes  54,  pages 

Irect-Seeding  Oaks  in  Tennessee 

Two  direct-seeding  studies,  one  with  white 
:k    and    the    other    with    northern    red    oak. 

yielded  variable  results  on  the  Cumberland 

Plateau.  Germinating  acorns  were  planted  two 

to  a  spot — the  white  oak  in  late  October  in  a 
recently  cutover  plateau  woods,  and  the  red 

oak  in  late  April  on  a  forested  "bench"  in  a 
north-facing  cove.  Half  the  spots  in  both 
studies  were  protected  through  the  spring  by 
wire-screen  cones. 

The  unprotected  white  oak  seedlings  were 
disturbed  little  by  predators,  and  establishment 
was  about  the  same  for  both  protected  and 
unprotected  spots.  During  the  second  winter, 
rabbits  clipped  16  percent  of  the  seedlings  but 
all  sprouted.  Two  years  after  the  seeding,  71 
percent  of  the  plots  were  stocked  and  average 
seedling  height  was  0.47  feet. 

Most  of  the  unprotected  red  oak  acorns  were 
soon  dug  up  and  eaten,  presumably  by  squirrels 

and  chipmunks.  When  the  screens  were  re- 
moved from  the  protected  spots,  predators 

promptly  pulled  up  about  %  of  the  newly 

uncovered  seedlings.  One-and-a-half  years 
after  seeding,  5  percent  of  the  never-protected 
spots  and  21  percent  of  the  initially  screened 
spots  were  stocked.  Average  heights  were  0.74 
feet  for  the  unprotected  seedlings  and  0.83 
feet  for  the  screened  seedlings. 

Differences  in  site,  time  of  seeding,  and  prob- 

ably in  rodent  populations  prevent  compari- 
sons between  the  two  studies.  Under  similar 

conditions  it  is  unlikely  that  red  oak  acorns  are 

preferred  to  white  oak  acorns  as  food  by  pred- 
ators. More  details  of  the  two  studies  are 

reported  by  Mignery  in  Southern  Forestry 
Notes  137. 
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Newly  germinated  white 
oak  (left)  and  the  same 
seedling  after  three  grow- 

ing seasons  on  the  Cumber- 
land Plateau  in  Tennessee. 

A  British  silviculturist  has 

observed  that  "patience  on 
the  part  of  those  who  grow 
oak  is  a  very  necessary  vir- 

tue." 
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Estimating  Seed  Quality 

A  formula  has  been  developed  for  combining 

speed  of  germination  and  total  germination  of 
pine  seed  samples  into  a  single  numerical  index 
called  the  Germination  Value.  Total  germina- 

tion is  represented  in  the  formula  by  Mean 

Daily  Germination,  which  equals  the  percent- 
age of  full  seeds  germinating  by  the  end  of 

the  test  divided  by  the  number  of  days  to  the 

end  of  the  test.  Speed  of  germination  is  ex- 
pressed as  Peak  Value,  which  is  the  maximum 

quotient   derived   from    daily    computation   of 

cumulative  germination 

number  of  days  since  start  of  test 

Mean  Daily  Germination  and  Peak  Value 
are  multiplied  to  give  the  Germination  Value: 
GV  =  MDG  X  PV. 

The  most  valuable  feature  of  this  formula 

is  the  expression  of  speed  and  totality  of  germ- 
ination, and  their  interaction,  as  a  single  nu- 
merical value.  This  not  only  simplifies  statis- 

tical analysis  of  germination  test  data,  but 

also  permits  comparison  of  seed  lots  or  treat- 
ments by  simple  inspection  of  the  Germination 

Value.  This  new  concept  of  evaluating  seed 
quality  is  described  more  fully  by  Czabator 

in  Forest  Science,  December  1962,  pages  386- 
396. 

Easy  Way  to  Sow  Cottonwood  Nursery  Beds 

Cottonwood  seed  has  always  been  difficult 

to  sow  on  nursery  beds.  The  Southern  Hard- 
woods Laboratory  has  developed  an  easy  meth- 

od which  is  an  adaptation  of  nature's  process. 
Mature  catkins  are  simply  hung  on  two  wires 
stretched  3  feet  apart  and  1  foot  above  the 

beds.    The  seed  falls  as  the  capsules  open. 

Gammage  and  Maisenhelder  describe  this 

method  on  pages  19  and  20  of  Tree  Planters' 
Notes  51,  April  1962. 

Plant  Succession  on  Cleared  Sandhills 

Plant  succession  following  clearing  by  heavy 
brush  cutters  was  studied  on  west  Florida 

sandhills.  Scrub  oaks  (Quercus  laevis  and  Q. 
incana)  and  wiregrass  (Aristida  stricta),  which 

normally  dominate  uncleared  areas,  were  prac- 
tically eliminated  by  the  site  treatment.  By 

the  end  of  the  fourth  year  after  clearing,  dog- 

fennel  (Eupatorium  compositifolium)  had  b>..r0;>; 
come    the    dominant    understory    plant,    ar ;  r 

planted  slash  pine  the  dominant  woody  plar  -,it 

Panicum  malacon  and  Leptoloma  cognatur-yiir 
grasses  which  are  fairly  inconspicuous  on  uuf^1 
cleared    sandhills,    were    the    most    abundai 

plants  the  first  year.    Other  herbaceous  plan  •'   " 
that  were  uncommonly   abundant  during  tl 
first  four  years  were  the  composites  Balduir 

angustifolia,  Erigeron  pussilus,  and  Aplopappi  I  '■'■-.■ divaricatus.    The  bluestem  grasses,  especial]- :• 
broomsedge    (Andropogon    virginicus),    wen:  — 
scarce  the  first  two  years,  but  increased  rapidl  i-  • 

thereafter.   At  the  end  of  four  years  the  blui ' ' ■'■  ■ 
stems,   along  with  dogfennel,   were  the  mo!i-"-e: 
conspicuous  plants  in  the  understory. 

Hardwood  regrowth  or  invasion  during  th 
first  four  years  of  succession  was  negligibli 
The  few  oak  sprouts  recorded  averaged  les 
than  knee  high,  and  apparently  gave  the  pint  ;v 
very  little  competition.  Further  informatio 
is  reported  by  Grelen  in  American  Midlan 

Naturalist,  January  1962,  pages  36-44. 

GENETICS 

Heritability  of  Brown-Spot  Resistance 

Wind-pollinated  seedlings  from  a  brown-spcij 
resistant  longleaf  pine  growing  in  centn  h 
Louisiana  have  demonstrated  a  high  level  ell 
resistance  to  the  disease. 

After  4  years  in  plantation,  survival  average 
93  percent,  with  little  difference  among  thre 
sites  of  varying  disease  hazard.  On  two  site 
of  moderate  hazard,  84  percent  of  the  survivor  I 

were  still  only  lightly  infected — i.e.,  had  les 
than  10  percent  of  their  foliage  killed — and  9 
percent  were  in  active  height  growth.  Infec 
tion  is  usually  at  a  peak  after  the  fourth  yeai 
and  the  normal  expectation  would  have  bee 

for  a  50-percent  loss  of  foliage. 

The  third  site  was  one  of  severe  exposur 
to  the  disease.  Here  the  resistant  seedling 

developed  considerably  more  infection  than  o 
the  other  two  sites,  but  they  still  retaine 
more  foliage  and  had  twice  as  many  survivor 
in  active  height  growth  as  did  nonresistan 
control  seedlings. 

Similar  evidence  of  resistance  was  observe 

among  controlled  crosses  having  the  resistan 
tree  as  the  male  parent.    Infection  rates  fo 
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21 dtrolled  crosses  with  four  different  female 

jl'ent  trees  averaged  16  percent  dead  needle 
fue,  while  wind-pollinated  seedlings  from 
5  same  mother  trees  had  42  percent  of  their 

iage  infected.  Selfed  progeny  of  the  resist- 
i  parent  also  displayed  a  high  degree  of 

Ejistance,  but  their  early  height  growth  was 
Iver  than  that  of  wind-pollinated  seedlings. 

ifhe  parent  tree  was  selected  from  a  heavily 
aected  nursery  bed  in  1937.  The  findings 
unmarized  here  indicate  genetic  control  of 

E  trait,  and  suggest  the  possibility  of  selec- 
h  for  resistant  strains  of  longleaf  pine, 
tther  details  were  reported  by  Derr  at  a 
:est  genetics  workshop  held  at  Macon, 
lorgia. 

Heritability  of  Specific  Gravity  and  Summerwood 
Percent  in  Slash  Pine 

That  modest  gains  in  the  specific  gravity  of 
slash  pine  wood  are  possible  through  selection 
and  breeding  is  the  conclusion  reached  in  a 

study  conducted  jointly  by  the  Southern  and 
Southeastern  Forest  Experiment  Stations. 
Heritability  of  specific  gravity  was  estimated 

at  0.21  from  14-year-old  wind-pollinated  pro- 
genies and  at  0.56  from  control-pollinated 

progenies  of  the  same  age.  In  a  progeny  test 

based  on  12-  to  14-year-old  clones  instead  of 
on  sexually  reproduced  material,  heritability 
was  estimated  at  0.73.  Summerwood  percent 

was  found  to  be  less  strongly  inherited,  heri- 
tability estimates  being  roughly  half  of  those 

found  for  specific  gravity. 

Is  resistance  to  brown-spot  needle  disease 
inherited?  The  6-year-old  longleaf  trees 
at  right  are  from  controlled  pollinations 
between  a  resistant  father  tree  and  a  non- 
resistant  mother  tree.  The  diseased  seed- 

lings in  the  row  at  left  are  wind-pollinated 
progeny  of  the  same  age  and  from  the  same 
mother  tree. 
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The  relation  of  specific  gravity  to  other  traits 

was  studied  with  data  from  a  group  of  25-year- 

old  planted  trees  and  a  group  of  20-  to  40-year- 
old  selections,  plus  the  progeny  and  clonal 

data.  The  between-tree  variation  in  specific 
gravity  was  inversely  related  to  d.b.h.  and 
directly  related  to  total  height,  i.e.,  tall,  slender 
trees  tended  to  have  higher  specific  gravities 
than  short,  stout  trees.  This  relation  was  weak 

to  moderately  strong  (multiple  correlation  co- 
efficients varied  from  0.22  to  0.58),  but  there 

were  indications  that  it  was  mainly  phenotypic 
in  nature  rather  than  genetic.  In  contrast  to 

the  common  assumption,  specific  gravity  was 

only  weakly  related  with  summerwood  per- 
cent, with  the  coefficients  of  correlation  vary- 

ing from  0.30  to  0.37. 

Further  details  are  reported  by  Squillace, 
Echols,  and  Dorman  in  TAPPI,  July  1962,  pages 
599-601. 

Influence  of  Nursery  Environment  on  Provenance 
Tests 

Data  collected  over  the  past  25  years  were 
reanalyzed  to  learn  whether  variations  in 

nursery  environment  might  affect  the  early 

performance  of  provenance-test  plantations. 
The  reanalysis  was  prompted  by  inconsistent 
results  with  loblolly  pine  stock  from  a  North 
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First-year  plantation  survivals  of  pine  seedlings 
grown  from  the  same  seed  lots  in  2  different  nurs- 
eries. 

Carolina  seed  source.    Two  extensive  studi 

indicated  that  the  North  Carolina  loblolly  w 

well  adapted  to  a  relatively  wide  variety   ij 
climates  and  sites.    In  a  third  large  prove  i 
ance  test,  however,  stock  from  the  same  sour 
failed  completely. 
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The  records  revealed  that  in  the  study 
which  the  stock  failed,  and  only  in  that  stud 
seedlings  from  the  various  sources  had  bet 

grown  under  varying  nursery  conditions.   Tl  i 

cause  of  the  failure,  therefore,  seemed  like     '; 
to  lie  in  the  nursery  environment  rather  tha    :..:. 
in  the  genetic  makeup  of  the  stock. 

Other  studies  bore  this  out.  Lots  of  lobloll 

and  slash  pine  stock,  and  especially  of  longle; 
pine  stock,  from  the  same  seed  sown  at  tl 

same  time,  differed  greatly  in  first-year  su: 
vival,  depending  upon  the  nursery  in  whic 
they  were  grown.  The  survivals  of  longle; 
lots  grown  from  the  same  seed  but  in  2  diffe: 
ent  nurseries  differed  by  more  than  40  percen     , 

In  another  study,  the  fourth-year  heights  c     ;; 
loblolly  pines  from  seed  of  one  general  geogn 
phic  source,  and  in  some  cases  from  a  singk 
lot  of  seed,  varied  significantly  not  only  froi 
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Mean  heights  of  loblolly  pines,  4  years  after  plant 
ing,  on  2  sites,  by  nurseries  and  locations  (L, 
within  nurseries.  Stocks  from  the  same  seed  an 
indicated  by  similar  shading  in  the  bars. 
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nrsery  to  nursery  in  which  the  stock  was 

jown,  but  even  from  location  to  location 
vithin  one  nursery. 

It  was  obvious  that  if  nursery  influences 
culd  significantly  affect  the  initial  survival 
ad  early  growth  of  genetically  identical 

«ocks,  they  might  either  exaggerate  or  mask 
^nations  in  survival  and  growth  among  genet- 
ially  unlike  stocks. 

These  findings  show  the  importance  of  de- 
igning provenance  tests  in  a  manner  to  factor 

ut  the  disturbing  effects  of  variations  in 
lirsery  environment.  Details  of  designs  that 
ull  do  so,  and  of  an  improved  technique  for 

aalyzing  early  survival  even  when  such  de- 
igns are  not  used,  were  presented  by  Wakeley 

i:  Proceedings  of  the  Macon  workshop  in  forest 
enetics. 

:>me  Pitfalls  in   Progeny  Testing 

Just  after  World  War  II  the  Southern  Sta- 

jon  began  to  test  a  widely  held  belief  that, 
bcause  of  genetic  differences,  longleaf  pine 

!,om  the  mountains  of  Alabama  is  capable  of 
i.arting  height  growth  earlier  than  longleaf 

•om  other  sources.  The  design  included  two 
leal  seed  sources  in  both  Alabama  and  Missis- 
ppi,  corresponding  planting  sites,  three  years 
f  seed  collection  and  three  of  planting,  and 

a^o  nurseries  for  growing  the  stock.  The  12 
Bparate  outplantings  contained  a  total  of 
4,400  trees. 

The  design  was  unusually  comprehensive, 
nd  the  study  yielded  information  not  only 
n  the  main  object  of  the  experiment  but  also 
n  three  subjects  discussed  by  Snyder  and 
dlen  at  the  Macon  workshop.  These  were  ( 1 ) 
n  instance  of  unrepresentative  sampling,  (2) 
n  assumption  that  the  effects  of  nursery 
nvironment  would  be  of  short  duration,  and 

3 )  the  limitations  of  replicating  by  years. 

The  10-year  measurements  appeared  to  indi- 
ate  that  the  Alabama  sources  were  superior 
o  the  Mississippi  sources  in  height  growth. 

Careful  evaluating  of  the  data  showed,  how- 
ver,  that  one  of  the  Mississippi  samples  was 

ion-representative,  probably  because  of  in- 
breeding. When  this  sample  was  excluded 

rom  the  analysis  the  Alabama  sources  were 

uperior  only  in  the  Alabama  mountain  plant- 

ings; in  Mississippi  plantings,  the  Mississippi 
source  outgrew  the  Alabama  source. 

Juvenile  growth  differences  resulting  from 
nursery  influences  are  sometimes  regarded  as 

inconsequential  because  they  supposedly  dis- 
appear within  a  few  years.  In  this  study  they 

have  not  disappeared.  At  10  years  the  majority 
of  differences  resulting  from  nursery  source 
are  fully  as  persistent  as  those  attributable  to 
genetic  seed  source. 

An  interaction  between  local  seed  source 

and  year  of  planting  was  very  significant  but 

investigation  showed  that  the  third-year  plant- 
ings, in  contrast  to  the  first-  and  second-year 

plantings,  had  become  rapidly  and  heavily  in- 
fected by  brown  spot.  Their  ten-year  heights, 

as  a  result,  were  much  less  than  in  the  first 

two.  Heights  in  the  first-  and  second-year 
plantings  were  highly  consistent.  It  appears, 

therefore,  that  where  height  growth  is  of  pri- 
mary interest,  it  is  better  to  replicate  test  loca- 
tions than  years  of  planting. 

How  to  Propagate  Plants  by  Air  Layering 

Air  layering,  a  method  for  inducing  roots 

on  a  plant  above  ground,  is  an  excellent  alter- 
native method  in  a  pine  propagation  program 

when  cuttings  are  difficult  to  graft  or  root. 
Originated  by  the  Chinese  many  years  ago, 

the  method  is  used  today  in  testing  and  multi- 

plying trees  in  forest  genetics  programs.  Cur- 
rent air-layering  techniques  for  pine  and  a 

variety  of  other  plants  are  described  by  Grigs- 
by  in  Forests  and  People,  Third  Quarter  1962, 

pages  22-23. 

Pine  Seedling  Growth  Under  Long  and  Short  Days 

Tree  growth  rate  is  determined  not  only  by 

the  tree's  environment  but  also  by  its  heredi- 
tary potential.  This  interaction  was  studied 

with  loblolly,  shortleaf,  and  longleaf  pine  seed- 
lings from  different  geographic  sources  under 

a  9.5-hour  photoperiod  (short  day)  and  a  15- 
hour  photoperiod  (long  day).  Loblolly  pine 
seedlings  from  southern  geographic  seed 
sources  made  more  height  growth  under  long 

or  short  days  than  seedlings  from  more  north- 
ern sources.  The  patterns  of  height  growth 

revealed  the  interaction  of  a  photoperiodic  con- 
trol process  and  a  seasonal  rhythmic  process. 

When  shortleaf  seedlings  were  grown  under 

short  days,  those  of  southerly  origin  became 
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tallest.  Under  long  days  seedlings  from  two 

sources  grew  taller  than  all  others  but  there 

was  no  correlation  with  the  latitudinal  distri- 

bution of  the  seed  sources.  Longleaf  pine  seed- 

lings grew  larger  under  long  days  than  under 

short,  but  showed  no  differences  attributable 

to  geographic  source.  Details  of  this  work, 
which  was  conducted  in  cooperation  with  the 
Southeastern  Forest  Experiment  Station,  are 

reported  by  Allen  and  McGregor  in  Silvae 

Genetica,  March-April  1962,  pages  43-45. 

Propagation  of  Loblolly  Pine  by  Cuttings 

A  program  of  forest  tree  improvement  i 

quires  rapid  propagation  of  superior  tree  stoi 
Grafting,  the  method  most  commonly  used,  r 
its  drawbacks.  Some  stocks  and  scions  are  ; 

compatible.  Furthermore,  superiority  due 

a  tree's  root  system  will  be  masked  when  t 
scion  is  grafted  to  the  rootstock  of  an  ordina 
tree.  Propagation  by  rooting  cuttings  avoi 
these  difficulties.  Loblolly  pine  has  been  i 
garded  as  very  difficult  to  root,  particular 
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These  cuttings,  made  from  6-  and  25-year-old  loblolly  trees,  were  rooted  in  a  greenhouse  in  20  to  25  weeks 
Temperature,  humidity,  and  moisture  were  closely  controlled. 
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cttings  from  older  trees,  but  success  can  be 
sbstantially  improved  by  proper  control  of 
tnperature  and  humidity  and  careful  handling 
□  cuttings. 

Cuttings  were  taken  from  6-  and  25-year-old 
tfees  in  November  and  December.  After  the 

rfedles  were  removed  for  a  distance  of  about 
t;ree  inches  from  the  clipped  end,  the  cuttings 
ffire  treated  with  0.8  percent  indolebutyric 
E:id  powder  and  placed  in  greenhouse  benches 

['led  with  a  mixture  of  perlite  and  sand.  The 
toting  medium  was  kept  at  78-80°  F.  with 
bating  cables.  Ambient  temperature  was 

taintained  at  75°  F.  High  humidity  was  main- 
lined with  mist  nozzles  operating  on  a  cycle 

i  45  seconds  per  minute  during  sunlight  hours. 

jrty-seven  percent  of  the  cuttings  from  25- 

year-old  trees  rooted  in  19  weeks;  52  percent 
of  the  cuttings  from  6-year-old  trees  rooted  in 
25  weeks.  More  details  are  given  by  Grigsby 
in  Proceedings,  Eleventh  Annual  Meeting, 

Plant  Propagators  Society,  pages  33-35. 

Institute  of  Forest  Genetics  Described 

An  illustrated  brochure  has  been  prepared 
to  describe  work  of  the  Institute  of  Forest 

Genetics  at  Gulfport,  Mississippi.  It  interprets 
the  research  program  in  terms  familiar  to  those 
with  a  general  interest  in  conservation  as  well 
as  to  the  geneticist  and  tree  breeder.  Copies 

may  be  obtained  from  the  Southern  Forest  Ex- 
periment Station  in  New  Orleans,  or  directly 

from  the  Institute. 
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Watershed  Management  Research 

Research  on  the  relation  of  forests  to  water 

jjblems  in  the  Midsouth  was  reorganized 
ider  four  projects  in  1962:  one  at  Harrison, 
id  three  at  Oxford.  The  projects  will  include 
iidies  already  underway,  but  new  work  will 
Id  at  more  concentrated  approaches  to  key 
nblems. 

At  Harrison  the  work  concerns  the  effects 
j  forests  and  their  condition  on  streamflow 

id  flooding  within  the  Ouachita-Ozark  High- 
ids.  Relations  of  soils  and  cover  to  water 

:)vement  and  storage  will  be  investigated, 
d  techniques  will  be  developed  for  managing 
itershed  lands  to  reduce  floods  and  increase 

;amflow  in  dry  seasons. 

The  three  projects  at  Oxford  are  on  Coastal 
ain  hydrology,  rehabilitation  of  eroded  sites, 
id  management   of   forests   on   eroded   soils. 

The  hydrology  project  concerns  effects  of 

rests  on  streamflow  and  groundwater  sup- 
ies — the  first  research  of  its  kind  by  the 
3rest  Service  in  the  Coastal  Plain,  where  in 

any  localities  the  growing  demands  for  water 
ready  exceed  the  supply.  To  identify  areas 
here  forest  cover  affects  streamflow  and 

'oundwater  most  directly,  project  scientists 
ill  study  the  soils  and  geology  of  the  Coastal 
lain,  and  the  processes  of  water  movement 

irough  underground  strata.  For  more  de- 
iled  knowledge  of  forest  effects  on  water, 
ley  will  measure  the  interception  of  rainfall 
7  tree  crowns,  the  effects  of  various  types  of 
•rest  floor  on  absorption  of  water  into  the 
ill,  and  the  use  of  water  by  forest  stands, 

rom  such  basic  information  they  will  formu- 
te  techniques  for  managing  forest  watersheds 
i  minimize  floods  and  to  increase  usable 
roundwater  and  streamflow. 

The  rehabilitation  project  continues  and  in- 
tensifies research  in  progress  on  the  erosion 

problems  so  prevalent  in  north  Mississippi  and 
west  Tennessee.  It  will  be  extended  to  other 
erosive  areas  in  the  Midsouth.  It  includes  basic 

studies  of  the  effects  of  plants  on  runoff  and 
erosion,  and  of  the  development  of  trees  and 
other  plants  on  refractory  sites.  Findings  will 
be  formulated  into  improved  revegetation 

methods,  including  possible  use  of  shrubs  and 

herbaceous  species  to  supplement  tree  plant- ing. 

The  project  on  management  of  eroded  lands 
also  continues  existing  studies.  It  deals  with 
the  limitations  that  erosive  sites  impose  on 
stand  management,  and  with  the  adaptation 
of  forest  management  systems  to  combine  site 
protection  with  wood  production.  This  project, 
in  which  the  Yazoo-Little  Tallahatchie  Water- 

shed Project  cooperates,  emphasizes  dissemin- 
ation of  specialized  management  information 

to  landowners  and  managers. 

WATERSHED  INFLUENCES 

Some  of  the  ways  in  which  stand  manage- 
ment and  timber  species  affect  absorption  and 

runoff  of  rainfall  are  reported  by  Thames  in 
the  Journal  of  Forestry,  August  1962,  page  565. 
The  effectiveness  of  various  pine  species 

planted  for  erosion  control  in  north  Mississippi 
was  evaluated  by  weighing  the  accumulated 
litter  when  the  trees  were  four  years  old. 

Loblolly  pines  had  grown  faster  and  produced 
more  litter  than  other  species  tested.  Virginia 

pine  excelled  shortleaf  and  sand  pine  in  both 

growth  and  litter  production.  Litter  was  close- 
ly correlated  with  height  growth;  loblolly 

strains  that  grew  fastest  accumulated  the  most 

litter.   Even  for  trees  of  the  same  height,  how- 

Its  heavy  litter  production  enables  loblolly  pine  to  stabilize  active  gullies. 
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ever,  there  was  more  litter  under  loblolly  than 
under  shortleaf. 

In  the  Ouachita  Mountains  of  Arkansas, 

cutting  a  pine  stand  back  to  seed  trees  and 

burning  the  site  for  seedbed  preparation  re- 
duced the  capacity  of  the  surface  soil  to  absorb 

rainfall  and  resist  erosion.  Soil  properties 

changed  little  the  first  year  after  burning,  but 

after  two  years  volume-weight  had  increased 

about  17  percent  on  burned  plots.  Soil  texture 

did  not  change,  but  water-stable  aggregates 
were  broken  down.  On  burned  plots  aggregates 

2  mm.  and  larger  were  reduced  about  1/3, 

while  the  proportion  of  particles  smaller  than 
0.1  mm.  was  doubled.  A  similar  but  smaller 

shift  on  unburned  plots  was  probably  due  to 
the  removal  of  the  timber.  Changes  in  average 
moisture  content  at  saturation  (44  percent)  or 

at  field  capacity  (26  percent)  were  insignifi- 
cant. Observations  will  be  continued  to  deter- 
mine how  soon  watershed  values  will  recover. 

Further  details  were  published  by  Bower  and 
Smith  in  Southern  Forestry  Notes  139. 

A  bulletin  comparing  soil-moisture  regimes 
under  trees,  litter,  and  bare  soil  was  published 

by  the  University  of  Missouri.  Transpiration 
from  trees  depleted  water  rapidly  from  the 
soil,  but  litter  layers  helped  conserve  it.  Losses 
from  soil  under  trees  with  a  litter  layer  were 
about  equal  to  those  from  bare  soil.  Depletion 
was  slowest  under  litter  where  no  trees  were 

present.  The  authors,  Lull  and  Fletcher,  based 

the  work  on  a  study  in  which  the  Station's 
Vicksburg  Research  Center  cooperated. 

SEEDLING  SURVIVAL  AND  GROWTH  ON 
ERODED  SITES 

Studies  in  north  Mississippi  during  1949-58 
showed  that  first-year  survival  is  a  good  indica- 

tor of  the  success  attained  in  establishing  lob- 
lolly pine.  First-,  second-,  and  third-year  sur- 
vival was  recorded  for  25,000  seedlings  in  47 

study  installations  on  eroded  sites  ranging  from 
hard  clay  subsoils  to  coarse  sands.  Drought 

was  the  leading  cause  of  first-year  mortality, 

Ten-year-old  pines  on  an  upland 
site  in  north  Mississippi.  Lob- 

lolly (right)  averages  31  feet 
tall,  shortleaf  15  feet. 

taking  its  heaviest  toll  on  sandy  soils.    Diff* 
ences  due  to  soils,  however,  were  limited 

the  first  year.    Absence  of  competing  vege  j 
tion  was  advantageous  during  dry  summe 

In  one  study,  first-year  survival  averaged 
percent  on  bare  parent  materials,  as  compar  jj 

with  40  percent  on  sandy  or  loessial  soils  -j 
abandoned    fields   with    a    broomsedge    covd 

The  findings,  as  reported  by  Ursic  in  Tr< 

Planters'  Notes  53,  suggest  that: 

Decisions   to   replant  or   to   accept   a 
stand  can  be  made  at  the  end  of  the 

first  growing  season. 

Treatments      to      improve      survival 
should    be    aimed    at    increasing    soil 
moisture    during    the    first    growing 
season. 

Loblolly  pine  from  four  localities  outgre' 
shortleaf,  Virginia,  and  sand  pine  in  a  5-yeE 
test  on  deep  sands  and  eroded  subsoils  of  nort 

Mississippi.  Loblolly  seedlings  from  see- 
sources  in  north  Georgia  and  Texas  survive 
better  and  grew  faster  than  those  from  south 
east  Arkansas;  they  are  preferable  for  erosior 
control  planting  aimed  at  quickly  stabilizin 
surface  soil.  More  details  are  given  by  Thame 

in  Tree  Planters'  Notes  55. 

Loblolly  pine  seedlings  that  break  dormanc; 
while  at  the  nursery  or  in  the  bale  may  stil 

be  good  planting  risks,  according  to  an  articL 

by  McClurkin  in  Tree  Planters'  Notes  51.  Afte: 
seedlings  were  planted,  frosts  in  late  Marcl , 
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lough  the  seedling  at  right  has  broken  dormancy, 
iiwill  survive  outplanting  as  well  as  the  dormant 
S'dling  at  left — even  if  spring  frosts  kill  the  new 
giwth. 

k.led  all  the  new  terminals  on  actively  grow- 
ls stock  and  left  many  seedlings  brown  and 

s:kly.  In  contrast,  those  outplanted  while 
sll  dormant  remained  green.  Most  injured 
sedlings  recovered  quickly,  however,  and  put 

c1.  new  growth.  Survival  among  the  15,600 
ranted  while  dormant  was  98  percent  on  July 

]j  Survival  among  8,400  nondormant  seedlings 
\as  97  percent. 

Another  study  in  north  Mississippi  showed 
tat  the  ability  of  loblolly  pine  seedlings  to 

f'rout  and  survive  after  being  browsed  in- 
teases  with  seedling  size  and  soil  moisture, 

'hen  tops  of  seedlings  were  clipped  off  to 
imulate  damage  from  rabbits,  55  percent  of 
lie  grade  I  seedlings  recovered  and  survived 
lie  first  growing  season,  as  compared  to  46 

»rcent  of  the  smaller  grade  III  seedlings.  Sur- 
val  averaged  22  percent  under  artificial 

•ought  and  46  percent  under  optimum  mois- 
ire.  Large  seedlings  usually  sprouted  in  the 
cils  of  primary  needles;  small  ones  in  needle 
scicles.  Seedlings  whose  foliage  was  limited 
i  sprouts  were  more  vulnerable  to  tip  moths 
lan  normal  seedlings.  The  study  is  described 

y  Thames  in  Tree  Planters'  Notes  55. 

MEASURING  WATERSHED  CONDITIONS 

A  mechanical  sampler  for  taking  cores  from 

'ozen  soil  is  described  by  Krumbach  in  Soil 
cience  Society  of  America  Proceedings, 

larch-April  1962,  page  209.  It  utilizes  a  2Vi 
orsepower  engine,  drive,  and  transmission 
lat  are  available  commercially.   An  extension 
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shaft  and  the  sample  tube  were  specially  made 
at  the  U.  S.  Army  Engineer  Waterways  Experi- 

ment Station,  Vicksburg,  Mississippi.  The 
sample  tube  is  of  rolled  stainless  steel;  its 
inside  diameter  is  1.87  inches  and  it  is  18  inches long. 

The  spinning  tube  melts  the  soil  enough  to 
permit  penetration  without  injury  to  the  core. 
So  long  as  the  soil  was  free  from  rocks,  the 
machine  performed  successfully  in  taking 
samples  from  woods,  pasture,  and  plowed  sites 
on  sandy  loam,  loam,  and  silt  loam  soils. 

An  inexpensive  gauge  to  measure  moderate 
losses  and  accumulations  of  soil  on  sloping 
forest  and  range  lands  is  described  by  Mesavage 
and  Smith  in  the  Journal  of  Soil  and  Water 
Conservation,  January-Februaiy  1962,  page  22. 
The  main  bar,  25.7  inches  long,  is  set  on  stakes 
that  have  been  permanently  driven  into  the 
ground  at  the  sampling  point.  The  bar  is  then 
oriented  to  a  fixed  reference  point  on  one  of 
the  stakes  and  leveled,  after  which  readings 
from  bar  height  to  ground  can  be  made  to  the 
nearest  0.01  inch. 

In  the  Ouachita  Mountains  of  Arkansas, 
undisturbed  soil  cores  were  taken  from  soils 

having  20  to  75  percent  rock  volume,  as  de- 
termined from  pit  faces.  Rock-free  soil  volume 

per  core  averaged  81  percent  with  a  minimum 

of  73  percent.  Volume-weight  and  pore-space 
sampling  errors  were  less  than  10  percent. 
Further  details  were  published  by  Smith  in 
the  Journal  of  Soil  and  Water  Conservation, 
March-April  1962,  page  71. 

Erosion  gauge  in  use.  Distance  from  reference  bar 
to  soil  surface  is  read  on  a  vernier. 
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Range  And  Wildlife  Habitat  Research 

FOREST  GRAZING  MANAGEMENT 

1  |The  Southern  Station's  research  in  forest 
gazing  management  was  set  up  as  a  separate 

ijfoject  in  1962,  with  headquarters  at  Alexan- 
(fia.  The  project  seeks  to  determine  relations 
forage  production  and  utilization  to  timber 

pes,  stand  conditions,  and  silvicultural  prac- 
:es  as  influenced  by  environment,  including 

ifils;   and   to   develop   improved   management 

stems   for   coordinating   production   of   live- 
ock  and  timber. 

Forest  grazing  can  be  profitable.  New  re- 
jilts  in  1962  demonstrated  that  a  practical 
ombination  of  supplemental  feeding,  herd 

lanagement,  and  controlled  grazing  can  pro- 
lice  more  than  $70  worth  of  calf  per  cow 

hnually  on  forest  range  in  central  Louisiana, 
•his  is  about  three  times  the  production  of  the 
verage  range  cow  in  the  area. 

\  Two  herds  grazing  native  range  yearlong 
eceived  different  but  adequate  supplemental 
eeds.  Each  cow  in  herd  A  was  supplied  560 
ounds  of  a  mixed  feed  containing  15  percent 

protein;  the  feeding  period  was  from  mid- July 
early  May.  Herd  B  cows  received  375  pounds 

f  cottonseed  cake — 41  percent  protein — from 
ovember  to  May.  Otherwise,  the  herds  were 

anaged  alike.  Calves  were  born  during  win- 
|er  and  were  marketed  in  early  August.  From 

956  through  1960  calf  crops  averaged  80  per- 
:ent  in  herd  A  and  83  percent  in  herd  B.  Wean- 
ng  weights  at  192  days  of  age  were  443  pounds 
n  herd  A  and  433  pounds  in  herd  B.  The 
bllowing  tabulation  shows  sale  price,  cost,  and 
eturn  per  calf: 

Sale  price 
Cost 

Return 

Herd  A  Herd  B 

$93.24  $90.10 
30.83  22.46 

$62.41  $67.64 

Both  herds  made  a  good  profit,  but  cows  fed 
cottonseed  cake  (herd  B)  had  the  highest  return 

because  of  lower  costs  for  supplemental  feed- 
ing. The  costs  as  listed  include  concentrates, 

hay,  minerals,  insecticides,  veterinary  supplies, 

and  grazing  fees.  The  returns  provide  a  sub- 
stantial profit  after  deductions  for  labor  and 

interest.  Further  details  are  reported  by  Duvall 
and  Whitaker  in  Forests  and  People,  Third 

Quarter  1962,  pages  24-25,  42,  44,  46. 

Other  research  in  central  Louisiana  has 

shown  that  careful  manipulation  of  grazing 
and  burning  can  increase  grass  production  on 

slender-bluestem  ranges.  The  object  is  to  pre- 
vent heavy  accumulations  of  grass  litter  that 

MODERATELY    GRAZED 
0HEAVILY    GRAZED 

1952      1953       1954      1955     1956       1957      1958      1959 

Proportion  of  herbage  utilized  by  cattle. 

The  capacity  of  forest  lands  to  support 
cattle  and  deer  can  be  determined  by 
sampling  the  forage. 



Under  good  management,  forest  range  herds  can 
yield  heavy  calves  of  high  slaughter  grade.  Calves 
like  these  (photographed  in  mid-June)  averaged 
433  pounds  when  weaned  in  August. 

hamper  new  growth.   Moderate  to  heavy  graz- 
ing or  periodic  burning  accomplishes  this. 

Range  paddocks  of  one-third  acre  each  were 
grazed  for  8  years  at  three  intensities — heavy, 
moderate,  and  no  grazing.  Cows  were  in  mod- 

erately grazed  paddocks  intermittently  for  a- 
bout  15  animal-days  during  a  130-day  grazing 
season  in  spring  and  summer.  For  heavy  graz- 

ing the  number  of  animal-days  was  doubled. 
Brush  was  not  abundant. 

Cattle  removed  47  percent  of  the  total  grass 

from  moderately  grazed  range;  average  intake 
was  34  pounds  per  animal  per  day.  On  heavily 
grazed  range,  cows  removed  67  percent  of  the 
grass  and  were  forced  to  eat  less  palatable 
vegetation;  consumption  was  only  27  pounds 
of  grass  per  day. 

When  the  study  started  in  1952,  all  range 
units  were  averaging  2,800  pounds  of  forage 

(air-dry)  per  acre  annually.  During  the  en- 
suing years,  production  declined  on  ungrazed 

range  and  increased  on  grazed  range.  Yields 

were  significantly  higher  under  the  heavy 
grazing  than  under  the  moderate.  Burning 
during  the  late  winter  and  early  spring  of  1955 

substantially  increased  grass  growth  on  un- 
grazed range,  but  not  on  grazed. 

&  4,000- 

(i  3,000 

2,000- 

UNGRAZED 
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Accumulation   of  herbaceous   litter  on  uJ 
burned  range  was  directly  related  to  grazi: 
intensity:    ungrazed   range  had   5,300   poun 

per  acre,  moderately  grazed  2,340,  and  heavi  \ 
grazed    1,240    pounds.     On   burned    paddocl    ; 
litter  averaged  3,190  pounds  per  acre  on  uiiU! 

grazed  range  and  1,690  pounds  under  modera^a 

grazing.    These  values  are  for  the  first  ye<>Henncl 
after  the  fires;  litter  did  not  regain  preburnir 

levels  for  3  growing  seasons.  j  m 

Although  heavy  utilization  increased  herl 

age  production  during  the  period  of  this  stud; 
moderate  grazing  is  preferable.  Heavy  grazin 

is  likely  to  damage  tree  seedlings  and  caus 
undesirable  changes  in  composition  of  th 

forage.  It  may  also  impair  soil  condition: 
Ranges  that  have  been  ungrazed  for  seven 
years  should  be  burned  before  they  are  stocke 
with  cattle.  On  lightly  grazed  ranges,  burnin 

on  a  3-  to  4-year  cycle  may  improve  productior 
Burning  does  not  appear  to  aid  herbage  pro 
duction  on  moderately  or  heavily  grazed  slen 
der-bluestem  ranges. 

era!  ir 

Further  details  are  given  by  Duvall  in  th< 
Journal  of  Range  Management,  January  1962 
,.1C  store 

pages  14-16. 

FOREST  GAME  HABITAT  MANAGEMENT       Deer 

l  wood  i Southern   forests  can  be  made   to   produce 

huntable  populations  of  game  along  with  mer-  ,  . 
chantable  quantities  of  timber.  Currently, 

more  than  a  half-million  deer,  150  thousand*;  ™ 
turkeys,  and  untold  numbers  of  quail  and 

squirrels  inhabit  the  Midsouth's  108  million 
acres  of  commercial  forest.  This  land  can  sup- 

port many  times  the  existing  populations  if 

game  numbers  and  habitat  are  skillfully  bal- 
anced. The  degree  to  which  the  desires  of 

both  hunter  and  timber  grower  are  satisfied 

will  depend  on  how  well  these  lands  are  man- 

aged.  With  too  little  game,  sportsmen  are  dis- 

piants 

Iiirei 

MODERATELY    GRAZED 

1952     '53      '54      '55      '56      '57       '58     '59 
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Grass  production  under  three  grazing  intensities. 
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jrntled  and  much  game  food  goes  to  waste, 

filiations  that  are  too  high  inevitably  over- 
is  plants,  suffer  from  undernourishment,  and 
laiiage  young  trees  heavily. 

he  purpose  of  wildlife  habitat  research  at 
h  Southern  Station  is  to  develop  sound, 
cmtific  guidelines  for  managing  game  and 
irlber  in  combination.  To  achieve  this  purpose 
hi  Station  reorganized  and  strengthened  its 
irgrarn  of  habitat  research  in  1962.  The  major 
n  allation,  and  project  headquarters,  are  at 

tfcogdoches,  Texas.  Work  there  will  be  sup- 
ilnented  with  studies  already  under  way  at 
Ihrison  and  Alexandria,  and  planned  for 
Stneville.  The  present  research  is  mainly 
iccerned  with  deer,  squirrel,  turkey,  and 
[itil  in  their  habitat.  It  is  in  cooperation  with 

I  U.  S.  Bureau  of  Sport  Fisheries  and  Wild- 
I,  State  game  and  fish  departments,  State 
ideational  and  research  institutions,  private 
aanizations  and  foundations,  and  commercial 
cest  landowners. 

The  cooperative  investigations  aim  to  answer 
eeral  important  questions: 

Wildlife  habitat-timber  relations:    How 

Is  forage  affected  by  kind  and  amount  of 
ree  overstory,  and  to  what  extent  do 

jame-food  plants  compete  with  timber? 

Deer  carrying  capacity  of  pine-hard- 
,vood  forest:  How  many  deer  can  a  forest 
irea  support  without  serious  curtailment 
bf  timber  production  and  other  uses? 

i    Ecology    and    growth    requirements    of 

game  food  plants:  Where  do  game-food 
plants  grow  best,  and  what  are  their  re- 

quirements for  moisture  and  light? 

Seasonal    food    requirements    of    game: 
How  much,  and  what  kind  of  food  do  deer, 

squirrel,  turkey,  and  quail  need  to  thrive 
and  reproduce? 

Nutritional  values  of  game  food  plants: 
How  are  protein  and  mineral  content  of 
plants  influenced  by  timber  overstory, 
prescribed  burning,  degree  of  browsing, 
and  site? 

Forage  plant  measurements:  What  is 
the  most  efficient  and  practical  way  of 

sampling  yield,  utilization,  distribution, 
and  composition  of  forage? 

These  problems  and  suggested  approaches 
for  solving  them  are  further  described  in  a 
booklet  issued  by  the  Southern  Station  under 

the  title  "More  Game,  and  Timber  Too!"  and 
in  an  article  by  Halls  in  the  September  issue 

of  Forest  Farmer,  pages  6-7  and  14-17. 

A  major  cooperative  deer  study  has  been  in 
progress  for  two  years  in  central  Louisiana, 
where  three  160-acre  enclosures  have  been 
stocked  with  known  numbers  of  female  deer. 

The  object  is  to  find  the  carrying  capacity  of 

well-stocked  loblolly-shortleaf  pine  timber 
stands.  Each  cooperating  agency  is  responsible 
for  a  specific  phase  of  research.  The  Southern 
Station  will  find  what  happens  to  timber  and 

forage;  the  Louisiana  Wild  Life  and  Fisheries 
Commission  will  protect  and  study  the  deer; 
the  Kisatchie  National  Forest  will  manage  the 

stand  for  timber;  and  the  U.  S.  Soil  Conserva- 
tion Service  has  prepared  a  detailed  soil  survey. 

The  project  was  described  by  Blair  and  Brunett 

in  the  February  1962  issue  of  Louisiana  Con- 
servationist, pages  18-19. 

w  many  acres  of  forest  does 
leer  need? 
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Forest  Insects 

Forest  insect  research  at  the  Southern  Sta- 

n  is  now  organized  under  three  projects. 

Work  on  pine  insects  was  strengthened  dur- 

]*  1962  and  set  up  as  a  distinct  project  with 
ladquarters  at  Alexandria.  Because  of  their 

sat  economic  importance  throughout  the 
uth,  pine  bark  beetles  will  be  given  high 

iority.  Insects  attacking  hardwoods,  especi- 
y  those  that  cause  defects  in  wood,  are  being 
idied  at  the  Southern  Hardwoods  Laboratory 
Stoneville.  Research  on  termites  and  other 

jects  that  damage  wood  in  use  is  continuing 
Gulfport.   In  all  three  of  these  projects  there 
close  coordination  with  the  Southeastern 

•rest  Experiment  Station  and  other  research 
ganizations. 

A  means  of  improving  interagency  coordina- 
>n,  and  a  testimonial  to  the  increasing  interest 
research  on  forest  pests,  was  the  recent 

ganization  of  the  Southern  Forest  Disease 

d  Insect  Research  Council.  The  group,  now 

onsored  by  the  Southern  Pulpwood  Conser- 
tion  Association,  actively  supports  research 
southern  universities,  encourages  training 
scientists,  and  helps  to  coordinate  work  done 
various  agencies.  The  Southern  Station  is 

presented  in  the  Council  and  its  technical 

mmittees,  and  will  benefit  by  exchange  of 
formation  and  opinions  concerning  needed 
yestigations. 

In  recognition  of  their  accomplishments  in 

otecting  wood  in  use  from  insect  attack,  per- 
nnel  of  the  Gulfport  project  were  presented 

3  Superior  Service  Award  of  the  U.  S.  Depart- 
snt  of  Agriculture. 

INSECTS  AFFECTING  PINE  TREES 

Southern  Pine  Beetle  on  Rampage  in  Texas 

An  explosive  outbreak  of  the  southern  pine 
beetle  in  east  Texas  seriously  threatened  the 

State's  timber  industry  during  the  first  half 
of  1962.  Spot  infestations  distributed  over  an 

area  of  about  600,000  acres  in  January  1962 
produced  tremendous  numbers  of  beetles  dur- 

ing an  unseasonably  warm  period  in  mid- 
February.  By  late  April  the  zone  of  infestation 
had  increased  to  two  million  acres,  and  by  the 
end  of  June  it  had  expanded  to  four  million 
acres  in  spite  of  strenuous  direct  control  work 
by  the  timber  owners.  The  number  of  beetles 
emerging  from  each  infested  tree  averaged  2 
or  3  times  as  great  as  the  number  that  had 
attacked  it.  In  some  areas  the  rate  of  increase 
was  much  higher. 

Three  complete  generations  of  the  beetle 
matured  by  June  30.  Many  spot  infestations 
enlarged  to  well  over  1,000  acres  on  which 
nearly  every  tree  was  dead  or  dying.  In  other 
instances,  the  emerging  beetles  left  the  area 
where  they  had  developed  and  flew  several 
miles  before  attacking  new  trees. 

The  situation  began  to  change  when  ex- 
tremely hot,  dry  weather  in  July  and  August 

caused  the  bark  tissues  on  infested  trees  to 

dry  very  rapidly.  Beetle  larvae  remained  close 
to  the  inner  bark  surface  instead  of  mining 
outward  in  the  phloem,  and  larval  mines  were 
unusually  long.  The  high  temperatures  and 
dry  bark  tissues  killed  large  numbers  of  larvae, 

pupae,  and  young  adults.  Several  species  of 
predaceous  mites  increased  spectacularly,  and 

Southern    pine    beetles;    callow    adults    in    pupal    cells. 



Clerid  beetles,  in  both  larval  and  adult  forms,  are 
important  natural  enemies  of  the  southern  pine 
beetle.  This  is  a  clerid  larva  in  its  pupal  cell;  it  is 
enlarged  7  times. 

insect  parasites  and  predators  also  became  very- 
abundant.  Ips  engraver  beetles  and  several 
species  of  wood  borers  invaded  the  infested 
trees  in  large  numbers  and  competed  for  food 
and  space  much  more  than  they  had  earlier 
in  the  season. 

This  combination  of  physical  and  biological 
forces,  plus  an  aggressive  control  program  by 
the  timber  owners,  caused  a  rapid  decrease  in 
the  number  of  new  infestations  during  the  late 
summer  and  fall.  Only  a  few  widely  dispersed 
infested  trees  were  present  by  the  end  of 
December.  Most  of  these  can  be  treated  by 
control  crews.  It  is  inevitable,  however,  that 
some  will  be  missed.  Late  fall  examinations 
of  such  trees  showed  that  there  was  a  marked 
decrease  in  the  abundance  of  mites  and  other 

natural  enemies  as  the  weather  became  cooler, 
thus  allowing  broods  of  the  southern  pine 
beetle  to  develop  with  little  loss.   Fortunately, 

woodpeckers  have  been  very  active  in  destr  i- 
ing  some  of  these  overwintering  broods.  Obs  ;• 
vations  will  be  continued  throughout  the  c  .- 

break  area  to  provide  information  as  to  whet]  .;• 
the  surviving  beetle  population  threatens  i 
cause  excessive  losses  in  1963. 

Winter   temperatures   not   cold   enough.--, 
rarely,  if  ever,  gets  cold  enough  to  kill  if: 

southern    pine    beetle    in    southeast    Tex;.; 

Though  the  winter  of  1961-62  was  one  of  1| 
most  severe  for  the  century  in  this  area,  ten : 

eratures  did  not  drop  below  5°  F.    This  vJ; 
not  low  enough  to  affect  brood  survival  n 
terially.  Brood  maturation  was  retarded  slig 
ly,  but  with  each  warm  period  the  larvae 

sumed    development.     Probably    a    protract ' 

spell  of  subzero  weather  would  be  needed  i ' 
a  complete  kill — especially  of  the  egg  sta: ' 
which  is  the  most  resistant. 

Mites  prove  important  enemies  of  the  sow 

em  pine  beetle. — Of  the  mites  that  develop  i 
in  bark-beetle-infested  trees  in  Texas,  soi 
were  found  to  be  acting  only  as  scavenge 

feeding  upon  fungi,  and  some  were  predaceo 
on  other  mites,  but  at  least  three  species  help 

to  reduce  the  number  of  southern  pine  beethlj 

Most  adult  beetles  that  were  ready  to  emer  J 
from  infested  trees  had  a  few  to  more  than  11 

hundred  uropodid  mites  externally  attached  j 
them.   This  mite  apparently  is  not  predaceo  J 
but  uses  the  beetle  as  a  means  of  conveyan  jj 

from  one  tree  to  another.  Many  beetles  becar  ] 
so  heavily  laden  that  they  were  unable  to  f 
or  to  remain  upright  when  placed  in  a  standii 

position.  If  only  a  few  mites  were  present  th<  j 
tended  to  cluster  about  the  genital  opening  j 
either  sex  of  the  beetle  and  perhaps  interfen 

with  mating  or  oviposition. 

Many  eggs,  larvae,  and  pupae  of  the  beet 
were  destroyed  by  nymphs  and  adults  of  i  l 

acarid  mite  of  the  genus  Thyreophagus.  Tl ; 
white,  soft-bodied  adults  moved  slowly  aboil 
the  beetle  tunnels,  mating  and  laying  egg  j 

They  fed  voraciously  upon  their  prey,  enterir  j 
the  body  and  ultimately  devouring  all  but  tH 

head  capsule  or  other  sclerotized  parts.  Whej 
normal  larvae  and  pupae  were  placed  ne;  ] 
mites  in  small  containers,  they  were  destroyt  | 
within  24  hours. 

Species  closely  related  to  this  mite  normal! 
feed  upon  fungi  and  are  not  believed  to  t 
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37 ipredaceous.  They  can,  however,  be  induced 
Ito  attack  soft-bodied  insects  that  have  had 
itheir  body  walls  punctured.  The  extremely 
idelicate  body  covering  of  the  immature  stages 
of  the  pine  beetle  probably  does  not  resist  mite 

penetration.  In  addition,  mites  feeding  on  sec- 
ondary fungi  in  boring  dust  around  the  insect 

may  accidentally  puncture  the  covering  and 
gain  entrance  to  the  body. 

The  most  interesting  mite  under  study  is  a 

pyemotid,  probably  of  the  genus  Pediculoides. 
The  whitish  males  and  females  are  sexually 

mature  at  birth.  The  female,  which  is  fertil- 
ized immediately  after  birth,  seeks  a  beetle 

larva  and  pierces  it  with  its  mouthparts.  As 

it  feeds,  its  abdomen  becomes  enormously  dis- 
tended and  the  eggs  develop  and  hatch  within 

the  swollen  bag.  When  the  young  mites  are 

born,  the  males  cluster  about  the  genital  open- 
ing of  the  mother  mite  and  fertilize  the  females 

|as  they  emerge.   The  parent  female  gives  birth 

to  more  than  a  hundred  mites,  after  which  her 

body  collapses  and  disintegrates.  The  en  Lire 
life  cycle  appears  to  be  completed  within  a  few 
days. 

Pyemotid  and  acarid  mites  cultured  in  the 
laboratory  feed  freely  on  immature  stages  of 
Ips  avulsus  as  well  as  the  southern  pine  beetle. 
Adults  of  both  insects  may  harbor  the  same 
species  of  uropodid  mite. 

Control  of  the  Black  Turpentine  Beetle  in  Naval 
Stores  Stands 

A  1.0  percent  solution  of  gamma  isomer 
BHC  in  diesel  oil,  when  thoroughly  sprayed 

on  pines  infested  with  the  black  turpentine 
beetle,  destroys  broods  and  prevents  further 
attack  for  several  months.  However,  naval 

stores  operators  in  Louisiana  have  reported 
that,  when  this  formulation  is  applied  to  faced 

longleaf  pines,  gum  production  is  reduced  by 

about  50  percent  for  a  month  or  more.   Conse- 

Two  uropodid  mites  that  have  attached  themselves 
to  a  southern  pine  beetle  for  transportation. 

Characteristic    egg     tunnel    (above)     and 
pupal  cells  oj  the  black  turpentine  beetle. 

5-    "V 

- 
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quently,  some  operators  have  been  reluctant 
to  use  this  method  of  control. 

Several  spray  formulations  were  tried  in 
1962  to  learn  whether  it  is  the  BHC  or  the 

diesel  oil  that  affects  gum  flow.  Results  sug- 
gest that  the  BHC  is  carried  into  living  tissue 

by  the  oil.  Oil  alone  did  not  cause  much  reduc- 
tion in  gum  flow. 

When  turpentine  was  used  as  the  carrier  for 
BHC,  there  was  no  appreciable  reduction  in 

gum  flow,  but  the  turpentine  attracted  the 
insect.  Twenty  percent  of  the  sprayed  trees 
became  infested.  There  were  no  attacks  on 

nearby  unsprayed  trees  or  trees  sprayed  with 
other  formulations  of  BHC. 

Although  not  helpful  in  controlling  the 
beetles  in  naval  stores  trees,  this  finding  may 

point  to  a  better  spray  for  use  in  stands  that 

are  being  logged.  A  BHC-turpentine  formula- 
tion applied  to  fresh  stumps  may  attract  and 

kill  beetles,  thus  reducing  the  number  of  at- 
tacks on  trees  left  for  growth.  This  possibility 

will  be  explored  in  1963.  Further  work  is  also 
planned  on  the  naval  stores  problem. 

Town  Ants  Can  Be  Reared  in  the  Laboratory 

With  nests  deep  in  the  ground,  the  Texas 

leaf-cutting  ant  or  town  ant,  Atta  texana,  has 
defied  detailed  biological  studies.  Now,  after 

several  years  of  effort,  three  laboratory  col- 
onies are  established  at  Alexandria,  thus  pro- 

viding a  means  for  close  observation  of  their 
behavior.  Ants  and  the  fungus  they  culture  are 
in  transparent  plastic  canisters  connected  with 
plastic  tubes  that  serve  as  galleries.  Two 

colonies  have  queens,  while  the  other  is  func- 
tioning without  a  queen.  The  ants  readily 

forage  leaves  placed  outside  the  canisters.  In 
one  nest  the  fungus  garden,  which  was  the 

size  of  a  baseball  when  the  colony  was  brought 

from  the  field,  now  fills  four  1-gallon  canisters; 
the  ant  population  has  more  than  doubled. 

Though  the  oldest  colony  has  been  in  the 

laboratory  only  18  months,  it  has  yielded  valu- 
able information.  For  the  first  time,  research- 

ers have  been  able  to  watch  queens  laying 
eggs,  workers  cutting  and  cleaning  leaves  prior 

to  placing  them  on  the  gardens,  and  the  pains- 
taking care  of  the  fungus  by  tiny  workers. 

Future  observations   should   give   information 

This   fungus   garden   was   constriLcted    in   a   plast 
canister  by  a  laboratory  colony  of  town  ants. 

on  the  longevity  of  workers  and  queens,  thh 
production  of  larvae  of  sexual  forms,  the  effect 

of  poisonous  baits  and  of  forage  materic; 
treated  with  fungicides,  and  many  problem 
surrounding  colony  behavior. 

Other  progress  in  research  on  the  town  an 
was  reported  by  Moser  in  Forests  and  People 

Fourth  Quarter  1962,  pages  12-13,  40-41. 

INSECTS  AFFECTING  WOOD  PRODUCTS 

Fungus  Causes  Mortality  of  Termites 

Termite  infestations  in  buildings  sometime; 

disappear  for  no  readily  apparent  reason.  Dis 
eases  have  been  suspected  but  no  proof  of  thei: 
presence  has  been  available.  Recent  examina 
tion  of  dying  laboratory  colonies  of  subterran 
ean  termites  revealed  that  the  dead  insect: 

were  completely  covered  with  a  sporulatinj 
fungus.  This  fungus  was  isolated,  grown  ir 
pure  culture,  and  identified  as  Aspergillw 
flavus  Link.  As  far  as  is  known,  this  is  th( 

first  report  of  A.  flavus  associated  with  ter- 
mites, although  the  fungus  is  known  to  affecl 

other  insects  such  as  the  honeybee  and  Euro- 
pean corn  borer. 

Healthy  workers  were  placed  in  petri  dishes 
containing  cultures  of  the  fungus.  Later,  the 

spore-covered  termites  were  transferred  tc 
dishes  containing  sterile  sand.   Abnormal  mor- 
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;ality  was   observed   in   the   termites   contam- 
nated  by  the  fungus. 

It  thus  appears  that  Aspergillus  flavus  is 
ntectious  for  the  subterranean  termite.  This 

joes  not  prove  that  the  fungus  is  responsible 

"or  the  occasional  disappearance  of  natural 
:olomes,  but  it  does  suggest  such  a  possibility. 
^  brief  note  on  this  study  was  published  by 
Beal  and  Kais  in  Journal  of  Insect  Pathology, 

December  1962,  pages  488-489. 

Termite  covered  with  the  fungus  Aspergillus  flavus 
Link. 

Treatment  of  gravel  fill  beneath  concrete 

slabs  is  effective. — Builders  and  pest  control 
operators  can  now  feel  reasonably  sure  that 
chemicals  applied  to  fill  ( such  as  washed 
gravel )  beneath  concrete  slabs  will  provide 
protection  against  termites.  In  field  tests  near 
Gulfport,   Mississippi,   an   emulsion  of  one   of 

the  currently  recommended  insecticides  was 

applied  on  top  of  a  4-inch  layer  of  washed 
gravel  instead  of  to  the  soil  beneath  the  fill. 

After  5  years  termites  have  failed  to  tube  up 
through  the  treated  gravel  although  they  read- 

ily did  so  through  untreated  gravel.  This  find- 
ing will  facilitate  the  scheduling  of  pretreat- 

ment  operations,  since  the  chemical  can  be 
applied  either  before  or  after  the  fill  material 
is  put  in  place. 

Laboratory  studies  of  termites  not  always 
reliable. — Soil  treatment  with  insecticides  to 

prevent  termite  damage  in  buildings  is  an  ac- 
cepted and  proven  practice.  Studies  are  being 

made  to  learn  more  about  the  mode  of  action 

of  insecticides  used  for  this  purpose.  Soil 
treated  in  standard  ways  was  placed  in  closed 
containers  with  large  numbers  of  termites. 
Even  though  the  chemicals  were  used  at  rates 
that  have  proved  effective  for  practical  use, 
the  termites  penetrated  the  soil  within  a  few 

days.  If  population  pressure  is  great,  termites 
apparently  can  gradually  extend  their  tunnels 
or  runways  through  treated  soil,  even  though 
many  individuals  may  perish  in  the  process. 
This  may  explain  the  occasional  failure  of  soil 

treatment  under  buildings.  Fortunately,  col- 
onies under  natural  conditions  can  find  other 

sources  of  food  and  seldom  penetrate  treated 
soil  to  reach  wood  in  buildings. 

The  study  was  also  of  value  as  a  demonstra- 
tion that  results  of  laboratory  experiments 

with  termites  should  be  verified  by  field  tests. 

Dieldr in-treated  glue  line  ineffective  in  pro- 

tecting plywood  from  subterranean  termites. — 
Subterranean  and  drywood  termites  often  at- 

tack plywood  used  in  buildings.  Plywood  man- 
ufacturers have  suggested  that  addition  of  an 

insecticide  to  the  glue  used  in  plywood  might 

prevent  such  damage.  Red  and  white  oak  ply- 
wood flooring,  in  which  dieldrin  was  added  to 

the  glue  at  rates  of  0.25,  0.5,  and  1.0  percent 
of  the  weight  of  solids  in  the  glue,  was  exposed 

to  subterranean  termites  After  8  months'  ex- 
posure, treated  and  untreated  samples  were 

heavily  damaged. 

Continuous  Water  Spray  Ineffective  in  Preventing 
Ambrosia  Beetle  Attack  in  Gum  Logs 

Reports  by  research  workers  in  private  in- 
dustry   indicate    that    pine    pulpwood    is    safe 
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from  insects  if  stored  under  a  continuous  water 

spray. 

Similar  studies  were  made  with  sweetgum 

logs,  but  the  spray  of  water  failed  to  prevent 
attack  by  ambrosia  beetles.  After  six  months, 
there  was  an  average  of  16  beetle  holes  per 
square  foot  in  samples  continuously  sprayed 

with  water  and  19  holes  per  square  foot  ,i 

untreated  samples.  Logs  treated  with  0.5  p  I- 
cent  gamma  BHC  in  No.  2  fuel  oil  had  a 

average  of  only  0.2  hole  per  square  foot,  sho- 
ing  that  this  is  still  the  most  effective  way  f 

preventing  ambrosia  beetle  damage  to  ha  ■ 
wood  logs. 

Continuous  water  spray  will  pi  I 
vent  insect  damage  to  pine  pu\ 
wood     bolts.      With     sweetgi  I 
(lower    photo)    water    spray 
ineffective,  but  BHC  gives  go 
protection.    These  four  bolt  s<i 
tions  were  stored  6  months  w\  \ 
bark    on    and    then    peeled    fi 
examination. 
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INSECTS  AFFECTING  HARDWOODS 

revent  Insect  Damage  and  Grow  Better  Cotton- 
wood 

Young  cottonwoods  can  be  protected  from 
tie  twig  borer,  Gypsonoma  haimbachiana, 
/hose  attacks  reduce  rate  of  growth  and  cause 

tern  deformity.    Cuttings  used  in  establishing 
study  plot  near  Greenville,  Mississippi,  were 
ipped  in  carbon  dust  containing  44  percent  of 
borate  (Thimet),  a  systemic  insecticide.  A 
upplementary  application  of  the  insecticide 
h  granular  form  was  made  as  a  side  dressing 
uring  the  second  and  third  growing  seasons. 

At  the  end  of  the  fourth  growing  season,  32 
reated  trees  contained  0.79  cord  of  pulpwood 
vhile  32  trees  from  a  check  plot  contained 

|.49  cord.  Treated  trees  averaged  45.6  feet 
n  height;  untreated  trees,  42.0  feet.  Average 

>reast-height  diameters  were  6.3  inches  and 
:.9  inches.  These  measurements  do  not  show 

he  stunting,  crook,  forking,  branchiness,  and 
>ther  malformations  that  the  twig  borers  and 
»ther  insects  caused  in  the  untreated  trees. 

What  is  beneath  the  surface? — Trees  in  a 
eottonwood  plantation  on  Archer  Island,  Ar- 

Larva  of  a  cottonwood  borer  in  root  of  a  4-year-old 
tree.  The  borer  often  attacks  young  trees  at  or 
below  the  groundline. 

Male  (above)  and  female  adults  of  the  cottonwood 
borer.    About  natural  size. 

kansas,  have  grown  45  feet  tall  and  6  inches 
in  diameter  in  4  years.  They  appear  to  be 

perfectly  healthy  and  vigorous.  When  some 

were  cut  in  a  thinning,  however,  heavy  infes- 
tations by  the  cottonwood  borer,  Plectrodera 

scalator,  were  revealed.  First-  and  second-year 
larvae  were  tunneling  in  the  bark  and  wood 
of  the  stumps  and  large  roots.  Ten  stumps 
supported  a  total  of  46  grubs,  or  an  average 

of  4.6  per  tree. 

Most  larvae  had  entered  at  lateral  root  crot- 
ches, 2  to  6  inches  below  the  ground  level. 

Galleries  chewed  by  second-year  larvae  were 
extensive  and  highly  irregular;  they  ranged 

from  a  2-  by  3-inch  oval  under  the  bark  to  an 
8-  or  9-inch  tunnel  34-inch  wide  in  the  wood. 
Little  is  known  of  the  effect  of  these  borers 

on  the  trees.  Saplings  sometimes  break  off 
at  the  ground,  but  the  rate  of  growth,  at  least 

in  young  trees,  appears  to  be  little  affected. 
Efforts  will  be  made  to  learn  what  significance 

the  insect  has  in  young  stands  and  to  investi- 
gate control  methods  if  they  prove  necessary. 

The  adults  are  large,  robust  beetles  of  strik- 
ing appearance.  They  are  black  with  a  pattern 

of  white  areas  on  the  thorax  and  wing  covers, 

and  are  sometimes  called  skeleton  bugs. 
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Forest  Disease  Research 

During  19C2  the  disease  projects  at  Stone ville 
nd  Gulfport  were  strengthened  by  additional 
ersonnel  and  equipment.    The  new,   modern 
cilities  at  Stoneville  permit,  for  the  first 
ime,  a  significant  amount  of  laboratory  and 

;reenhouse  research.  Thus,  detailed  investiga- 
ions  of  the  biology  of  both  hardwood  and  pine 
lisease  organisms   are   now   being   conducted. 

DISEASES   OF    SOUTHERN    PINES 

The  main  emphasis  in  pine  disease  research 

*js  on  the  biology  of  fusiform  rust  and  brown 
pot.  These  diseases  severely  limit  the  man- 
gement  of  slash,  loblolly,  and  longleaf  stands 

n  the  lower  Coastal  Plain  The  hope  is  to  de- 
ine  the  factors  that  influence  disease  develop- 
nent,  including  the  production,  dissemination, 
tnd  germination  of  spores.  Success  will  require 
S  knowledge  not  only  of  the  biology   of  the 
ausal  organisms  but  also  of  the  effect  of  sites 
ind  microsites  in  disease  development.   Refined 

Information  along  these  lines  should  make  it 
ossible   to   define   site   hazards   and    improve 

ontrols.    For  example,   preliminary   observa- 
ions  suggest  that  fusiform  rust  forms  only  a 
limited  mycelium   in   oak.    Thus   the   number 
of  telia,  and  therefore  the  amount  of  inoculum 

available  to  infect  pines,  may  be  proportional 
to  the  number  of  individual  infections  on  oak 

If  verified,  this  would  mean  that  reduction  of 
fecial   inoculum   by   the   removal    of   infected 

pines  might  help  to  check  the  disease.    As  an- 
other example,  nutritional  studies  suggest  that 

the  brown-spot  fungus  is  unable  to  produce  one 
enzyme  needed  for  growth.   When  this  enzyme 
and  suitable  nutrients  are  added  to  artificial 

media  it  becomes  feasible  to  produce  sufficient 

spore  material  for  large-scale  inoculation  in 
resistance  studies. 

Some  promise  of  antibiotics  for  brown-spot 
control  was  found.  The  likeliest  antibiotic  is 

in  pilot-plant  trials  to  determine  the  feasibility 
and  effectiveness  of  aerial  and  mist-blower 
applications.  Bordeaux  mixture  is  included  in 
the  trials,  because  it  has  not  hitherto  been 

applied  in  these  ways. 

Annosus    Root    Rot-   is   Widespread    but   Average 
Damage  is  Low 

The  Southern  and  Southeastern  Stations 

jointly  surveyed  the  distribution  and  preva- 
lence of  Fomes  annosus  root  rot  in  southern 

pines.  Data  were  taken  on  84,000  trees  in  476 
randomly  distributed  plots  in  thinned  stands 
of  loblolly  and  slash  pine  from  Virginia  to 
Texas.    The  major  findings  were: 

Average  damage  was  fairly  low  in  plan- 
tations— 2.8  percent  of  the  loblolly  pines 

and  2.2  percent  of  the  slash  pines  dead  or 

dying  of  annosus  root  rot.  In  some  thinned 
plantations,  however,  30  percent  or  more 
of  the  residual  trees  were  dead  or  dying  of 
the  rot. 

Losses  were  significantly  higher  in  the 

States  along  the  Atlantic  seaboard  than 

further  west,  and  also  higher  in  the  north- 
ern than  in  the  southern  parts  of  the 

region. 
Losses  in  natural  slash  stands  were  very 

low,  with  only  0.07  percent  of  the  trees 
dead  or  dying. 

Under  the  microscope,  healthy  southern  pine  tissue  (above)  looks  different  from 
tissue  affected  by  southern  fusiform  rust.  The  tracheids  in  healthy  wood  are  fairly 
uniform  in  shape  and  arrangement.  Infected  wood  has  numerous  dark  staining  rays 

and  the  tracheids  are  more  irregular  in  shape,  size,  and  arrangement.  The  innermost 
extent  of  the  rust  is  marked  by  a  dark-staining  ring   of  reaction  parenchyma. 
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Stands  on  former  cropland  had  more 
damage  than  those  on  land  continuously 
forested. 

In  general,  losses  increased  as  years 

since  thinning  increased,  and  also  in- 
creased with  frequency  of  thinning.  Plots 

thinned  three  or  more  times  had  far  more 

damage  than  those  thinned  once  or  twice. 

Stands  on  light  soils — i.e.,  with  coarse- 
textured  A  horizons — had  more  damage 
than  those  on  heavier  soils. 

Losses  tended  to  increase  with  increas- 
ing depth  of  the  A  horizon. 

Stands  on  slopes,  however  slight,  suf- 
fered more  than  those  on  flat  sites. 

Stands  with  deep  forest  litter  were  more 
heavily  infected  than  those  with  little  or 
no  litter. 

The  survey  showed  that  annosus  root  rot  is 
seldom  a  problem  in  natural  slash  pine  stands, 
even  thinned  ones.  Thus  controls  will  be  re- 

quired mainly  for  plantations,  especially  those 

on  sites  formerly  under  cultivation.  Much  re- 
search must  be  conducted  to  determine  how 

probable  losses  can  be  predicted  for  different 

sites  and  geographical  areas.  Large  acreages 
of  plantations  are  approaching  the  age  for 

first  thinning.  If  high-hazard  areas  can  be 
predicted,  special  precautions  can  be  taken  to 
avoid  disastrous  losses. 

At  present,  the  recommendation  is  to  re- 
strict thinnings  of  plantations  as  much  as  is 

silviculturally  feasible  and,  in  high-value  plan- 
tations, to  chemically  treat  stumps  at  the  time 

of  thinning.  Survey  findings  were  reported  by 
Powers  and  Verrall  in  Forest  Farmer,  Septem- 

ber 1962,  pages  8-9;  and  by  Verrall  in  Southern 
Forestry  Notes  141. 

Studies  have  been  started  to  determine 

whether  the  incidence  of  root  rot  can  be  re- 

duced by  a  pre-thinning  burn  to  remove  litter. 

Antibiotics  Ineffective  Against  Fusiform   Rust 

Five  years  of  trials  were  completed  on  the 
effect  of  antibiotics  on  fusiform  rust.  Com- 

mercial and  experimental  preparations,  includ- 
ing cycloheximide  and  several  of  its  deriva- 

tives, were  tested.  They  were  applied  in  water 
or  fuel  oil  solutions  or  as  emulsions  at  concen- 

Fusiform  rust  exacts  huge  tolls  in  pine  growth 
mortality. 

trations  of  2.5  to  600  p. p.m.,  depending  on 
size  of  the  tree  treated  and  the  phytotoxic 

limits  as  established  by  preliminary  tests.  Fc 

types  of  application  were  used  on  several  tho 
and  slash  and  loblolly  pines:    ( 1 )  dipping  ro< 
of  infected  planting  stock  in  water  solutions 

clay  slurries,   (2)   spraying  nursery  seedlir 
before  and  after  inoculating  them  with  fu 

form  rust,  ( 3 )  spraying  the  lower  bole  of    j 
fected    saplings,    and     ( 4 )     spraying    wour 
formed  when  infected  branches  were  prun; 

after  branch  galls  had  barely  entered  the  ste  I 
Treatments   were   evaluated   on   the   basis    I 

pine  mortality,   gall  development,   and   aec  I fruiting. 

Spraying  the  stems  and  the  branch  woun : 
reduced  aeciospore  production  during  the  fo 

years  that  observations  were  made,  but  the 
was  little  or  no  difference  between  the  < 

alone  and  the  oil  plus  the  antibiotic.  A  vera 

mortality  in  pines  sprayed  with  cycloheximii 
was  4  percent  for  trees  18  feet  or  higher  ai 
58  percent  for  those  2  to  6  feet  high.  Tl 
corresponding    mortalities    in    the    unspray< 
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tines  were  1.3  and  5.0  percent.   The  degree  of 
ontrol  in  surviving  trees  was  unsatisfactory 

^tven  with  the  best  treatment. 

Seedlings  sprayed  once,  6  weeks  after  inocu- 
ation,  developed  as  many  galls  as  the  un- 
iprayed  controls.  When  spraying  was  done  5 

imes  during  the  infection  season,  both  semi- 
:arbazone  and  methyl  hydrazone  significantly 

( •educed  gall  formation,  but  the  degree  of  con- 
j xol  was  much  below  that  secured  with  ferbam. 
n  another  study  an  emulsion  of  semicarbazone 
pplied  24  hours  before  inoculation  reduced 
all  formation;  applied  72  hours  before,  it  gave 
io  control. 

For  control  of  plant  rusts  in  general,  a  sys- 
;emic  fungicide  is  needed,   i.e.,  one  that  will 
Denetrate  the  host  and  be  distributed  within 

t  to  kill  existing  infections  and  prevent  new 

mes  during  an  entire  infection  season  or  long- 
sr.    When  suitable  systemics  are  found,  they 
will  very   likely   be   antibiotics,   because   this 
roup  of  fungicides  has  high  potency  in  minute 
oncentrations.    For  control   of  fusiform   rust 

n  southern  pine,  the  results  to  date  are  dis- 
:ouraging.     Either   the    antibiotics    that    have 
een   tried    are    ineffective    at    concentrations 

jwhich  do  not  damage  the  pines  or  the  water 
iand  oil  solutions  and  emulsions  tested  do  not 

penetrate  the  host  in  adequate  amounts.    Fur- 
ther empirical  trials  are  not  warranted.    In- 

stead, basic  studies  are  needed  to  find  out  how 

antibiotics   enter   the   hosts,   how   they   move, 
how  long  they  remain  active  within  the  tree, 
and  how  toxic  they  are  to  fungi. 

Tissue  Changes  in  Slash  Pine  Seedling   Infected 
With   Cronartium    Fusiforme 

When  fusiform  rust  enters  a  pine  through 
young  needles  or  new  shoots,  its  hyphae  grow 
between  the  succulent,  differentiating  host 

cells.  From  this  intercellular  mycelium,  haus- 
toria  penetrate  the  cell  walls  and  project  into 
the  cytoplasm  to  extract  food  from  the  pine 
cells.  Normally,  infections  do  not  quickly  kill 

host  tissue;  instead,  the  pine  responds  by  ab- 
normal growth.  A  detailed  study  showed  that 

the  parasite  may  occur  in  any  of  the  tissues  of 
slash  pine  seedling  stems,  causing  pronounced 
tissue  changes. 

Gall  formation  results  from  an  increase  in 

size  and  number  of  xylem,  phloem,  and  cortex 

elements.  In  the  xylem  the  height  of  rays 
and  the  length  and  width  of  ray  parenchyma 
are  greater  than  normal  and  the  number  of 
resin  ducts  increases.  Gall  rays  are  mainly 
uniseriate.  Gall  tracheids  are  short  and  ab- 

normal in  outline.  The  phloem  and  cortex 
tissues  of  galls  are  less  affected  than  the  xylem, 
but  the  outer  cortex  is  greatly  proliferated 
at  the  time  pycnia  and  aecia  are  formed. 

In  a  tree  that  has  lived  for  some  years  with 
an  infection,  the  point  of  initial  cambial  in- 

vasion— indicated  by  a  layer  of  wood  paren- 
chyma— also  is  the  innermost  extent  of  the 

fungus,  i.e.,  there  is  no  evidence  that  the  fungus 
spreads  into  the  wood  beneath  its  point  of 
initial  attack  in  the  cambium. 

Fungus  hyphae  usually  elongate  by  apical 
growth.  With  fusiform  rust  mycelium  in  pine 
tissue,  apical  growth  possibly  is  the  means  of 
hyphal  elongation  as  galls  lengthen,  but  all 
evidence  indicates  that  radial  extension  to 

maintain  continuous  hyphae  through  the  wood 
of  successive  annual  rings  must  be  the  result 

Mycelium  of  fusiform  rust  grows  between  cells 
and  sends  haustoria  into  the  cells  to  extract  nutri- 

ents from  cell  contents. 
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of  intercalary  growth  in  the  cambial  region. 

The  intercalary  growth  of  the  fungus  and  the 

addition  of  host  cells  by  the  cambium  apparent- 
ly is  closely  coordinated.  This  is  evidence  that 

the  fine  balance  existing  between  the  host  and 

the  rust  is  morphological  as  well  as  physiolog- 
ical. Detailed  information  on  the  histology  of 

infected  seedlings  is  reported  by  Jewell,  True, 
and  Mallett  in  Phytopathology,  September 

1962,  pages  850-858. 

DISEASES  OF  SOUTHERN  HARDWOODS 

Laboratory  and  greenhouse  studies  have 
been  started  on  the  biology  of  fungi  associated 
with  hardwood  forest  trees.  The  subjects  under 

investigation  at  present  are  the  life  history  of 
poplar  leaf  rust  and  the  identification,  biology, 
and  significance  of  hardwood  mycorrhizal 

fungi.  Field  studies  include  long-time  research 
on  heart  rot  ( which  remains  the  primary  cause 
of  volume  loss  in  hardwood  forests),  on  bark 
lesions,  and  on  root  rots. 

Trunk  Lesion  of  Swamp  Tupelo 

The  fungus  Fusarium  solani  was  frequently 
isolated  from  lesions  on  swamp  tupelo  in 
southern  Louisiana.  These  lesions  result  in 

swollen  stems  with  roughened  bark.  So  far 
the  disease  does  not  appear  to  be  widespread. 
Tupelos  1,  2,  and  30  years  old  were  inoculated 

with  F.  solani  to  determine  the  degree  of  path- 

ogenicity. Inoculations  made  during  the  dor- 
mant season  produced  cankers;  all  inoculation 

wounds  made  in  April  and  August,  i.  e.,  during 
the  period  of  active  growth,  healed  without 
cankering.  It  appears  that  the  disease  rarely 
kills  tupelos,  though  it  is  potentially  important 
as  a  cause  of  lumber  degrade  (Toole,  Plant 

Disease  Reporter,  October  1962,  pages  732-733). 

New  Canker  of  Cottonwood 

A  new  canker  has  been  found  on  Cottonwood 

growing  in  the  Mississippi  River  batture  from 
Bolivar  to  Issaquena  Counties,  Mississippi.  The 
cankers  consist  of  killed  zones  on  the  main 

stem.  They  may  cover  only  a  few  square  inches 
or  may  be  large  enough  to  girdle  the  tree.  In 

one  20-year-old  stand  all  trees  were  affected; 
12  percent  were  broken  off  and  27  percent  more 
were  dead  but  standing.  All  infections  seemed 
to  have  occurred  in  early  1961,  when  for  the 
first  time  in  a  decade  many  of  the  areas  were 

flooded  to  a  depth  of  5  to  15  feet.  Fusariu ; 
solani  was  consistently  isolated  from  margi  i 

of  the  cankers.    Perhaps  the  spores  were  di- 
tributed  by  flood  waters  and  infected  the  tre  i 
through  minor  wounds.   Further  investigatioi 
are  needed  to  establish  the  importance  of  cc 
tonwood  cankers,  but  as  F.  solani  usually 

only   weakly   parasitic   on   trees,   the   curre:  j 
damage  may  have  resulted  from  the  floodin , 

The  most  surprising  finding  was  that  rot  d:j 
veloped  fast  enough  in  the  sapwood  back  i 
cankers  to  weaken  trees  to  the  breaking  poii 
in  five  months  (Toole,  Southern  Lumberma 

January  15,  1962,  pages  42,  44). 

The  fungus  Fusarium  solani  causes  bark  diseas 
on  several  hardwoods.  At  left  are  typical  lesioi 
on  swamp  tupelo;  at  right  is  a  cankered  cottonwoc 
stem. 
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iSweetgum  Trunk   Lesion   Pathogen   Identified 

Botryosphaeria  ribis  has  been  identified  as 
the  causal  fungus  of  a  lesion  of  sweetgum  trees 
I  Toole,  Phytopathology  52:  30).  The  disease 
is  widespread  in  bottom  lands  within  100  miles 

pf  the  Gulf  Coast,  where  it  is  common  to  find 
lower  trunks  of  sweetgum  disfigured  by  callus 
formations  that  have  developed  over  numerous 

ismall,  storax-bleeding  lesions.  The  disease  does 
not  kill  the  tree  but  leads  to  considerable  de- 

grade in  butt  logs. 

PRODUCTS  PATHOLOGY 

The  long-time  studies  on  building  decay  are 
continuing,  chiefly  at  Gulfport,  Mississippi. 

Sixty-two  wall  panels  are  under  observation 
to  determine  how  the  rainwetting  of  siding, 
:rim,  and  other  exterior  woodwork  are  affected 

Dy  various  wall  designs,  siding  patterns,  roof 

Dverhangs,  water-repellent  preservatives,  and 
types  of  finish.  Much  of  the  research  on  the 

efficacy  of  brush,  dip,  and  short-soak  preserva- 
tive treatments  has  been  completed.  Continu- 
ing work  is  on  effects  of  oil  carriers,  water 

repellents,  and  type  of  wood. 

Research  has  been  started  on  the  biology  of 

wood-decaying  fungi,  particularly  with  refer- 
?nce  to  spore  germination  and  infection  of 
wood  in  use.  One  phase  is  a  study  of  incipient 

infections — those  that  develop  before  the  lum- 
ber is  put  to  use. 

In  another  study,  gum  and  pine  logs  are 
being  stored  under  a  continuous  water  spray 
as  a  possible  means  of  preventing  deterioration. 

Preliminary  observations  indicate  that  inci- 
pient stain,  mold,  and  decay  infections  com- 
monly occur  but  do  not  develop  to  a  damaging 

extent  in  6  months.  The  practicality  of  water- 
spray  storage  may  depend  on  the  rapidity  with 
which  lumber  cut  from  the  stored  logs  can  be 
seasoned. 

Condensation  in  Air-Cooled  Buildings 

When  buildings  are  air-conditioned  by  refrig- 
eration the  inside  atmosphere  is  both  cooled 

and  dried.  The  result  is  a  vapor-pressure  grad- 
ient that  causes  warm,  moist  outside  air  to 

move  through  walls,  floors,  and  ceilings  into 
the  cooled  space.  If  cooling  is  sufficient  to 
create  a  dewpoint  temperature  somewhere 
within  the  building,  water  vapor  will  condense 
when  it  reaches  that  point. 

To  determine  the  likelihood  of  damage  from 
such  condensation,  a  survey  of  air-cooled  build- 

ings was  made  along  the  south  Atlantic  and 
Gulf  Coasts.  Most  buildings  examined  were 
free  of  trouble.  But  in  Texas,  Louisiana,  Mis- 

sissippi, Florida,  and  Georgia,  condensation  in 
damaging  amounts  was  found  frequently 
enough  to  suggest  precautions  in  the  design, 
operation,  and  maintenance  of  air-cooled  build- 

ings in  hot,  humid  climates. 

Most  of  the  condensation  was  in  floors.  That 

in  walls  and  ceilings  was  associated  with 
showers,  leakage  of  wet  crawl-space  air  into 
wall  voids,  or  hot,  humid  kitchens.  The  chief 
results  of  such  condensation  are  paint  peeling, 
blistering,  and  molding;  failure  of  plaster  and 
rusting  of  metal  lath;  cupping  and  buckling  of 
floors;  loosening  of  tile  and  linoleum;  and 
decay  of  floor  joists,  subflooring,  and  finish flooring. 

Serious  accumulations  of  condensate  usually 
were  associated  with  one  or  more  of  the  fol- 

lowing: a  wet  crawl  space,  continuous  air 

conditioning,  indoor  temperatures  of  70°  F.  or 
below,  or  cold-air  streams  directed  at  the  floor. 
Some  floor  deformation  can  result  without  con- 

densation, for  as  the  air  moves  upward  through 
a  floor,  it  cools  and  raises  the  relative  humidity. 
The  resultant  increased  equilibrium  moisture 
content  causes  the  boards  to  swell. 

Simple  measures  for  preventing  condensa- 
tion are  to: 

Maintain  a  dry  crawl  space,  avoid  di- 
recting cold-air  streams  at  floors,  and, 

when  feasible,  cool  in  daytime  only. 

If  cooling  must  be  continuous,  keep  min- 

imum temperatures  above  75°  F.  When 
continuous  temperatures  below  75°  F.  are 
necessary,  particularly  if  the  crawl  space 
cannot  be  kept  dry,  consider  installing  a 
subfloor  vapor  barrier.  Rooms  for  storing 

photographic  film,  or  for  other  purposes 
that  require  temperature  continuously  in 

the  low  60's  or  below,  should  be  designed 
like  cold-storage  space. 

Maintain  good  ventilation  and  use  a 

vapor  barrier  on  the  warm  side  of  com- 
mercial kitchens  and  heavy-duty  shower 

walls  that  adjoin  air-conditioned  space. 

Inspect  crawl  spaces  during  late  summer  for 

obvious  condensation.  ( Verrall,  Forest  Prod- 
ucts Journal,  November  1962,  pages  531-536.) 



7hirls  like  this,  which  can  at- 
lin  the  size  and  strength  of  a 
nnado,  are  among  the  most 
lared  phenomena  in  forest  fires. 
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Forest  Fire  Research 

1962  brought  the  importance  of  fire  research 
or  the  South  back  into  focus.  The  fire  load 

eturned  to  "normal"  after  a  5-year  respite 
rom  the  exceptionally  bad  years  of  the  early 

950's.  In  the  southern  national  forests  fire 
ccurrence  was  up  39  percent  over  1961   and 

5  percent  over  the  5-year  average,  with  area 
mrned  74  percent  greater  than  for  1961   and 

6  percent  above  the  5-year  average.  An  inter- 
sting  feature  was  the  occurrence  of  nearly  3 
imes  the  usual  number  of  lightning  fires. 

Subnormal  rainfall  during  late  winter  and 
nto  spring  brought  serious  fire  outbreaks  in 

/lay,  normally  an  easy  month.  Florida  was 
specially  hard  hit.   The  drought  resumed  after 
wet  June  and  became  severe  during  August 

n  the  Midsouth.  Only  calm  weather  prevented 

rery  heavy  losses.  Two  windy  spells  during 
he  first  half  of  December,  when  winter  rains 

till  hadn't  begun,  showed  what  could  have 
lappened  earlier. 

Despite  unusually  high  incidence  of  light- 
ting-caused  fires  on  the  national  forests,  more 
han  90  percent  of  the  fires  in  the  South  were 

—as  usual — started  by  people.  During  the  year 
i  major  step  was  taken  toward  solving  the 

iroblem  of  man-caused  fires.  A  cooperative 
greement  was  executed  with  Mississippi  State 

Jniversity  under  which  the  University's  Social 
Science  Research  Center  will  undertake  a  pro- 
[ram  of  fire  prevention  research.  Social,  psy- 
hological,  and  economic  forces  that  lead  to 

ire-starting  will  be  studied.  Means  for  moti- 

rating  people  to  prevent  rather  than  set  fires 
vill  be  devised.  The  Research  Center  can  call 

ipon  the  special  talents  of  all  academic  disci- 
ilines  at  the  University  and  therefore  is  excep- 
ionally  well  qualified  for  its  new  project.  In- 
lications  are  that  prevention  studies  will  be 

upported  strongly  by  forest  protection  agen- 
ies  and  additional  colleges  and  universities. 

The  first  field  investigations  will  be  carried  on 
during  the  summer  of  1963.  Results  undoubt- 

edly will  come  slowly,  but  the  foundation  has 
been  laid  for  devising  more  effective  methods 
of  preventing  forest  fires. 

Research  continues  on  other  aspects  of  fire 
behavior  and  control. 

DROUGHT   AND   GREEN-FUEL   MOISTURE 

Living  vegetation  in  the  West  sometimes  be- 
comes dry  enough  to  burn  readily,  thereby 

vastly  increasing  forest  fire  hazard.  Southern 
woody  plants  apparently  seldom,  if  ever,  live 
through  such  extreme  desiccation.  Neverthe- 

less, after  Louisiana's  extended  summer 
drought  in  1962,  moisture  in  the  leaves  of  3 
deciduous  and  one  evergreen  species  dropped 
greatly,  then  recovered  quickly  after  rain. 
"Before"  and  "after"  measurements  were: 

American  beautyberry  (Callicarpa  americana  L  ) 
Yaupon  (Ilex  vomitoria  Ait.) 
Flowering  dogwood  (Cornus  florida  L. ) 
Southern  red  oak  (Quercus  falcata  Michx.) 
Southern  bayberry  (Myrica  cerifera  L.) 

Surprisingly,  southern  bayberry,  which  is  con- 
ceded to  be  the  most  flammable  brush  species 

in  the  area  while  green,  retained  the  highest 

moisture  content  through  the  drought  and  re- 
gained least  moisture  after  rain. 

Moisture  contents  probably  did  not  go  low 

enough  to  make  the  material  sampled  appre- 
ciably more  flammable  than  usual,  but  the 

findings  mean  that  after  long  drought  a  fire 
has  much  less  water  to  evaporate  per  unit  of 
area  burned.  Thus,  more  energy  is  available 
to  affect  living  plants  and  to  ignite  dead  fuels, 
thereby  increasing  fire  intensity  and  damage. 

When  the  first  samples  were  taken,  Ameri- 
can beautyberry  leaves  were  drooping  limply 
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and  many  flowering  dogwood  leaves  had  begun 

to  die  inward  from  the  edges.  These  leaf  char- 

acteristics may  prove  to  be  useful  indicators 

of  drought  that  has  become  serious  from  the 

standpoint  of  fire  control.  More  observation 
will  be  needed  to  make  sure. 

ANALYSIS  OF  FIRE  REPORTS 

From  administrative  fire  reports  and 
weather  records,  information  was  gathered  on 
conditions  under  which  3,624  fires  burned 

112,933  acres  in  Texas  from  1958  through  1960. 
Data  on  2,207  fires  discovered  between  10  a.m. 

and  6  p.m.  were  analysed  by  various  automatic 

data-processing  techniques,  including  a  multi- 
ple regression  analysis  by  IBM  709  computer. 

The  study  revealed  facts  that  otherwise  would 
have  gone  unrecognized,  but  which  now  can 
be  used  to  advantage  in  planning  and  executing 

fire-control  operations. 

Fires  during  the  normal  fire  season,  i.  e., 
late  fall,  winter,  and  early  spring,  when  most 

vegetation  is  dead  and  cured,  fell  into  essen- 
tially the  same  daily  patterns  regardless  of 

cause.  Occurrence  rate  rose  rapidly  from  about 

10  a.m.  to  1:30  p.m.,  held  steady  for  an  hour, 
and  then  dropped  as  rapidly  as  it  had  risen. 
Fires  discovered  early  in  the  day  became  larger 
than  those  discovered  later,  just  the  reverse 
of  what  might  logically  be  expected  in  view 
of  the  daily  weather  regime.  The  same  daily 
occurrence  pattern  probably  can  be  expected 
generally  in  the  South,  and  exploratory  study 
elsewhere  indicates  that  the  size  pattern  may 
be  rather  general  also. 

The  computer  showed  that  size  of  non-incen- 
diary fires  increased  with  increasing  wind 

speed  and  time  between  discovery  and  attack, 
and  with  decreasing  relative  humidity.  Fuel 
moisture  content  and  Burning  Index  were  not 
significant  when  relative  humidity  was  a  factor 

in  the  regression  analysis.  Humidity  was  ex- 
pected to  be  important  but  not  to  overshadow 

fuel  moisture  content  and  Burning  Index.  Re- 
sults of  this  study  support  the  contemplated 

new  National  Fire  Danger  Rating  System, 
which  will  use  wind  and  relative  humidity  in 
lieu  of  fuel-moisture  indicator  sticks. 

Size  of  incendiary  fires  was  correlated  only 
with  wind  speed  and  time  of  discovery.  Because 
these  fires  are  set  on  purpose,  commonly  in 
many  places  at  once,  their  final  size  is  related 

much  more  closely  to  vagaries  of  human  nati 
than  to  measurable  factors  of  weather. 
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Number    of    nonincendiary    fires    rose    w 
increasing  Burning  Index  and  with  decreas: : 
relative   humidity.     Again   the    importance 
relative  humidity  was  greater  than  anticipat  i 
Number  of  incendiary  fires  per  day  was  i| 
correlated  significantly  with  any  combinati 
of  weather  and  time  factors. 

More  than  98  percent  of  all  fires  100  ac: 
or  larger  burned  on  days  when  Burning  Ind 
exceeded  5,  and  92  percent  of  these  large  fi] 
occurred  when  relative  humidity  was  below 

percent.  The  95  hundred-acre-plus  fires,  L 
than  3  percent  of  the  total  number,  burn 
47,030  acres,  62  percent  of  the  total  ar 
burned.  Only  4  percent  of  the  days  with  hii 
fire  occurrence  had  Burning  Indexes  higr 

than  5,  and  only  8  percent  had  humidit: ! 
higher  than  39.  Five  of  the  worst  6  days  duri 

the  3-year  period  fitted  the  pattern  of  hii 

Burning  Index  and  low  relative  humidity.  T'l 
sixth  day  (November  26,  1960)  was  a  bad  o 
on  the  record  only  because  of  holdover  fhi 
from  the  two  preceding  days. 
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The  important  discovery  of  the  fire  repo  H\ 
analysis  was  that  close  observance  of  relati  « 

humidity  can  strengthen  estimates  of  how  b'  * 
the  burning  conditions  are  and  will  be.  Perha 
even  more  helpful,  however,  is  the  remind 
that  States  can  use  administrative  reports 
discover  facts  that  will  permit  improving  futu 

operations.  Analysis  of  mass  statistics  averag 

out  or  de-emphasizes  errors  that  inevitab 
occur  in  individual  reports.  Such  analys 
therefore  can  provide  useful  guides,  althouj 
the  findings  lack  the  precision  that  is  to 
expected  from  controlled  experimentatio 
Thus,  the  present  study  demonstrated  mea 
ingful  correlations  but  did  not  provide  depen 
able  predictions  of  fire  size  or  number. 

BARK  CHARACTERISTICS  AND  FIRE 
RESISTANCE 

How  rapidly  does  heat  penetrate  the  bai 
of  woody  stems  to  kill  the  living  tissue  withh 
This  is  a  very  important  question  for  the  pre 

cribe-burners  of  the  South,  who  want  to  u: 
fire  to  kill  one  type  of  vegetation  while  sparii 
another.  Answers,  when  found,  also  will  grea 

ly  improve  foresters'  ability  to  appraise  fi; 
damage  to  prospective  crop  trees.   A  survey 
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51 tie  literature  on  bark  characteristics  in  rela- 
t>n  to  heat  transmission  (Spalt  and  Reifsnyder, 

decisional  Paper  193)  shows  that  the  few  ex- 

pratory  studies  made  of  the  subject  over  al- 

rpst  40  years  have  resulted  in  little  depend- 
ale  or  useful  information. 

jRather  obviously,  the  living  tissue  is  better 

fbtected  by  thick  than  by  thin  bark;  thus, 
tick-barked  species  like  western  larch  and 
idwood  are  our  most  fire  resistant  trees.  But 

lag  ago  it  was  found  that  presence  of  a  rela- 
t/ely  high  proportion  of  rough,  dead,  outer 
Irk  increases  heat  resistance  per  unit  of  total 
tickness.  Eastern  hemlock  bark,  for  example, 
jovides  better  protection  than  balsam  fir  or 

lech  bark.  Fissures  have  long  been  consid- 
(,ed  the  weakest  points  in  the  insulation  of 
tee  trunks,  but  recent  study  has  revealed  that, 
i  a  moving  fire,  temperatures  are  lower  in 
iisures  than  on  neighboring  bark  plates. 

For  reasons  not  yet  known,  the  bark  of  some 

siecies  is  inherently  more  heat-resistant  than 
fat  of  others.  Heat  passes  more  slowly,  per 

jiit  of  thickness,  through  the  bark  of  bald- 
rpress  and  the  four  major  southern  pines  than 
trough  that  of  any  southern  hardwood  that 
is  been  tested  so  far.  Heat  resistance  among 

,'Uthern  hardwood  species  ranges  widely,  the 

magnolias  being  at  the  high  end  of  the  scale 
and  sweetgum  at  the  low  end. 

Variation  in  heat  resistance  with  species 
was  strikingly  illustrated  when  trees  burned 

by  a  hot  fire  in  the  spring  of  1960  were  dis- 
sected in  1962.  Despite  considerable  healing 

inward  from  the  edges,  large  fire  scars  still 

half-girdled  sizable  southern  red  oaks  at  the 
groundline  and  extended  upward  for  several 
feet.  No  evidence  of  wounding  could  be  found 
on  the  lower  trunks  of  much  smaller  longleaf 
pines  growing  adjacent  to  the  oaks. 

Thermal  diffusivity  is  the  measure  of  bark's 
effectiveness  as  an  insulator.  The  density, 

specific  heat,  and  thermal  conductivity  of  a 
substance  determine  its  diffusivity;  these  char- 

acteristics are  influenced  by  moisture  content, 
structure,  and  chemical  composition.  Bark 
varies  with  respect  to  these  characteristics  not 
only  by  species  but  also  with  growth  rate 
(hence  site  and  vigor),  age,  and  even  time  of 
year.  Comparisons  of  diffusivities  calculated 

from  basic  measurements  by  earlier  investiga- 
tors have  shown  unexplainable  inconsistencies. 

A  cooperative  study  at  Yale  University  is  ex- 
pected to  yield  reliable  information  on  density, 

seasonal  and  equilibrium  moisture  content,  and 
thermal  diffusivity  of  the  barks  of  one  northern 
and  two  southern  conifers. 

hot  headfire  in  April 
960  scarred  this  12-inch 
mthern  red  oak.  Aggres- 
ve  callus  formation  ap- 
ears  plainly  on  both  the 
■de  view  and  the  cross  sec- 
ons  shown  opposite  their  respective  cut-off  levels;  but 
le  wound  may  never  heal  completely  and  rot  will  be- 
ome  more  extensive.  Smaller,  thinner -barked  pines  in 
le  same  area  suffered  no  lasting  trunk  damage. 
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Forest  Economics 

FOREST  SURVEY 

IJabama  Survey  Nears  Completion 

Assistance  from  State  agencies,  the  Tennes- 
lee  Valley  Authority,  and  a  number  of  indus- 
rial  firms  has  made  it  possible  to  keep  the 

ield  work  for  the  current  inventory  of  Ala- 
ama  forests  ahead  of  the  schedule  that  could 

ave  been  maintained  with  regularly  allotted 

unds.  The  firms  include  Weyerhaeuser  Tim- 
er Company,  International  Paper  Company, 

Container  Corporation  of  America,  Rome  Kraft 
Company,  Scott  Paper  Company,  Marathon 

Southern  Corporation,  Hiwassee  Land  Com- 
iany,  W.  T.  Smith  Lumber  Company,  and 
?oosa  River  Newsprint  Company. 

Data  are  now  being  processed,  and  a  compre- 
lensive  report  of  the  survey  will  be  issued  in 
ate  1963. 

*Aore  Timber  in  Tennessee 

Recent  forestry  developments  in  Tennessee 
ire  detailed  by  Sternitzke  in  Forest  Survey 

lelease  86.  This  report  of  the  second  State- 
vide  forest  inventory  shows  that  both  pine  and 
lardwood  are  in  greater  supply  than  in  1950. 

The  area  of  forest  land  is  about  a  million 
icres  more  than  in  1950.  Woodlands  now  make 

up  52  percent  of  the  State's  total  land  area, 
and  there  are  signs  of  additional  forest  acreage 
gains  in  the  decade  ahead. 

Other  aspects  of  the  forest  situation,  the 
report  indicates,  are  less  encouraging.  Several 
million  acres  that  are  capable  of  growing  pine, 

for  example,  are  dominated  by  other  species. 

One  in  every  five  hardwoods  is  a  cull — a  waster 
of  growing  space  that  could  be  devoted  to 
thrifty  timber.  The  current  growth  of  timber 

is  scarcely  a  third  of  the  potential.  And  stock- 
ing in  many  stands  is  far  less  than  most  forest 

managers  would  desire. 

The  greatest  possibilities  for  enhancing  for- 
est productivity  in  Tennessee  are  in  raising 

the  level  of  pine  stocking  and  in  applying  stand 
improvement  practices  to  all  sites  capable  of 

growing  high-quality  hardwoods  rapidly.  The 
most  promising  remedial  measures  are  to  plant 

pine  sites  on  which  adequate  natural  regenera- 
tion is  not  likely;  to  remove  culls  and  other 

low-value  trees  that  are  interfering  with  the 
growth  or  establishment  of  desirable  timber; 
and,  on  hardwood  lands  especially,  to  plan 
timber  harvests  so  as  to  build  up  the  volume 

in  trees  of  the  quality,  size,  and  utility  norm- 
ally demanded  for  industrial  purposes. 

Forest  Grazing  in  The  Ozarks 

About  23  percent  of  the  7  million  forest  acres 

— n — (\    Y~r~TZ  }--^$m%$Bi.  -i  sr-ii^x 
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Distribution  of  southern  pine  timber  in  Tennessee. 

Logs  from  six  States  find  their  way  to  Memphis,    Tennessee,    the    largest    manufac- 
turing   center    for    southern    hardwood.     (Photo   by  Tenn.   Conservation  Dept.) 
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in  the  Ozarks  of  northwest  Arkansas  are 

grazed  by  cattle.  This  estimate  ( as  reported  by 
Sternitzke  and  Halls  in  Southern  Forestry 

Notes  141 )  is  based  upon  a  recent  forest  survey 
of  24  Ozark  counties. 

Grazing  was  evident  on  16  percent  of  the 

pine  acreage,  22  percent  of  the  hardwood,  and 
49  percent  of  the  redcedar. 

The  use  of  forest  range  varies  by  class  of 

ownership.  Thirty-one  percent  of  the  woodland 

acreage  owned  by  farmers  is  grazed,  in  contrast 

to  22  percent  of  the  area  held  by  other  private 
owners  and  6  percent  of  the  publicly  owned 
forest  acreage. 

Forest-  Development  Opportunities  in  Mississippi 

In  the  search  for  resources  to  support  indus- 
trial expansion  in  Mississippi,  it  is  logical  to 

turn  to  the  forests.  In  this  State  the  area  occu- 
pied by  forests  exceeds  the  combined  acreage 

in  all  other  land  uses.  Each  year  tremendous 

quantities  of  pine  and  hardwood  are  made  into 
a  wide  variety  of  products. 

Information  to  assist  managers  of  wood-using 
plants  in  appraising  locations  and  categories 
of  standing  timber  that  may  offer  possibilities 
for  development  is  summarized  by  Sternitzke 

in  Mississippi  Forest  Atlas.  The  report,  de- 
veloped in  cooperation  with  the  Small  Business 

Administration,  is  based  mainly  upon  data 
gathered  during  the  latest  forest  survey  of  the 
State.  But  it  also  draws  upon  the  survey  of 

1948  to  show  the  changes  that  have  been  occur- 
ring. The  information  is  largely  in  generalized 

maps  that  describe  various  aspects  of  the  forest 
situation,  such  as  the  geographic  distribution 
of  timber  volume,  woodland  area,  and  output 
of  timber  products. 

Pulpwood  Cut  Tops  24  Million  Cords 

The  South's  1961  pulpwood  harvest  rose  to 
an  all-time  high  of  24.2  million  cords.  This 
was  3  percent  more  than  in  1960  and  60  percent 

of  the  Nation's  total  production.  Four-fifths 
of  the  wood  came  from  southern  pines.  The 
rest  was  hardwood. 

The  increase  over  1960  was  comprised  en- 
tirely of  hardwood  bolts  and  chipped  residues. 

Chip  receipts  rose  12  percent,  to  3.2  million 
cords.  The  hardwood  cut  increased  by  400,000 
cords,  to  4.9  million,  with  one-fourth  of  the 
gain  being  in  the  form  of  chips. 

Though  70  percent  of  the  hardwood  was  stj  til 
from  soft-textured  species  like  gums  and  y< 

low-poplar,  demand  for  firm-textured  speci 
has  been  steadily  rising. 

Nine  of  the  twelve  southern  States  cut  mo 

wood  than  in  1960.  Georgia  produced  4.9  m 
lion  cords,  to  continue  as  southern  leader  fi 
the  fourteenth  consecutive  year.  Alabama  w, 
second  with  3.3  million  cords,  and  was  fc 

lowed  by  North  Carolina,  South  Carolina,  ar 
Florida,  each  with  more  than  2  million. 

A  new  pulpmill  opened  in  1961,  raising  tr 

South's  total  to  81.    With  expansions  at  othcil^ 
plants,  daily  pulping  capacity   is  now   51,15|  ̂  

tons.    This  is  57  percent  of  the  Nation's  wooc.  .,er< 
pulping  capacity. 

Detailed  statistics  of  the  South's  1961  puhj 
wood  harvest  can  be  found  in  Forest  Surve 

Release  59  by  Robinson  and  Nichols  of  th 
Southeastern  Forest  Experiment  Station.  Th 
Southern  Forest  Experiment  Station  and  th 
Southern  Pulpwood  Conservation  Associatio 
cooperated  in  collecting  the  data. 

Southern  Hardwood  Output 

Projection  of  recent  trends  in  southern  hard 
wood  production  indicates  that  pulpwood  will 

exceed  saw-log  output  in  the  late  sixties. 

The  spectacular  increase  in  the  use  of  south 
ern  hardwood  for  pulp  during  the  past  decad 
was  more  than  enough  to  offset  a  downwan 

trend  in  hardwood  saw-log  production.  Al 
though  saw  logs  are  still  pre-eminent  in  indus 
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•ial  usage,  they  comprised  scarcely  55  percent 
E  the  total  1960  output  of  all  products  shown 
d  the  figure.  In  1950,  they  made  up  76  percent, 
aw  logs  and  pulpwood  bolts,  plus  veneer  logs, 

take  up  at  least  90  percent  of  the  South's  an- 
ual  output  of  industrial  hardwood. 

An  article  by  Sternitzke  and  Christopher  in 
ulpwood  Production,  March  1962,  page  24, 
ives  further  information  on  hardwood  trends. 

ulpwood  Chipping  Installations 

'  At  least  372  Midsouth  firms  are  currently 
roducing  chips  for  sale  to  pulpmills,  according 
o  information  gathered  in  1962.  Alabama  leads 

ther  States  with  136.  Mississippi  has  71  in- 
tallations,  Arkansas  62,  Louisiana  54,  Texas 

5,  Tennessee  11,  and  Oklahoma  3.  An  addi- 

ional  16  sawmills  are  equipped  with  log  bark- 
rs  only. 

Sawmill  residues  are  the  main  source  of 

raw  material  for  more  than  90  percent  of  the 

Midsouth's  chipping  installations.  The  rest 
largely  depend  upon  wood-preserving  plants, 
veneer  mills,  and  box  plants. 

The  use  of  plant  waste  has  boomed  since  the 
first  commercial  chipping  facility  was  opened 

in  1952  at  a  sawmill  in  Bradley  County,  Arkan- 
sas. By  the  end  of  1953,  a  dozen  southern 

sawmills  were  in  the  business;  their  combined 

annual  output  totaled  19,000  cord-equivalents. 
Thereafter  the  volume  rose  swiftly  and  stead- 

ily, until  by  1961  it  was  1,620,000  cords.  Ala- 
bama is  the  leading  producer,  with  Arkansas 

and  Texas  next.  Today  chips  comprise  15  per- 

cent of  the  Midsouth's  entire  pulpwood  produc- 
tion. 

A  complete  listing  of  pulpwood  chipping  in- 
stallations in  the  Midsouth  will  be  found  in 

Forest  Survey  Release  87,  by  Christopher. 

Area  of  circle  represents  total  state  production. 

Number  Inside  circle  Indicates  percent  ot  output  used  within  the  state. 

25  to  49 

5   to  24 

►   under  5 

Pulp  chip  movement  in  1961. 
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Charcoal  Industry  Grows  in  Midsouth 

In  Southern  Forestry  Notes  139  Christopher 
reports  that  the  Midsouth  manufactured  95,000 

tons  of  wood  charcoal  in  1961.  This  is  28  per- 
cent more  than  in  1956,  when  the  industry  was 

last  surveyed.  The  number  of  charcoal  plants 
has  increased  from  29  to  90. 

Of  the  plants  active  in  1961,  Tennessee  had 

45,  Arkansas  13,  Texas  10,  Oklahoma  8,  Ala- 
bama 7,  Mississippi  6,  and  Louisiana  1.  These 

plants  operated  430  kilns  that  ranged  in  ca- 
pacity from  less  than  a  ton  of  charcoal  to  45 

tons.  They  used  170,000  cords  of  wood,  virtu- 
ally all  hardwood.  Roundwood  made  up  82 

percent  of  the  intake;  the  rest  was  slabs, 
edgings,  and  other  plant  residues. 

Most  charcoal  is  now  made  into  briquettes. 

In  the  past  5  years  the  volume  of  briquettes 
tripled;  total  1961  output  was  more  than  70,000 
tons  (weight  of  binding  materials  included). 
The  historically  important  industrial  market 

plummeted  to  4,300  tons — one-seventh  of  the 
1956  tonnage. 

The  number  of  briquetting  plants  increased 
from  8  to  17  in  the  past  15  years.  Some  85 
percent  of  the  charcoal  made  into  briquettes 
was  carbonized  in  briquetting  company  kilns. 
The  remaining  volume  was  purchased  from 
independent  kiln  operators. 

Alabama  Wood-Using  Plants 

A  survey  of  Alabama  forest  industries  found 

672  primary  wood-using  plants  operating  in 
1961.  Sawmills  alone  total  555,  of  which  74  cut 

more  than  3  million  board  feet  annually.  The 

State's  wood-pulp  industry,  whose  capability 
has  increased  nearly  threefold  during  the  past 
decade,  numbers  nine  mills  that  account  for 

10  percent  of  the  daily  pulping  capacity  in  the 

entire  South.  Other  basic  wood-using  estab- 
lishments in  Alabama  include  34  veneer  plants, 

24  wood-preserving  plants,  7  cooperage  opera- 
tions, 34  dimension  mills,  7  charcoal  plants,  1 

excelsior  firm,  and  1  roundwood  chip  operation. 

More  details  are  given  by  Christopher  in 
Southern  Forestry  Notes  142. 

ECONOMICS  OF  FOREST  MANAGEMENT 

Changing    Price   Patterns   Affect   Southern    Pine 

Lumber  Industry 

Price  structure  is  changing. — Shifting  mar- 
ket demands  have  altered  the  price  structure 

of  southern  pine  lumber.  The  figure  belt 

shows  wholesale  prices  for  representati' 
southern  pine  items.  The  curves  are  smooth) 

by  5-month  binomial  averaging  and  show  pe 
centage  movements  for  each  grade  equall 
As  finish  and  siding  prices  indicate,  demar 
weakened  substantially  between  1956  and  196 
it  did  not  recover  even  in  the  favorable  191 
market.  No.  2  dimension  has  been  steadil 

rising  relative  to  No.  2  boards,  long  considere 
the  bellwether  item. 

1947      19*9        V       990      031       1932      1993      I9W       »95S      1996      I95T      1939      1939       I960      1961  H    "SPiSlO 

ie  m 
Bl Wholesale  prices  for  representative  southern  pin     , 

items. 
m 

The  relation  between  prices  of  B  and  Bettei 
and  No.  2  boards  is  now  well  below  the  2.5 

ratio  that  prevailed  before  World  War  II.  Dur 
ing  the  war,  the  OPA  set  finish  prices  low  t( 
encourage  production  of  common  lumber.  Th( 
ratio  regained  earlier  levels  briefly  after  con 
trols  were  removed,  but  dropped  during  the 
Korean  War  when  strong  demand  raised  prices 
for  common  lumber.  Peaks  occurred  during 

the  1949  and  1954  recessions,  when  common 

lumber  dropped  more  sharply  than  clears,  and 
again  in  the  poor  markets  of  1960. 

In  constant  dollars,  all  southern  pine  prices 

have  gone  down  except  those  for  dimension, 
which  have  just  held  their  own,  and  those  of 
small  timbers,  which  have  made  modest  gains. 

Industry  adjusts  to  markets. — The  shifting 
price  structure  has  aggravated  the  problem  of 
rising  costs  and  narrow  profit  margins.  While 
receipts  on  most  lumber  items  have  decreased 
in  the  last  10  years,  manufacturing  costs  have 
risen  steadily.  Prevailing  wages  are  twice 

those  of  1947-1949.    Purchased  stumpage  cost 
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30  to  $40  per  M  board  feet  during  the  1950's, 
lough  the  price  has  softened  recently.  To 
ompensate  for  rising  costs,  lumbermen  have 

een  modernizing  and  mechanizing  their  oper- 
tions. 

Mills  have  also  changed  their  sawing  policies 

)  cut  as  much  2-inch  lumber  as  possible.  Some 
,iill  managers  say  that  the  proportion  of  di- 
lension  is  several  times  that  of  10  years  ago. 

'he  main  limitation  on  yields  of  dimension  is 
fiat  many  second-growth  logs  do  not  meet  the 
ensity  requirements  of  the  Southern  Pine 
nspection  Bureau. 

Increased  product  recovery  has  also  helped 

rofit  margins.  Narrow-kerfed  gangs  and  re- 
aws  get  more  lumber  from  a  log  than  do  circu- 
ar  saws.  Even  more  important,  pulp  chips 
rom  slabs,  edgings,  and  trim  have  become  a 

iajor  byproduct.  Depending  on  the  size  of 
he  logs  and  the  minimum  grade  and  length 
f  lumber  being  cut,  chips  increase  returns  by 
7  to  $12  per  M  board  feet  lumber  tally. 

Another  response  to  the  changing  price  struc- 
ure  has  been  a  search  for  ways  to  sell  clear 
umber  in  nonstandard  forms. 

The  effects  on  forest  management  and  other 
esults  were  discussed  by  Row  and  Guttenberg 

n  pages  120-123  of  the  Journal  of  Forestry, 

'ebruary  1962. 

ulpwood  Prices 

Pulpwood  growers  and  producers  of  the  Mid- 
outh  were  paid  a  record  $158  million  for  their 
961  harvest.  Of  this  total,  $136  million  was 
or  wood  delivered  as  bolts.    The  remainder 

went  for  pulp  chips  supplied  by  other  wood- 
using  industries.  Total  payments  exceeded 
those  for  1960  by  4  million  dollars.  These 
estimates  are  based  on  reports  from  firms  that 

pulp  76  percent  of  the  wood  received  by  all 
mills  in  Alabama,  Arkansas,  Louisiana,  Missis- 

sippi, Oklahoma,  Tennessee,  and  Texas. 

While  the  average  price  for  pine  bolts  in 
1961  was  $15.87  per  cord,  there  were  variations 
with  the  point  of  delivery.  A  cord  of  pine 
brought  $15.37  at  woodyards,  $15.65  at  rail 
sidings,  and  $16.69  at  millyards.  Hardwoods 
sold  for  $12.66  at  woodyards,  $12.58  at  rail 
sidings,  and  $13.81  at  millyards. 

In  open-market  transactions,  prices  for  green 
chipped  residues  have  remained  relatively 
stable  since  1957.  Average  prices  per  ton  in 
1961  were  $6.30  for  pine  chips  and  $4.98  for 
hardwood.  Nearly  90  percent  of  all  chips  were 
sold  screened. 

Average  price  per  ton  for  green  chips  in  the 
Midsouth 

Year 
Pine 

Hardwood 

Dollars   1957 6.19 4.31 

1958 
6.22 

4.10 

1959 6.21 
4.97 

1960 6.26 4.54 

1961 6.30 
4.98 

These  price  data  were  published  by  Christo 
pher  in  Southern  Pulp  and  Paper  Manujac 
turer,  July  1962,  page  92. 

Canadians  Push  Lumber  in  U.  S.  Markers 

Canada  sells  half  as  much  lumber  in  the 

United  States  today  as  does  the  southern  pine 
industry.  Having  risen  from  one  billion  board 
feet  in  1947  to  nearly  four  billion  last  year, 

imports  are  supplying  a  rising  share  of  Ameri- 
ca's softwood  lumber  market.  Import  trends 

and  Canadian  sawtimber  resources  suggest  that 
shipments  will  continue  to  increase  and  that 
competition  from  British  Columbia,  the  chief 

lumbering  area,  has  become  a  permanent  fea- 
ture of  our  domestic  lumber  industry.  This 

competition  may  tend  to  hold  down  stumpage 
and  lumber  prices  in  all  U.  S.  softwood  regions. 

Until  very  recently  Canada's  sales  in  the 
United  Kingdom  and  other  world  markets  were 

hampered  by  competition  from  northern 
Europe  and  by  foreign  exchange  difficulties. 
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Thus   Canadian   lumbermen   turned   much   of 
their  attention  southward. 

To  increase  their  market  in  the  U.  S.,  Cana- 
dians had  to  enter  sales  areas  of  highly  com- 

petitive American  lumber  regions.  They  have 

succeeded  despite  the  stable  demand  for  soft- 
wood lumber  and  the  general  over-capacity  of 

the  American  lumber  industry.  In  the  16  years 

since  World  War  II,  American  softwood  con- 
sumption has  stayed  between  29  and  34  billion 

board  feet  per  year,  with  little  discernible 

trend.  The  share  of  the  new-lumber  supply 
(U.  S.  production  plus  imports)  furnished  by 
Canada  has  risen  from  3V2  to  12  percent. 
During  the  same  time  proportionate  output  of 
the  various  U.  S.  lumber  regions  has  changed. 

Southern  pine's  share  of  new-lumber  supplies 
declined  from  35  percent  to  21  percent  in  1961; 

the  Douglas-fir  region's  declined  from  31  per- 
cent in  1952  to  25;  and  that  of  western  pine 

increased  from  23  to  28  percent. 

Canada's  share  of  the  American  market  jor  new 
softwood  lumber  is  rapidly  increasing. 

One  of  the  factors  favoring  imports  has  been 
the  increasing  acceptance  of  the  so-called  white 

woods — hemlock,  spruce,  and  true  firs — in  the 
American  market.  U.  S.  production  of  these 

species  has  risen  from  8  percent  in  1946-47  to 
more  than  16  percent  today.  Generally  half 
or  more  of  shipments  from  Canada  have  con- 

sisted of  these  species. 

How  fast  will  Canadian  shipments  increase 
and  what  factors  may  speed  up  or  retard  them? 
This  and  other  questions  are  discussed  by  Row 
on  pages  27-29  of  the  Southern  Lumberman, 
March  1,  1962. 

Where  Southern  Pine  Sells  Best 

Retail    lumberyards    in    the    heavily    dotted 
»  accompanying  charts  sell  more 

southern  pine  than  any  other  softwoods.   Eai 
map,   representing  a  group  of  major  lumb 
items,  also  shows  the  southern  pine  industrj 
major  competitors  in  its  fight  to  win  back  mi, 
western  and  northern  markets. 

In  answer  to  a  questionnaire,  dealers  withi 

the  southern  pine  producing  area  reported  ha^ 
ing  sold  approximately  60  percent  souther 

pine,  27  percent  Douglas-fir,  6  percent  ponde: 
osa  pine,  and  7  percent  other  softwoods  for  a 
items  combined.  Average  sales  outside  thi 
producing  region  were  12  percent  souther 

pine,  45  percent  Douglas-fir,  19  percent  pondei 
osa  pine,  and  24  percent  other  softwoods. 

Sales  patterns  of  each  species  differed  widel 
for  individual  lumber  items.  As  the  maps  shov 
both  distance  to  lumber  supply  and  suitabilit 
for  specific  purposes  strongly  influence  distr 
bution. 

Southern  pine  dominated  sales  of  commo: 
boards  south  of  a  line  stretching  from  Okla 

homa  to  New  Jersey.  Elsewhere  ponderos> 
pine  generally  sold  best,  except  in  a  few  citien 

in  prairie  States  and  the  Ohio  Valley,  wheiv 

Douglas-fir  was  the  leader.  In  only  a  fev 
southern  lumberyards  did  southern  pine  sale 

take  second  place  to  another  species — and  thei 

only  to  Douglas-fir. 

Sales  of  southern  pine  for  finish  boards  an(    \§ 
siding  exceeded  those  of  other  species  in  mos      ; 
of  the  South.    But  for  molding  and  trim  pint      \ 
outsold  other  species  only  in  the  eastern  Caro 
Unas  and  southwest  Virginia.    In  the  big  mar 
ket  for  2x4  studs,  southern  pine  led  only  ir 

areas   near   producing   mills.    Douglas-fir   ha; 
taken  over  the  southern  market  in  many  indus- 

trialized areas  such  as  the  Piedmont  of  Georgia;  I  Ihips 
and  Alabama,  New  Orleans,  south  Florida,  anc 

most  of  Texas.   Douglas-fir  2  x  4's  are  also  th*:  L"' 
largest   sellers  in  northern   States,   except  in 
central  Indiana,  Ohio,  western  Pennsylvania 
and  western  New  York,  where  white  woods 

now  sell  best.   Few  dealers  reported  large  sales 

of  ponderosa  pine  2  x  4's.  The  market  for  wider 
dimension  (2  x  6's,  2  x  8's,  2  x  10's,  and  other 
sizes  used  mainly  for  rafters,  joists,  and  head-     :• 
ers)  is  split  between  southern  pine  and  Douglas- 
fir,  at 

Additional  information  appears  on  pages  105- 
106  of  the  Southern  Lumberman,  December  15, 

1962,  in  an  article  by  Row. 
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rhere   southern   pine — and   its   competitors — have   the  largest  share  of  the  retail  lumber  market. 

hips  Versus  Bolts 

Chip  deliveries  to  southern  pulpmills  rose 

■om  almost  none  in  1952  to  more  than  3  mil- 
on  cord-equivalents  last  year.  Now  some  12 

srcent  of  the  pulp  industry's  wood  needs  are 
lied  from  chips.  This  spectacular  growth  of 
lips  from  sawmill  residues  has  provoked  the 

uery,  "Is  pulpwood  going  to  chips?" 

At  least  for  the  time  being  the  answer  is  No. 
he  record  does  not  offer  convincing  evidence 

lat  chips  are  about  to  supplant  bolts  as  the 
ominant  form  of  wood  for  pulping. 

That  the  flush  of  growth  in  chipping  is  prob- 
bly  over  can  be  seen   in  the   figure  below, 

which  shows  the  volume  of  chip  receipts  by 

year  and  the  proportion  that  chips  have  con- 
tributed to  total  pulpwood  supply.  To  empha- 

size the  rate  of  year-to-year  gain,  the  data  were 
plotted  on  semilog  paper.  On  such  paper,  a 
straight  line  denotes  a  constant  rate  of  gain 

from  year  to  year.  An  upward-bending  curve 
would  indicate  a  rising  rate  of  growth. 

The  curves  in  the  figure  are  still  rising  in 
relation  to  the  horizontal  scale,  but  they  have 

been  bending  downward  for  some  time.  In 
short,  chip  production  is  still  climbing  from 
year  to  year,  but  at  a  much  slower  rate  than 
formerly.  The  same  is  true  for  the  proportion 
of   chips   in   the   total   pulpwood   supply.     For 
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example,  chip  output  doubled  between  1956 
and  1957,  but  in  1960  to  1961  the  gain  was  only 

10  percent. 

What  has  occurred  in  this  development  and 

what  are  the  implications?  Whaley  discusses 

these  questions  in  Southern  Pulp  and  Paper 
Manujacturer,  April  1962,  page  40. 

3,000 

2.000 
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Rate  of  gain  in  chip  production  is  slowing. 

Timber  Loans  in  the  Midsouth 

Opportunities  for  southern  landowners  to 
use  their  timber  as  collateral  for  loans  have 

improved  since  the  mid-1940's.  Siegel's  Occa- 
sional Paper  194  briefly  reviews  the  various 

available  sources  of  credit.  Special  attention 
is  given  to  the  operation  of  the  Farm  Credit 
System  and  its  facilities  for  making  favorable 
loans  to  owners  of  small  woodlands. 

Farm  Credit  System  loans  may  be  made  for 

up  to  68.4  percent  of  a  property's  appraised 
normal  value.  The  rate  of  interest  varies  with 

business  conditions  but  cannot  exceed  6  per- 
cent. Repayment  plans  can  be  adapted  to  cut- 

ting cycles  and  are  generally  arranged  to  meet 

the  borrower's  individual  needs.  Loans  can 
be  made  on  a  nonamortized  or  partially  amor- 

tized basis.  Partially  amortized  notes  may  run 
from  5  to  40  years;  in  years  when  timber  cut- 

ting is  not  desirable  they  obligate  borrowe  efci;c 
only  for  interest  plus  token  payment  on  pri 
Cipa  '  ffhai' 

The  application  fee  for  loans  up  to  $1,000  jUnsi 

$10;  for  larger  requests  it  is  $15.  An  addition  [j.jl 
fee  of  5  cents  per  acre  (not  to  exceed  $600) 
levied   on  that  portion  of  the   timberland 
excess  of  300  acres. 

The  report  is  based  on  the  experiences  t 
the  Federal  Land  Bank  of  New  Orleans,  whic 

has  been  a  pioneer  in  establishing  a  successfi 

timber-loan  program.  The  experience  of  th 
New  Orleans  bank  furnished  guidance  for  im 

augurating  a  program  at  the  bank  of  Houstoi 
Texas,  and  is  currently  being  studied  by  thl[ 
bank  of  St.  Louis,  Missouri. 

The  Woodland  Owner 

he!.: 

I'jnil.  1 

Need  for  timber  has  induced   some  wood 

using  firms  to  assist  owners  of  small  wood 
lands  in  improving  their  forests.  The  wood  pre 
cessors  hope  that  these  tracts,  managed  undelP 
agreements    with    the    landowners,    will    als 

stimulate  nearby  forest  owners  to  grow  mor' 
and  better  timber.    While  some  of  the  agree 

merits  between  industry  and  landowners  ar  ' : 
written  documents,  at  least  14  Midsouth  com 

panies   were   known   in    1961    to   be   workin; 
under  verbal  agreements. 

Nearly  all  of  the  programs  are  less  than  1! ' 
years  old.  Most  of  the  firms  cut  pine  or  hard 
wood  lumber  and  veneer,  some  manufacturi 

pulp  and  paper,  and  a  few  have  integrate< 
operations  for  several  wood  products.  In  addi 
tion  to  increased  timber  supplies,  these  firm: 
hope  for  secondary  benefits,  among  which  an 
assistance  by  landowners  in  solving  problem: 
of  taxation,  fire  prevention,  and  trespass. 

The  cooperative  agreements  have  several 
features  in  common.  Clients  are  offered  tech- 

nical assistance  by  company  foresters.  Som« 

firms  prepare  management  plans,  estimate  tim- 
ber volumes  and  growth,  mark  trees  for  har- 

vest, and  assist  in  marketing.  Others  provide 
only  a  few  of  these  items. 

Such  technical  aid  is  generally  free.  If  neces- 
sary, cull  timber  is  removed  or  trees  planted 

at  cost.  In  return  the  landowner  is  expected  to 
give  the  company  first  refusal  on  stumpage. 
The  agreements  contrast  with  formal  leases 

and  long-term  contracts  in  that  they  do  not 

It  is 

Bra 
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61 ^finitely  commit  the  landowners  on  stumpage 
lilies  and  management  costs. 

Whaley  and  Guttenberg  analyze  these  pro- 
grams in  Forest  Farmer,  October  1962,  pages 

1-24. 

ow  Many  Jobs  Can  Managed  Forests  Provide? 

>  More  than  100,000  workers,  primarily  de- 
endent  upon  managed  forests,  are  now  em- 
loyed  in  growing  and  manufacturing  timber 

ill  Louisiana,  Arkansas,  east  Texas,  and  south- 
ast  Oklahoma.  Forest-connected  payrolls  in- 

lude  about  one-third  of  this  region's  workers 
fi  manufacturing  outside  of  Houston  and  New 
irleans.  Even  so,  the  present  cut  of  timber  is 

hly  a  fraction  of  what  could  be  taken  from 

le  forests  that  cover  59  percent  of  the  region's 
and.  Intensification  of  forestry  efforts  could 
ouble  employment. 

It  is  estimated  that  240  acres  of  well-man- 

ged  woodland  can  provide  a  yearlong  job  for 
ne  man.  In  areas  with  exceptionally  good 

rowing  conditions  and  where  woodland  man- 
gement  is  intensive,  the  number  of  jobs  could 
e  even  greater. 

Besides  forest-connected  workers,  there  are 
arge  numbers  of  salespeople,  storekeepers, 

octors,  lawyers,  and  electricians,  among  oth- 
frs,  who  are  needed  to  furnish  supplies,  equip- 

ment, and  services  to  the  woods  and  mill  work- 
rs.  According  to  studies  in  other  areas.  1,000 
iiew  jobs  in  a  basic  industry  add  7,000  people 
jo  the  local  population. 

Current  forest-connected  employment,  esti- 
nates  for  future  employment,  and  the  need  for 

'xpansion-minded  forest  industry  to  remain 
:ompetitive  are  discussed  by  Reynolds  and  Row 
n  Forests  and  People,  Fourth  Quarter  1962, 

)ages  30-33. 

Silver  Anniversary  of  Crossett  Farm  Forestry 
Forties 

For  25  years  visitors  to  the  famous  Crossett 
Experimental  Forest  have  been  shown  the 
annual  harvest  of  timber  from  the  two  farm 
forties. 

The  so-called  poor  forty  was  a  34-acre  tract 
that  was  badly  understocked  when  the  study 
began;  it  was  chosen  to  typify  farm  woodlands. 
In  25  years  it  has  yielded  $6,434  in  stumpage. 
This  is  an  average  of  $189  worth  of  stumpage 
per  acre,  or  $7.89  per  acre  annually.  With  a 
similar  tract,  a  tree  farmer  could  have  made 

more  than  19  percent  per  year  on  his  invest- 
ment, even  if  he  had  bought  the  land  for  $35 

an  acre!  The  volume  of  standing  timber  is  now 
227  percent  greater  than  it  was  25  years  ago. 
As  the  table  shows,  the  effects  of  management 
became  apparent  in  as  little  as  10  years. 

Volume Growth  yearly 
Year 

4+  inches 12+  inches 
4+  inches 12+  inches d.b.h. 

d  b.h. d.b.h. 
db.h. 

Cu.  ft. Bd.  ft. 

(Doyle) 
Cu.  ft. Bd.  ft. 

(Doyle) 

1937 
976 2,341 1941 

1,214 3,135 

86 231 
1946 

1,179 
3,701 57 

251 
1951 

1,501 4,583 
121 391 

1956 
1,480 4,339 

75 264 
1960 

1,863 
5,304 

174 514 

The  second  forty,  which  did  contain  40  acres, 
was  reasonably  well  stocked.  It  was  intended 
to  show  owners  of  small  forests  what  they 

might  expect  after  they  had  built  up  their 
stands.  Naturally,  annual  returns  from  this 
tract  have  outpaced  those  from  the  other  one. 
Total  value  of  stumpage  cut  to  date  has  been 
$10,796.  This  is  an  average  of  $270  per  acre, 
or  $10.80  per  acre  annually. 

Products  harvested  from  the  two  tracts  over 

the  25  years  are  briefly  listed  in  a  booklet  by 

Reynolds  and  Rawls. 

g|gp.»m«^j«|,, 

Silver-anniversary  visitors  to  the 
Crossett  Farm  Forestry  Forties 
study  the  growth  possibilities  of 
well-managed  loblolly  -  shor  tie  a  f 
pine  stands. 
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Forest  Engineering  Research 

A  program  of  research  to  develop  engineer- 
:g  systems  for  intensive  forest  management 
as  begun  this  year  at  Auburn,  Alabama.  The 

roject  was  established  late  in  1961  in  coopera- 
on  with  the  Alabama  Agricultural  Experi- 
lent  Station,  Auburn  University.  Nationwide 
i  scope,  it  is  one  of  four  newly  established 
>rest  engineering  research  laboratories.  The 
ther  three  are  at  Montana  State  College, 

ozeman;  Michigan  College  of  Mines  and  Tech- 
ology,  Houghton;  and  University  of  Washing- 
pn,  Seattle. 

The  goal  of  the  Auburn  project  is  to  develop 

ystems  for  economically  meeting  forestry  ob- 
3ctives  in  areas  characterized  by  intensively 
lanaged  timber  tracts,  both  large  and  small, 

'he  subjects  on  which  research  will  be  con- 
ucted  are: 

Intensive  management  of  forest  plantations, 

including  seed  production,  nursery  opera- 
tions, planting,  and  direct  seeding 

Cultural  operations,  as  mowing,  brushing, 
thinning,  and  pruning 

Harvesting  and  transporting  timber 

Naval  stores  operations 

Mechanization  of  operations  on  small  owner- 
ships in  the  South 

Access  to  forests  for  all  multiple-use  pur- 
poses. 

During  1962  research  was  begun  on  methods 
»f  improving  forest  roads,  arrangements  were 
nade  for  a  study  of  systems  for  transporting 

mlp  chips,  and  a  low-cost  portable  skidder  was 
leveloped  as  part  of  a  system  for  harvesting 
;mall  pines. 

STABILIZING  FOREST  ACCESS  ROADS 

In  cooperation  with  the  Southern  Region  of 
the  U.  S.  Forest  Service,  plans  were  made  for 

testing  ways  of  stabilizing  forest  access  roads 
on  sandy  soils  of  the  lower  Coastal  Plain. 

Construction  and  maintenance  of  roads  on 

many  of  these  soils  are  hampered  by  lack  of 

convenient  supplies  of  clay  binder  for  the  road- 
bed and  of  coarse  aggregate  for  the  wearing 

surface.  In  the  absence  of  a  sealer,  moreover, 

the  heavy  rains  characteristic  of  the  region 

quickly  erode  the  native  limerock  and  sand-clay 
stabilizers.  Pavements  of  types  developed  by 

State  highway  departments  are  too  expensive 
for  the  intermittent  traffic  of  forest  roads. 

Further,  some  hard-surface  materials,  asphalt 

in  particular,  deteriorate  unless  used  constant- 

The  tests  will  be  limited  to  materials  that 

either  are  readily  available  at  the  road  site 
or  can  be  supplied  at  low  cost.  Thus,  strips  of 
road  will  be  surfaced  with  combinations  of 

native  sandy  materials,  soil-cement,  asphalts, 
limerock,  crude  oil,  and  pentaprime.  These 
combinations  will  be  evaluated  on  the  basis 

of  overall  construction  costs,  maintenance  and 

upkeep,  and  stability  and  permanency  of  the 
wearing  surface.  The  first  installations  will 
be  made  in  the  spring  of  1963,  on  roads  of  the 

Apalachicola  National  Forest  in  Florida. 

TRANSPORTING  PULP  CHIPS 

The  Alabama  Agricultural  Experiment  Sta- 
tion and  the  Southern  Forest  Experiment  Sta- 
tion are  cooperating  in  a  study  to  evaluate  the 

potentialities  of  transporting  pulpwood  chips 

via  Alabama's  large  mileage  of  pipelines  and 
navigable  waterways. 
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The  study  is  concerned  chiefly  with  chips 
that  manufacturers  of  products  other  than  pulp 
salvage  from  their  own  residues.  Sawmills 

are  the  chief  source  of  supply,  but  wood-pre- 

serving plants,  veneer  mills,  and  box  manufac- 
turers also  contribute.  The  residues  are  usually 

chipped  at  or  near  their  point  of  origin,  and 
then  sent  by  rail  or  highway  to  the  pulpmill 
that  has  contracted  for  them.  Alabama  leads 

the  Midsouth  in  production  of  chipped  residues. 
At  last  count  132  firms  were  chipping,  and 
total  annual  production  was  in  excess  of  a 

half-million   cord   equivalents. 

The  initial  phase  of  the  study  will  be  col- 
lection of  information  on  the  origin  and  desti- 

nation of  chips,  costs  of  transport  and  handling 
by  present  methods,  and  rates  of  flow.  A 
second  purpose  will  be  to  evaluate  alternative 
systems,  especially  those  that  may  tie  in  to 

future  "chipping  in  the  woods"  operations. 

HARVESTING  PINES  FOR  PULPWOOD 

Investigations  of  pulpwood  harvesting  sys- 
tems led  to  the  development  of  a  portable 

skidder  for  harvesting  "whipwood,"  the  sup- 
pressed pines  that  occur  in  second-growth  pulp- 

wood  stands.  Such  trees  are  usually  considered 
uneconomic  to  harvest  by  regular  pulpwooding 

methods  and  machinery,  and  hence  are  com- 

monly left  standing  after  clearcutting  opera- 
tions. 

mm 

m4 ft-^5        '      i  -Oil.         ,  .■.J-i«    '- tA. 

Portable  skidder  for  harvesting  whipwood. 

Recently,     several     land-owning     pulpwoci  5^' 
companies  in  the  Southeast  became  interest*  :i 
in  utilizing  such  trees.    A  chief  motive  is 
clear  the  site  for  seeding  or  planting  a  ne 
timber  crop.    Costs  of  removal  vary  greatl 
but  $5  per  acre  is  a  general  estimate. 

The  whipwood  usually  occurs  in  clumps,  anJ| 
the  aggregate  volume  may   approach  6   or 

cords  per  acre.   The  vac-sink  process  of  wooc  '■'[■'. bark   separation   facilitates   use   of   the   tree 
since  debarking  is  not  necessary  prior  to  chij 

ping.    Pulp  companies  not  using  this  procej    in  tri 
have  found  that  the  trees  can  be  debarked  i  j 

the  regular  drums,  if  put  through  separatel 
from  larger  wood. 

The  chief  requirement  for  a  system  of  hani 
vesting  whipwood  economically  appeared  t 
be  a  skidder  light  enough  to  be  transported  b; 

hand  and  powerful  enough  to  skid  tree-lengt 
stems  at  a  speed  approximating  that  of  a  mai 
walking.  Such  a  machine  would  reduce  cost 

by  eliminating  the  need  for  having  a  tracto 
with  each  logging  crew. 

As  a  machine  meeting  these  requirement;! 

was  not  available  commercially,  one  was  dej 
veloped.  It  weighs  185  pounds  and  is  powerec 

by  a  6-horsepower  gasoline  engine  made  o: 
aluminum.  Skidding  is  controlled  by  a  non 

locking  clutch  that  transfers  power  via  V-belt: 

to  an  8-inch  drum  holding  175  feet  of  Vi-incl 
wire  rope.  The  engine  (including  speed-reduc- 

ing gears)  and  drum  are  mounted  on  a  weldec 
frame  of  standard  structural  aluminum.  AL 

major  parts  are  commercially  available,  anc 
the  entire  skidder  can  be  built  in  a  machine 

shop  at  less  than  $350  for  labor  and  materials. 

The  harvesting  system  is  planned  for  three 

3-man  crews,  each  equipped  with  a  power  saw 
and  skidder.  The  three  crews  are  serviced  by 

one  tractor  that  pulls  a  tilt-bed  cart  for  carrying 
the  loading  pallets. 

The  tractor  driver  spots  a  pallet  in  a  suitable 
location  for  each  crew.  The  sawyer  then  fells 
all  small  trees  in  a  radius  of  125  or  150  feet  of 

the  pallet;  a  crew  member  helps  him  drop  the 
trees  so  that  the  butt  cuts  point  toward  the 
skidder.  The  third  crewman  limbs  and  tops 
the  stems. 

When  felling  and  limbing  are  completed,  the 
skidder — which  is  anchored  to  a  tree  near  the 

pallet — is  put  into  operation.    One  man  oper 
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abs  the  skidder  and  another  bunches  the  felled 
sems  into  lots  convenient  in  size  and  location 
fir  one  skid  haul.  The  third  man  attaches  the 
nose  of  the  cable  to  a  bunch,  follows  the  load 
t  the  skidder,  and  then  frees  and  returns  the 
cble  for  another  bunch.  Butts  of  all  trees 

sidded  from  one  direction  are  piled  approxi- 
mately even,  so  that  they  can  be  bucked  simul- 

tneously.  When  the  cutting  circle  has  been 
(impleted,  the  crew  carries  the  skidder  to  the 
i;;xt  location. 

In  trials  on  lands  of  the  Union  Bag-Camp 
liper  Corporation  near  Pooler,  Georgia, 

ihipwood  from  stands  containing  30  cords  of 
igular     pulpwood     was     harvested     by     this 

system.  On  the  first  of  two  1-acre  plots  the 
3-man  crew  produced  4.4  cords  (5,500  pounds 
per  cord)  in  9  hours.  On  the  second  acre,  the 
same  crew  harvested  4.9  cords  in  8  hours.  With 

training  and  experience,  crews  should  be  able 

to  cut  about  2  cords  per  man-day  in  commercial 

operations. 

One  producer  in  southeast  Georgia  has  begun 
using  the  skidder  system  regularly.  If  the 

machine  proves  successful  in  commercial  prac- 
tice, it  has  good  possibilities  for  adaptation 

to  regular  harvesting.  The  only  change  neces- 
sary would  be  to  increase  its  size  and  perhaps 

the  method  of  moving  it  from  one  location 
to  the  next. 

:■ 

The  trees  are  dropped  with  butts  toward  the  skidder, 
then  limbed  and  topped  but  not  bucked. 

Stems  are  skidded  in  bunches.  One  member  of  the  3-man  crew 
follows  the  noose  of  the  cable  in — to  free  and  return  it  for  the 
next  load. 

Stems  are  piled  with  butts  even,  so  that  several  can  be  bucked 
with  a  single  pass  of  the  saw. 

Bolts  are  loaded  on  pallets,  which  a  tractor  assembles 
at  a  pick-up  point  for  trucks.  One  tractor  serves  three 
3-man  crews. 

----- 

j 
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Forest  Utilization  Research 

Forest  products  utilization  made  several  no- 
Ible  advances  in  the  South  during  the  past 
bar.  Midsouth  pine  producers  laid  firm  plans 
L  undertake  manufacture  of  southern  pine 

lywood  on  a  large  scale.  A  notable  improve- 
ient  in  lumber  quality  at  large  mills  has 
labled  recapture  of  some  Midwest  markets 

)rmerly  lost  to  other  suppliers.  The  lamin- 
ting  industry  increased  and  diversified  its 
utput.  Hardwood  lumber  output  was  high, 

rid  technical  advances  were  made  in  log  stor- 

ge  and  lumber  seasoning.  Pulpwood  produc- 
on  continued  to  expand. 

To  farther  advance  such  progress,  a  new 

^search  project  in  pine  utilization  was  estab- 
shed  at  Alexandria,  Louisiana.  The  project 
rill  attack  regional  problems  now  impeding 
icreased  wood  utilization  and  will  explore 
pportunities  for  diversified  production.  Staff 
ecruitment  and  provision  of  facilities  have 
egun. 

SOUTHERN  PINE  PLYWOOD 

Early  commercial  production  of  southern 

line  plywood  seems  assured.  At  year's  end, 
ive  major  wood-manufacturing  firms  that  own 
ubstantiai  acreages  of  southern  pine  forests 
vere  preparing  to  enter  the  plywood  market. 

The  first  product  will  be  largely  that  known 

is  construction-grade  plywood — which,  in 
vails,  roofs,  and  sub-floors  has  distinct  advan- 
ages  over  other  materials  in  strength  and  econ- 
•my  of  application.  This  grade  does  not  require 

raditional  softwood  peeler  logs  for  its  com- 
>onent  veneers.  Rather,  industrial  planning  in 
he  South  is  directed  toward  use  of  the  second- 

;rade  logs  from  the  upper  part  of  the  tree. 

Large  butt  logs  will  continue  to  be  sawn  into 
profitable  dimension  items.  Bolts  from  12  to 

18  inches  in  diameter  inside  bark,  with  a  mini- 
mum of  four  to  six  rings  per  inch,  figure  large- 

ly in  industrial  planning.  They  will  yield 

about  2,400  square  feet  of  %-inch  plywood  for 
every  thousand  board  feet,  log  scale.  The 

decision  to  make  clear  and  paint-face  grades 
will  depend  upon  market  developments  and 
availability  of  suitable  face  veneer. 

Profitable  manufacture  of  sheathing-grade 
plywood  will  depend  upon  installation  of 

modern,  high-speed  machinery.  Minimum  in- 
vestment for  a  plant  is  estimated  at  $112  mil- 

lion to  $3  million.  Mechanical  bolt  handling, 

automatic  lathe-charging,  high-speed  lathes, 
fast  clipping  machinery,  ample  drying  capacity, 

modern  glue-handling  equipment,  and  multi- 

ple-opening presses  are  requisites  for  a  suc- 
cessful entry  into  the  extremely  competitive 

market. 

The  South  is  ready  for  the  new  industry.  It 
has  a  large  and  expanding  internal  market  for 
plywood.  Its  forest  industry  is  awake  to  the 

needs  of  process  modernization  and  diversifica- 
tion of  market  items.  Research  at  the  U.  S. 

Forest  Products  Laboratory,  Madison,  Wiscon- 
sin, has  demonstrated  the  technical  feasibility 

of  making  structural  plywood  from  southern 

pine. 
And  the  raw  material  is  on  hand.  Forest 

growth  is  soundly  based  on  silvicultural  re- 
search. The  growth-cut  ratio  of  many  owner- 

ships is  now  on  the  positive  side.  Some  well- 
managed  properties  are  large  enough  to  indi- 

vidually provide  the  12  to  15  million  board 

feet  of  pine  bolts  that  even  a  minimum-size 
plywood  plant  will  require  annually. 

Increased  use  of  plywood  for  sheathing  offers    potential   markets   for   southern   pine 
plywood. 
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Both  problems  and  opportunities  await  the 
new  industry.  Formulation  of  commercial 
standards  and  establishment  of  an  adequate 

inspection  service  will  be  required  to  guarantee 
an  acceptable  product  to  construction  finance 
institutions.  Entry  must  be  made  into  market 
channels  already  used  for  distributing  similar 
or  competitive  materials.  Advantages  will  be 

gained  from  low  transportation  costs  to  south- 
ern markets.  Possibilities  for  using  high-grade 

hardwood  faces  on  pine  inner-plies  must  be 
explored.  Overlays,  with  special  papers  or 
other  materials,  can  make  new  uses  possible. 

Totally  new  concepts  for  plywood  use  in 
construction  can  expand  output.  Research  will 
continue  its  vital  role  in  the  new  industrial 

development. 

STRUCTURAL  LAMINATES 

Graceful  wooden  arches  and  massive  beams 

from  glued  laminates  of  southern  pine  are 
becoming  familiar  sights.  Their  design  and 
manufacture  call  for  the  best  in  engineering 
and  wood  technology. 

The  southern  laminating  industry  has  ma- 
tured during  recent  years,  and  1962  saw  con- 

tinued improvement  in  processing  methods 
and  expansion  of  facilities.  The  five  major 
manufacturers  in  the  Midsouth  are  now  esti- 

mated to  be  using  almost  2  million  board  feet 

of  pine  lumber  per  month.  This  is  about  one- 

fifth  of  the  nation's  total.  One  of  these  firms 
has  constructed  a  new  plant  (see  photo)  which, 
when  complete  with  heavy  bridge  cranes,  will 
keep  all  laminates  under  roof,  from  delivery 
of  raw  material  to  loading  of  the  finished  work 
into  railroad  car  or  truck   trailer.    Electronic 

Making  big  ones  out  of  little  ones  requires  wide, 
clear  working  areas.    This  plant  is  in  Texas. 

Laminated    bow-string   trusses   permit   a   Louisiar  iv- 
manufacturer  to  add  100-  by  420-foot  support-fn 
cover  to  his  operating  and  shipping  area. 

lad  intei 

'.  ice  .:■ 
gluing  of  straight  beams  and  laminated  roc 
decking,    requiring    unusually    high    standard 
in  seasoning  component  lumber,  is  finding  ir 
creased  market  acceptance.    Among  the  ne\ 
and  unusual  uses  for  laminated  southern  pin 

were  large  bulk-chemical  storage  buildings  aniii^^ 
a    massive    open-framework    wooden    steeple!,  1(jer ,A 
reaching  well  over  100  feet  into  the  sky. 

Lack  of  research  is  hindering  further  det;  Inan 
velopment  of  the  growing  industry.  Becausi  \ ¥  ̂ 

new  designs  have  gone  beyond  basic  strengtl  I :l)ma' 
information  for  deep  beams,  design  engineer; *M°ng { 
are  forced  to  extrapolate.  Needed  are  nevj^^S 
data  derived  from  tests  of  material  laminatec !  ̂  ̂ 
to  depths  greater  than  16  inches.  The  use  ol 
laminates  in  exterior  exposures  is  also  limited 

by  present  knowledge  of  protection  methods  ! 

Improved  preservative  treatments  could  ex-J 
pand  exterior  uses.  Treatments  should  affect] 
neither  flexibility  of  the  wood  nor  current] 

gluing  practices. 

Excess  moisture  caused  this  section  of  laminated 
roof  decking  to  explode  under  electronic  gluing. 

This  gluing  process  guarantees  a  well-seasoned, 
dimensionally  stable  product. 

.. 
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69 SAW-LOG  STORAGE 

development  in  log  storage  is  helping 
mill  operators  to  hold  deterioration  to  an 

:eptable  minimum.  In  the  new  system,  log 
:ks  at  sawmills  are  watersprayed  to  maintain 
Imoisture  film  on  all  surfaces  of  the  logs, 

gaining,  shrinking,  and  end-checking  are  near- 
1  eliminated,  even  during  long  storage.  Sev- 
lal  mills  have  installed  spray  systems  to  pro- 
tt  decks  of  5  to  10  million  board  feet  of  pine 
Id  hardwood  logs. 

■  Costs  of  installation  vary,  but  some  estimates 
re  well  under  $1  per  thousand  board  feet  for 
jitial  capacity.  Studies  of  both  continuous 
ad  intermittent  sprinkling  are  under  way  in 

]  ississippi  and  Arkansas.  Industrial  experi- 
ace  is  beginning  to  show  that  lumber  from 

!gs  stored  under  spray  is  somewhat  more  sus- 
t?ptable  to  early  staining  than  is  lumber  from 
;esh  logs.  Chemical  treatment  or  immediate 

jrface  drying  of  the  lumber  may  be  required, 
xploratory  research  is  under  way  to  test  pulp 
nips  made  from  sawmill  residues  of  logs  stored 
nder  water  sprays. 

In  another  study  it  was  found  that  hardwood 
Dgs  shrank  appreciably  during  5  weeks  of 
.ormal  dry  storage.  Careful  measurements 
ilong  marked  log  diameters  showed  that  red 
ak  logs  lost  1.3  percent  in  Doyle  scale,  overcup 

■ak  0.6  percent,  and  white  oak  and  sweetgum 

:;   M 

Logs  are  protected  only  when  all  surfaces  are  con- 
stantly wet.  At  one  mill  in  Arkansas  pond  water 

is  circulated  through  standard  metal  pipes  and 
spray  fittings. 

0.4  percent.  Such  shrinkage  may  explain  dif- 
ferences between  scales  made  when  logs  are 

stored  in  the  fall  and  when  received  at  the  saw- 

mill 3  to  5  months  later.  The  study  was  re- 
ported by  Carpenter  in  Southern  Forestry 

Notes  139. 

SAND  PINE  PULP 

West  Florida  sand  pine  shows  great  promise 
for  reestablishing  pine  forests  in  deep  sand 
soils  of  the  South.  Utilization  will  probably 

be  for  pulpwood.  To  test  suitability  for  this 
purpose,  experimental  pulping  runs  were  made. 

With  the  cooperation  of  the  Forestry  Di- 
vision of  Eglin  Air  Force  Base,  Southern  Sta- 

tion personnel  collected  specimen  bolts  in  Oka- 
loosa and  Walton  Counties,  Florida.  A  simul- 

taneous collection  of  longleaf  pine  was  made 

for  comparative  purposes.  Bolts  for  both  spe- 
cies averaged  24  years  of  age  and  7  inches 

diameter  inside  bark.  Specific  gravity  was 
0.46  for  sand  pine,  0.52  for  longleaf.  The  bolts 

were  shipped  to  the  U.  S.  Forest  Products  Lab- 
oratory at  Madison,  Wisconsin,  for  the  pulping 

runs. 

Laboratory  observations  showed  that  the 
sand  pine  had  72  percent  springwood  and  52 

percent  heartwood.  Longleaf  pine  had  62  per- 
cent springwood  and  15  percent  heartwood. 

Chemical  composition  differed  only  in  alpha- 
cellulose  and  pentosan  contents.  Longleaf 

pine  had  more  alpha-cellulose,  55.9  percent, 

than  sand  pine's  51.5  percent.  Sand  pine's  14.4 
percent  pentosan  content  was  higher  than  long- 
leaf's  12.7  percent. 

In  kraft  pulping  tests,  sand  pine  pulps  were 
higher  in  overall  strength  and  brightness  and 
essentially  equal  to  longleaf  in  cooking  and 
bleaching  requirements  and  yields  by  weight. 

Fifty-pound  bag  papers  made  from  sand  pine 
pulp  had  adequate  tear  and  tensile  strength 
and  air  resistance  to  meet  a  commercial  speci- 

fication for  multiwall  sack  paper.  Similar  paper 
made  from  the  longleaf  pine  pulp  was  higher 

than  sand  pine  in  tear  strength,  better  in  poros- 
ity, but  a  little  lower  in  tensile  strength.  Bag 

paper  made  from  a  mixture  of  both  pulps  had 
adequate  tensile  and  nearly  sufficient  tear 
strength  to  meet  specifications. 
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Publications,  1962 

On 

Allkn 
1962. 

Items  marked   with  an  asterisk 

request  to   the  Southern  Forest 

R.  M.,  and  McGregor,  W.  H.  D. 

SEEDLING     GROWTH     OF     THREE     SOUTHERN      PINE      SPECIES 

under  long  and  short  days.   Silvae  Genetica  11:  43-45, 
illus. 

Loblolly  pine  from  southerly  seed  sources  made  more 

height  growth  under  long  or  short  days  than  seedlings 

from  more  northern  sources:  growth  patterns  re- 
vealed the  interaction  of  a  photoperiodic  control  pro- 

cess and  a  seasonal  rhythmic  process.  Shortleaf  grown 
under  short  days  exhibited  a  clinal  pattern  like  that 
oj  loblolly,  but  under  long  days  showed  differences 
more  suggestive  of  ecotypes.  Longleaf  grew  larger 
under  long  days  than  under  short,  but  showed  no 
differences  attributable  to  geographic  source. 

Beal.  R.  H.,  and  Kais,  A.  G. 
1962    APPARENT  INFECTION  OF  SUBTERRANEAN   TERMITES  BY 

Aspergillus  flavus  link.  Jour  Insect  Path.  4:  488-489. 
Termites  contaminated  by  spores  of  the  fungus  died 
in  6  to  12  days. 

Bennett,  W.  H. 
1961.  common  insect  enemies  of  pines  in  the  southern 

united  states.  Jour.  South  African  Forestry  Assoc, 

No.  39,  pp.   13-18,  illus. 
Brief  descriptions. 

Bilan,  M.  V. 

1962.  effect  of  planting  date  on  regeneration  and  develop- 
ment of  roots  of  loblolly  pine  seedlings.  Thirteenth 

Cong.  Int.  Union  Forest  Res.  Organ.  Proc,  part  2,  sect. 
22,  No.  15,  5  pp.,  illus. 
In  east  Texas,  time  required  for  lateral  roots  to  begin 
growing  decreased  from  10  weeks  for  seedlings  planted 
in  November  to  4  weeks  for  those  planted  in  March. 

Blair,  R.  M.,  and  Brunett,  Louis. 
1962.  piney  woods  deer  research.  La.  Conserv.  14  (2): 

18-19,  illus. 
The  Louisiana  Wild  Life  and  Fisheries  Commission  and 
the  U .  S.  Forest  Service  are  cooperatively  studying 

the  deer  carrying  capacity  of  well-stocked  loblolly- 
shortleaf  pine  forests. 

Bower,  D.  R. 
1962.  removing  understory  hardwoods  from  pine  stands 

impairs  moisture  relations.  U.  S.  Forest  Serv.  South. 

Forest  Expt.  Sta.  South.  Forestry  Notes  141. 
A  decline  in  weiglit  and  moisture-holding  capacity  of 
litter-humus  and  an  increase  in  evaporation  from  the 
surface  layer  of  soil  followed  removal  of  understory 
hardwoods  in  the  Ouachita  Mountains. 

1962.     volume-weight  relationships  for  loblolly  pine  saw- 

logs.    Jour.  Forestry  60:   411-412. 
In  an  analysis  of  both  individual  logs  and  truckloads, 
weights  per  M  decreased  with  increasing  log  diameter. 

■   and  Smith,  J.  L. 

(•)  are  available  on 

Experiment  Station. 

face  soil.    U.  S.  Forest  Serv.  South.  Forest  Expt.  St 
South.  Forestry  Notes  139. 
In  the  Ouachitas ,  cutting  a  pine  stand   back   to  set 
trees  and   burning  the  site  increased   volume  weig. 
and  reduced  aggregation  of  the  surface  soil. 

Briegleb,  P.  A. 

1962.   FORESTRY  PROGRESS  IN  THE  SOUTH   A  REPORT.   Forer 

Farmer  22(3):   6-8,   15-17,  illus. 
Over   the   past    6   years   technical   forestry    has 
important  gains  in  the  South. 

Forests  and  People  12(1) 
Broadfoot,  W.  M. 
1962.       THE  FAME  OF  SHARKEY  CLAY 

30,  40,  illus. 
Sharkey    is   sticky    when    wet,    but    dries    into    hat 
granules.    Because  it  contains  montmorillonite,  it  ca 
absorb  huge  amounts  of  water;  when  it  dries  it  dd 
velops  exceptionally  wide,  deep  cracks.    Though  onl  I 
moderately    productive,    Sharkey    supports    much   i 
the  hardwood  forest  of  the  Mississippi  Delta. 

  —    and  McKnight,  J.  S. 

1962.       SOIL     SUITABILITY     FOR     HARDWOODS     IN     COASTAL     PLAIN! 

Miss.  Farm  Res.  25(2)  :  6.   Also  as  Miss.  Agr.  Expt.  St. 
Inform.  Sheet  745,  2  pp. 

Tabular  summary  of  suitability  of  soils  in  this  Ian 
resource  area  for  growing  about  30  commercial  hard 
wood  species. 

  and  McKnight,  J.  S. 

1962.       SOIL     SUITABILITY     FOR     HARDWOODS     IN     THE     BLACKLAN 

area.    Miss.  Farm  Res.  25(11):   3.    Also  as  Miss.  Agi 
Expt.  Sta.  Inform.  Sheet  783,  2  pp. 
See  abstract  above. 

*  Burns,  R.  M. 

1962.       SOUTHERN     PINES     AND     SWEETGUMS     DO     NOT     MIX.      U.  S 

Forest  Serv.  South.   Forest  Expt.   Sta.   South.   Forestrj 
Notes   141. 

After  5  years,  loblolly,  slash,  and  shortleaf  pines  an 
overtopping  sweetgums  that  were  planted  in  mixturi 
with  them  on  uplands  of  north  Mississippi. 

*  Burton,  J.  D. 

1962.       BARK    THICKNESS    IN    TENNESSEE    LOBLOLLY     PLANTATIONS. 

U.  S.    Forest    Serv.    South.    Forest    Expt.    Sta.    South. 
Forestry  Notes  142,  illus. 
Double  bark  thickness  =   0.17  +  0.156  d.b.h. 

1962.       DORMANT-SEASON    MIST    BLOWING:    IT    DIDN'T   WORK.     U.S. 
Forest  Serv.  South.  Forest  Expt.  Sta.   South.  Forestry 
Notes  137. 

Four  2,4,5-T  formulations  were  tested  in  Tennessee: 
2  or  4  pounds  acid  equivalent  in  5  or  10  gallons  of 
diesel  oil  per  acre. 

'v. 

1962.       SEEDBED    BURNS    IN    ARKANSAS    MOUNTAINS    COMPACT    SUR- 

•  Carpenter,  B.  E.,  Jr. 
1962.   LOGS  SHRINK  IN  FALL  STORAGE. U.  S.  Forest  Serv.  South- 
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Forest  Expt.   Sta.  South.  Forestry  Notes   139. 

During  5  iveeks  of  fall  storage,  freshly  cut  oak  and 

sweetgum  logs  shrank  appreciably  in  scaling  diameter. 

)62.       SOUTHERN    HARDWOODS    MAKE    GOOD    FENCE     POSTS.      U.  S. 
Forest  Serv.   South.   Forest  Expt.   Sta.   South.   Forestry 
Notes   140. 

See  Carpenter  and  Bouler,  below. 

   and  Bouler,  T  P. 

962        HARDWOOD     FENCE     POSTS     GIVE     GOOD     SERVICE     IN     LONG 
rance  delta  test.    Miss.  Farm  Res.  25 (11):  6.    Also  as 

Miss.  Agr.  Expt.  Sta.  Inform.  Sheet  782,  2  pp. 

Sapwood     posts,     treated     by     the     hot-and-cold-bath 
method    with    creosote    or    pentachlorophenol,    have 

given  excellent  service  in  Mississippi. 

assady,  J.  T. 

962.     pine  seed  sowing  methods.    Forest  Farmer  21(6):  7-8, 
13-14,  illus. 
Reviews  development  of  machines  and  techniques  for 

spot,   broadcast,  and  row   seeding. 

hristopher,  J.  F 

962.     Alabama  wood-using  plants.    U.  S.  Forest  Serv.  South. 

Forest  Expt.   Sta.   South.   Forestry   Notes   142. 

Of   the    672   primary   ivood-using   plants    in   Alabama 
during  1961,  555  were  sawmills.    In  1946,  there  were 
3,030  sawmills. 

962.        CHARCOAL     INDUSTRY     GROWS     IN     MIDSOUTH.      U.  S.     Forest 

Serv.   South.   Forest  Expt.    Sta.   South.    Forestry   Notes 
139. 

Total  production  in  1961    was  95,000  tons,  a  gain  of 

28  percent  since  1956. 

1962.  midsouth's  rising  pulpwood  values  South.  Pulp  and 
Paper  Mfr.  25(7):  92,  illus. 

Prices  for  pine  bolts  increased  from  $12.16  per  cord 
in  1950  to  $15.87  in  1961;  hardwood  bolts  rose  $2.39 

per  cord  during  the  same  period.  Green  chipped 
residues  have  remained  stable  since  1957. 

1962.        PULPWOOD     CHIPPING     INSTALLATIONS     IN     THE     MIDSOUTH. 

U.  S.  Forest  Serv.  South.  Forest  Expt.  Sta.  Forest  Survey 

Release  87,  14  pp.,  illus. 

At  least  372  Midsouth  firms  are  currently  producing 

chips   for   sale   to   pulp   mills.     Sawmill   residues   are 

the  main  source  of  raw  material. 

1962.     pulpwood   cut   tops   24    million    cords.     U  S.    Forest 

Serv.   South.   Forest   Expt.   Sta.    South.    Forestry   Notes 
140. 

See  Robinson  and  Nichols,  1962. 

1962.     Tennessee     wood-using     plants.      U.  S.     Forest     Serv. 

South.  Forest  Expt.  Sta.   South.  Forestry  Notes   138. 

Of  1,286  primary  wood-using  plants   in  the  State  in 
1960,  1,135  were  sawmills.    In  1946  there  were  2,789 
sawmills. 

Croker,  T.  C,  Jr. 

1962.  fifteen  years  of  management  on  the  ESCAMBIA  farm 

forestry  forty.  U.  S.  Forest  Serv.  South.  Forest  Expt. 
Sta.,  4  pp. 

Thirty-three  MBF  (Doyle)  of  saw  logs.  96  cords  of 

pulpwood,  and  417  poles  have  been  harvested  from 
this  40-acre  tract  of  longleaf  pine.  Groioing  stock, 

originally  11.8  cords  per  acre,  has  increased  to 
12.5  cords. 

*  Czabator,  F.  J. 

1962  cermination  value:  an  index  combining  speed  and 

completeness  of  pine  seed  cermination.  Forest  Sci. 

8:  386-396,  illus. 

Completeness  is  expressed  as  Mean  Daily  Germina- 
tion, or  the  percentage  of  full  seeds  germinating  by 

the  end  of  the  test,  diuided  by  the  number  of  days 

to  the  end  of  the  test.  Speed  is  represented  by  Peak 

Value,  the  highest  value  obtained  from  daily  compu- 
tations of  (cumulative  germination  )/(  number  of  days 

since  start  of  test).  Germination  Value  then  equals 
MDG    ■    PV. 

'  Davis,  K.P.,  Briegleb,  PA.,  Fedkiw,  J  ,  and  Grosenbauch,  L  R. 
1962.  DETERMINATION    OF    ALLOWABLE    ANNUAL    TIMBER    CUT    ON 

FORTY-TWO     WESTERN     NATIONAL      FORESTS        U.  S.      Dept. 

Agr.,  Forest  Serv    M-1299,  40  pp 
Objectives,  problems,  and  methods:   an  analysis  with 
recommendations. 

*  Derr,  H  J. 

1963.  BROWN-SPOT  RESISTANCE  AMONG  Fj    PROGENY   OF  A  SINGLE, 
resistant  longleaf  parent.  Forest  Genetics  Workshop 

Proc  1962.  South  Forest  Tree  Impr  Com  and  Soc 

Amer.  Foresters  Tree  Impr.  Com. 

The  considerable  resistance  displayed  by  the  wind- 
pollinated  progeny  indicates  genetic  control  of  this 

trait  and  hence  the  possibility  of  selection  for  resistant 
strains. 

*  Duvall,  V  L. 

1962.       BURNING     AND     CRAZING     INCREASE     HERBAGE     ON     SLENDER 

bluestem  rance.  Jour.  Range  Mangt.  15:  14-16,  illus. 
Chiefly  because  they  prevented  large  accumulations 

of  grass  litter,  burning  and  grazing  increased  forage 

yields. 
*   and  Whitaker,  L  B. 

1962.  boosting  beef  yields  on  forest  range.  Forests  and 

People  12(3):  24-25,  42,  44,  46,  illus. 
A  practical  combination  of  supplemental  feeding,  herd 

management,  and  controlled  grazing  tripled  income 

from  native  cattle  grazing  cutover  longleaf  pine  land 
in  central  Louisiana. 

Enghardt,  Hans 

1962      yields  high  for  planted  slash  pine  in  central  Louisi- 
ana.   U.  S    Forest  Serv.  South.  Forest  Expt.  Sta.  South. 

Forestry  Notes   137. 

A    7-acre   plantation   has   produced   50.6   rough   cords 

per  acre  at  age  26',2  years. 

Fahnestock,  G.  R. 
1962.  low  humidity  warns  of  bad  fire  situations.  U.  S. 

Forest  Serv.  South.  Forest  Expt.  Sta.  South.  Forestry 

Notes  138. 
Analysis  of  2,200  winter  fires  in  Texas  showed  that 

size  and  occurrence  rates  were  greatest  at  low  humidi- 
ties. Fire  size  also  was  related  to  time  between 

discovery  and  first  attack,  to  wind  speed,  and  to 
hour  of  discovery. 

'  Ferguson,  E.  R. 

1962.      1962    SUMMER    DROUGHT    lowers    moisture    in    living 

foliage.     U.  S.   Forest   Serv.    South.    Forest   Expt.    Sta. 

South.  Forestry  Notes   142 

Though    the    foliage    did    not    become    readily    flam- 
mable,  reductions   in    moisture    content    increase    the 

likelihood    that    fires    will    be    intense    and    damage 

severe. 

1962.     furrow-seeding  and  machine  plantinc  loblolly  pine 
in  east  texas.    Tex.  Forest  News  41(1):  5,  illus. 

On  suitable  sites,  furrow  seeding  promises  satisfactory 

stands  at  about  half  the  cost  of  machine  planting. 

   and  Stransky,  J.  J. 

1962      longleaf  piney  woods  laboratory.    Ala.  Forest  Prod 

(Dir.  ed.)   5(10)  :   17,  19-20,  illus. 

Research  at  the  Escambia  Experimental  Forest. 

1962.     site  preparation  benefits  pine  seeding  and  planting 
in  texas.    U.  S.  Forest  Serv.   South.   Forest  Expt.   Sta. 

South.  Forestry   Notes   138.    Also  as  site   preparation 
pays     Forest  World  1(2):   13. 

Furrowing  and   disking   improved  first-year  survival 
of  loblolly  and  shortleaf  pines  planted  and  sown   in 

both  fields  and  woods. 
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*  Freese,  Frank. 

1962.       ELEMENTARY    FOREST    SAMPLING.      U.  S.    Dept.    Agl\,    Agr. 

Handb.  232,  91  pp. 

"This  is  a  statistical  cookbook.   It  presents  recipes  jor 

a  number  of  sampling  methods  that  have  been  found 

useful  in  forestry." 

*  Gammage,  J.  L.,  and  Maisenhelder,  L.  C. 

1962.       EASY    WAY    TO    SOW    COTTONWOOD    NURSERY     BEDS.      U.  S. 

Forest  Serv.  Tree  Planters'  Notes  51,  pp.  19-20,  illus. 
Catkins  are  hung  on  wires  above  the  beds,  and  seed 

falls  as  the  capsules  open. 

Grelen,  H.  E. 

1962.  PLANT  SUCCESSION  ON  cleared  sandhills  in  northwest 

Florida.  Amer.  Midland  Nat.  67:  36-44,  illus. 

Annual  composites  dominated  the  earliest  stage  of 

succession.  Annual  grasses  were  scarce,  but  two 

perennials,  Panicum  malacon  and  Leptoloma  cogna- 

tum,  came  in  quickly.  At  the  end  of  4  years,  Eupa- 

torium  compositifolium  was  the  dominant  herb.  An- 

dropogon  virginicus  increased  steadily  after  the  second 

year.  Scrxib  oaks  and  Aristida  stricta,  which  dominate 

uncleared   areas,   occurred    only   as   scattered    plants. 

*  Grigsby,  H.  C. 
1962.     how  to   propagate   plants  by   air   layering.    Forests 

and  People  12(3):  22-23,  illus. 
Directions  for  air-layering  pines. 

[1962]    propagation  of  loblolly  pine  by  cuttings.   Plant  Prop- 

agators Soc.  Proc.  11:  33-35. 
Cuttings  made  in  December  have  been  rooted  under 

mist  in  a  sand-perlite  mixture  heated  to  about  75-80°F. 
1BA  helps  induce  rooting.. 

and  their  immediate  environment.   Forest  Sci.  8:  :  jj 

204,  illus. 
During  a  normal  and  a  very  dry  season  in  east  Te.  i 

shading  reduced  temperatures  and  evaporation  poi  •■■      „.  „ 

tial  but  did  not  affect  soil  moisture  levels  or  raU'Jf'^1'    '., 
loss.    Mulch  did  not  reduce  net  depletion,  but  rai  I   ' 
moisture   levels   by   increasing   percolation.     If  it 

duced  evaporation,  this  was  obscured  by  transpirat 

from  the  seedlings.    Soil  moisture  loss  increased  u 
moisture  levels  and  with  seedling  size.    No  seedli  lUii* 

were  damaged  by  heat.    As  transpiration  appeared     . 

be   the  chief  agent  of  depletion,  any   vegetation  i  I 

to  shade  seedlings  would  be  detrimental  rather  tl 

beneficial. 

Krumbach,  A.  W.,  Jr. 

1962.  power  sampler  for  frozen  soil.  Soil  Sci.  Soc  Am 
Proc.  26:  209,  illus. 

A  gasoline  motor  is  connected  to  the  sampling  tv 

by  a  flexible  shaft;  the  spinning  tube  melts  the  s 

enough  to  permit  ready  penetration  without  injit 
to  the  sample  core. 

■■■•. 
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Lull,  H.  W.,  and  Fletcher,  P.  W. 

1962.       COMPARATIVE     INFLUENCE     OF     HARDWOOD     TREES,    LITTISb    CAM 

AND    BARE    AREA    ON    SOIL-MOISTURE    REGIMEN.      Mo.    A|.f         Res 
Expt.  Sta.  Res.  Bui.  800,  15  pp.,  illus. 

Tree  cover  increased  soil  moisture  losses,  but  litU 

reduced  them.  ijisii.K 

I  ft 

McClurkin,  D.  C. 

1962.       GOOD  SURVIVAL  OF  NONDORMANT  LOBLOLLY  PINE  SEEDLINC 

U.  S.  Forest  Serv.  Tree  Planters'  Notes  51,  p.  10,  illt'l 
In    north    Mississippi,    mortality    among    nondorma; 

seedlings,   even   when   frost-nipped,  averaged   only 
percent    more    than    among    seedlings    planted    whi 
dormant. 

GUTTENBERG,   SAM. 

1962.       COMPUTER    PROGRAMS   OF    INTEREST    FOR    THE    PULP    INDUS- 

TRY.   Amer.  Pulpwood  Assoc.  Tech.   Paper   62-TP-102, 
6  pp. 

The  Southern  Forest  Experiment  Station's  experiences 
with  electronic  data-processing  probably  typify  those 
that  will  be  encountered  by  forest  industry. 

Halls,  L.  K. 

1962.       WILDLIFE    HABITAT    RESEARCH    IN    THE    MID-SOUTH.      Forest 

Farmer  21(13):   6-7,  14-17,  illus. 
Similar  to  more  game,  and  timber  too/,  listed  below 

under  Southern  Forest  Experiment  Station. 

'  Hodges,  J.  D.,  and  Scheer,  R.  L. 
1962.       SOIL    COVER    AIDS    GERMINATION    OF    PINE    SEED    ON    SANDY 

sites.    U.  S.  Forest  Serv.  Tree  Planters'  Notes  54,  pp. 
1-3. 

Sowing   depths   up   to    three-fourths    of   an   inch    are 
best  for  slash  and   sand   pine.    Longleaf  pine  should 

not  be  sown  deeper  than  one-half  inch. 

'  Jewell,  F.  F.,  True,  R.  P.,  and  Mallett,  S.  L. 
1962.       HISTOLOGY     OF     CRONARTIUM     FUSIFORME     IN     SLASH     PINE 

seedlings.  Phytopath.  52:  850-858,  illus. 
The  fungus  was  characterized  by  intercellular,  septate, 

uninucleate  hyphae  and  unicellular,  uninucleate, 

mostly  unbranched  haustoria.  Host  response  included 

changes  in  arrangement,  size,  number,  and  shape  of 

xylem,  cortex,  and  phloem  elements. 

McKnight,  J.  S. 

1962.     horizons  in  hardwoods.    Forest  Farmer  21(8):   14-1- 
28-29,  illus. 

Survey  of  current  research  projects  in  the  South,  tl 

most  important  research  needs,  and  what  may  I 

expected  from  research  in  years  to  come. 

   and  Carpenter,  B.  E.,  Jr. 

1962.     hardwood  helps  Alabama  forestry.    Ala.  Forest  Proc  ■  — 

(Dir.  ed.)   5(10):  58-59,  61-62,  illus.  |  362 
Accumulated  knowledge  about  management,  if  at 

plied  as  effectively  as  it  is  to  pines,  could  benefi 

the  economy  more  than  it  has.  Research  is  developin 

new  information  on  breeding  oaks  and  gums,  rt 

straining  the  forest  tent  caterpillar,  and  safeguardin 
stored  logs. 

   and  Maisenhelder,  L.  C. 

1962.     change  to  quick  trees.  U.  S.  Forest  Serv.  Tree  Planters 

Notes  51,  pp.   23-24,  illus.    Also  in  Forest  Farmer  2.  I 

(13)  :  12,  illus. 
On  suitable  sites  and  with  cultivation  during  the  firs 

year,  Cottonwood  plantings  make  remarkable  growth 

*  McLemore,  B.  F. 

1962.  predicting  seed  yields  of  southern  pine  cones.  Jour 

Forestry  60:  639-641,  illus. 
Formulae  have  been  developed  for  estimating  yields 

of  longleaf,  slash,  and  loblolly  pine  cones  from  the 

number  of  full  seeds  cut  through  when  cones  are 
sliced  longitudinally  with  a  sharp  knife. 

Johnson,  R.  L. 

1962.     weed  control  and  site  preparation  for  natural  re- 
generation of  cottonwood.    South.  Weed  Conf.  Proc. 

15:   181-184. 
Cutting  shallow   trenches  with  a   bulldozer  or   giant 

plow  achieves  the  three  requisites  for  natural  regen- 
eration  of  cottonwood:    a    bare   seedbed,   removal   of 

overstory   other   than  seed   trees,   and   freedom   from 

weeds  for  at  least  a  year. 
Koshi,  P.  T.,  and  Stephenson,  G.  K. 

1962.     shade  and  mulch  as  influences  on  loblolly  seedlings 

*  Maisenhelder,  L.  C.,  and  McKnight,  J.  S. 
1962.     southern  hardwood  research:  past — present — future. 

South.   Lumberman   205(2561)  .122-123,   illus. 
Research  at  the  Southern  Hardwoods  Laboratory. 

*  Mann,  W.  F.,  Jr. 

1962.     how  to  direct-seed  the  southern  pines.   Forest  Farmer 

(Tenth  Manual  ed.)  21(7)  :  52-55,  illus.    Also  in  Forest 

World  1(2)  :   24-30,  32. 
General    review,   applicable    to    most    southern    pine 

species  and  sites. 
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]S2.     tools  for  direct  seeding.    Forest  Farmer  21  ( 5 )  :  13-16, 
illus. 
Brief  description  of  machines  and  methods 

B  ple,  W.  R. 
162.       SEEDING     SHORTLEAF     PINE     IN     THE     OZARKS        Univ.     Mo. 

Forestry  Short  Course  Proc,  pp.  50-54. 
Mountain  soils  and  sites  require  some  modification  of 
techniques  that  are  successful  in  the  Coastal  Plain. 

JtsAVAGE,  Clement,  and  Smith,  J.  L. 
1162.  soil-erosion  gauge.  Jour.  Soil  and  Water  Conserv.  17 : 

22,  illus. 
Construction  details  of  a  portable  t-shaped  frame 
that  can  be  placed  on  iron  stakes  permanently  fixed 
in  the  soil  at  points  to  be  sampled  Gauge  rods  that 
slide  through  holes  in  the  main  bar  can  be  read  to 
0.01  inch. 

Ignery,  A.  L. 
162.       OAK     DIRECT     SEEDING     IN     TENNESSEE.      U.  S.     Forest     SerV. 

South.  Forest  Expt.  Sta.  South.  Forestry  Notes   137. 
Seeding   was   successful   with    white    oak,    but    failed 
with  red  oak  because  small  mammals  ate  the  acorns 
or  pulled  up  seedlings. 

J3RRIS,  R.  C. 
)62.     carpenterworms  crow  fast  in  Mississippi.   Miss.  Farm 

Res.  25(4):   8,  illus. 
Most  attacks  are  on  trees  of  low  vigor. 

oser,  J.  C. 
)62.     probing   the  secrets  of  the   town   ant.    Forests   and 

People   12(4):    12-13,  40-41,  illus. 
Researchers    at    Alexandria.    La.,    are    studying    the 
biology  of  the   town  ant,  with  a   view   to   improving 
control  measures. 

eelands,  R.  W. 
962.     a    hundred    thousand    pedigrees.     South.    Lumberman 

205(2561)  .   129-130,  illus. 
Research   at    the    Institute    of   Forest    Genetics.     Also 
see  entry  under  Southern  Forest  Experiment  Station. 

eevy,  F.  A. 
;962.     EVALUATION  OF  placements  of  2,4,5-T  basal  spray  for 

control  of  blackjack  oak     Weeds    10:    74-75 

Place?nents  that  did  not  wet  the  rootcollar  and  sprout- 
ing zone  gave  poor  kills  of  roots. 

and  Row,  Clark. 

962.  injecting  undiluted  silvicides  for  control  of  woody 

plants.  South.  Weed  Conf  Proc  15:  163-169. 
Blackjack  and  post  oaks  may  be  killed  with  undiluted 
2.4-D  amine — 0.5  ml.  per  injection  in  cuts  spaced  3 
inches  apart,  edge  to  edge,  near  the  groundline.  For 
hard-to-kill  species  like  red  oak  and  hickory,  injections 
should  be  spaced  1  inch  apart  or  undiluted  2,4,5-T 
amine  should  be  used  at  rates  of  1  ml.  per  injection 
in  cuts  3  inches  apart. 

'owers,  H.  R  ,  Jr.,  and  Verrall,  A.  F. 
1962.  a  closer  look  at  fomes  annosus.  Forest  Farmer  21 

(13)  :  8-9,  1617,  illus. 
A  Southwide  survey  indicates  that  annosus  root  rot 
has  caused  considerable  mortality  in  some  thinned 
yjlantations  of  slash  and  loblolly  pine,  but  not  in 
natural  stands.  Damage  is  worst  on  former  cropland , 
light  soils,  and  slopes;  and  it  increases  with  depth  of 
A  liorijon  and  litter. 

Punch,  L.  E. 
1962.     publications    of    the    southern    forest    experiment 

station,  1955  through  1961.    U.  S.  Forest  Serv.  South 
Forest    Expt     Sta.    Oceas.    Paper    108 ( Supplement    I), 
57   pp 

Complete  list,  with  abstracts. 

Reynolds,  R  R  ,  and  Rawls,  I.  W. 
1962  after  25  years  on  the  crossett  farm  forestry  forties. 

U.  S.  Forest  Serv.  South.  Forest  Expt.  Sta  ,  4  pp.,  illus. 

On  the  so-called  poor  forty,  which  was  badly  under- 
stocked 25  years  ago.  growing  stock  has  been  more 

than  doubled  even  though  stumpage  worth  $6,400  has 
been  harvested.  A  well-stocked  forty  has  yielded 
stumpage  returns  of  $10,800. 

1962.       HOW   MANY   JOBS  CAN   A   WELL  MANAGED   FOREST   PROVIDE? 

Forests  and  People  12(4):  30-33,  illus. 
More  than  100,000  workers  are  now  employed  in 

growing  and  manufacturing  timber  in  Louisiana,  Ar- 
kansas, east  Texas,  and  southeast  Oklahoma.  With 

increased  mechanization  and  cost  reduction,  product 
development,  and  further  improvement  of  timber 

resources,  the  area's  forests  can  provide  a  job  for 
every  240  acres — a  doubling  of  present  employment. 

*  Robinson,  V.  L.,  and  Nichols,  Agnes  C. 
1962.     southern    pulpwood    production,    1961.     U.  S.    Forest 

Serv.  Southeast.  Forest  Expt.  Sta.  Forest  Survey  Release 

59,  26  pp.,  illus. 
Of  the  record  total  of  24.2  million  cords,  4.9  million 
was  hardwood  and  3.2  was  chipped  mill  residues. 

*  Row,  Clark. 

1962.       CANADIANS  PUSH  LUMBER  SALES  IN  U.  S.  MARKETS.     South. 

Lumberman  204(2542):   27-29,  illus. 
Canada  now  sells  half  as  much  lumber  in  the  U.  S. 
as  does  the  southern  pine  industry.    Import  trends  and 
sawtimber   resources   suggest    that    competition   from 
Canadian  softwood  lumber  will  increase. 

1962.       MIDSOUTH     NOW     PREDOMINANTLY     URBAN.       U.  S      Forest 
Serv    South.   Forest   Expt.   Sta.   South.   Forestry   Notes 
140. 

Midsouth    population    rose    9    percent    between    1950 
and  1960;  the  proportion  dwelling  in  cities  and  towns 
climbed  from  44  to  55  percent. 

1962.     where  does  southern  pine  sell  best?  South.  Lumber- 
man 205(2561):    105-106,  illus. 

For  five   types   of   lumber,   maps   show   where   retail 
dealers  sell  mostly  southern  pine,  Douglas-fir,  ponder- 
osa  pine,  or  other  softwoods. 

   and  Guttenberg,  Sam. 
1962.  CHANCING  PRICE  PATTERNS  AFFECT  SOUTHERN  PINE  LUM- 

BER industry.  Jour.  Forestry  60:  120-123,  illus. 
High-grade  boards  have  been  declining  in  price 
relative  to  common  grades,  while  2-inch  dimension 
has  risen.  Resulting  lower  average  prices  for  all 
lumber  have  forced  modernization  of  mills  and 
changes  in  product  mix.  Associated  decreases  in  value 

of  high-quality  logs  and  stumpage  may  strongly  affect 
sawtimber  management. 

Royall,  W.  C,  Jr.,  and  Ferguson,  E.  R. 
1962.      controlling    bird    and    mammal    damage    in    direct 

seeding  loblolly  pine  in  east  texas.    Jour.  Forestry 

60:  37-39. 
Blended  with  higher  rates  of  bird  repellent,  endrin 
does  not  appear  to  present  a  serious  hazard  to  bird 

populations. 
Shoulders,  Eugene. 
1962.     deep-planted  seedlings  survive  and  grow  well.    U.  S. 

Forest  Serv.  South.   Forest  Expt.   Sta.  South.   Forestry 
Notes  140. 
Tests  in  Louisiana  suggest  that  it  is  unnecessary  to 
set  loblolly  and  slash  pines  precisely  to  the  depth  at 
which  they  grew  in  the  nursery.  To  reduce  the 
chance  of  shallow  planting,  it  may  be  advisable  to 
instruct  crews  to  set  trees  slightly  deeper  than  the 
rootcollar. 

   and  Wilson,  R.  H. 
1962.     why  treat  a  good  site?   South.  Lumberman  205  (2561) : 

143-144,  illus. 
In  central  Louisiana,  site  preparation   by  disking  or 
furrowing  improved  survwal  and  growth  of  loblolly, 
slash,  and  longleaf  pines  planted  on  a  good  site. 

Siegel,  W.  C. 
1962.     federal  land   bank   timber   loans  in   the   midsouth. 

U.  S.  Forest  Serv.  South.  Forest  Expt.  Sta.  Oceas.  Paper 
194,  15  pp.,  illus.   Reprinted  in  part  as  what  you  should 
know   about   land   bank   loans     Forest   World   2(1): 
31-36.     1963. 

Development    and    operation    of    the    Farm    Credit 
System,    with   attention    to    its   facilities    for    making 
loans  to  woodland  owners  in  Louisiana,  Alabama,  and 
Mississippi. 
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SlEGEL,   W.  C. 

1962.       FOREST    LAND    ASSESSMENTS    RISING    IN    LOUISIANA.      U.  S. 

Forest  Serv.   South.   Forest  Expt.   Sta.   South.   Forestry 
Notes  142. 
Between  1954  and  1961  the  average  forest  assessment 
in   Louisiana   rose   nearly   15   percent,   from   $5.08   to 

$5.82  an  acre. 

Smith, 
1962. 

J.  L. 
Jour.    Soil   and ROCKY     SOIL    SAMPLING     AND    ANALYSES. 

Water  Conserv.   17:   71. 
In  the  Ouachita  Mountains  of  Arkansas,  undisturbed 
soil   cores   were    taken   from    soils    having    20    to    75 

percent  rock  volume. 

Smith,  V.  K.,  Jr.,  and  Johnston,  H.  R 
1962.  EASTERN  SUBTERRANEAN  TERMITE.    U.  S.  Dept.  Agr.  Forest 

Pest  Leaflet  68,  7  pp.,  illus. 
Description  and  suggestions  for  control. 

Snyder,  E.  B  ,  and  Allen,  R  M. 
1963.  SAMPLING,  NURSERY,  AND  YEAR-REPLICATION  EFFECTS  IN  A 

loncleaf  pine  progeny  test.  Forest  Genetics  Workshop 
Proc.  1962.  South.  Forest  Tree  Impr  Com.  and  Soc. 
Amer.  Foresters  Tree  Impr.  Com. 
Ten-year  results  from  a  comprehensive  test  illustrated 
the  possibility  of  error  or  inefficiency  from  unrepre- 

sentative sampling,  persisting  effects  of  nursery  en- 
vironment, and  indiscriminate  replication  by  years. 

Southern  Forest  Experiment  Station. 
1962.  more  game,  and  timber  too!  U.  S.  Forest  Serv.  South. 

Forest  Expt.  Sta  ,  16  pp.,  illus. 
General  description  of  the  Southern  Forest  Experi- 

ment Station's  wildlife  habitat  research  program. 
Research  is  concentrated  in,  but  not  confined  to, 
Coastal  Plain  forests  of  loblolly  and  shortleaf  pine 
and  hardwoods. 

1962.     the    southern    institute    of    forest    genetics.     U.  S. 
Forest  Serv.  South.  Forest  Expt.  Sta.,  38  pp.,  illus. 

Statement  of  the   Institute's  aims,   plus   synopses   of 
its  main  studies. 

Spalt,  K.  W.,  and  Reifsnyder,  W.  E. 
1962.  bark  characteristics  and  fire  resistance:  a  litera- 

ture survey.  U.  S.  Forest  Serv.  South.  Forest  Expt. 
Sta.  Occas.  Paper  193,  19  pp.,  illus. 

Little  attention  has  been  given  to  the  physical  and 
thermal  properties  that  determine  the  effectiveness 
of  bark  in  insulating  trees  against  fire  damage.  Study 
of  the  thermal  conductivity  and  diffusivity ,  density, 
and  moisture  relations  of  bark  would   be  rewarding. 

Squillace,  A.  E.,  Echols,  R.  M.,  and  Dorman,  K.  W. 
1962.     heritability    of    specific    gravity    and    summerwood 

per  cent  and  relation  to  other  factors  in  slash  pine. 

TAPPI  45:  599-601,  illus. 
Estimates  of  the  heritability  of  specific  gravity  were 

roughly  twice  those  of  summerwood  percent.  Rela- 
tions of  between-tree  variation  in  specific  gravity  to 

d.b.h.  and  to  total  height  were  weak  to  moderately 
strong,  but  appeared  mainly  phenotypic  rather  than 
genetic.  Specific  gravity  was  weakly  related  to 

summerwood  percent — hence  modest  gains  in  specific 
gravity  are  possible  through  selection  and   breeding. 

Sternitzke,  H.  S. 

1962.     how  much  timber?    where?    Forests  and  People  12(2)  : 
30-31,  45,  illus. 

A    tentative    appraisal    suggests    that    both    pine    and 
hardwood  volumes  in   Louisiana   have  increased   sig- 

nificantly since  the  forest  survey  of  1954. 

1962.     Mississippi    forest    atlas.     U.  S.    Forest    Serv.    South 
Forest  Expt.  Sta.,  48  pp.,  illus. 
Generalized    maps    showing    geographic    distribution 
of    timber    volume,    woodland    area,    and    output    of 
timber. 

Tennessee  has  more  timber  than  it  did  a  decade    u\e.  coTIO! 
Volume  in  trees  at   least   5   inches  in   diameter  y 
risen   33   percent   for   softwoods   and    22   percent  | 
hardwoods.    For  trees  of  sawtimber  sizes,  the  g,  I 
have    been   37    percent    in   softwoods,    18    percenl 

I 

hardwoods. 

1962.       TENNESSEE    TIMBER    TRENDS 

Forest  Expt.  Sta.  South.  Forestry  Notes  142 
See  entry  above. 

U.  S.   Forest   Serv.   Soi 
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10-11,  26,  illus.  ;; 
Efficiently  managed,  the  hardwood  lands  of  the  So 
could  provide  the  raw-material   base  for  an  ann 
output  of  products  valued  at  $10  billion. 

   and  Christopher,  J.  F. 

1962.     trends  in  southern  hardwood  production.    Pulpwi 
Prod.  10(3)  :  24,  illus. 

Projection  of  1950-60  trends  in  southern  hardwoi 
indicates  that  the  output  of  pulpwood  will  si 
exceed  that  of  saw  logs. 

   and  Halls,  L.  K. 

1962.     forest  grazing  in  the  Arkansas  ozarks.    U.  S.  For 
Serv.  South.  Forest  Expt.  Sta.  South.  Forestry  Notes  1 
About  23  percent  of  the  forest  land  in  the  region  , 

grazed   by   cattle. 

Stransky,  J.  J. 
1962.  furrows  aid  pine  survival  during  drought.  U. 

Forest  Serv.  Tree  Planters'  Notes  53,  pp.  23-24,  ill: 
During  a  dry  spring  and  summer  in  east  Texas,  k  | 
lolly  seedlings  that  had  been  planted  in  furroi 
survived,  and  grew  better  than  those  in  sod.  Afulchi 
with  sawdust  was  not  helpful. 

Thames,  J.  L. 
1962.     litter  production  as  influenced  by  species  of  SOU! 

ern  pine.   Jour.  Forestry  60:  565,  illus. 

During  the  first  4  years  in  erosion-control  plantin 
in   north   Mississippi,    loblolly    pine    grew    faster  a  i 
produced  more  litter  than  shortleaf,  Virginia,  or  u>< 
Florida  sand  pine. 

m 

'HULL,  A. 

For- 

S( 

1962.  loblolly  best  but  seed  source  important  in  erosio 
control  plantings  in  north  Mississippi.  U.  S.  Fort 

Serv.  Tree  Planters'  Notes  55,  pp.  21-22,  illus. 
Loblolly  outgrew  Virginia,  shortleaf,  and  sand,  pin 
Four  loblolly  seed  sources  were  represented;  the  Lo 
Pines  of  Texas  seemed  best,  northwest  Georgia  oi 
east  Texas  were  intermediate,  and  trees  from  sei 
collected  in  southern  Arkansas  grew  the  slowest. 

1962.     Tennessee    forests.    U.  S.   Forest   Serv.    South.    Forest 
Expt.  Sta.  Forest  Survey  Release  86,  29  pp.,  illus 

1962.  seedling  size  and  soil  moisture  affect  survival  c 
loblolly  pine  sprouts.  U.  S.  Forest  Serv.  Tree  Plan 

ers'  Notes  55,  pp.  27-29,  illus. 
Heavily  browsed  seedlings  often  recover  by  sprouth 
and  develop  normally.  Large  seedlings  and  tho;  I 
clipped  some  distance  above  the  ground  are  mot 
likely  to  sprout  than  small  or  low-clipped  seedling 

Thatcher,  R.  C. 
1962.  COLD  WINTER  no  check  TO  TEXAS  pine  beetles.  U.  i  J 

Forest  Serv.  South.  Forest  Expt  Sta.  South.  Forestr 
Notes  139. 

Though  temperatures  fell  to  5°F.  in  January  1961 
southern  pine  beetle  broods  were  little  affected.  It 
festations  in  the  Big  Thicket  began  to  spread  durin 
late  February. 

Toole,  E.  R. 
1962.       BOTRYOSPHAERIA     RIBIS,     CAUSE     OF     A     TRUNK     LESION    0 

sweetgum.     (Abstract.)    Phytopath.   52:   30. 
The   lesions,   which   are  found   only   in   bottom   land 
ivithin  100  miles  of  the  Gulf  Coast,  result  from  th 
killing   of   limited   but   adjacent   patches   of  cambiun 
in  successive  years. 
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62.  Cottonwood  canker.  South.  Lumberman  204(2539): 

42,  44,  Ulus. 
Fusarium  solani  cankered  many  trees  that  had  been 

deeply  flooded  in  the  spring  of  1961.  Rot  quickly 

developed  behind  the  cankers,  and  in  a  few  months 

many  trees  died  on  the  stump  or  broke  off. 

|l62.       TUPELO  LESION   CAUSED  BY    FUSARIUM    SOLANI.     U.  S.    Dept. 

Agr.  Plant  Dis.  Rptr    46:   732-733,  illus. 
Stem  swelling  and   roughened   bark   result   from   the 

killing,  in  successive  years,  of  small   but  contiguous 

patches  of  cambium. 

.isic,  S.  J. 
)62.   EARLY  SURVIVAL  OF  LOBLOLLY   PLANTINGS  ON   ERODED 

lands     U   S.  Forest  Serv.  Tree  Planters'  Notes  53,  pp. 
27-28. 

Over  several  years,  and  on  a  variety  of  sites,  first-year 

mortality   in  north  Mississippi   has  averaged   19  per- 

cent;  second-   and    third-year    losses    combined    have 
averaged  6  percent. 

errall,  A.  F. 
962.     annosus  root  rot  survey.    U.  S.   Forest   Serv.   South. 

Forest  Expt.  Sta.  South.  Forestry  Notes  141. 
See  Powers  and  Verrall,  above. 

962.     condensation   in    air-cooled    buildings.     Forest    Prod 

Jour.  12:  531-536,  illus 
In    the    South    Atlantic    and    Gulf    States    damaging 

amounts  of  condensation  occur  often  enough  to  war- 
rant preventive  measures. 

'1962.     the  deterioration  of  wood  in  service.    La.  State  Univ., 

Quality  Control  Short  Course  Proc   1961:   39-42. 
General  discussion. 

"Vakeley,  P.  C. 
1963.     nursery  influences  as  a  source  of  error  in  proven- 

ance   tests.     Forest    Genetics    Workshop    Proc     1962. 

South.  Forest  Tree  Impr.  Com.  and  Soc.  Amer.  Foresters 

Tree  Impr.  Com 

Provenance  tests  should  be  designed  to  permit  factor- 
ing out  effects  of  variations  in  nursery  environment, 

which   may   cause   differences   in   survival   and   early 

growth    of    genetically    identical    stocks,    or    distort 

differences  among  genetically  unlike  stocks. 

Whaley,  R.  S. 

'1962.  chips  versus  bolts.  South.  Pulp  and  Paper  Mir.  25(4)  : 
40,  illus. 

//  present  trends  continue,  chip  output  will  increase 

during  the  1960's,  but  at  a  reduced  pace.  Sawmills 
will  still  be  the  principal  suppliers,  but  an  increasing 

share  will  come  from  other  wood-products  manufac- 
turers. 

   and  Guttenberg,  Sam. 
1962.     informal    partners:    woodland    owners    and    forest 

industry.    Forest  Farmer  22(1):   22-24,  illus 
Verba!    management    agreements    between    industries 

and  woodland  owners  have  improved  productivity  of 

many  small  southern   woodlands. 

Warter,  S.  L.,  Moser,  J.  C.,  and  Blum,  M.  S 
1962.  SOME  correlations  between  the  foraging  behavior 

of  common  nighthawks,  chordeiles  minor  (forster), 

and  the  swarming  behavior  of  two  species  of  ants, 

atta  texana  (buckley)  and  iridomyrmex  pruinosis 

(roger).  La  Acad  Sci.  Proc  25:  42-46 
Nighthawks  ate  many  of  the  ants. 

Wheeler,  P.  R. 

1962.  PENTA  PRISM  CALIPER  FOR  UPPER-STEM  DIAMETER  MEAS- 

UREMENTS. Jour.  Forestry  60:  877-878,  illus. 
Direct  mew  of  one  side  of  a  tree  stem  is  brought  into 

coincidence  with  reflection  of  the  other  side  through 

two  penta  prisms,  one  fixed  and  one  movable.  Dia- 
meter is  read  on  a  scale  through  the  prisms 

1962.  southern  trees  by  the  billions  Forest  Prod.  Jour. 

12:  325-327,  illus. 

The  200  million  forest  acres  in  the  South  support 

105  billion  trees  1  inch  and  larger  in  diameter.  Some 

73  billion  are  presently  or  potentially  of  saiotimber 

quality;  the  rest  are  culls.  Hardwoods  outnumber 

softwoods,  but  softwood  volume  is  generally  increas- 
ing and  hardwood  volume  is  decreasing. 

Williston,  H.  L. 

1962.        CONIFERS  FOR  CONVERSION  PLANTING  IN  NORTH  MISSISSIPPI. 

U.  S.  Forest  Serv.  Tree  Planters'  N  >tes  54,  pp.  5-7,  illus. 
Loblolly  pine  appears  best. 

1962        HARDWOOD    BRUSH    CONTROL    WITH    FOLIAR    SPRAYS.      MiSS. 

Farm  Res   25(4)  :  4-5. 

Three   formulations   of   2,4,5-T,   alone   or   in   mixture 

with    2,4-D,    damaged    pine    seedlings    and    failed    to 
control   brush.    Chemicals  were  applied  with  ground 

equipment. 

1962.  LOBLOLLY  SEEDLINGS  SURVIVE  TWELVE  DAYS'  SUBMERG- 
ENCE. Jour.  Forestry  60:  412. 

During  their  second  growing  season  seedlings  survived 

12  days  of  submergence,  but  21  days  killed  half  of 

them  and  30  days  was  fatal  to  nearly  all.  Dormant 

1-year-old  seedlings  endured  submergence  for  32  days. 

1962.        PINE    PLANTING    IN     A     WATER    IMPOUNDMENT    AREA.      U.  S. 

Forest  Serv.  South.  Forest  Expt.   Sta.  South.  Forestry 

Notes  137. 

Submergence  for  3  5  months  during  the  first  winter 

killed   planted    loblolly   and   shortleaf   pine   seedlings 
in  north  Mississippi. 

   and  MacNaughton,  V.  B. 

1962.       TIMBER     MANAGEMENT    GUIDE     FOR     YAZOO-LITTLE     TALLA- 
HATCHIE flood  prevention  project.    U.  S.  Forest  Serv. 

and  U.  S    Soil  Conserv.  Serv.,  42  pp.,  illus. 

Recommendations    for    managing    forests    on    highly 

erosive  soils  of  north  Mississippi. 

•  Yates,  H.  O.,  Ill,  and  Beal,  R.  H 
1962.     nantucket  pine  tip  moth.    U.  S.  Dept.  Agr.  Forest  Pest 

Leaflet  70,  4  pp  ,  illus. 

Description,  life  history,  control. 

'  Yocom,  H.  A. 

1962.  more  than  one  treatment  may  be  needed  to  release 

underplanted  pines.  U.  S.  Forest  Serv.  South.  Forest 

Expt.  Sta.  South.  Forestry  Notes  140. 
In  a  north  Alabama  stand  where  hardwoods  were  cut 

or  girdled  (but  not  treated  with  a  silvicide)  sprouts 

developed  in  such  size  and  number  as  to  interfere 

with  underplanted  pines. 

•  Zahner,  Robert. 
1962  loblolly  pine  site  curves  by  soil  croups.  Forest  Sci. 

8:  104-110,  illus. 

In  southern  Arkansas  and  northern  Louisiana  signifi- 

cantly different  height-age  curves  were  found  for  3 

groups:  loess  soils,  well-aerated  upland  soils  that  are 
well  drained  internally  and  have  strong  profile  de- 

velopment, poorly  aerated  soils  with  poor  surface 
or  internal  drainage. 

1962.  terminal  growth  and  wood  formation  by  juvenile 

loblolly  pine  under  two  soil  moisture  regimes. 

Forest  Sci.  8:  345-352,  illus. 
During  2  years  of  soil-moisture  treatment  in  large 

containers,  5-year-old  pines  with  ample  moisture  pro- 
duced 4  internodes  annually,  as  compared  to  2  for 

trees  not  watered  in  summer.  Gross  radial  growth 

was  twice  as  great  for  wet  as  for  dry  trees,  but  net 

latewood  band  ivas  equal.  Wet  trees  continued  to 

form  earlywood  well  into  summer,  while  dry  ones 
began  latewood  formation  in  spring.  Specific  gravity 

of  latewood  was  greater  in  dry  trees  than  in  wet;  in 

earlywood  there  were  no  differences. 
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THE    MIDSOUTH'S    FOREST    RESOURCE    is  continually   assessed   and   evaluated   by   the 
!)uthern   Station's  Forest   Survey. 

Each  State's  survey  develops  through 
jany  stages,  including 

.  and  machine  computation 

l  general  summary  of  Forest  Survey  activities  is  given  on  page  1,  and  current  activities  are 

escribed  on  pages  3-6. 
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The  Southern  Forest  Survey: 

Guide  To  Resource  Development 

In  1928  Congress  instructed  the  Forest  Serv- 
ice to  gather  and  keep  current  authoritative 

data  on  the  extent,  character,  condition,  and 

use  of  the  Nation's  forest  resources.  Two  years 
later  the  Southern  Forest  Experiment  Station 
received  an  appropriation  to  begin  a  regional 
timber  inventory. 

When  the  first  audit  of  the  South's  timber 
balance  sheet  was  completed  in  the  late  nine- 
teen-thirties,  the  results  gave  new  hope  to 
wood-using  industries.  Although  old-growth 
stands  were  about  gone,  the  survey  disclosed 
a  lot  more  forest  land  and  timber  than  had 

generally  been  expected.  True,  many  of  the 
trees  were  of  small  size  and  most  stands  were 

understocked.  But  this  young  timber  was 

growing  rapidly  and  adding  a  large  vol- 
ume of  sound  material  annually  to 

the  resource.  As  the  Nation  climbed 

out  of  the  Great  Depression  and 
moved  into  high  gear  during 

World  War  II,  the  South's 
forest  economy — based  on 
widespread  use  of  second- 
growth — surged    forward. 

A  reinventory  was  begun 
in  Mississippi  in  1946  and 
completed  10  years  later  in 
Oklahoma.  The  results  show- 

ed that  marked  changes  had 

taken  place  since  the  first  survey.  Wood- 
land acreage  had  increased  as  land  abandoned 

by  farmers  grew  back  to  trees.  Most  of  the 

reversion  occurred  in  the  uplands,  where  cot- 
ton proved  too  hard  a  taskmaster  on  many 

family-size  farms.  Total  volume  was  about  the 
same  as  in  the  thirties.  Although  declines  had 
occurred  in  sawtimber,  trees  of  small  diameter 

had  gained.  The  increase  in  vigorous  young 
timber,  plus  the  expansion  of  forest  area,  was 

particularly  encouraging  to  the  South's  fastest- 
growing  forest  industry — pulp  and  paper. 

A  new  series  of  forest  resource  investigations 
is  now  under  way.  It  began  in  1956.  Reports 

have  already  been  issued  for  Alabama,  Arkan- 
sas, Mississippi,  and  Tennessee.  Within  the 

next  few  years,  resurveys  will  be  completed 
in  Louisiana,  Texas,  and  Oklahoma.    Findings 

United  ,sSBr  *tates 
iBepartmtnt  of  Agriculture 

Auiart  for  Superior  Service 

'CPHtST  ECONOMICS  RESEARCH 

SOUTHERN  FOREST  EXPERIMENT  STAT10S.FS 

in  newly  inventoried  States  suggest  that  forest 
resource  and  industry  conditions  are  changing 
more  rapidly  than  ever.  The  balance  of  south- 

ern pine  production,  as  one  example,  recently 
shifted  from  saw  logs  to  pulpwood  in  response 
to  rising  demand  for  paper.  A  new  forest  in- 

dustry is  also  developing;  southern  pine  ply- 
wood. This  industry  will  create  increased,  as 

well  as  specialized,  demands  on  the  South's 
timber  supplies. 

Collecting,  compiling,  analyzing,  and  intei- 
preting  information  on  the  status  of  forest 
resources  is  only  one  aspect  of  Forest  Survey 
work.  Studies  are  also  made  of  timber  use, 

forest  landownership,  and  other  economic  con- 
siderations. In  cooperation  with  the 

Southern  Pulpwood  Conservation  As- 
sociation, the  Forest  Survey  annually 

issues  a  report  detailing  pulpwood 

output  in  more  than  900  southern 

counties.  Another  never-end- 

ing task  is  research  to  im- 
prove field  techniques,  data- 

processing  methods,  and  re- 
porting procedures.  In  recent 

years,  for  example,  the 
Forest  Survey  pioneered 

point-sampling  in  large-scale 
inventories,  evolved  regress- 

ion techniques  to  facilitate 
volume  computions  with  electronic  equipment, 

and  provided  comprehensive  analyses  of  oppor- 
tunities for  industrial  development. 

In  a  highly  dynamic  resource  and  industrial 
situation,  wood-using  firms  are  relying  more 
and  more  upon  the  Forest  Survey  to  furnish 
information  for  determining  the  most  economic 
location  of  proposed  plants  and  the  feasibility 
of  expanding  existing  facilities.  Moreover, 
industrial  commissions,  conservation  depart- 

ments, and  other  public  agencies  increasingly 

look  to  the  Survey  for  facts  essential  to  pro- 
gramming orderly  resource  development.  To 

meet  these  varied  needs,  Forest  Survey  find- 

ings are  released  in  a  continuing  series  of  tech- 
nical bulletins  and  in  a  variety  of  trade  jour- 
nals. These  reports  provide  a  sound  base  in 

timber  resource  planning  for  America's  future. 
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Forest  Economics 

FOREST  SURVEY 

Jew  Louisiana  Inventory  Under  Way 

The  third  inventory  of  Louisiana's  forests, 
initiated  in  March  1963,  has  been  more  than 

iialf  completed.  Field  work  in  17  remaining 

vestern  parishes  will  be  finished  by  midsum- 
ber  of  1964.  The  second  forest  survey  was 
ompleted  in  1954;  the  first,  in  1935. 

'  The  new  survey  is  being  speeded  by  the 
cooperation  of  the  Louisiana  Forestry  Com- 
nission,  Louisiana  Wild  Life  and  Fisheries 
Commission,  Frank  W.  Bennett  and  Associates, 

Chicago  Mill  and  Lumber  Company,  Continen- 
;al  Can  Company,  Inc.,  Crown  Zellerbach  Cor- 
ooration,  Deltic  Farm  and  Timber  Company, 

Inc.,  Georgia-Pacific  Corporation,  Internation- 
al Paper  Company,  R.  F.  Learned  &  Son,  Inc., 

Dlin  Mathieson  Chemical  Corporation,  and 

Union  Producing  Company. 

More  Pine  in  Alabama 

Recent  Alabama  forestry  developments  are 
detailed  by  Sternitzke  in  U.  S.  Forest  Service 

Resource  Bulletin  SO-3.  The  report  presents 
the  principal  findings  of  the  third  Statewide 
forest  survey,  which  was  completed  in  1963. 
IYends  since  the  previous  inventory  of  1953 
are  also  discussed. 

In  area,  the  forests  are  5  percent  or  1  million 
acres  greater  than  in  1953.  They  now  occupy 
57  percent  of  the  land  in  the  State.  In  volume, 
softwood  growing  stock  (virtually  all  pine) 
has  risen  some  28  percent;  softwood  sawtimber 
has  gained  30  percent.  These  are  reversals  of 
earlier   volume   trends. 

Some  other  aspects  of  the  forest  situation 
are  less  encouraging.  Several  million  acres 
that  are  capable  of  growing  pine,  for  example, 
are  dominated  by  less  valuable  species.  Volume 

in  high-quality  hardwoods — -that  is,  those  most 
suitable  for  factory   lumber  and   veneer — has 

declined  precipitously.  And  the  current  growth 
of  timber  is  less  than  half  of  the  potential. 

Almost  15  of  Alabama's  nearly  22  million 
forest  acres  are  in  ownerships  of  less  than 
5,000  acres.  On  these  holdings  especially,  there 
are  numerous  opportunities  for  increasing 
future  supplies  of  timber  that  can  support  new 
industries. 

Assistance  from  the  Alabama  Department  of 
Conservation,  Alabama  Extension  Service, 

Tennessee  Valley  Authority,  and  private  corn- 

Each    dot   represents  an   average 

of    2,000,000  cubic  feet  of  pine 

Distribution   of  southern   pine    timber    in    Alabama. 
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panies  made  it  possible  to  complete  the  field 
work  of  the  third  survey  sooner  than  could 
have  been  done  with  regularly  allotted  funds. 

The  private  cooperators  include  Container  Cor- 
poration of  America,  Coosa  River  Newsprint 

Company,  Hiwassee  Land  Company,  Interna- 
tional Paper  Company,  Marathon  Southern 

Corporation,  Georgia  Kraft  Company,  Scott 

Paper  Company,  W.  T.  Smith  Lumber  Com- 
pany, and  Weyerhaeuser  Company. 

Pulpwood  Harvest  Tops  25  Million  Cords 

Southern  pulpwood  production  rose  to  an 
alltime  high  of  25.6  million  cords  in  1962. 
This  is  6  percent  greater  than  in  1961,  the 
previous  record.  Gains  in  output  varied  from 
47  percent  in  Oklahoma  to  1  percent  in  North 
Carolina.  One  State,  Texas,  showed  a  decline, 
but  of  less  than  1  percent.  Georgia  produced 
5.2  million  cords,  to  continue  as  southern  leader 

for  the  fifteenth  consecutive  year.  Alabama, 
with  a  cut  of  3.4  million  cords,  ranked  second. 

South  Carolina,  Florida,  North  Carolina,  Mis- 
sissippi, and  Louisiana  harvested  more  than  2 

million  cords  each. 

Pulpwood  made  from  residues  accounted  fo 

15  percent  of  the  total  output;  in  1961  tb 
proportion  was  14  percent.  The  1962  residui 
volume  was  nearly  3.9  million  cord  equiva 
lents,  an  increase  of  16  percent  over  the  pre 

ceding  year.  Ninety-eight  percent  of  the  1961 
total  arrived  at  pulpmills  in  the  form  of  chips 
primarily  from  sawmills  and  veneer  plants 
Unchipped  residues  were  mainly  veneer  core: 
cull  crossties,  and  pole  and  piling  trim. 

Some  21.7  million  cords  of  pulpwood  wen 

delivered  to  mills  as  bolts.  This  was  a  4-per 
cent  increase  over  1961.  All  States  excepl 
Tennessee  and  Oklahoma  cut  more  than  a  mil- 

lion cords  of  roundwood.  Georgia  alone  culij 
4.6  million  cords,  Alabama  2.8  million.  Florida 
and  South  Carolina  harvested  more  than  1 
million  cords  each. 

The  South  continues  to  expand  its  pulping 

capacity.  In  1962  mill  capabilities  increased 
from  51,000  tons  of  pulp  per  day  to  52,000. 
Two  new  mills,  with  a  combined  capacity  of 

more  than  1,100  tons,  are  presently  under  con-i' 
struction  in  the  Southeast.  Georgia  leads  all* 
States  in  pulping  capacity,  with  18  percent  of 

Swthei 

MILL  CAPACITY, 

TONS  PER   DAY 

•  Less  than    250 

•  250   to  499 

A500  to  749 

M?50  or  more 

O Mill  under  construction, 

or  planned 

Mills  usiyig  southern   pulpwood   in   1962,   and 
those  planned  or  under  construction. 
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ie  South's  total.  Florida  ranks  second,  and 
;  followed  by  Louisiana,  Alabama,  and  South 
arolina. 

Detailed  statistics  of  the  South's  1962  pulp- 
/ood  harvest  can  be  found  in  U.  S.  Forest 

,ervice  Resource  Bulletin  SO-1  by  Christo- 
jher.  The  Southeastern  Forest  Experiment 
tation  and  the  Southern  Pulpwood  Conserva- 
ion  Association  cooperated  in  collecting  the 
ata. 

outhern  Puipwood  Movement 

More  than  6  million  cords  of  southern  pulp- 
/ood  moved  interstate  in  1962.  This  volume 

lade  up  a  fourth  of  the  South's  total  output 
f  almost  26  million  cords.  About  85  percent 

f  the  out-of-State  shipments  were  delivered 
o  pulpmills  in  the  form  of  bolts.  The  rest  were 
argely  chips  supplied  by  sawmills  and  veneer 

ilants.  Pine  made  up  four-fifths  of  the  ex- 
iorts;  hardwood,  one-fifth. 

The   South   pulped    99   percent   of   its    1962 

iutput.    The  remaining  volume  was  shipped  to 
ills  in  Illinois,  Maryland,  and  Pennsylvania. 

More  wood  moved  between  Florida  and  Geor- 

gia than  between  any  other  two  Southern 

States;  this  interchange  involved  about  5  per- 
cent of  the  total  1962  production  of  roundwood 

and  chips. 

Southern  pulpwood  is  moved  by  railcar, 
barge,  and  truck.  In  recent  years  contractors 

have  begun  to  truck  much  of  their  wood  di- 
rectly to  pulpmills.  Since  1956,  the  volume  of 

roundwood  trucked  from  stump  to  mill  has 

increased  70  percent.  In  contrast,  rail  and 

barge  shipments  increased  only  1  percent  dur- 
ing the  same  6-year  period.  Another  signifi- 
cant development  is  the  increase  in  volume  of 

pulpwood  transferred  from  truck  to  railcars 
at  mechanized  woodyards  and  the  decline  in 
deliveries  to  rail  sidings,  where  wood  is  usually 
hand-loaded  onto  railroad  cars.  During  the 

past  6  years,  deliveries  to  woodyards  have 

risen  59  percent;  rail-siding  deliveries  have 
dropped  35  percent. 

An  article  by  Christopher  in  Pulpwood  Pro- 
duction, December  1963,  page  16,  gives  further 

information  on  southern  pulpwood  movement. 

)ut-of-State  shipments  of  pulpwood  bolts  and  chips,  1962 
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Every  year  Forest  Survey  reports  are  studied  by 
thousands  of  foresters,  industrialists,  landowners, 
and  public  administrators. 

Forest  Industry  Facts  for  Louisiana  and 

Mississippi 

Information  on  1962  production  of  industrial 
roundwood  (  except  pulpwood  )  in  Louisiana  is 
summarized  by  Christopher  and  Gunter  in 
U.  S.  Forest  Service  Resource  Bulletin  SO-2. 

Comparable  statistics  for  Mississippi  were  pub- 
lished by  Christopher  in  U.  S.  Forest  Service 

Resource  Bulletin  SO-4.  Because  these  reports 

include  county  output  by  product — as  well  as 
State  totals — they  should  be  locally  useful  to 
foresters,  economists,  and  others  concerned 

with  the  formation  of  forestry  programs,  mar- 
kets for  wood,  the  evaluation  of  timber  pro- 

duction trends,  and  the  appraisal  of  plant  loca- 
tion opportunities. 

Both  reports  also  include  a  complete  listing 

of  primary  wood-using  plants  that  were  active 
in  1962. 

The  data  for  these  bulletins  were  collected 

by  the  forestry  commissions  of  Louisiana  and 

Mississippi  and  compiled  by  the  Southern  For- 
est Experiment  Station. 

New  Forest  Type  Map 

Major  forest  types  in  the  South,  from  Vir- 
ginia through  Texas  and  Oklahoma,  are  de- 

lineated by  Hedlund  and  Janssen  on  a  nine- 
color  wall  map  that  measures  32  by  26  inches. 

The  scale  is  40  miles  to  the  inch.   Types  show  i 

are    white    pine-hemlock,    longleaf-slash    pint 
loblolly-shortleaf    pine,    oak-pine,    cedar,    oat  ■ 
hickory,  and  oak-gum-cypress. 

The  map  was  prepared  from  Forest  Surve;  j 
data    gathered    by    the    Southern    and    South 
eastern   Forest   Experiment   Stations. 

MARKETING  AND  ECONOMICS  RESEARCH 

Regional  Competition   in  Softwood   Lumber 

ma] 

Brad 

Despite  national  growth  in  population  anc 
income,  neither  the  total  United  States  soft 

wood  supply  nor  the  demand  has  changec 

appreciably  in  16  years.  The  market  ha: 
ranged  from  29  to  34  billion  board  feet  pe: 

year,  with  little  discernible  trend.  Lumbei 
prices  at  the  mill  are  now  about  what  the\ 
were  from  1947  to  1949. 

Nevertheless,  the  share  of  the  market  sup 

plied  by  each  major  region,  including  Britisl 
Columbia,  has  altered  markedly,  as  shown  in 
the  accompanying  chart.  Southern  pine  outpu 

fell  from  35  percent  of  new-lumber  supply  in 

1946  to  19  percent  in  1961;  the  Douglas-fii 

region's  share  declined  to  25  from  its  31-per- 
cent peak  in  1952.  Western  pine  output  todaj 

is  the  largest,  having  grown  from  23  to  3( 
percent.  From  a  low  level  in  1946,  the  cut  oj 
California  redwood  increased  to  9  percent  oi 

the  new-lumber  supply  in  1956,  but  has  since 

retreated  to  IVz  percent.  Until  recently,  nor- 
thern softwoods,  sawn  primarily  for  local  mar- 
kets, have  comprised  a  steady  6  to  7  percenl 

of  the  United  States  total. 

In  the  1962  Society  of  American  Foresters 

Proceedings    (published    in    1963),    pages    97- 

iiece 

t 

In  Si feth 

1946        '48 

'60         '62 

Each  major  region's  share  of  the  softwood  lumber 
market  has  changed. 
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03,  Row  describes  relationships  between  re- 
gional production  patterns  and  shifting  geog- 

aphy  of  lumber  consumption,  trends  in  re- 
;ional  production  costs,  changing  freight  costs 

o  major  markets,  and  the  influence  of  secies 
haracteristics  upon  demand. 

Row  concludes  that  the  Douglas-fir  region 
s  disadvantaged  by  a  rapidly  shrinking  private 
imber  supply,  high  labor  costs,  long  distances 
o  major  markets,  and  low  capital  investment 
n  recent  years.  In  the  next  10  years  its  share 

)f  the  Nation's  softwood  lumber  market  will 
orobably  decline. 

The  other  western  regions  benefit  by  near- 
less  to  major  areas  of  population  growth  in 
he  Southwest,  access  to  timber  supply,  and 

•elatively  high  capital  investment  in  new  plant. 

J'or  at  least  the  next  decade,  the  western  pine 
-egion  is  likely  to  remain  the  largest  lumber 
aroducer. 

British  Columbia  lumbermen  are  expanding 

oroduction  because  increasing  supplies  of  tim- 
ber are  becoming  accessible,  Canadian  dollars 

sell  below  United  States  currency,  and  mills 
can  ship  to  eastern  ports  at  low  cost.  If  present 

conditions  prevail,  imports  of  Canadian  soft- 
woods are  likely  to  rise  further. 

Prospects  in  the  South  differ  between  the 
southeastern  States  and  those  west  of  the  Mis- 

sissippi. In  the  Southeast  few  of  the  mills 
have  access  to  large  timber  holdings.  Portable 
and  other  inefficient  mills  will  continue  to 

close.  Though  wage  rates  have  climbed  rapid- 
ly, capital  investment  in  medium-size  mills 

may  be  sufficient  to  prevent  total  costs  from 
rising.  Overall  lumber  production  may  decline 
further  in  the  next  few  years. 

West  of  the  Mississippi  the  timber  resource 

is  increasing  rapidly  in  both  quantity  and  qual- 
ity. The  industry  is  comprised  of  a  large  pro- 

portion of  medium-sized  mills  that  have  in- 
vested substantially  in  forest  land  and  in  new 

plant  and  equipment.  In  the  next  10  years 
these  States  may  increase  lumber  production. 

Alabama's  Changing   Lumber   Industry 

The  years  since  World  War  II  have  been  a 

period  of  drastic  change  for  Alabama's  lumber 
industry.  Between  1946  and  1980,  four  out  of 
five  sawmills  ceased  operating.  The  annual  cut 

shrank  by  one-half,  but  the  average  output 
and   number  of  employees   per   mill   doubled. 

And  the  trend  of  the  industry  seems  to  be 
toward  still  fewer  and  larger  mills. 

How  were  some  mills  able  to  continue  oper- 
ating while  others  dropped  out  of  business? 

To  answer  this  question  a  sample  of  69  mills, 
each  reported  to  have  cut  at  least  12,000  board 

feet  per  day  in  1960,  was  taken  from  records 
of  the  Alabama  Conservation  Department. 
During  1962  these  mills  were  contacted  to 

determine  recent  changes  in  equipment,  pro- 
ductivity, procurement  of  raw  materials,  and 

marketing   practices. 

What  kept  the  mills  in  operation  through 

difficult  times  was  their  continuing  adjust- 
ment to  change.  Investments  in  new  equip- 
ment, especially  debarkers  and  chippers,  gave 

them  versatility  in  product  mix,  decreased 
waste  from  unused  slabs  and  edgings,  raised 

output  per  man-hour,  and  reduced  mainten- 
ance costs.  Sale  of  chips  helped  keep  them 

solvent  by  adding  $6  to  $8  of  gross  income 
per  thousand  board  feet  of  lumber  sawn. 

Marketing  and  distribution  offer  special 

prospects  for  improving  sales.  Most  mills  were 
able  to  offer  customers  a  seasoned,  finished, 

and  graded  product  in  convenient,  easily 
handled  packages.  There  is  need,  though,  for 
better  communication  with  consumers,  so  that 

mill  managers  can  keep  up  with  current  mar- 
ket opportunities  and  problems.  For  example, 

what  sizes,  grades,  finishes  does  the  customer 
need,  and  in  what  form  does  he  want  his  wood 
delivered? 

In  log  procurement,  two  possibilities  seem 
worthy  of  consideration.  First,  purchase  of 

logs  by  grade  has  special  merits  now  that  virtu- 
ally all  timber  is  second-growth.  Premium 

prices  for  straight,  dense  logs  would  offer 
incentive  to  timber  growers  and  loggers  to 
reduce  the  output  of  marginal  logs. 

Second,  long-log  logging  has  economic  ad- 
vantages that  appear  to  justify  its  widespread 

adoption.  Among  other  things,  it  gives  the 

mill  manager  first  choice  on  the  most  profit- 
able products  to  cut  from  a  given  tree.  Also, 

buckers  at  the  millyard  are  best  able  to  con- 
sider such  factors  as  density,  grade,  and  special 

orders. 

The  decline  in  number  of  firms  was  not  just 

a  cyclical  phenomenon  that  will  soon  reverse 
itself.  The  cost  of  entering  the  lumber  business 

has  risen  proportionately  more  than  lumber 
prices.     Competition    from    other    products    is 
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likely  to  hold  prices  at  levels  that  will  inhibit 
intermittent  operations. 

Though  the  industry  is  smaller  than  in  the 
past,  and  likely  to  remain  so,  the  future  looks 
bright  for  mills  able  to  modify  operations  so 
that  they  can  merchandise  wood  that  will  be 
competitive  with  other  building  materials. 
Mills  with  diverse  product  lines  will  be  in  the 
best  position  to  cope  with  the  ups  and  downs 
of  lumber  consumption. 

Detailed  statistics  on  changes  in  equipment, 
productivity,  procurement  of  raw  materials, 

and  marketing  practices  are  reported  by  Wha- 
ley  and  Guttenberg  in  the  Southern  Lumber- 

man, May  15,  1963,  pages  28-30,  32. 

Loose  Dollars  at  Pine  Sawmills 

In  another  study  of  the  Alabama  lumber 
industry,  sample  boards  were  measured  at  29 
large  mills.  These  plants  sawed  an  average 
of  12.2  million  board  feet  in  1961,  and  all  but 

one  was  cutting  more  than  half  pine.  The 
measurements  were  taken  to  establish  the 

variation  in  dimensions  of  rough  green  lum- 

ber, and  to  estimate  accuracy  of  milling  equip- 
ment and  the  amount  of  wood  wasted. 

Standard  quality-control  methods  were  used 
to  determine  the  variation  in  lumber  thick- 

ness and  width  and  the  inherent  capacity  of 
the  mill  to  cut  consistently.  For  each  mill, 

control  charts  were  developed  to  separate  ob- 
served variation  into  that  which  was  uncon- 

trollable and  that  which  could  be  reduced  by 
proper  machine  operation,  adjustment,  and 
maintenance. 

Of  all  boards  being  cut  by  the  29  mills,  about 
40  percent  varied  excessively  in  thickness  and 
21  percent  in  width.  That  is,  these  boards  dif- 

fered enough  from  the  average  at  that  mill 

to  indicate  that  some  machine  needed  tighten- 
ing up. 

Waste  resulting  from  extra  board  thickness 
and  width  equalled  8.2  percent  of  salable 

board-foot  volume.  Trimming  waste  was  4.6 
percent.  Few  mills,  however,  manufacture  only 
boards.  For  example,  the  firms  canvassed 

made  59  percent  boards  and  41  percent  dimen- 
sion and  timbers.  If  the  waste  is  half  as  much 

on  dimension  as  on  boards,  then  for  a  produc- 
tion of  these  proportions  it  will  be  3.6  percent. 

What  this  waste  means  in  dollars  depends  on 
whether  decreasing  board  thickness  and  width 

will  increase  lumber  yield  or  merely  increa  j 
the  amount  of  chips.    If  the  mill  manager  { I 
sumes  that  only  chip  yields  will  increase,  1 1 
expectable  gain  in  revenue  from  producing 
thousand   board  feet  is  $2.40.     But   if  he  c; 
recover  half  the  savings  in  rough  green  lumb 

at  $55  per  thousand  and  the  rest  in  chips,  t! 
increase  will  be  approximately  $3.76  per  jl 
For  the  average  mill  this  $2  to  $4  per  M  pro : 
ably  equals  or  exceeds  current  net  returns,  j 

The  report  on  how  southern  mills  can  pi<  I 

up   loose   dollars    by    applying   quality-contr 
techniques   was   published   by   Whaley   in   tl , 
Southern     Lumberman,     February     15,     196 

pages  35-36,  38. 

Problems  in   Promoting   New  Wood   Products 

Information  on  promotion  problems  w; 

gathered  in  a  survey  of  nearly  1,000  reta 
building  material  dealers  in  the  eastern  ha 
of  the  United  States.  Replies  to  questioi 
relating  to  new  products  indicated  that  virti 
ally  all  sectors  of  the  building  materials  ma. 
ket  have  been  conservative.  Fundament;; 

changes  have  occurred  in  materials  use,  but 
has  taken  decades  to  establish  many  produc 
now  considered  commonplace. 

The  housebuilding  market  can  be  very  di 
ficult  to  penetrate.    The  prevalence  of  subu 

ban  developments  remarkably  similar  in  desig- 
and    construction,    the    speculative    nature    <:■ 
homebuilding,  and  the  extra  costs  of  changir; 
all  tend  to  slow  down  evolution.   Before  adop 

ing  a  new  material,  builders  must  be  convince: 
that  it  will  be  a  distinct  improvement  or  win 

cut    costs   or   construction   time.     Advertisinj ; 
eye-catching  displays,   and   attractive   packaj 

ing,  while  necessary,  are  no  substitute  for  th- 
hard  selling  required  to  persuade  builders  t : 

try    products.     Retail   dealers    observed,    how 
ever,    that   builders    of   expensive    houses    ar : 

continually  looking  for  novel  accessory  items- 
such  as  distinctive  trim,  hardware,  or  kitche 
do-dads. 

In  commercial,  institutional,  and  industric 

construction,  it  is  the  architects  and  engineer 

who  generally  control  material  use.  Arch: 
tects  are  often  quite  receptive  to  new  product; 

particularly  if  design  assistance  is  furnishec 

Follow-up  is  also  necessary  to  make  sure  tha: 
builders  install  unfamiliar  products  correctly. 

For  most  small  lumber  yards,  home-improve 
ment  contractors  and  do-it-yourselfers  are  th 
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argest  market.  Here  promotion  requires  per- 
suading the  retailers  to  stock  the  items  and 

oush  sales.  Dealers  with  modern  stores,  dis- 

plays, and  aggressive  salesmen  are  often  wil- 
ding to  do  so,  but  many  are  reluctant.  Do-it- 

yourself  buyers  pose  special  promotion  prob- 
lems. They  generally  repeat  jobs  so  seldom 

.that  they  have  little  contact  with  new  products 
and  often  plan  projects  with  the  materials  of 
10  to  20  years  ago  in  mind. 

The  average  amount  of  business  done  with 
housebuilding  contractors,  improvement  and 

repair  contractors,  and  do-it-yourself  home- 
owners varies  considerably  between  North  and 

South,  and  by  size  of  retailers'  annual  sales 
(see  chart).  As  the  terms  are  used  here,  small 

yards  are  those  selling  less  than  $250,000 
yearly;  medium  yards,  less  than  $600,000. 
Many  retail  yards  in  each  category  cater  to 
one  type  of  business.  For  example,  35  percent 
of  the  yards  received  more  than  half  their  sales 
dollars  from  house  contractors;  18  percent  got 

more  than  half  from  do-it-yourselfers.  Thus 
one  task  in  promoting  a  special  product  is 

picking  the  retail  dealers  who  have  the  right 
clientele. 
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North  or  South,  large  yards  rely  chiefly  on  new 
construction;  small  retailers  on  improvements  and 
repairs   by   do-it-yourselfers   and   contractors. 

These  and  other  phases  of  new-product  pro- 
motion were  discussed  by  Row  on  pages  91-93 

of  the  Southern  Lumberman,  December  15, 
1963. 

The  Changing   Southern   Hardwood   Lumber Industry 

Southern  hardwood  lumber  has  had  more 

downs  than  ups  in  recent  years.  Producers 
have  been  struggling  against  the  increasingly 
serious  effects  of  stiff  competition,  weakening 

markets,  a  picked-over  resource,  and  rising 
costs.  The  industry  is  changing,  and  will 

change  even  more  in  the  years  ahead. 

Southern  hardwoods — as  distinguished  from 
what  is  known  in  the  trade  as  Appalachian 

hardwoods — have  comprised  more  than  half 

the  country's  supply  of  new  hardwood  lumber 
since  1946,  but  the  proportion  has  been  trend- 

ing downward.  Since  1956  they  have  lost  3!2 
percent  of  the  national  market.  In  1957  alone, 
southern  hardwood  lumber  output  dropped  1.6 
billion  board  feet;  it  has  not  fully  recovered 
since. 

During  the  last  decade  hardwood  lumber 
volumes  from  the  four  domestic  producing 

regions,  and  from  imports,  have  maintained 
their  relative  rank  in  the  declining  national 

hardwood  market  (  see  chart ) .  Southern  hard- 
woods have  consistently  supplied  the  largest 

share,  followed  by  northern  hardwoods,  Ap- 
palachian hardwoods,  imports,  and  western 

hardwoods  ( the  last  chiefly  from  California, 

Oregon,  and  Washington).  However,  interre- 
gional competition  has,  in  recent  years,  altered 

the  portion  contributed  by  each. 

The  shares  of  the  market  held  by  northern 

and  southern  hardwoods  have  declined  con- 

siderably from  post-war  highs.  During  the 
years  1952  through  1961,  southern  hardwood 

cut  dropped  by  a  billion  board  feet  and  north- 
ern hardwood  by  800  million.  The  Appalach- 
ian region,  by  maintaining  a  stable  cut,  has 

increased  its  proportion  of  the  market.  In 

recent  years,  Appalachian  oak  has  made  a 

strong  comeback  in  the  region's  furniture  in- 
dustry. Appalachian  hard  maple  is  the  equal 

of  northern  maple  and  has  been  accepted  as 

such,  particularly  by  the  flooring  industry. 
These  two  species  groups  make  up  60  percent 

of  the  Appalachian  hardwood  resource. 
Western  hardwoods  have  enjoyed  the  biggest 

rise,  both  in  lumber  production  and  proportion 
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SOUTHERN    HARDWOOD    LUMBER     PRODUCTION 

WESTERN    HARDWOODS 

Although  its  production  is  declining  (lop  graph), 
southern  hardwood  lumber  still  leads  in  the  na- 

tional market  (bottom  graph). 

of  market  held.  Output  has  gained  steadily, 
going  from  a  low  of  21  million  board  feet  in 
1949  to  a  high  of  125  million  in  1961.  In  1950 

western  hardwoods  comprised  0.3  percent  of 
the  hardwood  lumber  market;  by  1961  the 
proportion  had  risen  to  2  percent. 

The  leading  western  hardwood  species  are 
alder,  birch,  Cottonwood,  and  maple.  Alder 
especially  is  becoming  more  important;  it  now 
accounts  for  half  the  hardwood  lumber  sawn 

in  Oregon  and  Washington. 

Hardwood  lumber  imports  have  been  slowly 
increasing  since  the  end  of  the  second  World 
War.  From  a  low  of  139  million  board  feet  in 
1949  the  volume  rose  to  323  million  in  1959 

but  has  since  dropped  to  308.  Imports  ac- 
counted for  2.4  percent  of  the  United  States 

market  in  1949  but  reached  a  high  of  4.6  per- 
cent in  both  1959  and  1962.  Philippine  hard- 
wood lumber  has  accounted  for  most  of  the 

recent  gains  in  imports.  A  large  proportion  is 

shipped  from  Japan,  where  logs  from  the  Phil- 
ippines are  cut  into  lumber.  Imported  hard- 

wood lumber  is  more  significant  from  a  quality 

than  a   volume  standpoint;   it   is   used   most, 
where  clear  boards  are  required. 

Imports  seem  certain  to  comprise  a  larg  j 
share  of  domestic  consumption  in  the  futui ; 

The  decreasing  quality  of  United  States  har: 
woods  will  aid  the  growth  of  imports.    Mai 
foreign  resources  are  large  and  of  top  qualit 
In  certain  areas  they  have  only  just  begun 

be  harvested  for  the  world  market.   Many  ne . 
nations,  particularly  in  Africa  but  also  in  Asi 

have  recently  started  hardwood  timber  expo ' 

programs. 
The  effects  of  rising  production  costs,  shif 

in  uses  of  hardwoods,  and  changes  in  tl 
southern  hardwood  resource  and  the  specii 

mix  processed  by  industry  were  discussed  t 

Siegel  on  pages  83-86  of  the  Southern  Lumbe 
man,  December  15,  1963. 

Pulpwood  Prices 

Prices  paid  for  delivered  pine  pulpwood  bol 
in  the  Midsouth  have  remained  stable  froi 

1957  to  the  present.  During  this  period  totii 
wood  purchases  have  increased  from  8,800,0C 

to  11,200,000  cords.  The  gain  was  comprise 
chiefly  of  chipped  sawmill  residues  and  han 
wood.  Pine  bolt  output  in  1962  was  only  I 

percent  higher  than  in  1957. 

Variations  in  pine  bolt  prices  from  1946  t: 
1962    were   analyzed   to   determine    how   we  I 
they    could    be    explained    by    differences    i 
volume  produced  annually.    The  equation  ret 
suiting  from  the  analysis  is  given  in  the  char 
which  shows  both  the  actual  prices  and  thos 
computed    from    the    equation.     Actual    pin: 
prices   were   lower   than   calculated   prices   ir 
1953  to  1956,  and  higher  in  1960  to  1962.    I 

statistician's   language,    differences    in    annus 

Actual  delivered  prices  of  round  pine  pulpwooi 
compared  with  prices  estimated  from  yearly  pin 
bolt  output. 
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production  accounted  for  94  percent  of  the 

variation  in  pine  prices  over  the  17-year  span. 
This  price  information  and  additional  data 
were  published  by  Christoper  in  Southern  Pulp 

'and  Paper  Manufacturer,  August  1963,  page  38. 

Determining   Forest  Investment  Rates  of  Return 

by    Electronic   Computer 

In  U.  S.  Forest  Service  Research  Paper  SO-6 
Row  provides  an  electronic  computer  program 
for  computing  rates  of  return  for  complex 
forest-investment  alternatives.  It  will  evaluate 
six  investment  alternatives  simultaneously  and 

perform  the  analyses  repetitively  for  many 
cost  and  price  situations. 

The  program  permits  evaluations  of  rota- 
tions up  to  99  years,  and  with  as  many  as  50 

yields  of  each  of  three  forest  products  during 
the  rotation.  Expected  yields  may  vary  in 
both  volume  and  quality.  Provision  is  made 
for  40  periodic  costs.  In  addition,  plans  can 
be  appraised  for  each  of  10  levels  of  fixed 
annual  costs,  10  rates  of  change  in  annual  costs, 

20  price  combinations,  and  25  final  land  values. 

Though  the  program  is  primarily  designed  to 
analyze  forest  production  systems,  it  is  suffi- 

ciently flexible  for  application  to  many  other 
complex  investments. 

The  computer  instructions  have  been  written 

in  FORTRAN,  a  simplified  programming  lan- 
guage. The  FORTRAN  statements  are  used 

to  compile  the  detailed,  step-by-step  instruc- 
tions by  which  a  computer  solves  specific  prob- 
lems. Though  the  program  was  expressly  writ- 

ten for  an  IBM  705III,  the  language  permits 

compilation  and  use  on  other  computers  of 
the  IBM  700/7000  series,  and  perhaps  those 

of  other  manufacturers,  with  little  or  no  modi- 
fication. Adaptation  to  small  computers  might 

require  reducing  the  number,  size,  and  com- 
plexity of  investment  alternatives  that  can  be 

evaluated. 

A  complete  list  of  the  FORTRAN  statements 
for  the  program  is  provided,  together  with  the 
list  of  variable  symbols  and  instructions  for 

preparing  input  cards. 
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Timber  Management  Research 

Readers  of  the  Southern  Station's  annual 
reports  will  note  a  change  in  the  heading 

above:  Timber ,  rather  than  Forest  Manage- 
ment Research. 

What's  in  a  name?  In  this  instance,  a  good 
deal.  The  term  forest  management  is  currently 
defined  by  the  Society  of  American  Foresters 

as,  "The  application  of  business  methods  and 
technical  forestry  principles  to  the  operation 

of  a  forest  property."  This  definition  encom- 
passes not  only  economic,  financial,  and  admin- 

istrative aspects  but  also  protection  against 
fire,  insects,  and  disease  in  managing  a  forest. 
Also  implied  are  such  additional  products  as 
water,  wildlife,  grazing,  and  recreation. 

Thus,  the  scope  of  forest  management  is 

much  greater  than  the  research  assignment  re- 
ported on  in  this  section.  The  Forest  Service 

experiment  stations  are  organized  on  a  func- 
tional basis  into  divisions,  each  of  which  is 

assigned  a  specific  group  of  related  problems. 

The  division  reporting  in  this  section  is  respon- 
sible for  researching  the  biological  problems 

encountered  in  growing  wood  for  profit  and 

use,  in  contrast  to  economic,  utilization,  engi- 

neering, and  protection  problems,  and  in  con- 
trast to  biological  problems  of  producing  other 

goods  and  services.  Timber  Management  ex- 
presses this  assignment  more  accurately  than 

Forest  Management. 

The  following  pages  contain  brief  summaries 
of  published  results  of  Timber  Management 
Research  during   1963. 

SILVICULTURE 

Natural  Regeneration  of  Longleaf  Pine 

The  dispersal  distance  of  longleaf  pine  seeds 

is  short,  according  to  a  3-year  study  in  south- 
west Alabama.  Of  all  sound  seeds  trapped 

beyond  the  edge  of  forest  walls,  71  percent  fell 
no  farther  than  one  chain  from  the  base  of 

parent  trees.   Dispersal  from  40-  to  50-year-old 

longleaf  timber  was  sampled  in  1955,  1957, 

and  1958  by  2  transects  of  seed  traps  estab- 
lished at  right  angles  to  each  of  4  forest  walls 

enclosing  an  80-acre  clearing.  The  pattern 
closely  followed  an  exponential  curve  that,  in 

effect,  halved  the  seeding  rate  with  each  55- 
link  increase  in  distance  from  the  seed  source 

(see  chart).  The  computed  regression,  for  all 

years  and  walls  combined,  was  highly  signifi- 
cant. While  the  regression  formula  estimates 

dispersal  under  local  conditions,  its  applica- 
bility is  limited  because  tree  heights  and  pre- 

vailing winds  vary  from  place  to  place.  The 

analysis  does,  however,  define  the  model  for 
the  relationship  of  seed  dispersal  and  distance 
from  the  forest  wall:  Log  Y  =  a  +  bx.  More 
complete  results  of  this  study  are  reported  by 

Boyer  in  U.  S.  Forest  Service  Research  Note 

SO-3. 
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DISTANCE     FROM     SOURCE    (CHAINS) 

Dispersal  of  sound  longleaf  pine  seeds  from   forest 
walls. 

In  U.  S.  Forest  Service  Research  Paper  SO-4. 

Boyer  reports  on  the  development  of  longleaf 

pine  seedlings  under  parent  trees.  In  the  ab- 

sence of  fire,  competition  from  parent  over- 

stories  had  no  effect  on  seedling  survival.  Sur- 

vival of  7-year-old  seedlings  averaged  80  per- 
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cent  in  stands  with  up  to  90  square  feet  of  basal 

area  per  acre  and  76  percent  for  seedlings  re- 
leased from  all  overstory  competition  at  1  year 

of  age.  Milacre  stocking  of  the  7-year-old 
seedlings  exceeded  97  percent  under  all  over- 
story  densities. 

While  they  had  no  effect  on  survival,  over- 
story  trees  suppressed  the  growth  of  nearby 
seedlings.  For  seed  trees  and  forest  walls  the 
effect  diminished  with  distance.  Within  forest 

stands  the  suppression  of  seedling  height 
growth  increased  rapidly  with  stand  density 
up  to  about  30  square  feet  of  basal  area  per 
acre.  Thereafter,  increases  in  density  had  little 
further  effect  on  height  growth. 

Brown-spot  infection  of  longleaf  seedlings 
was  high  in  open  areas  and  low  within  forest 

stands.  An  overstory  apparently  inhibited  de- 
velopment of  the  disease. 

Fire  was  the  only  mortality  factor  related 

to  parent  tree  competition.  Differential  sup- 
pression by  seed  trees  and  forest  walls  resulted 

in  seedlings  varying  in  size.  Prescribed  fires 
then  caught  many  seedlings  either  too  small 
or  too  large  to  tolerate  the  fire.  Most  fire 

losses  occurred  under  overstory  trees,  where 
maximum  suppression  was  combined  with 
maximum  accumulation  of  needle  fuel. 

The  results  of  these  studies  indicate  that 

longleaf  pine  seedlings  on  average  sites,  if 
protected  from  fire,  can  survive  competition 
from  overstory  trees.  This  means  that  release 

of  seedlings  established  as  advanced  reproduc- 
tion under  forest  stands  can  be  safely  delayed 

for  several  years,  thus  providing  the  forest 
manager  with  some  flexibility  in  scheduling 
harvest  cuts. 

Shortleaf  Seed  Production  in  East-  Texas 

In  Texas  shortleaf  pine  stands,  natural  re- 

generation often  needs  to  be  supplemented  by 
artificial  means.  This  conclusion  is  suggested 

by  a  10-year  study  of  seed  production  under 
a  variety  of  cutting  systems.  From  1950 

through  1959,  seed  fell  abundantly  in  only  4 
years— 1951,  1955,  1957,  and  1959.  It  was  al- 

most completely  lacking  in  the  remaining  6 
years.  In  2  years  of  abundance,  1951  and  1955, 

the  resulting  seedlings  were  almost  completely 
extirpated  by  drought  during  the  first  growing 
season.  These  two  factors,  infrequency  of  seed- 
fall  and  frequency  of  summer  droughts,  evi- 

dently contribute  strongly  to  the  widespread 

deficiency   of   natural   shortleaf  pine   regem 
ation  in  east  Texas. 

In  other  phases  of  the  study : 

Partial  cuttings,  2  to  9  years  before  seedfal 
stimulated  production  on  residual  trees  di  ( 

ing  seed  years,  but  had   no  effect  in  oth  \ 

years. 
Seed    production    per    tree    was    best    wh 

large-crowned   trees   were   released. 

Seed  quality  was  highest  when  crops  we  f. 
heaviest. 

Areas  as  far  as  2  chains  from  a  seed  sour  ( 
were  adequately  supplied  with  seed. 

Details  are  published  by  Stephenson  in  tl  j 

Journal  of  Forestry,  April  1963,  pages  270-27 

Seedling  Response  to  Release 

On  the  Cumberland  Plateau  near  Sewane 

Tennessee,  best  growth  of  underplanted  shor 
leaf  pine  was  obtained  where  seedlings  well 
released    promptly     from    over  Lopping     har< 
woods.   Where  hardwoods  were  cut  during  tl  i 

year  of  planting  and  2,4, 5-T  in  oil  was  applie 
to  stumps  or  girdles,  5-year-old  pines  average 
6.2  feet  in  height.    For  plots  on  which  releas: 
was  deferred  for  1  or  2  years,  heights  were  4  : 

and   3.7   feet   respectively.     Where   hardwood' 
were    cut    immediately    but    no    silvicide    wi 

applied,    the    seedlings    averaged    4.7    feet    i 

The    7 -year-old   shortleaf   pines    on    this    plot    nec\ 
Sewanee,  Tennessee,  were  released  from  cull  hare 
woods   during   the   year   of  planting.     Here,   as   o\ 
other  plots  where  2,4,5-T  was  applied  to  the  harm 
woods,  release  was  successful   even  if  deferred 
year  or  two.    The  hardwoods  in  the  background  ar 

off  the  plot. 

t    Will 
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height.  They  grew  less  than  a  foot  during 
their  fifth  year,  because  they  were  subject  to 

increasing  competition  from  fast-growing  hard- 
wood sprouts.  Fifth-year  growth  was  better 

^than  1.5  feet  where  2,4,5-T  had  been  used, 
.regardless  of  year  of  release.  Unreleased  pines 
averaged  1.5  feet  in  height  after  5  years  in  the 
field. 

Even  on  unreleased  plots,  survival  was  above 

70  percent  for  the  first  4  years  after  planting. 
Mice,  sawflies,  and  falling  hardwoods  caused 

most  losses.  By  the  end  of  the  fifth  year,  sur- 
vival of  unreleased  pines  had  dropped  to  55 

percent,  while  survival  of  released  seedlings 

'ranged  from  67  to  78  percent. 
Failure  to  release  pines  promptly  sacrificed 

about  1  year's  growth  for  each  year  of  suppres- 
sion. Under  favorable  or  average  conditions, 

most  seedlings  will  probably  survive  for  2 
years,  but  immediate  release  is  recommended 

1  as  insurance  against  drought.  To  reduce 
sprouting,  the  release  prescription  should  in- 

clude a  silvicide.  Additional  details  were  re- 

ported by  Russell  in  Tree  Planters'  Notes  61, 
'  October   1963,  pages   13-16. 

In  an  east  Texas  study,  overstory  density 
was  found  to  be  a  key  to  the  survival  and 
growth  of  underplanted  loblolly  pine  seedlings. 
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Survival  and  height  of  underplanted  loblolly  pine 
after  2  years  in  east  Texas,  as  related  to  basal  area 
of  overtopping  trees. 

Four  degrees  of  control  were  applied  to  the 
hardwoods  in  an  immature  stand  of  shortleaf 
and  loblolly  pine  mixed  with  hardwoods.  Lob- 

lolly pine  seedlings  were  planted  shortly  after 
the  hardwoods  had  been  deadened.  After  2 

years,  seedling  survival  and  growth  was  found 
to  have  been  retarded  in  direct  proportion  to 
the  total  basal  area  of  the  overstory  remaining 
after  release  (see  chart).  Survival  averaged 
71  percent  on  treated  plots  and  24  percent  on 
untreated.  Where  all  hardwoods  were  con- 

trolled, seedlings  averaged  nearly  2.5  feet  in 
height.  Controlling  either  large  or  small  hard- 

woods resulted  in  seedlings  1.5  feet  tall,  while 
seedlings  on  untreated  plots  averaged  1.2  feet. 
Ferguson  reported  additional  information  in 
the  Journal  oj  Forestry,  August  1963,  pages 
597-598. 

Pruning   Labor  in  Shortleaf-Lobloily   Pine 

Pruning  costs  were  studied  in  east  Texas 
stands  composed  principally  of  shortleaf  pine 
with  some  intermingled  loblolly.  Tree  age 
ranged  from  15  to  25  years.  Stocking  varied 
widely  but  averaged  396  trees  per  acre  in  the 

4-inch  class  and  above.  Sixty  trees  per  acre 
were  pruned  on  one  group  of  plots,  90  per 
acre  on  a  second  group,  and  120  on  a  third. 
These  crop  trees  were  cleared  to  17  feet  with 

hand-operated  pole  saws. 
Basal  area  of  trees  pruned  was  the  single 

variable  most  highly  correlated  with  time  re- 
quired  to   prune    (see   chart).     Basal   area   of 
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Pruning  time  per  acre,  as  influenced  by  stand  basal 
area  and  basal  area  of  trees  pruned  (to  a  height  oj 
17  feet). 
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the  stand  and  number  of  trees  per  acre  were 

also  influential,  probably  because  of  relations 

between  tree  size  and  amount  of  natural  prun- 
ing. Chapman  reports  the  study  in  the  Journal 

of  Forestry,  February  1963,  pages  144-145  and 
suggests  how  pruning  time  can  be  estimated  by 

point-sampling  procedures. 

Yield  of  Pine  Plantations  in  North  Mississippi 

The  early  yield  of  pine  plantations  in  north 
Mississippi  was  reported  by  Williston  in  U.  S. 

Forest  Service  Research  Note  SO-1.  A  survey 
of  8,005  acres  of  pulpwood-size  pine  planta- 

tions on  eroded  sites  showed  that  survival  was 

38  percent  in  loblolly,  48  percent  in  shortleaf, 
and  29  percent  in  slash.  Average  annual 
growth  per  acre  was  0.89  cord  for  loblolly,  0.58 
for  shortleaf,  and  0.88  for  slash.  Form  class 

was  2  to  3  percentage  points  better  in  loblolly 
than  in  shortleaf. 

Several  stand  and  site  variables  were  tested 

for   their   value    in    predicting    stand    volume. 

The  two  equations  that  appeared  most  c  L 
venient  for  field  use  derive  cord  volume  ir 

acre  from  height  of  dominants  (H)  and  ba-l 
area: 

Loblolly 

Shortleaf 

0.4603  H 

0.5423  H 

0.1673  BA-    19 

0.1242  BA  —  20  I 

Volumes  computed  from  these  regressions  < J: 
tabulated  in  the  research  note.  Thus  foresti ,; 

in  north  Mississippi  can  estimate  stand  ba  .. 
areas  with  a  wedge  prism,  determine  height  I 
dominants  with  an  Abney  level  or  Suunto  cl 
ometer,  and  then  read  the  volume  in  the  app 
cable  table. 

Most  of  the  sampled  stands  had  receivi 
little  or  no  management,  but  the  report  giv 
three  case  histories  of  plantations  in  whi 
thinnings  had  been  made.  It  concludes  wi 
suggestions  for  managing  plantations  for  tii 
ber  as  well  as  for  site  protection  and  improv 
ment. 

is 

Erosion-control   plantations   will   produce   merchantable   pine   timber   on   all   but   the   most   severely   erodec 
sites.     This   25-year-old    loblolly   plantation   near   Oxford,  Mississippi,  has  been  thinned  twice. 

L 
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Small  Forests  Can  Pay 

ns  I 

Timber  worth  more  than  $5,700  has  been 

harvested  from  a  40-acre  tract  of  longleaf  pine 
that  has  been  under  management  in  south 
Alabama  since  1947.  The  products  have  had 
an  annual  average  value  of  $3.99  per  acre 
when  sold  on  the  stump,  or  $9.03  delivered  to 
market.  There  is  more  and  better  timber  on 

the  area  now  than  when  cutting  began;  the 
sawtimber  stand  increased  from  1,774  board 

feet  (Doyle  rule)  per  acre  in  1947  to  2,474 

aboard  feet  per  acre  in  1962,  and  an  average  of 
i  1,425  board  feet  per  acre  was  cut  in  the  mean- 

time. The  1963  harvest  was  23  poles,  1,854 
board  feet  of  saw  logs,  and  5  cords  of  pulpwood 

— worth  $154  as  stumpage  or  $317  delivered  to 
market. 

These  results  from  16  years  of  good  manage- 
ment show  that  similar  tracts  can  provide  a 

modest  but  steady  revenue  while  they  are  being 
improved. 

In  south  Arkansas,  two  tracts — one  of  34 
acres  and  the  other  40  acres — have  been  under 
continuous  and  intensive  management  for  26 
years.  The  smaller  tract,  called  the  poor  forty, 
originally  had  a  badly  understocked  stand  of 
shortleaf  and  loblolly  pine;  it  was  chosen  to 
typify  farm  woodlands.  The  larger  tract,  called 
the  good  forty,  was  reasonably  well  stocked. 
It  was  intended  to  show  owners  of  small  forests 

what  they  might  expect  after  they  had  built 
up  their  stands.  Since  1937,  an  average  of 

5,327  board  feet  ( Doyle  rule )  has  been  har- 
vested from  each  acre  of  the  poor  forty  and 

9,438  board  feet  per  acre  from  the  good  forty. 
Yet  the  increase  in  sawtimber  volume  has  ex- 

ceeded 120  percent  on  the  poor  forty  and  60 
percent  on  the  good  forty.  Initial  volumes  per 
acre  were  2,341  board  feet  on  the  poor  and 
5,074  board  feet  on  the  good  forty. 

The  stumpage  value  of  harvests  from  the 

poor  forty  has  averaged  $8.29  per  acre  annual- 
ly. If  delivered  to  the  market,  the  products 

would  have  been  worth  $15.84  per  acre.  On 
the  good  forty  these  values  were  $11.22  and 
$21.13.  The  products  of  the  1963  harvest  had 

a  market  value  of  $29.49  per  acre  for  the 
poor  forty  and  $32.94  per  acre  for  the  good 

forty.  Obviously,  good  management  has  paid 
well. 

More  details  may  be  found  in  leaflets  pre- 
pared  by   Croker  for   the  Alabama   tract   and 

One  year's  liarvest  from  the  Crossett  good  forty 
demonstrates  to  insitors  that  good  forest  manage- 

ment on  small  woodlands  can  be  profitable.  Tlic 

1963  cut,  about  equal  to  a  year's  growth  on  tlie 
tract,  had  an  on-the-stump  value  of  $870. 

by  Reynolds  and  Rawls  for  the  Arkansas  for- 
ties. 

Site  Evaluation 

Of  the  commercially  important  hardwoods 

on  the  1.5  million  upland  acres  in  north  Mis- 
sissippi and  west  Tennessee,  white  oak  is  prob- 

ably the  most  valuable.  Appreciable  differ- 
ences in  volume,  and  probably  also  in  quality, 

are  associated  with  rather  small  differences  in 
site  index.  In  Forest  Science  for  March  1963, 

pages  108-113,  McClurkin  showed  that,  in  the 
absence  of  yield  records  or  stands  of  suitable 

age  and  density,  site  index  (  height  of  domin- 
ants at  age  50  years )  in  this  region  can  be 

predicted  from  soil  and  topographic  factors 
alone. 

Forty-five  pure  and  mixed  stands  of  white 
oak  were  sampled  in  the  Brown  Loam  area. 
Sampling  was  restricted  to  stands  from  20 
through  70  years,  because  older  or  younger 
ones  are  not  completely  reliable  indicators 
of  site. 

Each  soil  horizon  on  the  45  plots  was  meas- 
ured for  depth,  texture,  evidence  of  mottling, 

and  pan  development.  Topographic  features 
were  measured  with  respect  to  position  on  the 



In  the  uplands  of  north  Mississippi  and  west  Ten- 
nessee the  best  sites  for  white  oak  have  less  clay  in 

the  surface  soil  than  poor  sites  and  are  on  middle 
and  lower  slopes. 

slope.  Plots  on  ridges  and  upper  slopes  were 

assigned  a  value  of  —  1;  those  on  middle  and 
lower  slopes  were  assigned  +  1- 

Data  were  analyzed  by  regression  methods 
and  workable  prediction  formulas  developed. 
Factors  showing  the  best  correlation  were 

percent  of  clay  in  the  surface  soil,  position  on 
slope,  depth  to  least  permeable  horizon,  and 
wilting  point  of  the  least  permeable  horizon. 
All  these  factors  relate  to  the  availability  of 
soil  moisture  and  to  the  amount  of  growing 
space  for  tree  roots.  The  wilting  point  was 
used  as  an  indirect  expression  of  the  kind  and 
amount  of  clay  in  the  soil. 

Of  all  the  equations,  the  one  that  gives  the 
best  predictions  in  shallow  soils  and  the  most 
easily  derived  predictions  for  any  soil  is: 

log   site    index    =    1.706697    4-    0.00190383 
(basal  area)   +  0.0263022  (slope 

position)  --  0.00376184  (clay  in 
surface ) . 

With  additional  field  and  laboratory  meas- 
urements, the  equation  that  gives  the  best 

estimate  for  deep  soil  is: 

log  site  index  =  1.692422  +  0.00188929 

(basal  area)  4-  0.0269336  (slope 
position)  -  0.000148096  (depth  to 
least  permeable  horizon  x  wilting 

point )  —  0.00323966  (  clay  in  surface  ) 
4-  0.00246932  (depth  to  least  per- 

meable horizon ) . 

Three  procedures  for  estimating  water  o 
site  index  were  developed  by  analysis  of  da ; 

from  135  plots  in  well-stocked  stands  throug  i 
out  the  Midsouth.  About  75  independent  vai  i 
ables  were  evaluated. 

In  Method  I,  site  index  is  estimated  by  dete  - 
mining  the  depth  of  topsoil,   the  presence  i 
absence   of  fragipan,   and   the   amount   of   e:: 
changeable  sodium  in  the  soil.    Site  index 
read  from  a  table  computed  from  a  regressic 

equation. 
In  Method  II,  the  site  is  examined  for  dom 

nant  texture,  depth  to  mottling,  depth  of  tod 

soil,  presence  of  pan,  and  inherent  site  moi 
ture  condition.    Site  index  is  then  read  fro] a  key. 

The  third  method  merely  requires  that  thtl 

user  identify  the  soil  series  and  moisture  phasi 
and  then  consult  a  table  for  expected  site  inde 

range.  This  method  is  especially  simple  to  us 
when  a  soils  map  of  the  area  in  question  i , 
available.  For  unmapped  areas  the  soil  muj 
be  identified  by  a  qualified  soil  scientist. 

All  three  procedures  are  described  in  deta: 

by  Broadfoot  in  U.  S.  Forest  Service  Researc 

Paper  SO-1.    The  publication  includes  growt' , 

Water  oak  stand  on  mixed  slack-water  soil: 
Sharkey,  Tunica,  and  Bowdre.  Site  index  range* 
from  80  to  104  feet  in  this  area. 

OB 
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curves  that  give  expectable  heights  of  water 
oak  at  various  ages  and  on  sites  with  indices 

iranging  from  60  to  110. 

Bassett,   in   the    1963   Louisiana   Association 

of  Agronomists  Proceedings,  pages  30-37,  de- 
scribes the  effect  of  soil  properties  and  topog- 

raphy on  the  site  index  of  southern  pines.   Soil 
texture,     for     example,     strongly     infhaences 

i water-holding    capacity    and,    as    trees    grow 
i older,  the  size  and  distribution  of  their  small 
roots.     Other   factors   discussed    are    thickness 

,  of  the  soil  horizons,   particularly   the   topsoil, 
depth  to  the  least  permeable  layer,  depth  to 
water    table    or    to    mottling,    occurrence    of 

perched    water    tables,    aeration,    position    on 
slope,  and  degree  of  slope. 

Killing  Trees  With  Undiluted  Herbicides 

Last  year's  annual  report  told  of  studies  at 
Alexandria,  Louisiana,  that  promised  large 
reductions  in  cost  of  killing  cull  hardwoods  by 

tree  injection.  At  that  time,  savings  were  in 

prospect  through  injection  of  undiluted  2,4-D 
amine — a  low-cost  chemical — instead  of  diluted 

2,4,5-T  ester,  and  by  wide  spacing  of  incisions. 

A  follow-up  study  confirmed  these  early  indi- 
cations, and  even  greater  economies  now  seem 

attainable.  Crown  kills  measured  4  to  7  months 
after  treatment  indicated  that: 

Amine  formulations  of  2,4-D  and  2,4,5-T 
were  about  equally  effective  when  applied 
to  small  red  oaks  in  May.  Previous  tests 
have  shown  they  are  as  lethal  as  diluted  or 
undiluted  2,4,5-T  ester.  2,4,D  amine  is  the 
practical  choice,  because  it  costs  about  $2.75 
per  gallon  as  against  $7.00  or  more  for 

2,4,5-T  ester  or  amine. 
Small  red  oaks  were  easier  to  kill  in  May 

than  in  February.  Hence  savings  can  prob- 
ably be  made  by  scheduling  injector  opera- 
tions exclusively  during  the  growing  season. 

A  1-ml.  dose  with  cuts  spaced  5  inches  apart 

( edge-to-edge )  is  probably  the  most  eco- 
nomical treatment  in  May  for  all  species. 

In  May  treatments,  large  red  oaks  were 
harder  to  kill  than  small  ones.  If  additional 

tests  confirm  this  difference,  more  intensive 
treatments  are  indicated  for  trees  over  9 
inches  d.b.h. 

Sweetgum  was  more  difficult  to  kill  in  May 
than  blackjack  oak  or  red  oak;  blackjack 

was  the  easiest  to  kill.  Varying  the  treat- 
ments by  species,   then,   will  effect  further 

economies  if  crews  can  be  trained  to  use 

different  injector  spacings  on  trees  of  dif- 
ferent species. 

High  kills  of  blackjack  oak  were  obtained  in 

May  with  0.5-  and  1-ml.  dosages  in  incisions 
spaced  7  inches  apart.  Future  tests  will 
include  even  wider  injector  spacings,  per- 

haps as  wide  as  11  inches  with  all  species. 

With  the  information  available  so  far,  the 
safest  treatment  for  all  seasons  in  stands  of 

mixed  species  is  probably  1  ml.  in  incisions 

spaced  3  inches  apart.  If  stands  are  pri- 
marily blackjack  and  post  oak  or  other  easy- 

to-kill  species,  a  1-ml.  dosage  at  7-inch  inter- 
vals in  May  appears  best.  A  1-ml.  dosage  at 

5-inch  intervals  seems  safest  for  May  appli- 
cation to  mixed  species. 

Further  details  of  this  work  can  be  found 

in  Peevy's  paper  in  the  1963  Sixteenth 
Southern  Weed  Conference  Proceedings, 

pages  257-262. 

Shrub  Control  on  Wet  Slash  Pine  Sites 

Five  spray  treatments  were  compared  for 
the  control  of  understory  shrubs  on  a  wet, 
slash  pine  site  in  south  Mississippi:  (  1  )  foliage 

spray  of  2  percent  2,4,5-T  in  water,  (  2  )  foliage 

spray  of  2  percent  2,4,5-T  in  a  75-25  mixture 
of  water  and  diesel  oil,  ( 3  )  rootcollar  spray 

of  5  percent  2,4,5-T  in  diesel  oil,  (4)  stem 

and  rootcollar  spray  of  5  percent  2,4,5-T  in 
diesel  oil,  and  ( 5 )  stump  spray  of  5  percent 

2,4,5-T  in  diesel  oil.  The  most  abundant  weed 
species  were  swamp  cyrilla,  large  gallberry, 
common  gallberry,  southern  bayberry,  red 

maple,  and  common  sweetleaf. 

Cutting  the  stems  near  groundline  and 

spraying  the  fresh  stumps  with  2,4,5-T  in  oil 
killed  99  percent  of  the  plants  within  2  years, 
but  cost  twice  as  much  as  the  foliage  spray 

with  2,4,5-T  in  water,  which  killed  66  percent. 

For  all  treatments,  the  species  were  rated 

in  the  following  order  ranging  from  highest 
to  lowest  kill  in  2  years:  bayberry,  sweetleaf. 

common  gallberry,  large  gallberry,  cyrilla,  and 

red  maple.  Treatment  1,  with  2,4,5-T  in  water 

only,  was  more  effective  on  cyrilla  and  the  two 

gallberries  than  the  oil-water  mixture  of  treat- 
ment 2.  The  water-oil  mixture,  however,  was 

more  effective  on  bayberry,  red  maple,  and 

sweetleaf.  These  results  are  reported  by  Smith 

in  U.  S.  Forest  Service  Research  Note  SO-4. 
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Hardwood  Silviculture  in  Tomorrow's  Forest 

McKnight,  in  the  Seventh  Southern  Confer- 
ence on  Forest  Tree  Improvement  Proceedings, 

pages  9-11,  predicts  the  future  course  of  ap- 
plied silviculture  in  southern  hardwood  forests. 

Multiple  use  of  the  forests  and  alternative  land 
uses  will  have  to  be  considered.  There  will  be 
a  marked  increase  in  the  effort  to  eliminate 

weed  species  and  culls  from  good  hardwood 

sites.  Once  stands  are  put  in  order,  future  cut- 
tings will  result  in  a  mosaic  of  even-aged  stands 

amounting  to  group  selection.  Such  silvicul- 
ture will  be  guided  by  growth  capability,  po- 

tential values  of  the  trees,  and  policies  of  land- 
owners. Thinnings  to  promote  good  growth 

and  aid  quality  control  for  specific  products 

will  be  made  practical  by  the  expanding  mar- 
kets for  hardwood  pulpwood. 

Plantability  of  hardwoods  has  been  low  until 
recently,  but  certain  species  are  now  emerging 

as  good  candidates  for  particular  sites — cotton- 
wood,  yellow-poplar,  sweetgum,  sycamore, 
green  ash,  and  some  of  the  oaks.  The  possi- 

bilities of  direct  seeding  are  unlimited  for  open 
sites  or  situations  where  the  forest  needs  to 

be  converted  to  more  desirable  species.  Dis- 
covery of  appropriate  techniques  for  hastening 

seed  germination  and  for  repelling  rodents 
from  acorns  will  help.  The  physical  properties 
of  soil  as  well  as  the  nutrient  condition  may 
need  to  be  amended  to  assure  survival  and 

successful  growth  of  future  hardwood  planta- 
tions. 

Timber  Management   Laboratory   Described 

The  work  of  the  Timber  Management  Lab- 
oratory at  Crossett,  Arkansas,  is  described  in 

an  illustrated  brochure  which  was  recently 
issued.  In  this  picture  tour  of  the  Laboratory, 
the  reader  becomes  acquainted  with  the  forest 

problems  of  the  Midsouth  pinery  and  the  re- 
search that  is  being  conducted  to  solve  them. 

Copies  may  be  obtained  from  the  Southern 
Forest  Experiment  Station  in  New  Orleans, 

or  directly  from  the  Laboratory. 

REGENERATION 

New  Repellent  For  Direct  Seeding 

A  new  and  improved  repellent  coating  for 
direct  seeding,  with  Arasan  42-S,  has  been 
developed  at  Alexandria,  Louisiana.   It  is  easier 

and  simpler  to  apply  and  more  durable  the  jj 
those  used  previously,  and  it  is  well  suited  f< 
hand  seeding  operations  because   it   gives  o 
no  chemical  dust. 

Arasan  42-S  is  an  aqueous  suspension  < 
thiram,  a  chemical  that  has  been  used  i 

powder  form  as  a  bird  repellent  since  195  > 
Though  nontoxic  at  normal  levels  of  exposur 
thiram  is  a  skin  irritant,  and  hence  the  tas 

of  handling  seed  treated  with  the  dry  powde  i 
is  disagreeable.  The  tests  with  a  liquid  formi 
lation  started  in  1958.  The  major  problem 
in  adapting  the  liquid  material  included  selec 
tion  of  a  durable  adhesive,  development  c 
new  application  techniques,  evaluation  of  fiel 
durability  with  the  various  species  of  pin 

seed,  and,  finally,  performance  in  large-seal 
direct  seeding.  Pilot-scale  trials,  ranging  i  } 
size  from  50  to  600  acres,  demonstrated  ths 

the  new  material  can  be  applied  rapidly,  tha 
seed  flow  through  various  types  of  meterin 
devices  is  not  affected,  and  that  durabilit 

under  field  conditions  is  superior  to  that  of  th 
powder.  While  safeguards  must  be  observe 
in  mixing  the  formulation,  the  treated  seed  ca: 
be  handled  at  loading  sites  without  discomfor 

caused  by  thiram  dust.  Arasan  42-S  is  recom 
mended,  therefore,  to  replace  both  Arasan  7 
and  sublimed  synthetic  anthraquinone. 

Details,   including   instructions   for   treatim 
seed  with  the  new  formulation,   are  reportet 
by  Derr  in  Forests  and  People,  Third  Quarte 

1963,   pages    18-19   and   42;    in   Tree   Planters] 
Notes  61,  October   1963,  pages  26-30;   and  ii 
Forest  Farmer,  November  1963,  pages  12-13. 

A  bird-repellent  coating  of  thiram,  applied  in  liquu 
form  as  Arasan  42-S,  is  free  of  dust.  Treated  seei 
can  be  sown  by  hand  or  loaded  into  aircraft  withou 
discomfort  to  personnel. 
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After  drying,  the  Arasan  42-S  coating  is  firm  and 
durable.  Seeds  treated  ivith  it  (below)  had  far 
more  repellent  left  after  6  weeks  in  the  field  than 
did  those  treated  with  Arasan  75  (above). 

Rodents  Consume  Pine  Seed 

In  5  years  of  trapping  in  east  Texas,  rodent 

populations — mostly    mice — varied    from    near 
0  to  2.5  individuals  per  acre  on  forested  sites 
and  4.0  on  open  upland.  Fluctuations  were 

greater  on  open  than  on  forest  land.  Popula- 
tions usually  peaked  in  winter,  when  loblolly 

and  shortleaf  pine  seeds  are  normally  exposed 
to  predation.  Caged  mice  preferred  pine  to 
other  native  seeds;  individuals  consumed  about 

1  gram  of  pine  seed  daily  when  confined  to 
this  diet,  0.8  gram  when  offered  a  choice. 

Winter  populations  of  2-4  mice  per  acre  could 
consume  most  of  the  0.5  to  1  pound  of  seed 

normally  direct-seeded,  but  would  have  little 
effect  on  natural  regeneration  in  good  seed 
years,  when  15  to  20  pounds  per  acre  may  be 
available.  This  investigation  was  reported  by 
Stephenson,  Goodrum,  and  Packard  in  the 

Journal  of  Forestry,  July  1963,  pages  523-526. 

As  the  accompanying  drawing  shows,  the 
caged  mice  varied  somewhat  in  their  habits 

of  opening  the  seed.  Golden  mice  gnawed  the 
coat  at  the  small  end,  making  only  a  small  hole. 
Cotton  mice  opened  shortleaf  and  loblolly  seeds 

FULVOUS 

HARVEST  MOUSE 

GOLDEN 
MOUSE 

COTTON 
MOUSE 

L0NGLEAF     PINE 
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SLASH    PINE 

Seeds  as  opened   by   caged   mice. 

on  the  long  axis  and  destroyed  half  or  two- 
thirds  of  the  seedcoat.  Fulvous  harvest  mice 

opened  seedcoats  in  the  same  way  as  cotton 

mice  but  destroyed  one-third  or  less  of  the 
coat. 

Planting  Pine  in  Louisiana 

In  three  recent  studies  at  Alexandria,  Louisi- 

ana, clipping  needles  of  longleaf  pine  immedi- 
ately before  planting  reduced  vigor  and  early 

growth  of  seedlings  on  favorable  sites.  In  two 
studies  clipping  had  no  effect  on  survival,  in 
the  third  it  depressed  survival. 

The  seedlings  had  been  grown  at  densities 

of  10,  20,  and  30  trees  per  square  foot  of  nur- 
sery bed.  They  were  followed  for  4  and  5  years 

to  determine  the  magnitude  of  growth  differ- 
ences developing  after  initial  establishment. 

In  the  first  test,  when  seedlings  encountered 

an  early  summer  drought,  first-year  survival 
averaged  61  percent  for  clipped  and  69  per- 

cent for  undipped  seedlings.  Differences  were 
about  the  same  for  all  bed  densities.  In  the 

two  subsequent  tests  rainfall  was  adequate 
and  survival  was  equally  high  for  clipped  and 

undipped  seedlings,  averaging  about  90  per- 
cent. 
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In  all  plantings,  growth  reductions  from 
clipping  were  greatest  with  large  seedlings 
grown  at  10  per  square  foot,  but  they  were 

important  for  seedlings  representing  all  densi- 
ties. In  one  test,  for  example,  50  percent  of 

the  undipped  seedlings  were  in  active  height 
growth  at  3  years  of  age,  as  contrasted  with 
36  percent  of  the  clipped  seedlings.  Overall, 

clipping  resulted  in  about  a  10-percent  growth 
loss  by  the  end  of  the  fourth  and  fifth  years. 
The  small  but  consistent  losses  suggest  that 

clipping,  which  has  been  recommended  to  re- 
duce mortality  on  droughty  soils,  should  be 

confined  to  stock  planted  on  sites  where  local 
trials  have  shown  it  to  be  beneficial.  Further 

details  are  reported  by  Derr  in  Tree  Planters' 
Notes  57,  January  1963,  pages  31-33. 

Root  pruning  in  the  nursery  bed  substan- 
tially increased  field  survival  of  longleaf  pine 

in  five  of  six  studies  conducted  in  Louisiana 

from  1955  to  1960.  In  the  remaining  test, 

unpruned  stock  survived  90  percent,  so  that 

opportunity  for  an  increase  was  small.  Al- 
though single  and  double  prunings  at  several 

limes  and  at  two  depths  were  effective,  the 
preferred  treatment  was  to  prune  once  at  a 
depth  of  7  inches  in  October  or  November. 
These  seedlings  were  easier  to  lift  and  plant 
than  were   those   receiving  other  treatments. 

Pruning  sometimes  improved  survival  of  lob- 
lolly and  slash  pines  but  usually  had  no  effect. 

Consequently,  it  is  not  recommended  to  in- 
crease field  survival  of  these  species. 

Top  growth  of  loblolly  and  slash  pine  see  I 

lings  was  retarded  by  root  pruning  at  7  inch' 
in  August,  in  September,  or  in  both  month 
but  the  gain  in  yield  of  plantable  seedlings  w; 
small   because   reductions    in   the    number   • 

oversized    trees    were    offset    by    increases    il 
undersized    ones.      Details    are    reported    m 
Shoulders    in    U.  S.    Forest    Service    Researc 

Paper  SO-5. 

Cultivation  Speeds  Early  Growth  of  Longleaf  Pin. 

Possibilities  of  speeding  the  early  heigr 
growth  of  longleaf  pine  were  demonstrated  b 
a  plantation  in  south  Mississippi.  The  tree 

were  planted  at  10-  by  10-foot  spacing  on 
superior  old-field  site,  cultivated  annually,  an 
sprayed  during  the  first  2  years  to  control  th 

brown-spot  needle  blight. 

Survival  was  82  percent  after  1  year  and  6 
percent  after  4  years.   By  the  end  of  the  secom 
year  94  percent  of  the  survivors  had  begui I 
height  growth,  and  the  rest  began  in  the  fol 
lowing  year.    After  4  years  the  average  heigh 

of  all  living  pines  was  7.3  feet,  and  the  talles* 
trees  were  11   feet.    Slash  and  loblolly  pine, 

planted  on  similar  sites  and  cultivated  for  ;| 
years  were   13  feet  tall  at  4  years,  but  thei: 
growth    rate    at    that    age    was    only    slightb 
faster  than  that  of  longleaf. 

These  results  are  reported  by  Smith  anc 

Smith  in  Tree  Planters'  Notes  59,  August  1963 

pages  1-2. 

Root-pruning  blade  mounted 
on  implement  bar  of  tractor. 
The  blade  is  54  inches  long,  5 
inches  wide,  and  %-inch 
thick.  The  leading  edge  is 
beveled  and  sharpened. 



Longleaf  about  4  years  after 
being  planted.  A  10-foot  square 
spacing  provided  clearance  for 
machine  cultivation  for  4  years. 

Needle  Moisture  as  a  Mortality   Index 

In  greenhouse  tests  with  drought-stricken 
loblolly  and  shortleaf  pine  seedlings,  losses  in 
needle  moisture  content  indicated  the  death 

of  the  trees  before  the  foliage  turned  brown. 

This  finding  will  be  useful  in  tree  physiology 
studies,  where  researchers  need  a  mortality 
diagnosis  quicker  than  foliage  color  change. 

There  was  no  clear-cut  death  point,  but  rath- 
er a  range,  from  105  to  65  percent  needle  mois- 

ture content  (  dry-weight  basis  ) ,  within  which 
a  seedling  might  either  live  or  die.  The  average 
survival  curve  of  both  species  in  this  critical 
needle  moisture  range  indicated  84.7  percent 
as  the  midpoint  at  which  a  seedling  had  a 

50-50  chance  of  surviving.  The  midpoints  for 
the  two  species  virtually  coincided,  being  84.5 
percent  for  shortleaf,  and  85.0  percent  for 
loblolly. 

Light  green  foliage  was  found  even  in 
needles  with  40  percent  moisture  content, 
which  is  below  the  lower  extreme  of  the  lethal 

range.  Yellowish-red  needles  occurred  only 
well  below  the  lethal  range,  demonstrating 
that  needle  color  is  not  a  prompt  indicator  of 
seedling  viability.  This  research  is  reported 
by  Stransky  in  Botanical  Gazette,  March  1963, 

pages   178-179. 

Black  Root  Rot  in  Pine  Plantations 

Black  root  rot,  caused  by  a  fungus  complex 
of  Sclerotium  hataticola  and  Fusarium  species, 

has  recently  been  found  in  pine  plantations  on 

the  deep  sandy  soils  of  western  Florida.  Here- 
tofore this  disease  has  been  known  chiefly 

as  a  serious  pest  in  nurseries.  To  learn  the 
extent  of  damage,  more  than  20,000  acres  of 
plantations  were  surveyed  in  the  five  counties 

where    mortality    has    been    noted — Bay,    Cal- 

houn, Jackson,  Liberty,  and  Washington. 
Though  evidence  of  the  rot  was  found  on  all 
species  of  southern  pines,  the  disease  appears 

to  have  caused  mortality  only  in  young  plan- 
tations of  slash  pine.  Details  of  this  survey  are 

reported  by  Smalley  and  Scheer  in  Plant  Dis- 
ease Reporter,  July   15,    1963,   pages   669-671. 

Taproot  of  dying  slash  pine.  The  lower  part  was 
killed  by  rot;  roots  that  developed  just  above  dead 
portion  were  subsequently  killed. 

Planting  Southern   Hardwoods 

After  2  years  in  an  experimental  plantation 
on  the  brown  loam  bluffs  near  Vicksburg. 

Mississippi,  yellow-poplar  trees  averaged  two 
to    six    times    taller    than    southern    red    oak. 
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cherrybark  oak,  water  oak,  swamp  chestnut 
oak,  Shumard  oak,  and  sweetgum. 

Seedlings  were  planted  in  openings  created 

by  cutting  or  deadening  on  three  sites:  bot- 
toms, medium  slopes,  and  steep  slopes.  For  all 

species  combined,  growth  or  survival  did  not 

differ  significantly  among  the  three  sites.  Yel- 
low-poplars averaged  8.5  feet  tall.  Survival 

was  89  percent  or  higher  for  all  species  except 
southern  red  oak. 

Although  the  other  species  may  eventually 

grow  as  fast,  yellow-poplar  establishes  early 
dominance  in  the  loess  bluffs.  More  informa- 

tion is  given  by  Johnson  and  Krinard  on  pages 

11  and  12  of  Tree  Planters'  Notes  61,  October 
1963. 

Knowledge  needed  to  plant  and  grow  cotton- 
wood  in  the  South  has  been  summarized  by 
McKnight  in  the  1962  Society  of  American 
Foresters  Proceedings  (published  in  1963), 

pages  44-46. 

Site  recognition. — Cottonwood  grows  best  on 
well-drained  but  moist  soils,  usually  of  medium 
texture  and  well  aerated.  Clays  that  fissure 
when  they  dry  appear  suitable.  Cottonwood 
is  not  recommended  for  coarse  sands  or  other 

infertile  soils,  or  for  dry  sites  or  soils  with 
hardpans. 

Site  care  and  weed  control. — Both  cuttings 

and  1-year-old  seedlings  are  satisfactory  as 
planting  stock.  Whatever  the  stock,  a  well- 

prepared  site  is  a  necessity.  Another  require- 
ment is  cultivation  to  control  weeds.  Good  site 

preparation  greatly  lessens  the  difficulty,  and 
thus  the  cost,  of  adequate  cultivation  and  weed 
control. 

Soil  and  water  amendment. — Watering  seems 
to  benefit  Cottonwood  most  on  good  sites.  In 
the  South  most  trials  with  fertilizers  have  been 

made  early  in  the  life  of  plantations,  and  have 
stimulated  weeds  more  than  the  trees.  On 

Coastal  Plain  soils  some  benefit  can  probably 
be  derived  by  adding  mineral  nutrients  after 
the  first  year  of  growth. 

Tree  improvement. — All  industries  seriously 
interested  in  planting  Cottonwood  have  made 

phenotypic  selections  for  planting  stock.  Some 
planters  take  their  cuttings  only  from  the  best 
20  percent  of  a  natural  stand  of  seedlings.  Now 

being  tested  are  field-selected  phenotypes  with 
outstanding  stem  form,  superior  ability  to  root 

and  grow,  well-formed  crowns,  and  good  stem- 

crown    ratios.     Trees    apparently    resistant    ; 
leaf  rust  have  been  found. 

Insect   and   disease   control. — Fusarium   ai  i 

cytospora  cankers  are  diseases  of  cottonwooc  I 
A  number  of  insects  attack  young  trees,  thouj  I 

many    cause    only    a    temporary    slowing    .  > 
growth.     Research   is  seeking   controls   of   tl 
twig  borer  and  the  clearwing  borer  by  appl 
cation  of  phorate,  a  systemic  insecticide,  at  tl  i 
time   of  planting   and   in   subsequent   applic; 
tions. 

Spacing  and  pruning. — Cottonwood  has  bee 
planted  at  spacings  of  2  by  2  to  20  by  20  fee 
To  date  the  need  for  getting  cultivators  b< 
tween  the  rows  has  been  the  main  determinan 

Thus,  spacings  of  8  by  8  to  10  by  10  are  corr 
mon.  On  moist,  fertile  sites  either  pruning  o 

close  spacing  is  necessary  to  achieve  clear  lowe 
boles  at  an  early  age. 

This  cottonwood  plantation  is  on  a  good  site  ani 
was  cultivated  during  its  jirst  year.  Here  at  5  year 
of  age  the  trees  average  6.5  inches  in  diameter  am 
52  feet  tall.  With  genetically  improved  plantin* 
stock,  and  by  fertilizing  and  irrigating  as  well  a 
cultivating,  annual  yields  of  6  to  8  cords  per  acrei 
could  probably  be  attained. 
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MENSURATION 

Estimating  Tree  Volumes  By  Height 
Accumulation 

At  Alexandria,  Louisiana,  the  height-accu- 
mulation method  of  estimating  tree  volumes, 

developed  by  Grosenbaugh,  has  been  adapted 

to  growth  studies  in  young  southern  pine  plan- 
tations. With  this  new  technique,  the  time 

required  for  field  measurements  and  computa- 
tions is  substantially  reduced,  data  can  be  sum- 

marized on  electronic  computers,  and  more 

precise  estimates  are  obtained  than  with  con- 
ventional methods  of  volume  determination. 

The  procedures  are  applicable  to  all  types  of 
inventories  and  growth  studies  needed  in  the 

management  of  even-aged  stands. 

Volumes  are  estimated  by  volume-basal  area 
ratios  derived  from  a  small  number  of  sample 
trees  and  multiplied  by  total  basal  area  per 

acre.  Trees  with  different  shapes  and  mer- 
chantable lengths,  such  as  cut  and  leave  trees, 

can  be  sampled  separately  for  greater  precision 
than  most  volume  tables  give. 

D.b.h.  and  merchantable  stem  length  be- 
tween fixed  intervals  in  diameter  are  measured 

and  recorded  on  marked-sensed  cards  or  field 
tally    sheets.     The    Bitterlich    Spiegelrelaskop 

may  be  used  for  simultaneous  measurement  of 

upper-stem  diameter  points  and  their  height 
above  ground. 

Height-accumulation  volumes  corresponded 
closely  with  those  obtained  from  sectional 
measurements  of  felled  trees. 

Enghardt  and  Derr  report  these  findings  in 
the  Journal  oj  Forestry,  February  1963,  pages 
134-137. 

Increment   Borer  Starting   Device 

Large  increment  cores  are  often  recommend- 
ed for  studies  of  tree  wood  density,  pulp  yield, 

springwood-summerwood  relations,  and  other 
characteristics,  because  the  large  wood  samples 
reduce  the  limit  of  error.  Starting  large  borers 
into  trees  is,  however,  a  difficult  task. 

At  Crossett,  Arkansas,  a  starting  device  was 

developed  that  is  easily  made  and  used.  Com- 
ponents include  a  10-inch  wood  lever,  a  bored 

and  prethreaded  hardwood  starting  block,  a 
wooden  wedge,  a  steel  case  to  contain  the 
starting  block,  and  some  sash  chain.  All  parts 
except  the  metal  case  can  be  made  easily  by 

anyone;  a  welder  can  fabricate  the  case  for 
a  small  sum.  Construction  details  are  given  by 

Grano  on  pages  678-679  of  the  September  1963 
Journal  oj  Forestry. 

The  borer  starter  in  use 
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GENETICS 

Geographic  Variation  in  the  Southern  Pines 

Analyses  were  made  during  1963  of  10-year 
data  from  the  Southwide  Pine  Seed  Source 

Study  and  35-year  data  from  a  provenance 
test  at  Bogalusa,  Louisiana.  The  latter  is  the 
first  southern  provenance  test  to  be  maintained 
through  a  full  pulpwood  rotation.  This  work 
was  conducted  in  connection  with  a  thorough 

review  of  data  bearing  on  the  question  of  how 
far  from  the  planting  site  it  is  safe  to  go  for 
scions  or  seed. 

One  of  the  most  important  findings  was  that 

conclusions  based  on  the  10-year  results  of 
even  the  best-designed  tests  may  have  to  be 
modified  and  in  some  instances  radically 

changed  by  the  twentieth  year  or  later.  In 
the  Bogalusa  study,  for  example,  statistically 

significant  and  economically  important  rever- 
sals in  survival,  average  size,  and  volume  per 

acre  occurred  among  stocks  between  the 

twenty-second  and  thirty-fifth  year.  In  this 
study,  too,  a  stock  that  had  at  first  incurred 

relatively  little  infection  by  fusiform  rust  be- 
came infected  at  an  accelerated  rate  after  age 

28. 

Wakeley  gives  more  complete  details  on 

pages  38-43  of  the  Seventh  Southern  Confer- 
ence on  Forest  Tree  Improvement  Proceedings, 

1963.  He  concludes  that  there  is  as  yet  an 
insufficient  basis  on  which  to  lay  down  final 
rules  for  the  movement  of  the  forest  tree  seed 

of  species  principally  planted  or  sown  in  the 

South — or,  by  implication,  for  the  movement 
of  scions  into  seed  orchards.  In  the  absence 

of  such  rules  but  in  the  light  of  the  experimen- 
tal evidence  from  such  studies  as  have  been 

established,  he  proposes  10  guides  for  land 
managers  faced  with  a  choice  between  one  as 
against  some  other  nonlocal  source  of  seed : 

1.  The  farther  seed  is  moved  in  any 
direction,  the  greater  is  the  risk  of  its 

being  poorly  adapted  to  the  planting  local- 
ity. 

2.  To  avoid  moving  seed  over  extreme 
distances,  seed  of  suitable  origin  should 
be  stored  in  years  of  abundant  production. 

It  may  even  be  advisable  to  suspend  seed- 
ing or  planting  until  seed  of  a  suitable 

source  becomes  available. 

3.  More  caution  should  be  exercised  in 

moving  seed  a  given  distance  north  or 
south  than  in  moving  it  an  equal  distance 
east  or  west. 

4.  Other  things  being  equal,  it  seems 
advisable  to  move  seed  east  rather  than 

west,  or  less  far  to  the  west  than  to  the 

east,  especially  if  the  planting  is  to  be  on 

droughty  sites. 

5.  Because  of  the  susceptibility  of 
eastern  sources  to  fusiform  rust,  particular 

caution  should  be  exercised  in  moving  lob- 
lolly from  east  to  west. 

6.  Even  within  the  above  limitations, 
it  would  be  advisable  to  try  to  get  seed 
from  a  source  that  had  proved  widely 

adaptable  in  at  least  two  tests  ( e.g.,  Bald- 
win County,  Alabama,  for  longleaf  or  On- 
slow County,  North  Carolina,  for  loblolly). 

7.  Although  evidence  is  not  conclusive, 

the  planting  of  longleaf  on  the  Carolina 
or  Florida  sandhills  probably  should  be 
limited  to  stock  grown  from  seed  gathered 
from  the  corresponding  sandhill  areas. 

8.  Within  the  approximate  natural 
range  of  the  species,  the  unrestricted 
movement  of  slash  pine  seed  probably  is 
less  hazardous  than  the  similar  movement 

of  seed  of  the  other  three  principal  species. 
Nevertheless,  moving  even  slash  pine 
seed  east  or  west  is  safer  than  moving  it 

north  or  south,  and  seed  from  coastal-strip 
slash  pine  of  a  typical  form  should  be 
avoided. 

9.  Correct  provenance  alone  should  not 
be  depended  upon  to  insure  good  growth 

in  the  plantation.  Seed  from  high-graded, 

inbred,  or  otherwise  "minus"  stands  must 
also  be  avoided. 

10.  Though  supporting  experimental 
evidence  is  yet  lacking,  it  probably  is 
safer  to  move  genetically  superior  seed 

from  "plus"  stands,  elite  trees,  or  tested 
seed  orchards  slightly  farther  than  run- 
of-the-woods  seed.  Loss  in  growth  result- 

ing from  the  movement  might  be  offset, 

at  least  in  part,  by  a  gain  in  growth  re- 
sulting from  selection. 

Seed  Origin  and  Slash  Pine  Gum  Flow 

Gum    production   of   24-year-old   slash   pine 
trees  planted  in  central  Louisiana,  west  of  the 
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natural  range  of  the  species,  was  equally  good 
for  trees  from  seven  seed  sources  in  Mississippi, 

Florida,  Louisiana,  Georgia,  and  South  Caro- 
lina. The  sources  represented  most  of  the  east- 

west  and  about  half  the  north-south  range  of 
slash  pine. 

Microchipping,  a  research  method  suitable 
for  small  trees,  was  used  to  estimate  relative 

potential  production  of  the  trees.  Yields  for 
28  weeks  were  comparable  to  those  obtained 
from  similar  trees  in  Florida — an  indication 
that  Louisiana  soils  and  climate  are  not  limit- 

ing factors  in  gum  production.  Gum-yielding 
potential  was  also  estimated  by  measuring 

gum  viscosity  and  exudation  pressure.  (  High- 
yielding  trees  often  have  thin  gum  that  exudes 

from  trees  with  great  force. )  These  measure- 
ments, too,  indicated  no  important  differences 

between  sources. 

Though  the  north-south  range  of  the  species 
must  be  studied  further,  the  findings  are  of 

interest  particularly  in  Louisiana,  where  near- 
ly ail  slash  pine  plantations  are  from  one  of 

the  sources  represented  in  the  test  plantation. 
Further  details  are  discussed  by  Barrett  in 
Forests  and  People,  Second  Quarter  1963,  pages 
18-19. 

Pollen  Formation  in   Loblolly  and  Shortleaf  Pine 

Yale  University  and  the  Institute  of  Forest 

Genetics  cooperated  in  a  study  of  pollen  for- 
mation in  loblolly  and  shortleaf  pine.  During 

1962  material  was  collected  in  south  Missis- 
sippi from  two  stands  containing  a  mixture 

of  shortleaf  and  loblolly.  Photomicrographs 

and  dates  of  the  important  stages  of  the  repro- 
ductive process  were  published  by  Mergen, 

Stairs,  and  Snyder  in  Silvae  Genetica,  July- 
August  1963,  pages  127-129. 

The  first  specialized  nuclear  division  in  pol- 
len formation  began  January  25  for  loblolly 

pine  and  February  9  for  shortleaf.  Pollen 

shedding  began  on  March  6  and  April  2,  respec- 
tively. Considerable  variation  may  be  exhibi- 

ted within  parts  of  a  single  tree,  between  trees, 

and  between  years  as  a  result  of  genetic,  mi- 
croclimatic,  and   weather   differences. 

Cultural  Techniques  for  High  Value  Planting 
Stock 

The  Institute  of  Forest  Genetics  has  de- 
veloped methods  to  insure  high  field  survival 

and  accelerated  growth  of  pine  seedlings  in- 
tended for  research  purposes.  These  tech- 

niques were  developed  primarily  for  excep- 
tionally valuable  genetic  stock  of  longleaf  pines 

but  are  applicable  to  other  species  and  to  hy- 
brids. 

When  the  seedlings  are  lifted  from  the  nurs- 
ery beds  they  are  potted  in  paper  cartons  and 

grown  in  a  lath  house  for  1  to  4  months.  They 
are  then  transplanted  to  field  sites  that  have 
been  cleared  and  plowed.  The  pot  is  removed 
and  the  intact  block  of  soil  containing  the 

seedling  roots  is  inserted  in  a  6-inch  hole  dug 
with  a  power-driven  auger.  The  plantation  is 
cultivated  for  a  few  years,  and  disease  and 
insects  are  controlled. 

The  Institute  has  planted  more  than  11,000 

longleaf  pines  by  these  methods.  First-year 
survivals  have  ranged  from  95  to  97  percent, 
and  94  percent  of  the  survivors  have  begun 

height  growth  their  second  year  in  the  field. 

Further  details  are  reported  by  Smith,  Sny- 
der, and  Scarbrough  in  U.  S.  Forest  Service 

Research  Note  SO-2. 

These  longleaf  pines  were  planted  from  pots  on  a 

prepared  site,  cultivated  2  years,  and  mowed  the 
third.    This  plioto  was  taken   in  July  of  the  fourth 

year. 
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Inheritance   Patterns  in  Southern   Hardwoods 

There  is  evidence  that  seedling  survival  and 

early  growth  are  under  genetic  control  in  yel- 
low-poplar, cottonwood,  and  several  species 

of  oak.  Furthermore,  enough  of  the  variability 

in  wood  quality  characters  is  under  genetic 
control  to  make  selection  profitable  in  these 

species.  Lack  of  data  on  variation  and  inheri- 
tance patterns  severely  limits  similar  conclu- 

sions for  other  species. 

These  and  other  important  aspects  of  south- 
ern hardwood  tree  improvement  problems  were 

reported  by  Wilcox  in  the  Seventh  Southern 

Conference  on  Forest  Tree  Improvement  Pro- 

ceedings, 1963,  pages  31-34. 

The  chamber  is  equipped  with  a  commerci 
humidifier  into   which  distilled   water   is  fe: 

by  gravity  from  a  5-gallon  carboy.    Cuttin|  i 
of    cottonwood,    sweetgum,    and    several    oal; 
were  successfully  rooted  in  the  new  chambe 

Previously,    when    laboratory    tapwater    we 
used  with  standard  misting  nozzles,  high  cor 
centrations    of    sodium    and    iron    compound 

quickly  clogged  the  nozzles  and  coated  greer 
wood  cuttings,  sometimes  killing  young  shoot* 

The  chamber  is  also  useful  in  application 

requiring    control    of    mist    composition — wit]  | 
nutrient  and  fungicidal  solutions,  for  example 
Details  for  building  and  using  it  are  providec 

by  Farmer  in  Tree  Planters'  Notes  59,  Augus 

1963,  pages  28-29. 

I   :ee 

Vegetative    Propagation   of  Southern    Hardwoods  n  j  -r         r\- 
3  r  3  Genetics  and  Tree  Diseases 

The  Southern  Hardwoods  Laboratory  at 
Stoneville,  Mississippi,  has  demonstrated  the 

feasibility  of  air-layering  on  green  ash,  sweet- 
gum,  and  cherrybark  oak  saplings.  Layers 
were  made  in  April,  June,  and  August.  June 
was  the  best  time  of  year,  but  some  success 
was  attained  in  April  or,  with  green  ash,  even 

as  late  as  August.  Nuttall  oak  and  yellow- 
poplar  failed  to  root. 

Girdles  J  2-inch  wide  were  cut  6  to  12  inches 
below  the  terminals  of  lateral  branches,  en- 

closed in  a  ball  of  moist  sphagnum  moss,  and 

wrapped  in  clear  polyethylene.  Various  treat- 
ments of  indolebutyric  acid  stimulated  callus 

growth  but  not  root  formation.  Bonner  gives 
further  details  on  page  923  of  the  December 
1963  Journal  oj  Forestry. 

A  misting  chamber  devised  by  research 
workers  at  the  Southern  Hardwoods  Labora- 

tory may  prove  practical  wherever  tap  water  is 
unsuitable   for  propagation   of  plant   cuttings. 

Breeding  disease  resistance  into  a  tree  is  i 

one-time  control  application  that  endures  foi 
the  life  of  the  tree.  The  forester  may  ther. 
establish  and  manage  his  crop  without  having 
to  cope  with  the  vagaries  of  the  disease. 

Though  still  some  distance  from  practical  ap- 

plication on  a  wide  scale,  recent  research  re-1 
suits  hold  high  promise  for  genetic  control  oi 

two  important  diseases  of  southern  forests — 
fusiform  rust  and  brown  spot  needle  blight. 

These  possibilities  and  the  principles  under- 
lying disease  control  through  resistance  are 

discussed  by  Jewell  in  the  Seventh  Southern 

Conference  on  Forest  Tree  Improvement  Pro- 

ceedings,  1963,  pages  25-26. 

The  development  of  resistant  strains  of  lob- 
lolly and  slash  pines  appears  to  be  the  most 

promising  approach  to  ultimate  control  of 
southern  fusiform  rust.  Resistance  of  pine  to 
the  disease  has  been  demonstrated  from  two 

sources.    One  is  the  naturally  resistant  short- 
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A  distilled-water  mist  cham- 

ber for  propagating  green- 
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holding  cuttings. 
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,  leaf  species,   which   can   be   crossed   with   the 
susceptible  slash  and  loblolly  pines.    The  other 
is  individual  slash  pines  that  have   remained 

free  of  rust  galls  in  areas  of  high  natural  inci- 
.  dence.    The   progenies  of  crosses  of  shortleaf 

with   slash    and    loblolly    pine   are    highly    re- 
i  sistant  under  natural  exposure.    The  shortleaf 

,  x  slash  hybrids  and  progenies  of  selected  slash 
pines  show  intermediate  resistance  under  the 

presumably  severe  conditions  of  artificial  inoc- 
ulation. 

Results  so  far  indicate  that   rust-resistance 
is    under    control    of    polygenes    instead    of    a 

simple  dominant  gene,  as  originally  thought. 

Progress  by  the  Institute  of  Forest  Genetics 

in  breeding  for  resistance  to  disease  was  sum- 

marized by  Henry  and  Jewell  in  a  paper  pre- 
pared for  the  World  Consultation  on  Forest 

Genetics  and  Tree  Improvement,  held  at  Stock- 
holm, Sweden,  in  August  1963. 

General 

The  rapid  development  of  forest  genetics 
during  the  past  10  years  and  its  potential  in 
the  future  of  paper  production  are  described 

by  Henry  in  the  September  30,  1963,  issue  of 

Paper  Mill  News,  pages  12-13.  In  a  similar 
vein,  Henry  and  Neelands,  in  Forest  Farmer, 

April  1963,  pages  16-17,  26,  outline  the  de- 
velopment and  progress  of  the  Institute  of 

Forest  Genetics  during  the  8  years  since  its 
dedication  in  1955. 



Above:    A  gullied  area  shortly  after  loblolly  pines  were  planted. 

Below:    Five  years  later  the  pines  have  begun  to  stabilize  the  soil,  and  their  expanding  erowns  will  soon cover  the  remaining  bare  soil  with  needle  litter.  
crowns  win  soon 
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Watershed  Management  Research 

Under  the  new  project  organization,  the 
watershed  staff  has  laid  the  groundwork  for 

intensive  research  on  key  relationships  be- 
tween forests  and  water.  Background  data 

have  been  assembled,  plans  formulated,  old 
study  plans  revised  to  meet  new  objectives, 
and  several  new  studies  installed.  Much  effort 

has  also  been  devoted  to  completion  of  work 
previously  under  way. 

At  Oxford,  Mississippi,  the  Coastal  Plain 
Hydrology  Project  is  concentrating  on  study 
of  moisture  movement  in  soil  and  subsoils,  and 

on  the  relations  of  forest  cover  to  soil  mois- 

ture. An  analytical  review  of  pertinent  liter- 
ature on  soil-moisture  movement  and  evapo- 

transpiration,  which  will  be  of  value  to  re- 
searchers in  related  fields,  has  been  prepared 

as  a  basis  for  planning  studies. 

After  a  5-year  calibration  period,  6  of  the 
12  small  watersheds  under  study  near  Oxford 
are  receiving  experimental  treatments.  Two 
watersheds  on  abandoned  fields  and  two  that 

support  a  depleted  stand  of  hardwoods  will 

be  control-burned  and  planted  with  loblolly 
pines  during  the  1963-64  planting  season.  A 
third  watershed  of  each  type  will  be  left  un- 

treated for  comparison. 

New  research  has  been  started  to  investigate 

specific  aspects  of  hydrology  in  the  Coastal 

Plain.  The  subjects  include  rainfall  intercep- 
tion by  pine  stands,  soil-moisture  movement  to 

subsoil  layers,  changes  in  seepage  as  upland 
oaks  are  replaced  by  pines,  and  basic  moisture 
relationships  in  homogeneous  soil  materials. 

In  other  projects  at  Oxford,  studies  of  the 
effects  of  vegetation  on  the  control  of  erosion 
have  continued,  and  new  studies  have  been 
set  up  to  explore  improved  methods  of  planting 
eroded  lands.  Also  under  way  are  new  studies 
to  determine  the  best  practices  for  managing 
timber  on  the  thousands  of  acres  of  erosive 
land  which  have  been  restored  to  tree  cover. 

Important    among    these   are    plantation    plots 

on  which  changes  in  protective  litter  layers 
will  be  measured  after  varying  proportions 
of  the  timber  stand  have  been  removed.  Also 

installed  during  the  year  was  a  series  of  five 

small  watersheds  in  pine  plantations  on  pre- 
viously eroded  soils.  After  a  calibration  period, 

these  areas  will  be  thinned  to  test  the  effects 

of  partial  cutting  and  timber  removal  on  runoff 
and  the  production  of  sediment. 

In  the  mountain  area  of  Arkansas,  the  Har- 

rison Project  is  installing  gages  on  small  water- 
sheds in  preparation  for  similar  tests  of  runoff 

effects  from  changes  in  the  vegetative  cover. 
Continuing  are  detailed  studies  of  moisture 
storage  and  movement  in  mountain  soils,  and 

of  the  relation  between  moisture  and  vegeta- 
tion. 

Incident  to  the  reorganization  of  their  work, 
several  staff  members  reported  results  from 
earlier  studies  which  are  described  in  more 

detail  in  the  Timber  Management  Research 

section  of  this  report.  These  include  publica- 
tions on  yield  of  erosion-control  plantations 

by  Williston,  on  soil-site  index  by  McClurkin, 
on  pine  seed  production  by  Stephenson,  and 
on  rodents  as  consumers  of  pine  seed  by 

Stephenson,  Goodrum,  and  Packard. 

Needles  Vary  in  Loblolly  Strains 

Search  for  optimum  loblolly  pine  planting 

stock  for  erosion  control  has  revealed  varia- 
tions in  needle  structure  that  may  reflect 

genetic  adaptation  to  droughty  sites.  Over  a 
5-year  period,  seedlings  from  a  seed  source 
in  Caldwell  County,  Texas,  some  100  miles 
west  of  the  contiguous  range  of  this  species, 

outgrew  those  from  three  other  sources  on  a 

deep  sand  site  in  Mississippi.  Needles  from  the 

Caldwell  County  source  had  less  surface  in 

proportion  to  volume  than  those  from  other 
areas.  The  number  of  rows  of  stomata  did 

not  vary  among  sources,  but  stomata  were 

farther  apart  in  each  row  on  needles  from  Cald- 
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These  are  cross  sections  of  needles  oj  drought- 
resistant  pines  from  Caldwell  County,  Texas 

(above),  and  jrom  less  resistant  pines  jrom  a  Geor- 
gia source  (below).  The  abundant  hypodermal 

sclerenchyma  cells  clustered  between  stomata  of 
the  Texas  needles  may  help  conserve  needle  mois- 
ture. 

well  County.  Needles  from  this  source  also  had 
thicker  epidermal  cells  and  more  numerous 
hypodermal  cells  in  groups  between  stomata, 

the  effect  being  to  thicken  the  peripheral  tis- 
sue. These  anatomical  differences  all  tend  to 

reduce  the  opportunity  for  moisture  loss  from 

needles,  thus  improving  the  chances  for  sur- 
vival and  growth  during  droughts.  Details 

are  reported  by  Thames  in  Ecology,  winter 

1963,  pages  168-169. 

Cover  Affects  Runoff  and  Erosion 

Establishing  pine  on  actively  eroding  aban- 
doned fields  of  north  Mississippi  has  in  two 

decades  reduced  sedimentation  to  amounts 

probably  not  in  excess  of  the  geologic  norm 
for  undisturbed  climax  forests.  Small  water- 

sheds in  the  hilly  uplands  of  this  State  show 
large  variations  in  annual  runoff  and  sediment 
production  attributable  to  land  use  and  cover 
types. 

Extremes  in  annual  sediment  production 

ranged  from  400  tons  per  acre  ( equivalent  to 
2.36  area  inches)  from  a  gully  and  43  tons  per 
acre  from  a  cultivated  watershed  to  a  few 

pounds  per  acre  from  a  pine  plantation.  Sedi- 
ment from  abandoned  fields  with  a  dense  cover 

of  native  grass  and  from  forest  covers  did  not 
exceed  0.5  ton  per  acre  annually. 

Runoff  from  watersheds  with  similar  soils 

decreased  in  the  order:  corn  and  pasture  > 
abandoned  fields  and  depleted  hardwoods  > 

pine  plantations.  Annual  sediment  yields  and 
average  concentrations  of  sediment  per  unit 
of  runoff  decreased  in  the  order:  corn  > 

pasture  >  abandoned  fields  and  depleted  hard- 
woods >  pine  plantations  and  mature  pine- 

hardwoods. 

Runoff  was  greater  from  watersheds  with 
loessial  soils  than  from  those  with  mixed  loess 

and  Coastal  Plain  soils,  but  loessial  soils,  al- 
though highly  erosive,  did  not  consistently 

yield  the  most  sediment  from  all  covers.  On 
either  soil,  runoff  and  erosion  are  minimized 

by  protective  vegetation.  Ursic  and  Dendy  re- 
ported these  and  other  details  at  the  Second 

Federal  Interagency  Conference  on  Sedimenta- 
tion, held  at  Jackson,  Mississippi,  January  28 

to  February  1,  1963. 

Filter  for  Sediment  Sampling 

Determining  the  amount  of  sediment  in 

large  samples  of  runoff  has  required  sub- 
sampling  or  a  slow  settling  process.  In  a 
simple  device,  described  by  Blocker  and  Bower 
in  the  Journal  of  Soil  and  Water  Conservation, 

November-December  1963,  page  222,  V£-inch 

polyethylene  foam  is  employed  as  a  filter.  Run- 
off sampled  by  a  Coshocton  wheel  is  piped  into 

the  lower  part  of  a  small  tub,  where  it  rises 
through  the  filter  and  overflows  to  storage. 
All  sediment  is  confined  to  the  tub  and  filter, 

from  which  it  is  easily  separated  and  dried. 

In  18  months'  operation  on  three  small  water- 
sheds in  Arkansas,  these  filters  have  passed 

no  measurable  sediment.  Because  flow  is  up- 
ward, the  filters  have  not  clogged,  even  in 

tests  with  highly  turbid  water. 

Planting  Loblolly  Pine  to  Stop  Erosion 

Most  pines  will  produce  the  interlaced  mat 
of  litter,  Vi  inch  or  more  in  depth,  which  is 
needed  to  halt  soil  movement,  but  loblolly 

combines  more  desirable  traits  with  fewer  dis- 
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in  warehouses  for  at  least  2  months  if  pro- 
tected from  freezing  and  if  those  in  bales  are 

watered;  trees  stored  in  bags  do  not  require watering. 

Loblolly,  best  erosion-control  pine  for  the  northern 
Coastal  Plain,  usually  takes  no  more  than  5  or  6 

years  to  produce  the  half-inch  litter  layer  required 
to  stabilize  soil. 

advantages  than  other  species  so  far  tested. 
Loblolly  survives  better,  grows  faster,  and 
casts  abundant  litter  which  accumulates  as  a 

heavy,  protective  forest  floor. 

A  first  requirement  for  successful  erosion- 
control  plantings  is  vigorous  planting  stock 
that  has  been  properly  packed,  shipped,  and 
stored. 

Loblolly  seedlings  planted  on  eroded  soils 
should  have  a  stem  diameter  of  at  least  1h 
inch.  Seedlings  should  be  dormant.  Those 
lifted  before  they  are  sufficiently  hardened 
are  apt  to  heat  in  shipment,  do  not  store  well, 
and  are  more  subject  to  winter  kill  after  being 
planted. 

How  nursery  stock  is  handled  between  lift- 
ing and  planting  may  make  the  difference 

between  success  and  failure.  Well-hardened, 
dormant  seedlings  can  be  stored  in  standard 

Forest  Service  bales  or  double-wall  kraft-poly- 
ethylene  bags.  The  kraft  bags,  which  have  an 
inner  waterproof  lamination  of  polyethylene, 

offer  some  important  advantages  over  bales. 

They  can  be  packed  with  less  moss,  thus  re- 
ducing shipping  weight,  and  they  do  not  re- 

quire watering  during  storage.  Ursic  details 
results  of  tests  over  two  seasons  in  Tree  Plant- 

ers' Notes  57,  pages  23-28. 
Cold  moist  storage  at  temperatures  just  a- 

bove  freezing  is  ideal,  but  seedlings  can  be  held 

Kraft-polyethylene  bags  protect  pine  planting  stock 
during  transportation  from  nursery  to  planting  site. 
They  also  facilitate  storage,  by  eliminatiiig  the  need 
for  watering. 

Time  of  planting  is  important.  Planting  can 
begin  once  December  rains  have  wet  the  soil 
to  a  depth  of  at  least  10  inches,  but  in  north 
Mississippi  seedling  survival  is  improved  by 
starting  after  January  15  and  extending  the 
season.  Cold  storage  keeps  seedlings  dormant 
and  allows  planting  through  March  and  early 

April. Trees  should  be  spaced  so  that  in  5  to  10 

years  they  will  develop  sufficient  litter  to  stop 
soil  movement.  Spacing  closer  than  6  by  6 
feet  is  seldom  justified.  Results  are  best  and 
costs  lowest  if  advantage  is  taken  of  the  many 

favorable  planting  spots  that  normally  are 
available  and  if  additional  spots  are  prepared 
where  needed  to  achieve  the  recommended 

spacing. 
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>mall  brush  dams  built  6  to  9  months  in  advance 

if  planting  accumulate  loose  soil  in  which  pines 
urvive  and  grow  well. 

On  areas  where  exposed  soils  generally  are 

oo  compact  for  bar  planting,  sediment-col- 
ecting  brush  dams  and  topsoil-filled  post  holes 
upplement  natural  planting  spots.  Brush  dams 
ire  built  on  parent  materials  that  erosion  has 
:ut  into  numerous  small  drainage  units.  Flats 
ind  slopes  uniformly  eroded  down  to  parent 
naterials  require  post  holes. 

A  3-  to  4-inch  depth  of  mulch  18  to  24  inches 
n  diameter  should  be  applied  to  seedlings 
)lanted  in  post  holes  and  to  those  planted 
m  bare,  rapidly  eroding  slopes.  Pine  needles, 
;traw,  and  wild  hay  are  suitable. 

On  eroding  slopes,  mulch  is  needed  to  prevent  soil 
from  washing  away  from  the  seedling  during  the 
first  2  years.  The  mulched  spot  should  be  18  to  24 
inches  in  diameter. 

Studies  of  older  erosion-control  plantations 

of  loblolly  have  defined  on-  and  off-site  bene- 
fits in  addition  to  soil  stabilization.  Runoff  is 

decreased,  soils  are  rebuilt,  land  values  in- 
crease, and  sites  that  were  once  a  liability  are 

again  profitable.  Ursic  has  summarized  these 

and  other  results  of  continuing  erosion-control 
research  in  U.  S.  Forest  Service  Research  Paper 
SO-3,  and  in  Forest  Farmer,  December  1963, 

pages  10-12,  16. 

Variations  in  Four  Mississippi  Soils 

Four  silt  loam  soils  in  west-central  Missis- 

sippi were  studied  intensively  to  determine 
the  extent  to  which  a  soil  series,  as  normally 

mapped  by  types,  delimits  the  physical  proper- 
ties of  the  surface  foot.  Analysis  of  variance 

was  used  to  test  differences  among  series  in 
bulk  density,  in  several  standard  measures  of 

texture,  and  in  plasticity  and  moisture  con- 
stants. 
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The  degree  of  variation  between  samples 
from  the  surface  foot  of  similar  soils  implied 
that  intensive  sampling  is  necessary  to  typify 

physical  properties  of  these  soils.  For  several 

physical  properties,  means  differed  significant- 
ly by  series,  but  the  range  in  values  was  wide. 

Hence  it  appears  that  for  some  purposes  simi- 

35 
lar  textural  types  in  different  series  can  be 
combined.  Mean  values  and  sample  variation 
for  the  four  soils,  Collins,  Falaya,  Memphis, 
and  Loring  are  reported  by  Andrew  and 
Stearns  in  Soil  Science  Society  oj  A.merica 

Proceedings,  November-December  1963,  pages 
693-697. 



This  picture  of  test  cattle  on  the  Palustris  Experimental  Forest  in  central  Louisiana  won  the  photo  contest 
at  the  recent  annual  meeting  of  the  American  Society  of  Range  Management.  Dr.  V.  L.  Duvall,  in  charge 

of  the  Southern  Station's  range  management   project,  was  the  photographer. 
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Range  And  Wildlife  Habitat  Research 

FOREST  GRAZING 

In  recent  years  the  additions  to  knowledge 
on  southern  range  management  have  become 
so  numerous  that  comprehensive  review  has 
been  difficult.  To  assist  range  managers  and 

others  in  locating  the  more  important  litera- 
ture on  southern  ranges,  Campbell,  Halls,  and 

Morgan  have  compiled  a  selective  bibliogra- 
phy, which  has  been  published  as  U.  S.  Forest 

Service  Research  Paper  SO-2.  Some  1,300 
titles  are  listed  under  these  headings:  Range 
Plants,  Range  Management,  Range  Livestock, 
Range  Influences,  Range  Resources,  Wildlife 

Management,  Range  Research,  and  Range  Edu- 
cation. 

Staff  scientists  from  the  Southern  Forest 

Experiment  Station  contributed  to  a  national 
symposium  on  range  research  methods,  which 
is  reported  in  USDA  Miscellaneous  Publication 

940.  Campbell,  in  a  paper  entitled  "Why  Range 
Research — and  How,"  outlined  the  needs  and 
problems  of  range  research  and  the  objectives 
of  the  symposium.  Duvall  and  Blair  discussed 

problems  of  terminology,  and  suggested  defi- 
nitions for  22  terms  which  are  frequently  but 

sometimes  inconsistently  used.  Halls  was 
chairman  of  a  committee  ( consisting  of  Evans, 

O'Regan,  and  others )  which  summarized  sym- 
posium papers  on  vegetation  measurement  and 

sampling. 

Supplemental  Feeding  Pays 

Beef  cows  that  graze  yearlong  on  pine  forest 

ranges  in  the  Deep  South  are  low  in  produc- 
tivity, mainly  because  range  forage  is  deficient 

in  essential  nutrients  throughout  much  of  the 

year. 

In  1954  the  Southern  Station  began  evalu- 
ating supplemental  feeding  programs  in  an 

effort  to  improve  herd  output.  Two  rations 
that  provided  adequate  supplemental  nutrients 

during  winter  were  tested  for  5  years.  De- 
tailed   findings    were    published    as    Louisiana 

Agricultural  Experiment  Station  Bulletin  564, 

"Supplemental  Feeding  Increases  Beef  Pro- 
duction on  Bluestem-Longleaf  Pine  Ranges," 

by  Duvall  and  Whitaker.  A  short  account  by 

Duvall  appeared  in  Southern  Lumberman,  De- 
cember 15,  1963,  pages  80-82. 

Two  herds  of  native  cows  grazing  forest 

range  yearlong  were  managed  alike  except 
for  supplemental  feeding.  Herd  A  received 
560  pounds  of  mixed  feed  (  15  percent  protein) 
per  cow  from  July  20  to  early  May.  Herd  B 
cows  were  each  fed  375  pounds  of  cottonseed 

cake  ( 41  percent  protein )  from  November  1 
to  May  5.  All  cattle  had  continuous  access  to 
loose  salt  and  steamed  bonemeal  ( 10  to  15 

percent  phosphorus).  Hay  fed  daily  in  late 

winter  totaled  about  four  bales  per  cow-year. 

Ranges  were  grazed  moderately,  with  utiliza- 
tion of  currently  produced  forage  averaging 

35  percent.  Bulls  were  placed  with  the  herds 
annually  on  February  20  and  removed  on  July 
1.  Calves  were  born  from  December  1  to  April 
10  and  were  marketed  directly  off  the  cows 

in  early  August.  Culling  was  to  the  same 
standards  as  in  most  range  herds;  that  is,  cows 

were  sold  if  they  had  serious  physical  defects 
or  failed  to  calve  at  least  once  in  two  succes- 

sive years. 

Prior  to  the  study,  the  cows  had  been  man- 
aged like  most  free-range  cattle.  Their  calf 

crops  had  averaged  about  45  percent,  and 

calves  weighed  less  than  300  pounds  at  wean- 
ing time.  During  the  5  years  of  experimental 

feeding,  calf  crops  averaged  80  percent  in  herd 
A  and  83  percent  in  herd  B.  Weaning  weights 
at  612  months  were  443  pounds  in  herd  A  and 

433  pounds  in  herd  B.  Both  herds  showed  a 

good  profit,  but  cows  fed  cottonseed  cake  had 
the  highest  return  because  their  feed  costs 
were  lower.  They  averaged  $67.64  per  head 

annually  above  the  cost  of  feed  and  supplies, 
while  herd  A  returned  $62.41  per  cow 

A  surprisingly  large  proportion  of  the  native 

cows    proved    to    be    highly    productive    when 



Supplemental  feeding  to  pro- 
vide protein  which  is  defici- 

ent in  winter  range  forage 
maintains  cow  weight  and 
vigor;  calves  weigh  nearly  450 
pounds  when  6l/2  months  old. 

adequately  fed  and  managed.  More  than  40 
percent  calved  every  year;  these  cows  yielded 
282  pounds  more  calf  weight  yearly  than  those 
which  calved  in  alternate  years  and  almost  170 

pounds  more  than  those  which  calved  two 

years  out  of  three.  Brahman-cross  cows  were 
the  most  prolific,  with  an  average  calving 

percentage  of  89.  Non-Brahmans  were  next 
with  78  percent,  while  cows  of  predominantly 

Brahman  breeding  were  lowest  with  70  per- 
cent. 

In  addition  to  boosting  calf  yields,  supple- 
mental feeding  and  management  materially 

improved  condition  of  the  cows.  Good  condi- 
tion is  important,  for  it  may  increase  returns 

from  the  sale  of  cull  cows  and  reduce  death 

losses  among  both  cows  and  calves.  When 
experimentation  began  in  July  1954  cows 
averaged  600  pounds  per  head.  By  November 
1955,  feeding  and  management  had  raised 
weights  to  almost  850  pounds.  Thereafter,  fall 
weights  were  consistently  high.  Herd  A  cows 
averaged  899  pounds,  herd  B  cows  884  pounds. 
However,  herd  B  cows  lost  less  weight  during 
the  winter.  In  both  herds  cow  weights  were 
considered   satisfactory   the   year   around. 

Death  losses  among  the  two  herds  averaged 

1.2  percent — well  below  the  level  of  most  range 
herds.  This  mortality  rate  was  especially  low 
when  age  of  cows  is  considered :  cows  averaged 

9  years  old  when  the  study  closed.  Calf  mor- 
tality was  even  lower  than  that  of  the  cows. 

Of  more  than  200  calves  born  alive,  all  but 

one  were  raised  to  marketable  age. 

This  study  showed  that  375  pounds  of  cotton- 
seed cake  fed  from  November  until  May  is  an 

efficient  supplement  for  cows  grazing  forest 

range.  The  exact  amount  needed  and  the  opti- 
mum feeding  period  are  being  investigated  in 

a  study  comparing  three  levels  of  cottonseed 
cake  feeding  and  three  lengths  of  feeding 
period.  Until  this  study  is  complete,  the  herd 
B  feeding  program  appears  to  be  the  wisest 
choice  for  range  cattlemen. 

The  Future  of  Pine  Ranges 

The  outlook  for  beef  cattle  on  southern  pine 
forest  ranges  was  assessed  by  Duvall  and  Halls 
in  the  1962  Society  of  American  Foresters 

Proceedings  (published  in  1963),  pages  76-79. 
Because  of  recent  advances  in  the  manage- 

ment of  range  resources  and  cattle  herds,  it 

appears  that  beef  will  continue  to  be  an  im- 
portant product  of  southern  timberlands.  In 

the  past,  malnutrition  has  been  a  major  deter- 
rent to  profitable  cattle  operations  on  pine 

forest  ranges.  Now,  chiefly  as  a  result  of  the 
feeding  study  outlined  above,  supplementation 
of  bluestem  forage  with  cottonseed  cake  is 

gaining.  Even  greater  returns  than  those  made 
by  the  experimental  cattle  should  be  possible 
with  refinement  of  feeding  and  management 
techniques.  For  example,  mixing  cottonseed 

meal  with  salt  to  regulate  intake  is  a  promis- 
ing method  of  reducing  labor  costs. 

Research  in  the  Southeast  has  shown  that 

beef  yields  on  pineland  threeawn  ranges  can 
be  boosted  materially  by  supplementing  native 
forage  with  improved  pastures.  Forest  ranges 
are  grazed  from  early  spring  to  early  fall, 
when  nutritive  content  is  highest.  During  the 
remainder  of  the  year  cattle  graze  improved 
forages,  either  continuously  or  alternately  with 

native  range.  Variations  in  range-pasture  com- 
binations, including  grazing  of  seeded  fire- 

breaks, are  innumerable. 

Improved  herd  management  is  also  enhanc- 
ing prospects  for  higher  beef  yields.  Tests  in 

both  Georgia  and  Louisiana  have  demonstrated 
the  advantages  of  Brahman  crossbreds  over 
cows  of  straight  British  breeding  for  producing 

slaughter  calves.  New  parasite  control  meas- 
ures now  reduce  losses  from  common  cattle 

pests:    ticks,  lice,  screwworms,  and  flies. 

An  important  contribution  to  successful  beef 
production  is  the  growing  store  of  information 

concerning  timber-range  relations.  Guides 
have  been  devised  for  predicting  grass  yields 
under  various  timber  conditions  and  burning 



schedules.  Significant  advances  have  been 

made  in  avoiding  or  minimizing  grazing  injury 
to  seedlings  and  saplings. 

Improved  stock  laws,  increased  timber  stock- 
ing, and  diversion  of  timberland  to  other  uses 

will  probably  cause  a  decline  in  grazed  acreage 

j  of  longleaf-slash  pine  forest.  But  reductions 
in  range  area  and  cattle  numbers  will  not 

necessarily  mean  less  beef.  Research  has  al- 
ready shown  how  to  increase  the  output  per 

I  cow-year,  and  the  limit  is  not  in  sight.  Graz- 
i  ing  is  sure  to  continue  on  certain  types  of 
ownerships,  particularly  farm  woodlands  and 
national  forest  lands  having  a  usable  forage 
resource.  It  will  likely  grow  in  importance 
on  some  large  private  timber  holdings  as 

owners  see  the  money-making  possibilities  of 
improved  range  management  that  is  fully  co- 

ordinated  with   timber. 

WILDLIFE  HABITAT 

Wildlife  resource  management  in  southern 
forests  is  concerned  with  the  animals,  their 
food  and  cover  plants,  and  the  relations  of 
both  to  timber,  water,  and  soils.  The  Southern 

Station's  research  in  wildlife  habitat  manage- 
ment, centered  at  Nacogdoches,  Texas,  includes 

cooperative  effort  and  skills  from  many  disci- 
plines. 

The  wildlife  habitat  research  staff  works 

closely  with  specialists  in  the  Station's  Di- 
visions of  Timber  Management  and  Range 

Management,  often  making  common  use  of 

field  plots.  Work  is  also  under  way  with  coop- 
erators  from  educational  institutions,  State 

wildlife  departments,  and  Federal  agencies. 
Two  major  studies  of  deer  confined  in  large 
enclosures  are  being  conducted  in  cooperation 
with  the  Arkansas  Game  and  Fish  Commission 
and  the  Louisiana  Wild  Life  and  Fisheries 

Commission.  During  1963  field  work  was 
started  on  a  third  major  enclosure  study,  this 
one  in  cooperation  with  the  Texas  Parks  and 
Wildlife  Department  and  the  U.  S.  Bureau  of 
Sport  Fisheries  and  Wildlife.  Food  habits  and 

population  changes  in  deer,  squirrels,  and 
other  animals  will  be  investigated  over  a  period 
of  years,  with  special  emphasis  on  the  role  of 
acorns  in  wildlife  diets. 

Research  Equipment 

A  collapsible  plot  frame  described  by  Blair 
in    Journal    of    Range    Management,    January 

mm 
Easily  asse7nbled  plot  frame  speeds  forage  inven- 

tories in  brushy  habitat.  Tightening  a  wing  nut  on 
the  corner  brace  fixes  the  angle  between  the  two 
sides  of  the  front  section.  The  other  section  then 
drops  over  projecting  bolts.  Reversal  of  the  process 
collapses   the  frame  for  easy  carrying. 

1963,  pages  28-29,  has  been  helpful  where  the 
dense  understory  of  southern  forests  compli- 

cates the  delineation  of  plot  boundaries  in 
forage  inventories. 

The  frame,  of  steel  tubing,  is  strong  and 

durable,  yet  light  and  compact  for  easy  hand- 
ling. Because  it  can  be  assembled  and  disman- 

tled quickly,  it  can  be  used  in  dense  brush 
where  a  solid  frame  is  practically  worthless. 

The  four  sides,  plus  a  corner  brace  and  short 

spacer,  are  made  of  V^-inch  thin-wall  galvan- 
ized steel  conduit.  Two  sides  are  permanently 

joined  by  a  hinge  bolt  that  permits  them  to 
fold  together  when  the  frame  is  dismantled. 
The  two  other  sides  are  fitted  together  by 

bolts  and  are  readily  detachable. 

The  frame  is  durable  and  relatively  cheap. 
One  a  milacre  in  size  can  be  constructed  in 

about  2  man-hours  at  a  cost  of  $2.65  for  ma- 
terials. 

An  effective  stream-crossing  structure  for 
deer-proof  fences  was  designed  and  installed 
on  large  experimental  deer  enclosures  in  hill 
lands  of  central  Louisiana.  Such  crossings 

have  long  presented  serious  design  and  maint- 
enance problems,  and  on  some  study  areas  deer 

under  confinement  have  escaped  or  unwanted 
animals  have  entered  following  the  washout 

of  inadequate  crossings.  The  Louisiana  struc- 
tures have  successfully  withstood  the  stresses 

of  frequent,  severe  flooding  for  more  than  3 
years.  They  keep  out  dogs,  woods  hogs,  and 
all  larger  animals. 

The  structures  are  relatively  simple  in  de- 

sign, moderate  in  cost,  and  durable.  Mainten- 
ance needs  are  negligible.  The  basic  design, 

which  can  be  readily  altered  to  satisfy  varia- 
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1  9-foot  deer-proof  fence  across  a  channel  25  feet 
vide.  It  has  withstood  floodwaters  up  to  the  hori- 

zontal beam. 

ions  in  stream  size,  is  described  by  Blair, 

lays,  and  Brunett  in  Journal  of  Wildlije  Man- 
igement,  January   1963,  pages   129-132. 

Jeer  Forage  Related  to  Overstory 

Tree  overstory  largely  determines  whether 

leer  forage  is  abundant  or  scarce  in  pine-hard- 
vood  forests  of  east  Texas.  Forage  was  corn- 

ered on  plots  that  had  been  subjected  to 

election,  shelterwood,  and  clear-cutting  since 
.949.  Uncut  plots  served  as  a  check.  Results 
vere  reported  by  Schuster  and  Halls  in  the 

.962  Society  of  American  Foresters  Proceed- 

ngs  (published  in  1963),  pages  165-167. 

By  1960  the  clear-cut  plots  had  a  sparse 
:over  of  sapling  pines  and  hardwoods.  There 
vere  many  openings  and  forage  yields  were 
;ood,   averaging  over   1,600   pounds   per   acre. 

Deer  forage  was  generally  a- 
mndant  on  the  selection  plots 
in  photo),  where  dominant 
nnes  were  evenly  distributed 
ind  the  midstory  was  low. 
)n  shelterwood  plots  the 
werstory  was  more  open,  but 
i  high,  dense  hardwood  mid- 
tory  reduced  forage  growth. 

This  amount  was  probably  less  than  in  previous 

years,  because  many  low-growing  woody  plants 
present  in  1949  had  grown  beyond  the  reach 
of  deer. 

Shelterwood  and  selection  plots  were  alike 
in  timber  volume  and  basal  area  in  1960  (see 

table  1),  but  on  shelterwood  plots  the  domin- 
ant trees  were  clustered  and  the  midstory  was 

taller  and  denser.  Midstory  trees  on  all  plots 

were  primarily  hardwoods. 

Table  1. — Timber  and  forage  conditions  per  acre  in 
a  pine-hardwood  forest  of  east  Texas 

Timber 

volume 
1960 

Tree 

basal 

area  ' 

Crown  cover 
Cutting 

treatment 
Dominant overstory 

Midstory  Forage  -' 

Clearcut 
Selection 
Shelterwood 
Uncut 

Bd.  ft.  Sq.  ft 

0     26 

9,466      76 
9,346      76 

12,783      96 

Percent         Pounds 

0            28         1,600 
32            37            853 

26             57             727 
41            60            426 

'  Includes  all  diameter  classes. 
Average   for    1960  and    1961 

The  large  openings  in  the  shelterwood  plots 

probably  had  abundant  forage  the  first  few 
years  after  cutting.  By  1960  many  were  filled 
with  a  dense  midstory  of  hardwoods,  and 

forage  production  appeared  to  be  on  the  down- 
grade. The  more  continuous  crown  cover  on 

the  selection  plots  apparently  suppressed  the 
midstory,  but  sawtimber  cuts  made  in  1955 
and  1959  liberated  the  undergrowth  enough 
so  that  the  selection  plots  had  more  forage 
than   the  shelterwood. 

The  uncut  check  plots  supported  the  highest 
timber  volume,  basal  area,  and  overstory  cover. 

As  expected,  forage  yields  were  lowest  here. 
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Regardless  of  cutting  treatment,  the  mid- 
story  crown  cover  strongly  influenced  forage 
growth  (  see  chart ) .   When  it  was  dense,  forage 
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Forage    per    acre    (uvendry    weight)    in    relation    to 
crown  cover. 

yields  were  light.  Yields  were  further  reduced, 

but  to  a  lesser  degree,  when  the  midstory  was 
topped  by  overstory  trees.  In  the  absence  of 

a  well-developed  midstory  considerable  light 
penetrated  through  the  openings  in  the  domin- 

ant crown  and  yields  were  often  good  even 
when  crown  cover  of  tall  pines  approached 

40  percent. 

Forage  yields  were  more  closely  correlated 
with  crown  cover  than  with  soil  conditions. 

The  moist,  deep  soils  of  lower  slopes  produced 
denser  timber  stands,  and  as  a  result  less  forage 
than  the  drier,  more  shallow  soils  of  upper 
slopes. 

In  openings,  bluestem  grasses  and  forbs 

made  up  a  large  proportion  of  the  forage.  Be- 
neath trees,  browse  was  predominant.  In  gen- 

eral, species  palatable  to  deer  were  more  toler- 
ant of  shade  than  unpalatable  species.  In 

cleared  areas  about  half  the  browse  plants 

were  of  palatable  species;  under  trees  two- 
thirds  were  palatable. 
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Forest  Insects 

Extensive  outbreaks  of  the  southern  pine 
beetle  in  Texas  and  several  of  the  southeastern 

States  have  resulted  in  a  strong  demand  for 
information  that  will  aid  in  preventing  similar 
outbreaks  in  future  years.  The  Southern  and 
Southeastern  Stations,  several  universities, 

and  the  Boyce  Thompson  Institute  for  Plant 
Research  are  making  a  coordinated  effort  to 

obtain  the  needed  information.  A  team  ap- 
proach has  been  developed,  with  various  as- 

pects of  the  problem  being  assigned  to  special- 
ists in  appropriate  disciplines.  Thus  the  skills 

of  entomologists,  acarologists,  insect  physiolo- 
gists, insect  pathologists,  silviculturists,  tree 

physiologists,  geneticists,  and  soils  specialists 

are  being  combined  to  develop  ways  of  pre- 
venting or  reducing  losses  caused  by  this  bee- 

tle. It  is  the  greatest  concentration  of  skills 
that  has  ever  been  achieved  in  studying  a 
single  forest  insect  in  the  South.  If  the  several 
agencies  continue  their  efforts  steadily,  the 
research  may  eventually  make  it  possible  to 
eliminate  the  southern  pine  beetle  as  a  major 

destroyer  of  southern  timber.  Previous  ex- 
perience has  shown  that  it  is  difficult  to  main- 

tain support  for  such  research  during  periods 
between  outbreaks. 

INSECTS  AFFECTING  PINE  TREES 

Seasonal  Trends  in  Pine  Beetle  Populations,  and 

Implications  for  Control 

The  southern  pine  beetle  in  east  Texas  was 
much  less  active  in  1963  than  in  previous  years. 
By  fall,  only  a  few  small  infestations  were 
being  found,  and  most  of  these  were  being 
promptly  treated  by  the  landowners. 

Biological  studies  have  shown  that  in  each 
of  the  past  4  years  seasonal  development  of 
the  insect  has  displayed  the  same  general 
trend.  In  March  and  April  beetle  populations 
explode,  but  in  the  summer  and  early  fall  they 
drop  to  a  very  low  level.  The  decline  appears 
to  be  closely  associated  with  increased  activity 

of  parasites,  predators,  and  food  competitors, 
particularly  sawyers  and  Ips  beetles.  In  late 
fall,  natural  enemies  and  competitors  become 
less  active,  and  beetle  populations  begin  to 

increase  until  cold  weather  slows  their  prog- 
ress. 

<•■-''"  '■:..:,'  -'■ 

Larvae  of  other  insects,  such  as  pine  sawyers,  com- 
pete with  the  southern  pine  beetle  for  food.  In 

doing  so,  they  destroy  any  beetle  eggs,  larvae,  or 
pupae   that   happen  to   be  where   they  are  feeding. 

It  is  difficult  to  appraise  the  significance  of 
these  findings.  They  appear  to  indicate  that, 

in  east  Texas,  direct  control  will  be  most  effec- 
tive when  undertaken  between  October  and 

the  end  of  February.  Every  infested  tree  sal- 
vaged or  sprayed  during  this  period  removes 

beetles  whose  descendants  would  be  capable 

of  killing  50  or  more  trees  during  the  following 

spring  and  summer.  On  the  other  hand,  the 

beetle  population  tends  to  disperse  to  single 

trees  or  small  groups  of  trees  late  in  the  fall, 

and  many  of  these  trees  show  little  or  no 

visible  sign  of  being  infested.  Their  foliage 

seldom  begins  to  discolor  until  late  winter  or 

spring,  and  attacks  are  so  high  on  the  bole 

that  the  pitch  tubes  are  difficult  to  see  from 

the  ground.  Removal  of  outer  bark  by  wood- 
peckers discloses  some  of  the  infested  trees, 

but  woodpeckers  do  not  find  all  of  them.  In 

addition,  high  water  often  makes  stands  inac- 
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essible  during  winter.  In  spite  of  these  diffi- 
ulties,  many  beetle  trees  can  be  found  and 
reated  during  the  winter  and  much  more 
ffort  should  be  devoted  to  such  work  in  the 

uture  than  has  been  done  in  the  past. 

In  March,  April,  and  May,  especially  in 

ieak  years  of  an  outbreak,  salvage  and  spray 
rews  often  are  unable  to  keep  up  with  the 

apidly  increasing  number  of  new  infestations, 

'his  is  when  winter  control  work  pays  off  by 
educing  the  size  of  the  spring  control  job. 
nfested  trees  must  be  salvaged  or  sprayed 
/ithin  3  to  4  weeks  after  they  are  attacked; 
therwise,  the  new  generation  of  beetles  will 
nature  and  emerge.  Even  so,  many  of  the 
arent  beetles  will  have  escaped,  for  they  leave 
he  trees  within  10  to  14  days  after  their  first 
ttack.  It  is  thus  obvious  that  spring  control 
hould  be  considered  chiefly  as  a  holding  and 
alvage  operation.  Its  success  will  depend 
pon  prompt  detection  and  quick  action  by 
ontrol  crews  large  enough  to  treat  every  spot 
ifestation  before  the  new  beetles  mature  and 

merge,  a  requirement  that  was  not  adequate- 
f  recognized  during  the  recent  outbreak  in 
'exas. 

During  the  hot  summer  months,  when  beetle 

opulations  are  being  rapidly  reduced  by  na- 
aral  enemies,  competition,  and  high  tempera- 
jres,  control  may  be  largely  a  waste  of  effort, 

'his,  of  course,  does  not  mean  that  salvage  of 
ifested  trees  should  be  discouraged. 

All  of  the  above  discussion  is  meant  to  apply 
}  active  outbreaks  of  the  southern  pine  beetle, 
mall  spot  infestations  discovered  in  years 
etween  outbreaks  should  be  treated  immedi- 
tely  and  regardless  of  season. 

omplexity  of  Mite  Species 

Late  in  the  summer  of  1962,  mites  were 
nusually  abundant  in  association  with  the 
authern  pine  beetle  in  east  Texas,  and  studies 

/ere  begun  to  learn  whether  mites  were  partly 

esponsible  for  the  rapid  decline  in  beetle  pop- 
lations.  About  30  types  that  appear  to  be 
istinct  species  have  been  recognized  so  far, 
lthough  only  a  few  can  now  be  identified 

3  species  and  most  only  to  family.  Major 
axonomical  and  complex  ecological  tasks  obvi- 
usly  lie  ahead. 

It  appears  that  all  of  these  mites  attach 
nemselves  to  bark  beetles  or  associated  in- 

sets as  a  means  of  dispersal  to  other  trees, 

since  they  do  not  have  wings  and  are  incapable 

of    crawling    very    far.     Some    are    definitely 

Tremendous  numbers  of  Pyemotid  mites  ride  to 

newly  infested  trees  by  grasping  hairs  of  the  south- 
ern pine  beetle  with  special  claws  on  their  front 

legs. 

Uropodid  mites  may  travel  to  newly  infested  trees 
by  attaching  to  small  wasps  that  parasitize  bark 
beetles. 
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Southern  pine  beetle  covered  with  about  200  mites 
and  obviously  unable  to  fly. 
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parasitic  or  predaceous  on  bark  beetles  and 

may  prove  to  be  far  more  beneficial  than  pre- 
viously realized.  Perhaps  they  can  be  reared 

in  large  numbers  on  artificial  media  and  re- 
leased in  areas  where  natural  mite  populations 

have  not  had  time  to  build  up  to  effective  pro- 
portions. 

Mites  are  not  insects,  but  belong  to  a  related 
group  that  includes  spiders  and  scorpions. 
Their  life  histories  and  developmental  forms 

are  quite  different  from  those  of  insects.  Ar- 
rangements were  made  to  cooperate  with  mite 

specialists  at  Louisiana  State  University  and 
elsewhere  in  the  United  States  and  abroad. 
Such  assistance  is  essential  in  taxonomic  and 

life  history  studies  that  will  permit  identifying 
the  many  species  in  their  immature  and  adult 
forms. 

Clerid   Beetles  are   Important   Natural  Control 

Agents 

Rearing  studies  show  that  larvae  of  a  clerid 
beetle,  Thanasimus  dubius  Fab.,  search  out  and 

destroy  large  numbers  of  young  southern  pine 

beetles  in  inner  bark  tunnels.  During  the  4- 
to  6-week  larval  period,  one  clerid  may  destroy 
12  beetle  larvae  per  day  when  the  latter  are 
readily  available. 

Adult  clerids  also  are  predaceous.  They 
pounce  upon  and  devour  southern  pine  beetles 
as  they  attempt  to  enter  a  tree.  In  cages,  a 
ratio  of  1  clerid  to  20  attacking  bark  beetles 

will  reduce  populations  about  one-third.  Den- 
sities great  enough  to  destroy  a  bark  beetle 

population  probably  are  seldom  realized  in 
nature,  but  basic  biological  and  ecological 

studies  may  show  ways  of  increasing  popula- 
tions of  this  beneficial  insect.  Clerid  develop- 
ment perhaps  can  be  favored  by  modifying 

pine  beetle  control  practices — e.g.,  by  not 
spraying  trees  from  which  most  of  the  young 
bark  beetles  have  emerged  but  which  still 
contain  developing  clerids.  Timely  release  of 
reared  individuals  might  also  help  in  attaining 

a  high  enough  density  to  be  of  major  impor- 
tance in  control  of  pine  beetle  populations. 

Soil  Conditions  May  Affect  Southern  Pine  Beetle 
Outbreaks 

As  a  part  of  the  team  approach  to  research 
on  the  southern  pine  beetle,  soil  conditions 
are  being  studied  in  areas  where  infestations 

have  occurred.  The  beetles  do  not  spend  any 
stage  of  their  life  cycle  in  the  ground,  but 
the  health  and  growth  of  trees  that  they  attack 
are  very  dependent  on  site  conditions. 

Significantly,  during  the  first  2  years  of  the 
recent  outbreak  in  east  Texas  nearly  all  of 
the  spot  infestations  were  on  poorly  drained 
soil  of  the  Caddo  and  Rains  series.  Localized 
infestations  discovered  in  Louisiana  in  1963 

are  on  similar  soils.  This  suggests  that  some- 
thing about  these  sites  makes  the  pine  stands 

on  them  more  susceptible  to  the  beetle  than 
are  stands  on  better  drained  soils.  Research 

now  getting  under  way  is  designed  to  learn 
what  effect  soil  characteristics  and  moisture 

fluctuations  have  on  root  development,  oleo- 

resin  production,  chemical  composition  of  oleo- 
resin  and  bark  tissues,  and  other  physiological 

conditions  that  may  influence  the  susceptibil- 
ity of  trees  to  beetle  attack. 

Water  Emulsion  of  BHC   for  Protection   Against 

Turpentine  Beetle? 

Several  spray  formulations  were  tried  in 
1963  to  learn  if  a  1.0  percent  water  emulsion 
of  BHC,  rather  than  the  commonly  used  diesel 

oil  solution,  would  prevent  the  black  turpen- 
tine beetle  from  becoming  established  in 

stumps  and  residual  trees. 

The  water  emulsion  was  highly  effective  for 
3  months,  after  which  the  stumps  were  no 

longer  attractive  to  the  beetle. 

On  standing  trees  that  had  been  skinned  by 

logging  equipment,  a  BHC  water  emulsion  plus 

a  wetting  agent  was  still  97-percent  effective 
after  6  months.  Trees  sprayed  with  the  emul- 

sion alone,  or  with  the  emulsion  and  an  ex- 
tender, began  to  be  infested  after  about  3 

months. 

If  further  study  shows  that  water  plus  a 

wetting  agent  can  be  substituted  for  diesel 

oil  in  the  BHC  spray,  the  change  will  substan- 
tially reduce  the  cost  of  the  spray  formulation 

and  transportation,  especially  in  areas  where 
water  is  easily  available.  The  risk  of  fire  and 
the  skin  irritation  often  experienced  by  men 

wearing  oil-soaked  clothing  will  also  be  elim- 
inated. 

Town  Ant  Produces  Trail  Marking  Substance 

A  parade  of  town  ants  traveling  their  well- 
worn  path  is  an  impressive  sight.  Carrying 

fragments  of  leaves  or  pine  needles,  the  thous- 
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inds  of  moving  workers  resemble  traffic  on 
i  major  highway. 

Ants  of  most  species  establish  trails,  but 
those  made  by  town  ants  are  the  most  clearly 

iefined  and  persistent.  Laboratory  observa- 
:ions  show  how  trail  marking  is  done.  When 

i  new  supply  of  green  leaves  is  placed  near 
;he  nest,  it  is  found  by  scouting  workers.  The 
;couts  then  return  to  the  nest  without  forage, 
;ouching  the  tips  of  their  abdomens  to  the 

ground  regularly  at  intervals  of  2  or  3  milli- 
neters.  Soon  other  workers  follow  this  trail 

ind  begin  cutting  leaves  and  carrying  sections 
:o  the  nest.  They  mark  the  trail  frequently 

Awhile  going  to  the  nest,  but  only  sporadically 
m  their  return  to  the  forage  supply. 

The  active  ingredient  is  a  substance  that  is 

lighly  persistent,  stable,  and  perceptible  to 
ints  even  in  minute  quantities.  It  is  produced 
Dy  the  true  poison  gland,  stored  in  the  poison 
;ac,  and  deposited  by  the  modified  sting.  Thus, 

he  ant's  defense  mechanism  has  evolved  into 
i  means  of  communication. 
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Town  ants  establish  trails  by  marking  them  with 
i  substance  produced  in  their  poison  glands.  With 
continued  use  the  trails  become  well-defined  and 

•conspicuous.  The  one  shown  here  has  been  in  use 
for  many  years. 

Artificial  trails  were  made  by  crushing  a 

single  poison  sac  on  the  tip  of  a  matchstick 
and  drawing  a  line  on  a  sheet  of  paper.  Work- 

ers readily  followed  this  path.  Crushed  heads, 

thoraces,  abdomens,  or  contents  of  the  hindgut 
failed  to  elicit  similar  behavior. 

The  odor-trail  substance  is  stable  in  carbon 

tetrachloride  at  room  temperature.  The  con- 
tents of  fresh  glands  and  of  those  frozen  at 

— 12°  C.  for  3  months  are  equally  attractive. 
If  the  substance  can  be  identified  and  made 

commercially  available,  it  may  be  possible  to 
mix  the  chemical  with  insecticides  and  lead 

the  ants  to  an  "attractive"  death. 
Further  details  are  given  by  Moser  and  Blum 

in  Science,  June   14,   1963,  page   1228. 

The  underground  structure  and  contents  of 
a  typical  town  ant  nest  during  the  summer 
was  described  by  Moser  in  the  Annals  of  the 
Entomological  Society  oj  America,  May  1963, 

pages  286-291. 

INSECTS  AFFECTING   HARDWOODS 

Borer  Tunnels  Add  Character  to  Wall   Paneling 

The  wood  of  overcup  oak  trees  in  stands 

subjected  to  prolonged  flooding,  such  as  com- 
monly occurs  along  the  lower  Ouachita,  Ar- 

Above:  Larva  oj  grease  spot  borer  in  tunnel.  Below: 

Overcup  oak  board  with  dust-filled  borer  tunnels 
visible  in  grease  spots. 
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Portion  of  a  wall  paneled  with  grease-spotted  over- 
cup  oak. 

kansas,  and  White  Rivers,  is  often  character- 
ized by  a  condition  known  as  grease  spot.  This 

name  describes  a  defect  that  makes  finished 

boards  appear  as  though  stained  by  many  spots 

of  grease.  Each  spot  consists  of  a  small,  dust- 
filled  hole  surrounded  by  an  area  of  dark, 
stained  wood.  The  holes  are  made  in  living 
trees  of  all  sizes  by  larvae  of  a  small  buprestid 
beetle,  Agrilus  acutipennis.  The  wood  is  not 
appreciably  weakened,  but  it  is  considered  of 
low  value  for  use  as  lumber.  As  the  living 

trees  show  no  exterior  sign  of  infestation,  ap- 
praisal of  their  value  is  very  difficult. 

A  sample  of  grease-spotted  overcup  oak  lum- 
ber was  finished  as  wall  paneling  and  used  in 

one  of  the  offices  in  the  Southern  Hardwoods 

Laboratory  at  Stoneville,  Mississippi.  It  is 
very  attractive  and  suggests  that  aggressive 
promotion  of  this  product  would  result  in  its 
acceptance  at  premium  prices,  such  as  has 

been  true  for  wormy  chestnut  and  pecky  cy- 
press. 

Carpenterworm    Moths    Produce    Strong    Sex 
Attractant 

The  females  of  certain  insects  emit  odors 

that  attract  males  for  mating.  This  fact  gives 
entomologists  hope  of  developing  controls  that 

will  not  require  the  widespread  use  of  insecti- cides. 

The  Southern  Hardwoods  Laboratory  is 
studying  such  attraction  between  adult  car- 
penterworms.  The  adults  are  large  moths;  the 
larvae  bore  in  the  trunks  of  living  hardwoods, 
especially  oaks,  making  large  holes  that  ac- 

count for  much  of  the  insect-caused  defects 
present  in  hardwood  lumber. 

The  studies  have  shown  that  female  moths 

are  highly  attractive  to  males  until  mating 
occurs.  A  single  caged  female  will  attract 
many  males,  and  for  distances  of  at  least  one- 
half  mile.  Techniques  are  being  developed  for 
laboratory  and  field  rearing  of  large  numbers 
of  the  insects,  in  the  hope  of  obtaining  enough 
females  to  permit  collection  and  identification 

of  the  attractive  substance.  It  may  then  be 
possible  to  synthesize  the  material  and  use 
it  to  lure  males  to  a  poison  bait  or  a  chemical 
that  sterilizes  them. 
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These   male   carpenterworm   moths   were   attracted 
to  a  virgin  female  inside  the  screen  cage. 

INSECTS  AFFECTING  WOOD   PRODUCTS 

Termite  Damage  to  Buildings  Can  Be  Prevented 
Economically 

Subterranean  termites,  which  occur  through- 
out the  tropical  and  temperate  regions  of  the 

world,  are  the  foremost  insect  enemy  of  wood 

products  in  the  United  States.  Their  damage 
to  buildings  is  estimated  at  more  than  $200 
million  annually.  Much  of  this  loss  could  be 

prevented  by  proper  structural  design,  but  in 
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many  instances,  especially  buildings  on  con- 
crete slabs,  additional  protection  is  needed. 

Extensive  experiments  have  demonstrated  that 
chemical  treatment  of  the  soil  underneath  and 

around  the  foundation  provides  economical 

protection. 

In  studies  in  which  treated  soil  is  exposed 

to  weathering,  100-percent  protection  has  been 
obtained  with  1  percent  chlordane  for  15  years, 
with  0.5  percent  aldrin  or  dieldrin  for  14  years, 
and  with  0.5  percent  heptachlor  for  11  years. 

As  the  studies  are  still  in  progress,  the  maxi- 
mum period  of  protection  that  these  chemicals 

will  give  is  unknown.  There  are  good  indica- 
tions that  they  will  last  even  longer  under 

buildings  than  in  the  exposed  field  tests.  Chem- 
ical to  treat  an  average-size  dwelling  can  usu- 
ally be  purchased  for  $20  to  $30.  To  this,  the 

cost  of  application  must  be  added. 
Further  information  on  control  of  termites 

is  available  in  USDA  Home  and  Garden  Bul- 

letin 64,  "Subterranean  Termites,  Their  Pre- 

vention and  Control  in  Buildings"  (revised 
1963),  by  St.  George,  Johnston,  and  Kowal. 
A  brief  article  on  chemicals  for  soil  treatment 

was  published  by  Johnston  in  Pest  Control, 
February  1963,  page  27. 

Will  Termites  Tube  Over  Chemically  Treated 
Concrete? 

Subterranean  termites  can  gain  access  to 
the    woodwork    of    buildings    by    constructing 

their  earthen  shelter  tubes  over  concrete  foun- 

dations and  through  joints  and  cracks  in  con- 
crete slabs.  Bioassays  have  shown  that  ter- 
mites are  killed  when  they  are  confined  on 

concrete  to  which  chlordane  or  dieldrin  was 

added  during  the  mixing  process.  It  is  not 

known,  however,  whether  chemically  treated 
concrete  prevents  construction  of  shelter  tubes. 

Should  it  do  so,  it  may  reduce  the  cost  of  pro- 
tecting buildings,  because  the  cost  of  applying 

the  chemical  is  negligible.  Tests  to  determine 
this  point  were  established  in  1963. 

Rearing    Powder-Post    Beetles    Under    Controlled 
Conditions 

Lyctus  powder-post  beetles  often  damage 
products  made  from  the  sapwood  of  oak,  hick- 

ory, pecan,  ash,  and  certain  other  ring-porous 
woods.  The  species  of  Lyctus  that  cause  most 
of  this  damage  normally  complete  only  one 
generation  per  year  under  natural  conditions. 

Three  or  four  generations  per  year  have 
been  reared  in  the  laboratory  by  using  wood 
carefully  selected  for  its  high  starch  content 
and  by  maintaining  relative  humidity  at  75 

to  80  percent  and  temperatures  at  75  to  80°  F. 
This  rearing  technique  greatly  facilitates  the 
procurement  of  beetles  for  research. 

Some  progress  has  been  made  toward  rearing 
Lyctus  on  artificial  media.  The  adults  have 
been  induced  to  lay  their  eggs  readily  on 
various  materials,  but  a  medium  suitable  for 
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Field  test  units  to  determine 
whether  termites  can  con- 

struct tubes  over  chemically 
treated  concrete  to  reach  un- 

treated wood  above. 
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Temperature  and  humidity 
control  cabinet  used  for 

rearing  Lyctus  powder-post 
beetles. 

development  of  the  larvae  has  not  been  found. 
Development  of  an  artificial  diet  would  shed 
light   on   the   nutritional   requirements   of   the 

insects,  facilitate  detailed  studies  of  their  life 

histories,  and  afford  an  easy  means  of  supply- 
ing insects  for  research  on  control. 





Forest  Disease  Research 

The  Southern  Station  has  three  projects  on 
forest  pathology.  Diseases  of  hardwoods  on 

bottom  land  and  associated  sites  are  being 
studied  at  Stoneville,  Mississippi;  pine  diseases 

are  under  investigation  at  Gulfport,  Missis- 
sippi; and  a  project  on  fungus  deterioration  of 

forest  products  is  also  located  at  Gulfport.  In 
addition,  the  Division  of  Timber  Management 
is  conducting  research  on  the  resistance  of 
pines  to  fusiform  rust  and  brown  spot. 

HARDWOOD  DISEASES 

Heart  rots,  which  cause  much  more  loss  than 

any  other  class  of  disease,  have  high  priority 

in  the  comprehensive  disease-research  pro- 
gram being  conducted  by  the  Southern  Hard- 

woods Laboratory  at  Stoneville.  Current 
studies  include  the  amount  of  cull  in  pure 

stands  of  black  willow;  the  rate  of  deteriora- 
tion of  logging  slash  as  influencing  fire  hazard 

and  the  utility  of  large  top  wood;  the  possibility 

of  decay  in  sweetgum  following  cutting  of  com- 
panion stems  in  sprout  clumps;  and  artificial 

inoculations  to  determine  the  effects  of  wound 

size  and  position  on  rate  of  spread  of  heart-rot 
fungi.  As  far  as  is  known,  root  rots  have  not 
been  serious  in  hardwood  forests,  though  they 
appear  to  cause  small  but  continuing  losses. 
The  host  range  and  rate  of  development  of 
two  common  root  rotters,  Polyporus  lucidus 
and  Corticium  galactinum,  are  being  studied. 

With  the  buildup  of  beaver  populations,  dam- 
age by  gnawing  is  becoming  locally  bother- 

some. The  rate  of  deterioration  of  beaver- 
damaged  trees  is  being  determined.  Another 
practical  study  is  the  rate  of  decline  of  black 
willow  stands,  which  deteriorate  rapidly  after 
they  reach  ages  of  35  to  45  years. 

Several  new  studies  are  basic.  The  organ- 
isms associated  with  the  rhizospheres  of  bot- 

tom-land hardwoods  are  being  identified  and 
their  effect  on  tree  growth  determined.  Some 
of  these  fungi  form  mycorrhizae.  Others  may 

be  indirectly  beneficial  through  antibiotic  or 

competitive  restriction  of  root-rot  fungi.  Some 
are  undoubtedly  pathogenic.  The  biology  of 
cottonwood  canker  fungi  is  under  study. 

The  fungi  include  not  only  Fusarium  solani, 
which  causes  trunk  cankers,  but  several  iso- 

lated from  cankers  in  1-  and  2-year-old  cotton- 
wood  plantations.  The  identity  and  epidemi- 

ology of  the  poplar  rust  is  also  being  investi- 

gated. 
Site  Affects  Rate  of  Decay  in  Cherrybark  Oak 

Cull  from  decay  generally  is  greater  on  poor 
sites  than  on  good  ones.  To  determine  how 
much  site  affects  innate  decay  resistance  of 
the  wood,  increment  cores  were  inoculated  in 

the  laboratory.  Cores  of  the  outer  2  inches 
of  heartwood  were  taken  from  50  cherrybark 
oaks  on  a  good  site  (site  index  114  feet)  and 
50  on  a  poor  site  ( site  index  75  feet ) .  On  the 
good  site  the  trees  averaged  47  years  old,  17 
inches  d.b.h.,  and  112  feet  tall;  on  the  poor 
site  44  years  old,  16  inches  d.b.h.,  and  73  feet 
tall.  The  two  sites  were  contiguous  and  all 
trees  were  within  a  radius  of  500  feet.  Four 

months  after  the  inoculation,  the  fungus  infec- 
tion had  caused  weight  losses  of  9.88  ±  0.502 

percent  in  cores  from  the  poor  site  and  8.20  ± 

0.333  in  those  from  the  good  site.  The  differ- 
ence is  highly  significant  statistically,  a  sug- 

gestion that  site  can  influence  innate  decay 

resistance  of  wood  ( Toole,  Plant  Disease  Re- 
porter, June  1963,  page  568). 

Cottonwood  Canker 

Cottonwood  canker,  first  reported  in  the 

Mississippi  River  batture  in  1961,  has  caused 

considerable  mortality  and  degrade  in  mer- 
chantable timber.  In  the  fall  of  1962  a  survey 

of  the  batture  stands  between  Memphis  and 

Vicksburg  showed  that  40  percent  of  the  trees 
had  1961  cankers  and  12  percent  had  1962 
cankers.  The  degree  of  cankering  was  related 

to  the  frequency  of  flooding:  51  percent  of 

the  trees  were  cankered  on  sites  flooded  annu- 



jess  than  a  year  after  attack,  decay  entering 
hrough  cankers  caused  heavy  breakage  in  this 
ottonwood  stand. 

lly,  46  percent  on  sites  flooded  once  in  2  to 

'  years,  and  23  percent  on  sites  rarely  flooded, 

^he  causal  fungus,  Fusarium  solani,  probably 
nters  through  wounds  created  by  floating 
lebris  during  floods. 

The  pathogen  also  causes  cankers  on  black 

ioplar  in  the  North,  yellow-poplar  in  Ohio, 
nd  swamp  tupelo  in  Louisiana.  Artificial 
noculations  showed  that  the  fungus  is  a  wound 
arasite  and  cannot  penetrate  uninjured  bark, 
n  cross  inoculations,  strains  of  F.  solani  from 

ottonwood,  tupelo,  and  yellow-poplar  differed 
n  pathogenicity  and  were  most  virulent  on 
heir  parent  host.  The  northern  isolate  grew 
omewhat  faster  than  southern  isolates  at  low 

^mperatures,  and  slower  at  high  temperatures 
Toole,  Plant  Disease  Reporter,  November 

963,  pages  1032-1035). 

weetgum  Lesion 

A  trunk  lesion  of  sweetgum  results  in  bumps 
nd  ridges  that  commonly  degrade  logs  in 
ottom-land    stands    within    100    miles    of   the 

he  fungus  Botryosphaeria  ribis  causes  trunk  le- 
ans on  sweetgum.  The  inclusions  and  distortion 

^suiting  from  callus  formation  over  multiple  le- 
ons  degrade  the  lower  bole. 

Gulf  Coast.  Botryosphaeria  ribis  has  been 
identified  as  the  cause.  On  sweetgum  farther 

north,  the  same  fungus  causes  only  twig  cank- 
ers. 

Progress  of  the  disease  was  observed  on  nine 

plots  in  Clarke  County,  Alabama;  Perry 
County,  Mississippi;  and  Allen  Parish,  Louisi- 

ana. In  2  years'  time,  lesions  appeared  on  16 
percent  of  the  originally  healthy  trees,  while 
31  to  50  percent  of  those  originally  infected 
developed  additional  lesions. 

With  artificial  inoculation,  strains  from  twig 
cankers  as  well  as  trunk  lesions  can  cause 

trunk  lesions,  both  in  areas  where  the  disease 

occurs  naturally  and  outside  this  range.  Once 
a  tree  is  infected  the  fungus  may  remain  active 
for  several  years.  How  the  fungus  spreads  and 

why  the  disease  is  limited  to  bottom-land  areas 
near  the  Gulf  Coast  remains  unknown  ( Toole, 

Plant  Disease  Reporter,  March  1963,  pages  229- 
231). 

PINE   DISEASES 

The  research  program  of  the  Forest  and 
Wood  Products  Disease  Laboratory,  Gulfport, 

Mississippi,  is  concentrated  on  three  pine  tree 

diseases:  fusiform  rust,  brown  spot,  and  anno- 
sus  root.  rot.  These  are  the  most  important 
diseases  of  forest  stands  of  slash,  longleaf,  and 
loblolly  pines. 

Work  on  annosus  root  rot  includes  a  study 

of  site  effects.  A  paired-plot  experiment  was 
started  to  determine  if  turpentining  increases 
annosus  hazard.  After  surveys  showed  that  rot 
is  most  severe  in  stands  with  dense  litter,  a 

study  was  installed  to  test  whether  controlled 

burning  prior  to  thinning  will  reduce  rot  occur- 
rence by  removing  litter. 

Brown  spot  continues  a  vexing  problem  in 
the  regeneration  of  longleaf  pine.  Work  is 
continuing  on  control  in  the  woods  through 

combinations  of  controlled  burns  and  fungi- 
cidal sprays.  The  nutrition  of  the  brown-spot 

fungus  is  being  studied  intensively  in  the 
laboratory.  One  object  is  to  devise  a  way  of 

producing  sufficient  inoculum  to  mass-inocu- 
late seedlings.  This  knowledge  would  be  valu- 
able in  the  studies  of  genetic  resistance  to  the 

disease. 

The  physiology  and  biochemistry  of  fusi- 
form rust  is  a  major  study.  With  obligate  para- 

sites— i.e.,  those  that  live  only  in  living  tissue 
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— there  is  a  fine  physiologic  balance  between 
fungus  and  host.  It  is  hoped  that  weak  links 
can  be  discovered  in  this  relationship  and 

capitalized  upon  to  improve  control  methods. 
Of  more  immediate  practical  use  are  studies  of 
microclimates.  When  the  microclimates  neces- 

sary to  rust  development  can  be  defined  and 
interpreted  in  terms  of  gross  climate,  weather, 

and  site  factors  it  will  be  possible  to  assess  haz- 
ards and  identify  sites  that  require  intensive 

control  measures — -such  as  the  planting  or  sow- 
ing of  genetically  resistant  strains  of  pine. 

Root  Rot  of  Lawson  Cypress 

The  fungus  Phytophthora  cinnamomi  was 
isolated  from  dead  roots  of  Lawson  cypress 

(Chamaecyparis  lawsoniana )  planted  in  south- 
eastern Louisiana.  Ninety  percent  of  the  trees 

were  dead  5  years  after  they  were  planted. 
The  fungus  is  widely  distributed  in  Coastal 
Plain  soils,  and  in  the  Piedmont  is  a  factor 

in  littleleaf  of  shortleaf  pine.  Experience  with 
Lawson  cypress  suggests  that  P.  cinnamomi 
is  a  potential  danger  to  exotic  tree  species  in 

the  South  ( Campbell  and  Verrall,  Plant  Dis- 
ease Reporter,  September  1963,  page  808). 

Recovery  of  Pine  Seedlings  from   Rust  Infection 

Most  seedlings  infected  with  fusiform  rust 

in  the  nursery  die  shortly  after  being  out- 
planted.  However,  in  experimental  planting 

of  200  nursery-infected  seedlings,  5  percent 
of  the  slash  and  10  percent  of  the  loblolly  not 

The  dark,  spindle-shaped  area  is  a  fusiform  gall 
that  originated  in  a  nursery.  The  tree,  a  slash  pine, 

survivied  and  grew  when  planted,  and  after  2lA 
years  the  gall  was  surrounded  by  healthy  tissue. 
Dead  mycelium  of  the  rust  fungus  is  present  in  the 
area  of  the  gall. 

only  were  alive  at  2.5  years  but  had  only  small 

scars  where  the  original  galls  had  been.  Exam- 
ination of  longitudinally  split  stems  of  the 

apparently  recovered  seedlings  disclosed  dark 
central  areas  resembling  fusiform  rust  galls; 
these  areas  were  surrounded  by  normal  tissue. 
Dead  rust  mycelium  occurred  in  the  discolored 
area  but  not  in  the  normal  outer  tissue.  Pos- 

sibly seedlings  that  recover  are  a  source  of 
genetic  material  for  natural  rust  resistance 
(  Snow,  Jewell,  and  Eleuterius,  Plant  Disease 

Reporter,  April   1963,  page  318-319). 

Amphiphyllous  Fruiting  of  Fusiform   Rust 

Fusiform  rust  is  characterized  taxonomically 

as  producing  uredia  and  telia  on  the  lower 
surfaces  of  oak  leaves.  Examination  of  large 

numbers  of  infected  oak  leaves  disclosed  occa- 
sional fruiting,  both  uredial  and  telial,  on 

upper  as  well  as  lower  leaf  surfaces  ( Jewell 

and  Eleuterius,  Plant  Disease  Reporter,  Janu- 
ary 1963,  page  65  ) . 

In-Vitro  Germination   of   Fusiform    Rust   Sporidia 

Sporidia  of  Cronartium  fusiforme  develop  on 
the  telial  hairs  on  oak  leaves.  Normally  they 

germinate  to  produce  mycelia  that  infect  pines. 

Cross  sections  of  water  oak  leaves  with  uredia  (top) 
and  telia  (bottom)  of  fusiform  rust  on  both  surfaces. 
Usually  this  rust  sporulates  only  on  the  lower 

surface. 

: 

i 

i 
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1  studies  of  sporidial  germination  it  was  found 
lat,  under  some  conditions,  sporidia  germinate 

)  form  secondary,  tertiary,  or  even  quaternary 
aoridia  rather  than  mycelial  threads.  The 
Decialized  germination  may  extend  the  life 
f  the  sporidium  in  nature  by  enabling  it  to 

arvive  periods  unfavorable  for  normal  germ- 
lation. 

his  sporidium  germinated  successively  to  produce 

•condary,  tertiary,  and  quaternary  sporidia  rather 
lan  the  normal  germ  tube  that  infects  pines;  at 
ich  stage  the  cytoplasm  passed  into  the  newly 
<rmed  sporidium.  Perhaps  this  is  a  mechanism 
<r  surviving  conditions  unfavorable  for  infection. 

Some  of  the  sporidial  lots  were  contaminated 
ith  spores  of  the  yeast  Sporobolomyces,  which 
as  been  reported  by  others  to  be  associated 
ith  insects.  Other  evidence  shows  that  the 

tinute  larvae  of  the  insect  Mycophila  fungi- 
rta  live  on  telial  columns  and  feed  on  germ- 
lating  promycelia  and  sporidia.  It  is  logical 
>  assume  that  they  introduce  the  yeast  ( Kais, 

hytopathology ,  August  1963,  page  987). 

PRODUCTS  PATHOLOGY 

Work  on  products  pathology  has,  in  the  past, 
een  largely  of  an  applied  nature.  Currently, 

le  research  includes  long-time  studies  on  the 
[fectiveness  of  dips  and  short-period  soaks 
>r  applying  preservative  chemicals  to  protect 

rood  subject  to  rain  seepage.  Various  finishes 
nd  building  designs  are  also  being  tested  to 

etermine  their  effect  on  rainwetting  and  dry- 
lg  of  siding.  Previously  reported  was  the 
ffectiveness  of  wax  emulsions  added  to  water- 

orne  preservatives  in  protecting  exposed  am- 
mnition  boxes;  these  treatments  are  now 

larketed  for  temporary  protection  of  lumber 
uring  storage,  transit,  and  construction.  A 

:udy  has  been  started  to  assess  the  effective- 
ess  of  wax  emulsions  in  preventing  wetting 

f  lumber  strip-piled  or  strapped  in  solid  bun- 

dles. The  influence  of  wax  emulsions  on  paint- 
ability  and  subsequent  retreatment  with  oil 
preservatives  will  also  be  determined. 

Continuous  water  sprays  are  in  common 
commercial  use  to  protect  logs  during  storage. 

Logs  stored  under  spray  remain  in  better  con- 

dition than  those  dry-stored.  Preliminary 
studies  have  been  started  to  determine  what 

fungi  and  bacteria  develop  in  water-sprayed 
logs.  Even  though  there  is  no  deterioration, 

incipient  infections  do  occur.  Often  the  micro- 

organisms are  not  those  which  ordinarily  at- 

tack dry-stored  logs.  Conceivably  these  inci- 
pient infections  can  be  deleterious,  particularly 

if  further  development  occurs  during  air  sea- soning. 

Intensive  work  has  been  started  on  the  physi- 
ology of  resting  and  germinating  basidiospores 

of  wood  rotters,  and  on  the  factors  influencing 
infection  of  wood.  When  a  spore  lands  on  a 

piece  of  moist  wood,  how  soon  does  it  germi- 
nate, penetrate  the  wood,  and  form  a  cycelium 

resistant  to  drying?  What  enzyme  systems 
and  nutritional  and  physical  environments  are 

needed  for  infection?  The  research  is  long- 
term  and  basic.  It  should  lead  to  improved 

understanding  of  how  decay  starts  in  forest 
products  and  be  useful  in  practical  control. 

Dip  Treatment's  Effective  on  Many  Wood  Species 
and  Climate 

Previous  work  showed  the  value  of  dip  pre- 
servative treatment  for  prolonging  the  service 

life  of  siding  and  other  exterior  woodwork  on 
buildings.  This  finding  was  from  tests  with 
southern  pine  in  south  Mississippi.  To  learn 

if  similar  on-the-job  treatment  is  effective  on 
other  wood  species  and  in  other  climates,  a 

long-time  study  was  begun  during  1952  in 
cooperation  with  the  U.  S.  Forest  Products 
Laboratory  and  the  Pacific  Northwest  Forest 
and  Range  Experiment  Station.  Porch  flooring 

panels  and  simulated  steprail-to-newel  units 
made  of  western  hemlock,  ponderosa  pine, 

Douglas-fir,  western  redcedar,  white  fir,  and 
southern  pine  were  exposed  in  Mississippi, 
Wisconsin,  and  Oregon.  Results  after  4  and  7 

years  suggest  that  a  dip  in  5-percent  penta- 
chlorophenol  in  a  light  oil  protects  exterior 

woodwork  of  the  western  species  as  satisfac- 
torily as  it  does  southern  pine.  Because  of 

their  susceptibility  to  decay,  ponderosa  pine 

sapwood,     southern     pine    sapwood,     mill-run 

\i 
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Typical  interior  condition  of  treated  and  untreated 

post-rail  units  of  western  hemlock  (A  and  B)  ajid 

southern  pine  (G  and  H)  after  7  years'  exposure. 
The  darkened  areas  in  the  treated  units  are  iron- 
tannate  stain  caused  by  nails.  The  untreated  units 

i  are  heavily  decayed. 

western  hemlock,  and  mill-run  white  fir  will 
gain  the  most  outdoor  serviceability  from  such 

treatment.  Conversely,  mill-run  Dougas-fir, 
ponderosa  pine  heartwood,  and  western  red- 
cedar  heart  wood  should  derive  least  benefit. 

The  value  of  treatment  was  greatest  in  Mis- 
sissippi and  least  in  Wisconsin  (  Scheffer,  Ver- 

rall,  and  Harvey,  Forest  Products  Journal, 

January  1963,  pages  7-13). 

Another  series  of  studies,  mostly  in  coopera- 
tion with  the  Navy  Department,  defined  the 

conditions  under  which  a  water-repellent  pre- 
servative will  protect  siding  against  rain  seep- 

age. Much  of  the  serious  deterioration  of 
wooden  siding  and  other  exterior  woodwork 

in  high  rainfall  areas  is  traceable  to  rain  seep- 
age, which  leads  to  decay,  mold  discolorations, 

and  paint  peeling.  Siding  given  a  3-minute 
dip  in  a  water-repellent  preservative  still  was 
essentially  dry  after  12  years  of  service.  A 

3-minute  dip  was  decidedly  superior  to  a  spray 
or  brush  treatment  applied  after  the  siding  was 

attached.  The  in-place  treatment,  however, 

gave  good  protection  on  buildings  with  a  20- 
inch    roof    overhang — with    less    overhang    it 

The  back  of  southern  pine  sic'ing  after  30  months' 
exposure  in  south  Mississippi:  A,  No  deterioration 

of  a  piece  given  a  3-minute  dip  in  a  water-repellent 
preservative;  B,  Moderate  stain  but  no  decay  in  a 
piece  sprayed  with  the  same  solution  after  attach- 

ment; C,  Heavy  stain  and  decay  in  an  untreated 

piece. 

protected  against  most  decay  but  not  paint 

failures.  The  3-minute  dips  protected  against 
fungus  attack  in  all  exposures,  but  permitted 
some  paint  failure  when  exposed  without  roof 
overhang. 

Some  practical  trials  were  made  on  siding 
of  buildings  where  rain  seepage  was  evident. 

In-place  sprays  prior  to  repainting  improved 
paint  performance  under  moderate  exposure. 
It  was  obvious,  however,  that  water  repellents 
will  not  prevent  gravity  flow  of  rainwater 
through  horizontal  splits  in  siding  and  that 

improved  paint  performance  cannot  be  ex- 
pected unless  original  thick  paint  films  are 

removed  prior  to  treatment  ( Verrall,  Forest 

Products  Journal,  October  1963,  pages  460- 
462). 
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Special  weather  stations  de- 
tect effects  of  topography  on 

fire  in  the  Ouachita  Moun- 
tains. 
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Forest  Fire  Research 

As  a  fire  year,  1963  picked  up  where  1962 

left  off.  Southern  national  forests  had  70  per- 
cent more  man-caused  fires  than  in  1962  and 

101  percent  more  than  the  5-year  average. 
Despite  use  of  the  most  modern  fire-suppres- 

sion methods  and  equipment,  including  aerial 
tankers,  burned  area  climbed  to  three  times 

1962's  and  nearly  four  times  the  5-year  aver- 
age. The  States  also  experienced  substantial 

increases  in  fire  business,  with  area  burned 

rising  proportionately  more  than  fire  occur- 
rence. 

Unfavorable  weather  was  mainly  responsi- 
ble, especially  in  the  Midsouth.  At  Alexandria, 

Louisiana,  for  example,  1963  was  the  driest 
year  since  1895.  Little  Rock,  Arkansas,  with 
an  alltime  low,  had  normal  rainfall  or  above 

only  in  July  and  November;  total  deficit  for 

the  year  was  more  than  20  inches.  No  measur- 
able rain  fell  between  September  28  and  late 

night  of  October  31;  during  this  period  some 
of  the  biggest  fires  in  recent  Arkansas  history 
burned  in  areas  that  had  had  good  fire  records 
for  a  decade  or  more.  The  Arkansas  drought 

was  still  unbroken  by  yearend. 

In  1963  returns  began  to  come  in  from  two 
lines  of  research  that  pertain  directly  to  the 
big  upturn  in  number  of  fires  generally  and 
to  the  critical  situation  in  the  Arkansas  hill 

country.  Studies  in  Louisiana  and  Mississippi 

yielded  preliminary  information  on  fire-re- 
lated characteristics  and  attitudes  of  forest 

residents  in  two  key  locations.  Weather  meas- 
urements on  the  Ouachita  National  Forest 

showed  how  low-mountain  topography  modi- 
fies fire  danger. 

Analysis  of  State  reports  for  Arkansas,  Lou- 
isiana, Mississippi,  and  Oklahoma  continued, 

as  did  studies  of  physiological  and  other  factors 
affecting  fire  injury  to  trees.  Results  from 
these  lines  of  research  are  mostly  still  a  year 
away,  but  some  new  information  has  become 

available  on  heat  injury  to  longleaf  pine  cam- 
bium. 

Fire  Prevention 

1963  typifies  high  points  in  the  cyclical  pat- 
tern of  fire  load.  From  the  end  of  World  War 

II  to  1958  continuing  improvement  in  fire- 
fighting  equipment  and  techniques  caused  a 
steady  decline  in  average  fire  size  that  was 
interrupted  only  slightly  by  the  drought  of 

the  early  1950's.  Occurrence  rate  was  more 
volatile  and  showed  no  long-term  trend.  Since 
reaching  an  alltime  low  in  1959,  the  3-year 
running  mean  has  climbed  steadily  (  see  chart  i 

Significantly,  average  fire  size  has  stopped  de- 
clining and,  by  1963  indications,  may  increase 

disproportionately  any  time  high  occurrence 
rate  overloads  the  protection  organizations. 
The  inference  is  that  fire  prevention  is  the  key 

to  further  improvement  in  forest-fire  protec- 
tion. 

1946 

Since  1946  more  effective  firefighting  lias  steadily 
reduced  average  fire  size  in  the  South,  but  occur- 

rence rate  lias  fluctuated  with  the  weather. 

Nearly  two-thirds  of  the  Smith's  wildfires 
are  set  purposely,  almost  always  by  rural  in- 

habitants, and  commonly  without  malice.  Fire 

setting  early  became  part  of  the  rural  way 

of  life  and  has  persisted  partly  as  simple  cus- 

tom,  partly   as   a   symbol   of  conflict    between 
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the  old  agrarian  economy  and  the  newer,  in- 

creasingly industrial  economy.  A  unique  fea- 
ture of  the  southern  forest-fire  situation  is 

the  weakness  of  active  opposition  to  fire  set- 
ting by  the  majority  of  the  population,  who 

in  other  respects  are  socially  responsible  and 
law  abiding.  Thus  forest  fires  are  a  product 
of  the  whole  cultural  complex  of  the  South, 
and  understanding  of  the  underlying  social 

forces  is  prerequisite  to  improving  fire  pre- 
vention. 

Two  studies  undertaken  in  1963  were  de- 
signed to  examine  characteristics  and  attitudes 

of  forest  residents  that  might  give  a  clue  to 

where  the  local  people  stand  on  the  forest-fire 

question.  Heads  of  households  were  inter- 
viewed to  determine  their  age,  level  of  living, 

source  of  income,  education,  knowledge  and 

use  of  good  agricultural  and  forestry  practices, 
and  knowledge  and  opinions  about  forest  fires. 

These  first  investigations  will  show  how  atti- 
tudes, and  perhaps  behavior,  with  regard  to 

fire  are  related  to  attributes  that  are  readily 
observable  or  even  available  from  censuses  and 

other  sources.  Subsequent  research  can  then 
be  aimed  more  specifically  at  questions  that 
are  not  answered  elsewhere  and  at  classes  of 

people  who  constitute  the  greatest  fire   risk. 

One  study  covers  three  Mississippi  counties 

in  which  forestry  and  agricultural  conserva- 
tion agencies  have  been  working  intensively 

for  some  years  to  rehabilitate  watersheds  and 
conserve  soil.  Tree  planting  and  improved  fire 

protection  are  major  features  of  the  program. 
The  research  is  being  conducted  by  the  Social 
Science  Research  Center  of  Mississippi  State 

University,  with  strong  support  from  the  Ya- 
zoo-Little  Tallahatchie  Flood  Prevention  Pro- 

ject of  the  U.  S.  Forest  Service.  Preliminary 
results  indicate  generally  favorable  opinion 
toward  resource  conservation,  forestry,  and 

fire  protection,  although  specific  knowledge 
appears  weak  in  some  areas.  How  opinions 
correlate  with  characteristics  and  actions  of 
individuals  remains  to  be  determined. 

In  Louisiana,  sociologists  from  Louisiana 
State  University  were  aided  by  the  Kisatchie 
National  Forest  in  studying  residents  of  a 
ranger  district  whose  early  fire  history  caused 

it  to  be  dubbed  the  "Burnin'  Vernon."  An 
informal  study  22  years  ago  revealed  that  for- 

est residents  were  poorly  informed  about  and 
largely  hostile  to  Forest  Service  objectives  and 

policies.  Preliminary  indications  from  the 

present  study  are  that  people  better  under- 
stand and  more  readily  accept  the  resource 

management  program,  including  fire  protec- 
tion. However,  there  still  appears  to  be  room 

for  improving  the  relations  of  foresters  with 

the  local  public.  Also,  30  percent  of  respon- 
dents favored  annual  burning  of  forested  cattle 

range,  a  finding  that  may  be  correlated  with 
the  still  rather  high  rate  of  incendiarism  on 
the  district.  Searching  analysis  of  results  is 

yet  to  come. 

Fire  Danger  in  the  Mountains 

Weather  measurements  in  the  mountains  of 

west-central  Arkansas  suggest  that  valley-bot- 
tom stations  appreciably  underestimate  fire 

danger  much  of  the  time,  especially  during 
some  hazardous  periods.  Most  of  the  fires  on 
the  Ouachita  National  Forest  in  the  spring  of 
1963  occurred  while  dry  polar  air  was  present. 
From  5  or  6  p.m.  until  about  9  a.m.  average 

temperatures  were  higher  and  relative  humid- 
ities lower  at  an  experimental  weather  station 

on  Cove  Mountain  than  at  the  Jessieville  fire 

danger  station,  only  470  feet  lower  in  eleva- 
tion. Average  relative  humidity  did  not  reach 

60  percent  at  the  mountaintop;  for  10  hours 
or  more  between  8  p.m.  and  8  a.m.  it  was  at 

least  20  percent  lower  than  in  the  valley,  and 
for  one  typical  situation  ( a  Marine  polar  air 

mass  during  the  early  morning  hours )  the  dif- 
ference reached  39  percent.  The  maximum 

difference  between  mean  temperatures  was 

13.5°  F.;  a  disparity  of  10c  F.  or  more  was 
common.  These  differences  resulted  in  lower 

average  fuel  moisture  content  on  the  mountain 

throughout  the  day  and  night — although  the 
difference  was  insignificant  from  shortly  after 
noon  until  nightfall. 

When  a  tropical  air  mass  was  present,  only 
a  few  degrees  of  temperature  and  a  few  percent 
of  humidity  separated  average  mountaintop 
from  valley  readings  any  time  during  the  day 
or  night.  Average  fuel  moisture  was  lower 

on  the  mountain  in  midmorning,  hence  pre- 
sumably during  the  night,  but  the  difference 

was  too  slight  to  have  practical  meaning  ( see 
chart ). 

Daily  fire-danger  ratings  based  on  afternoon 
measurements  might  differ  little  between  val- 

ley and  mountaintop  regardless  of  air  mass. 
With    polar    air,    however,    upper    elevations 
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TROPICAL     AIR 

-VALLEY    STATION 

-MOUNTAIN    TOP 

When  polar  air  was  present,  mountain-top  relative 
humidity  usxially  was  far  below  that  in  the  valley; 
in  tropical  air  the  difference  was  never  large. 

would  be  significantly  drier  than  valleys  16 
to  18  hours  out  of  24.  The  difference  would 

be  amplified  by  wind,  which  tends  to  blow 
constantly  over  the  ridges  but  to  die  at  night 
in  the  valleys.  When  the  air  mass  is  of  tropical 
origin,  nighttime  conditions  vary  little  with 
elevation.  If  the  conditions  observed  in  1963 

are  typical,  invasion  by  polar  air  brings  a 
warning  that  higher  fire  hazard  is  likely  to 
prevail  in  the  hills  than  valley  observations 
would  lead  one  to  expect. 

Heating  of  Cambium  in  Surface  Fires 

External  and  cambial  temperatures  were 
measured  simultaneously  1  foot  above  the 
ground  on  six  longleaf  pines  in  experimental 
surface  fires.  Instrumentation  consisted  of  a 

naked  22-gauge  thermocouple  1/16  inch  from 
the  bark  surface  and  a  28-gauge  sheathed 
thermocouple  forced  into  the  cambium  through 
a  slit  in  the  bark.  Bark  was  0.55  to  0.70  inch 
thick. 

Internal  temperatures  tended  to  peak  1  to 
21-  minutes  after  external,  then  to  decline 
gradually,  remaining  below  external  tempera- 

tures  ( see  chart ) . 

Cambium  temperature  roughly  paralleled  bark- 
plate  temperature,  but  this  internal  maximum  was 

not  necessarily  proportional  to  the  external  7naxi- 
mum. 

This  limited  test  did  not  reveal  close  corre- 

lation between  internal  temperature  and  inten- 
sity of  external  heating.  Thus,  the  cambium 

of  tree  No.  3,  in  the  hottest  fire  of  all,  was 
heated  little  above  ambient  air  temperature; 

but  in  tree  No.  5,  subjected  to  much  less  in- 
tense heating,  supralethal  temperatures  per- 
sisted for  at  least  9  minutes.  Such  inconsisten- 

cies appeared  to  reflect  variations  in  thickness 
and  density  of  the  bark  except  in  tree  No.  1, 
where  improper  insertion  of  the  thermocouple 
almost  certainly  caused  the  abnormally  high 

cambium  temperature.  Post-fire  exploration 
showed  that  cambium  mortality  was  spotty 

even  on  the  leeward  side  of  trees  in  hot  head- 

fires.  The  quantity  of  heat  transmitted  through 

bark  apparently  can  vary  significantly  within 
short  distances.  The  Journal  of  Forestry  has 

accepted  an  article  on  the  heating  of  tree 
trunks  in  surface  fires. 
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The  trend  of  recent  years  toward  better  use 
of  raw  material  from  southern  forests  con- 

tinued during  1963.  Construction  began  on 
three  new  southern  pine  plywood  plants.  New 
dry  kilns  for  poles  now  total  five,  and  their 

number  seems  certain  to  expand.  Spray  stor- 
age of  hardwood  logs,  encouraged  by  research 

results,  is  a  growing  industrial  practice. 

Research  progress  was  equally  noteworthy. 
A  project  dedicated  to  the  improved  utilization 

of  southern  pine  was  established  at  Alexan- 
dria, Louisiana.  Immediate  exploration  of  an 

unconventional  method  of  converting  small 

pine  logs  into  products  was  begun.  Plans  have 

been  made  for  a  project  at  Stoneville,  Mis- 
sissippi, to  deal  with  the  complex  problems  of 

utilizing  southern  hardwoods.  At  Auburn,  Ala- 
bama, the  expanding  work  in  forest  engineer- 

ing continued  development  of  composite  sys- 
tems for  forestry  operation. 

FOREST  PRODUCTS  UTILIZATION  RESEARCH 

New  products  and  improved  manufacturing 

methods,  supported  by  well-rounded  research 
programs,  are  necessary  to  the  continuing 
health  of  forest  industry.  The  year  1963  saw 
considerable  progress  in  this  direction. 

Southern  Pine  Plywood 

Three  modern  plywood  mills,  with  combined 
capacity  of  nearly  a  quarter  billion  square  feet, 
are  under  construction — one  in  Arkansas  and 

two  in  Texas.  They  will  be  in  production 
early  in  1964. 

Construction  grades  will  be  the  major  item 
of  manufacture.    The  entire  output  will  meet 

specifications  described  in  the  new  Commer- 
cial Standard,  CS-259-63;  the  aim  is  complete 

interchangeability  with  western  plywood  of 
the  same  grades.  Plywood  made  to  the  new 
standards  will  be  accepted  by  the  Federal 

Housing  Administration  for  use  in  insured 
construction. 

First  southern  pine  plywood  plant  under  construc- 
tion at  Fordyce,  Arkansas.  It  will  make  90  million 

square  jeet  of  plywood  each  year. 

Ample  supplies  of  raw  material  are  found 
in  Alabama,  Arkansas,  Mississippi,  Louisiana, 

and  Texas,  concentrated  as  shown  on  the  ac- 

companying map.  With  this  resource,  plus  a 

southern  market  demand  for  about  10  times 

the  current  planned  output,  expansion  of  the 

new  industry  seems  assured. 

Experimental  setups  to  test  three  configurations  of  the  Koch  headrig,  now  und
er  de- 

velopment at  Alexandria.  La.  Top,  Shaping-lathe  configuration  and  resulting  flake 

for  flakeboard.  Center,  End-milling  and  pulp  chips.  Bottom,  Peripheral  mil
ling  and 

pulp  chips. 
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The  hatched  area  indicates 
where  current  timber  supplies 
are  ample  for  location  of  new 
plywood  plants.  More  than  2 
billion  board  feet  of  unused 
growth  becomes  available 
here  in  saw  log  sizes  each 
year. 

LONGLEflF  —  SLASH    PINE 
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At A  New  Use  for  Small  Pine  Logs 

Using  small  pine  logs  to  make  engineered 

structural  members  is  the  long-range  objective 
of  a  new  study  at  Alexandria,  La.  First  step 

is  the  design  of  a  headrig.  Three  configura- 
tions (see  photos  facing  page  61)  are  under 

development.  Each  permits  the  production  of 
accurately  sized  and  surfaced  cants,  plus  pulp 
chips  or  flakes  for  flakeboard.  Other  residues 
are  negligible.  Two  of  the  configurations  are 
limited  to  logs  or  bolts  8  to  9  feet  in  length, 

or  less.  The  third  may  be  suitable  for  some- 
what longer  logs. 

The  aim,  as  presently  visualized,  is  automat- 
ic production,  at  the  rate  of  four  per  minute, 

of  surfaced  cants  ranging  in  size  from  3  by  4  to 
12  by  12  inches.  Length  and  thickness  of  flakes 

and  chips  will  be  controllable.  Technical  infor- 
mation on  this  headrig  is  expected  late  in  1964. 

Dry  Kilns  for  Poles 

Pole  kilns  save  money  and  yield  an  excellent 
product  for  preservative  treatment.  Instead  of 

requiring  long  weeks  in  a  drying  yard,  poles 
are  readied  in  seven  days.  In  poor  drying 

weather,  air-dried  poles  may  become  badly 
stained,  and  thus  difficult  to  treat  uniformly. 

Kiln-dried  poles  are  stain-free.    Their  surface 

checks  are  small  and  evenly  distributed.   Their 
time  in  the  pressure  cylinder  is  minimal. 
New  kilns,  such  as  that  illustrated,  have  a 

capacity  of  10,000  cubic  feet  of  poles  and  are 
constructed  for  approximately  $30,000.  They 
are  gas  fired,  move  air  at  high  velocity  across 
the  poles,  and  with  adequate  maintenance  have 
a  service  life  of  many  years. 

A  new  pole  kiln  in  south  Alabama.    It  can  season 
10,000  cubic  feet  of  poles  in  7  days. 

Water  Sprays  Protect  Hardwood  Logs 

As  logging  of  southern  hardwoods  is  usually 
delayed  or  interrupted  during  the  wet  winter 
season,  sawmills  customarily  stockpile  logs. 
Water  sprays  have  proved  useful  in  protecting 
logs  during  storage. 
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Log  deck  in  northeast  Louisiana.  Sprinkler  hoses 
keep  log  surfaces  thoroughly  wet  and  prevent  stain 
and  decay  during  months  of  storage. 

Full-time  and  intermittent  ( 30  minutes  on 
and  off,  or  12  hours  on  and  off )  sprinkling  with 

water  gave  good  protection  to  red  oak,  sweet- 
gum,  hackberry,  and  cottonwood  in  a  study 
conducted  in  the  summer  of  1962  with  the  Chi- 

cago Mill  and  Lumber  Company  at  Helena, 
Arkansas. 

All  spray  treatments  provided  better  storage 
than  no  treatment.  At  the  end  of  16  weeks, 
sprinkled  logs  were  practically  free  of  stain. 
Hackberry  showed  greater  end  penetration  of 
stain  than  the  other  three  species. 

To  estimate  the  dollar  loss  from  stain  during 
a  year  of  storage,  the  company  sawed  the  logs 
and  graded  the  lumber  with  and  without  stain 
as  defect.  The  comparison  showed  surprisingly 
small  differences  among  spray  treatments,  the 
average  loss  in  value  during  storage  being 
about  5  percent.  Among  the  species,  hackberry 
suffered  most,  losing  14.3  percent.  The  other 
species  lost  only  0.3  to  1.9  percent  during  the 
whole  year.    No  insect  damage  was  noted. 

An  article  by  Carpenter  and  Toole  in  the 

August  1,  1963,  issue  of  the  Southern  Lumber- 
man, pages  25  and  26,  supplies  further  details 

of  this  study. 

FOREST   ENGINEERING   RESEARCH 

From  seed  to  saw  log,  operating  a  modern 
forest  is  a  complicated  affair,  and  many  kinds 

of  work  are  needed.  Forest  Engineering  Re- 
search is  studying  systems  to  develop  greater 

overall  efficiency  and  reduce  costs.  The  pro- 
gram in  1963  included  investigations  into  the 

regeneration  of  forests  for  intensive  manage- 
ment and  the  harvest  and  transport  of  raw 

materials. 

Many  cutover  lands  can  be  regenerated  by 
direct  seeding,  a  method  that  sometimes  offers 
considerable  savings  in  time  and  money  over 
planting.  Specifications  for  broadcast  seeding 
by  hand  seeders  and  by  rotary  and  fixed-wing 
aircraft  are  available.  The  resultant  randomly 
spaced  forest,  however,  may  be  more  costly 

to  manage,  protect,  and  harvest  than  geometri- 
cally spaced  planted  stands.  Tractor-drawn 

machines  that  sow  seed  in  rows  offer  a  success- 
ful compromise. 

A  joint  survey  of  the  machines  used  in  the 

South  was  made  by  the  Auburn,  Ala.,  engi- 
neering research  team  of  the  Southern  Station 

and  the  Arcadia  Equipment  Development  Cen- 
ter of  the  California  Region,  U.  S.  Forest  Serv- 

ice. It  covered  10  seeders  used  in  Louisiana, 

Mississippi,  Alabama,  Florida,  Georgia,  and 
South  Carolina.  Most  were  furrow  seeders, 

which  combine  site  preparation  with  sowing. 

The  survey  revealed  that  about  50,000  acres 

have  been  furrow-seeded  to  date.  Speeds  have 
varied  from  1  acre  per  hour  to  30  acres  per  day 
and  sowing  rates  from  0.3  to  1.5  pounds  of  seed 
per  acre.  Costs  range  widely  but  seem  to 
average  about  half  the  price  of  planting. 

Furrow  seeders  for  crawler  tractors  are  now 

commercially  available.  Those  for  wheel  trac- 
tors are  still  in  varying  stages  of  development. 

The  H-C  furrow  seeder,  the  prototype  of  a 
number  of  machines,  has  been  modified  into 

a  compact  version  suitable  for  wheel  tractors. 
In  trials  on  a  variety  of  sites  across  the  South 

Furrow  seeders  mounted  on  either  wheel-  or  track- 
type  tractors  Yiave  already  been  used  to  restock 
50,000  acres.  They  promise  wider  acceptance  in 

the  future. 
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it  has  successfully  dispensed  longleaf,  loblolly, 
and  slash  pine  seeds.  It  has  a  coulter  and  a 

special  lister  to  provide  a  limited  scalping  ac- 
tion and  to  make  a  shallow  furrow;  and  a  bed- 

der  or  chopper  to  loosen  the  seedbed,  check 
erosion  in  the  furrow,  and  provide  a  favorable 
contour  for  the  seed.  It  can  be  adapted  for  use 
behind  a  fireplow,  which  replaces  the  coulter 
and  lister. 

While  the  H-C  and  a  number  of  other  ma- 
chines perform  well,  the  conclusion  from  the 

survey  was  that  there  is  need  for  a  sturdier 
machine  and  one  that  will  dispense  seeds  more 

accurately  and  reliably. 

Harvest  and  Transport  Systems 

Management  objectives  of  a  model  municipal 

watershed  at  the  Coweeta  Hydrologic  Labora- 
tory in  western  North  Carolina  require  special- 
ized timber  harvesting  methods.  Slopes  range 

from  10  percent  to  100  percent  and  annual 
rainfall  averages  80  inches.  Prior  treatment 
has  resulted  in  a  dense  ground  cover  of  brush, 
sprouts,  and  fallen  trees.  The  plan  is  to  use 
existing  roads,  which  are  spaced  on  contours 
and  about  600  feet  apart,  for  removal  of  all 
merchantable  material.  Vehicles,  tractors,  or 

animals  are  restricted  to  the  roads,  and  skid- 
ding across  streambeds  is  not  permitted. 

Under  these  circumstances,  a  large  cable 

rig,  operating  from  the  roads,  might  be  feas- 
ible if  the  logs  could  be  bunched  so  that 

straight-line  rehaul  would  be  possible. 

A  test  was  made  of  the  portable  "whipwood 
yarder"  originally  developed  for  bunching 
small  second-growth  pine  in  the  Coastal  Plain. 
With    a    modification    in    cable    rigging,    the 

A  portable  skidder  did  a  good  job  of  bunching  small 
hardwood  logs  on  a  watershed  where  soil  disturb- 

ance had  to  be  minimized. 

yarder  bunched  the  logs  as  required.  The  larg- 
est log  was  50  feet  long,  with  a  12-inch  butt 

and  a  5-inch  top.  It  was  skidded  up  a  50-per- 
cent slope. 

In  general,  the  tests  showed  that  the  pro- 
posed system  of  harvest  is  workable  and  can 

be  applied  economically  with  minimum  damage 
to  terrain. 

Forest  Service  Engineering  Research  units, 

including  that  at  Auburn,  evaluated  the  feasi- 
bility of  helicopter  yarding  at  Thomson,  Con- 

necticut, and  Carlton  Lake,  Oregon.  On  open 

ground,  skidding  rather  than  lifting  logs  in- 
creased maximum  helicopter  loads  by  50  to  75 

percent.  In  water,  a  Hiller  12-E  helicopter 
towed  10  times  more  than  it  could  lift,  but  the 

speed  was  limited  to  5  miles  per  hour.  Tree- 
length  logs  were  difficult  to  control  in  turns. 

Helicopters  have  sometimes  been  considered 
for  swamp  logging  in  the  South.  These  trials 
indicated  that  such  application  at  this  stage 
of  development  would  be  extremely  hazardous 

for  personnel  and  equipment. 

A  helicopter  can  drag  more  than  it  can  lift,  but 
skidding  by  this  method  is  now  considered  slow 
and  extremely  hazardous. 

Transporting  pulpwood  chips  by  pipeline  or 
waterways  is  being  compared  in  a  cooperative 
study  with  Auburn  University.  At  present 

railroads  transport  62  percent  of  the  total  pulp- 
wood  chip  production  in  Alabama,  trucks  35 
percent,  and  inland  waterway  barges  3  percent. 

n 
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Publications,  1963 

Items  marked  with  an  asterisk   (  *  )    are  available  on 
request   to   the   Southern   Forest   Experiment   Station 

*  Andrew,  L.  E.,  and  Stearns,  F.  W. 
1963.  Physical  characteristics  of  four  Mississippi  soils. 

Soil  Sci.  Soc  Amer.  Proc.  27:  693-697,  illus. 
Mean  values  of  12  properties  reflected  the 
field  physiographic  grouping  of  these  sill 
loams  into  upland,  including  Memphis  and 
Loring,  and  bottom  land,  including  Falaya  and 
Collins.  Clay  content  was  most  definitive  in 
this  respect  and  proved  the  best  single  key 
to  values  of  other  properties. 

*  Barrett,  J.  P. 
1963.  Slash  pine  gum  flow  unaffected  by  seed  origin. 

Forests  and  People  13(2):  18-19,  illus.  Also  in 
Naval  Stores  Rev.  73(7):  4-5,  illus. 

In  a  plantation  near  Alexandria,  Louisiana,  no 
differences  in  gum  yield  were  found  among 
trees  representing  seven  seed  sources  in  the 
lower  Coastal  Plain. 

*  Bassett,  JR. 
1963  Influence  of  soil  properties  on  site  index  of 

pine.  La.  Assoc.  Agronomists  Proc.  3:  30-37. 
Site  properties  that  have  been  studied  most 
and  are  understood  best  are  related  to  physi- 

cal soil  factors,  particularly  those  affecting 
water-holding  capacity  and  root  development. 

*  Blair,  R.  M. 
1963.  Lightweight  collapsible  plot  frame.  Jour.  Range 

Mangt.  16:   28-29,  illus. 
Directions  for  making  a  portable  frame  of 
steel  tubing,  to  delineate  plots  in  range  and 
forest  inventories. 

*     Hays,  J.  A  ,  and   Brunett,  Louis 
1963.     Stream-crossing  structure  for  deer  fence.    Jour. 

Wildlife  Mangt.  27:   129-132,  illus 
Construction  details. 

*  Blocker,  Wras,  and  Bower,  David 
1963.     Filter  for  sampling  sediment  in  small  streams. 

Jour.    Soil   and   Water   Conserv.    18:    222,    illus 

Polyethylene  foam  one-half  inch    thick   is  ef- 
fective. 

*  Bonner,  F.  T. 
1963  Some  southern  hardwoods  can  be  air-layered. 

Jour.   Forestry  61:    923. 

In  Mississippi  air-layering  succeeded  in  April 
and  June  on  green  ash,  sweetgum,  and  cherry- 
bark  oak.  and  in  August  on  green  ash.  It 

failed  in  all  months  on  Nuttall  oak  and  yel- 
low-poplar. Indolebutyric  acid  stimulated  cal- 

lus growth  but  not  rooting. 

'■'  Boyer,   W.  D. 
1963.  Development  of  longleaf  pine  seedlings  under 

parent    trees.     U   S     Forest    Serv.    Res.    Paper 

SO-4,  5  pp.,  illus    South    Forest  Expt    Sta.,  New 
Orleans,  La. 

In  southwest  Alabama,  unburned  seedlings 
under  overstories  ranging  up  to  90  square  feet 
of  basal  area  per  acre  survived  as  well  as 
those  with  no  tree  competition.  After  7  years. 
milacre  stocking  averaged  99  percent  and  sur- 

vival 72  percent.  Growth,  but  not  survival, 
improved  with  distance  from  parent  trees. 
Seedlings  under  tree  crowns  had  less  brown 
spot  than   those  in   the  open. 

1963.  Longleaf  pine  seed  dispersal.  U.  S.  Forest  Serv. 
Res.  Note  SO-3,  2  pp.,  illus.  South.  Forest  Expt. 
Sta.,  New  Orleans,  La. 
Number  of  sound  seeds  dispersed  from  forest 

walls  into  openings  was  halved  with  each  55- 
link  increase  in  distance  from  the  seed  source. 
Seventy-one  percent  fell  within  I  chain  of 
the  base  of  the  parent  trees. 

Briegleb,  P.  A 
1963.  Progress  made  in  technical  forestry  in  the  South. 

Soc    Amer.  Foresters  Proc.    1962:    5-9. 
While  considerable  progress  has  been  made, 
more  attention  will  have  to  be  paid  to  utiliza- 

tion and  marketing,  protection  from  insects 
and  diseases,  economics,  engineering  and 
mechanization,  ivildlife  habitat,  watershed, 

and  recreation  management.  "In  every  dis- 
cipline, we  need  to  increase  the  relative  effort 

applied  to  hardwoods." Broadfoot,    W.  M. 
1963.  Guide  for  evaluating  water  oak  sites  U.  S  Forest 

Serv.  Res.  Paper  SO-1,  8  pp.,  illus.  South.  Forest 
Expt.  Sta.,  New  Orleans,  La. 

Site  index  can  be  gaged  by  3  methods:  (1) 
estimated  from  amount  of  sodium  in  the  soil, 
depth  of  topsoil,  and  presence  or  absence  of 
of  a  hardpan;  (2)  determined  in  the  field  from 
soil  texture,  depth  to  mottling,  presence  of 

a  pan.  depth  of  topsoil.  and  inherent  moisture 
condition;  (3)  read  from  a  table  of  averages 

after  soil  series  and  phase  have  been  identi- 

fied. 

Campbell,  R.  S 
1963.  Why  range  research — and  how  In  Range  re- 

search methodsj  a  symposium,  Denver,  Colora- 
do, May  1962.  U.S.  Dept  Agr  Misc.  Pub.  940, 

pp     1-4. 

Introductory  paper,  summarizing  objectives  o) 
range  and  wildlife  habitat  research  in  the 
U.S.  Forest  Service,  and  discussing  dyimmic 

nature  of  the  range  and  methodology  and  atti- 
tudes required  for  successful   research. 
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Campbell,  R.  S.,  Halls,  L.  K.,  and  Morgan,  H.  P. 
1963.     Selected  bibliography  on  southern  range   man- 

agement.   U.  S.   Forest   Serv.   Res.    Paper   SO-2, 
62  pp.  South.  Forest  Expt.  Sta.,  New  Orleans,  La. 

Classified  by  subject  matter,  and  with  index 
of  authors. 

Campbell,  W.  A.,  and  Verrall,  A.  F. 
1963.  Phytophthora  cinnamomi  associated  with  Law- 

son  cypress  mortality  in  Louisiana.  U.  S.  Dept. 
Agr.  Plant  Dis.  Rptr.  47:  808. 

The  fungus  was  isolated  from  dead  roots  of 
Chamaecyparis  lawsoniana  seedlings  that  had 
been  planted  5  years  previously  on  land  once 
in  a  tung  orchard. 

Carpenter,  B.  E.,  Jr.,  and  Toole,  E.  R. 
1963.     Sprinkling   with   water   protects   hardwood   logs 

in  storage.    South.  Lumberman  207(2576):    25- 
26,  illus. 

After  4  months  of  summer  storage  under  either 
full-time  or  on-and-off  sprays,  logs  of  red 
oak,  sweetgum,  cottonwood,  and  hackberry 

were  virtually  free  of  stain  and  decay.  Dry- 
stored  logs  were  badly  stained.  After  a  year, 
stain  had  reduced  values  14  percent  in  hack- 
berry  and  1  to  2  percent  in  other  species, 
while  unsprayed  logs  were  worthless. 

Chapman,  R.  C. 
1963.  Pruning  labor  in  shortleaf-loblolly  pine.  Jour. 

Forestry  61:   144-145,  illus. 
Basal  area  of  trees  pruned  was  the  single 
variable  most  highly  correlated  with  time 

required  for  1-log  pruning  in  east  Texas.  Basal 
area  of  the  stand  and  number  of  trees  per 
acre  also  were  influential.  Pruning  time  can 

be    estimated    by    point-sampling    procedures. 

Christopher,  J.  F. 

1963.  How  the  South's  pulpwood  moved  in  '62.  Pulp- 
wood  Prod.  11(12):   16,  illus. 

More  than  one-fourth  of  the  South's  pulpwood 
moves  interstate.  Florida  is  the  principal  im- 

porting State,  Georgia  leads  in  exports.  The 
present  movement  pattern  is  expected  to  re- 

main stable  until  considerable  change  occurs 
in  pulping  capacity. 

1963.     Mississippi  forest  industry  statistics,   1962.  U.  S. 
Forest  Serv.  Resource  Bui.   SO-4,  24  pp.,   illus 
South.   Forest  Expt.   Sta.,   New  Orleans,   La. 

Summarizes     1962     production    of    industrial 
roundwood  (except  pulpwood)  by  county,  and 
lists  primary  wood-using  plants  in  the  State. 

1963.  Outdoor  living  culture  means  money  in  bank 
for  forest  landowners.  Forest  World  1(4):  40- 
41. 

To  supply  backyard  barbecue  cooks.  Midsouth 
charcoal  manufacturers  have  been  expanding 

their  production,  and  thus  somewhat  increas- 
ing the  market  for  low-quality  hardwood 

trees,  especially  oak. 

1963.  Pulpwood  price  trends  in  the  Mid-south,  1946- 
1962.  South.  Pulp  and  Paper  Mfr.  26(8):  38, 
illus. 

Average  prices  for  pine  bolts  rose  from  1946 
to  1956  and  then  remained  stable,  though  with 
some  differences  among  delivery  points. 
Changes  in  annual  output  accounted  for  most 
of  the  variation  in  prices.  Hardwood  bolts 
remained  steady  after  1950,  and  chipped  pine 
and    hardwood    residues    changed    little    after 

1957,  even  though  volumes  of  these  products 
increased  greatly. 

   and  Gunter,  E.  R. 
1963.     Louisiana  forest   industry   statistics,    1962.   U.  S. 

Forest  Serv.  Resource  Bui.   SO-2,   17   pp.,  illus. 
South.   Forest  Expt.   Sta.,   New  Orleans,  La. 

Summarizes     1962    production    of    industrial 
roundwood  (except  pulpwood)  by  parish,  and 

lists  primary  wood-using  plants  in  the  State. 
   and  Nelson,   M.  E. 
1963.     Southern     pulpwood     production,      1962.     U.  S. 

Forest  Serv.   Resource  Bui.   SO-1,   24  pp.,  illus. 
South.  Forest  Expt.  Sta.,  New  Orleans,  La. 

Of  the  all-time  high  of  25,586,300  cords,  15 
percent  was  in  chipped  residues,  65  percent 
in  pine  bolts,  14  percent  in  bolts  of  soft-tex- 

tured hardwood  species,  and  6  percent  in  bolts 

of  firm-textured   hardwoods. 
Croker, 

1963. 

Derr,  H. 
1963. 

T.  C. 

Sixteen  years  of  management  on  the  Escambia 
Farm  Forestry  Forty.    U.  S.  Forest  Serv.  South. 
Forest  Expt.  Sta.,  4  pp. 

Thirty-six  MBF  (Doyle)  of  saw  logs,  101  cords 
of  pulpwood,  and  440  poles  have  been  har- 

vested from  this  40-acre  tract  of  longleaf  pine. 
Growing  stock  has  been  increasing . 

J. 
An  improved  repellent  for  direct-seeding.  Forest 
Farmer   23(2)  :    12-13,   illus. 

See  next  entry. 

1963.  Arasan  42-S,  an  improved  repellent  for  direct 
seeding.  Forests  and  People  13(3):  18-19,  42, 
illus. 

Arasan  42-S,  an  aqueous  suspensioit  of  thiram, 
is  recommended  as  a  bird-repellent  seed  coat- 

ing in  direct-seeding  the  southern  pines.  It 
is  dustless,  more  durable  than  wettable  pow- 

der, and  easy  to  apply. 

1963.     Better  repellent  for  direct  seeding.    U.  S.  Forest 

Serv.  Tree  Planters'  Notes  61,   pp.   26-30,  illus. 
See  preceding  entry. 

1963.  Brown-spot  resistance  among  F.  progeny  of  a 
single,  resistant  longleaf  parent.  Forest  Genet. 
Workshop  Proc.  1962:  16-17.  South.  Forest  Tree 
Impr.  Com.  and  Soc.  Amer.  Foresters  Tree  Impr. 

Com. 
The  considerable  resistance  displayed  by  the 

wind-pollinated  progeny  indicates  genetic 
control  of  this  trait  and  hence  the  possibility 
of  selection  for  resistant  strains. 

1963.  Needle  clipping  retards  growth  of  planted  long- 

leaf  pine.  U.  S.  Forest  Serv.  Tree  Planters' 
Notes  57,  pp.  31-33,  illus. 

Seedlings  grown  at  nursery   bed   densities  of 
10,  20,  and  30  per  square  foot  were  clipped 
to  needle  lengths  of  5  inches  and  planted  on 
an  average  site. 

Duvall,  V.  L. 
1963.  Beefing  up  forest  income.  South.  Lumberman 

207(2585)  .    80-82,   illus. 
See    abstract    under    Duvall    and    Whitaker. 
below. 

   and  Blair,  R.  M. 

1963.     Terminology  and  definitions.    In  Range  research 
methods:   a  symposium,  Denver,  Colorado,  May 

1962.    U.  S.  Dept.  Agr.  Misc.  Pub.  940,  pp.  8-11. 
Terminology   of   range   and   wildlife   manage- 

ment, and  ecology,  is  often  ambiguous.    These 
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sciences  would  benefit  from  a  glossary  of  ac- 

cepted meanings:  suggests  definitions  for  22 
terms. 

   and  Halls,  L.  K 
1963.  Outlook  for  beef  cattle  on  southern  forest 

ranges.  Soc  Amer.  Foresters  Proc.  1962:  76-79, 
illus. 

Range  grazing  is  profitable  if  efficiently  man- 
aged, and  beef  will  probably  continue  to  be 

a  major  product  of  southern  pine  forests, 
especially  in  the   longleaf-slash  pine  types. 

   and   Whitaker,   L.  B. 
1963  Supplemental  feeding  increases  beef  production 

on  bluestem-longleaf  pine  ranges.  La.  Agr.  Expt. 
Sta.  Bui.  564,  18  pp .,  illus. 

Cottonseed  cake  in  moderate  amounts  from 
late  October  until  May,  salt  and  bonemeal 
yearlong,  and  a  small  amount  of  hay  in  late 
winter  permit  efficient  cattle  operations  on 
bluestem  range. 

Enghardt,   Hans,   and   Derr,   H.  J. 
1963  Height  accumulation  for  rapid  estimates  of  cubic 

volume.  Jour  Forestry  61:  134-137,  illus. 

In  young  plantations,  Groseyibaugh's  height- 
accumulation  method  required  less  effort  than 
conventional  means  and  gave  accuracy  desired 
for  research  purposes. 

Evans,  T.  C,  O'Regan,  W   G   and  Halls,  L   K. 
1963      Committee    report    on    vegetation    measurement 

and    sampling       In    Range    research    methods: 
a    symposium,    Denver,    Colorado,     May     1962 
U.  S.  Dept.  Agr.  Misc.  Pub.  940,  pp.  60-63. 

Lists    measurement     problems    requiring     re- 
search and   proposes   formation  of   biometrics 

unit   to  deal   with   them. 

Farmer,  R.  E.,  Jr. 
1963.      Distilled-water    mist    chamber    for    propagating 

greenwood    cuttings.     U.  S.    Forest    Serv.    Tree 

Planters'  Notes  59,  pp.  28-29,  illus. 
Construction   and    operation 

Fassnacht,  D.  L. 
1963.  Our  coming  southern  pine  plywood  industry 

Soc.  Amer.  Foresters  Gulf  States  Sect.  News- 
letter  5(4)  :    36-40. 

Developments  to  date,  including  formulation 
of  a   tentative   commercial   standard. 

Ferguson,    E.  R 
1963.  Overstory  density  key  to  pine  seedling  survival 

and  growth  in  east  Texas.  Jour.  Forestry  61  : 
597-598,   illus. 

Both  survival  and  growth  of  underplanted 

loblolly  pine  were  retarded  in  direct  propor- 
tion to  the  density  of  the  overstory,  which 

was  of  shortleaf  and  loblolly  pine. 

Fletcher,    P.  W.,    and    Lull,    H.  W 
1963.      Soil-moisture    depletion    by    a    hardwood    forest 

during  drouth  years.    Soil  Sci.  Soc.  Amer.  Proc. 
27(1)  :    94-98,  illus. 

With  undisturbed  forest  soil  at  field  capacity 
taken  as  a  standard,  removal  of  litter  from 
beneath  a  Missouri  oak-hickory  forest  speeded 
soil  drying  about  10  percent.  Removal  of 
trees  but  not  litter  decreased  drying  rates 
about  two-thirds.  Removal  of  both  trees  and 
litter  decreased   rates  about   one-third. 

Grano,  C.  X 
1963  Increment  borer  starting  device  Jour.  Forestry 

61  :   678-679,  illus. 
Construction  and  use. 

*  Guttenberg,   Sam. 

1963.  Changing  perspectives — in  the  forest  resource 
The  Unit,  News  Letter  98,  pp.  23-25,  illus. 

"...  77ie  record  of  the  past  few  decades 
tells  us  of  the  need  to  grow  quality  wood  for 
ail  industrial  uses  ....  And  it  shows  that 

loggers  and  processors  must  continuously 
strive  to  improve  their  operations  before  they 

are  forced  to  ....  " 
*  Hedlund,   Arnold,   and  Janssen,   Paul, 

1963  Major  forest  types  in  the  South.  U  S  Forest 
Serv  South  and  Southeast  Forest  Expt  Stas  , 

1   p.,   illus. 
Map.  in  color,  at  scale  of  40  miles  to  the  inch 

Henry,   B. W 
1963.  Genetics  and  paper  Paper  Mill  News  86(39). 

12-13,   illus. 

In  years  to  come,  genetics,  and  its  manipula- 
tion through  tree  breeding,  will  be  contribut- 

ing to  a  stronger  paper  industry 
*     and  Jewell,  F.  F. 

1963.  Resistance  of  pines  to  southern  fusiform  rust 
World  Consultation  on  Forest  Genetics  and  Tree 
Improvement,  FAO,  Stockholm,  Sweden,  August 
23-30,   1963.  4  pp. 

Resistance  has  been  demonstrated  from  tiro 
sources:  the  sliortleaf  species  and  individual 
slash  pines. 

*    and  Neelands,  R  W 
1963.  Institute  of  Forest  Genetics  revisited  Forest 

Farmer  22(8):    16-17,  26,  illus. 
Summary  of  progress  since  the  Institute  was 
established  in  1955. 

*  Jewell,  F.  F. 

1963.  How  can  genetic  control  of  diseases  aid  the 

forest  manager9  Seventh  South.  Forest  Trie 
Impr    Conf.  Proc    1963:   25-26. 

Disease-resistant  trees  may  be  among  the 
earliest  practical  results  of  forest  genetics  re- 
search. 

*      and   Eleuterius,   L.  N. 
1963.  Amphiphyllous  uredia  and  telia  of  southern 

fusiform  rust.  U.  S.  Dept.  Agr  Plant  Dis.  Rptr 
47:   65,  illus. 

Sori  have  been  found  on  the  upper  as  well 
as  the  lower  surfaces  of  oak  leaves. 

*  Johnson,   R.  L.,   and    Krinard,   R.  M 
1963.  Planted  yellow-poplar  outperforms  six  other 

species  on  loess  sites.  U.  S.  Forest  Serv  Tree 

Planters'  Notes  61,  pp    11-12,  illus 
After  2  years  in  plantation,  yellow-poplar 
trees  averaged  two  to  six  times  taller  than 
southern  red  oak,  cherrybark  oak.  water  oak. 

swamp  chestnut  oak,  Shumard  oak.  and  sweet- 

gum. 

Johnston,   H.  R 
1963.  18  years  of  soil  poison  tests  Pest  Control  31 

(2):   27. 
Formulations  currently  recommended  for  Sa- 

mite control  are  0.5  percent  aldrin,  1  percent 
chlordane,  0.5  i>erccnt  dieldrin,  0.5  percent 

heptaehlor,  and  0.8  percent  BHC.  all  in  water 
emulsion;  and  8  percent  DDT  in  oil 

*  Kais,  A.  G 

1963.  In  vitro  sporidial  germination  of  Cronartium 
fusiforme.    Phytopath    53:    987,   illus 

Examination   of  Cronartium   fusiform,     Hedg* 
&    Hunt    ex   Cumm     resulted    in    a    composite 
illustration    of    the    germination    process,    in 
eluding    secondary,    tertiary,    and    quaternary 

sporidia. 
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Lockard,  C.  R.,  Putnam,  J.  A.,  and  Carpenter,  R.  D. 
1963.  Grade  defects  in  hardwood  timber  and  logs. 

U.  S.  Dept.  Agr.,  Agr.  Handb.  244,  39  pp.,  illus. 

Describes  in  words  and  pictures  "the  least 
understood  determinants  of  log  quality:  those 
indicators,  on  the  surfaces  or  ends  of  the  logs, 

of  quality-degrading  blemishes  in  the  in- 

terior." 
McClurkin,  D.  C. 

1963.  Soil-site  index  predictions  for  white  oak  in 
north  Mississippi  and  west  Tennessee.  Forest 
Sci.  9:   108-113,  illus. 

Percent  of  clay  in  the  surface  soil  and  position 
on  slope  were  the  best  indices  of  site. 

McKnight,  J.  S 

1963.  Hardwood  silviculture  in  tomorrow's  forest. 
Seventh  South.  Forest  Tree  Impr.  Conf.  Proc. 
1963:  9-11. 

Silviculture  in  both  natural  and  seeded  or 

planted  stands  will  be  guided  by  site-species 
relationships  and  take  into  consideration  mul- 

tiple use  of  the  forest. 

1963.  On  the  way  to  intensive  culture  of  cottonwood. 
Soc.  Amer.  Foresters  Proc.   1962:   44-46. 

Cottonwood  stands  can  probably  be  made  to 

grow  6  to  8  cords  of  high-quality  wood  per 
acre  annually. 

*  Mergen,  F.,  Stairs,  G.  R„  and  Snyder,  E.  B. 
1963.  Microsporogenesis  in  Pinus  echinata  and  Pinus 

taeda.    Silvae  Genet.  12:   127-129,  illus. 
Photomicrographs  of  major  stages,  and  phe- 

nology in  southern  Mississippi. 

*  Morris,  R.  C. 
1963.  Trunk  borers  in  cottonwood.  Miss.  Farm  Res. 

26(10):  8,  illus.  Also  as  Miss.  Agr.  Expt.  Sta. 
Inform.  Sheet  826,  2  pp.,  illus. 

Describes  Plectrodera  scalator,  the  cottonwood 
borer,  and  Saperda  calcarata,  the  aspen  borer. 

*   and  Orr,  L.  W. 
1963.  Caterpillars — fish — trees.  Soc.  Amer.  Foresters 

Proc.    1962:    172-173. 
Tests  in  river  bottoms  of  southwest  Alabama 

indicated  that  aerial  spraying  with  'A  pound 
of  DDT  per  acre  might  control  the  forest  tent 
caterpillar,  but  there  is  fear  that  even  this 
quantity  of  chemical  may  injure  fish  and 
shellfish. 

Moser,  J.  C. 
1963.  Contents  and  structure  of  Atta  texana  nest  in 

summer.  Ann.  Ent.  Soc.  Amer.  56:  286-291, 
illus. 

A  nest  in  central  Louisiana  contained  12  dor 

mancy,  5  detritus,  and  93  fungus-garden  cavi- 
ties. The  dormancy  cavities  resembled  fungus- 

garden  cavities,  but  were  irregular  in  shape, 
the  substrate  loas  tightly  packed  and  had  a 

silage-like  odor,  and  the  workers  and  inqui- 
lines  in  them   were  torpid. 

   and  Blum,  M.  S. 
1963.     Trail  marking  substance  of  the  Texas  leaf-cut- 

ting ant:   source   and   potency.     Sci.    140:    1228. 
The    trail-marking   substance    of   Atta    texana 
(Buckley )  is  formed  in  the  true  poison  gland 
and  deposited  by  the  modified  sting. 

1  Neelands,  R.  W. 
1963.  Farm  forestry  showcase.  Forest  Farmer  22(8): 

22-23,  illus. 
See  second  entry  below. 

1963.     Farm  forests  are  bonus  crops.    South.  Lumber- 
man 206(2572):   38,  40-41,  illus. 

See  entry  below. 

   and   Reynolds,   R.  R. 
1963.  Farm  forests  are  bonus  crops.  Amer.  Forests 

69(6)  :    9,  46-47,  illus. 
For  25  years  the  Crossett  Farm  Forestry  For- 

ties have  been  demonstrating  the  timber- 
growing   possibilities  of  small   woodlands. 

Peevy,  F.  A. 
1963.  Injecting  undiluted  2,4-D  amine  to  control 

woody  plants.  South.  Weed  Conf.  Proc.  16:  257- 
262. 

Best  all-around  treatment  probably  is  1  ml. 
in  incisions  3  inches  apart,  edge-to-edge. 

1963.     Killing  upland  hardwoods  with  silvicides.    For- 
est Farmer  22(6):    14-16,  illus. 

Summary  of  recommendations. 

*  Reynolds,  R.  R.,  and  Rawls,  I.  W. 
1963.  1963  cutting  record,  Crossett  Farm  Forestry 

Forties.  U.  S.  Forest  Serv.  South.  Forest  Expt. Sta.,  4  pp. 

From  1937  to  1963,  stumpage  worth  $11,700 

was  cut  from  a  well-stocked  40-acre  tract, 
while  a  34-acre  stand  that  originally  was 
badly  understocked  yielded  $7,000  of  stump- 

age. 
*  Row,  Clark. 

1963.  Determining  forest  investment  rates-of-return 
by  electronic  computer.  U.  S.  Forest  Serv.  Res. 

Paper  SO-6,  13  pp.,  illus.  South.  Forest  Expt. 
Sta.,  New  Orleans,  La. 

A  program,  written  in  FORTRAN,  is  available 
at  the  Southern  Forest  Experiment  Station  for 

computing  rates-of-return  for  complex  forest- 
investment  alternatives.  It  will  evaluate  six 
investment  alternatives  simultaneously  and 
perform  the  analyses  repetitively  for  many 
cost  and  price  situations. 

1963.  Problems  in  promoting  new  wood  products. 
South.  Lumberman  207(2585):  91-93,  illus. 

For  manufacturers  who  sell  only  standard 
lumber,  promotion  of  new  products  may  mean 
radical  changes  in  marketing  policy.  Among 
the  problems  are  reaching  particular  markets 

with  specialized  items;  meeting  building-code 
and  inspection  regulations;  and  creating  a 
prompt,  efficient  distribution  system  adapted 
to  the  volatile  building  materials  market. 

1963.  Regional  competition  in  softwood  lumber.  Soc. 
Amer.  Foresters  Proc.  1962:  97-103,  illus. 

The  widespread  internal  change  of  the  last 

decade  will  continue.  Increased  timber  sup- 
plies, trends  in  regional  production  and  freight 

costs,  characteristics  of  lumber  species  in  re- 
lation to  demand,  and  the  shifting  geography 

of  lumber  consumption  favor  the  western 

pine  region,  southern  States  west  of  the  Mis- 
sissippi, and  Canadian  imports. 

Russell,  T.  E. 
1963.  Planted  shortleaf  responds  to  prompt  release. 

U.  S.  Forest  Serv.  Tree  Planters'  Notes  61,  pp. 
13-16,  illus. 

On  the  Cumberland  Plateau,  delay  in  releas- 
ing planted  pines  from  competing  hardwoods 
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sacrificed  about  1  year's  growth  for  each  year 
seedlings  were  suppressed. 

Scheffer,  T.  C,  Verrall,  A.  F.,  and  Harvey,  George. 
1963  On-site  preservative  treatments:  their  effective- 

ness for  exterior  millwork  of  different  species 
used  in  various  climates.  Forest  Prod.  Jour. 
13:    7-13,  illus. 

Dipping  precut  stock  for  3  minutes  in  a  5- 
percent  solution  of  pentachlorophenol  in  light 

oil  gives  about  7  years'  protection,  even  in 
hot,   humid   climates. 

Schuster,  J.  L.,  and  Halls,  L.  K 
1963  Timber  overstory  determines  deer  forage  in 

shortleaf-loblolly  pine-hardwood  forests  Soc 
Amer.  Foresters  Proc.  1962:  165-167,  illus. 

Timber  stands  cut  by  the  shelterwood  method 

developed  a  high  hardwood  midstory  that  sup- 
pressed forage  plants;  under  selection  cutting 

the  midstory  was  lower  and  forage  more 
abundant. 

Shadowen,  H.  E. 

1963.  A  live-trap  study  of  small  mammals  in  Louisi- 
ana.   Jour.   Mammal.   44:    103-108. 

Peromyscus  nuttallii  was  the  species  caught 
most  frequently  between  January  and  June  on 
two  tracts  of  cutover  loblolly-shortleaf  pine 
forest,  with  P.  gossypinus  next.  A  winter  fire 
on  one  tract  reversed  this  order  but  did  not 
reduce  total  populations. 

Shoulders,  Eugene. 
1963.  Root-pruning  southern  pines  in  the  nursery. 

U.  S.  Forest  Serv.  Res.  Paper  SO-5,  6  pp.,  illus 
South.  Forest  Expt.  Sta.,  New  Orleans,  La 

In  Louisiana,  root  pruning  in  the  nursery  bed 
usually  improves  field  survival  of  longleaf 
pine  and  sometimes  of  loblolly  and  slash  pine. 
Growth  of  large  seedlings  is  retarded  by  prun- 

ing in  August  and  September,  but  yields  of 
plantable  stock  may  not  be  greatly  increased 

thereby,  because  reductions  in  oversize  seed- 
lings may  be  offset  by  increases  in  under  size 

stock. 

Siegel,  W.  C. 

1963.  The  changing  southern  hardwood  lumber  indus- 
try. South.  Lumberman  207(2585):  83-86,  illus. 

Hardwood  lumber  output  has  dropped  in  all 
but  three  southern  States  in  recent  years.  The 
southern  hardwood  region  is  still  the  leading 
producer  but  has  been  slowly  losing  markets 
to  Appalachian,  western,  and  imported  hard- 
woods. 

Smalley,  G.  W.,  and  Scheer,  R.  L. 
1963.  Black  root  rot  in  Florida  sandhills  U.  S.  Dept. 

Agr.  Plant  Dis.  Rptr.  47:  669-671,  illus 
The  rot,  caused  by  a  fungus  complex  of  Scler- 
otium  bataticola  and  Fusarium  species,  has 
recently  been  found  in  pine  plantations  o?i 
the  deep  sandy  soils  of  western  Florida. 
Though  it  attacks  all  species  of  pines  in  the 
area,  it  appears  to  have  caused  mortality 
only  in  young  plantations  of  slash  pine. 

Smith,  L  F. 
1963.  Controlling  shrubs  on  wet  slash  pine  sites.  U.  S. 

Forest  Serv.  Res.  Note  SO-4,  2  pp.  South.  Forest 
Expt.  Sta.,  New  Orleans,   La. 

Cutting  stems  near  groundline  and  spraying 
the  fresh  stumps  with  2,4,5-T  in  diesel  oil 
killed  99  percent  of  the  plants  within  2  years, 
but  cost  twice  as  much  as  a  foliage  spray  with 
2,4,5-T  in  water,  which  killed  66  percent. 

and  Smith,  H.  D. 

1963.  Growth  of  slash,  loblolly,  and  longleaf  pines 
on  cultivated  sites  U.  S  Forest  Serv  Tree 

Planters'  Notes  59,  pp    1-2,  illus. 
Cultivation  and  brown-spot  control  shortened 
the  grass  stage  of  the  longleaf  trees,  by  age 
4  years  their  heights  averaged  7.3  feet,  about 
the  same  as  third-year  heights  of  slash  and loblolly. 

   Snyder,  E  B  ,  and  Scarbrough,  N.  M 
1963.  Care  of  pine  seedlings  used  in  breeding  at  Insti- 

tute of  Forest  Genetics.  U.  S.  Forest  Serv.  Res 

Note  SO-2,  4  pp  ,  illus  South.  Forest  Expt.  Sta., 
New  Orleans,   La. 

When  grown  in  pots  for  a  few  months  between 
lifting  and  outplanting,  and  cultivated  and 
kept  free  of  pests  in  plantation,  longleaf  seed- 

lings averaged  95  percent  in  first-year  survi- 
val and  94  percent  of  the  survivors  began 

height  growth   the  second  year 

*  Snow,  G.  A.,  Jewell,   F.  F.,  and   Eleuterius,  L.  N. 
1963.      Apparent    recovery    of   slash    and    loblolly    pine 

seedlings    from    fusiform    rust    infection.     U.  S. 

Dept.  Agr.  Plant  Dis.  Rptr.  47:   318-319,  illus. 
Of  200  seedlings  that  were  galled  when  lifted 

from  the  nursery  bed,  15  seemed  disease-free 
after  2'i>   years  in  plantation 

*  Snyder,  E.  B.,  and  Allen,  R.  M. 
1963.  Sampling,  nursery,  and  year-replication  effects 

in  a  longleaf  pine  progeny  test.  Forest  Genet. 
Workshop  Proc.  1962:  26-27,  illus.  South.  Forest 
Tree  Impr.  Com.  and  Soc.  Amer.  Foresters  Tree 
Impr.   Com 

Ten-year  results  from  a  comprehensive  test 
illustrated  the  possibility  of  error  or  ineffi- 

ciency from  unrepresentative  sampling,  per- 
sisting effects  of  nursery  environment .  and 

indiscriminate  replication   by  years. 

'  Southern  Forest  Experiment  Station. 
1963.  The  Timber  Management  Laboratory  at  Cros- 

sett,  Arkansas.  U.  S.  Forest  Serv.  South.  Forest 
Expt.  Sta.,  19  pp.,  illus 

Pictorial  description  of  the  Laboratory's  work. 

'Stephenson,  G.  K. 
1963.  Ten  years  of  shortleaf  pine  seed  crops  in  Texas. 

Jour.    Forestry   61:    270-272,    illus. 
While  partial  cutting  did  not  induce  crops  in 
years  of  widespread  seed  failure,  it  increased 
the  efficiency  of  individual  trees  in  seed  years. 

*     Goodrum,  P.  D.,  and  Packard,  R.  L. 
1963.  Small  rodents  as  consumers  of  pine  seed  in  east 

Texas  uplands.  Jour.  Forestry  61:  523-526,  illus. 
During  5  years,  rodent  populations,  mostly 
mice,  tended  to  be  low  in  summer  and  Ingli 
in  winter  and  spring.  Tests  with  caged  mice 
indicated  that  winter  populations,  which  aver- 

aged 2-4  per  acre,  could  eat  about  as  much 
seed  as  is  normally  direct-seeded,  but  would 
have  little  effect  on  natural  regeneration  when 

pine  mast   is  abundant 

Sternitzke,  H.  S 
1963.      Alabama    forests.    U.  S     Forest    Serv.    Resource 

Bui.    SO-3,    32    pp.,    illus      South.    Forest    Expt 
Sta.,  New  Orleans,  La. 

Alabama  has  more  pine  timber  than  it  did 
a  decade  ago.  Volume  in  trees  at  least  5  inches 
in  diameter  has  risen  28  percent  for  softwood; 
hardwood  has  remained  about  the  same  In 
trees  of  sawtimber  sizes,  softwood  rose  30 
percent  while  hardwood  dropped  4  percent 
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*  Stransky,  J.  J. 
1963.  Needle  moisture  as  mortality  index  for  southern 

pine  seedlings.  Bot.  Gaz.  124:  178-179,  illus. 
Needle  moisture  contents  of  105  to  65  percent 
represented  the  range  within  which  potted 
shortleaf  and  loblolly  pine  seedlings  might 
either  live  or  die.  For  both  species  and  for 
two  soil  types,  85  percent  was  the  midpoint 
at  which  seedlings  had  a  50-50  chance  of  sur- 
vival. 

*  Thames,  J.  L. 
1963.  Needle  variation  in  loblolly  pine  from  four 

geographic  seed  sources.  Ecol.  44:  168-169,  illus. 

Trees  representing  dry  portions  of  the  species' 
range  in  Texas  had  fewer  stomata,  a  thicker 
layer  of  epidermal  cells,  and  more  hypodermal 
cells  than  trees  from  southern  Arkansas  and 
northern  Georgia.  The  Texas  trees  outgrew 
the  others  when  planted  on  dry  sites  in  north 
Mississippi. 

*  Toole,   E.  R. 
1963.     Cottonwood  canker  caused  by  Fusarium  solani. 

U.S.  Dept.  Agr.  Plant  Dis.  Rptr.  47:   1032-1035, 
illus. 

The  fungus  produced  cankers  when  introduced 
into  wounds  in  cottonwood,  either  by  direct 

inoculation  or  by  floating  spores  on  the  sur- 
face of  water  around  partly  submerged  stems. 

The  latter  is  a  likely  mode  of  infection  in 
nature.  In  cross-inoculations,  strains  from 
cottonwood,  tupelo,  and  yellow-poplar  dif- 

fered in  pathogenicity  and  were  most  virulent 
on  their  parent  host. 

1963.     Site   affects   rate   of  decay    in   cherrybark    oak. 
U.S.   Dept.   Agr.   Plant  Dis.   Rptr.   47:    568. 

In  the   laboratory,  wood  from   trees  on  good 
sites   decayed   more   slowly    than   wood    from 
trees  on  poor  sites. 

1963       Sweetgum  lesion  caused  by  Botryosphaeria  ribis. 

U.S.   Dept.   Agr.   Plant   Dis.   Rptr.   47:    229-231, 
illus. 

Several  strains  of  the  fungus  can  produce 
lesions  of  a  kind  common  on  trunks  of  sweet- 
gums  in   bottom   lands  along  the  Gulf  Coast. 

Ursic,  S.  J. 

1963.  Kraft-polyethylene  bags  recommended  for  pack- 
ing and  storing  loblolly  seedlings.  U.  S.  Forest 

Serv.  Tree  Planters'  Notes  57,  pp.  23-28,  illus. 
Bag-packed  seedlings  performed  as  well  as 
those  in  Forest  Service  bales,  and  did  not 

require  water  during  storage  either  at  33°F. 
or  in  an  unheated  warehouse.  A  hydrophilic 
root  spray  did  not  improve  keeping  qualities. 

1963.     Planting    loblolly    pine   to   stop   erosion.    Forest 
Farmer  23(3):    10-12,    16,   illus. 

See  entry  above. 

   and  Dendy,  F.  E. 
1963.  Sediment  yields  from  small  watersheds  under 

various  land  uses  and  forest  covers.  Paper  for 
National  Sedimentation  Conference,  Jackson, 
Miss.,  Jan.   1963.  9  pp.,  illus. 

Annual  sediment  yields  and  average  concen- 
trations of  sediment  per  unit  of  runoff  de- 

creased in  the  orders  corny,  pasture >  aban- 
doned fields  and  depleted  hardwoods^,  pine 

plantations  and  mature  pine -hardwoods.  Run- 
off decreased  in  the  order:  corn  and  pasture > 

abandoned  fields  and  depleted  hardwoods^ 
pine  plantations.  The  watersheds  were  on 
hilly  uplands  of  north  Mississippi. 

Verrall,   A.  F. 
1963.  Brown  spot  needle  blight.  In  Important  forest 

diseases  of  mutual  concern  to  member  countries 
of  the  North  American  forestry  commission,  pp. 

64-65.  Compiled  by  Working  Group  on  Forest 
Insects  and  Diseases,  North  American  Forestry 
Comn,  FAO. 

Brief  description. 

1963.  Brown-spot  needle  blight.  In  Internationally 
dangerous  forest  tree  diseases.  U.  S.  Dept.  Agr. 

Misc.  Pub.   939,  pp.   111-112. 
Descriptions    of    disease    and    fungus;    list    of 
pine  hosts,  geographic  range. 

1963.     Control    of    diseases    in    southern    forests.     Soc. 

Amer.  Foresters  Proc.   1962:    138-139. 

Development  of  resistant  strains  and  manipu- 
lations of  the  forest  environment  to  create 

conditions  unfavorable  to  disease  both  hold 
great  promise.  Direct  controls,  as  by  spraying, 
will  be  of  some  use.  Biological  control  seems 
unpromising. 

1963.  Southern  fusiform  rust.  In  Important  forest 
diseases  of  mutual  concern  to  member  countries 
of  the  North  American  forestry  commission,  pp. 

20-22.  Compiled  by  Working  Group  on  Forest 
Insects  and  Diseases,  North  American  Forestry 
Comn.,  FAO. 

Brief  description. 

1963.  Southern  fusiform  rust.  In  Internationally 
dangerous  forest  tree  diseases.  U.  S.  Dept.  Agr. 

Misc.  Pub.  939,  pp.  93-94. 
Brief  descriptions  of  disease  and  fungus;  lists 
of  oak  and  pine  hosts;  geographic  range. 

1963.      Modifications  of  planting  technique  not  recom- 
mended for  loblolly  on  eroded  soils.   U.  S.  Forest 

Serv.  Tree  Planters*  Notes  57,  pp.    13-17,   illus. 
No    benefits    derived    from    deep    planting    or 
from   ptiddling   or   soaking   of   roots   prior   to 
planting. 

1963.  Planting  loblolly  pine  for  erosion  control  in 
north  Mississippi.  U.  S.  Forest  Serv.  Res.  Paper 

SO-3,  20  pp.,  illus.  South.  Forest  Expt.  Sta., 
New  Orleans,  La. 

Research-developed  methods  for  planting  lob- 
lolly pine  to  stabilize  and  rehabilitate  badly 

eroded  southern  uplands — a  purpose  for  which 
loblolly  has  no  peer. 

1963.  Water-repellent  preservatives  on  exterior  wood- 
work of  buildings.  Forest  Prod.  Jour.  13 :  460- 

462,    illus. 
Exterior  woodwork  can  be  protected  by  pre- 
treatment  with  a  water-repellent  preservative, 
provided  the  building  is  designed  to  restrict 
wetting  by  rain.  Dipping  lumber  for  3  minutes 
after  it  has  been  cut  to  size  is  preferable,  but 
brush  or  spray  applications  after  the  wood  is 
nailed  in  place  are  also  useful. 

'  Wakeley,  P.  C. 

1963.     How  far   can  seed   be   moved''     Seventh   South. 
Forest  Tree  Impr.  Conf.  Proc.  1963:  38-43,  illus. 

Pending    definitive    results    from    provenance 
tests,  the  author  hazards  10  recommendations 
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concerning  distances  and  directions  that 
southern  pine  seed  can  be  moved  from  source 
to  planting  site. 

1963  Reducing  the  effects  of  nursery  influences  upon 
provenance  tests.  Forest  Genet.  Workshop  Proc 
1962:  28-32,  illus.  South.  Forest  Tree  Impr.  Com. 
and  Soc.  Amer.  Foresters  Tree  Impr.  Com 

Provenance  tests  should  be  designed  to  permit 
{adoring  out  effects  of  variations  in  nursery 
environment,  which  may  cause  differences  in 
survival  and  early  growth  of  genetically  iden- 

tical stocks  or  distort  differences  among  genet- 
ically unlike  stocks 

Whaley,   R  S 

1963.  Loose  dollars  at  pine  sawmills.  South.  Lumber- 
man 206(2565)     35-36,  38,  illus. 

Of  boards  being  cut  by  a  sample  of  Alabama 
sawmills,  40  percent  varied  excessively  in 
thickness  and  21  percent  in  width.  With  or 
without  buying  new  machinery,  the  mills 
could  have  increased  profits  by  applying  qual- 

ity-control   techniques. 
   and  Guttenberg,   Sam 

1963  Alabama's  changing  lumber  industry.  South 
Lumberman  206(2571):   28-30,  32,  illus. 

A  survey  of  47  mills  that  cut  half  the  lumber 
made  in  the  State.   The  mills  have  been  buying 

new  equipment,  diversifying  products,  raising 
labor  efficiency  in  logging  and  milling,  and 
reducing  maintenance  costs  Most  have 
doubled  their  outi>iit  since  1946  but  still  lack 
an  adequate  accounting  system,  are  not  using 
machinery  to  maximum  effectiveness,  and 

have  not  fully  explored  marketing  and  distri- 
bution   opportunities 

Wilcox,   J.  R 
1963.  How  can  we  improve  southern  hardwoods 

through  genetics9  Seventh  South.  Forest  Tree 
Impr.   Conf.   Proc     1963:    31-34 

Genetic  improvement  appears  possible  in  yel- 
low-poplar, cottonwood,  and  the  oaks.  For 

other  important  hardwoods,  data  are  lacking 
on   variations  and   patterns   of   inheritance. 

Williston,  H  L 
1963.  Early  yield  of  erosion-control  plantations  in 

north  Mississippi  U.  S  Forest  Serv.  Res.  Note 

SO-1,  7  pp.,  illus  South  Forest  Expt  Sta.,  New 
Orleans,  La 

Survival  of  pulpwood-size  pine  plantations  on 
eroded  sites  averaged  38  percent  in  loblolly. 
48  in  shortleaf,  and  29  in  slash.  Annual  growth 
per  acre  had  been  0.89  cord  for  loblolly,  0.58 
for  shortleaf,  and  0.88  for  slash.  Form  class 
was  2  to  3  points  better  in  loblolly  than  in 
shortleaf. 




















